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Foreword

Preparing a foreword for the proceedings of an international conference, in the form of
an edited volume, cannot but be an intellectual pleasure which I can ill afford to desist
myself from. Accordingly, I avail myself of an opportunity to write a few words for the
foreword of the recently concluded First International Conference on Computational
Intelligence, Business Analytics, and Communication (CICBA 2017). It was organized
by Calcutta Business School in association with the Computer Society of India, on
March 24–25, 2017 at the Calcutta Business School campus. The conference was
technically sponsored by IEEE Kolkata Chapter, IEEE Young Professionals Kolkata,
as well as the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society, Kolkata Chapter. The pro-
ceedings of the conference have been published by Springer Nature, in their CCIS
series.

With the presence of Prof. Dr. Sankar Pal, former director, of the Indian Statistical
Institute, Padmashri; Prof. Dr. Edward Tsang, University of Essex, UK; and Dr. P.N.
Suganthan, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore as Keynote speakers, as well
as luminaries from leading industries and research/academic institutes as invited
speakers, the event could attain the true international standard that it had the intention
to achieve. With Prof. Dr. L.M. Patnaik, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore gracing
the occasion as the chief guest, it was further praiseworthy to have had representatives
from the Indian Institute of Management Kolkata, the Indian Statistical Institute
Kolkata, the Defence Research and Development Organization, the Government of
India, IBM, Wipro, Capgemini, Tata Consultancy Service, Accenture, Rediff.com, and
LinkedIn for invited speeches and panel discussions.

As per my information, there were 276 papers submitted from across the globe
including countries like Australia, the UK, Singapore, Bangladesh, Portugal, Saudi
Arabia, Taiwan, Nepal, Thailand, Russia, and the USA – out of which 90 papers were
accepted and presented. There were 8 technical tracks at the conference, each chaired
by experts in the respective domains, as well as 18 technical sessions, where the
authors presented their respective research work in front of the session chairs from
academia and industry. The three best papers were awarded by Springer Nature with
prizes worth € 250, € 200, and € 150 respectively. Some more awards were also offered
by Calcutta Business School, the host, and IEEE Young Professionals Kolkata.

From my experience in general and by virtue of being present in person for some
hours during the event, I strongly believe that it was undoubtedly commendable on the
part of the organizers of the conference to have made it a grand success, especially this
being the first one in the series. I am sure that subsequent events of this conference
series will definitely be able to prove its standing as a successful series within the
research community in the years ahead.



Last but not the least, I want to avail myself of this opportunity to express my
heartfelt thanks to the chairs of the Program Committee of CICBA 2017, along with all
my good wishes for the upcoming CICBA series of conferences.

With best wishes

July 2017 Sushmita Mitra
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Preface

Calcutta Business School, in collaboration with the Computer Society of India, orga-
nized the First International Conference on Computational Intelligence, Communica-
tion, and Business Analytics (CICBA 2017), during 24–25 March 2017 at the Calcutta
Business School campus. This is the first activity of the Computer Society of India in
the eastern region with Springer Nature as the publication partner. This mega event
covered all aspects of computational intelligence, communications, and business ana-
lytics, where by the scope was not only limited to various engineering disciplines, such
as computer science, electronics, and electrical, mechanical, or biomedical engineering,
but also included work from allied communities like general science, educational
research, and management science, etc.

The volume constitutes a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers
received from all over the world. CICBA 2017 attracted a good number of submissions
from the different areas spanning eight tracks in various cutting-edge technologies of
specialized focus, which were organized and chaired by eminent professors. The eight
special sessions focused on computational intelligence, data science and advanced data
analytics, signal processing and communications, microelectronics, sensors, intelligent
networks, computational forensics (privacy and security), computational intelligence in
bio-computing, computational intelligence in mobile & quantum computing, and
intelligent data mining & data warehousing. After a rigorous peer-review process, with
the help of our Program Committee members and external experts as reviewers (from
inland as well as abroad), top-quality papers could be identified for presentation and
publication. The review process was extremely stringent with a minimum of three
reviews for each submission and occasionally up to six reviews duly supplemented by
checks on similarity and overlaps as well. Submitted papers geographically encompass
countries like Australia, the UK, Singapore, Bangladesh, Portugal, Saudi Arabia,
Taiwan, Nepal, Thailand, Russia, and the USA. Out of the pool of papers submitted,
only 30% have been included in these final proceedings.

The Organizing Committee of CICBA 2017 consisted of international academic and
industrial luminaries, and the Program Committee comprised around 200 technical
experts. These proceedings are published in one volume of Springer’s Communications
in Computer and Information Science (CCIS) series. We, in the capacity of the volume
editors, convey our sincere gratitude to Springer for providing the opportunity to
publish the proceedings of CICBA 2017.

Representatives from the Indian Institute of Management Kolkata, the Indian Sta-
tistical Institute Kolkata, the Indian Institute of Science Bangalore, the Defence
Research Development Organization, the Government of India, IBM, Wipro,
Capgemini, TCS, Accenture, Rediff.com, and LinkedIn participated in the panel dis-
cussions, keynote addresses, and invited talks. The conference included many distin-
guished keynote addresses by eminent speakers such as Prof. Dr. Sankar Pal, Indian
Statistical Institute, Dr. P.N. Suganthan, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore,



Prof. Dr. L.M. Patnaik, Indian Institute of Science Bangalore, and Prof. Dr. Edward
Tsang, University of Essex, UK. Speakers for panel discussions included luminaries
from academia and industry, such as Dr. Gautam Mahapatra, RCI Labs, Defence
Research Development Organization, Hyderabad; Mr. Lawrence Mohanraj, IBM India
Pvt. Ltd., Chennai; Mr. Somnath Chatterjee, Capgemini, Kolkata; Mr. Ajit Balakrish-
nan, Rediff.com; Dr. Arindam Pal, Data and Decision Sciences Group, TCS Innovation
Labs Kolkata, India; Mr. Rajeev Ranjan Kumar, Virtual Desk, Wipro Tech. Hyderabad,
etc. Invited talks were delivered by Ms. Suvira Srivastav, Springer Nature and Prof. Dr.
Sushmita Mitra, Machine Intelligence Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata.

The editors would like to express their sincere gratitude to Prof. Dr. Kalyanmoy
Deb, Michigan State University, for taking the time to inaugurate the Call for Papers of
CICBA 2017. They also thank the International Advisory Committee and the Chief
Guest of CICBA 2017, Prof. Dr. L.M. Patnaik, for providing valuable guidance and
inspiration to overcome various difficulties in the process of organizing the conference.
We moreover want to avail ourselves of this opportunity to extend our heartfelt thanks
to the Honorary Chair of this conference, Prof. Dr. Anirban Basu, Computer Society of
India, for his active involvement from the very beginning till the end of the conference,
without whose support this conference could never have assumed such a successful
shape. Sincerest thanks are due to Prof. Dr. P.K. Roy, APIIT, India, for his valuable
suggestions regarding enhancing the editorial review process. The editors also thank
the Best Paper Award Committee of CICBA 2017 for taking the trouble to select the
best papers from a pool so many formidable acceptances. The conference was spon-
sored by Calcutta Business School and IEEE Young Professionals.

Special words of appreciation are due to the Calcutta Business School, for coming
forward to host the conference, which incidentally was the first in the series. It was
indeed heartening to note the enthusiasm of all faculty, staff, and students of Calcutta
Business School to organize the conference in a professional manner. Involvement of
faculty coordinators and student volunteers are particularly praiseworthy in this regard.
The editors also thank technical partners and sponsors for providing all the support and
financial assistance.

It is needless to mention the role of the contributors. But for their active support and
participation, the question of organizing a conference is bound to fall through. The
editors take this opportunity to thank the authors of all the papers submitted as a result
of their hard work, more so because all of them considered the conference as a viable
platform to ventilate some of their latest findings, not to speak of their adherence to the
deadlines and patience with the lengthy review process. The quality of a refereed
volume primarily depends on the expertise and dedication of the reviewers who vol-
unteer their efforts with a smiling face. The editors are further indebted to the Program
Committee members and external reviewers, who not only produced excellent reviews
but also did these in short timeframes, in spite of their very busy schedules. It is
because of their quality work that it has been possible to maintain the high academic
standard of the proceedings.

A conference is only complete when it has managed to attract a high level of
participation. A conference with good papers accepted and devoid of any participants is
perhaps the worst form of curse that may be imagined. The editors therefore thank the
participants for attending the conference.
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Last but not the least, the editors would offer cognizance to all the volunteers for
their tireless efforts in meeting the deadlines and arranging every minute detail
meticulously to ensure that the conference achieved its goals, academic or otherwise.

J.K. Mandal
Paramartha Dutta

Somnath Mukhopadhyay
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Abstract. Detection of unannotated protein functions in a protein interaction
network generates a lot of beneficial information in the field of drug discovery of
various kinds of diseases. Though most of the various computational methods
have succeeded in predicting functions of huge amount of unknown proteins at
recent times but the main problem is the simultaneous increase of false positives
in most of the predicted results. In this work, a bottom-up predictor of existing
Apriori algorithm has been implemented for protein function prediction by
exploiting two most important neighborhood properties: closeness centrality and
edge clustering coefficient of protein interaction network. The method is also
unique in the fact that the functions of the leaf nodes in the interaction network
have been back propagated and thus labeled up to the root node (target protein)
using a bottom-up level to level approach. An overall precision, recall and F-score
of 0.86, 0.65 and 0.74 respectively have been obtained in this work which are
found to be better than most of the current state-of-the-art.

Keywords: PPI (Protein-Protein Interaction) · Apriori algorithm · PIN (Protein
Interaction Network) · L2L (Level to Level) approach · Closeness centrality · Edge
clustering coefficient

1 Introduction

Computational methods for protein function prediction have succeeded to draw the
limelight in comparison to the biological/experimental methods since they comprehen‐
sively reduce time, effort and cost. Though most of the recent methodologies outperform
the previous ones still the fact cannot be denied that they provide the foundation without
which the advancement in this area of research is not possible. Function prediction from
PPI (Protein-Protein Interaction Network) is one of the most important fields in protein
function prediction which is considered in this work. In a PIN, each node represents a
protein while the corresponding edge between two nodes/proteins represents its
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interaction. It is believed that proteins in the neighborhood of unannotated protein (target
protein) will also perform similarly as that of unannotated one. But all the functions of
all neighborhood proteins cannot be assigned to the unknown since it is not logically
justified that the target protein will perform all the functions. Moreover, it will enhance
the percentage of false positives. In reality it has been observed in various researches
that the unknown protein only performs only few of the functions performed by the
proteins in its neighborhood. So selection of a protein with specific functionality among
a large number of neighborhood proteins is proved to be a very crucial as well as a
challenging task indeed. But before proceeding into further details of this work, some
of the previous works have been discussed in the upcoming section to have a clear
concept about the types of work in this PIN and other areas of protein function prediction.

The pioneering attempt start with the simplest neighbourhood-counting method [1, 2].
The concept of functional similarity of two proteins has been introduced in the work of
Chen et al. [3] where both level-1 and level-2 proteins of interaction network has been
considered. While Vazquez et al. [4] highlights the concept of maximum connectivity of
the unannotated protein through his simulated annealing optimizing method. Exploration
and embedding other features of a protein in a PIN opens another way of function predic‐
tion. This has been observed in the work of Karaoz et al. [5] where gene ontology has been
taken into consideration along with the gene expression data and PIN. Other important
approaches like markov random field [6], flow based approach [7], probabilistic methods
[8], binomial model based loopy belief propagation [9], UVCLUSTER based on bi-clus‐
tering [10] and network based statistical algorithm [11] also leave their marks in PIN based
protein function prediction. Clustering of proteins is another essential aspect which has
been highlighted in the works of Pruzli et al. [12] and King et al. [13]. Xiong et al. [14]
combines PPI information and protein sequence information to increase the performance
of the predictor. They add implicit edges to the network with explicit or existing edges and
employ a collective classification algorithm to predict the function. While in some of the
previous works [15–17], physicochemical properties and neighborhood properties collec‐
tively determine the functional group. Piovesan et al. [18] propose an unique approach of
combining PPI information, sequence information and domain information for the protein
function prediction. Zhao et al. [19] predicts protein function using a ranking methodology
on a dynamic weighted interactome network enriched with PPI network, time course gene
expression data, protein’s domain information and protein complex information. Other
exclusive works in this field are Wu et al. [20], Sandhan et al. [21], Huang et al. [22], Saha
et al. [23, 24] and Zhao et al. [25].

All these studies have revealed the fact that there are still a lot of scopes for improve‐
ments in this field of improving accuracy level in the field of protein function prediction
which motivates us not only to work in this field and to discover new methodologies
which will reduce the rate of false positives as well as increases the precision, recall and
F-score values. Our entire work can be described in two phases: In the first phase, close‐
ness centrality of all the nodes in the PIN has been calculated. Then unannotated proteins
or the target set is selected based on three thresholds (High, medium and low) estimated
on closeness centrality of all nodes. In the second phase, PPI network is formed for each
target protein, considering its level-1 and level-2 proteins. Then Apriori algorithm is
used from bottom to top in a PIN using L2L approach (first it predicts the function of
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level-2 proteins and then level-1 proteins) and predicts functions of unannotated protein
from the functions of leaf nodes which are only considered to be annotated in the
respective PIN. Moreover since Apriori algorithm is used for prediction so all the
possible combination of functions of leaf nodes has been taken into consideration which
reduces the chances of missing any annotation while predicting protein function. In the
upcoming section, we will discuss about the dataset, related terminologies, our proposed
methodology and its associated results.

2 Dataset

Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences database (ftp://ftpmips.helmholtz-
muenchen.de/fungi/Saccharomycetes/CYGD/PPI/) [15–17] has been used in this work.
The overall network of yeast is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. PIN of yeast

3 Related Terminologies

The important component of proposed methodology of bottom-up L2L approach is
Protein interaction network [15] which is represented by graph [15] where proteins are
vertices and interactions are edges. Terminologies like Sub-graph [15], Edge Clustering
Coefficient [16, 26], level-1 neighbors [15], level-2 neighbors [15] have their usual
meaning. Proposed work uses Apriori Algorithm to predict the functional group of target
protein by bottom-up approach. Initially it predicts the functional group of level-1
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neighbors from the level-2 neighbors. Then using similar manner, the functional group
of level-1 neighbors are again back propagated up to the target protein. The entire
scenario has been shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Working of Bottom-Up L2L approach on target protein YEL003w

In order to select set of target proteins, a graph-theoretical measure Closeness
Centrality Score (CCS) is taken. CCS of a node [27–29] is defined as a measure of the sum
of the length of the shortest paths between the node and all other nodes in the graph. Thus
the more central a node is, the closer it is to all other nodes. Mathematically, it is defined as

CCS (i) =
||Nu

|| − 1
∑

j
dij

(1)

where i is the target protein, j is any another protein in the PPI network GP, dij is the
shortest distance between these two nodes and | Nu | is the total number of node i’s neighbour.

4 Methodology

The top level view of the proposed method has been shown in Fig. 2. Basically it can
be subdivided into three phases. The phase-1 is basically for selecting unannotated
proteins (target set) at three levels of thresholds based on the calculated closeness
centrality of all nodes in the network which is executed in the algorithm Select_Target.
Next, Edge_Prune eliminates less significant edges from the neighborhood graph of
target proteins chosen by Select_Target. Thus filtered neighborhood graph of target
protein is processed by FunApriori. The entire step by step approach of bottom-up L2L
approach has been given below.
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Algorithm: Select_Target
(Selection of target proteins whose functional groups 

to be predicted)

Input: Protein Interaction Network represented by 
directed graph with edges labeled with function
al groups

Output: Three sets of target proteins at three levels of 

threshold: , ,

Begin
=ø;

for each protein i in (PIN)
Find closeness centrality Score using 
equation 1.

Sort them on their decreasing values.
Set the three threshold values (high, medium 
and low) based on range of at random.
for each protein i in 

if

at 
three thresholds

End.

Protein Function Prediction from Protein Interaction Network 7



//call Select_Target to select target proteins

It should be noted here that Edge Clustering coefficient [16] has been calculated in
Phase-2 for each edge of the neighborhood graph of target protein. ECC for edge deter‐
mines how much a protein is connected to densely connected proteins. Or, in other
words, edges or interaction having low edge clustering coefficient values than the
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calculated threshold value should be pruned before ultimate prediction so that the
prediction might not get hampered by the non-essential proteins.

4.1 Illustration of Methodology with Sample PIN

In Fig. 3 YEL003w is the protein of the target set whose function is to be predicted by our
proposed methodology. Its corresponding level-1 neighbors are YLR337c and YDR150w.
While it’s Level-2 neighbors are YML094w, YNL153c, YER125w, YPL031c, YGL217c
and YNL271c. In this work, functional groups of level-1 are not taken rather are assigned
from their children or level-2 neighbors. So at first Apriori algorithm is applied on the

Fig. 3. Sample PIN of unannotated protein YEL003w

Fig. 4. Sub-network of YLR337c

Protein Function Prediction from Protein Interaction Network 9



Fig. 5. Execution of apriori algorithm

Fig. 6. Illustration of working of proposed methodology with an example
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neighborhood graph of YLR337c as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Similar process has been
carried out for the network of YDR150w to predict its function. Then finally when func‐
tions of YLR337c and YDR150w are known, Apriori algorithm is applied on the func‐
tions of these two proteins to predict the function of target protein YEL003w as shown in
Fig. 2.

5 Results and Discussion

The use of graph-theoretic measures like Closeness centrality for selection of target
proteins and Edge-Clustering Coefficient for pruning less significant interactions from
the neighborhood graph is the novelty of this work. Furthermore, discovering associa‐
tions among functional groups along with proteins and thereby back propagating func‐
tional groups from distant to direct neighbors and from direct neighbors to target protein,
application of Apriori algorithm is significant. In selection of target proteins using CCS
three levels of thresholds are used where different set of targets are obtained and different
performance scores are observed and shown as follows in Table 1, Figs. 7 and 8.

Table 1. Variation of number of unannotated proteins w.r.t the threshold values of closeness
centrality

Threshold type Threshold value No. of target proteins
High 0.005533576 624
Medium 0.005518575 2301
Low 0.004879241 4357

8% 

32% 
60% 

Closeness Centrality Threshold
Vs

No. of Target Proteins

High Threshold (0.005533576) 

Medium Threshold(0.005518575) 

Low Threshold(0.004879241) 

Fig. 7. Variation of target set with varied closeness centrality threshold
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Fig. 8. A: Overall PPI network, B: PPI network of annotated and target proteins at high threshold,
C: PPI network of annotated and target proteins at medium threshold, D: PPI network of annotated
and target proteins at low threshold (Yellow colored triangle shape denotes target proteins while
the rest round green rectangle shape represents annotated proteins) (Color figure online)

It is seen that at high threshold 8% of target set has been selected. But this should be
borne in mind that proteins involving in this 8% have extremely high closeness centrality.
While slight relaxation of threshold in medium and low threshold though incorporates
32% and 60% of target proteins but most of them have low closeness centrality score
which will definitely hamper the prediction result as shown in the upcoming section.

The performance evaluation of our algorithm has been estimated using Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F-Score (F) as performance metric given below:

P =
TP

TP + FP (2)

R =
TP

TP + FN (3)

F =
2 × (P × R)
(P + R) (4)
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Where TP represents True Positives, FP represents False Positives and FN represents
False Negatives. The overall precision, recall and F-score obtained in our work is shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Performance measures of proposed methodology

Levels of
threshold

No. of target
proteins

Precision Recall F-Score

High 624 0.8621 0.6592 0.7471
Medium 2301 0.5184 0.5993 0.5560
Low 4357 0.4245 0.5552 0.4811

It is observed from the Table 2 and Fig. 9 that the precision, recall and F-score
obtained in high threshold is better in comparison to the other two since it incorporates
only high closeness centrality proteins unlike others as discussed in earlier section which
enhances the chances of incorporating more essential proteins of maximum connectivity
in the target set. So it can be deduced that selection of target set proteins is equally
important as that of protein function methodologies.

0 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

Precision Recall F-Score 

High Threshold  

Medium Threshold 

Minimum Threshold 

Fig. 9. Bar graph showing precision, recall and F-score measures achieved by the proposed
methodology at three levels of thresholds

Figure 10 also includes other existing methodologies [16, 30] for unannotated protein
function prediction like NRC,FS-weight #1 (#1 represents only level-1 proteins), FS-
weight#1&#2 (#1 and #2 represents level-1 and level-2 proteins), Neighborhood
counting#1(#1 represents only level-1 proteins), Neighborhood counting#1&#2 (#1 and
#2 represents level-1 and level-2 proteins),Chi square#1(#1 represents only level-1
proteins) and Chi square#1&#2 (#1 and #2 represents level-1 and level-2 proteins).
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These are the well-known and standard methods which have been considered in our
work for comparison of our method’s performance. It is clearly observed that the
proposed methodology performs better compared to existing predictors. Use of Apriori
algorithm empowered with Closeness Centrality and Edge Clustering Coefficient makes
this methodology efficient compared to existing methods.

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Precision

Recall

F-score

Fig. 10. Comparisons of performances of the proposed methodology with the other existing
methods on yeast dataset

So, this prediction methodology definitely performs well in all aspects which is really
proved to be beneficial in this field of study of protein function prediction. Domain [31–33]
as well as functional categorization might be proved as a source of relevant information
which might be embedded in the prediction model in future.
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Abstract. Indolecarboxamidotetrazole compounds are well known as potential
anti allergic agents due to their mast cell stabilizing activity on human basophils.
A quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) model has been generated
using Multiple Linear regression (MLR) for the prediction of inhibition efficiency
of indolecarboxamidotetrazole derivatives. Twenty-one compounds with their
activities expressed as % inhibition (PI) are collected. Descriptors are generated
using Chemistry Development Kit. Three models are built and the models are
evaluated using multiple correlation coefficient (R) and residual standard devia‐
tion (s). Considering the quality and accuracy of the predicted models, model 1
is the best, because it predicts biological activity which is almost closed to that
of experimental value. This model is externally validated. This built model can
be used to calculate inhibition efficiency of natural mast cell stabilizers containing
caroxamidotetrazoles as antiallergic chemical in future.

Keywords: QSAR model · Multiple Linear Regression · Carboxamidotetrazole ·
Natural mast cell stabilizer

1 Introduction

Ethnopharmacology is the study of traditionally used drugs. Some approved drugs are
identified by using ethanopharmacological data e.g. sodium salt of chromoglicic acid as
mast cell stabilizer [1]. Mast cells are master players during type I hypersensitivity
reaction in response to allergens. So, it acts as target site for the treatment of allergy.
Mast cells are master players during type I hypersensitivity reaction in response to
allergens. So, it acts as target site for the treatment of allergy [2]. These sensitized mast
cells after exposure to allergen initiate different signaling pathways inside themselves.
Finally, different mediators like histamine are released from mast cells after degranu‐
lation and acting on surrounding cells produce symptoms of allergy. Mast cell stabilizers
are natural, semi-synthetic and synthetic compounds, which can prevent release of
mediators from mast cells. But their mechanisms of actions remain unknown till now.
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Disodium cromoglycate, a chromone complex, is first discovered as orally active
antiallergic drugs for mast cell stabilizer. This most commonly prescribed antiallergic
drug, acts by inhibiting the release of mediators (histamine, leukotrienes) from mast cell
as a prophylactic drug [3, 4]. It probably interferes with the antigen-mediated calcium
ion influx into mast cells, as it acts on Calcium-activated potassium channel subunit
alpha-1 [5, 6, 7]. But this drug has other targets for binding in human like Protein S100-
P [8]. It plays an important role in cellular calcium signaling, which may cause adverse
effect on our body.

Mastocytosis is the adverse reaction, which is reported during administration of
Cromolyn Sodium as shown in different drug databases like DrugbindingDB etc. So,
the designs of new oral and natural mast cell stabilizers are urgently needed, which are
cheaper and with longer half-life period.

Several natural constituents, which are obtained from different herbs, like Holy Basil
(Ocimum Tenuiflorum) [9], Chamomile (Matricaria Recutita) [10], flavonoids in
peppermint [11], rhizome of Ginger [12], polyphenols of apple [13], are identified as
mast cell stabilizers. Different types of chemical compounds are also analyzed in earlier
research works as natural mast cell stabilizers like Flavonoids [14], Coumarins [15],
phenols [16], terpenoids [17], tetrazoles [18] and amino acids [19].

Unangst et al. [18] in 1989, describe the inhibition of histamine release from human
basophils by a group of Indolecarboxamidotetrazole compounds. They synthesize 31
derivatives. The percent inhibition (PI) of basophil histamine release for 31 derivatives
along with two well-known inhibitors e.g. nedocromil (CHEMBL 746) and Cromolyn
sodium (CHEMBL 74) is calculated at screening concentration of 10 μm. Among them,
16 compounds, which have PI values less than 50, are selected as training set for our
QSAR study. For this study, log (PI/100-PI) is used as biological activity.

Quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) analysis is used to identify mast
cell stabilizing activity of different types of compounds [20, 21, 22]. This work is
important because experimental methods are costly and time consuming. In this QSAR
study of Indolecarboxamidotetrazole compounds, some parameters of selected chemical
properties are correlated with biological activity by using mathematical equations.
Quantitative parameters for physicochemical or biological or toxicological properties
of a molecule, derived by the computational or experimental methods, are known as
descriptors. Depending on the types of algorithms and dimensions of descriptors, QSAR
analysis can be classified into 2D-QSAR, 3D-QSAR and so on. Among them, 2D-QSAR
analysis is a less time consuming energy calculation, because its descriptors are simple
and two dimensional. This type of analysis can be operated with direct mathematical
algorithms [23].

In various models developed using MLR technique, the statistical parameters e.g.
cross validated coefficient (CV) defines the goodness of prediction, whereas the non-
cross validated conventional correlation coefficient (r2) defines the goodness of fit of the
QSAR model [24].

As stated earlier, Unangst et al., in 1989 [18], synthesize and analyze antiallergic
potential of a series of novel indolecarboxamidotetrazoles compounds. These series of
thirty-one compounds are derivatives of the following compound, where different
substitutions are incorporated in R1, R2 and R3 positions. Bioactivity data for 21
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inhibitors of IgE receptor α subunit for human basophils are collected [18] and subjected
to descriptor determination [25]. First of all, various topological, electronic, geometrical
and constitutional descriptors are calculated and among them five are finally selected
by systemic search method [26]. Finally, a linear regression model is hypothesized using
selected descriptors, which will be quite useful for finding structurally optimum inhibitor
for mast cell stabilization (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of Indolecarboxamidotetrazole.

Carboxyamidotriazole binds to and inhibits non-voltage-operated calcium channels,
blocking both Ca2 + influx into cells and Ca2 + release from intracellular stores,
resulting in the disruption of calcium channel-mediated signal transduction.

2 Material and Method

There are several steps in QSAR model development. First a dataset of similar chemical
compounds with same biological activity have been identified. Then different types of
descriptors are calculated and using systemic search most suitable descriptors have been
identified. With the help of these selected descriptors QSAR models are constructed.

2.1 Data

A data set of the compounds, which consists of twenty-one Indolecarboxamidotetrazole
substituted compounds as inhibitors for histamine release for IgE Fc receptor, alpha-
subunit from allergic donors, are obtained from the ChEMBL database and literature
[27]. According to Unangst et al. [18] chemicals are marked as compound key e.g. 8 l,
3 g, 13 m etc. The chemical IDs and standard inhibition (PI) values and log (PI/100-PI)
values are presented in Table 1. Among them first sixteen compounds form training set
and last five compounds consist of test set for QSAR study.
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Table 1. Compound id and standard inhibition and their logarithmic values for twenty one
inhibitors

Compound no. Title Compound key Percent inhibition (PI) log(PI/100-PI)
1 CHEMBL27676 8 l 13 −0.8256
2 CHEMBL29967 8u 24 −0.5006
3 CHEMBL26520 8 m 30 −0.3680
4 CHEMBL281257 8z 18 −0.6585
5 CHEMBL29519 8y 7 −1.1233
6 CHEMBL29700 15 25 −0.4771
7 CHEMBL417298 8d 46 −0.0696
8 CHEMBL29930 8n 16 −0.7201
9 CHEMBL29679 8r 26 −0.4542
10 CHEMBL286486 8j 20 −0.6020
11 CHEMBL413319 8p 17 −0.6868
12 CHEMBL29720 8aa 40 −0.1760
13 CHEMBL29249 8b 46 −0.0696
14 CHEMBL284894 8f 43 −0.1224
15 CHEMBL30074 8o 7 −1.1234
16 CHEMBL29683 8q 18 −0.6585
17 CHEMBL71182 3 g 30 −0.3680
18 CHEMBL305750 3q 37 −0.2311
19 CHEMBL302045 13v 31.3 −0.3414
20 CHEMBL176486 13 m 27.5 −0.4210
21 CHEMBL417298 13X 46 −0.0696

2.2 Descriptor Generation and Calculation

In this study, SMILES structures, as they are obtained from ChEMBL [27], of all sixteen
molecules are used as inputs to calculate 44 different types of molecular descriptors.
These descriptors are categorized as topological, electronic, constitutional, and
geometric classes for QSAR analysis. For our 2D QSAR study, we choose all 123
descriptors from Chemistry Development Kit (CDK v 1.03), an open source Java library
for Chemoinformatics and Bioinformatics [25]. A total of 1,968 descriptors (123
descriptors for 16 compounds) are generated after the calculation using CDK for our
experiment (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Chemical structures of twenty-one inhibitors.

2.3 Descriptor Selection

Variable selection method in BuildQSAR software [28] is carried out by using the
systematic search method, where controlling parameters are set, as described next.
Considering log (PI/100-PI) as chosen biological activity and a correlation coefficient
factor R is >0.84, cross validation of results is done by using least-one-out method. The
number of descriptors per model is set to be 1 as the ratio of (number of compounds) to
(number of descriptors) should be >= 5. Here the total twenty-one compounds are
randomly divided into training and validation sets containing first sixteen molecules in
training set and last five compounds in validation set.

From the summary table of CDK descriptor (wiki.qspr.thesaurus.eu) the above-
mentioned descriptors are discussed here. SPC-6 is a type of Chi Path Cluster descriptor
belongs to the class of topological descriptor. This type of descriptor reflects the molec‐
ular connectivity of a compound without its geometry information. This descriptor
evaluates the value of the Kier & Hall Chi path cluster indices of order 6. The second
descriptor MDEC-12 represents molecular distance edge descriptors for C as another
topological descriptor. Similarly, another topological descriptor is BCUTw-1 h. This is
an Eigen value based descriptor noted for its utility in chemical diversity. SPC-5 is the
value of the Kier & Hall Chi path cluster indices of order 5. XLogP is a constitutional
descriptor which predicts of logP based on the atom-type method.

2.4 Model Development

Three models are generated using one descriptor in each model by Multiple Linear
Regression method in BuildQSAR software [28]. The QSAR Model is represented as
QSAR equation, with the correlation coefficients calculated for each descriptor used in
the regression model. By plotting the experimental activity (Yexp) vs predicted activity
(Ypred), built models are evaluated for their predictive powers to determine activity as
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mast cell stabilizer. Three linear models are built using three selected descriptors as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Table for selected descriptors with statistical parameters for different models.

X-1 X-2 X-3 R s F Q2 SPress SDep
SPC-5 MDEC-12 BCUTw-1 h 0.867 0.171 12.104 0.570 0.225 0.202
SPC-6 MDEC-12 BCUTw-1 h 0.887 0.159 14.692 0.643 0.205 0.184
MDEC-12 BCUTw-1 h XLogP 0.855 0.178 10.910 0.564 0.227 0.203

For the first model, linear regression equation is

log (PI∕100 − PI) = +0.1798(±0.0689) SPC − 6 − 0.2126(±0.1115)MDEC − 12 − 0.0152
(± 0.0062)BCUTw − 1h − 1.5559 (±0.6567)

(
n = 16; R = 0.887; s = 0.159; F = 14.692; p = 0.0003; Q2 = 0.643; SPress = 0.205; SDEP = 0.184

)

This equation is obtained by analyzing the three topological descriptors e.g. Chi Path
Cluster descriptor, molecular distance edge descriptor and Eigen value based descriptor.
Here n is number of molecules under analysis, R is the correlation coefficient, r2(R) is
the squared correlation coefficient, s is the standard deviation and F is the F statistical
value. The cross validated squared correlation coefficient, Q2 is 0.643 and standard
deviation of sum of square of difference between predicted and observed values, SPress
is 0.205.

The second QSAR equation is

log(PI∕100 − PI) = +0.3223 (±0.1372) SPC − 5 − 0.2040 (±0.1193)MDEC − 12 − 0.0135
(±0.0064)BCUTw − 1h − 1.9672 (±0.8760)

(
n = 16; R = 0.867; s = 0.171; F = 12.104; p = 0.0006; Q2 = 0.570; SPress = 0.225; SDEP = 0.202

)

This equation is obtained by analyzing the three topological descriptors. The cross
validated squared correlation coefficient, Q2 is 0.570 and SPress is 0.225.

The third model can be generated by using two topological and one constitutional
descriptor. Here the values of Q2 and SPress are 0.564 and 0.227 respectively.

log(PI∕100 − PI) = −0.1717 (±0.1189)MDEC − 12 − 0.0161 (±0.0072)BCUTw − 1h

+ 0.1774 (±0.0800)XLogP − 0.6188 (±0.4605)

(n = 16; R = 0.855; s = 0.178; F = 10.910; p = 0.0010; Q2 = 0.564; SPress = 0.227; SDEP = 0.203)

3 Evaluating the Model

As stated earlier in various models developed using Multiple Linear Regression tech‐
nique, the cross validated coefficient (CV) defines the goodness of prediction for devel‐
oped models, whereas the non-cross validated conventional correlation coefficient (r2)
defines the goodness of fit of the QSAR model [24].
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3.1 On the Basis of Goodness of Fit

Among the above three models, model 1 has produced high statistical quality equation
(n = 16; R = 0.887; r2 (R) = 0.7860; R2-Adj. = 0.7325; s = 0.159; F = 14.692;
p = 0.0003; Q2 = 0.643; SPress = 0.205; SDEP = 0.184). It is seen that both models 2
and 3 have R values of 0.867 and 0.855 respectively, which are lower compared to the
first model. Model 1 contents the lowest standard deviation value (s = 0.159) when
compared to the other two models. The value of F, the calculated value of the F-ratio
test, is 14.692, which is also highest among others F values for all models (Table 3). So,
on the basis of R2, s and F values, model 1 can be considered as the best one among the
three models.

Table 3. MLR output for regression coefficient.

Model No. R R2 s F Q2 Sdep SPress
1 0.887 0.7860 0.159 14.692 0.643 0.205 0.184
2 0.867 0.7516 0.171 12.104 0.570 0.225 0.202
3 0.855 0.7317 0.178 10.910 0.564 0.227 0.203

3.2 On the Basis of Predictive Power

According to the predictive powers of models, the models can be ranked (from the best
to the worst) (considering the values of Q2 in descending order), as 1, 2 and 3. When
minimum value of SDEP is considered, the model 1 is the best model again on the basis
of predictive power (Tables 4 and 5).

Table 4. Calculated and observed activity for model 1

Sl No. Compound log(PI/100-PI) SPC-6 MDEC-12 BCUTw-1 h
1 CHEMBL27676 −0.826 11.711 4.429 31.972
2 CHEMBL29967 −0.501 11.664 3.725 15.997
3 CHEMBL26520 −0.368 12.012 2.022 31.972
4 CHEMBL281257 −0.659 11.732 2.278 34.969
5 CHEMBL29519 −1.123 11.732 2.278 78.918
6 CHEMBL29700 −0.477 11.008 3.585 15.996
7 CHEMBL417298 −0.696 11.711 3.585 15.997
8 CHEMBL29679 −0.454 10.375 3.166 15.997
9 CHEMBL286486 −0.602 11.173 3.293 31.972
10 CHEMBL29930 −0.720 12.213 4.632 15.998
11 CHEMBL413319 −0.689 7.803 1.842 15.997
12 CHEMBL29720 −0.176 12.739 1.992 34.970
13 CHEMBL29249 −0.070 11.173 2.648 15.997
14 CHEMBL284894 −0.122 11.788 1.924 15.997
15 CHEMBL30074 −1.123 7.268 2.054 15.997
16 CHEMBL29683 −0.659 9.683 2.645 15.997
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Table 5. Residual table for model 1

No. Compounds Y(obs) Y(calc) Y(res) StDev.Res
1 CHEMBL27676 −0.826 −0.880 0.054 0.340
2 CHEMBL29967 −0.501 −0.495 −0.006 −0.036
3 CHEMBL26520 −0.368 −0.314 −0.054 −0.340
4 CHEMBL281257 −0.659 −0.464 −0.194 −1.222
5 CHEMBL29519 −1.123 −1.134 0.011 0.069
6 CHEMBL29700 −0.477 −0.583 0.106 0.666
7 CHEMBL417298 −0.696 −0.457 −0.240 −1.506
8 CHEMBL29679 −0.454 −0.608 0.154 0.965
9 CHEMBL286486 −0.602 −0.735 0.133 0.835
10 CHEMBL29930 −0.720 −0.589 −0.131 −0.823
11 CHEMBL413319 −0.689 −0.789 0.100 0.628
12 CHEMBL29720 −0.176 −0.222 0.046 0.291
13 CHEMBL29249 −0.070 −0.354 0.284 1.788
14 CHEMBL284894 −0.122 −0.090 −0.033 −0.206
15 CHEMBL30074 −1.123 −0.930 −0.193 −1.216
16 CHEMBL29683 −0.659 −0.621 −0.037 −0.234

4 Graphical Analysis

The graphical analysis has been performed and the graph is shown in following Figs. 3, 4,
5 and 6. The graph has been plotted between the predicted and observed log (PI/100-PI)

Fig. 3. Predicted activity vs. observed activity.
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Fig. 4. Observed activity vs. residual activity.

Fig. 5. Calculated activity vs. residual activity.
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values (Fig. 3). The predicted activity log(PI/100-PI)pred shows linear relationship with
observed activity log(PI/100-PI)obs, because fit of the data to the regression line is good.
The higher the value for r2, less likely proves that the relationship is due to chance.

Fig. 6. Observed activity vs. calculated activity for validation set.

This QSAR investigation indicates that the descriptors, namely SPC-6, MDEC-12
and BCUT-1 h, for the set of Indolecarboxamidotetrazole compounds inhibitors studied,
are found to have a great deal to positively contribute to biological activity.

The graph is plotted for observed activity versus residual (Fig. 4) and predicted
activity versus residual (Fig. 5). The finalized descriptors are found to be the members
of topological descriptors in model 1.

5 External Validation

All the three models are externally validated with validation set of eight compounds.
On the basis of predictive power model 1 is selected by internal validation. A validation
set is constructed with the other five molecules and external validation is done using
descriptors of the model 1. Observed activity Vs calculated activity graph for validation
set shows that all compounds of this set located symmetrically around the best fit line
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(Fig. 6). Thus model 1 are externally validated with five compounds with the values
0.980 and 0.9606 for the correlation coefficient R and the squared correlation coefficient
r2(R) respectively.

log (PI∕100 − PI) = − 0.3700 (±2.0994) SPC − 6 + 0.8626 (±4.2198)MDEC − 12
+ 123.0171 (±1003.2860)BCUTw − 1h − 1967.2691 (±16043.2591)
(
n = 5; R = 0.980; s = 0.043; F = 8.120; p = 0.2512; Q2 = Not Pred.; SPress = Not Pred.; SDEP = Not Pred.

)

6 Conclusion

Innumerable QSAR models have been built in last 50 years drug designing of antimy‐
cobacterial agents [30], antituberculosis agents [31], acetylcholinesterase inhibitors [31]
and estrogen receptor agonist and antagonists [32]. Mast cell stabilizers can act as
inhibitors on human basophil cells and thus they are potent anti allergic drugs.In earlier
work, Unangst et al. in 1989 concludes that N –phenyl analogue of indolecarboxami‐
dotetrazole inhibits histamine release from human leukocytes after stimulating with anti-
IgE antibody (18), compared to the substitution N-H and N-methyl compounds. These
compounds are marked as compound no. 7, 11 and 16 in our dataset respectively and
their calculated activity using QSAR model correlates with their observed activity. In
this QSAR model developed by using multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis, the
cross-validated values of maximum Q2 and minimum SDEP correlates with the good‐
ness of prediction, whereas the non-cross-validated conventional correlation coefficient
(R2) defines the goodness of fit of the model. Based on the most predictable QSAR model
1, it can be inferred that inhibitory activity will be decreased with the following
substituent, namely halogen substitution in 5th position at R1 of indole ring, OEt,
OCH(Me)2 substitutions in R3 of indole ring. The model is also valid for other five
carboxamidotetrazole derivatives of furan, thiophene, naphthalene and benzothiophene
derivatives. So, it can be concluded that irrespective of nature of substituents the basic
structure of this twenty one compounds are responsible for their action as mast cell
stabilizer.

We hope that the derived models and effect of substituents can be used in searching
more potential mast cell stabilizers from the natural resources prior to experimental
evaluation for our future work.
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Abstract. Microarray technology has been developed and applied in
different biological context, especially for the purpose of monitoring the
expression levels of thousands of genes simultaneously. In this regard,
analysis of such data requires sophisticated computational tools. Hence,
we confined ourselves to propose a tool for the analysis of microarray
data. For this purpose, a feature selection scheme is integrated with the
classical supervised classifiers like Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest
Neighbor, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes, separately to improve the
classification performance, named as Integrated Classifiers. Here feature
selection scheme generates bootstrap samples that are used to create
diverse and informative features using Principal Component Analysis.
Thereafter, such features are multiplied with the original data in order
create training and testing data for the classifiers. Final classification
results are obtained on test data by computing posterior probability.
The performance of the proposed integrated classifiers with respect to
their conventional classifiers is demonstrated on 12 microarray datasets.
The results show that the integrated classifiers boost the performance
up to 25.90% for a dataset, while the average performance gain is 9.74%,
over the conventional classifiers. The superiority of the results has also
been established through statistical significance test.

Keywords: Feature selection · Microarray · Principle component analy-
sis · Supervised classifiers · Statistical significance test

1 Introduction

Microarray technology facilitates the researchers to simultaneously measure the
expression levels of thousands of genes [1]. Generally, the technology works on
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glass slide, where the DNA molecules are fixed at specific location in an orderly
manner [2]. Different technologies are used to fix these DNA molecules. More-
over, the fixed DNA molecules may correspond to the short stretch of an oligo-
nucleotides, representing a gene. Microarray technology helps in understanding
and analyzing large number of gene expressions in an efficient manner as well
as it assists in exploring the genetic causes of anomalies occurring in a human
body. All these analysis using microarray technology creating huge amount of
data, analytical precision of which is influenced by a number of variables. There-
fore, it is extremely important to reduce these huge data in to an informative
one so that the best genes can be distinguished. Such set of genes is differen-
tially expressed in normal and disease samples. To identify these differentially
expressed genes, machine learning technology can be used.

Over the last decades, several methods for the integration of classifiers have
been developed [3]. One such example of classifier integration is found in [4].
In this approach, evolutionary strategy is used with the integration of Multi-
Layer Perception [5] to design a hybrid system for performing classification task.
Recently, sequential integration of the classifiers is also proposed, where weights
are assigned to the training samples. Based on the weights, samples are then
propagated to the subsequent classifier as training data. Adaptive Boosting [6]
is an example of such type of integrated classifier. In other approaches, different
feature subsets are assigned to each single classifier and latter integration is per-
formed on their results, e.g., mixture of experts [7] and ensemble averaging [8].
Moreover, classifiers are subjected to integrate by various forms of combination
along with feature selection while implementing the intelligent decision making
process. In this paper, we confined ourselves to this specific domain, referring to
the classification problem where it is hard to find a single classifier that can be
used for all pattern recognition tasks, since each has its own domain of compe-
tence. The above facts motivated us to propose a new technique for construct-
ing Integrated Classifier (IC) that can use aggregated bootstrap samples after
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We expect the IC to exploit the strengths
of the base classifier along with feature selection for microarray data to produce
the high quality classification results which will overcome the performance of
base classifier.

Unlike the other methods, in this study, PCA is used to compute additional
features for training the classifier by increasing the diversity in the training set.
To train the classifiers, the training dataset is split into different number of
rotational non-overlapping subsets. Subsequently, PCA is used for each subset
and all the principal components are retained to create diverse and informa-
tive features that preserve the variability information of the original training
data. Thereafter, such informative features are multiplied with the original data
to create the training and testing data for the classifiers. Finally, the posterior
probability is computed to get the classification results while testing. In this
study, we have used Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9], K -Nearest Neighbor
(K -NN) [10], Decision Tree (DT) [11] and Naive Bayes (NB) [12] as an underly-
ing base classifier to integrate with the above feature selection scheme and named
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as individually, iSVM, iK-NN, iDT and iNB, all together Integrated classifiers
(ICs). The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated in comparison
with its Conventional Classifiers (CCs) on 12 microarray datasets [13–15] to see
the effectiveness in the classification task. The superiority of proposed ICs are
established quantitatively, and visually. Moreover, statistical significance test,
called Friedman test [16], is conducted to judge the efficacy of the results pro-
duced by ICs.

2 Integrated Classifiers

In order to describe the Integrated Classifiers (ICs) some notations are used, such
as a training set consisting of N labelled instances L = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 in which each
instance (xi, yi) is described by m input attributes and an output attribute, i.e.,
x ∈ R

m and y ∈ R, where y takes a value from the label space {c1, c2, . . . , cz}. In
a classification task, the goal is to use the information only from L to construct
a classifier which performs well on unseen data. Let X be an N × m matrix
consisting of the values of m input attributes for each training instance and Y
be an N dimensional column vector containing the output attributes of each
training instance in L, which means that L can be expressed as concatenating
X and Y horizontally, i.e., L = [XY ]. Let denote S = {X1,X2, . . . , Xm}T , the
attribute set comprised of m input attributes. Note that the parameter F which
specifies the number of subsets for the given attribute set S that should be split
off. In order to construct the training set for the classifier IC, the following steps
are necessary:

Step1: Randomly split S into F number of subsets. The lower and upper bounds
of feature subsets are chosen as Fmin = 2 and Fmax = m

2 , respectively such
that Fmin � F � Fmax, i.e., the minimum number of subsets is 2 with atleast
2 features in each subset.

Step2: Repeat the following steps F times for each subset, i.e., f = 1, 2, . . . , F .
(a) A new submatrix Xf is constructed which corresponds to the data matrix

X.
(b) From this new submatrix, a bootstrap sample X ′

f is considered where
the sample size is generally smaller than Xf .

(c) X ′
f is then used for PCA and the coefficients of all computed principal

components are stored in a new matrix Df .
Step3: Arrange each Df into a block diagonal sparse matrix R whose fth diag-

onal element is Df , and then rearrange the columns of R so that the order
of them correspond to the original attributes in S. During this rearrange-
ment, columns with all zero values are removed from the sparse matrix. The
rearranged rotation matrix is denoted by Ra and the training set for classifier
IC is [XRa, Y ].

The reason behind to do this rearrangement is that the feature set is split
randomly and the order of the attribute or feature subsets is not the same
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of Integrated Classifiers
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as original feature set. Thus, to multiply the generated PCA coefficients from
the subsets with its corresponding original attributes, we need to rearrange the
columns of R. In the testing phase of the classification, if T is the test sample
and ICi(T Ra) be the posterior probability produced by the classifier IC on
the hypothesis that T belongs to class ci. Then the confidence for a class is
determined by the posterior probability. Formally, it can be defined as follows.

ψi(T ) = ICi(T Ra), where i = 1, 2, . . . , z (1)

Here T is assigned to the class with the largest confidence. Figure 1 shows the
block diagram representation of ICs, where SVM, NB, K-NN and DT are used
separately instate of IC. Due to the process of random feature subdivision, the
classifier will get new sets of training and testing data in each iteration, which
will help to diversify the classification results. The ICs are applied on microarray
datasets to see how it performs on these large attribute datasets.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Microarray Data

In recent years, microarray data have been extensively studied for gene expres-
sion analysis in biological and biomedical research. The rapid development of
DNA Microarray technology have enabled the simultaneous measurement of the
expression levels of thousands of genes. The use of microarrays facilitate the
researchers to classify differentially expressed genes between two or more groups
of patients. Generally, the expression values of genes are measured at different
time points. A microarray gene expression dataset consisting of G genes taken
at T time points, can be thought as a G × T two-dimensional matrix M = [gij ],
where each element of gij represents the expression level of the ith gene that has
been taken at jth time point. To classify the group of genes, here the problem has
been modeled as a classification task. Hence, we have applied Integrated Classi-
fiers for microarray data classification. The superiority of the ICs over CCs has
been demonstrated on 12 benchmark microarray datasets [13–15]. Details of the
considered benchmark microarray datasets [13–15] are given in Table 1, where
the first column presents the information about the name of different datasets,
the second and third columns give information about microarray types and tissue
types. Rest of the columns provide knowledge about size of the dataset, number
of classes, samples per class, class name and number of attributes used in each
dataset, respectively.

3.2 Experimental Setup

In this experiment, the parameters of SVM such as γ for kernel function and
the soft margin C (cost parameter), are set to be 0.5 and 2.0, respectively. Note
that, RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel is used here for SVM. The K value for
the K-NN classifier is chosen as 13 for the satisfactory operation of the classifier
and for the case of DT, C4.5 classifier is used.
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Table 1. Summery of the microarray datasets

Dataset Array type Tissue Size Number

of classes

Samples

per class

Classes Total number

of input

attributes

Armstrong-2002-v2 Affymetrix Blood 72 3 24, 20, 28 ALL, MLL,

AML

2194

Bhattacharjee-2001 Affymetrix Lung 203 5 139, 17, 6,

21, 20

AD, NL,

SCLC, SQ,

COID

1543

Chowdary-2006 Affymetrix Breast, Colon 104 2 62, 42 B, C 182

Laiho-2007 Affymetrix Colon 37 2 8, 29 Serrated

CRC,

Conventional

CRC

2202

Liang-2005 Double

Channel

Brain 37 3 28, 6, 3 GBM, ODG,

Normal

1411

Nutt-2003-v1 Affymetrix Brain 50 4 14, 7, 14,

15

CG, CO, NG,

NO

1377

Pomeroy-2002-v2 Affymetrix Brain 42 5 10, 10, 10,

4, 8

MD, Mglio,

Rhab, Ncer,

PNET

7129

Ramaswamy-2001 Affymetrix Multi-tissue 190 14 11, 10, 11,

11, 22, 10,

11, 10, 30,

11, 11, 11,

11, 20

BR, PR, LU,

CR, LY, ML,

BL, UT, LE,

RE, PA, OV,

ME, CNS,

1369

Risinger-2003 Double

Channel

Endometrium 42 4 13, 3, 19, 7 PS, CC, E, N 1771

Su-2001 Affymetrix Multi-tissue 174 10 26, 8, 26,

23, 12, 11,

7, 27, 6, 28

PR, BL, BR,

CO, GA, KI,

LI, OV, PA,

LU

1571

West-2001 Affymetrix Breast 49 2 25, 24 ER+, ER− 1198

Yeoh-2002-v2 Affymetrix Bone Marrow 248 2 43, 205 T-ALL,

B-ALL

2526

3.3 Results

The performance of ICs is compared with the CCs like SVM, K-NN, C4.5 or
DT and NB. As there is no separate training and testing data for the aforemen-
tioned datasets, hence, each of these datasets is randomly divided into 70% train-
ing and 30% testing datasets to compute the prediction error of each classifier.
Tables 2 and 3 report the average results of prediction error produced by differ-
ent integrated and conventional classifiers for microarray datasets, respectively.
Figures 2(a–h) show the results for eight such best performing microarray
datasets. In general, the results in Tables 2, 3 and Fig. 2 show that the aver-
age prediction error values corresponding to the ICs are better than the CCs.
On the other hand, Tables 4 and 5 report the average values of Kappa-Index
(KI) [17], Minkowski Score (MS) [18] and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [19] of
different ICs and CCs for microarray datasets over 20 runs. The KI, MS and ARI
values are also found better for ICs. Moreover, it is observed that the results of
iSVM and SVM are superior in their corresponding groups, whereas the iSVM
performs better than the SVM. Figures 3(a–h) show the boxplots indicating the
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Table 2. Average values of prediction error (in %) and its standard deviation (σ) of
different integrated classifiers for microarray datasets

Dataset Mean & σ of integrated classifier

iSVM iK -NN iDT iNB

Armstrong-2002-v2 00.53 ±0.16 01.91 ±0.75 22.02 ±3.95 06.17 ±1.81

Bhattacharjee-2001 01.78 ±1.18 03.45 ±2.00 11.40 ±1.21 12.35 ±1.03

Chowdary-2006 01.03 ±1.42 13.24 ±1.84 02.79 ±1.08 04.56 ±2.06

Laiho-2007 01.67 ±1.87 02.71 ±2.54 06.25 ±2.49 22.29 ±3.39

Liang-2005 02.80 ±1.90 09.40 ±6.01 18.80 ±2.93 25.80 ±4.16

Nutt-2003-v1 07.42 ±3.74 14.55 ±7.83 24.70 ±4.11 24.70 ±5.35

Pomeroy-2002-v2 04.63 ±2.90 08.33 ±2.57 28.52 ±3.96 25.00 ±4.79

Ramaswamy-2001 30.00 ±2.57 30.08 ±3.35 29.88 ±2.84 26.17 ±2.77

Risinger-2003 08.15 ±5.29 15.19 ±9.04 20.00 ±3.31 22.59 ±4.94

Su-2001 05.31 ±2.90 05.22 ±3.00 29.96 ±1.52 23.81 ±1.60

West-2001 05.00 ±2.59 04.38 ±2.13 13.75 ±3.11 14.06 ±3.71

Yeoh-2002-v2 04.63 ±2.12 19.16 ±4.22 28.52 ±5.12 25.00 ±4.64

Table 3. Average values of prediction error (in %) and its standard deviation (σ) of
different conventional classifiers for microarray datasets

Dataset Mean & σ of conventional classifier

SVM K-NN DT NB

Armstrong-2002-v2 02.02 ±1.12 02.45 ±1.10 21.91 ±1.62 12.13 ±1.86

Bhattacharjee-2001 02.61 ±1.88 04.17 ±2.38 10.49 ±1.36 11.74 ±1.11

Chowdary-2006 02.28 ±1.95 09.49 ±2.65 14.12 ±1.99 05.74 ±1.49

Laiho-2007 07.29 ±4.68 03.13 ±1.66 08.33 ±1.39 21.88 ±2.29

Liang-2005 07.80 ±2.94 10.40 ±4.32 18.00 ±4.58 26.80 ±5.86

Nutt-2003-v1 14.70 ±5.34 15.61 ±4.51 25.91 ±5.41 33.79 ±5.23

Pomeroy-2002-v2 13.33 ±4.89 07.96 ±1.83 30.56 ±5.56 32.78 ±3.24

Ramaswamy-2001 28.99 ±2.86 27.62 ±5.71 31.29 ±4.73 33.71 ±3.03

Risinger-2003 12.78 ±4.78 18.15 ±4.27 19.44 ±3.07 38.52 ±5.87

Su-2001 05.75 ±3.35 05.80 ±1.32 31.48 ±1.48 27.24 ±3.61

West-2001 05.94 ±2.46 11.25 ±4.74 19.38 ±2.46 18.44 ±6.60

Yeoh-2002-v2 07.48 ±3.35 17.73 ±5.18 23.11 ±2.28 31.55 ±4.17

changes of prediction errors with incremental feature subset numbers for the
“Armstrong-2002-v2”, “Bhattacharjee-2001”, “Chowdary-2006”, “Laiho-2007”,
“Liang-2005”, “Nutt-2003-v1”, “Pomeroy-2002-v2” and “Su-2001” datasets,
respectively. The performance of iSVM, iK-NN, iDT and iNB for each dataset
is shown in four sub figures. The best feature subset number F for each dataset,
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Table 4. Average values of KI, MS and ARI over 20 runs of different integrated
classifiers for microarray datasets

Dataset Integrated classifier

i SVM iK -NN i DT i NB

KI MS ARI KI MS ARI KI MS ARI KI MS ARI

Armstrong-2002-v2 0.84 0.21 0.82 0.81 0.31 0.80 0.69 0.39 0.68 0.79 0.35 0.79

Bhattacharjee-2001 0.81 0.32 0.82 0.82 0.30 0.84 0.75 0.38 0.72 0.77 0.32 0.76

Chowdary-2006 0.89 0.24 0.80 0.76 0.39 0.74 0.78 0.35 0.85 0.89 0.31 0.88

Laiho-2007 0.78 0.36 0.76 0.79 0.37 0.79 0.76 0.42 0.74 0.67 0.35 0.72

Liang-2005 0.70 0.39 0.77 0.80 0.36 0.77 0.82 0.35 0.89 0.77 0.37 0.81

Nutt-2003-v1 0.72 0.32 0.76 0.79 0.39 0.81 0.76 0.31 0.74 0.73 0.44 0.77

Pomeroy-2002-v2 0.88 0.29 0.84 0.87 0.26 0.85 0.73 0.46 0.76 0.70 0.48 0.74

Ramaswamy-2001 0.64 0.40 0.69 0.67 0.47 0.71 0.70 0.40 0.73 0.70 0.35 0.76

Risinger-2003 0.72 0.29 0.76 0.73 0.31 0.78 0.74 0.41 0.82 0.71 0.46 0.73

Su-2001 0.77 0.26 0.75 0.73 0.40 0.70 0.73 0.44 0.79 0.69 0.55 0.71

West-2001 0.78 0.31 0.78 0.75 0.36 0.76 0.75 0.39 0.74 0.72 0.31 0.75

Yeoh-2002-v2 0.80 0.32 0.85 0.79 0.42 0.71 0.76 0.45 0.75 0.79 0.45 0.71

Table 5. Average values of KI, MS and ARI over 20 runs of different conventional
classifiers for microarray datasets

Dataset Conventional classifier

SVM K -NN DT NB

KI MS ARI KI MS ARI KI MS ARI KI MS ARI

Armstrong-2002-v2 0.89 0.25 0.87 0.86 0.24 0.86 0.77 0.30 0.75 0.79 0.39 0.81

Bhattacharjee-2001 0.86 0.36 0.88 0.79 0.39 0.79 0.74 0.31 0.80 0.73 0.31 0.80

Chowdary-2006 0.87 0.28 0.90 0.81 0.38 0.83 0.76 0.37 0.76 0.88 0.26 0.85

Laiho-2007 0.78 0.42 0.71 0.82 0.38 0.80 0.73 0.31 0.78 0.72 0.40 0.75

Liang-2005 0.75 0.39 0.70 0.74 0.40 0.73 0.73 0.43 0.77 0.75 0.43 0.78

Nutt-2003-v1 0.71 0.37 0.75 0.73 0.39 0.75 0.67 0.43 0.63 0.63 0.41 0.64

Pomeroy-2002-v2 0.72 0.34 0.76 0.81 0.37 0.83 0.76 0.43 0.71 0.77 0.43 0.72

Ramaswamy-2001 0.76 0.33 0.70 0.76 0.45 0.79 0.68 0.41 0.71 0.65 0.46 0.65

Risinger-2003 0.81 0.30 0.81 0.81 0.32 0.77 0.76 0.39 0.72 0.73 0.43 0.68

Su-2001 0.85 0.31 0.81 0.89 0.33 0.88 0.74 0.46 0.78 0.72 0.45 0.78

West-2001 0.87 0.31 0.81 0.72 0.37 0.79 0.78 0.45 0.79 0.76 0.41 0.75

Yeoh-2002-v2 0.86 0.36 0.81 0.78 0.42 0.75 0.78 0.40 0.71 0.70 0.45 0.71

which are found from these figures, is reported in Table 6. In that table, best
feature subset number, corresponding gain value and name of the classifier are
also mentioned. The gain is computed according to the Eq. 2:
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Table 6. Best “F” and gain (in %) values of different integrated classifiers for microar-
ray datasets

Dataset F G (%) Name of the classifier

Armstrong-2002-v2 650 06.78 iNB

Bhattacharjee-2001 322 00.86 iSVM

Chowdary-2006 12 13.18 iDT

Laiho-2007 662 06.07 iSVM

Liang-2005 122 05.42 iSVM

Nutt-2003-v1 308 13.73 iNB

Pomeroy-2002-v2 104 11.57 iNB

Ramaswamy-2001 122 11.37 iNB

Risinger-2003 602 25.90 iNB

Su-2001 587 04.73 iNB

West-2001 524 07.75 iK-NN

Yeoh-2002-v2 1042 09.57 iNB

Summery Avg. G: 09.74 (%) iSVM:3 times, iK-NN:1
times, iDT:1 times, iNB:7
times

Table 7. The Friedman ranks of all classifiers for microarray datasets

Dataset Integrated classifier Conventional classifier

iSVM iK -NN i DT i NB SVM K -NN DT NB

Armstrong-2002-v2 1 3 8 7 4 5 2 6

Bhattacharjee-2001 1 3 6 5 2 4 8 7

Chowdary-2006 1 7 3 8 2 6 4 5

Laiho-2007 1 2 4 6 5 3 8 7

Liang-2005 1 3 6 5 2 4 7 8

Nutt-2003-v1 1 2 5 6 3 4 7 8

Pomeroy-2002-v2 1 3 5 6 4 2 7 8

Ramaswamy-2001 4 5 3 6 2 1 7 8

Risinger-2003 1 3 6 5 2 4 8 7

Su-2001 2 1 7 8 3 4 5 6

West-2001 2 1 5 8 3 4 6 7

Yeoh-2002-v2 1 4 6 5 2 3 8 7

Average rank 1.417 3.083 5.333 6.250 2.833 3.667 6.417 7.000

G = (
PAof IC − PAof CC

PAof CC
) × 100 (2)

Here predicted error is used to compute the Prediction Accuracy (PA) for
gain computation. From Table 6, it can be seen that the best produced gain is
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Fig. 2. Boxplot representation of prediction errors of different classification algorithms
on (a) Armstrong-2002-v2 (b) Bhattacharjee-2001 (c) Chowdary-2006 (d) Laiho-2007
(e) Liang-2005 (f) Nutt-2003-v1 (g) Pomeroy-2002-v2 and (h) Su-2001 datasets
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Fig. 3. Boxplot representation of the changes in prediction errors with feature subset
numbers of different integrated classification algorithms on (a) Armstrong-2002-v2 (b)
Bhattacharjee-2001 (c) Chowdary-2006 (d) Laiho-2007 (e) Liang-2005 (f) Nutt-2003-v1
(g) Pomeroy-2002-v2 and (h) Su-2001 datasets
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25.90% for “Risinger-2003” dataset and the average of the best gain is 9.74%. It
gives a better understanding about the superiority of the ICs over CCs. More-
over, the best gain produced by iSVM, iK-NN, iDT and iNB are 3, 1, 1 and 7
times respectively, which also reveal the same fact for ICs. Therefore, it indicates
the superior performance of ICs for proper classification of microarray data.

Statistical test like Friedman test has been conducted for the used classifiers
and the rank of these classifiers are reported in Table 7. The rank is determined
based on the average prediction error values produced by the ICs and CCs. From
Friedman test, the average rank of the classifiers, iSVM, iK-NN, iDT and iNB,
is computed as 1.417, 3.083, 5.333 and 6.250. Based on average rank, the chi-
square value: 60.861 and p value: 0.13 × 10−4 at α = 0.05 significance level is
obtained. This is also a strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis. Therefore,
the results produced by the ICs are statistically significant.

4 Conclusion

Microarray expression analysis generates millions of data related to the biolog-
ical interpretation of genes and their functions. However, sophisticated compu-
tational methods are required in order to successfully analyze these microar-
ray data. In this regard, the developed method shows promising results. The
present study can be viewed as a comparative analysis of integrated and conven-
tional classifiers where 12 microarray datasets are used. The integrated classi-
fier is developed based on feature selection scheme. In feature selection scheme,
bootstrap samples are used to create diverse and informative set features using
principal component analysis. Thereafter, such features are multiplied with the
original data to construct the training and testing data for the Support Vector
Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes classifiers sepa-
rately. Finally, the posterior probability is computed for each classifier to get
the classification result. For microarray datasets, the values of prediction errors,
Kappa-Index, Minkowski Score, Adjusted Rand Index as well as the statistical
significant test, indicate the superior performance of integrated classifiers. More-
over, the gain produced by integrated classifiers over conventional classifiers has
also verified the goodness of this integration. Therefore, judging all the results, it
can be concluded that the proposed integrated classifiers are quantitatively, visu-
ally and statistically superior to their conventional counterparts for microarray
data analysis.

The application of the proposed method could be beneficial for binding activ-
ity prediction of protein-peptide [20,21]. Additionally, the developed method can
also be used for miRNA marker [22–24] and gene selection [25].
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Abstract. Now a days, ‘Brain Computer Interface’ is one of the fastest
growing technologies in which researchers are trying to communicate
between human brain and external devices effectively. Generally, brain
signal can be captured by EEG technique and the scalp voltage is mea-
sured in timely manner. The signal is then transferred to the external
devices for modification and finally, the scalp voltage level is transferred
into cursor movement (in multithreaded way). Then it will try to reach
the desired target inside the computer. In this paper, we propose an effi-
cient technique to reach the cursor to the desired target with single brain
signal. This paper also shows that the time and space complexity of this
approach is quite less compared to the other existing approaches. If the
cursor can reach to the desired target quickly then human can respond
very quickly and the application would be more helpful for disabled or
paralysed people. For sake of simplicity, the proposed method is also car-
ried out on 5 different amplitude levels of the same signal over different
time periods (within 1 ns) in this paper.

Keywords: Electroencephalography (EEG) · Cursor control · Multi-
threading · Brain computer interface (BCI) · Brain machine interface

1 Introduction

Electroencephalograph (EEG) was first introduced by Berger in 1929 by exter-
nally attaching several electrodes on the human skull [9]. These signals are con-
nected with human brain and extract information about physiological functions
indirectly. We can peform several possible applications using such signals with
the help of various embedded technologies. Recent studies show that people can
learn to control the amplitude of electroencephalographic activity (EEG) over
sensorimotor cortex and use that control to move a cursor from the center of a
computer screen to a desired target [5]. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) system
has three main components: Signal acquisition, Signal processing and application
interface. Most of the previous works have been done based on signal processing
and useful feature extraction from those processed signals. Some works have also
done based on efficient communication technique between brain signal (analog)
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 44–56, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 4
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and computer (digital), so that device commands can easily interpret the brain
signal and return feedback from application interface. Figure 1 shows the basic
design of a BCI system. Generally, BCI system takes brain activity and clas-
sify them into a computer understandable signal using feature based extraction
techniques. Different sort of brain activity patterns are captured in the form of
EEG signals and converted to device commands by the BCI system. Such classi-
fication was undertaken by various methods and performed by machine learning
algorithms [3,7]. BCI can be classified into synchronous BCI and asynchronous
BCI. Synchrounous BCI has a plain design, whereas asynchronous BCI offering
a natural mode of interaction, and without waiting for external cues [11].

Fig. 1. Basic design of a BCI system

Several works have been done in this field. But no such work has been done
yet that is based on an efficient methodology to move the cursor in multithreaded
way to reach the desired target quickly. There is no need to fetch brain signal
repeatedly through EEG, as this will cause extra overhead. If the signal process-
ing (fetching, amplifying, extracting features etc.) has done repeatedly then the
overhead associated with each components of BCI will be increased proportion-
ately which will cause low efficiency. So in this paper, we proposed a technique
which will fetch one brain signal at a time and capture the various levels of ampli-
tudes of the signal over a specific time range. This paper is organized as following.
Some prior works on brain Computer Interfacing through EEG based technolo-
gies are analyzed and discussed in Sect. 2. Section 2 also describes how this BCI
technologies can be extensively used for communication and computer control.
Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm for an efficient way of fast moving cur-
sor. Section 4 discusses the effectiveness of this proposed technique on a demo
user input signal. Section 5 shows the applications of the proposed technique
on (1) Gamma waves-upto 31 Hz (2) Beta waves-(12–30) Hz (3) Alpha waves-
(7.5–12) Hz (4) Theta waves-(3.5–7.5) Hz (5) Delta waves-(0.5–3.5) Hz. Section 6
throws some light on the time, space and computational complexity analysis
of our proposed approach. Sections 7 gives a detail comparison of the proposed
approach with other well-known approaches with respect to its advantages and
disadvantages. Finally, Sect. 8 gives the conclusion and future work of this paper.
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2 Literature Review

A number of techniques have been developed to assist various ways of communi-
cation between human and computer devices. In this section, we are dealing with
some of the famous BCI techniques for communication problems. In the review
papers [1,9,10], how the various time frequency methods (Fourier transform,
autoregressive models, wavelets, and Kalman filter and spatio temporal tech-
niques such as Laplacian filter and common spatial patterns) and feature classi-
fications techniques (linear discriminant analysis, support vector machines, arti-
ficial neural networks, and Bayesian classifiers) [15] are used for signal processing
task in BCI system. A study at the Wadsworth Center [4] shown that physically
disabled people can control to move a cursor on a computer screen in one or two
dimensions using the amplitude of μ or β rhythms in electroencephalographic
(EEG) activity recorded from the scalp over sensorimotor cortex. They used
8–12 Hz μ and 13–28 Hz β rhythms in the scalp recorded EEG signal for com-
munication [12]. These rhythms are directly connected with the movement areas
of human brains. The similar approach is taken care of in the paper [5] which is
called sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) based BCI technique. One important study
is to analyze the performance of linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic
discriminant analysis (QDA) and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithms in differ-
entiating the raw EEG data obtained, into their associative movement, namely,
left-right movement. It also includes the feature vector strategy to improve the
performance accuracy [2]. A very interesting application of machine learning and
pattern recognition algorithms on neural data classification in BCI is introduced
in paper [6]. These algorithms take huge amount of neural data and classify
them from non-informative brain signals. In this way, it will be able to decode
the brain-states.

3 Proposed Methodology

The main approach of this paper is to find a suitable algorithm to move the
cursor control towards desired target on the computer screen efficiently and
effectively. The proposed technique is described in Algorithm 1 (Find Target).
This algorithm follows the Greedy techinque as every time it takes the optimal
amplitude from the queue to reach the target. The proposed algorithm first
receives three user inputs, cursor and target location and five different amplitudes
(based on the Brain signal). Then it stores that five different amplitudes of the
brain signal into the queue in descending order. After that, it will check the
difference between cursor and target values. Initially, it extracts the maximum
amplitude from the queue and if the initial distance is large then the cursor
location has been added with that maximum amplitude. Now, again based on
the new cursor location check the difference (parallely) and reset the cursor and
set the flag after modification of cursor location. Finally, call the same function
recursively with the new cursor and target location and if the difference between
them is zero, then stop the process as the cursor has reached to the target.
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Algorithm 1. Find-Target Algorithm
1: procedure Findtarget(xcur,xtar)
2: xtar ← Targetlocation(x-axis)
3: xcur ← Cursorlocation(x-axis)
4: diff ← xtar-xcur
5: Queue Q (MaxPriority queue based on array ,which holds 5 different

amplitude levels of EEG signal)
6: if (diff = 0) then
7: Write(Success!!Cursor has reached to the target)
8: else
9: while ((Q! = NULL)or(diff >= amp[0])) do

10: xmax ← ExtractMax(Q)
11: if (diff <= xmax) then
12: for (i = 0 to n) do
13: if (diff <= amp[i]) then
14: xmax ← amp[i]
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: xcurnew ← xcur+xmax
19: diffnew ← xtar-xcurnew
20: diff ← diffnew
21: if ((diffnew = 0)or(flag = 1)) then
22: Write(Success after some attempts)
23: else
24: if flag = 0 then
25: for (i = 0 to n) do
26: if (diffnew = amp[i]) then
27: xcurnew ← xcur+amp[i]
28: flag ← 1
29: break

30: end if
31: end for
32: end if
33: if flag = 0 then
34: for (i = 0 to n) do
35: if (diffnew < amp[i]) then
36: xmin ← amp[n-1]
37: xdiff ← xmin-diffnew
38: xcurnew ← xcur+xdiff
39: flag ← 1
40: break

41: end if
42: end for
43: end if
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Algorithm 2. Find-Target Algorithm- Part 2
44: if flag = 0 then
45: for (i = 0 to n) do
46: if (amp[i + 1] < diff < amp[i]) then
47: smallest ← i

48: xmin ← diffnew-amp[i]
49: xmin1 ← diffnew-amp[i+1]
50: if (xmin < xmin1) then
51: shiftcur ← xcurnew+amp[i]
52: xcurnew ← shiftcur-xmin
53: flag ← 1
54: break

55: else
56: return
57: end if
58: end if
59: end for
60: end if
61: end if
62: end while
63: end if
64: Findtarget(xcurnew,xtar)

65: end procedure

4 Illustrative Example

The amplitude of specific frequency will translated into cursor movement. Cur-
sor always moves towards the Xaxis,
so here we derive the algorithm based on horizontal displacement of cursor
towards the target

Step1 (UserInput): Set the target in computer
Step2 (UserInput): Initially set the cursor’s location in any position based on
EEG signal

Fig. 2. Cursor movement towards the target after periodic interval [8]
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Step3: Calculate difference between the cursor and target
Step4: Use MaxpriorityQueue which will contain the amplitudes (in descending
order) of brain signal within very short time interval range (here for the sake of
simplicity we have taken five different amplitudes)

The queue (Q) holds the following amplitudes (5, 4, 3, 2, 1) in microvolt

Step5:

Case 1:

(1) Target location (x-axis): tar = 20 and Cursor location (x-axis): cur = 10
(2) difference: (tar − cur) = 10
(3) Extract Maximum amplitude from Queue: MaxAmp = 5
(4) Now check the difference with maximum amplitude: (difference > MaxAmp)
(5) Reset Cursor location: (cur = cur + MaxAmp) = 10 + 5 = 15
(6) Check the new difference: (difference = tar − cur) = 20 − 15 = 5
(7) Check the new difference with all the amplitudes in the queue (using parallel

for loop) and check whether any of the amplitude value is equal to the
difference

(8) Reset Cursor location: (cur = cur + Maxamp) = 15 + 5 = 20
(9) Check the new cursor and target location: tar = 20 and cur = 20, so the

difference=0–>Success (cursor has reached to the target)

Case 2:

(1) Target location (x-axis): tar = 10 and Cursor location (x-axis): cur = 1.2
(2) difference: (tar-cur) = 8.8
(3) Extract Maximum amplitude from Queue: MaxAmp = 5
(4) Now check the difference with maximum amplitude: (difference > Max-

Amp)
(5) Reset Cursorlocation: (cur = cur + MaxAmp) = 1.2 + 5 = 6.2
(6) Check the new difference: (difference = tar − cur) = 10 − 6.2 = 3.8
(7) Check the new difference in the amplitudes of queue (using parallel for

loop): the required difference is between the two amplitudes values (i:e
ampval [2] = 2 and ampval [3] = 3) now check the distance between two
amplitudes with difference diff: (difference-amp[3]) = (3.8 − 3) = .8 and
diff1: (difference-amp [2]) = (3.8 − 4) = −.2, so we pick amplitude value
4, as the difference is closer to the amplitude value 4 (having minimum
difference as negetive sign for crossing the target by shifting the value of .2)

(8) Reset Cursorlocation: cur = cur + ampval[4] = 6.2 + 4 = 10.2
(9) Reduce the extra shifted value from cursor:

(cursorlocation = cur-diff1) = cur = 10.2− .2 = 10
(10) Check the new cursor and target location: tar = 10 and cur = 10, so the

difference =0–>Success (cursor has reached to the target)
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Cursor movement: (1) Initial position of Cursor (center at
the screen) and Target (bottom right corner) (2)Cursor moves towards the fixed target
(3) Cursor hits (cursor reach to the target) the fixed Target (4) Next Target (top right
corner) has been set

Case 3:

(1) Target location (x-axis): tar = 20 and Cursor location (x-axis): cur = 16
(2) difference: (tar − cur) = 4
(3) Extract Maximum amplitude from Queue: MaxAmp = 5
(4) Check the nearest amplitude from the queue with difference: (difference <

MaxAmp)
(5) Check the nearest amplitude from queue with difference: here ampvalue[2]

= 4 which is matched with difference, so pick that nearest amplitude value
(6) Reset Cursor location: cur + ampvalue[2] = 16 + 4 = 20
(7) Check the new cursor and target location: tar = 20 and cur = 20, so the

difference = 0–>Success(cursor has reached to the target)

Case 4: New amplitude values (5,4,3,2.5,2) in microvolt, so the queue (Q)
also holds the new amplitude values

(1) Target location (x-axis): tar = 10 and Cursor location (x-axis): cur = 4
(2) difference: (tar-cur) = 6
(3) Extract Maximum amplitude from Queue: MaxAmp = 5
(4) Now check the difference with maximum amplitude: (difference > Max-

Amp)
(5) Reset Cursor location: (cur = cur + MaxAmp) = 4 + 5 = 9
(6) Check the new difference: (difference = tar-cur) = 10 − 9 = 1
(7) Check the new difference in the amplitudes of queue (using parallel for

loop): all the amplitudes are greater than the difference as the lowest ampli-
tude (minamp = 2) which is greater than difference

(8) Take new difference between minimum amplitude and difference: newdif-
ference = (minamp-difference): 2 − 1 = 1

(9) Reset Cursorlocation: (cur = cur + newdifference) = 9 + 1 = 10
(10) Check the new cursor and target location: tar = 10 and cur = 10, so the

difference = 0–> Success (cursor has reached to the target)

5 Result and Analysis

The experimental analysis of the proposed algorithm has done on the following
computing platform.

Application Environment: DEV C++ (version-4.9.9.2)
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Hardware Environment: Operating System- Windows7 (64 bit), Processor-
Intel Core (TM)i3, RAM-4 GB, Clock-2.26 GHZ

Performance Analysis: Execution time of the algorithm

Case 1: 8.79 s
Case 2: 8.85 s
Case 3: 8.89 s
Case 4: 8.63 s

EEG has classified the brain signals into five waves [13]

(1) Gamma waves-upto 31 Hz
(2) Beta waves-(12–30) Hz
(3) Alpha waves-(7.5–12) Hz
(4) Theta waves-(3.5–7.5) Hz
(5) Delta waves-(0.5–3.5) Hz

The above frequency range has been converted into amplitude levels for horizon-
tal movement of the cursor. Target and cursor locations had been set initially.
The cursor movement towards the target has been controlled by the above brain
signals. We show here some brain signals(amplitude vs time) of different ampli-
tude ranges and plot the cursor movement towards the target for that signal
within the fixed time intervals.

Signal 1:

Fig. 4. Brian signal (Delta and Theta wave) with amplitude levels (in mV): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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Result:

Fig. 5. Initial position of the target
(20) and the Cursor (10)

Fig. 6. Cursor movement towards the
fixed target

Fig. 7. Final position of the cursor after reaching the target

Signal 2:

Fig. 8. Brian signal (Alpha wave) with amplitude levels (in mV): 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
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Result:

Fig. 9. Initial position of the target (20)
and the cursor (16)

Fig. 10. Final position of the cursor after
reaching the target

Signal 3:

Fig. 11. Brain signal (Beta wave) with amplitude levels (in mV): 15, 16, 17, 18, 19

Result:

Fig. 12. Initial position of the target (30) and the cursor (10)
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Fig. 13. Cursor movement towards the
fixed target

Fig. 14. Final position of the cursor after
reaching the target

6 Time-Space Tradeoff and Computational Complexity

Extractmax(from MaxPriorityQueue):–>O(logn)
Parallel for loop: –>O(n) ,as all for loops will execute concurrently
in different threads,
—————————————————————————-
Total Time Complexity: T(n)=O(logn+n)->O(n)
Linear Time Complexity
Total Space complexity: S(n)=O(n)
Maximum ’n’ elements can store into the stack.
—————————————————————————–

Class of P: the algorithm can solve in polynomial time as it is linear time
(n) to execute the total algorithm.

7 Advantages and Disadvantages

This algorithm is based on multithreaded application. All the for loops will exe-
cute in parallel, (keyword: “parallel for” use for concurrent execution dynami-
cally) so the computational complexity will be reduced. Threads are lightweight
and very fast in execution so the computational speedup can be also increased.
The cursor will reach to the specified target location within a very limited
amount of time due to the increase speed up. Consequently, the speed of the
human response is also increased.
So the main benefits are

Benefit 1: It is a multithreaded dynamic cursor movement, so the processor
efficiency has increased rapidly as the three parallel for loops has executed con-
currently rather than traditional sequential execution, which will increased com-
putational speedup.

Time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the input size.

Benefit 2: Previous algorithms(LDA, QDA and KNN) had been suffering from
trial prediction and wavelet coefficient factor [2] but in this algorithm as the
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cursor can reach to the target very quickly in the first trial then immediately
cursor will be ready for the next trial, so it is not dependent on the trial prediction

Benefit 3: For goal or target oriented cursor movement, there needs to be
some complex output device for translating the target objective [1] but in this
algorithm we have tried to implement the logic in a simple manner so that
runtime complexity will be minimum.

Benefit 4: The KNN algorithm is unsuitable for huge distance as the approx-
imation of nearest neighbour is not always successful for large distance, but in
this algorithm Cursor can reach the target easily if they are located in a huge
distance gap.

Disadvantage: Thread complexity will be merely increased. If one thread is
blocked, then we need to add a new thread for executing the parallel task.

8 Conclusion and Future Scope

BCI consumes a bright future for a broad range of applications. Coupled with
current technological advances and BCI are growing faster in a different field of
applications. BCI, as a technology, has achieved a wide range of applications from
control of robotic arms to multi-dimensional cursor manipulation. This paper is
based on fast movement of the cursor (using multithreaded way) of the brain
signal to the desired target in computer. If the cursor can reach the target very
quickly, human response will be quick and interaction between human computer
can also be done effectively. The algorithm will run in polynomial time so the
computational complexity is also up to the mark. A brief comparison analysis
shown that the proposed approach has a list of benefits over some well-known
existing approaches.

Cursor movement in BCI has enhanced scope in various applications like
wheelchair controller, Robot controller etc. [14]. If the movement of a cursor can
handle quickly then human thinking capability can be improved effieciently in
near future.
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Abstract. Most of the clustering algorithms are sensitive to noise. Many of them
cluster all the genes of the dataset. However, it may be possible that only a small
part of genes of the gene expression dataset is involved in the biological processes
for a particular set of experiment conditions or sample. To identify these genes
clusters, we propose a method which identifies the co-expressed genes having
chances of co-regulation in presence of non-functional genes and high level of
noise. The proposed method clusters those genes that are within distance threshold
t with respect to a specific gene in each experiment conditions and works on column
wise distance calculation approach. To validate the proposed method an experi‐
mental analysis has been done with a real gene expression data and the experi‐
mental results show the significance of proposed method over existing one.

Keywords: Clustering · Gene expression data · Data mining

1 Introduction

DNA microarray technology is used to measure the expression level of thousands of
genes simultaneously. Analysis of these data is helpful in study of functions of genes.
In absence of any prior information regarding the gene expression data, clustering plays
an important role in analysis of such data. Clustering is a process of grouping objects
having a set of similar properties.

The gene expression data generated during DNA microarray experiment under
different experiment conditions is arranged in a matrix GE = {Eij | 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ m},
where n is the number of rows and m is the number of columns. Each row of the matrix
represents a gene. Similarly, each column of the matrix represents an experiment condi‐
tion. An element, Eij, of the matrix, a numerical value, is the expression level of the gene
i in the experiment condition j.

Many clustering algorithms, such as the hierarchical agglomerative clustering algo‐
rithm [1], k-means algorithm [2], SOM [3], CLICK [4], fuzzy c-means algorithm [5]
and SiMM-TS [6], have been efficiently employed for effective clustering of gene
expression data. Most of them consider the assumption that all of the genes belong to a
particular cluster. However, it has been observed that only a smaller number of genes
participate in a biological process under a set of experiment condition [7]. Certain genes
may not participate in any biological function. It is important to identify gene clusters
with background of high level of noise and non-functional genes. The expression levels
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of the genes, which are not involved in any biological function, differ from the expression
levels of rest of the genes of dataset. Their behavior is similar to that of the outliers
corresponding to all of the co-expressed genes clusters.

In this paper, we propose a method which selectively identifies the clusters of genes
that are co-expressed. The core concept is to identify genes that exist within a distance
threshold t of a specific gene in each of the experiment conditions. Then, we apply the
method on a gene expression dataset. Further, we utilize three clustering validation
indices to evaluate the effectiveness of the method used. The method is compared with
hierarchal algorithm, k-means algorithm and SOM.

In the Sect. 2, the proposed method is described in detail. In the Sect. 3, the proposed
method implementation and their evaluation are given. The conclusion part of the paper
is given in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Method

A gene expression data set typically contains expression levels of the genes participating
in cellular processes, some irrelevant genes which do not involve in any biological
function and noise that is produced due to complex procedure of microarray experiment
[14]. In other words, the data set contains a set of clusters of co-expressed genes, non-
functional genes with expression levels differing from the expression levels of the
remaining genes and some noise. To identify these clusters, we propose a method in
which a column wise distance calculation approach is used. Those genes formed a cluster
that are within the distance threshold t with respect to a specific gene in each experiment
conditions. A gene not having any other gene within distance t in each experiment
condition can be marked as noise. The detailed procedure of the proposed method is as
follows.

Let us consider a gene expression data set GE = {Eij | 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ m} having
a set of n genes G = {g1,g2,…,gn} and their expression levels measured under a set of
m experiment condition E = {e1,e2,…,em}.

To understand the proposed method, we define an unclustered gene set U consisting
of all unclustered genes. Initially U = {g1,g2,…,gn} i.e. all genes are unclustered. A
marked gene set M is used for column wise distance calculations.

A gene gi is randomly selected from U. Rest of the unclusterd genes are put in the
marked gene set M. Let distance d, for an experiment condition ej, between genes gi and
a marked gene gk, is the difference of expression level Eij of gi with expression level Ekj
of gk.

d =
|
|
|
Eij − Ekj

|
|
|

The d is calculated for each marked gene gk € M. The gene gk is removed from M if
d is greater than a threshold t. This process is repeated for each experiment condition
{e1,e2,…,em} one by one. It is evident that with each succession of experiment condition,
the marked gene set reduces. After comparison of all the marked genes with gi under
the experiment conditions, if no marked gene is found in M then the gene gi is marked
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as noise, otherwise all the marked genes are labelled as a cluster. Then, these clustered
genes are removed from the unclustered gene set U. The aforementioned steps are
repeated with rest of the unclustered genes of U until all of the genes are not clustered.

The algorithm can be summarized as follows:

The algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
 c=1  //cluster

for each unclustered gene gi€U
M=U-{gi} 
for each experiment ej

if |Eij – Ekj | > t //for all gk €M
M=M-{gk}  

end if 
  end for 

if  M is NULL 
   mark gi as noise 
  else 

mark genes of M as cluster c  
end if 
c=c+1

  update U 
 end for 

3 Implementation and Analysis

In this section, detail analysis of the result obtained by applying the proposed method
on yeast cell cycle data is presented. Three cluster validation indices have been used for
evaluation of the proposed method. The result obtained by proposed method is compared
with three clustering algorithms.

3.1 Data Set

The yeast cell cycle data consists of expression levels of 6220 genes measured over 17
time points, taken at an interval of 10 min and covers nearly two full cell cycles. Only
416 genes show significant changes during the course of experiment [8, 9]. The expres‐
sion levels are normalized to have mean = 0 and variance = 1 [15]. The data set we are
using is a subset of the yeast cell cycle data containing 384 genes and has been previously
used in [10]. The data is available at http://faculty.washington.edu/kayee/cluster.

3.2 Cluster Validation Index

For evaluation of clusters, three cluster validation indices Dunn Index [11], Davies-
Bouldin (DB) Index [12] and Connectivity [13] are used.
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The Dunn Index is the ratio of the smallest distance between two clusters to the
largest distance within a cluster. It is defined as

Dunn =
min

1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i ≠ j

(
d(i, j)

max1≤k≤nd′(k)

)

where n is the number of cluster, d(i, j) is the distance between centers of cluster i and j
and d′(k) is the largest distance between two objects of cluster k. The range of Dunn
Index is 0 to ∞ and it should be maximized.

The Davies-Bouldin Index (DB) is defined as

DB =
1
n

∑

i=1;i≠j

max

(

𝜎i + 𝜎j

d
(

ci, cj

)

)

where n is the number of cluster, 𝜎i is the average distances of all object with center ci

of cluster i and, d
(

ci, cj

)

 is the distance between centers ci and cj of cluster i and j
respectively. The DB Index should be minimized.

Connectivity is defined as

conn =

n
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

xij

where n is the number of objects that participate in clustering, xij is 0, if object i and jth
nearest neighbor of i belong to the same cluster otherwise 1∕j, and k is taken as the
parameter for the nearest neighbor consideration. The range of connectivity is 0 to ∞
and it should be minimized.

3.3 Implementation Platform

The proposed method is implemented on R. For validation of clustering algorithm and
their result, two R packages, clValid [13] and clv [16], are used.

3.4 Results

The proposed method is applied on yeast cell cycle data with different values of threshold
t. No cluster has been found for t less than 0.4 and greater than 4.3. The values of Dunn,
DB and Connectivity indices, as shown in Table 1, indicate that highly coexpressed gene
clusters are obtained when threshold t is small. It is also evident from the values of Dunn
Index, DB Index and connectivity at threshold t = 0.4 that though the best cluster has
been obtained, however, a very small number of genes have been identified in obtained
clusters which is not desirable. So we can also consider some more clusters, having
significant number of genes, obtained with moderate values of these indices. As we
increase threshold t, more number of genes assigns to the clusters and compactness of
the clusters decreases.
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Table 1. Result of proposed method on yeast cell cycle data

Threshold t Number of
clusters

Total genes
identifies in
clusters

Dunn Index DB Index Connectivity

0.4 8 16 0.784855 0.534706 21.2
0.5 18 41 0.457198 0.831953 50.21667
0.6 29 79 0.315428 1.099389 106.75
0.7 32 108 0.274293 1.213592 130.1167
0.8 52 178 0.161777 1.310934 222.2333
0.9 67 233 0.159863 1.318261 311.5333
1 61 267 0.152332 1.555046 381.4333
1.1 63 307 0.127547 1.575846 424.3333
1.2 54 319 0.135242 1.660292 396.2
1.3 55 344 0.159944 1.795899 409.9833
1.4 45 354 0.147664 1.788297 384.0833
1.5 40 365 0.112127 1.91393 414.1
1.6 31 367 0.112127 2.08875 398.8167
1.7 27 371 0.132266 2.025547 350.0667
1.8 22 373 0.116361 2.095597 331.5
1.9 24 379 0.111185 2.130306 341.9
2 18 378 0.114503 2.129832 294.7167
2.1 12 379 0.106698 2.348927 248.8667
2.2 11 380 0.097003 2.337651 240.5333
2.3 11 380 0.097003 2.55091 253.5833
2.4 9 382 0.14735 2.398617 222.6833
2.5 8 382 0.149549 1.65122 190.5
2.6 7 383 0.149892 1.691213 190.7
2.7 6 382 0.147924 1.722208 202.95
2.8 7 383 0.091332 1.855697 240.7667
2.9 5 383 0.13633 2.016989 231.6333
3 5 383 0.111402 2.258458 235.5333
3.1 5 384 0.111402 2.06011 233.8
3.2 5 384 0.097045 2.580419 278.45
3.3 4 383 0.090158 2.178656 202.0333
3.4 4 384 0.093367 2.204393 184.3667
3.5 4 384 0.131954 2.156926 149.75
3.6 4 384 0.120302 2.05699 133.85
3.7 3 383 0.120302 2.02868 103.8333
3.8 3 384 0.112204 1.874462 74.95
3.9 2 383 0.112204 1.98153 52.05
4 2 383 0.113622 1.777664 31.08333
4.1 2 383 0.113622 1.978261 24.78333
4.2 2 384 0.387906 2.065439 6.266667
4.3 2 384 0.387906 2.065439 6.266667
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Table 2. Dunn and connectivity indices for k-means, hierarchial and SOM algorithms

No. of clusters hierarchical k-means SOM
Connectivity Dunn Connectivity Dunn Connectivity Dunn

2 18.7833 0.2356 48.9333 0.1671 41.15 0.1754
3 26.0167 0.2362 35.85 0.1988 40.9833 0.1273
4 37.3 0.2362 41.9667 0.2103 41.9667 0.2103
5 50.4667 0.2546 48.2667 0.191 71.2333 0.2117
6 51.2 0.2546 65.5667 0.1843 105.2833 0.1741
7 51.8667 0.2546 74.3167 0.2252 114.15 0.1132
8 58.3 0.2321 103.3167 0.1971 126.5333 0.1625
9 60.5833 0.2321 85.4333 0.2431 128.55 0.1478

10 62.8667 0.2321 135.0167 0.1813 156.4167 0.1478
11 65.15 0.2321 137.75 0.1534 180.6833 0.1402
12 67.85 0.2321 149.4667 0.1534 180.1833 0.1414
13 83.9 0.255 164.7333 0.1534 200.25 0.1386
14 86.1833 0.255 187.65 0.103 204.5167 0.1007
15 87.9667 0.255 193.3667 0.103 210.1833 0.0882
16 90.2833 0.255 199.3333 0.1097 211.2333 0.162
17 98.2333 0.255 206.2333 0.1502 224.1667 0.1177
18 102.7667 0.2662 230.5 0.1375 235.8833 0.1405
19 103.2667 0.2662 222.6167 0.1551 234.05 0.1619
20 106.5333 0.2662 229.55 0.1147 257.5167 0.0916
21 107.0333 0.2662 239.5667 0.1086 236.5333 0.1672
22 109.1167 0.2662 243.3 0.1471 253.4333 0.106
23 114.1333 0.2674 239.3833 0.1157 271.7833 0.1612
24 116.45 0.2674 263.7833 0.1098 278.7667 0.1586
25 120.35 0.2674 247.5 0.157 281.0333 0.1336
26 130.9333 0.2674 257.5333 0.1179 305.1667 0.1299
27 133.2833 0.2674 260.2167 0.1179 303.95 0.1405
28 134.3667 0.2674 244.75 0.1853 306.3833 0.106
29 134.8667 0.2674 259.4333 0.1178 319.4 0.1743
30 139.35 0.277 271.9 0.1178 314.45 0.1488
31 141.1833 0.277 276.8 0.1179 302.7167 0.1702
32 147.7 0.277 285.4167 0.1179 309.6833 0.1626
33 149.3167 0.277 285.5333 0.1179 319.8 0.1714
34 152.1833 0.277 290.7333 0.1269 325.9333 0.1499
35 157.75 0.277 291.5833 0.1269 330.9333 0.1499
36 163.35 0.277 281.2833 0.1995 352.0167 0.1382
37 169 0.277 280.25 0.1189 341.7833 0.1403
38 170.7 0.277 282.9 0.1189 346.55 0.1442
39 170.95 0.277 286.8167 0.1189 353.95 0.1627
40 174.7667 0.277 290.8167 0.1189 345.1 0.1392
41 176.7167 0.277 289.6167 0.1189 350.85 0.178
42 182.3167 0.277 301.2 0.2295 361.9833 0.1663
43 185.9 0.277 305.9667 0.2295 373.75 0.1539
44 188.9667 0.277 308.05 0.2344 378.9 0.1435
45 192.7333 0.277 313.25 0.2365 392 0.1124
46 194.0167 0.277 322.2333 0.2295 377.4333 0.1566
47 196.4167 0.277 323.4 0.2295 380.2 0.1502
48 199.2833 0.277 327.0333 0.2365 378.85 0.171
49 200.1167 0.277 319.1167 0.2129 386.8667 0.1392
50 210.3667 0.263 326.9667 0.1355 388.95 0.1725
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The Dunn and connectivity indices are also calculated for k-means, hierarchal and
SOM algorithms as shown in Table 2. It is evident from Tables 1 and 2 that the Dunn
index is greater for threshold t at 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 4.2 and 4.3 when compared to the
maximum values of Dunn index of SOM, k-means and hierarchal algorithms. This shows
that the proposed method is performing well in comparison to k-means, SOM and hier‐
archal algorithms.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a method is proposed for the identification of gene clusters in the presence
of inactive genes and high levels of noise. The method works on column wise distance
calculation approach. This works well in conducting the identification of highly co-
expressed genes clusters. In this paper, the proposed method is compared with k-means,
hierarchal and SOM algorithms. For evaluation and comparison three clustering vali‐
dation indices, Dunn index, connectivity and DB index, are used.
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Abstract. Diabetes is one of the most frightful diseases that is creating
a terror in peoples mind all over the globe and all of them are putting
tremendous efforts to search for various methods to prevent this disease
at the budding stage by predicting the symptoms of diabetes. In this
paper, our main aim is to predict the onset of diabetes amongst women
aged at least 21 years using Two-class Neural Network and tabulate and
compare our results with others results. This approach has been tested
with the Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set downloaded from the UCI
Machine Learning data repository. The performance of our predictive
model has been measured and compared in terms of accuracy and recall.
Endocrinologists, dietitians, ophthalmologists and podiatrists can use
this model to predict how likely a patient is to suffer from diabetes.

Keywords: Diabetes mellitus · Machine learning · Pima Indians
diabetes data set · Two-class neural network

1 Introduction

To diagnose a disease, a number of tests are essential. And medical history data
plays a significant part of the testing procedure. Thus arises the need for a
powerful tool for analysing and extracting usable information for this complex
data [1]. Healthcare industries can benefit immensely from data mining applica-
tions [2,3]. This can improve patient compliance by maintaining high quality in
patient care and can help all concerned parties in limiting costs and enhancing
profits. This study focusses its attention on prediction of diabetes mellitus and
provides a detailed performance analysis of the same. Now, it is very impor-
tant to develop predictive models using the risk factors for the development of
diabetes. Many studies have suggested traditional methods (statistical) as pre-
dictors [4,5]. The data mining process for diagnosis of diabetes can be divided
into five steps, though the underlying principles and techniques used for data
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mining diabetic databases may differ for different projects in different countries
[1]. Data mining entails extraction of information from a data set and transfor-
mation into a comprehensible structure for further use. Statistical approaches
like clustering, classification, regression, hypothesis testing and computer sci-
ence applications like soft computing, machine learning and data visualizations
largely contribute to solve different categories of data mining problems. Data
Mining has been extensively used in diverse areas of science and engineering in
recent times, ranging from bioinformatics to the fields of medicine and education.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is vastly used for diabetes prediction. Olaniyi
and Adnan [6] used multilayer feed-forward neural network and trained with
back-propagation algorithm to classify patients. Those were tested positive,
assigned as binary 1 and those were tested negative as binary 0. They achieved
a recognition rate of 82% by considering Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set. Sim-
ilarly, Pradhan and Sahu propose an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based
classification for diabetes prediction [7]. In this paper, the ANN based classi-
fication model as one of the powerful methods in intelligent field was applied
for classifying diabetic patients into two classes. Genetic algorithm (GA) is also
used for feature selection for better accuracy. This model is trained with Back-
propagation (BP) algorithm and GA (Genetic Algorithm) and 73.45% classifi-
cation accuracy has been reported. On the other side, Smith et al. [8] proposed
neural net-work ADAP algorithm to build associative models and obtained 76%
accuracy of classification rate.

In this study, the features which carry more weight towards the outset of
diabetes has been considered for training the neural network. The Pima Indians
Diabetes dataset has been used to classify the positive and negative cases. The
model is then scored and evaluated on the basis of accuracy and recall rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the proposed
methodology. Section 3 deals with experimental results and analysis and finally,
the paper is concluded in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Methodology

Classification of data is a two phase process in which first step is the training
phase. In this phase, the classifier algorithm builds a set of classification rules
with the training set of tuples. The second phase is the test phase where the
model is tested with well known cases to measure its accuracy. The performance
of the model is then analyzed with the testing set of tuples [9]. A machine
learning algorithm in general operates on a model and is iterated multiple times
while manipulating the algorithm hyper-parameters to increase the accuracy of
the classifier [2]. A model of neural network is given in Fig. 1.

2.1 Preprocessing of Data

The Pima Diabetes dataset has some biologically impossible data like there are
35 cases where diastolic blood pressure is 0, 231 cases where tricep skinfold
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Fig. 1. General structure of totally connected Neural Network

value is zero, 11 cases where BMI is 0. These data points were assumed to have
missing values and thus were removed. Shanker (1996) used all the cases from
the datasets in his analysis [10]. Similarly, Kayaer et al. (2003) used all 768 cases
which were normalized for better results [11]. Temurtas et al. (2009) used the
first 576 cases as training data and the remaining 192 cases as testing data [12].
Preprocessing of data, such as cleaning the missing values is essential so that our
model can correctly analyze the data [13]. A statistical analysis of the data as
well as the feature scaling is given in Table 1. Scaling of all feature values were
done to get the standardized feature values and to weight all features equally in
their representation.

The main objective was to get all the data on same scale; if the scales for
different features differ wildly, this can have a secondary effect on their ability to
learn (depending on what methods are being used to do so). Having standardized
feature values can implicitly weight all features equally in their representation.

2.2 Analyzing the Features

Features in machine learning are individual measurable properties of something
to be interested in. In our given dataset, each row represents a female, and each
column represents a feature of that female. For creating our predictive model,
a good set of features were found. After a thorough study, it was inferred that
some features performed better in predicting targets while some had a strong
correlation with other features and hence they were removed.

2.3 Constructing the Model

After the data was prepared, a predictive model was constructed that consists
of training and testing. The data was used to train the model, and then, the
model was tested to see how closely it was able to predict the result. Training
and testing the model was done by splitting the data into separate training and
testing datasets. 80% of the data was used to train the model, and the remaining
20% was held back for testing.
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Table 1. Data analysis

Feature ID Feature name Mean Median Standard
deviation

Min/Max Scaling process

F1 Number of
pregnancies

3.301 2 3.2114 0/17 F1
10

F2 Age (years) 30.8648 27 10.2008 21/81 F2
100

F3 Triceps skinfold
thickness (mm)

29.1454 29 10.5164 7/63 Ignored

F4 Diastolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

70.6633 70 12.4961 24/110 F4
80

F5 Body mass index
(weight in
kg/(height in
m)ˆ2)

33.0862 33.2 7.0277 18.2/67.1
(F5−18)
(25−18)

F6 Diabetes pedigree
function

0.523 0.4495 0.3455 0.085/2.42 Unchanged

F7 Plasma glucose
concentration a 2 h
in an oral glucose
tolerance test

122.6276 119 30.8608 56/198
(F7−50)
(120−50)

F8 2-Hour serum
insulin (mu U/ml)

156.0561 125.5 118.8417 14/846
(F8−14)
(250−10)

3 Experimental Result and Analysis

In the following approach, the experiment was carried out to observe the accu-
racy, recall and precision with respect to prediction of Diabetes Type II.

3.1 Dataset

The following approach was used on Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset to measure
the accuracy of prediction of Diabetes Type II. This database is publicly available
[13] and the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
is the owner of the dataset. In this database, all patients are females of at
least 21 years old of Pima Indian heritage. The dataset contains values for eight
relevant vital attributes.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The Two Class Neural Network model was chosen to solve this problem. The
model was configured using the following specifications:
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1. Hidden layer specification:
– The neural network consists of n hidden layers (0 ≤ n ≤ 3) each completely

connected to its preceding layer, the first hidden layer is connected to
input layer.

– The output layer is fully connected to nth hidden layer, for n> 0, else it
is connected to input layer.

– The number of node in the input layer is determined by the number of
features used.

– Each hidden layer contains 100 nodes each.
– The output layer contains 2 nodes, one each for positive and negative.

2. The global learning rate of 0.01 was found to be appropriate to train our
model.

3. The model was trained over 1000 iteration.
4. The initial learning weights diameter was assigned as: 0.1
5. The momentum was kept 0 for optimum performance.
6. The trained model was then evaluated.

In the study, 392 cases of the data set were considered, out of which 314 was
used for training the neural network model and 78 was used for testing the model.
There were 262 negative cases (i.e., 67%) and 131 positive cases (i.e. 33%).

3.3 Experimental Result

In our implementation, we used R, SQL and Python within Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning Studio and the results were compared with the existing
approaches. The criterion taken for the comparison of classifiers were accuracy,
precision and recall. In simple terms, high accuracy means that most of the
measurements of a quantity were close to the true value. High precision means
that an algorithm returned substantially more relevant results than irrelevant
ones, while high recall means that an algorithm returned most of the relevant
results [14].

The classification of data in this study was based on the usage of confusion
matrix (given in Table 2) and were grouped into true positive (TP ), true negative
(TN), false positive (FP ) and false negative (FN). The recall rate, precision and
accuracy of the model were measured by varying the number of hidden layers of
nodes and the results were plotted in Fig. 2.

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + FP + TN + FN)
(1)

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP )
(2)

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)
(3)
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Table 2. Confusion matrix

Actual vs Predicted Positive Negative

Positive TP TN

Negative FP FN

Fig. 2. Experimental results

3.4 Comparison of Performance

The results were compared with existing works and the comparison has been
displayed in Table 3. In all cases, Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set was used for
evaluations.

Table 3. Comparison of performance

Approaches Models Accuracy

Olaniyi and Adnan [6] Multilayer feed-forward neural network 82%

Pradhan and Sahu [7] ANN, GA, BP 73.45%

Our approach Two-class neural network 83.3%

4 Conclusion

In summary, the two class neural network model is being used for predicting
Diabetes Mellitus Type II using seven important attributes. Here the studies
conclude that our model has achieved the highest accuracy of 83.3% for the
given data. This model can be utilized to classify people at high risk of developing
diabetes and provide timely medical intervention for women, aged 21 years and
above. In this way, premature mortality and health risks can be diminished
by implementing such predictive models. This paper presents an approach that
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can be used for hybrid model construction of community health services. This
classification algorithm can be implemented for the prediction of other dominant
diseases and classification with their suitable datasets. An another scope is to
check whether by applying new algorithms, any improvement can be made over
existing techniques.
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Abstract. Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) is a well accepted
for the next generation computer technology as it is capable of over-
coming certain technical limitations of existing CMOS technology. We
have designed the Gray code counter using two-dot one-electron QCA.
As the Set-Reset flipflop is the building block of the Gray code counter,
we also designed the Set-Reset flipflop. Computing the potential energies
we have substantiated and analyzed the proposed design and calculated
the energy and power related parameters. We have also compared our
work with the four-dot two-electron QCA architecture and found that
the proposed designs are superior to the existing ones in terms of space
utilization, energy and power dissipation.

Keywords: Gray code counter · QCA · Coulomb’s repulsion ·Majority
voter

1 Introduction

QCA technology of Lent and Tougaw [1] is now very popular in the nano technol-
ogy domain as it requires extremely small space, consumes very low power and
eliminates the disadvantage of the off-state leakage current. Thus the technology
is very promising among the emerging technologies concerning future computers.

A four-dot two-electron quantum cell is square in shape with four charged
wells or “dots” at the corners. Two electrons quantum-mechanically tunnel
between neighboring dots within a cell. Coulomb’s repulsion forces the elec-
trons to take the corner positions. The concept is well addressed in [2–4]. Here,
we are going to use two-dimensional two-dot one-electron QCA cells.

Gray code is a code assigned a set of integers, so that two adjacent code
words differ by a single symbol thus having Hamming distance of 1 between
them. Originally spurious output from electromechanical switches was prevented
by the reflected binary code or the Gray code. Of late Gray codes also facilitates
error correction in television systems, digital terrestrial, some cable TV and other

c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 75–84, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 7
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digital communications. Gray code is used in genetic algorithms, in labeling the
axes of Karnaugh maps, etc.

In Sect. 2, we reviewed of two-dimensional two-dot one-electron QCA. In
Sect. 3, we discussed the design of SR flipflop. In Sect. 4, we discussed the design
of 2-bit Gray code counter. Then we have verified the outputs of both the circuits
using potential energy calculations in Sect. 5. The proposed architecture has been
analyzed in Sect. 6 and lastly in Sect. 7, we have calculated energy and power
requirements for our design. We have compared our work with that in [5] in
Sect. 8 and finally we have concluded.

2 2-D Two-Dot One-Electron QCA

The two-dot one-electron QCA has rectangular cells, with two dots at the
two ends. Through the tunnel between the two quantum dots, a free elec-
tron may move (Fig. 1). Binary information is represented by the position of
electron within a cell that passes from one cell to another obeying Coulomb’s
principle.

Fig. 1. Polarities of two-dot one-electron QCA cells

2.1 Clocking

Clocking is used for synchronization in CMOS technology. In QCA, the direction
of signal flow is determined by clocking. Moreover, energy is supplied to input
signals that are weak enabling it to propagate from the input cell to the output
cell [2,4]. There are four clocking phases. Initially, the potential energy of the
electron is least [6], so it is unable to move the adjacent quantum dots and
the polarity is definite. In switch phase, the potential energy rises and attains
its maximum at the end of this phase. In hold phase, this potential energy is
maintained and the electron is delocalized. In release phase, the potential energy
decreases and then a definite polarity is reached by the cell. Finally, in relax
phase, it obtained the least potential energy and is at a definite polarity. All
QCA architecture contains at most four clock zones and each clock zone consists
of four phases. The phase difference between two consecutive clock zones is

π

2
[2] (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The QCA clocking

2.2 Basic Building Blocks

A sequence of cells with same orientation makes up a binary wire (Fig. 3a); a
differently oriented cell in between two cells of a binary wire gives an inverted
output (Fig. 3b); the inverted outputs may also be obtained at two out of four
turning at corners (Fig. 3c); if the same input is required to drive two systems
then fan-out gate (Fig. 3d) may be used; the planar crossing wires (Fig. 3e) must
have a zone difference of two.

Fig. 3. The basic building blocks (a) binary wire (b) inverter (c) inverter at turnings
(d) fan-out (e) planar wire crossing
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Fig. 4. Inputs and outputs of majority voter gates depending on their directions

The schematic diagrams and implementations of the majority voter
gates having inputs A, B and C are shown in Fig. 4. The output function for
Fig. 4(b)–(d) is given by

Output = AB + (A + B).C ′ (1)

Thus, fixing the values of A, B and C, we get,

Output =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

A.B if C = 1
A + B if C = 0
A.C ′ if B = 0
A + C ′ if B = 1
B.C ′ if A = 0
B + C ′ if A = 1

(2)

Therefore, any circuit may be designed using the inverter and majority voter
gate.

3 Set-Reset (S-R) Flipflop

From the truth table of S-R flipflop is shown in Table 1, we get the characteristic
equation for SR flipflop as:

Q(t + 1) = SQ + (S + Q)R′ (3)

So, the S-R flipflop is implemented using a majority voter gate as shown
Fig. 5. Two alternative schematic diagrams and their respective implementations
of SR flipflop is shown in Fig. 5(a)–(b).
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Table 1. Truth table for S-R Flipflop

R S Qt+1

0 0 Qt

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 1 Qt

Fig. 5. S-R flipflop (a) schematic diagram and implementation (b) alternative
schematic diagram and implementation

4 Gray Code Counter

Frank Gray coded a binary numeral system, the reflected binary code (RBC) or
Gray code such that the successive values differed in one bit only.

The two-bit Gray code is shown in Table 2. By the “cyclic” property of a
Gray code, decimal number rolls over to another decimal number with only one
change of switch. This cycle is depicted in Fig. 6. The logic diagram of the Gray
code counter is shown in Fig. 7. The same is implemented in Fig. 8.

Table 2. Truth table for Gray code

Decimal Binary Gray code Gray as decimal

0 00 00 0

1 01 01 1

2 10 11 3

3 11 10 2
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Fig. 6. Transition diagram of a 2-bit Gray code counter

Fig. 7. Logic diagram of a Gray code counter

Fig. 8. Implementation of a Gray code counter

5 Determination of Output

Till date no simulator simulating two-dot one-electron QCA is available. To ver-
ify the circuit, we calculate the potential energy based on Coulomb’s principle [4].
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The potential energy, U between two point charges q1 and q2, at distance of r
units is

U =
Kq1q2

r
=

9 × 109 × (1.6)2 × 10−38

r
(4)

UT =
n∑

t=1

Ut (5)

where K is the Boltzman constant and UT is the sum of potential energies due
to all neighboring electrons. As the electrons attains a position where potential
energy is least. We calculate the potential energies of the possible electron posi-
tions and select the position with least potential energy. Thus we establish the
outputs.

The outputs of the S-R flipflops shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) have been estab-
lished in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. As we have established the outputs of the
S-R flipflop. We have used it as the basic building blocks for the Gray code
counter shown in Fig. 8. The output states of the Gray code counter are estab-
lished in Table 5.

Table 3. Output state of S-R flipflop as shown in Fig. 5(a)

Cell Position of electron Total potential energy Remarks

1 - - Input cell S

2 - - Input cell R

8 - - Input cell Qi

3 a 14.102× 10−20 J Output Qi+1. Electron latches at

b 1.368× 10−20 J the position b as energy is lesser

4 - - The same polarity of cell 3

5–7 - - The inverse polarity of cell 4

8 - - The inverse polarity of cell 7

9 - - The inverse polarity of cell 4

6 Analysis

Stable and maximum area utilization are the major criteria for QCA architec-
tures [7]. If all input signals to the majority voter gates are of same strength
and the outputs are obtained simultaneously then the architecture is stable. The
architectures in Figs. 5 and 8 satisfy the above conditions, we may conclude that
these designs are stable.

Let p nm× q nm be the dimension of a two-dot one-electron QCA cell. As
Fig. 5 requires 9 cells, the covered area is 9 pq nm2. The covered area by the
design is (4p + 3q) × 2(p + q) nm2. Hence area utilization has the ratio 9 pq :
(4p + 3q)× 2(p + q) is convincing. Also the number of clock zones required is 4.
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Table 4. Output state of S-R flipflop as shown in Fig. 5(b)

Cell Position of electron Total potential energy Remarks

1 - - Input cell S

2 - - Input cell R

8 - - Input cell Qi

3 a 1.368× 10−20 J Output Qi+1. Electron latches at

b 14.102× 10−20 J position a as energy is lesser

4 - - The same polarity of cell 3

5–7 - - The inverse polarity of cell 4

8 - - The inverse polarity of cell 7

9 - - The inverse polarity of cell 4

Table 5. Output state of Gray code counter

Cell Position of electron Total potential energy Remarks

1 a 14.102× 10−20 J Input cell Qi and output

b 1.368× 10−20 J Qi+1 Electron latches at position b

2–3 - - Same polarity as cell 1

4–6 - - The inverse polarity of cell 3

7–9 - - The inverse polarity of cell 2

10 - - The inverse polarity of cell 9

11–12 - - The inverse polarity of cell 3

3 - - The inverse polarity of cell 12

14 - - Input cell Reset

15 a 0.294× 10−20 J Output Qi+1

b 6.9056× 10−20 J Electron latches at position a

16–17 - - The inverse polarity of cell 15

18 a −1.368× 10−20 J Output Qi+1

b −14.102× 10−20 J Electron latches at position b

19–20 - - Same polarity as cell 18

21–23 - - The inverse polarity of cell 20

24–26 - - Attains the inverse polarity of cell 19

27 - - Attains the inverse polarity of cell 26

28–29 - - Attains the inverse polarity of cell 20

30–32 - - Attains the inverse polarity of cell 29

As Fig. 8 requires 33 cells, the covered area effectively is 33 pq nm2. The covered
area by the design is (5p+6q)× (5p+6q) nm2. Thus the ratio of area utilization
is 33 pq : (5p + 6q)2 is also convincing. Here the number of clock zones required
is 8.
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7 Energy and Power Requirements

For architectures of S-R flipflop and Gray code counter, the energy and power
related parameters from [8] are in Table 6. Here, we have assumed n = 10 and
n2 = 3.

Table 6. Parameter calculated for the proposed two-dot one-electron QCA S-R flipflop
and Gray code counter

Parameters [8] Value for S-R flipflop Value for Gray code counter

Em = Eclock 3.21187× 10−19 J 1.17769× 10−18 J

Ediss 3.17975× 10−19 J 1.16591× 10−18 J

ν1 8.81741× 1014 Hz 3.23305× 1015 Hz

ν2 9.59256× 1014 Hz 3.51727× 1015 Hz

(ν2 − ν1) 7.75157× 1013 Hz 2.84224× 1014 Hz

τ1 =
1

ν1
5.6706× 10−16 s 1.54653× 10−16 s

τ2 =
1

ν2
5.21237× 10−16 s 1.42156× 10−16 s

τ 1.0883× 10−15 s 2.96808× 10−16 s

tp 1.51617× 10−14 s 1.43702× 10−14 s

8 Comparative Study

In [5] we find the designs of S-R flipflop and Gray code counter using four-
dot two-electron QCA. There are certain advantages of two-dot one -electron
QCA over four-dot two-electron QCA. First and foremost is that the number of
electrons two-dot one-electron QCA architecture with N cells is N but in case
of four-dot two-electron QCA it is 2N . In four-dot two-electron QCA, there are
four ambiguous configurations out of the 4C2 possible configurations [9], only two
are valid configurations. But in two-dot one-electron QCA ambiguous situation
does not arise. The wiring complexity is reduced in case of two-dot one-electron
QCA. In Table 7 we see a comparative study of the designs in [5] with those in
this article. From [9], we get p = 13 nm and q = 5 nm.

Table 7. Comparative study of S-R flipflop and Gray code counter

Parameters S-R flipflop Gray code counter

In [5] In this
article

in [5] In this
article

Number of cells 66 9 87 33

Area covered 85140 nm2 2412 nm2 113844 nm2 9025 nm2

Energy required High (as
there are
132
electrons)

Low (as
there are 9
electrons)

High (as
there are
174
electrons)

Low (as
there are 33
electrons)
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9 Conclusion

We have seen how to design a two-bit Gray code counter from two S-R flipflops.
We have also analyzed the proposed design and calculated the energy required
and the power dissipation for the same. This design may be extended to form
three- or higher bit higher Gray code counters.
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Abstract. Quantum-dot Cellular Automata i.e. QCA is emerged as a
product of immense study made by researchers to find out an efficient
replacement of CMOS technology in nanoscale. Nanoscale alternatives
arise due to the fact that CMOS is near to face serious challenges due to
the scaling limitation of this technology. The nanoscale implementation
of CMOS also suffers from high power dissipation. In this present arti-
cle, a study has been carried out over the structural advantages of square
shaped 2Dot 1Electron QCA cells over the rectangular shaped cell. As an
case study, a design strategy of a half subtractor as well as a full subtractor
has been proposed using 2Dot 1Electron QCA and an analysis has been
carried out with respect to the cell structure. The design of the half sub-
tractor consists of only 25 many number of 2Dot 1Electron QCA cells.
On the other hand, the full subtractor design contains 40 many number
of cells. Using this design approach, we have achieved upto 67% and 65%
of efficiency with respect to the cell count over the existing half and full
subtractor implementation using 4-dot 2 electron QCA respectively. No
such study has been carried out in this domain till date.

Keywords: 2Dot 1Electron QCA · Square shape cell · Subtractor · MV
Gate · Clock signal energy · Stability · Robustness

1 Introduction

Predictions through studies [1] has been made towards the limitations of the
ruling CMOS technology in nano-scale applications. The challenges get to be
increased day by day due to the recent advancements of nanotechnology such
as the necessity of high device density with low energy dissipation. These sort
of requirements brought up severe challenges to the CMOS technology. Thus
research community felt an urge for alternate technology which can surpass the
limitations of CMOS technology and can cope up with the first pace devel-
opment of the nano-scale technology. QCA came out to be the most befitting
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 85–96, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 8
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alternative to the CMOS technology in nanoscale. It simplifies the complexity of
interconnection of CMOS. QCA also solves the energy and other limiting issues
of CMOS in nanoscale. 2Dot 1Electron QCA is an emerging cellular variant
of QCA. There are specific advantages compared to its 4Dot 2Electron variant
[5]. The inter cell communication is achieved using the cell to cell interaction
according to the Coulomb’s principle. QCA also solves the energy and other
limiting issues of CMOS in nanoscale. 2Dot 1Electron QCA is an emerging cel-
lular variant of QCA. It possesses some proven benefits over the existing and well
studied variant i.e. 4Dot 2Electron cellular QCA as mentioned in [5]. The inter
cell communication is achieved using the cell to cell interaction according to the
Coulomb’s principle. In this present article, a study has been made to check the
impact of cell structure on different design parameters of 2Dot 1Electron QCA
structures. For this purpose analytical study has been carried out on subtrac-
tors. In the present scope we offer yet unexplored designs of half subtractor and
full subtractor using 2Dot 1Electron QCA. The proposed designs are also ana-
lyzed with respect to some well established energy parameters to understand the
energy efficiency of the proposed designs in a better way. Later the stability and
the robustness of the presented designs are also discussed. Remaining part of this
article is arranged in the following manner. Section 2 presents a brief study of the
previous reportings in the domain of subtractors. We elaborate the operational
details of 2Dot 1Electron QCA in section in Sect. 3. Whereas in Subsect. 3.1 the
QCA clocking mechanism is discussed in detail. Section 4, explains the basics of
subtractor. Our proposed work is then illustrated in Sect. 5. The output state is
then evaluated in Sect. 6. The analysis of the proposed designs are then carried
out in the Sect. 8. The conclusion is then made in the Sect. 10.

2 Literature Survey

The field of subtractor design has been well exploited in the purview of 4Dot
2Electron cellular variant QCA such as [8,10]. The field is yet to be explored
using 2Dot 1Electron QCA. In [10], design of half subtractor as well as full
subtractor was reported. The half subtractor consists of four majority voter gates
and two inverters. The half subtractor implementation required 77 numbers of
4Dot 2Electron QCA cells. The half subtractor has 3 clock zone delays. The
full subtractor design in [10] requires three majority voter(mv) gates and two
inverters. The full subtractor had been implemented using 178 number of 4Dot
2Electron QCA cells. The full subtracor has 8 clock zone delays. The 1-bit full
subtractor design in [8] requires four mv gates and three inverters. This full
adder circuit consists of 4 clock zone delays. There are some more reportings as
done in [2,3]. In [3] a new design methodology of XOR gate was proposed which
is further used to develop half and full subtractor. The half subtractor design
in [3] consists of 55 number of cells and has 3 clock zone delays whereas the
full subtractor design consists of 136 number of cells and 7 clock zone delays.
In [2] a reversible feynman gate was designed using 4Dot 2Electron QCA. The
feynman gate was then used to develop a half subtractor. The half subtractor in
[2] consists of 114 number of cells and has 3 clock zone delays.
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3 Rudimentaries of 2Dot 1Electron QCA

Like any other variant of QCA, 2Dot 1Electron QCA is based on the concept
of quantum dots and electrons. The structural unit of any QCA architecture.
In a 2Dot 1Electron QCA rectangular cell, a single electron on being energized,
may move from one dot to the other [5,7,9]. Thus the cells have two different
alignments, horizontal and vertical. In QCA cells the binary data is depicted
with the help of electron position within the quantum dots. So, 2Dot 1Electron
QCA has different polarity representations for different alignments as shown
in the Fig. 1. As presented in [9], 2Dot 1Electron QCA works on a few building
blocks such as planar crossing of wires, binary wire, majority voter gate, inverter
which are shown in Figs. 1g, c, f, d respectively.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Fig. 1. Binary Encoding in 2Dot 1Electron QCA when (a) cells placed vertically and
(b) cells placed horizontally and (c) 2Dot 1Electron QCA binary-wire and (d) Inversion
by placing oppositely aligned cell and (e) MV Gate schematic diagram and (f) QCA
cell Implementation and (g) Planar crossing of wires

(i) Inverted (ii) Non-inverted (iii) Non-inverted (iv) Inverted(i) Inverted (ii) Non-inverted (iii) Non-inverted (iv) Inverted

Fig. 2. Data inversion by turning cells in proper direction

3.1 Clocking Mechanism

Clocking mechanisms for 2Dot 1Electron and for 4Dot 2Electron QCA are simi-
lar and quite different from CMOS clocking primarily used for synchronization.
QCA clocking is used as an controller of the entire QCA architecture as it pro-
vides energy to weak input signals and helps to determine the data flow direction
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[12]. QCA clocking incorporates four clock zones and each of which comprises
of four clock phases: switch, hold, release and relax. With the initialization
of the switch phase, the electrons starts to energize. Till the very end of the
switch phase electron attains its maximum energy. The cell will lose its polarity
at this stage. Maximum potential energy of the electron is retained during hold
phase. With the beginning of the release phase the electron starts to lose its
energy and the electrons starts to localize at the other quantum dot. Eventually
the electron attains its polarity at the end of release phase followed by the
begining of subsequent relax phase. Actual computation is done at this point.
At the relax phase, the cell maintains its polarity. Each clock zone comprises of
the aforesaid four clock phases. Each of these four clock zones are

π

2
out of phase

with its previous one as shown in the Fig. 3a. The color scheme we have used to
represent different clock zones through out this paper is shown in the Fig. 3b.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) 2Dot 1Electron QCA Clocking and (b) Color code of various clock zones
(Color figure online)

4 Subtractor

Subtractor serves the purpose of subtraction operation. Subtractor is a combi-
national architecture. Subtractor take two binary bits as inputs and provides
two outputs which are difference and borrow. Like adder there are two kinds of
subtractors, half subtractor and full subtractor. Half subtractor can perform sub-
traction of two bits at a time. The logic diagram of the half subtractor is shown
in the Fig. 4a. The schematic diagram of the half adder using QCA majority
voter logic as suggested in [10] is shown in the Fig. 4b. The logic functions of the
half subtractor for the outputs difference and borrow is shown in Eqs. 1 and 2.
The 2Dot 1Electron QCA implementation of the half subtractor in Fig. 6.

Difference = A ⊕ B (1)
Borrow = AB′ (2)

Similarly the full subtractor can be constructed. The schematic diagram of
the full adder using QCA majority voter logic as suggested in [10] is shown in
the Fig. 5. Figure 7 indicates the 2Dot 1Electron QCA implementation of the
half subtractor.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Logic diagram of half subtractor and (b) Schematic diagram of Half
subtractor

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of full subtractor

5 Proposed Work

As we can see in the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 4b, the half subtractor
consists of 3 majority voter gates and two inverters. The three majority voter
gates built a Ex-OR gate as suggested in [6]. The Borrow output is obtained
from the majority voter gate which produces A′B as output. The half subtractor
has been implemented using 4Dot 2Electron QCA in [10]. As stated in [5], 2Dot
1Electron QCA is advantageous over the 4Dot 2Electron QCA. In this article we
have implemented the half subtractor using 2Dot 1Electron QCA as presented
in the Fig. 6. The half subtractor component consists of 25 many 2Dot 1Electron
QCA. The entire circuit has a delay of 4 clock zones as shown in the Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Design of half subtractor
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Fig. 7. Design of full subtractor

The full subtractor has also been implemented using 2Dot 1Electron QCA
as shown in the Fig. 7. As shown in the Fig. 7, the full subtractor consists of 40
many 2Dot 1Electron QCA cells and it also has a delay of 4 clock zones.

6 Determination of Output States

There is no reported availability of any simulation software for 2Dot 1Electron
QCA as yet. So, we have to justify the correctness of our proposed circuits using
some well established principle. In the present purview, we are going to justify
our proposed work using Coulomb’s principle. The mathematical formulations
based on coulomb’s principle are shown in Eqs. 3 and 5. The potential energy cal-
culations between two point charges are evaluated using the equations suggested
in [5,11].

U = Kq1q2/r (3)

Kq1q2 = 9 × 109 × (1.6)2 × 10−38 (4)

UT =
n∑

t=1

Ut (5)

where
U : Potential energy persisting between two charged particles.
K : Boltzman’s constant.
q1, q2 : Point charges.
r : Euclidean separation between the charged particles.
UT : Potential energy due to the effect of all its neighbors calculated using Eq. 5.
Quantum dots maintain positive charge induced by the presence of negatively
charged electrons in 2Dot 1Electron QCA. Electron tends to align at the farthest
position from another electron and as close as possible to a quantum dot. Elec-
trons try to achieve a dot-position with least potential energy. Thus we have to
calculate the potential energy of an electron at each possible position (for 2Dot
1Electron QCA cell only two possible positions) and the position which gives
the minimum potential energy electron will attain that position. The size of a
2Dot 1Electron QCA cell is 13 nm × 5 nm and the distance between two likely
oriented adjacent cells is 5 nm [9]. During the potential energy calculations we
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mark the left quantum dot as x and the right quantum dot as y in horizontally
aligned 2Dot 1Electron QCA cell. Similarly for vertical cells the upper quantum
dots are marked as x and the lower quantum dot is marked as y. For clear under-
standing of potential energy calculations we have marked the cells with numbers
as we can see the numbered half subtractor layout in Fig. 6 and the numbered
full subtractor layout in Fig. 7. The potential energy calculations regarding the
half subtractor is shown in Fig. 6 is presented in Table 1 and the potential energy
calculations regarding the full subtractor shown in Fig. 7 is presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Output state of half subtractor

Cell Electron
position

Total potential
energy

Comments

2 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of input
cell A due to cell placement shown in
Fig. 2(i)

3 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell A

16 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 2

17 x 3.33 × 10−20J Electron will latch at dot-position y due
to less energy

17 y 0.54 × 10−20J

4 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 3

12, 13 - - Achieves the input polarity B

14, 19, 20 - - Achieves the input polarity B

5 x 3.33 × 10−20J Electron will latch at dot-position y due
to less energy

5 y 0.54 × 10−20J

15 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 14
due to cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

18, 11, 10 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 17

9 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 10 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iii)

6 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 5
due to cell placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

21 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 5 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(iii)

7 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 6
due to cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

8 x 3.33 × 10−20J Electron will latch at dot-position y due
to less energy

8 y 0.54 × 10−20J
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Table 2. Output state of full subtractor

Cell Electron
position

Total
potential
energy

Comments

1, 2 - - Achieves the polarity of cell input Borrowin

due to cell placement shown in Fig. 2(ii)

3 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 2 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(iii)

4 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 3 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

5 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 4 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

31 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell B due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

6 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 31 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

7 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell A due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

9, 10 - - Achieves the polarity of cell A due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(ii)

8 x 6.75 ×
10−20J

Electron will latch at dot-position y due to less
energy

8 y 0.3×10−20J

28, 27, 26 - - Achieves the inverse polarity of cell 8

30 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 3 according to
corner placement shown in Fig. 2(ii)

29, 33, 11 - - Achieves the polarity of cell 30 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(iii)

16 - - Achieves the polarity of cell Borrowin due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iii)

15, 14 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 16 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

13 - - Achieves the inverted polarity of cell 14 due to
cell placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

12 x 6.75 ×
10−20J

Electron will latch at dot-position y due to less
energy

12 y 0.3×10−20J

34 - - Achieves the polarity 12 due to cell placement
shown in Fig. 2(iii)

35 - - Achieves the polarity 34 due to cell placement
shown in Fig. 2(ii)

25 - - Achieves the inverted polarity 26 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Cell Electron
position

Total
potential
energy

Comments

Borrowout - - Achieves the inverted polarity 25 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(iv)

24 - - Achieves the polarity 26 due to cell placement
shown in Fig. 2(iii)

32 - - Achieves the inverted polarity 24 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

23, 22 - - Achieves the polarity 32 due to cell placement
shown in Fig. 2(iii)

17, 18 - - Achieves the polarity 16 due to cell placement
shown in Fig. 2(ii)

19, 20 - - Achieves the polarity 18

21 - - Achieves the inverse polarity 20 due to cell
placement shown in Fig. 2(i)

Difference x −13.41 ×
10−20J

Electron will latch at dot-position x due to less
energy

Difference y −1.38 ×
10−20J

7 Compactness Analysis with Respect to Cell Shape

In this present article we have carried out a comparative study with respect
to cell shape. We considered two probable cell shapes i.e. rectangular cell and
square cell. We have shown the computations in Table 3 where the rectangular
cell size is taken as 13 nm × 5 nm [5].

Table 3. Compactness of different designs due to different cell shapes

Designs Rectangular cell Square cell

Binary wire(With 4 cells) 59.77% 57.14%

Inverter 60.93% 50%

Inverter at turns 40.12% 50%

Fan-out 33.82% 33.33%

Majority voter gate 27.05% 44.44%

Half subtractor 20.48% 25.25%

Full subtractor 19.89% 25.64%
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8 Analysis of the Proposed Designs

The article presents the designs of half subtractor and full subtractor using 2Dot
1Electron QCA. In this section we are going to analyze our proposed designs
using different energy parameters, stability issues and robustness to justify the
novelty of the designs. Instead of these analysis, 2Dot 1Electron QCA is bene-
ficiary over the 4Dot 2Electron QCA from structural aspects [5]. Thus the pro-
posed designs are better than those reported in the purview of 4Dot 2Electron
QCA.

8.1 Energy Analysis

The energy related parameters which are going to be used to analyze the pro-
posed designs are presented in [4]. These parameters are developed to analyze
4Dot 2Electron QCA but are applicable to any structural variant of QCA. The
parameters we are going to use are namely Eclock, the minimum clock signal
energy to be supplied to the QCA architecture; Ediss the dissipated energy from
the architecture; υ1, the frequency of incident energy; υ2, the frequency of energy
dissipation; τ1, required time move from quantum level n to quantum level n1;
τ2, required time to dissipate energy into the environment; τ , the switching time;
tp, propagation time through the architecture and υ2 − υ1 is the differential fre-
quency. One vital parameter to judge the acceptability of any QCA architecture
as suggested in [4] is EI(Efficiency Index) which is calculated using Eq. 6.

EI = 1 − Ediss

Eev + Eclock
(6)

where Eev is the input signal energy. EI calculates the ratio of dissipated energy
over the applied energy to the architecture. This instead judge the energy effi-
ciency of any QCA architecture. The energy parameters have been evaluated
for the proposed designs and are shown in Table 4. For all the energy related
calculations we have taken the electron quantum number i.e. n to be 11 and the
intermediate electron quantum number i.e. n1 to be 2 as the difference between
quantum number and intermediate quantum number must be an odd number.

The energy requirement in case of the half and full subtractor implementation
using 4Dot 2Electron QCA is higher than the proposed subtractors using 2Dot
1Electron QCA. The number of cells required has been reduced to a great extent
in case of the proposed 2Dot 1Electron QCA implementations. Thus energy
required to drive the proposed circuits in 2Dot 1Electron is much lesser than the
existing ones in 4Dot 2Electron QCA.

9 Comparison with 4Dot 2Electron QCA Counter Part

In this section, we will compare the existing 4Dot 2Electron QCA subtractors
with the proposed 2Dot 1Electron QCA subtractors. The comparison has been
made with respect to number of cells in the architecture and the number of
clock zones required to propagate the signal from input end to the output end
(Table 5).
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Table 4. Different Energy parameters of Subtractor

Parameters Half subtractor Full subtractor

Eclock =
n2π2

�
2N

ma2
8.919844244 × 10−19 1.427175079 × 10−18

Ediss =
π2

�
2

ma2
(n2 − 1)N 8.830645802 × 10−19 1.412903328 × 10−18

υ1 =
π�

ma2
(n2 − n2

1)N 1.245290748 × 1015 1.992465197 × 1015

υ2 =
π�

ma2
(n2 − 1)N 1.291802664 × 1015 2.066884262 × 1015

υ2 − υ1 =
π�

ma2
(n2

1 − 1)N 4.6511916 × 1013 7.441906532 × 1013

τ1 =
1

υ1
2.537365138 × 10−16 4.059784221 × 10−16

τ2 =
1

υ2
2.6166578 × 10−16 4.18665248 × 10−16

τ = τ1 + τ2 5.154022938 × 10−16 8.232630902 × 10−16

tp = τ + (k − 1)τ2N 2.014033579 × 10−14 5.106309285 × 10−14

Table 5. Comparison of existing Subtractor design in 4 Dot QCA with the proposed
design in 2Dot 1Electron QCA

Parameters Existing designs in [10] Proposed designs

Half subtractor Full subtractor Half subtractor Full subtractor

Number of cells 77 114 25 40

Delay (Clock Zones used) 4 4 4 4

10 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this article, design methodology of half subtractor along with full subtractor
using 2Dot 1Electron QCA. The reported designs are justified using potential
energy calculations to judge the correctness of the designs. Finally the designs are
analyzed to estimate their energy efficiency. Then the stability and robustness
aspects of the proposed designs are discussed to analyze their acceptability.
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Abstract. Flower pollination algorithm (FPA) is a nature inspired fas-
cinating meta-heuristic technique, which is applicable to many real life
optimization problems. Mapping of tasks on the virtual machines in
cloud computing environment is a well known NP-complete problem.
This paper propose a novel FPA-based algorithm to schedule the tasks on
the virtual machines to minimize makespan and maximize cloud resource
utilization. The proposed scheme uses an efficient pollen representation
scheme and a novel multi-objective fitness function. We simulate the pro-
posed scheme on one synthetic and two benchmark datasets of diverse
configuration. The performance of the proposed scheme is compared
with three other meta-heuristic based approaches, namely particle swarm
optimization (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA) and gravitational search
algorithm (GSA). The superiority of the proposed algorithm over other
algorithms is exhibited by the simulation results.

Keywords: Flower pollination algorithm · Cloud computing · Task
scheduling · Cloud utilization · Makespan

1 Introduction

Scheduling of tasks in cloud computing is a well studied problem which is NP-
complete in nature. Therefore, several heuristics and meta-heuristics approaches
have been proposed to address this problem that deal with independent or depen-
dent tasks. This article describes the scheduling of independent tasks on the
virtual resources and present a novel algorithm which is based on an efficient
meta-heuristics approach, called flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [1]. It is
noteworthy that there exist mn possible schedules for n tasks to be mapped
on m VMs. Therefore, the computational complexity to generate an optimal
task-VM mapping by a brute force approach would be exponential. This also
consumes huge space. Thus, a nature-inspired approach such as flower pollina-
tion algorithm (FPA) [1] can be very effective to generate a near optimal solution
for the aforesaid task scheduling problem in cloud environment. Note that the
FPA can produce better solution than other meta-heuristic approaches such as
GA, PSO and has the highest convergence rate among them [1].
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 97–107, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 9
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The key goal of the proposed scheme is to map the tasks of a given application
on the active virtual machines such that the overall application processing time
namely makespan(M) is minimized and the average cloud resource utilization
(Avg.Uc) is maximized. The proposed scheme is presented with the employed
pollen representation scheme. A novel multi-objective fitness function is also
derived by considering the aforesaid objectives which contradict each other. We
perform rigorous experiments to compute the results of the proposed scheme
using one synthetic dataset and two benchmark datasets instances. The perfor-
mance results are compared with three other meta-heuristic based scheme i.e.,
PSO, GA and GSA. The simulated results demonstrate its superiority in terms
of makespan and average cloud utilization.

Many researches have been carried out in recent years to address the task
scheduling problem in [2–12,16,19,20]. Panda et al. [8] have proposed both on-
line and off-line task scheduling algorithm to schedule the independent tasks for
cloud environment. The proposed algorithms of task scheduling are shown to
perform better than the cloud list scheduling (CLS) [17], Round Robin (RR)
and Min-Min task scheduling algorithms [18]. In [16], the authors have used the
linear programming to solve the problem of preemptive task scheduling in cloud
computing. In [7], a two phase genetic algorithm with multi-parent crossover is
suggested to minimize both makespan and energy consumption. However, they
have not considered average cloud utilization. In [6], an improved genetic algo-
rithm (IGA) is proposed, in which the virtual machines are selected on the basis
of dividend policy. The performance of their algorithm is shown to outperform
[7]. In [4], the authors have developed a PSO based algorithm for static task
scheduling problem in a homogeneous cloud environment which supersedes the
GA based approach. A multi-objective differential evolution (MODE) scheme is
proposed in [2], as a solution to the task scheduling problem. In [5], the authors
have addressed the problem of task scheduling in a grid environment and pro-
posed a PSO based scheme to generate the task-VM mapping. The proposed
algorithm is shown to produce the best solution for the task scheduling prob-
lem. Our proposed algorithm in this paper, is a novel approach in the sense that
we are the first researchers to exploit the features of the meta-heuristic FPA
to develop an efficient task scheduling algorithm for cloud computing. Further,
there is novelty in the pollen representation and derivation of an efficient fitness
function based on the two important objectives for task scheduling.

The remainder of the paper is systematized as follows. Section 2 describes
the models and terminologies used in the proposed algorithm. The proposed
algorithm is explained in Sect. 3. The simulation results are displayed in Sect. 4
followed by the conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Cloud and Task Model

Let us consider a cloud user’s request which is expressed in the form of an appli-
cation A consisting of a set of n tasks such that A={T1, T2, · · · , Tn}. The user
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submits his application to a cloud service provider (CSP) for the needful oper-
ations (i.e., computing, communication and storage). The CSP provides all the
requested services to the users by negotiating a service level agreement (SLA).

Table 1. Notations used

Notations Descriptions

n Number of tasks in a application A

m Number of active VMs

Ii Size of the task Ti in million instructions

M VMi Makespan of the ith virtual machine

PSi Processing speed of the ith virtual machine

max(A) Return the maximum value form a set A

Switch prob Switching probability of FPA

Consider an IaaS cloud model similar to the Amazon EC2, where m hetero-
geneous virtual machines (VMs) are deployed on a cloud. Each VM has differ-
ent computing capability. Therefore, all VMs are able to execute the tasks of
the given application. The key components of the assumed cloud model are as
follows.

1. Cloud user: This is the end user of cloud resources. The cloud users initiate
the various cloud service requests to execute their applications. These requests
are submitted to the cloud scheduler via cloud service provider (CSP).

2. Cloud scheduler: Cloud scheduler is the recipient of the cloud users’ service
requests. The core responsibility of the cloud scheduler is to maintain status
of all VMs and assign the tasks over the virtual machines so that the user’s
requirement is fulfilled.

3. Cloud service provider (CSP): The cloud service provider acts as an
intermediary between the cloud users and the cloud scheduler. The CSP con-
tains the resource pool of the active VMs. The user’s application is executed
on the active VMs as per the decided task scheduling algorithm.

2.2 Notations and Terminologies

Now, we define various terminologies used to derive the fitness function and ana-
lyze the simulation results as follows. The notations are shown in the Table 1 with
their description.

1. Processing speed (PS): This is the processing speed of each VM say, VMj

which is measured in million instructions per second (MIPS) and denoted by
PSj .
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2. Execution time of a task (ETij): Consider an application consisting of n
tasks {T1, T2, T3, · · · , Tn}, where the size (Ii) of every task Ti is measured in
million instructions (MIs). Therefore, the execution time of task Ti on virtual
machine VMj can be mathematically expressed as follows.

ETij =
Ij
PSj

(1)

3. Makespan (M): Let M VMi denote the makespan of the ith virtual machine,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then, we can mathematically express the overall makespan
as follows.

M = max{M VMi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} (2)

4. Average makespan (Avg.M VM): It is the mean of the makespan of all
the VMs. In other words,

Avg.M VM =

∑m
j=1 M VMj

m
(3)

5. Standard deviation of VM’s makespan (Sd.M VM): It is the standard
deviation of virtual machines’ makespan. Hence,

Sd.M VM =

√∑m
i=1(Avg.M VM − M VMi)2

m
(4)

6. Average cloud utilization (Avg.Uc): It is the ratio of the average makespan
(Avg.M VM) and the overall makespan (M). Therefore,

Avg.Uc =
Avg.M VM

M
(5)

2.3 Problem Definition

We address the following problem in this paper. Given an application with a set
of n independent tasks, A = {T1, T2, T3, · · · , Tn} and given a set of m virtual
machines C = {VM1, V M2, V M3, · · · , V Mm}, the problem is to determine the
task-VM mapping with the following objectives:

• Objective 1: The overall makespan (M) is minimized.
• Objective 2: The average cloud utilization (Avg.Uc) is maximized.

3 Proposed Work

In this section, we present a FPA-based scheme to address the problem defined
in Sect. 2.3. We first show the pollen representation scheme used in the pro-
posed algorithm. We then design an efficient multi-objective fitness function to
incorporate in the proposed algorithm.
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3.1 Pollen Representation

Each pollen (P ) is represented by an n-dimensional vector, where each element
(say pij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) has a random value in the range (0, 1) i.e., 0 < pij < 1.
The employed mapping function is given by Eq. 6.

T VMij = floor(pij × m) + 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ p size and 1 ≤ j ≤ n (6)

where, m denotes the total number of VMs, p size denotes population size and
n denotes the total number of tasks. This pollen representation is analogous
to [15]. It is noteworthy that each pollen is able to produce entire solution for
the task scheduling problem. To demonstrate this, we consider a hypothetical
could-resource model where n = 8 and m = 3. The process of task-VM mapping
is exhibited by considering a sample pollen as shown in Fig. 1.

Virtual machine ID

Pi

1 2 3 2 1 2 3 3

0.14    0.38    0.72    0.46    0.25 0.44    0.67 0.95

Fig. 1. Retrieval of task-VM mapping from a pollen

In Fig. 1, we can observe that the first task is mapped on virtual machine 1
since the value of pi1 is 0.14 and therefore, floor(0.14 × 3) + 1 = 1. Remaining
tasks are also mapped on the VMs following similar procedure. For instances,
the tasks T2 and T3 are mapped onto VM2 and VM3 respectively using same
formula given in Eq. 6.

3.2 Fitness Function

We consider two contradictory objectives to derive an efficient multi-objective
fitness function for problem of independent task scheduling in cloud computing.
The first objective is to minimize the makespan. The makespan can be mini-
mized, if the standard deviation of makespan of all the VMs is minimized i.e.,
lower the value of Sd.M VM , lower will be the makespan. Therefore,

Objective 1: Minimize Sd.M VM (7)

Our second objective is to maximize the average cloud utilization. Therefore,

Objective 2: Maximize = Avg.Uc (8)

We combine both above-mentioned objectives into a single-objective for mini-
mization problem by employing the weighted sum approach where the value of
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the first objective is multiplied with a weight value C1 and reciprocal of the
second objective is multiplied by C2. Thus,

Objective: Minimize(C1 × Avg.M VM +
C2

Avg.UC
) (9)

We choose this is as the single objective fitness function in our proposed
algorithm. In other words,

Fit = C1 × Avg.M VM +
C2

Avg.UC
(10)

3.3 FPA-based Task Scheduling Algorithm

The pseudo code of the proposed FPA-based algorithm is given in Fig. 2. In step
1, population of size p size is initialized. In step 2 through step 4, the value of
the fitness function for each pollen of the current population is computed using

Fig. 2. Proposed FPA-based task scheduling algorithm
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Eq. 10. In step 5 and step 6, the fitness value of the best pollen is initialized to
maximum value of the integer and the best pollen is initialized as an empty set
respectively. In step 7 through step 11, the best pollen from the initial population
is identified and stored as Best pol. In step 12 through step 27, at each iteration
for every pollen, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and if the
generated value is greater than the Switch prob than the global pollination is
applied to the pollen using Levy distribution, otherwise the local pollination is
applied using uniform distribution [1].

The proposed algorithm FPA is tested through extensive simulations which
were carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2.20 GHz CPU with 4 GB
RAM running on Microsoft Windows 7 platform by using MATLAB R2012a
version 7.14.0.739. We evaluate the performance for the simulation results on
one synthetic dataset of 6 instances and two benchmark datasets of 12 instances.
For the comparison purpose, we also simulate GA, GSA and PSO by employing
the same solution representation and the fitness function. In simulation, the
switching probability and the size of population (p size) is considered as 0.5 and
100 respectively.

3.4 Datasets

In simulation, we considered two benchmark datasets as given in [13] with 512
and 1024 tasks respectively. The benchmark datasets comprises of 12 diverse
dataset instances. These instances are described by u x yyzz, where u implies
uniform distribution to generate the dataset, x refers for the consistency i.e.,
inconsistent (i), semi-consistent (s) or consistent(c) and yyzz refers the het-
erogeneity of task-VM i.e., hihi, hilo, lohi, lolo respectively [13,14]. Moreover,
we created one synthetic dataset using the uniform distribution. This synthetic
dataset also consists of 6 different instances, where size of each instance is n×m,
for n tasks and m VMs.

3.5 Experimental Results

We consider makespan (M) and average cloud utilization (please refer Sect. 2.2)
as the performance metrics to show the dominance of the proposed algorithm
over other simulated schemes. The comparison of cloud makespan for the dataset
instances of size 512×16 size and 1024×32 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively
by the bar graph. We also plot the average cloud resource utilization for both
the benchmark datasets as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. Similarly, for
synthetic dataset, we also calculated the makespan and average cloud resource
utilization as shown by Fig. 7. It can be observed that the proposed FPA-based
scheme has the minimum makespan and maximum average cloud utilization
for all the dataset instances in comparison with GA, GSA and the PSO based
approaches.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of cloud makespan for 512 × 16 size dataset instances

Fig. 4. Comparison of cloud makespan for 1024 × 32 size dataset instances
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Fig. 5. Comparison of avg. cloud utilization for 512 × 16 size dataset instances

Fig. 6. Comparison of avg. cloud utilization for 1024 × 32 size dataset instances
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Fig. 7. Comparison for synthetic dataset instances (a) cloud makespan and (b) avg.
cloud utilization

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a FPA-based task scheduling scheme in a cloud computing
environment. We have demonstrated an efficient scheme of pollen representation
and the process to retrieve the task-VM mapping from a given pollen. We have
also shown the derivation of a single objective fitness function by combining
two conflicting objectives, i.e., minimization of makespan and maximization of
average cloud resource utilization. Through simulation runs on one synthetic
dataset and two benchmark datasets, we have shown that the proposed technique
performs better than the similar meta-heuristics, namely, PSO, GA and GSA
in terms of two performance metrics i.e., makespan and average cloud resource
utilization. However, the proposed work considers the static behavior of the tasks
and virtual machines. Our future work will be focused on dynamic workflow
scheduling.
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Abstract. Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) is one of the rapidly growing
nano-electronic computing technology. QCA is based on electron presents in
quantum dots. QCA technology have features on high density, low power and
smallest design compare to the other technologies. This paper proposed the basic
paradigm of an efficient design of a 4-bit binary Logical Left Shifter circuit for
single shift as well as multiple shifts. Due to inherent nature, QCA has been
utilized in this paper to achieve low power faster circuit for proposed design.
These shifter circuits are useful in floating point processing systems, particularly
very useful for mantissa multiplication technique. All the designs are imple‐
mented with QCADesigner tool. The accuracy is verified comparing theoretical
values and corresponding simulation results.

Keywords: QCA · Clock zone · Majority gate · Inverter · Shifter · Multiple shifter

1 Introduction

CMOS Technology is approaching its scaling end very fast. The important challenges
that CMOS technology is facing can be divided in three categories as Physical chal‐
lenges, Material challenges, and Power-thermal challenges [1]. So in order to enhance
the performance of a system new technological approach should be taken into account.
QCA is one of the rapidly growing nano-technology [1]. QCA cell is a collection of
quantum dot cells arranged in an array format [3]. These cells are inter-connected with
each other through the electron passing system from one cell to an-other cell. To accom‐
plish the computation in QCA arrays, columbic interaction in cells is sufficient so wires
are not required [2]. Recent research work have shown that this technology can achieve
very high density computing elements, extremely low power dissipation, ultra-fast
computing [4]. The main objective of our paper is to show a detailed design, QCA layout
and simulation result of a Logical Left Shifter, Logical Left Shifter for Multiple Shifts
with minimum complexity and cell count. The QCA circuits have been designed by the
help of QCA designer tool [5].

© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 108–120, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2_10



2 Motivation and Contribution

These shifter circuits are used in floating point processing systems. These circuits are
particularly very useful for mantissa multiplication technique [20, 21]. Using the
proposed design, we can enhance the overall performance of the floating point
processing systems, by speeding up the process i.e. by decreasing the calculation time.
QCA requires less power consumption and less clock delay having high device density.
Thus QCA technology has been utilized in this paper to achieve low power faster circuit
for proposed design [22]. The contributions of the paper are as follows.

• The design of a logical left shifter circuit to shift single bit.
• The design of left shifter circuit for shifting multiple bits.
• Single layer wire crossing has been used to provide easiest implementation of the

designs.

3 QCA Overview

The basic building block of a QCA circuit, i.e., QCA cell, QCA wire, majority gate and
inverter are explored in this section. Besides, clock cycles are introduced in QCA to
guide the data propagation in the circuit.

3.1 QCA Cell

The fundamental element in this technology is QCA cell [7]. Each QCA cell consists of
four quantum-dots in four corner of a square box cell as shown in Fig. 1. Among four
quantum dots, two are filled with electrons which drive away from each other because
of columbic interaction in between the quantum dots [8]. Due to electrostatic force of
interaction, electrons take diagonally opposite holes in the cell [4–6]. As a result there
are two polarizations of a QCA cell which are denoted as P = + 1(as binary ‘1’) and
P = −1(as binary ‘0’). Polarization, P = +1 is encoded as logical ‘1’ and P = −1 is
encoded as logical’ 0’ [9].

Fig. 1. QCA cell of polarization’−1’ and polarization ‘1’
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3.2 Representation of QCA Wire

QCA wire is an array representation of QCA cells, due to the columbic interaction
between cells, the binary signal propagates from input to output [6]. The signal propa‐
gation in a 90° wire and 45° wire are shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. QCA wire (a) 45º QCA wire (b) 90°QCA wire

3.3 Representation of QCA Inverter

By arranging QCA cell as shown in the Fig. 3. We can implement an Inverter. An inverter
is basically a NOT Gate [11]. Logically it can be expressed as, A = A’ [5–8].

Fig. 3. QCA inverter

3.4 Representation of QCA Majority Gate

In QCA majority gate or QCA majority voter the output will be the majority of the inputs
[13–25]. If binary ‘1’ is the major input of the circuit then the output will be binary ‘1’
and if major inputs are ‘0’ then output will be ‘0’ [10]. In Fig. 4 P,Q,R are inputs. Let’s
say, P = 0, Q = 0 and R = 1, So in this case the major inputs are ‘0’ so the output will
be ‘0’. We can easily construct ‘AND’ gate and ‘OR’ gate using majority gate or majority
voter [11].
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Fig. 4. QCA majority gate

3.5 Clock Zone

To guide the data flow in QCA circuits four clock signals are used [9]. Each clock signal
is shifted in phase by 45° as shown in the Fig. 2. When clock signal is high, it opens the
electron tunnel junctions in QCA cells which allows the electron in a QCA cell to travel
between potential wells. A clock zone cycle through four phases are phase1, phase2,
phase3 and phase4, the phase also called Switch, Hold, Release and Relax [11–13].
During the phase1 the inter-dot barriers are lifted so that the electrons within the cell
can be altered by the case of electrons in their input cell [26]. In the hold phase the inter-
dot barriers are kept high so that the cell can stay at their present state [9–11]. In phase3
and phase4 state the barriers are kept very low so that the cell remain unpolarized [17–
19] (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Different clock zones
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4 Proposed Work

4.1 Logical Left Shift

A logical left shifter shifts the input by one position to left. An example of left shift is
shown below where we take <1100> as input and the output we get is <1000>.

The circuits shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c) are the basic logical diagram and QCA layout
for a single output logical left shifter. In the above circuit, Fig. 6(b), ‘X0’ and ‘X1’ are
two inputs and OUT is the output. The output of this circuit can be logically expressed
as, OUT = S’.X0 + S.X1. We can clearly see from the equation when Shift is set ‘S’ = ’0’
then the input X0 is passed to the output and when SHIFT is set ‘1’ then the input X1
is passed to the output., i.e. when S = 0 then the output will be ‘OUT’ = ‘X0’ and when
‘S’ = ‘1’ then ‘OUT ‘ = ‘X1’. ‘Y1’ is the output of the QCA layout. Figure 7 represents
a four-bit Logical Left shifter where the input is <‘X3’,’X2’,’X1’,’X0’> and output will

(a)

(b)                                                      (c)                                        

Fig. 6. (a) Left shift operation (b) Circuit diagram and (c) QCA layout for the basic element of
logical Left shift
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be <‘Y3’,’Y2’,’Y1’,’Y0’> and ‘S’ is the controller of the circuit. The value of ‘S’ can
be either ‘0’ or ‘1’. So when S = 1, the circuit shifts input bits one position to its left.

Fig. 7. Circuit diagram for logical left shift

Here, we have proposed a QCA design of 4-bit ‘Logical left Shifter’ with the objec‐
tive of minimum area, minimum number of cells and less complexity. The circuit
diagram and QCA layout of the ‘ Logical Left Shifter’ circuit are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 8. QCA layout for logical left shift

4.2 Logical Left Shifter for Multiple Shifts

In case of ‘Logical Left Shifter for Multiple Shifts’ the shifting of input is controlled by
two shifting signals. The input can be shifted from ‘ 0 to 3’ places. Figure 9 shows the
block diagram for ‘Logical Left Shifter for Multiple Shifts’. In this diagram we have
taken <‘X3’,’ X2’,’ X1’,’ X0’> as input and <‘Y3’, ‘Y2’, ‘Y1’, ‘Y0’> is the corre‐
sponding outputs. S0 and S1 are two shifting signals. The QCA layout for a Logical Left
Shifter for Multiple Shifts is show in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Block diagram for logical left shifter for multiple shifts

Fig. 10. QCA layout for logical left shifter for multiple shifts

This circuit basically acts more like a barrel shifter. As there are two shifting bits S1
and S0, there can be four possible combinations. The rules are as follows: (Table 1)

Table 1. The rules of case study

Case Signals Action Top unit Bottom
unit

I S1 = 0 S0 = 0 No shift Shift 0 Shift 0
II S1 = 0 S0 = 1 Shift Left by one place Shift 1 Shift 0
III S1 = 1 S0 = 0 Shift Left two places Shift 0 Shift 2
IV S1 = 1 S0 = 1 Shift Left three places Shift 1 Shift 2
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5 Result Analysis

Figure 11 shows the simulation result for a logical left shifter. Let’s say we have taken
input as <‘1’, ‘1’, ‘1’, ‘1’> i.e. ‘X3’ = ‘1’, ‘X2’ = ‘1’,‘X1’ = ‘1’ and ‘X0’ = ‘1’. As
you can see from the Fig. 11 when S is ‘1’ the input shift by 1 position to the left, thus
the LSB bit becomes ‘0’. So the value of output bits <‘Y3’, ‘Y2’, ‘Y1’,
‘Y0’> becomes <‘1’, ‘1’, ‘1’, ‘0’> .

Fig. 11. QCA simulation for logical left shifter

Figure 12 shows the output of a multiple left shifter for case 1 i.e. when S1 = ‘0’
and S0 = ‘0’. As mentioned earlier in this case no shifting occurs,so the input and the
output will be the same, which means if the input bits are <‘X3’, ‘X2’, ‘X1’, ‘X0’> and
the output bits are <‘Y3’, ‘Y2’, ‘Y1’, ‘Y0’> then, ‘Y3’ = ’X3’, ‘Y2’ = ‘X2’, ‘Y1’ = ‘X1’
and ‘Y0’ = ‘X0’. Figure 13 shows the output of a multiple left shifter for case 2 i.e.
when ‘S1’ = ‘0’ and ‘S0’ = ‘1’. In this case, the input bit shifts one position to its left.
So if the input bits are <‘X3’, ‘X2’, ‘X1’, ‘X0’> and the output bits are <‘Y3’,‘ Y2’,
‘ Y1’,‘ Y0’> then, ‘Y3’ = ‘X2’, ‘Y2’ = ‘X1’, ‘Y1’ = ‘X0’ and ‘Y0’ = ‘0’.
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Fig. 12. QCA simulation result of a multiple left shifter for case1

Fig. 13. QCA simulation result of a multiple left shifter for case 2
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Figure 14 shows QCA simulation result of a multiple Left shifter for ‘Case 3’ i.e.
when ‘S1’ = ‘1’ and ‘S0’ = ‘0’. As mentioned earlier it will cause the input bits to shift
two positions to its left, So if the input bits are < ‘X3’, ‘X2’, ‘X1’, ‘X0’ > and the output
bits are <‘Y3’, ‘Y2’, ‘Y1’, ‘Y0’> then, ‘Y3’ = ‘X1’, ‘Y2’ = ‘X0’, ‘Y1’ = ‘0’ and
‘Y0’ = ‘0’. Now for ‘Case 4’ we have to select ‘S1’ = ‘1’ and ‘S0’ = ‘1’ which will
cause the input bits to shift three position to its left, So if the input bits are <‘X3’, ‘X2’,
‘X1’, ‘X0’> and the output bits are <‘Y3’, ‘Y2’, ‘Y1’, ‘Y0’> then, ‘Y3’ = ‘X0’,
‘Y2’ = ‘0’, ‘Y1’ = ‘0’ and ‘Y0’ = ‘0’. The QCA simulation for the output of Case 4 is
shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. QCA simulation result of a multiple left shifter for case3

To design a Left Shifter and a Left Shifter for multiple shift, we have used less
number of cell and less area. We have used 158 cells for Left Shifter and 586 cells for
Left Shifter for multiple shift. In this design the values of clock cycles values are 2 and
5.75 respectively [14–16] (Table 2).

Table 2. Complexity analysis

Component No. of cell Area(nm2) ClockZones
Left shifter 158 0.20 2
Multiple left shifter 586 129 5.75
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents an efficient design of Logical Left Shifter and Logical Left Shifter
for Multiple Shifts using QCA cells. The proposed designs have been simulated and
verified by QCA Designer. The proposed design consumes very low power and will be
very useful to implement different complex circuits. However there is still scope to
improve the design which has been proposed in this paper and could be taken for further
studies to achieve greater density.
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Abstract. Quantum dot Cellular Automata(QCA) is a new electronics paradigm
for information technology and communication. It has been recognized as one of
the revolutionary nano-scale computing devices. In this work, we have selected
few basic gates using QCA to develop a 4: 4 router. The main function of this
design is to transfer information from four input ports through a DEMUX and
receive this information at the four different receiver port. The information that
has been provided is being routed via crossbar in the present study. We use a
parallel to serial converter to receive the information at the receiver port. This
router has been implemented with less clock delay and less QCA, which results
into an efficient router comparing to any other router. This Nano-router can be
used for distributed computing. The QCA Designer Software is used for designing
and simulating the circuits.

Keywords: QCA · Clock cycle · Majority voter · DEMUX · Router · Parallel to
serial converter · Nano-communication

1 Introduction

QCA automata technology is an alternative means to CMOS technology. QCA tech‐
nology facilitates in the development of nanostructures from standard semi conductive
materials [1–10]. QCA is a promising nano technological platform. The majoty logic
gates is used to develop QCA circuits. Quantum-dot based QCA is a promising tech‐
nology for implement nano-scale design. Quantum wells are modeled of this technology
[3]. QCA technology has a very efficient and novel design approach. In nanotechnology,
power loss is becoming a challenging issue for the designers [2, 3]. As the device sizes
are scaled down to sub-micron level power consumption has been found to increase.
Thus the need for a device which is of very small size as well as dissipates less power
is growing [7–9]. QCA is a likely substitutes, which take care of size, power and speed.
QCA is transistor less technology having very high density, ultra fast clocking speed
and negligible utilization of power. In QCA information system, transfers as well as
various computations are implemented with the help of mutual exchange between elec‐
trons [3]. QCA based nano communication is a growing field of research at present.
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2 Related Work

In this paper we have represented the architecture and implementation of a router with
higher efficiency. In our references, various router design has been shown, reversible
nano router [2], multi layer nano router [3]. A nano communication device has been
designed using QCA to achieve efficiency in terms of cell count and less clock delay [1].
Some improvement has been done in the thermal behavior of QCA system in terms of
their resistance to stray charge and fabrication imperfections by using nearest neighbour
interactions in the QCA wire [11]. We have introduced a synthesis technique to imple‐
ment symmetric boolean functions using QCA Logic [6–13]. For designing the QCA
circuit, a rapid and accurate design tool has been used to simulate the circuit [12]. A
DEMUX has been design with more efficiency in terms of clock delay. In the design of
the DEMUX single layer wire, crossing has been used to achieve this efficiency [4].
Design of single layer technique based on difference of cell state has been done to get
more accurate outcomes from the router at receiver port [5]. Nano communication for
router has been used to achieve the goal [2]. The router design has been done based on
the related work.

3 Motivation and Contribution

QCA based nanotechnology has been used to build an efficient router as it requires less
power consumption and less clock delay. This is the first time a router is going to be
implemented by using single layer wire crossing in QCA technology. We have designed
a DEMUX using single layer wire crossing to implement the router using single layer
wire crossing. This router provide the basic concept of routing, where incoming links
are used to take input via different input port and sends them to different output port via
parallel to serial converter. We have used QCA designer to implement the router.

4 Background and Materials

The main function of a router have already been discussed. In this section, we will discuss
how different circuit has been implemented using QCA that helps to implement router.
Firstly, we have provided QCA basics [9, 11–14]. After that we have provided details
of all the related QCA circuit that has already been done. After this section, we have
discussed proposed work and then we have shown our conclusion.

4.1 QCA Preliminaries

QCA circuit is based on the concept of free electrons within two different band-gap
materials at a particular temperature [7–9]. The positions in a cell where electrons get
confined are known as dot. A QCA cell contains four dots, where two additional elec‐
trons are added in four dots, whose positions will be fixed at the two diagonals due to
columbic interaction [18]. So, based on the position of the electrons, we get two distinct
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polarizations viz. +1 and –1, which are represented as binary 1 and 0 respectively.
Polarizations of a typical QCA cell are being shown in Fig. 1 [11, 12].

Fig. 1. Polarization cell ‘1’ and ‘0’

Two and more QCA cell has been represented as an array and one array structure of
QCA cell could be called as a QCA wire. Two types of QCA cell are available in QCA
technology, which are 900 QCA cell wire and 450 QCA cell wire [10]. A 900 QCA cell
array or wire has been shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. QCA wire

QCA crossover is one of the main important part of the QCA technology. Two types
of layer are available in the QCA technology, single layer crossover and multi layer
crossover, which are shown in Fig. 3 [5].

Fig. 3. QCA crossover

QCA inverter or NOT gate alter the input data ‘0’ to ‘1’ or ‘1’ to ‘0’ as output data.
In QCA inverter, electrons are reversed in an output cell. A QCA inverter has shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. QCA inverter
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Majority gate or voter is required for design of any types of QCA design [2, 12, 15–
18]. Majority voter has been displayed in the result of majority input. In majority voter,
there are three inputs and one output. If major input are ‘1’ then output will be ‘1’ and
if major input are ‘0’ then output will be ‘0’. We can easily design the ‘AND’ gate and
‘OR’ gate. A majority gate has shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Majority voter

The barrier between adjacent dots can be adjusted using QCA clocking. A QCA cell
adjusts between two different polarizations i.e. −1 and +1. The electron between the
adjoining dots in a cell when inter dot barrier is low [1, 2]. There are four different clock
zones as well as four clock phases in QCA clocking, which are respectively switch, hold,
release and relax. Due to increase in the tunneling energy between quantum dots, it
shows a high value in the switch phase, which signifies a clock 0 situation. The tunneling
energy between quantum dots seems to be low at room temperature, enabling it to be in
a hold phase. These different clock zones has been shown in Fig. 6.

In a typical QCA technology, one clock cycle comprises usually four clock phases.
Moreover, there are three types of wire crossing in QCA, as shown in Fig. 7 [17]. The
three layers are multi-layer, coplanar and more recently introduced clock-zone based
crossings [21–24]. In this paper, we have designed router using coplanar crossing both
by using rotated cells and clock-zone based crossing.

Fig. 6. QCA clock phase
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Fig. 7. QCA clocking zones

5 Proposed Work

There are designed 4:4 router in coplanar technique of QCA. The designed consists of
four DEMUX, four parallel to serial converter. Switch fabric is a interconnection
between DEMUX output and input of parallel to serial converter [3]. All components
of the router design are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Component for this design

DEMUX Serial to parallel converter Switch fabric
1:4 4:1 4:4

5.1 Design of 1:4 DEMUX

The DEMUX is commonly known as data distributor in communication systems. A
DEMUX is a combinational which takes a single input through a single input line and
used to select one output line to send the input data. This selection of the output line
among many output lines depend on the select information. Here, we have used it to
provide input to the router. To build this 4:4 router, we have used 1:4 DEMUX. The
block diagram of a 1:4 DEMUX and the corresponding QCA implementation of a
DEMUX has been shown in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively.

Fig. 8. Block diagram of 1:4 DEMUX
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Fig. 9. QCA layout of 1:4 DEMUX

In the above QCA implementation of 1:4 DEMUX, we have used 8 M (Majority
Voter).

O1 = M(M(S0,I,−1),S1,−1)
O1 = M(M(S0,I,−1),S1,−1)
O1 = M(M(S0,I,−1),S1,−1)
O1 = M(M(S0,I,−1),S1,−1)

From each DEMUX study, we get one output line among the 4 output lines. These
four output lines are further used as inputs for the purpose of implementing various
parallel to serial conversions in a converter. To implement this circuit of DEMUX, we
have followed the CMOS logic based design system. For the very first time, DEMUX
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has been proposed with the help of QCA technology featuring single layer implemen‐
tation.

5.2 Design of Parallel-to-Serial-Converter

Parallel to Serial Converter is used to hold the output signal coming from the incoming
links and make delay at the output port. To design this router, we have used 4 parallel
to serial converter. The QCA implementation of parallel to serial converter is shown in
Fig. 10 [20]. The converter exhibits efficient performance employing QCA based tech‐
nology.

Fig. 10. QCA layout of parallel to serial converter

5.3 Design of 4:4 Router

A router is a major element in the world of Internet. It is employed in the transfer of data
or packets between incoming and outgoing links. The minimum requirements for a basic
router design should be that the speed of the access rate of memories sould at least match
the speed of the line rate [20]. This makes it difficult for the router design to operate
with fast lines, which makes packets to be transported flexibly to the Internet. QCA is
an effective nano-scale technology, where the building blocks are of minute size,
consume very less power and bear a clock rate within the terahertz range [3]. In this
paper, an efficient router architecture based on QCA is proposed and also implemented

Fig. 11. Basic router block diagram
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to bridge a gap between conventional router, communication domain and emerging QCA
technology. The basic router block diagram has been shown in Fig. 11.

5.4 4:4 Router Architecture

A 4:4 router architecture overview has been provided in this section. A router has mainly
two parts data plane and control plane. The incoming packets are routed by control plane
while the data packets are forwarded with the help of data plane [3]. To build this router,
we have used the basic concept of DEMUX, single layer crossbar and parallel to serial
converter. This given architecture says that how does a router implement and works.

Here, we demonstrate the manner in which a packet is transmitted through the 4:4
router. The input data from four different inputs are routed through the transmission
channel to four output data paths [3]. The physical layer and data link layer functions
are being applied to the packets before being provided to the input ports. To which output
port the packet will be forwarded entirely depends upon the selected information that is
provided in DEMUX based analysis [20]. Once the packets were forwarded through
select line mode, soon the information were converted through parallel to serial
converter, which is used to forward the packets to the selected output port [3].

The QCA simulation of router has been shown in Fig. 12, which shows that if we
provide data like 1100 to the input port then we get that data at the output port P where
s0s1 is 00.

Fig. 12. QCA layout of the 4:4 router
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Complexity analysis of all the component of the router design are shown in Table 2.
There are given total cell count, latency and area of the design of DEMUX, parallel to
serial converter and router.

Table 2. Complexity of the component

Component Cell Clock cycle Area(nm2)
DEMUX 188 1 0.18
Parallel to serial converter 45 4 0.07
Router 3551 15 9.86

6 Simulation Result

Here whatever we provide in the input of the parallel to serial converter, we get that at
the output of the parallel to serial converter with some delay that causes incoming infor‐
mation of the router to wait at the output port of the receiver. There we provide simulation
results of DEMUX and 4:4 router respectively.

DEMUX simulation result is given in Fig. 13, where s0 and s1 are select line, binary
‘00’,‘01’,‘10’ and ‘11’ would be value of the select lines. This select lines are decided
which data packets used for the communication.

Fig. 13. QCA simulation result of DEMUX
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Parallel to serial converter convert the parallel input to serial output. Simulation
result of parallel to serial converter is shown in Fig. 14, where parallel input ‘0010’ are
shown serial output ‘0010’.

Fig. 14. Simulation result of parallel to serial converter

There are implemented 4:4 router in single layer with rotate cell. Simulation result
of router is shown in Fig. 15, where four data packets as input data and so output will
be four data packets. There are ‘A’ as input packets is ‘0110’ output packets is ‘0110’
with some clock delay. There are proposed design 4:4 route in single layer but the
previous router design in QCA technology are multiple layer. Compare with different
router in this technology are shown in Table 3.
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Fig. 15. Simulation result of router

Table 3. Comparison table for different router

Design Cell count Clock cycle Area(nm2) Layers
[2] 4026 48 13.81 3
[12] 3057 24 7.91 3
Proposed design 3551 15 9.86 1

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have worked out with a 4:4 router that has the ability to transfer data
from four different input link to four different output link. This transmission of data from
different incoming link to different outgoing link depends on DEMUX, crossbar and the
parallel to serial converter. This design is single layer design, which is more acceptable
in QCA technology and its cell count and area much less than any other router design
in this technology. This router is used to provide efficient output results in terms of less
energy and less clock delay, which uses less number of QCA cells that facilitates to
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achieve an accurate outcome. The study helps in designing effective power system based
on low power consumption and energy dissipation finding applications ranging from
fault tolerant system to high speed circuit design.

Acknowledgement. Authors are grateful to TEQIP-II, WBUT for providing financial assistance
to complete this paper.
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Abstract. Scarcity of doctors in rural areas of developing countries is a major
problem and has serious impact in health sector of villages. Health kiosks driven
by the health assistants in different remote places are the backbone of rural
healthcare services. However, due to limited knowledge and experience of the
health assistants, diagnosis is often ambiguous. Therefore, there is an increasing
demand to develop a knowledge based decision-making system to treat the rural
patients at primary level. In this paper, a graph based clinical decision support
system (CDSS) has been proposed to facilitate the health assistants for provi-
sional disease diagnosis of the patients. The graph-based knowledge base is
developed by integrating the medical knowledge represented of different
ontologies. We apply the modified depth first search algorithm and topological
sort algorithm for achieving minimum cost in graph traversal for differential
diagnosis of the diseases. Diagnosis may be performed in two modes – online
and offline, in the presence of the patient and using patient records respectively.

Keywords: CDSS � Graph search � Differential diagnosis � Rural healthcare �
Ontology

1 Introduction

Diagnosis of diseases is an extremely complex process, requiring expert knowledge
and excellent reasoning skill. However, such expertise is not always available, espe-
cially in rural India where acute shortage of doctors is a very common scenario. In
order to deal with the problem, development of an expert system to simulate the
knowledge of human experts for assessing the health records and provide advice would
be immensely valuable. Clinical decision support system (CDSS) aims at solving these
problems, which incorporate domain knowledge and reasoning power of doctors for
provisional diagnosis of diseases of the rural patients. The outcome is validated by the
physicians for cross checking to avoid missing important pointers.

The CDSSs may be classified into two types: knowledge based and nonknowledge
based [1]. Most of the knowledge based CDSSs try to simulate the decisions based on a
predefined set of rules obtained in consultation with the physicians. However, the
systems are usually difficult to update and maintain when the system encounters with
new knowledge. Non–knowledge based CDSSs use statistical data, probabilistic
techniques and machine learning methods to diagnosing the diseases. Nevertheless,
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such systems fail to handle rare diseases for which sufficient training data is not
available.

One of the first attempts of developing a CDSS is acute abdominal pain help (AAP
help) based on the naïve-Bayes’ approach [2]. Symptoms of the patients suffering from
abdominal pain and related diseases are obtained from the field (like hospitals) and later
used to find the probability of a particular disease based on a given set of symptoms.
Though the system performs well for a small set of diseases like abdominal pain, it has
two shortcomings. Firstly, it is not flexible or easy to extend when the range of
symptoms and diseases become diverse. Secondly, in case of rare diseases, insufficient
data creates problem for reliable implementation of the system.

INTERNIST-I, was an expert system designed in the early 1970s which aimed to
model the way clinicians diagnose diseases. INTERNIST used a tree-like database,
which linked symptoms with potential diseases. The patient’s observations were used
to deduce the probable diseases with this tree-like knowledge base. However, this
method required a lot of human-effort and thus was not very scalable. Nevertheless, the
knowledge base created for this system proved to be very useful for developing CDSS
(s) in the future.

MYCIN (1976) is a static rule-based CDSSwhich represented medical knowledge
as a set of IF-THEN rules, with each rule having a probability factor the diagnoses [5].
One more rule based system is Arden Syntax (1989), where medical knowledge was
represented as a set of production rules expressed in markup language. These rules
relate input conditions to a set of diagnoses or actions. However, this form of repre-
sentation was found to be inadequate for multistep diagnosis.

The Guideline Interchange Format (GLIF) (1998) is based on an object-oriented
logical model of concepts and creates a flow-chart like structure for diagnosis steps.
There are classes for all types of diagnosis entities [7].

The development of a CDSS for provisional diagnosis of diseases would require a
huge pool of data about different diseases and symptoms in order to prepare the
knowledge base. In addition, the knowledge representation method should be such that
it not only describes the diseases and symptoms in a standardized manner, but also
expresses the relations between them which is easy to interpret. Ontologies at the core
of representing the knowledge would meet the challenges well. The advantages of
ontologies are manifold [8], as they make it very easy to share medical knowledge and
re-use reuse existing ones. Many such medical ontologies are already freely available in
the public domain, which would lessen the human-effort required for the knowledge
base creation phase. However, employing ontologies is not sufficient for performing
differential diagnosis, since it comprises of disjoint knowledge like disease and
symptom ontologies. Individual ontologies express hierarchical relationship within the
same entity type, but fail to show the relationship between different entities. For
example, disease ontologies show the relationship among different diseases and their
characteristics but don’t represent how different diseases and symptoms are related to
each other.

In this paper, a graph based clinical decision support system (CDSS) by utilizing
the framework of the ontology has been proposed. However, the disease and symptom
ontologies obtained from public medical ontologies are disjoint and inadequate for
performing differential diagnosis. For differential diagnosis, we require knowledge
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about individual diseases and symptoms as well as how they are related to each other.
The disease and symptom ontologies have been merged to form disease-diagnosis
graph (DDG) using domain knowledge from physicians. Each pair of related disease
and symptom is linked with an edge where the edge weight indicates the strength of
inter node relation. A modified depth first search algorithm has been proposed to search
the most probable disease while applied on the weighted DDG. The proposed system
can be used in two modes, namely online and offline. In online mode, the system
interacts with the end user, prompting for input and accordingly traverses the DDG for
diagnosing the disease. In the off-line mode, the end user is not available for answering
the queries, and the diagnosis is performed on the basis of medical records of the
patient, stored earlier. In the offline mode topological sort algorithm has been applied to
the keywords of the medical record according to their ‘depth’ or location in the DDG.

Organization of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 describes the detailed methodology
to develop the proposed CDSS. The results for two cases are presented in Sect. 3 and
conclusions are arrived at in Sect. 4.

2 Methodology

Figure 1 shows the basic components of the proposed graph based CDSS consisting of
three main components:

1. The knowledge base of diseases and symptoms
2. Inference Engine
3. User Interface

2.1 Knowledge Base

The knowledge base of the proposed CDSS may be built using domain knowledge
collected from the physicians or by using public medical ontologies. The disease and
symptom ontologies are merged with the help of a priori data collected from the
physicians relating different diseases and symptoms to create the proposed DDG.

Ontology based Framework
The raw medical data is first ‘modeled’ in ontological framework with respect to the
diseases, patients and symptoms. While developing the ontology one need not build the

Fig. 1. Components of the proposed CDSS
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entire knowledge base from scratch because different ontology based medical databases
are available in the public domain such as (LOINC), ICD-9 CM [9], (SNOMED-CT)
[10], MeSH [11] and UMLS [12]. For instance, SNOMED (systematic nomenclature of
medicine) CT [13] uses an ontology based hierarchical model to systematically doc-
ument all the concepts such as diseases and symptoms related with the medical domain.
A description is attached with each concept of the SNOMED ontology. Some concepts
may be referred to using many synonymous terms – these synonymous codes are also
stored in a table [14].

Here, raw medical data comprises of different symptoms, diseases, symptom-disease
relations and patient hierarchy details are obtained from the experts (physicians).
Instead of creating the ontology from scratch by using data from the physicians, one
may take help of the existing disease and symptom ontologies, available in the public
domain such as DOID [15], SNOMED and DSO [16]. The method of importing public
domain ontology is more scalable in the long run as it minimizes extra human effort.
Figure 2 shows a small part of ontological hierarchy modeled in Protégé.

The ontological knowledge base is transformed into a class hierarchy using an
object oriented programming language. Each concept of the medical ontology repre-
sents a class in the class hierarchy. For instance, the top-level concept ‘Disease’ in the
patient ontology transforms to a ‘Disease’ class in the class hierarchy. For each of the
sub-concepts of ‘Disease’, analogous child classes are created. This process is repeated
recursively for each of the three ontology namely, patient, disease and symptom. Open
source frameworks such as Protégé automates this process, and directly convert the
ontology represented in XML/OWL format into Java code [17]. The proposed
approach makes the process very scalable as human effort for knowledge base creation
is minimized.

Fig. 2. Ontology hierarchy using Protégé
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2.2 Disease Diagnosis Graph

The proposed disease diagnosis graph (DDG) has been constructed by considering the
objects of the class hierarchy as the vertices/nodes of the graph. Each vertex of the
graph is an object of one of the classes in the class hierarchy. We define a common
interface, which underlines the common behavior of each vertex in the graph. All
classes in the hierarchy implement this interface, as they all share the basic similarities
in their properties and operations. However, different classes may have different
implementation of the same method/behavior. For instance, one of the behaviors
defined in the <Node> interface is the action performed on reaching to that node. Say,
a ‘Patient’ type node may prompt for queries from the user, whereas a ‘Disease’ type
node may display the disease detail.

The proposed DDG is a directed, weighted graph. Edge weight (EW) between two
nodes, say node1 and node2 represents inter-node-relation as defined in Eq. (1).
Equation (1) has been devised in such a way that higher the EW, the more closely
node1 and node2 are related. The factors which determine EW are defined below:

1. Input from the physicians about the interrelations
2. Statistical data sampled for a large number of patients
3. Medical data of the current patient, i.e. the patient being diagnosed

Out of these three, the first two factors don’t depend on the patient. The third factor
may vary from patient to patient. Thus the edge weights, i.e. the internodes relations are
different for different patients based on the particular patient’s attributes. For instance,
in case of the symptom of abdominal pain, the EW between ‘abdominal pain’ and
‘acute appendicitis’ would be greater for a 14-year-old patient than a 40-year-old
patient, as appendicitis is more common in children in that age group.

EW node1 ! node2ð Þ ¼ wp:P node2jnode1ð Þ �Pn
k¼1 Wk:Conditionk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
k¼1 W

2
k

p ð1Þ

The terms used in Eq. (1) are defined below:
P(node2|node1) is a statistical term based on past medical data of a large number of

patients. Although the probability distribution function is same for every patient, the
value of P(node2|node1) for each patient x also depends on the attributes of the
patients.

Px node2jnode1ð Þ ¼ f attributes of patient xð Þ

The probability distribution function f() is obtained a-priori by approximating a
curve to the statistical data at the time of diagnosis; i.e., the relation between the
probability and patient parameters(such as age, height, weight) is discovered with the
help of the statistical data calculated At the time of diagnosis, the patient-specific
attributes such as weight and height are substituted in the function to get the
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probability. In absence of statistical data, the posterior probability is set to a standard
value say, 1/2 to avoid the effect of biasing. This is explained in further detail via an
example in the following subsection.

Conditionk is the textual data determining the state of the patients defined by the
physicians and represented as a Boolean expression.Evaluation of the Boolean
expression is used to establish the connection between two nodes, say node1 and node2
during diagnosis based on the patient details. For example, let node1 represent
abdominal pain and node2 be a symptom node representing missed menstrual period.
Based on the patient’s information collected at node1 the following Boolean expression
has been evaluated for finding the connection between node1 and node2.

Sex ¼ Female AND pain location ¼ left

Thus, only female patients are prompted for symptoms related to menstruation,
while it evaluates to zero for male patients and edge weight is set to 0.

W1,W2,…Wn are the weights for n number of conditions. Intuitively, condition
‘weights’ represent the importance of each condition in the diagnosis. When explicit
input is not available from the physician for the condition weights, they are set to a
default value (say ‘1’).

wp is based on patient statistical data and may be interpreted as the weight assigned
to the statistical term or the general biasing of the relation between node1 and node2.
wp is determined according to the data collected from physicians /domain experts.

Therefore, Eq. (1) allows us to incorporate both statistical features/conditions, and
also permits us to choose the relative importance of each term with the help of the
weight terms.

The disease diagnosis graph is first created using Algorithm1(explained below),
and then the edge weights are assigned in accordance with Eq. (1).

The algorithm is explained with the help of an example in the following section.
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DDG Creation: Example
Each concept in the ontologies has a corresponding vertex in the DDG. Each vertex of
the DDG implements the <Node> interface.

Let us consider the most top-level concept ‘Patient of abdominal pain’ in the patient
ontology. It has a corresponding vertex in the DDG which is an object of the class
‘PatientOfAbdominalPain’ and implements the <Node> interface. This vertex serves
as the root node of our example DDG (Fig. 3).

The <Node> interface behavior of the class ‘PatientOfAbdominalPain’ acquires
patient’s primary information such as sex, age, pain location, pain duration and onset.

Fig. 3. Creation of root node
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Information has been acquired depending on which mode of querying is being used,
online or offline. Next, consider the disease ‘Acute Appendicitis’ associated with the
root node (Fig. 4).

EW between the vertices ‘AcuteAppendicitis’ and ‘PatientOfAbdominalPain’ is
defined below using Eq. (1) with the help of statistical data collected and the following
conditions provided by the physician.

C1 = Age < 14
C2 = (Onset Type == Suden Onset)
C3 = (PainLocation = Central or Lower Abdomen)

P(Acute Appendicitis|Patient Of abdomonial pain) is defined by finding the best-fit
curve for the available statistical data by polynomial regression method [18]. The
available data set is represented as a frequency distribution function of the attributes
such as patient age, body weight, etc. An example of best fitted curve of a particular
disease for age attribute is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Addition of second node in the DDG

Fig. 5. Curve fitting to frequency distribution
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Similar curves may be fit to data collected about other patient attributes such as
height, weight, B.M.I, etc.The edge weight for every edge in the DDG is similarly
calculated using Eq. (1). The depth first search (DFS) algorithm has been modified to
visit the neighbors of a node in decreasing order based on their inter-node-relation with
the current node. From a particular node, the strongly related edge is visited first,
reducing the average path-count while interpreting diagnosis of a disease.

2.3 Query Classification

The DDG accepts patient data as query in two modes and classifies it into a set of
probable diseases based on analysis of the DDG. In online, data is acquired by
prompting a set of questions to the patients based on the initial query. Data is acquired
in offline mode by consulting previous medical records of the patient. The modified
depth first search (MDFS) algorithm has been applied on the DDG for differential
diagnosis of the disease.

Modified Depth First Search (MDFS)
The MDFS algorithm has been devised which traverses neighbours based on the
out-degree of a node in decreasing order based on the EW values. The neighbouring
node with largest EW has been traversed first. Upon visiting any node, it executes two
primary functions: carries out the <Node> specific behaviour defined for that node
during graph creation and then calculates the EW for all the outgoing edges associated
with it using Eq. (1). The MDFS algorithm ensures that the path with the highest edge
weights in the DDG has been traversed first.

Online Mode
The MDFS algorithm is applied on the disease-diagnosis graph, starting from the
parent diagnosis node. At each diagnosis node, the system prompts for input from the
user. This online data determines which of the path next to follow and continues until a
leaf node is reached. The query is classified as the disease represented by the leaf node.

Offline Mode
First, the fixed formatted medical record of a patient is processed to extract the basic
patient information and the keywords corresponding to the symptoms experienced by
the patient. Keywords are sorted according to their position (topologically) in the DDG
to ensure that the keywords are handled in correct order. The MDFS algorithm can be
used for offline query mode as well by assigning a topological ‘level’ to each of the
query keyword appearing in the DDG as EW, sorted in topological order [19]. The
query keywords are hashed and their hash-values and topological levels are stored in a
look-up table so that the keywords extracted from the medical records can be sorted
according to the topological levels stored in the hash table [20]. The MDFS algorithm
has been applied on the DDG using level-wise sorted set of information. Both online
and offline modes are described in Algorithm 2.
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As evident from the MDFS algorithm that the path count is a measure of the
number of nodes in the graph that are traversed before reaching to the correct diagnosis.
The MDFS algorithm ensures that the most likely disease/symptom association with
the current node has been checked first, which leads to a minimum average path count.

Consider diseases D1 and D2 which are associated with the root node and their
apriori probabilities as a function of age is shown in Fig. 6.
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Let the conditions associated with the disease D1 be C1 and that with the disease D2

be C2.The conditions for these diseases are described in Fig. 7:

C1 = PainLocation = Central abdomen
C2:Sex = FemaleANDPainLocation = Lowerabdomen

Considering the weights of the conditions are unity, the edge weights for a par-
ticular patient is determined using Eq. (1), based on the data of that patient. Therefore,
for a female patient with age 20, and pain in the lower abdomen, EW2 is much higher
than EW1 indicating that disease D2 is more probable for the patient. Consequently, the
node D2 is checked first, leading to a quicker query classification.

Fig. 6. The probability-density functions of two diseases as a function of age.

Fig. 7. Part of disease-diagnosis graph of abdominal pain
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3 Results and Discussion

Patients’ data are collected from the rural health kiosks in India. The kiosks provide
primary level health care services to the rural people where dearth of doctors is a
serious problem. Our proposed approach is deployed in the kiosk to assist the health
workers for provisional diagnosis based on the patient’s query and medical reports.

For experimentation, knowledge base is prepared with the help of domain experts.
Domain knowledge has been mapped into ontological model, which is the basis of
disease-diagnosis graph. The class hierarchy is obtained using object oriented pro-
gramming language, like Java. It is also auto-generated from the ontology using open
source ontology editor Protégé. From the class hierarchy the disease-diagnosis graph
has been constructed, part of which for abdominal pain is shown in Fig. 7

Few of the important nodes of the DDG of Fig. 8 are described below:

Symptom nodes:

SymptomType1:
Action: Collect patient information on the following symptoms-
Recent sore throat, diarrhea, passage of worms, vomiting
SymptomType2: (subclass of SymptomType1)
Action: Collect patient information on the following symptoms-
Loss of weight, recent jaundice, recent ingestion of unusual food
SymptomType3:
Action: Collect patient information on the following symptoms –
Missed periods, Date of Last menstrual period

We have applied our method on several cases. The results of a sample diagnosis in
both modes are shown in the following case studies.

Fig. 8. Online patient diagnosis for abdominal pain
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3.1 Case Study: Abdominal Pain (Online Mode)

A patient with severe lower abdominal pain is asked more questions for diagnosing the
disease in online mode. The diagnosis is given in Fig. 8 with path count 4.

3.2 Case Study: Abdominal Pain (Offline Mode)

Patient record is obtained from rural health kiosk in the form as given in Fig. 9. The
record contains basic statistics of health and symptoms along with demographic data of
the patient. The patient record is analyzed and topologically sorted to arrange the
extracted information in correct order. Finally, the patient has been diagnosed in offline
mode as described in Fig. 10 with path count 8.

Fig. 9. Sample Patient record

Fig. 10. Diagnosis from patients’ record in offline mode
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3.3 Case Study: Diarrhea (Online Mode)

We consider another case of diarrhea, given in Fig. 11 where patient is diagnosed as
diarrhea patient by prompting query form the system. The path count of the following
diagnosis is 6.

Similarly, from the patient’s past history and reports diarrhea patients are diagnosed
using offline mode of proposed system.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a disease-diagnosis graph on the basis of existing medical
ontologies in the public domain, would have great impact on the healthcare system in
rural India. The presence of open source tools such as Protégé automates a significant
portion of this process and minimizes human effort greatly, making the method scalable
and interpretable. Thus, although the proposed approach has presently been studied
with respect to abdominal pain related diseases and diarrhea, it represents a prototype
for general framework and may be extended to any medical domain.

Fig. 11. Diagnosis in online mode
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The proposed edge weight function allows us to incorporate both statistical and
predefined conditional terms specified by the physicians, while giving us the flexibility
of assigning variable weights to the different factors. Interaction with the patient is not
always possible and the diagnosis depends on the past medical records of the patient.
Our graph based approach enables us to apply simple graph algorithms such as
topological sort and modified depth first search algorithm to solve this problem and so
computationally inexpensive.
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Abstract. In this paper, three possibility degree measures for comparing
interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers have been defined as extensions of
existing possibility degree formulas in interval numbers and their equivalence
are established and some basic properties are also proved. A simple mechanism
proposed for solving MCDM problems by directly employing the possibility
degree matrix generated from the proposed possibility degree measures. The
introduced approach presents possibility degree as supplementary information to
the ranking of alternatives in interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy decision mak-
ing. The validity and effectiveness of the developed methods are demonstrated
through the comparative analysis and discussion of the three illustrative
examples.

Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy sets � Interval numbers � Interval-valued
intuitionistic fuzzy numbers � Possibility degree �Multi criteria decision making

1 Introduction

As a generalization of fuzzy set theory [17], Atanassov [1] developed intuitionistic
fuzzy sets (IFSs) for capturing the vagueness and incompleteness in the real situations
in more effective and reliable manner. Atanassov and Gargov [2] further generalized
IFSs for effective modelling of uncertainties inherent in the real-world problems and
presented the concepts of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFSs). Ranking of
alternatives being at the core of every multicriteria decision making (MCDM) problem,
the idea of ranking of interval numbers, IFSs, IVIFSs, etc. [3–5, 7, 11] was developed.
Wang et al. [5] advanced a simple and pragmatic preference degree for ranking of
interval numbers without using the midpoints of interval numbers. Tao et al. [11]
presented the idea of intuitionistic fuzzy possibility degree as a tool for ordering of
interval-valued fuzzy numbers and applied it to fuzzy multi-attribute decision making
problems.
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Wei et al. [6] utilized the possibility degree measure [5] for comparing interval
numbers to define order on intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IFNs) by converting an IFN
into an interval with consideration of membership degree as lower bound and fuzzy
complement of non-membership degree as upper bound.

Xu [9] extended the concepts of accuracy function and score function for an IFN to
the IVIF number (IVIFN) by defining them as the sum and difference of the midpoints
of membership and non-membership interval degrees, respectively. Skalna et al. [15]
overviewed the existing approaches for ordering of fuzzy numbers by dividing them
into two groups - the first group being probabilistic, centroid point or radius of gyration
approaches while the second group methods assign a crisp value to each fuzzy number
like defuzzification, Yager ranking index or weighted average approaches. The degree
of possibility approach assigns a crisp value as preference estimate for comparing two
fuzzy numbers or IVIFNs.

Very few works are found towards extension of the concept of possibility degree
measures to IVIFNs. Zhang et al. [10] proposed two possibility degree measures for
comparing IVIFNs. The first possibility degree measure was proposed in the form of
newly defined accuracy function while the second possibility degree measure was
defined using existing possibility degree measure for interval numbers. Both the
methods face the drawback of assigning parameter in an arbitrary way as decided by
the decision makers. Dammak et al. [16] made a short study of the existing possibility
degree measures for comparing the IVIFNs and applied them to solve numerous
MCDM problems.

Wan and Dong [4] compared two intervals considering them as random variables
following uniform distribution. In that approach the possibility of occurrence of the
fuzzy event of comparing two intervals was explained from the probabilistic per-
spective. The possibility degree of comparing two IVIFNs are performed by taking the
average value of the possibility degrees of the comparison of corresponding mem-
bership and non-membership intervals of the IVIFNs in reverse order.

So far, all the possibility measures defined for comparing IVIFNs were either
functions of a parameter or average of the possibility measures for intervals. In this
paper, the three possibility degree measures are defined for comparing IVIFNs which
are independent of parameters as well as possibility measures for interval numbers
satisfying the transitivity property. It is to be noted that the possibility degree measures
furnish supplementary information regarding the degree of intensity for comparing the
two IVIFNs.

2 Preliminaries

The notion of IVIFSs, the aggregation operators and the possibility degree measures for
comparing two interval numbers are reviewed in brief in this section.

Definition 2.1 [2]. An IVIFS, A, defined on a universe of discourse X 6¼ ;ð Þ, is con-
sidered as a set of the form A ¼ x; lA xð Þ; mA xð Þ : x 2 Xh if g, where lA : X !
S 0; 1½ �; mA : X ! S 0; 1½ � with 0� suplA xð Þþ supmA xð Þ� 1, for each x 2 X. The set
S 0; 1½ � denotes the collection of all closed subintervals of [0, 1].
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The functional values lA xð Þ and mA xð Þ of the element x 2 Xð Þ denote the interval
degree of membership and non-membership to the set A, respectively. For brevity, let
llA xð Þ; luA xð Þ and mlA xð Þ; muA xð Þ be, respectively, the lower and upper end points of lA xð Þ
and mA xð Þ, for each x 2 X. Thus, the IVIFS A takes the form

A ¼ x; llA xð Þ; luA xð Þ� �
; mlA xð Þ; muA xð Þ� �� �

: x 2 X
� �

with 0� luA xð Þþ muA xð Þ� 1,
llA xð Þ� 0; mlA xð Þ� 0

For IVIFS A in X, an associated function pA : X ! S 0; 1½ � defined by

pA xð Þ ¼ 1� lA xð Þ � mA xð Þ ¼ plA xð Þ; puA xð Þ� �

¼ 1� luA xð Þ � muA xð Þ; 1� llA xð Þ � mlA xð Þ� �

For each x 2 X, the functional value pA xð Þ represents the interval-valued hesitancy
degree (the unknown degree) of x in A.

Definition 2.2 [2]. Let IVIFS Xð Þ denote the family of all IVIFSs in X and
A;B 2 IVIFS Xð Þ. Then,

A � B iff llA xð Þ� llB xð Þ; luA xð Þ� luB xð Þ and mlA xð Þ� mlB xð Þ; muA xð Þ� muB xð Þ; 8x 2 X

Definition 2.3 [9]. Assume that A ¼ x; lA xð Þ; mA xð Þh i : x 2 Xf g be an IVIFS. Then,
the associated ordered pair lA xð Þ; mA xð Þh i, for each x 2 X, is said to be an IVIFN.

For computational convenience, let us denote an IVIFN aj as a�j ; a
þ
j

h i
;

D

b�j ; b
þ
j

h i
i. The basic operations for combining the two IVIFNs are underlined below:

Definition 2.4 [9]. Let aj ¼ a�j ; a
þ
j

h i
; b�j ; b

þ
j

h iD E
j ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two IVIFNs and

k[ 0. Then,

1. a1 þ a2 ¼ a�1 þ a�2 � a�1 a
�
2 ; a

þ
1 þ aþ

2 � aþ
1 aþ

2

� �
; b�1 b

�
2 ; b

þ
1 bþ

2

� �� �

2. a1a2 ¼ a�1 a
�
2 ; a

þ
1 aþ

2

� �
; b�1 þ b�2 � b�1 b

�
2 ; b

þ
1 þ bþ

2 � bþ
1 bþ

2

� �� �

3. ka1 ¼ 1� 1� a�1
� 	k

; 1� 1� aþ
1

� 	k
h i

; b�1
� 	k

; bþ
1

� 	k
h iD E

4. a1ð Þk¼ a�1
� 	k

; aþ
1

� 	k
h i

; 1� 1� b�1
� 	k

; 1� 1� bþ
1

� 	k
h iD E

IVIF weighted geometric aggregation operator relating to IVIFNs proposed by
Xu [9] as follows:

Definition 2.5 [9]. Let aj ¼ a�j ; a
þ
j

h i
; b�j ; b

þ
j

h iD E
j j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

n o
be a family

of IVIFNs. Then, the IVIF weighted geometric aggregation operator is defined

by Gw a1; a2; . . .; anð Þ ¼ Qn
j¼1

hD
a�j


 �wj

;
Qn

j¼1 aþ
j


 �wj �; 1�Qn
j¼1 1� b�j


 �wj

; 1�
h

Qn
j¼1 1� bþ

j


 �wj �i
where w ¼ w1;w2; . . .;wnð ÞT , with wj [ 0 and

Pn
j¼1 wj ¼ 1, is the weight vector of

aj j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ.
The definitions of novel accuracy function [13] and general accuracy function [14]

are given below.
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Definition 2.6 [13]. Assume that a ¼ a�; aþ½ �; b�; bþ½ �h i is an IVIFN. The novel
accuracy function M is defined by M að Þ ¼ a� þ aþ � 1þ b� þ bþ

2 .

Definition 2.7 [14]. Assume that a ¼ a�; aþ½ �; b�; bþ½ �h i is an IVIFN. The general

novel accuracy function LG is defined by LG að Þ ¼ a� þ aþ þ d 2�a��aþ�b��bþð Þ
2 , where d

is a parameter with d 2 0; 1½ � which depends on the individual’s preference for
optimism.

The existing concepts of possibility degree measures used for comparing two
interval numbers are revisited here.

Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two interval numbers and L aið Þ ¼ aþ

i � a�i be the
interval length of ai. The degree of possibility for the order a1 � a2 implying “a1 is not
smaller than a2” may be defined in one of the following ways:

Definition 2.8 [3]. Assume that ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ are two interval numbers with

0� a�i � aþ
i � 1 and L aið Þ be the interval length of ai. Then, the possibility degree of

a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ min max
aþ
1 � a�2

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þ ; 0
� 

; 1
� 

Definition 2.9 [5]. Assume that ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ are two interval numbers with

0� a�i � aþ
i � 1 and L aið Þ be the interval length of ai. Then, the possibility degree of

a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2

� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ
2

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þ

Definition 2.10 [7]. Assume that ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ are two interval numbers

with 0� a�i � aþ
i � 1 and L aið Þ be the interval length of ai. Then, the possibility

degree of a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 1� max
aþ
2 � a�1

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð ÞÞ ; 0
� 

; 0
� 

3 Possibility Degree Measures for IVIFNs

The limitations [4, 10] underlined in the possibility degree formulations for the com-
parison of IVIFNs need effective remedy by introducing a suitable extension of the
existing concept of possibility degree measures for interval numbers. Motivated by the
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concepts in [3, 5, 7], the following definition as an extension of Definition 2.8 relating
to possibility degree measure for two interval numbers [3] to IVIFNs is proposed as
follows:

Definition 3.1. Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two IVIFNs and
L aið Þ ¼ aþ

i � a�i , L bið Þ ¼ bþ
i � b�i be the lengths of intervals ai and bi, respectively.

Then, the possibility degree of a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ min max
aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

ð1Þ

Definition 3.2. Let a1 and a2 be two IVIFNs. If p a1 � a2ð Þ?p a2 � a1ð Þ then a1 is
called superior or inferior to a2 to the extent of degree p a1 � a2ð Þ, denoted by

a1
p a1 � a2ð Þ

� a2 or a1
p a1 � a2ð Þ

	 a2. Further, if p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ p a2 � a1ð Þ ¼ 0:5 then a1

is said to be indifferent to a2, denoted by a1 
 a2.

Remark 3.1. For two IVIFNs a1 and a2, p a1 � a2ð Þ?p a2 � a1ð Þ )
p a1 � a2ð Þ?1� p a1 � a2ð Þ ) p a1 � a2ð Þ?0:5.

Thus, p a1 � a2ð Þ?p a2 � a1ð Þ and p a1 � a2ð Þ?0:5 are equivalent.
The possibility degree matrix obtained by pairwise comparison of IVIFNs ai ¼

a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ takes the following form

P ¼ p ai � aj
� 	� 	

n�n¼ pij
� 	

n�n

This is an additive reciprocal fuzzy matrix representing fuzzy preference relation
and the optimal degree ni for an IVIFN ai i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ may be obtained by the
optimal degree formula proposed by Xu and Da [8] which is given as

ni ¼
1

n n� 1ð Þ
Xn

k¼1
pik þ n

2
� 1


 �
; for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n ð2Þ

The ranking of IVIFNs is based on the descending order of their optimal degrees.
To describe Theorem 3.1, the Lemmas required are as follows:

Lemma 1: For two real numbers x and y, min x; yf g ¼ 1� max 1� x; 1� yf g
Proof: Case 1: Let x� y. Then, 1� y� 1� x

min x; yf g ¼ x ¼ 1� 1� xð Þ ¼ 1� max 1� x; 1� yf g

Case 2: Let y\x. Then, 1� x\1� y

min x; yf g ¼ y ¼ 1� 1� yð Þ ¼ 1� max 1� x; 1� yf g
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Lemma 2: For two real numbers x and y, max x; yf g ¼ 1� min 1� x; 1� yf g
Proof: As above.

Lemma 3: For any real number x, max min x; 1f g; 0f g ¼ min max x; 0f g; 1f g
Proof:

Case 1: Let x� 0. So, max min x; 1f g; 0f g ¼ 0 ¼ min 0; 1f g ¼ min max x; 0f g; 1f g
Case 2: Let 0\x� 1. max min x; 1f g; 0f g ¼ x ¼ min x; 1f g ¼ min max x; 0f g; 1f g
Case 3: Let x[ 1. max min x; 1f g; 0f g ¼ 1 ¼ min x; 1f g ¼ min max x; 0f g; 1f g.

Theorem 3.1. Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2; 3ð Þ be three IVIFNs
and L aið Þ and L bið Þ be the lengths of intervals ai and bi. Then, the following properties
hold:

(i) 0� p a1 � a2ð Þ� 1 (Boundedness)
(ii) p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ 1 iff aþ

2 þ bþ
1 � a�1 þ b�2

(iii) p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ 0 iff aþ
1 þ bþ

2 � a�2 þ b�1
(iv) p a1 � a1ð Þ ¼ 0:5
(v) p a1 � a2ð Þþ p a2 � a1ð Þ ¼ 1
(vi) p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5 iff aþ

1 þ a�1 þ bþ
2 þ b�2 � aþ

2 þ a�2 þ bþ
1 þ b�1

(vii) If p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5 and p a2 � a3ð Þ� 0:5 then p a1 � a3ð Þ� 0:5
(Weak transitivity property)

Proof: It is evident that

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
¼ aþ

1 � a�1
� 	þ aþ

2 � a�2
� 	þ bþ

1 � b�1
� 	þ bþ

2 � b�2
� 	 ð3Þ

(i) The inequality directly follows from the Eq. (1).

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ 1 , aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ � 1 ByDefinition 3:1ð Þ

, aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1 � L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
, aþ

2 þ bþ
1 � a�1 þ b�2 ðByEq: ð3ÞÞ

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ 0 , aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ � 0 ByDefinition 3:1ð Þ

, aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1 � 0

, aþ
1 þ bþ

2 � a�2 þ b�1

(iv) p a1 � a1ð Þ ¼ aþ
1 �a�1ð Þþ bþ

1 �b�1ð Þ
L a1ð Þþ L a1ð ÞþL b1ð Þþ L b1ð Þ ¼ L a1ð ÞþL b1ð Þ

2 L a1ð ÞþL b1ð Þð Þ ¼ 0:5.

(ii)

(iii)
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p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ min max
aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

¼ min max 1� aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

ByEq: 3ð Þð Þ

¼ min 1� min
aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 1

� 

1
� 

Lemma 2ð Þ

¼ 1� max min
aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 1

� 

; 0
� 

Lemma 1ð Þ

¼ 1� min max
aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

Lemma 3ð Þ

¼ 1� p a2 � a1ð Þ

Hence, p a1 � a2ð Þþ p a2 � a1ð Þ ¼ 1

(vi) Let p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5

p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5 , aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ � 0:5 ByDefinition 3:1ð Þ

, 2 aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� 	� L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ

, aþ
1 þ a�1 þ bþ

2 þ b�2 � aþ
2 þ a�2 þ bþ

1 þ b�1 By Eq: 3ð Þð Þ

(vii) Let p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5 and p a2 � a3ð Þ� 0:5

By property (vi),

p a1 � a2ð Þ� 0:5 ) aþ
1 þ a�1 þ bþ

2 þ b�2 � aþ
2 þ a�2 þ bþ

1 þ b�1 ð4Þ

and p a2 � a3ð Þ� 0:5 ) aþ
2 þ a�2 þ bþ

3 þ b�3 � aþ
3 þ a�3 þ bþ

2 þ b�2 ð5Þ

From inequalities (4) and (5), aþ
1 þ a�1 þ bþ

3 þ b�3 � aþ
3 þ a�3 þ bþ

1 þ b�1

) p a1 � a3ð Þ� 0:5 By property við Þð Þ

Hence, the weak transitivity property is established.
In view of Definition 3.1, the simple extensions of Definitions 2.9 and 2.10 relating

to possibility degree measure for two interval numbers [5, 7] to IVIFNs are proposed as
follows:

Definition 3.3. Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two IVIFNs and
L aið Þ ¼ aþ

i � a�i , L bið Þ ¼ bþ
i � b�i be the lengths of intervals ai and bi. Then, the

possibility degree of a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 1� max
aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 0
� 

ð6Þ

(v)
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Definition 3.4. Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two IVIFNs and
L aið Þ ¼ aþ

i � a�i , L bið Þ ¼ bþ
i � b�i be the lengths of intervals ai and bi. Then, the

possibility degree of a1 � a2, denoted by p a1 � a2ð Þ, is defined by

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ

2 þ b�2 � bþ
1

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ð7Þ

Theorem 3.2. Let ai ¼ a�i ; a
þ
i

� �
; b�i ; b

þ
i

� �� � ¼ ai; bih i i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ be two IVIFNs and
L aið Þ ¼ aþ

i � a�i , L bið Þ ¼ bþ
i � b�i be the lengths of intervals ai and bi. Then,

Eqs. (1), (6) and (7) are equivalent.

Proof: By Eq. (1),

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ min max
aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

¼ max min
aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 1

� 

; 0
� 

Lemma 3ð Þ

¼ max 1� max 1� aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 0
� 

Lemma 1ð Þ

¼ max 1� max
aþ
2 � a�1 þ bþ

1 � b�2
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 0
� 

Thus, Eq. (1) implies Eq. (6) and vice-versa.
Now, the following cases are considered:

Case 1: aþ
1 � a�2 \0; bþ

2 � b�1 \0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1 \0

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ

2 þ b�2 � bþ
1

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
¼ min max

aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

Case 2: a�1 � aþ
2 [ 0; b�2 � bþ

1 [ 0; a�1 � aþ
2 þ b�2 � bþ

1 [ 0

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ

2 þ b�2 � bþ
1

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
¼ min max

aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

Case 3: a�1 � aþ
2 \0\aþ

1 � a�2 ; b
�
2 � bþ

1 \0\bþ
2 � b�1 and

a�1 � aþ
2 þ b�2 � bþ

1 \0\aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ

2 þ b�2 � bþ
1

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
¼ aþ

1 � a�2 þ bþ
2 � b�1

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ¼ min max
aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 
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It can be found that there may arise nineteen cases from all possible combinations
of admissible signs of elements of intervals a1 � a2, b2 � b1 and a1 � a2 þ b2 � b1.
However, it is clear that irrespective of signs of elements of intervals a1 � a2 and
b2 � b1, the nature of interval a1 � a2 þ b2 � b1 can be represented by one of the three
variants of the Fig. 1. Thus, the effect of remaining sixteen cases reduces them to
exactly one of the three cases as described above. Hence, it can be found that

p a1 � a2ð Þ ¼ max 0; aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
� �� max 0; a�1 � aþ

2 þ b�2 � bþ
1

� �

L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ
¼ min max

aþ
1 � a�2 þ bþ

2 � b�1
L a1ð Þþ L a2ð Þþ L b1ð Þþ L b2ð Þ ; 0

� 

; 1
� 

Therefore, Eq. (1) implies Eq. (7) and vice-versa.
Hence, Eqs. (1), (6) and (7) are equivalent and the theorem is established.

Fig. 1. Representations of variations of sum of the differences between membership interval
weights as well as non-membership interval weights in reverse order of two IVIFNs
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4 MCDM Method Based on Possibility Degree Measures
of IVIFNs

Let A ¼ A1;A2; . . .:;Amf g and C ¼ C1;C2; . . .:;Cnf g be the sets of alternatives and
criteria, respectively, in a multicriteria IVIF decision making problem generating IVIF
decision matrix

D ¼ dij
� 	

m�n¼ llij; l
u
ij

h i
; mlij; m

u
ij

h iD E
 �

m�n

¼

C1 C2 . . . Cn

A1

A2

..

.

Am

ll11; l
u
11

� �
; ml11; m

u
11

� �� �

ll21; l
u
21

� �
; ml21; m

u
21

� �� �

..

.

llm1; l
u
m1

� �
; mlm1; m

u
m1

� �� �

0

B
B
B
B
B
@

ll12; l
u
12

� �
; ml12; m

u
12

� �� �

ll22; l
u
22

� �
; ml22; m

u
22

� �� �

..

.

llm2; l
u
m2

� �
; mlm2; m

u
m2

� �� �

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

ll1n; l
u
1n

� �
; ml1n; m

u
1n

� �� �

ll2n; l
u
2n

� �
; ml2n; m

u
2n

� �� �

..

.

llmn; l
u
mn

� �
; mlmn; m

u
mn

� �� �

1

C
C
C
C
C
A

Now, assume that the decision maker evaluates criteria assigning the weights given
by the vector x ¼ x1;x2; . . .;xnð Þ, where xj 2 0; 1½ � and Pn

j¼1 xj ¼ 1.
The procedures for solving the MCDM problem can be encapsulated in the fol-

lowing important steps:

Step 1: Aggregated IVIF score of each alternative Ai i ¼ 1; 2; . . .mð Þ is estimated
using weighted geometric aggregation operator.

Step 2: Possibility degree matrix P ¼ pij
� 	

m�m from IVIF vector of priorities for
alternatives is generated using Eq. (1).

Step 3: The alternative Ak ranks first, if pkj �maxi pij, for j ¼ 1; 2; . . .n
Step 4: The row and column containing the element pkk are deleted from the matrix

P ¼ pij
� 	

m�m and a reduced matrix P1 of order m� 1ð Þ � m� 1ð Þ is
obtained.

Step 5: Go to Step 3 and Step 4 in that order getting alternatives ranked at second,
third, etc., till the exhaustion of alternatives.

Step 6: Two alternatives Ai and Aj are called indifferent or equivalent, denoted by
Ai 
Aj, if pik ¼ pjk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .n.
Further, if optimal degrees or performance scores of alternatives are required
for ranking and for being used as an intermediate step in a complex decision
making procedure then step 2 should be followed by Step 7 and Step 8 in that
order.

Step 7: Optimal degrees ni for alternatives Ai i ¼ 1; 2; . . .mð Þ are computed using
Eq. (2).

Step 8: The decreasing order of the optimal degrees ni generates the ranking of
alternatives Ai i ¼ 1; 2; . . .mð Þ
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5 Numerical Illustrations

In this section, the proposed definition of the possibility degree of IVIFNs and intu-
itionistic fuzzy MCDM method are illustrated through the three illustrative examples.

5.1 Illustrative Example 1

Consider the four IVIFNs a1 ¼ 0:3; 0:5½ �; 0:1; 0:3½ �h i,a2 ¼ 0:3; 0:45½ �; 0:1; 0:35½ �h i,
a3 ¼ 0:3; 0:4½ �; 0:1; 0:4½ �h i, a4 ¼ 0:3; 0:4½ �; 0:1; 0:5½ �h i.

Using Definition 2.2, it is obvious that a1 [ a2 [ a3 [ a4.
The possibility degree matrix obtained by pairwise comparison of these IVIFNs

using Eq. (1) is given by

P ¼ pij
� 	

4�4¼

a1 a2 a3 a4
a1
a2
a3
a4

0:5
0:44
0:38
0:33

0

B
B
@

0:56
0:5
0:44
0:39

0:62
0:56
0:5
0:44

0:67
0:61
0:56
0:5

1

C
C
A

Following the ranking process discussed in Sect. 4, it is found that a1 [ a2 [
a3 [ a4 which is consistent with the previous ranking.

Now, using Definition 2.6, the novel accuracy degrees (NADs) [13] for the IVIFNs
are estimated as Mða1Þ ¼ 0; Mða2Þ ¼ �0:025; Mða3Þ ¼ �0:05; Mða4Þ ¼ 0. The
ranking of alternatives thus becomes a1 
 a4 [ a2 [ a3 which is untenable reflecting
the shortcomings of the NAD developed by Ye [13].

The general accuracy functional values [14] of the IVIFNs are LGða1Þ ¼
0:4þ 0:4d; LGða2Þ ¼ 0:375þ 0:4d; LGða3Þ ¼ 0:35þ 0:4d; LGða4Þ ¼ 0:35þ 0:35d
with d 2 0; 1½ � yielding ranking a1 [ a2 [ a3 [ a4.

Remark 5.1. In the preceding example, it is observed that the possibility degree
ranking of IVIFNs is consistent with the Definition 2.2 and GNAD based ranking [14],
but inconsistent with the ranking by NAD [13]. Here, the NAD ranking counters the
basic Definition 2.2 and hence amply outlines its shortcomings over other methods of
ranking of IVIFNs. Furthermore, the possibility degree ranking provides additional
information of degree by which one IVIFN is greater than another one as shown in
Table 1. Thus, the validity and effectiveness of the proposed approach is strongly
demonstrated.

5.2 Illustrative Example 2

The example considered by Nayagam and Sivaraman [14] illustrates the introduced
approach. Consider following four IVIFNs

a1 ¼ 0:2297; 0:4266½ �; 0:3674; 0:4898½ �h i,
a2 ¼ 0:5102; 0:7000½ �; 0:1614; 0:2616½ �h i,a3 ¼ 0:4181; 0:6000½ �; 0:2260; 0:3618½ �h i,
a4 ¼ 0:4799; 0:6411½ �; 0:1000; 0:2263½ �h i.
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Using general accuracy degree [14] two different rankings are found as:
a2 [ a4 [ a3 [ a1, for d 2 0; 0:484½ Þ and a4 [ a2 [ a3 [ a1, for d 2 0:484; 1½ �.
Now, the possibility degree matrix obtained by pairwise comparison of these

IVIFNs using Eq. (1) is given by

P ¼ pij
� 	

4�4¼

a1 a2 a3 a4
a1
a2
a3
a4

0:5
1

0:9954
1

0

B
B
@

0
0:5

0:2064
0:5065

0:0046
0:7936
0:5

0:8011

0
0:4935
0:1989
0:5

1

C
C
A

Using the proposed ranking procedure, it is found that a4 [ a2 [ a3 [ a1 which is
identical with the ranking based on the general accuracy functional degree [14] with
preference towards individual’s optimism.

Now, using Definition 2.6, the NADs [13] are estimated as Mða1Þ ¼ 0:0849;
Mða2Þ ¼ 0:4217; Mða3Þ ¼ 0:312; Mða4Þ ¼ 0:2841. The ranking of IVIFNs thus fol-
lows a2 [ a3 [ a4 [ a1 which is different from possibility based ordering.The dis-
similar rankings of IVIFNs could be attributed to the deficiency of NAD underlined in
the previous example.

Remark 5.2. In the above example, the ranking of IVIFNs under proposed possibility
degree method is identical with the ranking based on the GNAD [14] with preference
towards individual’s optimism while different with the individual’s pessimism.
However, the possibility degree ranking is incompatible with that of NAD [13].
Definition 2.2 ranks a2 [ a3 [ a1 and a4 [ a3 [ a1 but it cannot be applied to ranking
of IVIFNs a2 and a4. The unique ranking of the proposed possibility degree approach
with additional information of degree of comparison as given in Table 1 makes it more
suitable over others.

5.3 Illustrative Example 3

This example, related to an intuitionistic fuzzy multiattribute decision making problem
as described by Li [12], fairly illustrates the application of the proposed possibility
degree measures in the context of MCDM problems and also demonstrates its effec-
tiveness over other ranking methods. The problem is described below:

An investment company has planned to invest in four companies A1 (Car), A2

(Food), A3 (Computer), and A4 (Arms). These alternatives are to be evaluated under the
three attributes C1 (risk analysis),C2 (growth analysis), and C3 (environmental impact
analysis). Due to inherent uncertainties involved in the decision analysis, the responses
from an expert are expressed in terms of IVIFNs. The IVIF decision matrix is given as
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D ¼ bij
� 	

m�n

¼

C1 C2 C3
A1

A2

A3

A4

0:4; 0:5½ �; 0:3; 0:4½ �h i
0:6; 0:7½ �; 0:2; 0:3½ �h i
0:3; 0:6½ �; 0:3; 0:4½ �h i
0:7; 0:8½ �; 0:1; 0:2½ �h i

0

B
B
@

0:4; 0:6½ �; 0:2; 0:4½ �h i
0:6; 0:7½ �; 0:2; 0:3½ �h i
0:5; 0:6½ �; 0:3; 0:4½ �h i
0:6; 0:7½ �; 0:1; 0:3½ �h i

0:1; 0:3½ �; 0:5; 0:6½ �h i
0:4; 0:7½ �; 0:1; 0:2½ �h i
0:5; 0:6½ �; 0:1; 0:3½ �h i
0:3; 0:4½ �; 0:1; 0:2½ �h i

1

C
C
A

Here bij ¼ a�ij ; a
þ
ij

h i
; b�ij ; b

þ
ij

h iD E
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; j ¼ 1; 2; 3ð Þ.

The weight vector of the attributes C1;C2 and C3 with IVIFNs as elements is
W ¼ w1;w2;w3ð ÞT¼ 0:1; 0:4½ �; 0:2; 0:55½ �h i; 0:2; 0:5½ �; 0:15; 0:45½ �h i; 0:25; 0:6½ �;hð

0:15; 0:38½ �iÞT The possibility degree matrix obtained by pairwise comparison of
attributes using Eq. (1) is given by

P Wð Þ ¼ p wi �wj
� 	� 	

3�3¼
w1 w2 w3

w1

w2

w3

0:5
0:64
0:73

0

@
0:36
0:5
0:59

0:27
0:41
0:5

1

A

Using Eq. (2), the crisp weight vector of optimal degrees for attributes becomes

x ¼ x1;x2;x3ð ÞT¼ 0:27; 0:34; 0:39ð ÞT :

By Definition 2.5, the IVIF weighted geometric aggregation operator is given by

bi ¼
Y3

j¼1

a�ij

 �xj

;
Y3

j¼1
aþ
ij


 �xj

" #

; 1�
Y3

j¼1
1� b�ij


 �xj

; 1�
Y3

j¼1
1� bþ

ij


 �xj
h i

* +

,

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
Now, the weighted geometric aggregated values are given by
b1 ¼ 0:23; 0:44½ �; 0:36; 0:49½ �h i,b2 ¼ 0:51; 0:70½ �; 0:16; 0:26½ �h i,

b3 ¼ 0:44; 0:60½ �; 0:23; 0:36½ �h i, b4 ¼ 0:48; 0:58½ �; 0:10; 0:24½ �h i.
The possibility degree matrix obtained by pairwise comparison of these IVIFNs

using Eq. (1) is given by

P ¼ pij
� 	

4�4¼

b1 b2 b3 b4
b1
b2
b3
b4

0:5
1
1
1

0

B
B
@

0
0:5

0:207
0:434

0
0:793
0:5

0:755

0
0:566
0:245
0:5

1

C
C
A

Utilizing the ranking procedure of Sect. 4, the IVIFNs are ranked as
b2 [ b4 [ b3 [ b1. Hence, the ranking of alternatives becomes A2 � A4 � A3 � A1

which is identical with that of Li [12]. It is to be mentioned here that the computational
complexities are reduced through the proposed model and the acceptability of the
method would be more convenient in solving different MCDM contexts relating to
IVIFNs.
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By Definition 2.6, the NADs [13] are given as Mðb1Þ ¼ 0:095;Mðb2Þ ¼
0:42;Mðb3Þ ¼ 0:335;Mðb4Þ ¼ 0:23 yielding ranking b2 [ b3 [ b4 [ b1 and hence
the ranking of alternatives is A2 � A3 � A4 � A1.

By Definition 2.7, GNADs [14] are estimated as LGðb1Þ ¼ 0:335þ 0:24d;
LGðb2Þ ¼ 0:605þ 0:185d; LGðb3Þ ¼ 0:52þ 0:185d; LGðb4Þ ¼ 0:53þ 0:3d,d 2 0; 1½ �
giving two different rankings b2 [ b4 [ b3 [ b1, for d 2 0; 0:652½ Þ and
b4 [ b2 [ b3 [ b1 for d 2 0:652; 1½ � relative to individual’s pessimism and optimism

respectively. Thus, the respective ranking of alternatives are A2 � A4 � A3 � A1 and
A4 � A2 � A3 � A1.

Remark 5.3. In the illustrative example 3, the possibility ranking of alternatives using
weighted geometric aggregation operator is consistent with the Li’s method [12] and
the procedure based on GNAD [14] with preference towards individual’s pessimism
while different with the individual’s optimism and NAD [13] method. Definition 2.2
ranks A2 � A3 � A1 but neither ranks A3 and A4 nor ranks A2 and A4. Hence, the
proposed method is consistent enough with [2, 12] and also with the pessimistic part of
[14]. A summary of comparisons is presented in the Table 1.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this study, three possibility degree measures for comparing IVIFNs are defined as
simple extensions of existing possibility measures for interval numbers [3, 5, 7]. The
equivalence of the proposed possibility degree measures are established just like their
counterparts in interval numbers and related properties are proved. A simple mecha-
nism for solving MCDM problems is proposed by directly employing the possibility
degree matrix generated from the proposed possibility measures. The validity and
effectiveness of the developed models are demonstrated through the comparative
analysis and discussion of three illustrative examples. The proposed method has greater
computational simplicity in solving MCDM problems and also provides the degree of
possibility as supplementary information to the ranking of alternatives.

Table 1. Comparison of the proposed approach with other approaches

Ranking of IVIFNs/Alternatives

Li [12] NAD [13] GNAD [14] Proposed approach

Illustrative
Example 1

– a1 
 a4 [ a2 [ a3 a1 [ a2 [ a3 [ a4 a1 [ 0:56a2 [ 0:56

a3 [ 0:56a4
Illustrative
Example 2

– a2 [ a3 [ a4 [ a1 a2 [ a4 [ a3 [ a1,
for d 2 0; 0:484½ Þ
a4 [ a2 [ a3 [ a1,
for d 2 0:484; 1½ �

a4 [ 0:5065a2 [ 0:7936

a3 [ 0:9454a1

Illustrative
Example 3

A2 � A4 � A3 � A1 A2 � A3 � A4 � A1 A2 � A4 � A3 � A1,
for d 2 0; 0:652½ Þ
A4 � A2 � A3 � A1;

for d 2 0:652; 1½ �

A2 �0:566 A4 �0:755 A3 �1 A1
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Abstract. The advent of internet and the growing number of digital
media has increased the necessity of Music Information Retrieval systems
within which Music Classification is a prominent task. Here, we present
methods to perform genre based classification over five different genre
and mood based classification using a mood model that maps mood
onto a two-dimensional space along axes of arousal and valence. Support
vector machine and a feed-forward artificial neural network are applied
to achieve an overall accuracy of 88% for genre based classification and
73% and 67% accuracy for the arousal and valence axes respectively in
mood based classification.

Keywords: Music classification · Genre · Mood · Artificial neural
network · Support vector machine

1 Introduction

With the advent of the internet, the number of songs being created as well as
the number available to the average person has grown a lot. Simply put, it’s
overwhelming. Sifting through the deluge of songs manually isn’t practical or
appealing. It needs to be automated.

Automatic classification of music is a growing field with the primary goal of
making it easier for people to find songs they like and for vendors to present
those songs to their listeners. It can also lay the foundation for figuring out ways
to represent similarity between two musical pieces and in the making of a good
recommendation system.

Given the perplexing nature of music, its classification requires specialized
representations, abstraction and processing techniques for effective analysis, eval-
uation and classification that are fundamentally different from those used for
other mediums and tasks.

2 Literature Review

2.1 History of MIR and Music Classification

The field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) can be traced back to the 60s
with reference to the works done by Kassler in [1]. Even Automatic Transcrip-
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 168–183, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 14
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tion of Music was attempted as early as the 70s [2]. However, there were two
limiting factors that prevented progress in the field at the time. Firstly, the high
computational requirements of the problem domain was simply not available.
And secondly, other related fields of study such as Digital Signal Processing,
Speech Processing, and Machine Learning were also not advanced enough. So,
the field stalled for the next few decades.

In the 1990s, the field regained prominence as computational resources
improved greatly and the rise of the internet resulted in massive online music
collection. So, there was both an opportunity and demand for MIR systems.
The organization of the first International Symposium on Music Information
Retrieval (ISMIR 1) in 2000 highlights this resurgence of interest in the field.
280 people from 25 different countries participated in ISMIR Conference Malaga
2015.

As for the methodologies used, MIR in the 90s was influenced by the field
of Text Information Retrieval (IR), techniques for searching and retrieving text
documents based on user queries. So, most of the algorithms were developed
based on symbolic representations such as MIDI files [3]. One such method is
described in [4].

However, recognizing approximate units of meaning in MIR, like it is done
in a lot of text-IR methods was difficult [5].

Instead, statistical non-transcriptive approaches for non-speech audio sig-
nals started being adopted in the second half of the 90s [3]. This was probably
influenced by progress of such methods in other fields of speech processing. For
example, in [6], the authors reported 98% accuracy in distinguishing music from
speech in commercial radio broadcasts. This was based on the statistics of the
energy contour and the zero-crossing rate.

In [7], the authors introduced similar statistical methods for retrieval and
classification of isolated sounds. Similarly, in [8], an algorithm for music-speech
classification based on spectral feature was introduced. It was trained using
supervised learning.

And so, starting in the 2000s, instead of methods attempting note-level tran-
scriptions, researchers focused on direct extraction of information of audio signals
using Signal Processing and Machine Learning techniques.

Currently, three basic strategies are being applied in MIR: [9]

– Based on Conceptual Metadata - Suited for low-specificity queries.
– Using High-level Descriptions - Suited for mid-specificity queries. item Using

Low-level Signal-based Properties - Used for all specificity.

But still most of the MIR techniques being employed at present use low-level
signal features instead of high-level descriptors [10]. Thus, there exists a semantic
gap between human perception of music and how MIR systems work.

2.2 Audio Processing

Particularly speaking, music signal processing may appear to be the junior rela-
tion of the large and mature field of speech signal processing, not least because
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many techniques and representations originally developed for speech have been
applied to music, often with good results. However, music signals have certain
characteristics that are different from spoken language and other signals [11].

2.3 Genre Based Classification

In [12], Scaringella et al. discuss how and why musical genres are a poorly defined
concept making the task of automatic classification non-trivial. Still, although
the boundaries between genre are fuzzy and there are no well-defined definitions,
it is still one of the widely used method of classification of music. If we look at
human capability in genre classification, Perrot et al. [13] found that people
classified songs–in a ten-way classification setup–with an accuracy of 70% after
listening to 3 s excerpts.

The features used for genre based classification have been heavily influenced
by the related field of speech recognition. For instance, Mel-frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC), a set of perceptually motivated features that is widely
used in music classification, was first used in speech recognition.

The seminal paper on musical genre classification by Tzanetakis et al. [14]
presented three feature sets for representing timbral texture, rhythmic content
and pitch content. With the proposed feature set, they achieved a classification
accuracy of 61% for ten musical genre.

Timbral features are usually calculated for every short-time frame of sound
based on the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). So, these are low-level fea-
tures. Typical examples are Spectral Centroid, Spectral Rolloff, Spectral Flux,
Energy, Zero Crossings, and the afore-mentioned Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MFCCs). Among these, MFCC is the most widely preferred feature
[15,16]. Logan [17] investigated the applicability of MFCCs to music modeling
and found it to be “at least not harmful”.

Rhythmic features capture the recurring pattern of tension and release in
music while pitch is the perceived fundamental frequency of the sound. These
are usually termed as mid-level features.

Apart from these, many non-standard features have been proposed in the
literature.

Li et al. [18] proposed a new set of features based on Daubechies Wavelet
Coefficient Histograms (DWCH), and also presented a comparative study with
the features included in the MARSYAS framework. They showed that it signif-
icantly increased the classifier accuracy.

Anglade, Amélie, et al. [19] propose the use of Harmony as a high-level
descriptor of music.

Music classification has been attempted through a variety of methods. Some
of the popular ones are SVM, K Nearest Neighbours and variants of Neural Net-
works. The results are also widely different. In [20], 61% accuracy has been
achieved using a Multilayer Perceptron based approach. While in [21], the
authors have achieved 71% accuracy through the use of an additional rejec-
tion and verification stage. Haggblade et al. [22], compared simpler and more
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naive approaches (k-NN and k-Means) with more sophisticated neural networks
and SVMs. They found that the latter gave better results.

However, lots of unique methods – either completely novel or a variation
of a standard method – have been put into use too. In [23], the authors pro-
pose a method that uses Chord labeling (ones and zeros) in conjunction with
a k-window subsequence matching algorithm used to find subsequence in music
sequence and a Decision tree for the actual genre classification.

It is also noted that high-level and contextual concepts can be as important
as low-level content descriptors [19].

2.4 Mood Based Classification

As mood is a very human thing, Mood Based Classification, also known as Mood
Emotion Recognition (MER), requires knowledge of both technical aspects as
well as the human emotional system.

Generally, emotions are conceptualized in two ways:

Categorical Conceptualization. This approach to MER categorizes emotions
into distinct classes. It requires a set of base emotions (happiness, anger, sadness,
etc.) from which other secondary emotion classes can be derived [24]. However,
this approach runs into the problem that the whole spectrum of human emotions
cannot be captured by a small number of classes.

Dimensional Conceptualization. It defines Musical Values as numerical val-
ues over a number of emotion dimensions. So, the focus is on distinguishing
emotions based on their position on a predefined space. Most of these conceptu-
alizations map to three axes of emotions: valence (pleasantness), arousal (acti-
vation) and potency (dominance). By placing emotions on a continuum instead
of trying to label them as discrete, this approach can encompass a wide variety
of general emotions.

Thayer [25] proposed a similar two-dimensional approach that adopts the
theory that mood is entailed from two factors: -Stress (happy/anxious) -Energy
(calm/energetic). This divides music mood into four clusters: Contentment,
Depression, Exuberance and Anxious/Frantic (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Thayer’s two-dimensional model of mood
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Although, the two-dimensional approach has been criticized as deficient
(leading to a proposal of the third dimension of potency), it seems to offer the
right balance between sufficient “verbosity” and low complexity [26].

So, we use a similar simplified two-dimensional model based on arousal and
valence (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional model of mood based on Arousal and Valence

2.5 Features in MER

Some of the commonly used features in MER are:

– Energy: Energy related features such as audio power, loudness, specific loud-
ness sensation coefficients (SONE), are correlated to the perception of arousal.
Lu et al. [27] used it to classify arousal.

– Melody: These include features such as Pitch (perceived fundamental fre-
quency), chromogram centroid, etc.

– Timbre: As with the AMGC problem, MFCC is widely used in MER
too. Apart from MFCC, octave-based spectral contrast as well as DWCH
(Daubechies wavelets coefficient histogram) are also proposed in literature.

So, we see that the features used in MER are almost the same as those
in AMGC. However, Fu et al. note in their extensive survey on Audio-based
Music Classification [28] that although their effectiveness is debatable, mid-level
features such as Rhythm seem to be more popular in MER.

The algorithms used in AMGC are also popular in MER. So, support vector
machines, Gaussian mixture models, neural networks, and k-nearest neighbor
are the ones regularly used.

3 Methodology

3.1 Audio Signal Pre-processing

The pre-processing in music classification systems is used in order to increase the
efficiency of subsequent feature extraction and classification stages and therefore
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to improve the over-all system performance. Commonly pre-processing includes
framing and windowing of the input signal. At the end of pre-processing, the
smoothed frame are forwarded to the feature extraction stage.

Framing. Framing is the process of dividing the whole audio sample into frames.
Although an audio signal changes continuously, the assumption that on short
time scales it remains statistically stationary can be made. So, we frame the
signal into 20–40 ms frames. A shorter frame gives too few samples while in a
longer one, the signal varies too much.

Windowing. Windowing is necessary because whenever we do a finite Fourier
transform, it is implicitly being applied to an infinite repeating signal. So, for
instance if the start and end of a finite sample doesn’t match then that will look
just like a discontinuity in the signal, and show up a lots of high-frequency noise
in the Fourier Transform, which is harmful. If the sample happens to be a perfect
sinusoid but with an integer number of periods then it doesn’t fit exactly into
the finite sample and the FT will show appreciable energy in all sorts of places
nowhere near the real frequency.

3.2 Feature Integration

As the features are temporal, the feature integration is also temporal. We used
the mean and variance of the features for temporal feature integration although
they capture neither the temporal dynamics nor dependencies among the indi-
vidual feature dimensions. As seen below, the mean and standard deviation of
MFCCs for a classical and a hiphop songs are sufficiently distinguishable. So, this
representation of the features can be used to separate classes of music (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Comparison of means for Classical and Hiphop songs

3.3 Dataset

The publicly available GTZAN dataset introduced in [14] has become one of
the standard datasets for Music Genre Classification used by researchers across
the world. We too used this dataset. The dataset contains 100 representative
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Fig. 4. Comparison of standard deviations for Classical and Hiphop songs

excerpts from ten different genre. They were taken from radio, compact disk,
and MP3 compressed audio files. All the files are stored as 22 050 Hz, 16-bit,
mono audio files. The Genres dataset has the following classes: classical, country,
disco, hiphop, jazz, rock, blues, reggae, pop, metal (Fig. 4).

For mood based classification, in 2013, Soleymani et al. [29] created a 1000
songs dataset for emotional analysis of music which uses the Valence-Arousal
axes for representing emotional values for songs. The songs, in the dataset, each
45 s long, were collected from FMA. They used Amazon Mechanical Turk as
a crowd sourcing platform for collecting more than 20,000 annotations on the
1,000 songs.

Furthermore, their analysis on the annotations revealed a higher agreement in
arousal ratings compared to the valence ratings. We have used a filtered version
(with some redundancies removed) of that dataset resulting in a final set of 744
songs. We further labeled them as high/low arousal and high/low valence songs
based on the numerical values in the dataset. To achieve equal number of songs
in each class, we finally used 600 songs of those 744 songs.

3.4 Classifier

For classification process, we used Support Vector Machine and Feed-Forward
Artificial Neural Network.

Support Vector Machine. Support vector machines (SVM) are supervised
learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for
classification analysis. The popularity of Support Vector machine is huge as a lot
of research papers [16,19,21,22] shows its implementation. For the construction
of multi-class SVM, we use one vs one SVM classifier. This leads to N(N−1)

2
classifiers.

Genre Based Classification: In genre based classification linear kernel is used
with the soft margin method.

Mood Based Classification: In mood based classification gaussian kernel and
laplacian, the kernel is used which are the non linear type.
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Feed-Forward Neural Network. A Feed-Forward Neural Network is a type of
Neural Network architecture where the connections are “fed forward”. Research
papers [16,19–22] shows the implementation of artificial neural network in the
field of music classification. For training, Backpropagation algorithm is used
which calculates the error at a layer and propagates it back to the earlier layers.

Genre Based Classification: In genre based classification we used Cross-entropy
error function for output as probabilities and softmax activation function.

Mood Based Classification: In mood based classification we used Least mean
squares error function and logistic sigmoid activation function.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Effect of Frame Size

As seen in the figure, frame size of 11.5 ms and 23 ms performed considerably
better than the bigger frame sizes. We chose the 23 ms (1024 samples) frame
size because the smaller 512 sample frame size would lead to higher number of
frames and hence necessitate more computation (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Effect of frame size

4.2 Effect of Frame Overlap

We explored four different overlapping schemes: 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% overlap.
In each of the cases, we received almost the same accuracy (75.4% on No-overlap,
75.8% on Quarter overlap, 76% on half-overlap, and 75.2% on three-quarters
overlap). And so, as it seemed to indicate that the overlapping didn’t have any
bearing on our results, we chose the less computationally intensive option of
using no overlap at all.
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4.3 Comparison of Features

Genre Based Classification. MFCC was found to be the best feature for
genre classification (in fact, it was found to do well in mood classification too)
(Table 1).

Table 1. Genre classification using ANN and SVM

Algorithm Feature Classical Hiphop Jazz Pop Rock Overall

ANN Spectral Centroid 47.54 11.92 11.61 51.25 18.89 28.40

MFCC 92.45 83.42 91.57 82.98 74.44 84.20

Zero Crossing 63.29 48.31 39.83 52.65 52.00 51.20

Pitch 37.83 15.00 34.80 61.73 1.67 28.00

Compactness 81.53 81.75 57.67 28.39 45.55 58.60

Timbre 6.25 20.00 30.00 20.00 28.46 20.60

RMS 85.52 34.99 19.85 47.89 70.46 51.20

Spectral Flux 87.94 26.71 19.77 43.63 57.45 46.40

Spectral Roll off point 84.10 54.11 22.14 43.74 13.18 41.60

Spectral Variability 83.10 32.98 25.98 51.24 71.76 52.40

SVM Spectral Centroid 58.95 1.11 69.09 7.50 0.00 26.40

MFCC 91.79 85.25 87.98 85.62 77.61 85.80

Zero Crossing 63.20 48.86 41.47 58.51 44.31 50.00

Pitch 59.95 38.37 36.04 35.77 13.64 36.20

Compactness 67.18 66.13 42.30 47.93 53.60 55.60

Timbre 1.67 37.83 34.80 61.73 15.00 28.00

RMS 20.00 40.00 30.00 20.00 0.00 21.60

Spectral Flux 59.17 10 20.91 33.06 0.00 27.20

Spectral Roll off point 34.34 52.60 29.07 14.29 0.00 24.40

Spectral Variability 28.46 20.00 30.00 20.00 6.25 20.60

Mood Based Classification. Results favor MFCC here too (Tables 2 and 3).

4.4 Effect of MFCCs on the Result

The results indicate that once we use more than 10 MFCC Coefficients, the
accuracy plateaus and doesn’t increase at all. So, using around 15 coefficients is
found to be good enough for the problem domain (Fig. 6).

4.5 Effect of Number of Hidden Nodes

We used only one hidden layer as it should be enough for our problem domain.
As seen in the figure, for any number of hidden numbers after six or so, we get
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Table 2. Mood classification(Arousal) using ANN and SVM

Feature ANN SVM

Low arousal High arousal Overall Low arousal High arousal Overall

Spectral Centroid 70.07 26.20 50.34 50.00 50.00 44.14

MFCC 69.32 75.09 71.38 73.22 71.77 72.41

Zero Crossing 70.70 64.03 67.24 74.00 67.07 70.69

Pitch 44.27 64.62 54.83 59.00 55.01 56.55

Compactness 59.73 51.71 57.24 47.22 78.45 62.76

Timbre 58.96 61.10 58.28 62.58 53.87 56.55

RMS 70.76 67.28 68.97 50.00 50.00 42.76

Spectral Flux 76.58 58.87 67.93 40.00 60.00 45.86

Spectral Roll off point 50.79 47.67 50.34 70.00 30.00 41.38

Spectral Variability 73.28 62.51 67.24 50.00 50.00 40.00

Table 3. Mood classification(Valence) using ANN and SVM

Feature ANN SVM

Low valence High valence Overall Low valence High valence Overall

Spectral Centroid 37.69 60.63 51.38 40.00 60.00 44.83

MFCC 60.04 65.45 63.79 45.37 72.06 58.62

Zero Crossing 62.74 57.80 59.66 70.34 52.46 60.34

Pitch 66.29 35.46 50.69 53.56 52.53 49.66

Compactness 50.67 58.79 52.76 57.25 62.40 58.97

Timbre 61.75 57.69 56.90 60.50 61.19 60.34

RMS 63.85 44.87 53.79 50.00 50.00 44.83

Spectral Flux 70.19 47.50 59.31 60.00 40.00 40.34

Spectral Roll off point 57.56 44.94 48.28 60.00 40.00 41.72

Spectral Variability 63.99 45.13 51.03 50.00 50.00 41.83

Fig. 6. Effect of number of MFCCs on result
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Fig. 7. Effect of number of hidden nodes

almost the same accuracy. As a rule of thumb, it is usually recommended that
the number of nodes be around the mean of the number of inputs and outputs,
so we chose 30 as our final number of hidden nodes (Fig. 7).

The number of nodes had minimal effect in regard to mood classification.

4.6 Effect of Number of Iterations

As seen in the figure, for genre classification, the number of iterations has an
effect on the accuracy up to a certain point (around 20 iterations) (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Effect of number of iterations

As for Arousal, the increase in iterations had no effect on the accuracy
(Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Final SVM and ANN comparison based on genre

4.7 Final Results

Genre Classification. For our final model we used ANN with these feature:
MFCC, Spectral Centroid, Zero Crossing, Compactness and RMS (Fig. 10 and
Tables 4, 5 and 6).

Fig. 10. Final SVM and ANN comparison based on arousal

Table 4. Genre classification performance measure

Classifier Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

SVM 0.87 0.94 0.89 83.00

ANN 0.94 0.92 0.92 88.80
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Table 5. Genre classification confusion matrix

Classical Hiphop Jazz Pop Rock

Classical 93 1 4 0 2

Hiphop 0 88 0 3 9

Jazz 5 0 90 1 4

Pop 2 7 0 86 5

Rock 0 4 4 5 87

Table 6. Arousal classification performance measure

Classifier Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

SVM 0.70 0.74 0.72 70.69

ANN 0.75 0.72 0.72 73.10

Mood Classification. For our final model we used ANN with these feature:
Spectral centroid, MFCC, Zero Crossing, Compactness, Rhythm, Spectral Flux,
RMS and Spectral Variability (Fig. 11 and Tables 7, 8 and 9).

For our final model we used ANN with these feature: Spectral centroid,
MFCC, Zero Crossing, Compactness, Rhythm, Spectral Flux, RMS and Spectral
Variability.

Fig. 11. Final SVM and ANN comparision based on valence

Table 7. Arousal classification confusion matrix

Low arousal High arousal

Low arousal 105 40

High arousal 38 107
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Table 8. Valence performance measure

Classifier Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

SVM 0.68 0.69 0.68 67.59

ANN 0.68 0.64 0.65 67.24

Table 9. Valence confusion matrix

Low valence High valence

Low valence 95 52

High valence 43 100

5 Conclusion

Any type of classification of music is difficult simply because the classifications
themselves don’t have a clear definition. Still, we can work with fuzzy bound-
aries between these classes to get good enough results with Music Classification
Systems.

In this paper, we studied many such components and approaches such as:
types and combinations of features for proper representation of songs, feature
integration approaches, classifier types, and their parameters, etc.

All these studies were done in order to tackle two related but distinct
problems:

– In Automatic Music Genre Classification (AMGC), good performances were
achieved with both of the classifiers employed: the final SVM model got 83%
accuracy while the ANN model got 88% accuracy for five genres. These results
are comparable with the state-of-the-art results, especially involving the same
dataset.

– In Music Mood Classification however, the good results couldn’t be repli-
cated. The result along both axes of the music mood model used (arousal
and valence) were underwhelming. Around 73% accuracy was achieved using
ANN for the binary low/high arousal classification. SVM did even worse with
around 70% accuracy. For low/high valence classification, both of the classi-
fiers settled on 67% accuracy.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work

Distance Measure for Songs. One way to achieve song clustering or even
classification is to develop distance measures to figure out the “distance” or dif-
ference between any two given songs. So, we tried to do the same. However, our
initial attempts at using a simple Euclidean Distance measure were unsuccessful
and later attempts using Gaussian Mixture Models proved to be too computa-
tionally intensive to be useful.

Future work could focus on figuring out appropriate distance measures for
specific types of music being compared.
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Feature Learning. Filtering and pre-processing might result in better high-
level features. Or perhaps unsupervised feature learning methods as done in
[30] might yield even better features. These approaches weren’t explored in this
paper.

Deep Learning. Future work could involve application of deep learning tech-
niques in the problem domain.

Multi-tagging. A song can belong to multiple genre. So it is sure to consist of
features characterizing multiple genre. Future work can be done to resolve this
ambiguity.
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Abstract. Classification of fruits is traditionally done using manual resources
due to which the time and economic involvements increase adversely with
number of fruit types and items per class. In recent times computer based auto‐
mated techniques have been used to alleviate this problem to a certain extent.
These techniques utilize image analysis and pattern recognition methodologies
to automatically classify fruits based on their visual features like color, texture,
and shape. However, challenges of such techniques include the fact that fruit
appearances differ due to natural environments, geographical locations, stages of
growth, size, orientations and imaging equipments. In this paper, a shape based
fruit recognition approach has been proposed which is independent of many of
these factors. It involves a pre-processing step to normalize a fruit image with
respect to variations in translation, rotation, scaling and utilizes features which
do not change due to varying distances, growth stages and surface appearances
of fruits. The proposed method has been applied to 210 images of 7 fruit classes.
The overall recognition accuracy ranges from 88–95%.

Keywords: Fruit classification · Geometrical transformation · Morphological
operation · Convex polygon · Naïve bayes classifier

1 Introduction

Agriculture and cultivation of fruits and vegetables are major revenue earners in many
countries of the world. These, however, need expert resources and knowledge for planting,
harvesting, sorting & packing [2]. In recent times, auto-harvesting robots are being used to
reduce the manual effort to a large extent as well as the time involvement. Image analysis
and pattern recognition techniques are used to identify fruits and vegetables using their
visual characteristics. However, variation in viewpoints, distance, and illumination pose are
the major challenges for an imaging system for reliable recognition. Additionally handling
inter-class similarities and intra-class differences are required for robust classification
systems. This research work studies recognition and classification of fruits for auto
harvesting and attempts to address some of these challenges.

Extant literature consists of a number of automated fruit recognition approaches
based on visual features like color [1, 3–8, 10–12], texture [5–12], shape [2–6, 8, 10,
11], and size [3, 10, 11]. But, these include a number of deficiencies and shortcomings.
Shape-based approaches have translation, rotation, and scaling dependency, the surface
features (color and texture) may be affected by surface defects, fruit size changes over
different growth stages and so on. To overcome these challenges a shape-based
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recognition and classification method has been proposed, which is independent of trans‐
lation, rotation, uniform scaling, surface features, and growth stage of fruit.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related previous
works. Section 3 contains the explanation of the proposed approach. Experimentation
and corresponding results are reported in Sect. 4 followed by the analysis of results in
Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the work with future scopes.

2 Previous Work

There are a number of works related to fruit recognition and classification based on
visual features captured from images. A color histogram based fruit recognition method
has been proposed to recognize multiclass fruits [1]. In RGB color space, histogram of
each color channel has been quantized to 16 bins. In total, it generates 48 features, but
using chi-square method best 25 features have been selected. Experimentation results
show that system performs well with k-NN classifier for 32 subclasses of fruit. A clas‐
sification system has been developed to classify 3 sub-types of Mango fruit [2] with
object contour model, region based descriptor, boundary based descriptor, and Bayes
classifier. A new method for fruit recognition has been proposed combining color (Mean
of RGB Color Values), shape (Roundness), and size (Area, Perimeter) features [3] to
improve classification accuracy. The system archives up to 90% accuracy with Nearest
Neighbor Classifier. Apple, strawberry, and orange classification process have been
proposed using shape, color, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Random
Forest classifier [4]. The system has not been tested with the fruit type; whose color and
shape both are nearly similar. Another fruit classification approach, based on combined
texture (Hausdorff dimension), color (Mean of Hue values), and shape (Roundness)
features using Neural Network Classifier, has been proposed [5]. The proposed approach
has been experimented on 150 images of 6 fruit class. An automatic classification system
has been proposed [6] for five classes of fruit. The authors combined color (Mean,
Variance), shape (Area, Perimeter, and Eccentricity) and texture (Statistical features
from GLCM) features and achieved best classification result with SVM classifier. A
multiclass fruit detection method has been proposed using a fusion of Global Color
Histogram, HOG, LBP and Gabor LBP features for multiple color channel of multiple
color space [7]. Experimentation has been done with 5 classes of fruit. Due to the larger
dimension of the feature vector, the detection speed is not acceptable in comparison to
real-time image recognition. Based on a combination of color (HSV histogram), texture
(LBP), shape (Roundness) features [8] and Back Propagation Neural Network classifier
an automatic fruit type recognition method has been proposed. The method is not stable
with different camera angle and lighting. Some researcher from GLA University
proposed a texture feature and SVM based fruit and vegetable classification method [9].
A single histogram feature has been considered with the combination of sum and differ‐
ence intensity of neighboring pixel for 3 color channels. This achieved a good accuracy
but, intensity depends on various conditions like illumination. In paper [10], authors
combined color (Mean of RGB Values), shape (Roundness), size (Area, Perimeter) and
texture (Entropy) features, to achieve a most improved accuracy of fruit recognition.
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The proposed method archives 95% overall accuracy for classification of 5 fruit class
with k-NN classifier. The auto-identification method of sub-type of a Date fruit has been
proposed to reduce manual effort of sorting in the Middle East [11]. The authors have
experimented with 7 sub-types of Date. In total, color, shape, size and texture related
fifteen features are used for recognition purpose. Neural Network Classifier shows satis‐
factory result than other classifiers. Each type of feature has its own limitations. Most
of the authors considered combined approach of color, texture shape and size features
to overcome those limitations. In this paper, a complete shape based approach has been
proposed to overcome some limitations.

3 Proposed Approach

Challenges of an automated fruit recognition system include handling variations of
visual features due to translation, rotation, and scaling of captured images, as well as
changes pertaining to different growth stages of the fruit. A shape-based approach has
been proposed here to deal with these challenges. Figure 1 depicts the flow diagram of
the proposed method.

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of complete proposed system
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3.1 Pre-processing

An RGB color image of a fruit, Fig, 2(a), is converted to a grayscale image using the
Eq. (1).

GrayImage = 0.2989 × R + 0.5870 × G + 0.1140 × B (1)

Fig. 2. (a) RGB Color Image (b) Grayscale Image (c) Binary Image (d) Background noises
removed (e) Rotated Image (f) Inner holes filled (Color figure online)

The grayscale image, Fig. 2(b), is subsequently binarized using an appropriate
threshold [13], Fig. 2(c). Background noise is removed using a threshold based on the
actual number of pixels in the region, Fig. 2(d). The angle of orientation of the major
axis of the fruit with respect to the horizontal is computed from the image and it is then
rotated by this angle to align the major axis along with the horizontal, Fig. 2(e). This
step is necessary to normalize the object of interest against arbitrary orientation factors
which might affect the shape features, discussed in the next section. Any hole inside the
fruit region which might have resulted from the binarization operation, is filled up by
the morphological flood-fill operation, Fig. 2(f).
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3.2 Feature Extraction

To classify the shape following shape based features are computed from the pre-
processed image. These are Area (A), and Perimeter (P) of the fruit region, Major Axis
Length (W), Minor Axis Length (H), and Distance between the Foci (F) of an equivalent
ellipse, Width (Wb), Height (Hb), and Area (Ab) of Minimum Bounding Box, Area (Ac),
and Perimeter (Pc) of Smallest Convex Polygon. All the parameters are measured in
terms of pixels. Width measured in horizontal direction and height measured in vertical
direction. In Fig. 3 parameters have been visualized for a cucumber sample. White
colored region in this image shows the actual fruit Area, and fruit Perimeter is calculated
from the border of the white region. Approximated ellipse from the fruit region is repre‐
sented with blue. Major and Minor axis are marked with cyan horizontal and magenta
vertical lines passing through the centroid of the ellipse. Centroid of the ellipse is marked
with a red cross. Two small red circles show the position of Foci on the Major Axis.
Minimum Bounding Box is represented by a red rectangle while a green polygon repre‐
sents the Smallest Convex Polygon.

Fig. 3. Shape parameters for a cucumber sample (Color figure online)

These feature values are both dependent on the orientation and scale of the image.
The variation due to orientation is normalized by the pre-processing step, as discussed
in the previous section. To make the features independent of scaling factors, eight
extended descriptors are derived from the basic shape descriptors as shown below.

sf1 = F∕W (2)

sf2 = H∕W (3)

sf3 = 1 −
(
Hb∕Wb

)
(4)

sf4 = P∕(H + W) (5)

sf5 = A∕P2 (6)

sf6 = A∕Ab (7)
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sf7 = A∕Ac (8)

sf8 = Pc∕P (9)

It is to be noted that all extended features are ratios which make them invariant to
uniform scaling. Final feature vector (SF) contains those 8 extended shape descriptors.

SF =
{

sf1, sf2, sf3, sf4, sf5, sf6, sf7, sf8
}

(10)

3.3 Classification

A fruit class i contains a set of n number images. Each class is specified by its feature
values Ti obtained at the time of training process. A test image S is said to belong from
a specific class if the matching probability of its feature value is maximum for a specific
training class. As such there is no standard mathematical model which can be used to
classify from sample observed data.

Naïve Bayes classifier is one of the superior classification models which work on
the basis of Bayes theorem of independent assumptions between predictors using
Eq. (11). It assumes that the effect of the value of a predictor (X) on a given class (c) is
not dependent on the values of other predictors.

P(c|x) = P(x|c).P(c)∕P(x) (11)

In Eq. (11), P(c|x) is the posterior probability, P(x|c) is the likelihood, P(c) is the
class prior probability, and P(x) is the predictor prior probability. This classifier is well
known for sophisticated classification and handling large dataset.

Back Propagation Neural Network is an effective classifier known for its non-linear
solution ability. It consists of multiple layers of neurons which can be varied according
to the complexity of the problem and is thus also known as Multi-Layered Perception
(MLP). During the learning process, the difference between actual output and desired
output is calculated and back-propagated to the previous layer(s). To scale the accuracy,
the connection weights are adjusted using a transfer function.

K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a simple and efficient classification algorithm which
assigns the class of sample data based on a distance metric and the number of training
samples within a specified distance in feature space. There are few types of distance
metric e.g. Euclidean, cityblock, hamming etc. Here k is the number of nearest neighbor
for the prediction. Larger k value gives smoother boundary but decreases efficiency.

4 Experiments and Results

To test the effectiveness of the proposed system, experimentations are performed on 210
digital images belonging to 7 fruit classes viz. Apple, Banana, Cucumber, Lemon,
Mango, Strawberry, and Tomato. Most of the images are captured using a smartphone
camera and some are downloaded from websites [14]. Each class contains 30 images.
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Half of the images are used for training and rest for testing. Samples of the training and
testing dataset are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively.

Fig. 4. Training samples: (a) Apple (b) Banana (c) Cucumber (d) Lemon (e) Mango (f)
Strawberry (g) Tomato

Fig. 5. Testing samples: (a) Apple (b) Banana (c) Cucumber (d) Lemon (e) Mango (f) Strawberry
(g) Tomato

To introduce a large amount of variation the fruit images has been captured by
varying camera to fruit distance, fruit orientation, and fruit size. Figure 6 represents the
variations of some of the most discriminative shape features on 15 samples for each of
the 7 fruit class training images. The horizontal axis represents the index of training
image and the vertical axis represents corresponding feature value for each fruit class
normalized within the range 0 to 1. Each fruit type is marked with a different color as
given in the legend.
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Fig. 6. Variation of features on the training dataset using legend shown
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Table 1 shows the overall classification accuracy with the 8 features and their combi‐
nations using Naïve Bayes classifier on the dataset of 7 fruit class. The first eight rows
pertain to the individual features, row 9 to the best two features, row 10 to the best four
features, row 11 to the best six features and row 12 to all the features. It is observed that
the top four features are sufficient for providing an accuracy of 95.24%.

Table 1. Classification results of feature(s)

Feature(s) Overall Accuracy % (Naïve Bayes)
1 sf1 54.29
2 sf2 53.33
3 sf3 66.67
4 sf4 43.81
5 sf5 42.86
6 sf6 66.67
7 sf7 56.19
8 sf8 42.86
9

{
sf3, sf6

}
90.48

10
{

sf1, sf3, sf6, sf7
}

95.24
11

{
sf1, sf2, sf3, sf6, sf7, sf8

}
95.24

12
{

sf1, sf2, sf3, sf4, sf5, sf6, sf7, sf8
}

95.24

Table 2 lists the best classification accuracies of proposed method using Naïve Bayes
Classifier, Neural Network Classifier, and k-NN Classifier on this dataset.

Table 2. Classification results of proposed method using different classifier

Fruit class Accuracy % (Naïve
Bayes)

Accuracy % (Neural
Network)

Accuracy % (k-NN)

Apple 100 100 100
Banana 100 100 100
Cucumber 100 100 100
Lemon 93.33 80 80
Mango 100 100 100
Strawberry 86.67 86.67 66.67
Tomato 86.67 73.33 73.33
Overall accuracy 95.24 91.43 88.57

Figures 7 and 8 shows the classification plot on test dataset using Naïve Bayes
classifier and KNN classifier respectively. The horizontal axis represents the index of
test images and the vertical axis represents the class labels.
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Fig. 7. Classification plot using Naïve Bayes Classifier

Fig. 8. Classification plot using KNN Classifier

Figure 9 shows the classification plot on test dataset using Neural Network Classifier.
The horizontal axis represents the test file index and the vertical axis represents the
classification output of corresponding class as mentioned in the legend.

Fig. 9. Classification plot using neural network classifier
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5 Analysis

Table 2 in the previous section depicts that the proposed method provides an overall
classification accuracy ranging from 88.57% to 95.24%. It is also observed that the
overall accuracy is better with the Naïve Bayes Classifier than the other classifiers used
for experimentations. The reason behind this is that the Naïve Bayes Classifier assumes
prediction effect of a feature value on a fruit class is independent of the values of other
features. Table 3 depicts the classification accuracy using previous approaches [1–3] on
current dataset.

Table 3. Classification results of previous approaches on this dataset

Fruit class Accuracy % of
previous approach [1]

Accuracy % of
previous approach [2]

Accuracy % of
previous approach [3]

Apple 100 66.67 100
Banana 66.67 73.33 26.67
Cucumber 93.33 100 6.67
Lemon 73.33 60 20
Mango 100 93.33 33.33
Strawberry 73.33 66.67 6.67
Tomato 73.33 66.67 46.67
Overall accuracy 82.86 75.24 34.29

Figure 10 depicts the classification accuracy of proposed approach vis-à-vis the
previous approaches [1–3] for all the 7 classes of fruit. Performance is not satisfactory
with the color-based approach in [1] for the fruit pair Banana- Lemon and Strawberry-
Tomato because the color of the two fruit member of each pair is nearly similar to each
other. The shape-based features used by in approach [2] are effective for classification
of small number of classes and where there is a large amount of shape variation among
the classes. In the current work, the number of classes is large and the shape-based

Fig. 10. Comparison of recognition accuracies with different approaches
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descriptors, used by the authors [2], are closely similar for the classes like lemon, straw‐
berry, and tomato. Approach [3] is a mixed approach of color, shape, and size based
features. The shape and size based descriptors, used by the authors, enormously diverges
due to geometric transformation as well as different growth stages of a fruit. To establish
the robustness of the proposed method this work introduces sufficient amount variation
of shape, size and surface color for a particular class. This is the reason behind the very
poor classification performance of previous approach [3]. Figure 11 Shows how the
overall classification accuracy has been improved than the previous works.

Fig. 11. Improvement of overall accuracy

6 Conclusions and Future Scopes

This work proposes a shape-based fruit class recognition and classification using a
number of classifiers. It achieves 95.24% overall classification accuracy over seven
classes of fruits varying in shape, color, size and orientation. The major contributions
of this paper involves proposing schemes which are: (1) invariant to translation, rotation,
and uniform scaling, (2) not dependent on surface based features (3) invariant to the
different growth stage of fruit.

Fruit Recognition and classification is a very demanding research topic for the auto‐
mation in the agricultural field. Recognition of fruit class in the 3D environment can be
researched in future.
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Abstract. Plant species identification is one of the most important research
branches of botanical science. The current work proposes an efficient method‐
ology for recognition of plant species from whole as well as fragmented digital
leaf images. The situation becomes challenging when only a partial portion of the
leaf can be obtained. Since leaves are fragile and prone to be fragmentation due
to various environmental and biological factors, the paper studies how recognition
of fragmented leaves can be effectively done. In this study the combination of
texture and color based method (Color Edge Directivity Descriptor) is used to
extract the feature and Euclidean distance is used as the classifier for the classi‐
fication of the fragmented as well as whole leaf images.

Keywords: Fragmented leaf · CEDD · Plant species · Whole leaf

1 Introduction

Plants are the most important species in the Earth’s ecology as they provide us breathable
oxygen, medicine, food and so on. For the ecological protection and automatic plant
recognition system, plant recognition based on leaf images is very important and neces‐
sary. Currently the visual features that have been successfully used for plant identifica‐
tion and recognition include shape, color and texture. Different data modeling techniques
used include Fourier descriptors [2], curvelets [10, 16], local binary descriptors (LBD)
[3, 4], histogram of oriented gradients (HoG) [8], leaf margin [11], fractal dimensions
[9, 12], pattern counting [15]. A variety of classifiers and comparison metrics have been
used viz. artificial neural network [1], support vector machines [5, 7], multiscale distance
matrix [6], random forest based sub classifier [10].

1.1 Contribution of the Paper

In this paper both the whole and partial leaf images recognition is done i.e. where parts
of leaf area might be missing. Recognizing the fact that leaves are fragile and prone to
various types of deformations due to environmental and biological factors, we consider
cases where only about some portion of the leaf area might be intact. Sometimes the
entire leaf blade is consumed by various insects. In this case only the tougher midvein
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remains. Sometimes distinct portions of the leaf is missing i.e. distinct notches cut from
the leaf margin or may be circular holes cut from the margin of the leaf or some small
randomly scattered holes in the leaf. Sun and high temperature, flooding, heavy rain,
frost, snow and even high winds can damage the plant leaves. Such a leaf is referred to
as “fragmented”. Figure 1 shows a sample of fragmented leaf.

Fig. 1. Sample of fragmented leaf

Fragmented leaves would not contain adequate shape information for reliable clas‐
sification, due to which their texture patterns are analyzed. It needs to be mentioned here
that all the previous works surveyed by us, pertains to recognition of whole leaf images
and we have not come across any other work aimed specifically to recognize partial leaf
portions.

1.2 Paper Organization

The organization of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 outlines the proposed approach with
discussions on feature computation and classification schemes, Sect. 3 provides details
of the dataset and experimental results obtained, Sect. 4 compares the proposed approach
with other approaches, while Sect. 5 brings up the overall conclusions and future scope
of the research.

2 Proposed Approach

In this paper both the whole and fragmented leaf images are handled using a single
texture descriptor. Shape based features would not be reliable and effective for classi‐
fication of fragmented leaves, hence texture based classification is used. A Color and
Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) is used where color information is combined with
texture to improve recognition accuracies.

As there is no created dataset of the fragmented leaf, the part of the simple leaf image
is cropped from the center, left-top, right-top, left-bottom and right-bottom with different
dimensions to make it as fragment leaf.

The block diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2.
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I (W/F) NIW/NILT/NILB/NIRT/NIRB/NICW/LTF/LBF/RTF/RBF/CF
PP CEDD OCL

Fig. 2. Major blocks and data flow, I (W/F): input image (whole/fragment), PP: Pre-processing
block, W: Whole, LTF: Left-Top Fragmented, LBF: Left-Bottom Fragmented, RTF: Right-Top
Fragmented, RBF: Right-Bottom Fragmented, CF: Center Fragmented, CEDD: Feature extraction
method, NIW: Whole feature, NILT: Left-Top fragmentation feature, NILB: Left-Bottom
fragmentation feature, NIRT: Right-Top fragmentation feature, NIRB: Right-Bottom fragmentation
feature, NIC: Center fragmentation feature, CL: classifier, O: Class output.

2.1 Creation of Fragmented Images from Whole

Since there was no public dataset of fragmented leaves, a new dataset had to be created
for performing experimentations. A scheme was designed using which fragmented
samples could be generated from whole leaf images in an automated way, keeping
sufficient parametric variables for customization and fine tuning. Given an image of size
M × N and a fractional value, say (1/n), a grid of size M/n × N/n is first superimposed
on the image, and then a window of size (M − 2M/n) × (N − 2N/n) is generated. The
image portions within the window boundary is cropped and saved as a fragmented
image. If the cropping window is centrally placed on the original window, the extents
of the crop window are: {M∕n : (M−M∕n)}, {N∕n : (N−N∕n)}. For example if n = 10,
then the fragmented image size is (4M/5 × 4N/5) or 16/25 of the original image. This
is referred to as 36% fragmentation which is the amount of the image missing. The
amount of fragmentation F corresponding to the proportion of the leaf area missing, for
a fraction (1/n) is thus calculated from the Eq. 1. The process is shown in Fig. 3.

F = 1 − (1 − 2∕n)
2 (1)

Fig. 3. Fragmented from whole

The dataset into divided into 2 portions: minor fragmentations and major fragmen‐
tations. Minor fragmentations corresponds to cases where more than half of the leaf
surface is intact i.e. with fragmentations less than 50% and generated as defined in the
Eq. 2:
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n = 18.8, F = 20%
n = 10, F = 30%
n = 8.8, F = 40%

(2)

The second portion of the dataset corresponds to major fragmentations with 50% or
more of the leaf surface missing. These are generated as defined in the Eq. 3:

n = 6.8, F = 50%
n = 5.4, F = 60%
n = 4.4, F = 70%

(3)

The second parameter adjusted for creating the dataset is the location of the cropping
window. By default the window is located over the central region of the image and hence
spans over the extents {M∕n : (M−M∕n)}, {N∕n : (N−N∕n)}. However recognizing
the fact that fragmentations can occur from any portion of the leaf, four variations of
the fragmented regions were created by moving the cropping window towards the left-
top, right-top, left-bottom, and right-bottom. The extents of the windows as defined in
the Eq. 4 and the pictorial representations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Left-Top: {1:(M − 2M∕n)}, {1:(N − 2N∕n)}

Right-Top: {2M∕n:M}, {1:(N − 2N∕n)}

Right-Bottom: {2M∕n:M}, {2N∕n:N}

Left-Bottom: {1:2M∕n}, {2N∕n:N}

(4)

Fig. 4. (left) Left-Top, (right) Right-Top
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Fig. 5. (left) Right-Bottom, (right) Left-Bottom

2.2 Pre-Processing (PP)

The objective of the pre-processing step is to standardize the translation of the image
before feature computation. As we are also handling the fragmented leaf images with
the whole leaf images, it is difficult to standardize the proper scale and the orientation
angle of a fragmented leaf. That’s why only the translation factor is standardizing in this
study. The raw image is typically a color image oriented at a random angle and having
a random size and translation. To make the features translation-invariant, the back‐
ground is shrunk until the leaf just fits within the bounding rectangle. The output of the
PP block is the translation invariant whole or fragmented image depending on the input
image I.

2.3 Color Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD)

The CEDD is the combination of the CEDD Color Descriptor and the CEDD Texture
Descriptor.

2.3.1 CEDD Color Descriptor
The color descriptor is generated using a 3-step process:

2.3.1.1 Generation of 8 Color Areas
Color of an image is expressed in the HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) space. Channel H
is divided into 8 fuzzy areas based on the response of a set of coordinate logic filters
(CLF) on specially constructed artificial images. These areas are: (0) Red to Orange, (1)
Orange, (2) Yellow, (3) Green, (4) Cyan, (5) Blue, (6) Magenta and (7) Blue to red.

2.3.1.2 Generation of 10-Bin Color Histogram Channel S is divided into two fuzzy
areas named as 0 and 1, while channel V is divided into three fuzzy areas named as 0,
1 and 2. Based on a set of fuzzy inference rules, the above colors are combined to
generate a 10-bin histogram, as specified below.

For any input color if V = 0, output color is black
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For any input color if S = 0 and V = 1, output color is
gray

For any input color if S = 0 and V = 2, output color is
white

If input color is ‘red to orange’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2,
output color is red

If input color is ‘orange’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output
color is orange

If input color is ‘yellow’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output
color is yellow

If input color is ‘green’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output
color is green

If input color is ‘cyan’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output color
is cyan

If input color is ‘blue’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output color
is blue

If input color is ‘magenta’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2, output
color is magenta

If input color is ‘magenta to red’, S = 1, V = 1 or 2,
output color is red

The output of this stage is a 10-bin histogram, where each bin represents a preset
color viz. (0) Black, (1) Gray, (2) White, (3) Red, (4) Orange, (5) Yellow, (6) Green,
(7) Cyan, (8) Blue and (9) Magenta.

2.3.1.3 Generation of 24-Bin Color Histogram
In the third stage, two separate fuzzy membership functions divides the S and V channels
into 2 fuzzy regions each designated as 0 and 1. Three fuzzy inference rules designate
a color as ‘pure’ if S = 1 and V = 1, a color as ‘light’ if S = 0 and V = 1, and a color as
‘dark’ if s = 0 or 1 and V = 0. Using these inference rules the 10-bin histogram is
expanded to a 24-bin histogram as follows:

(a) If the input color corresponds to bins 0, 1 or 2 (i.e.
black, gray, white), then it is represented as it is in
the output bins

(b) If the input color corresponds to bins 3 to 9, then
inference rules separates out each color into three
variants: pure, light, dark

The output of the third stage is the generation of a 24-bin color histogram as below:
(0) black, (1) Gray, (2) White, (3) Dark red, (4) Red, (5) Light red, (6) Dark orange, (7)
Orange, (8) Light orange, (9) Dark yellow, (10) Yellow, (11) Light yellow, (12) Dark
green, (13) Green, (14) Light green, (15) Dark cyan, (16) Cyan, (17) Light cyan, (18)
Dark blue, (19) Blue, (20) Light blue, (21) Dark magenta, (22) Magenta, (23) Light
magenta.
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2.3.2 CEDD Texture Descriptor
The texture descriptor is generated using the five filters of MPEG-7 Edge Histogram
Descriptor (EHD). These are used to define the edges as Horizontal, Vertical, 45° diag‐
onal, 135° diagonal and non-directional. The edge type diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Edge type diagram

The entire image is divided into a number of image blocks. Each image block is
again sub-divided into 4 sub blocks. Let a0, a1, a2, a3 be the average gray levels of the
4 sub-blocks of a specific image block. The filter coefficients for vertical, horizontal,
right diagonal, left diagonal and non-directional edges are designated as: Fv, Fh, F45d,
F135d and Fnd. For the (i, j)-th image block the edge magnitudes calculated from its
constituent sub-blocks are defined as follows:

Ev(i, j) = ||a0(i, j) × Fv(0) + a1(i, j) × Fv(1) + a2(i, j) × Fv(2) + a3(i, j) × Fv(3)|| (5)

Eh(i, j) = ||a0(i, j) × Fh(0) + a1(i, j) × Fh(1) + a2(i, j) × Fh(2) + a3(i, j) × Fh(3)|| (6)

E45d(i, j) = ||a0(i, j) × F45d(0) + a1(i, j) × F45d(1) + a2(i, j) × F45d(2) + a3(i, j) × F45d(3)|| (7)

E135d(i, j) = ||a0(i, j) × F135d(0) + a1(i, j) × F135d(1) + a2(i, j) × F135d(2) + a3(i, j) × F135d(3)|| (8)

End(i, j) = ||a0(i, j) × Fnd(0) + a1(i, j) × Fnd(1) + a2(i, j) × Fnd(2) + a3(i, j) × Fnd(3)|| (9)

The maximum of the magnitudes is calculated from the above edge magnitudes

Emax = max
(
Ev, Eh, E45d, E135d, End

)
(10)

This is subsequently used to normalize the magnitudes
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E’v = Ev/Emax, E’h = Eh/Emax, E’45d = E45d/Emax,
E’135d = E135d/Emax, E’nd = End/Emax

The system classifies each Image Block in a two-step process: first, the system
calculates the max value. The max value must be greater than the defined threshold for
the Image Block to be classified as a Texture Block, otherwise it is classified as a Non
Texture Block (Linear). If the Image Block is classified as a Texture Block, each E’
value is placed on the pentagonal diagram of Fig. 6 along the line corresponding to
digital filter from which it was calculated. The diagram’s center corresponds to value 1
and the outer edge corresponds to value 0. If any m value is greater than the threshold
on the line where it participates, the Image Block is classified into the particular type of
edge. Thus an Image Block can participate in more than one edge type.

The output of this stage is representation of an image block using a 6-bin texture
histogram: non-edge, non-directional edge, horizontal edge, vertical edge, 45° diagonal,
135° diagonal.

2.3.3 Feature Vector
To construct the CEDD feature vector, the color information is calculated from the color
unit and the texture information is calculated from texture unit. CEDD feature vector is
created by the combination of the texture and color information. Each region of the
image is constituted by 6 regions of texture and after that from each texture region the
color information is constituted by 24 individual regions. That’s why the feature vector
is of 144 (6 × 24) vector elements.

The CEDD feature from each test image with different orientation angle and scale
is calculated. That means the feature vector from fragmented leaf images is calculated
which varies in rotation and scale.

2.4 Classification (CL)

For the classification of the whole and fragmented leaf images the Euclidian distance is
used. The database of trained images would typically contain leaf samples of varying
height and width. The CEDD feature vector is calculated from the trained and test
images. The minimum distance of the calculated feature between a test fragment and a
train image is obtained. For each test sample, the process is repeated over all training
samples and the Euclidian distance values summed up for each class. The test slice is
considered a member of that class for which the sum is minimum.

3 Experimentations and Results

Experimentations are done using 700 leaf images divided into 35 classes, collected from
[13, 14]. Out of 20 images per class, 10 are used for training and 10 for testing. The
images have various orientation angle and scale. Figure 7 shows samples of each class
in the dataset.
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Fig. 7. Samples of 35 classes of the dataset

Five types of fragmented (left-top, right-top, left-bottom, right-bottom and center)
images are made from these whole leaf images as described in the Sect. 2.1.

3.1 Pre-processing

The leaf images are first made translation invariant. The pre-processed whole and frag‐
mented image is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. (Left): original image; (center): pre-processed whole image; (right) pre-processed
fragmented image

3.2 Modeling the Texture Feature

Texture based feature using CEDD descriptors is used for classification, as explained
above. Figure 9 shows the variations of the 144-element feature vectors averaged for 5
classes of whole (training) images.
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Fig. 9. Variation of CEDD features over 10 classes of whole (training) images.

The CEDD feature extracted from the whole leaf images as well as fragmented from
center, left-top, right-top, left-bottom and right-bottom is represented as NIW, NIC, NILT,
NIRT, NILB and NIRB.

3.3 Classification

The classification is done using the Euclidean distance classifier. The accuracies
obtained for whole leaf images by applying these features over 35 classes are tabulated
in Table 1. The overall accuracy for 35 classes whole leaf image is 90.6% obtained by
using Euclidean distances as classification metric. Figure 10 shows the class label output
of the test samples.

Table 1. Percent recognition rates of whole leaf images using NIW

Class Acc Class Acc Class Acc Class Acc Class Acc
1 100 2 90 3 60 4 90 5 100
6 100 7 100 8 70 9 90 10 60

11 100 12 90 13 100 14 90 15 100
16 100 17 100 18 100 19 60 20 90
21 100 22 100 23 90 24 100 25 80
26 100 27 70 28 90 29 100 30 100
31 100 32 90 33 90 34 70 35 100
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Fig. 10. Class label output of the whole test samples

The whole test samples are cropped in 6 different ways from the center, left-top,
right-bottom, left-bottom, right-top creating a total of 350 × 6 types of fragmented
images. The fragment percentages are 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70%. P% frag‐
mentation means P% of the leaf data is missing in the test sample. NIC, NILT, NIRT,
NILB and NIRB features are calculated from the train images and test slices as described
before. Each test slice feature is compared with a maximum number of 350 whole train
image features before a classification decision can be made.

The overall accuracies of the 6 types of center fragmented leaves are listed in
Table 2. Figure 11 shows the Euclidean distance classifier class label outputs for 350
center fragmented (20%) test samples.

Table 2. Percent overall recognition rates for NIC feature

% of Fragmentation 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20%
% of Accuracy 62 63.7 63.8 66.8 76.3 88.3

Fig. 11. Class label outputs for 350 center fragmented (20%) test samples

The overall accuracies of the 6 types of right-top fragmented leaves are listed in
Table 3. Figure 12 shows the Euclidean distance classifier class label outputs for 350
right-top fragmented (20%) test samples.

Table 3. Percent overall recognition rates for NIRT feature

% of Fragmentation 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20%
% of Accuracy 26.6 31.1 33.4 53.4 68.3 77.7
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Fig. 12. Class label outputs for 350 right-top fragmented (20%) test samples

The overall accuracies of the 6 types of left-top fragmented leaves are listed in
Table 4. Figure 13 shows the Euclidean distance classifier class label outputs for 350
left-top fragmented (20%) test samples.

Table 4. Percent overall recognition rates for NILT feature

% of Fragmentation 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20%
% of Accuracy 24.7 28.5 40.2 58.2 68 74.8

Fig. 13. Class label outputs for 350 left-top fragmented (20%) test samples

The overall accuracies of the 6 types of right-bottom fragmented leaves are listed in
Table 5. Figure 14 shows the Euclidean distance classifier class label outputs for 350
right-bottom fragmented (20%) test samples.

Table 5. Percent overall recognition rates for NIRB feature

% of Fragmentation 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20%
% of Accuracy 14.5 29.1 40.5 50.8 56.5 75.4

Fig. 14. Class label outputs for 350 right-bottom fragmented (20%) test samples
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The overall accuracy of the 6 types of left-bottom fragmented leaves is listed in
Table 6. Figure 15 shows the Euclidean distance classifier class label outputs for 350
left-bottom fragmented (20%) test samples.

Table 6. Percent overall recognition rates for NILB feature

% of Fragmentation 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20%
% of Accuracy 12.8 26 42.2 49.1 56.8 73.1

Fig. 15. Class label outputs for 350 left-bottom fragmented (20%) test samples

From Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 it is clear that when fragmentation amount is 20%, good
recognition accuracy can be obtained from the fragmented images. The highest recog‐
nition rates for the 20% fragmented image is possibly due to the larger amount of texture
information contained within the slice which leads to a better matching performance.
Among the 20% fragmented image, the center fragmented image has the highest accu‐
racy due to the highest textural information in the center fragmentation of the leaf.

4 Analysis

To compare the current work vis-à-vis other contemporary works, it should be
mentioned that the contemporary approaches have been designed for whole leaf images
and none of them seem to have been specifically designed for handling fragmented or
partial leaves. Some other texture based methods are applied for the recognition of the
fragmented images to compare the efficacy of the current method especially for the
recognition of the fragmented images. Three types of texture based methods used here
for the recognition of the fragmented leaf images: (1) Using Statistical features: The
feature vector is created by using the uniformity, entropy and the third moment calcu‐
lated from the Ridge filtered image, (2) Moment Invariant: The first invariant moment
is used as the feature vector, (3): Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM): The 11
GLCM features such as energy, contrast, correlation, variance, local homogeneity, sum
average, sum entropy, sum variance, entropy, information measures of correlation
features1 and information measures of correlation measures 2 are calculated from Gabor
filtered image. Table 7 shows the comparison of recognition rates when the above said
three texture based methods are used for the recognition of the fragmented leaf images.
In this experiment the selected fragmentation amount is 80% as most of the leaf texture
part is present in this type of fragmentation.
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Table 7. Comparison of % of recognition of fragmented leaf images using 3 different texture
based methods

Fragmentation Center LT RT LB RB
Using statistical features 11.1% 7.4% 8% 7.7% 8.8%
Using sing moment invariant 15.1% 10% 8.2% 10% 10.5%
Using sing GLCM features 13.1% 10% 9.1% 12% 12%
Using sing current approach 88.3% 74.8% 77.7% 73.1% 75.4%

From Table 7 we can see that the current approach is producing the maximum
recognition rates for the fragmented leaf images as compared to other texture based
approach.

5 Conclusions and Future Scopes

This article discusses a method of automatically characterizing and recognizing of whole
leaves as well as the fragmented plant leaves where the entire leaf surface is not available.
Here a texture and color based method is used for characterize the feature vector. As for
fragmented images, the shape based approaches would not be reliable, the color and
texture based technique is used. The Euclidian distance measure is used as the classifier.
From the study we can see that the CEDD based approach can efficiently categorize the
fragmented images having different orientation angle and scale. From the experimen‐
tation results we can see that the center fragmented images are recognized more effi‐
ciently as compared to the left-top, right-top, left-bottom and right-bottom type of frag‐
mentations. This is so because the center fragmented images contains the maximum
amount of leaf portion as compared to other type of fragmentations.

The future scopes include: (1) Designing an efficient method which can correctly
categorize any type of fragmented images where only 10% to 30% leaf data is present,
(2) Experimentations with other texture based methodologies, (3) Classification of frag‐
mented images with other classifiers like Neural Network, Neuro fuzzy classifier etc.
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Abstract. Text segmentation in digital images is requisite for many image
analysis and interpretation tasks. In this article, we have proposed an effective
binarization method towards text segmentation in digital images. This method
produces a number of connected components consisting of text as well as
non-text. Next, it is required to identify the possible text components from the
obtained connected components. Further, to distinguish between text and
non-text components, a set of features are identified. Then, during training, we
consider the two feature files namely text and non-text prepared by us. Here,
K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) classifier is considered for the present two class
classification problem. The experiments are based on ICDAR 2011 Born Digital
Dataset. We have accomplished in binarization and as well as segmenting
between text and non-text.

Keywords: Binarization � Connected component � Feature extraction � K-NN
classifier � Text segmentation

1 Introduction

Text in images contains a lot of useful information. The text contained in these images
are used for various purposes such as optical character recognition (OCR),
content-based image and video application etc. Now a days, digital camera is one of the
most popular device for capturing images and are often comes with mobile phones and
many other hand held devices. Images from these devices contain backgrounds and
texts, of non-uniform colors and textures, in natural scene. Extraction of text infor-
mation from these sources has a useful application in the fields of robotics and image
retrieval systems.

Born-digital images are applied in e-mail and web pages. Born digital images can
be generated with text superimposed by software. Further, Born-digital images are low
resolution in nature. Therefore, segmentation of text from Born digital images is a
challenging task. Binarization of image is an important prerequisite to achieve better
results towards text segmentation.
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Existing methods for scene text detection are generally of four types: sliding
window based methods developed by Chen et al. [1] and Kim et al. [2]. Sliding
window based methods generally use a fixed sized window which slides over the
image, looking for possible text regions and then using machine learning algorithms to
detect text. Second is connected component based method [3–5]. In this method text
components are extracted by analyzing the connected component in the image, and
then grouping of character candidates into text is performed. The third type is hybrid
methods [6] which uses region detector to find the text candidates. Finally, Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) based methods [7–10].

In recent works, a method based on maximum gradient difference (MGD) values
has been proposed by Zeng et al. [11]. In this method identification of strong and weak
contrasted text component is done after separating the image into multiple layers based
on MGD values.

In the works of Xu et al. [12], a method has been proposed which uses mass
estimation technique to identify the text. Exploring of super-pixel information in dif-
ferent color channel, the text atoms in the images are identified. This is similar to
spectral Clustering. To identify text candidates from the pixel distribution in a spatial
circle, mass estimation concept has been intoduced. The linear linkage graphs help in
grouping text elements to obtain full text lines.

Here we have proposed a new binarization technique. Binarization method pro-
duces a number of text and non-text connected components. To differentiate between
text and non-text components, a number of features are considered. Further, K-Nearest
Neighbors (K-NN) classifier is used for the present two class classification problem.
Here, we consider ICDAR 2011 Born Digital Dataset [15] for experimental purpose.

The rest of the article is arranged as follows. Our new binarization method is
discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3, presents feature extraction and K-NN based text seg-
mentation methodology. Experimental results are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
represents the summary and future scope.

2 Binarization

An image contains pixels of different intensities. This causes uneven binarization of the
image. Hence, using variance, change of pixel intensities can be detected which is
useful to identify two distinct regions, i.e., region having similar pixel intensities at
surroundings and region having varying pixel intensities at surroundings. These two
regions can be separately binarized and merged together to obtain the binarized image.
The technique has been represented using block diagram in Fig. 1 and has been dis-
cussed below.

The method is illustrated using examples (Fig. 2). First, the color image (Fig. 2(a))
is converted to gray scale image [13] as given in Fig. 2(b). The following formula is
used to convert RGB image to gray scale image. Suppose R, G, B denotes pixel the
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intensity values of the image in red, green, blue plane respectively. Gray scale pixel
value is computed as:

Gray ¼ 0:2989� Rþ 0:5870� Gþ 0:1140� B

Now, a window of size 5 � 5 is taken and the variance of the window is calculated.
The choice of 5 � 5 is based on experiment such that the change in variation of pixel
intensities can be detected to obtain two regions effectively. The calculated variance is
replaced at the centre of the window. The process is continued throughout the image.
Finally, a resultant matrix is obtained which consist of the variance. Now, applying
Otsu’s algorithm to the variance matrix, an image (say M) is obtained which consist of
two regions (Fig. 2(c)).

Next, it is required to separate two regions as discussed earlier to form two different
gray scale images. First, consider the gray pixel intensities from the gray image where
the pixels in M are white and form an image (say G1). Similar operation is performed
for black pixels in M to obtain another image (say G2).

Now, consider any one of the gray image (say G1). Using Canny algorithm, an edge
image is obtained (say E). Also G1 is binarized again using Otsu’s algorithm. Both the
binarized image of G1 and complemented binarized image of G1 are considered. Now,
consider a window of 20 � 20, such that edge pixel in E forms the centre of the
window. The choice of 20 � 20 window is done based on experiment to achieve better

Fig. 1. Block diagram of implementation our binarization method on image
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binarization result. This window is mapped both on binarized image and complemented
binarized image to form two separate windows, say WB and WC respectively. Hence,
using WB and WC, two separate matrices (say IB and IC) are formed by adding WB and
WC to IB and IC respectively. Hence IB and IC are defined as follows:

IB x; yð Þ ¼
X X

WB i; jð Þþ IB xþ i; yþ jð Þ
IC x; yð Þ ¼

X X
WC i; jð Þþ IC xþ i; yþ jð Þ

This process is followed for all edge pixels present in E. Final binarized image for
G1 is formed by comparing IB and IC as follows:

BW1 x; yð Þ ¼ 1; if IB x; yð Þ [ ¼ IC x; yð Þ
¼ 0; otherwise

Similarly, binarized image for G2 be BW2. Figure 2(d) and (e) show the binarized
output by our proposed method on two separate regions.

Final binarized image (BW) is obtained by logical AND operation between BW1

and BW2. Figure 2(f) shows the final binarization output by our proposed method.
Another one example is presented in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. Steps of Binarization: (a) Input image. (b) Gray scale image of (a). (c) After binarizing
variance matrix. (d) After binarizing white region of (c). (e) After binarizing black region of (c).
(f) Final binarized image. (Color figure online)
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3 Feature Extraction and Text Segmentation

This section presents a few new shape based features and the K-NN based text seg-
mentation scheme.

3.1 Features Extraction

Image binarization creates a number of connected components. These connected
components contain possible text components. In order to separate text components
from non-text we have identified the following text specific features.

1. Axial ratio (X1): It is the ratio of the lengths of the two axes of a connected
component. The Major Axis Length (L1) and Minor Axis Length (L2) of a connected
component are computed. The X1 is defined as:

X1 ¼ L1=L2:

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Steps of Binarization: (a) Input image. (b) Gray scale image of (a). (c) After binarizing
variance matrix. (d) After binarizing white region of (c). (e) After binarizing black region of (c).
(f) Final binarized image.
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2. Lobes count (X2): Number of complete lobes or holes can be found using Euler
number (N).

X2 ¼ 1� N:

Here, the number of complete lobes in a connected component are used as a feature.

3. Aspect ratio (X3): For a text connected component it is defined as follows:

X3 ¼ minimum of width=heightð Þ; height=widthð Þð Þ
X3 lies in a compact range for a text connected component.

4. Elongation ratio (X4): Generally text connected components are elongated. It is
defined as:

X4 ¼ number of all boundary pixelsð Þ= number of all pixels in the connected componentð Þ:

5. Object to background pixels ratio (X5): Only a small number of object pixels falls
within the text bounding box because of the elongated nature of text component,
whereas elongated non-text components are usually straight lines and contribute
enough object pixels. It is denoted as:

X5 ¼ area of pixels in the CCð Þ= area of the minimum bounding box - area of pixels in the CCð Þ:

6. Connected Component Area Ratio (X6): It is the ratio of the area of the CC and the
total area of the image. It is defined as:

X6 ¼ Number of pixels in the CCð Þ= Number of all the pixels in the imageð Þ:

7. Length Ratio (X7): It is the ratio of maximum of the height and width of the CC to
the maximum of the height and width of the total image. It is defined as:

X7 ¼ max height of CC; width of CCð Þ=max height of the image; width of the imageð Þ:
8. Thickness (X8): Let vi and hi be the vertical and horizontal run lengths of a pixel pi

at the ith position of a connected component CCj. Now, we calculate the minimum
of vi and hi and further constitute a set MINj = {mi such that mi = min {(vi,hi) for
all i}. Thus MINj represents the set of all the minimum run lengths considering all
the pixels of CCj. The thickness Tj of the component CCj is defined as the element,
having maximum frequency in the set MINj.

9. Width Variation (X9): Width variation of a connected component is the ratio of the
variance of the instantaneous thickness and mean thickness. It is defined as:

X9 ¼ variance instantaneous thicknessð Þð Þ= mean thicknessð Þð Þ:
10. Solidity (X10): It is measure of the number of pixels present in the convex hull

which are also present in the connected component. It is defined as follows:

X10 ¼ Area of the connected componentð Þ= Convex areað Þ:
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3.2 Text Segmentation Methodology

Considering these features we have created a feature vector denoted as:

a ¼ X1;X2;X3;X4;X5;X6;X7;X8;X9;X10f g

In order to perform text segmentation, K-NN classifier is considered. K-NN clas-
sifier is needed to be trained using features vectors of both text class and non-text class.

The ground truth information of the text connected components, provided by the
Born Digital dataset, is considered for finding the feature vector. These provide 21700
connected components for texts and hence 21700 feature vectors. Further, to prepare
non-text components the following procedure has been followed.

A few sample RGB images from ICDAR Born Digital dataset, their corresponding
ground truth images and our constructed non-text images are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. RGB images and Ground Truth (GT) images for text and constructed non-text of the
training set

RGB image GT image for text Constructed non-text image
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First, the training images are binarized using our proposed binarization technique.
Next, the ground truth text components are eliminated from that binarized images. Thus
we created the images consist only of non-texts. In this way, 78808 non-text compo-
nents, hence, feature vectors are prepared. Finally, two feature files (text and non-text),
are constructed. Using these two feature files the K-NN classifier is trained.

Our next task is to segment the text components from the images. For this, first the
image is binarized, then for each connected component the feature vector is obtained.
Next, we compare with the trained K-NN classifier model to decide whether the
component is text or non-text. Finally, considering only the text component the output
image is constructed.

4 Experimental Results

The results are produced using ICDAR 2011 Born Digital Data set, which contains 102
test images and 420 training images. Images are implicitly low-resolution by their
nature. Hence, binarization and segmentation of text from Born Digital images is a
demanding task now a days. Here, the result section is divided into two parts. First, we
present the results of binarization scheme. After that, results of the text segmentation
based on K-NN classifier are provided.

To test the results we have used some parameters: Recall, Precision and F-measure.
A pixel is considered as TP if it is TRUE in both Ground Truth (GT) and binarized
images. A pixel is considered as FP if it is TRUE only in the binarzied image. A pixel
is considered as FN if it is TRUE only in the GT image.

Now consider the number of TP pixels, FP pixels and FN pixels are ATP, AFP, AFN.
Recall (RC), Precision (PR) and F-measure (FM) is defined as follows:

RC ¼ ATP= AFN þATPð Þð Þ � 100%

PR ¼ ATP= AFP þATPð Þð Þ � 100%

FM ¼ 2� RC � PRð Þ= RCþPRð Þð Þ � 100%

4.1 Results of Binarization Scheme

Our binarization algorithm is applied on 420 images of ICDAR 2011 Born Digital
Dataset. The Recall, Precision and the F-measure value of the binarized images is
compared with some other algorithms and it is found that Precision, Recall and
F-measure values of our proposed method is higher than the Otsu [16] and Kumar et al.
[14] method. The Bhattacharya et al. [13] method has higher value of Recall than our
method but the F-measure and Precision values are lower than our method.

The comparison of Recall, Precision and F-measure values in different binarization
method is presented in the Table 2. Some output images of these different binarization
technique is presented in the Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. Average values of Recall, Precision and F-measure in different binarization techniques

Binarization techniques Recall Precision F-measure

Our method 89.95 75.91 77.42
Bhattacharya et al. [13] 91.14 47.85 53.81
Kumar et al. [14] 85.56 47.09 46.81
Otsu method [16] 88.98 65.36 65.05

Table 3. Results of various binarization techniques with our proposed method

Input Image Otsu’s
Method[16]

Bhattacharya
et al.[13]

Kumar
et al.[14]

Our Method
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4.2 Results of Text Segmentation

The binarization algorithm produces a number of connected components. These con-
nected components are tested with trained K-NN classifier. In K-NN classification, an
object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors. Here, the object is assigned to
the class, most common among its K nearest neighbors (K is a positive integer, typi-
cally small).

Table 4. Few more results of various binarization techniques

Input Image Otsu’s 
Method[16]

Bhattacharya
et al.[13] 

Kumar
et al.[14] 

Our Method
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Finally, we construct an output image using the connected components which are
classified as text components by K-NN classifier. Some text segmented images are
shown in Tables 5 and 6 and the Recall, Precession and F-measure values of our text
segmentation using K-NN classifier is presented in the Table 7.

The evaluation of our text segmentation scheme is performed by comparing with
other well known methods. The ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition offered
evaluation results of a number of schemes from different participants. In Table 7, some
of these methods are compared with our proposed method. Our text segmentation
scheme has achieved a Recall of 71.64. Our method performs well than other methods
considering the Recall.

Table 5. A few sample images and their corresponding binarized and segmented text images

Input Images Binarized Images Segmented Text
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Table 6. Few more sample images and their corresponding binarized and segmented text
images

Input Images Binarized Images Segmented Text

Table 7. Performance comparison of different methods for text segmentation

Text detection Recall Precision F-measure

Our method 71.64 54.02 56.71
Textorter 65.23 63.63 64.42
SASA 71.28 55.44 62.52
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5 Summary and Future Scope

This article presents a K-NN classifier based text segmentation method using a new
image binarization technique. The image binarization method is categorized as a local
method. This method shows good results in case of low resolution images which is the
main advantage of the proposed binarization method. Further for segmentation of text,
a number of shape based text specific features are identified. Finally, K-NN classifier is
applied to segment the text components from the binarized image. In future, the results
can be progressed on, using a number of other distinct features with the existing feature
list to distinguish between text and non-text. Other classifiers can be used for the
present classification problem.
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Abstract. The introduction of relational database systems helped in
faster transactions compared to the existing system for handling struc-
tured data. However, in course of time the cost of storing huge volume
of unstructured data became an issue in traditional relational database
systems. This is where some unstructured database systems like NoSQL
databases were introduced in the domain to store unstructured data.
This paper focuses on four different structured(PostgreSQL) and un-
structured database systems(MongoDB, OrientDB and Neo4j). In this
paper, we will eventually see the different kind of data models they follow
and analyze their comparative performances by experimental evidences.

Keywords: Database systems · Structured data · Un-structured data ·
Data model · Performance analysis

1 Introduction

Data coming from variant sources in different format is used by applications to
yield some analytical result. Hence for proper utilization of this data, an efficient
storage system(databases) with proper management principles is essential. The
logical structure of a database is defined as data model. Through the data model
database management system controls all the working procedure of database.

The earliest data model was hierarchical data model e.g., IBM Information
System which was followed by hierarchical database [25]. Further evolution of
databases resulted in foundation of relational model [23] where data is repre-
sented as tuples or rows which aggregates to form a relation and such systems
are called Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). RDBMS uses
structured query language (SQL) as its data query language.

Now, the transition from RDBMS to NoSQL is very significant [11]. RDBMS
has several advantages [14] like data is stored in a structured way which helps
in maintaining the entity relationship. When the data volume is huge and data
context is not fixed with time, the demand for incorporation of a new system
becomes essential. NoSQL (Not Only Structured Query Language) not only sup-
ports the storing of dataset but also supports durability, reliability, availability
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
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and scalability [12]. Rather than following the ACID property, NoSQL database
follows CAP (Consistency, Availability, Partition Tolerance). With respect to
transition-related application, RDBMS is better than NoSQL database.

Considering the NoSQL databases, they have a better management of struc-
tured, semi-structured and unstructured data [12,16,20]. There are four types
of NoSQL databases like, (a) Key-Value: In this NoSQL database data is stored
by forming of a group. This group is identified by a unique identifier known as
key. Amazon S3, Azure follow this type of data storage structure to store large
voluminous dataset. (b) Document: Here a set of data groups which have vari-
able attributes are stored by forming a document. This document is identified by
key value and presented in XML, JSON or BSON format. CouchDB, MongoDB
are the examples of document NoSQL database. (c) Graph: In a network-based
system, instance of an entity is connected with other instance of another entity
and this connection has explicit meaning to the storage dataset. In this situa-
tion, graph database stores dataset by holding information about how and in
what way an instance is connected with other. OrientDB, Neo4j are the most
popular graph based NoSQL database. (d) Column-family: In this storage, data
column-wise rather than as a horizontal tuple. This concept makes the data
operation (i.e., access, storing) job faster. Cassandra, HBase are the example of
Column-family NoSQL database.

This paper presents different data models with sample databases and their
architectures. Also, it compares their performance using small dataset on the
basis of simple queries. PostgreSQL [7,19] has been chosen as the example of SQL
database. For NoSQL databases, Mongodb [8,13], OrientDb [1,24] and Neo4j
[18] has been chosen as examples for experiments. Each of the above databases
has been discussed with their unique features in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, practical
illustrations are shown as to how data is present in each of the databases followed
by performance analysis based on some criteria which has been mentioned in this
section. Conclusion is present in Sect. 4.

2 Physical and Logical Structure of Databases

The physical structure of any database follows a n-tier architecture where n
represents independent modules and n >= 1. The logical structure of a data-
base is determined by the data models that specify the organization of data in
the database. These models provide a layer of abstraction to the database and
describes how data is present and link between data. The relational data model
is most well known data model where data is stored in tables which in turn is
made up of n-ary relation between attributes. Relational model is thus based on
first-order predicate logic. RDBMS (SQL databases as commonly referred to) is
logically structured on relational model. PostgreSQL which is described later is
an example of SQL database modeled on relational model.

No-SQL data modeling techniques are less popular than relational data
model. The earliest concept of No-SQL models [15] were introduced in Key-
value storage systems where data was present as key-value pairs with no link
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Data Models

Relational
Model

Document
 Model

Multi Model(Document +
Key-value +Graph+ Object)

Graph
Model

Graph
Database

Document
Datbase

PostgreSQL MongoDb OrientDb Neo4j

RDBMS

Fig. 1. Classification of different data model and examples databases following them

between keys. A common example of key-value database is Redis [9]. To over-
come the difficulty, a new document data model was founded where data was
stored as Java Script Object Notation(JSON) objects [17]. Here a collection com-
prises of a number of documents and each document contains field-value pair.
Document-oriented databases follow document models. Examples include Mon-
goDB. Graph-based data model comprises of vertices and edges connecting them.
Neo4j is an example of graph database following graph model. OrientDB however
is an example of multi-model NoSQL database whose engine supports document,
graph, key-value and object data models. However the raw data is stored as doc-
uments. In this paper we are actually concentrating on four databases mainly:
PostgreSQL, MongoDB, OrientDB, Neo4j which follow four different types of
data modeling technique as shown in Fig. 1.

The physical structure of the databases are described below.

PostgreSQL (Example of Relational Model RDBMS): Data is stored as rela-
tion in tables in PostgreSQL. Structurally, it comprises of different modules or
components which communicates amongst themselves and function to form a
complete working unit of the database [7].

As shown in Fig. 2, the components are: Client Process, (Client Application
+ Client Interface), Server Process(Server+ Postmaster) and back-end or data
Storage. The end user communicates with client process via client application.
The user might write SQL query or procedural methods to access data in the
application. One of the main components of client process is the Interface. It
converts procedural code to SQL query which can be understood by the server.
Then comes the Server process. Two important components are present here.
First is the Postmaster which maps a client process to a server process. Next is
Multi version Control System that ensures proper locking mechanism while any
server process tries to access innermost component i.e. Data Storage.

MongoDB (Example of Document Model Document-oriented Database): In
MongoDB, the complex documents are stored as arrays, hash tables etc. that
are supported by JSON Documents [10]. MongoDB stores documents as data in
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Client Application

Client Interface

PostMaster

Data Storage

Client Process

Server Process

User

Fig. 2. Working unit of PostgreSQL

binary representation of JSON called BSON [21]. Index is used for ordering the
documents in a collection in MongoDB and a unique id is automatically created
for that particular index. Index helps in sorting the documents [8,13]. Several
documents are integrated into collection. Collections can be compared to tables
in RDBMS, and documents to rows and fields to columns. The data is split across
numerous shards. The application that needs to access data in shards, connects
underlying MongoDB processes. However, small collections need not be split
across shards. As given in the Fig. 3, the structural components of MongoDb
are:

Shard: Multiple shards are present which holds part of data. Read and write
operations are done on the target shard i.e. Primary shard. A replica set
is present as a backup to the primary shard. All the changes need to be
distributed gradually across replicated secondary shards.

Config Server: Multiple config Servers are present which stores metadata that
gives information as to what data is stored in the shard.

Routers: Client directs queries to routers. Routers consult with config server
and re-directs to desired shard.

Mongo Client Library: Clients, which are a part of application, issues query
to route via the client library.

OrientDB (Example of Multi Model Document-oriented Database): OrientDB is
the first multimodel NoSQL database whose engine supports four kinds of data
model: document model, graph model, key-value model, object-oriented data
model [1]. Generally multi-model databases have got an abstraction layer with
API to handle the multiple models. This restricts the performance. But in Ori-
entDB, engine provides direct support to the datamodels. It actually combines
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Fig. 3. MongoDB system storage structural components

graph concept in its representation of data as documents. "LINKS" are present
between documents which cannot be found in document-oriented databases like
MongoDB. The graphical representation of data in OrientDB is almost similar
to graph databases. One subtle difference is the property of Inheritance which is
applied while defining a "class" (analogous to tables in RDBMS). Class extends
Vertex class "V" or edge class "E".

As shown in Fig. 4 OrientDB database supports four kinds of storage namely
Paginated Local Storage(plocal), Remote Storage, Memory Storage, Local Stor-
age. plocal comprises of Clusters, Write Ahead log(WAL), Indexes and Index
Containers, and File mapping. Cluster is a logical portion of disk space to store
records/data. Clusters are split into pages, hence the name "Paginated". .cpm
files in cluster maps the cluster location of file data to its actual physical loca-
tion. WAL is used to record operations/activities. Indexes are necessary to store

OrientDb Database

Paginated Local
Storage

Remote
Machine

Memory
Storage

Local
Storage

Fig. 4. Data Storage supported by OrientDB
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the file and file mapping maps the file name to file id. Remote Storage supports
Data storage in remote machines. Memory storage is where data is stored in
memory and Local Storage is actually disk storage which has been replaced by
plocal now.

Neo4j (Example of Graph Model Graph-oriented Database): It is essentially an
open source NoSQL database implemented in Java. It follows the property of
Graph Data Model and maintains data in that a way even at storage level
[18]. On the top of it maintains additional Cache for implementation of Node-
Relationship. The Disk is organized into record based storage assigned to every
data structure(node, relationship and property). Each node and relation is iden-
tified by id. Now the size of the block depends on type of data structure stored.
The representation of data in graph storage system mainly comprises of the
following components as shown in Fig. 5.

Node: It contains labels, key-value pair. Pointers are there which points to the
first relationship, and to the first property block.

Property: Store information related to node. For example if "Sachin" be the
node, its properties may include run, average, noOfMatches etc.

Relationship: Defines the kind of relationship it is. Along with it pointers are
present. These point to start and end node; first property block; pointer to
previous and next relation of start and end node.

Person

Person

School

Coaching
Centre

name:Ms Amy
name:Carmel
High School

name:Shyam name:Rani

name:ABC
 Coach-
-ing centre

name:Mr.Roy

studies in

attends

teaches in

Person

studies in

Person

teaches in

Fig. 5. Graph model of Neo4j
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Label: In Fig. 5 these are represented as rectangular boxes. Each node is asso-
ciated by a label which must be specified at the time of creation. Nodes
belonging to different labels may have relationships(edges) between them.

Caches: Implements node or relationship.

3 Experimental Setup and Analysis

We have discussed in the previous section about the structure of four databases.
Before going into the example of the sample schema structure we have in hand,
let have a look into the Table 1 to get familiarized with the similarity amongst
the terminologies of each database components. For instance the term "Table"
in PostgreSQL is analogous to "Collection" in MongoDB, "Class" in OrientDB
and "Node label" in Neo4j.

Table 1. Analogy of different components between PostgreSQL, MongoDB, OrientDB,
Neo4j

PostgreSQL MongoDB OrientDB Neo4j

Table Collection Class Vertex and edge class (node label)
Tuple or row Document Vertex Node
Column Field Property Property

Now, consider a very simple example of a student table in hand. For Post-
greSQL, the example can be represented structurally in the form of diagram as
shown in Fig. 6 where Student is the name of the table with name, school, class,
roll, age as its attributes or column of the table. Similarly, in case of MongoDB
the "Student" Collection is represented as field-value pairs following JSON Doc-
ument structure as shown in Fig. 7. Here "name", "school", "class", "roll", "age"
are represented as key along with some values. In case of OrientDB, the raw data
is presented as JSON document as shown in Fig. 8.

The OrientDB Graph model supports graphical representation of the JSON
documents as shown in Fig. 9 in the graph editor that has been provided by
OrientDB studio. Here each document or node is identified by a unique row_id
(or rid as it is called). The name-value pair is present as properties of the node.

In Neo4j, "Student” correspond to name of the label which will bind together
all the nodes or data that are created. Here "name", "school", "class", "roll",
"age" are all properties of the node as displayed in Fig. 10.

Each node is identified by a unique identifier "<id>". "Ram" is the name of
the node which is actually the value of the "name" field. If the value of "name"
field was "x" then the name of the node would have been "x".
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Fig. 6. Table and
attributes names for
PostgreSQL

Fig. 7. JSON structure for MongoDB Fig. 8. Raw data
format for OrientDB

Fig. 9. Image of graph editor showing
a node in OrientDB Studio

Fig. 10. Image of a node in Neo4j
belonging to label student

3.1 Hardware and Software Specifications

All the databases have been deployed in localhost and not in remote host. The
hardware specifications of the machine and the software description are given
below.

Hardware Specifications: The hardware configuration of the machine is as
follows.

– Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4170 CPU @3.70 Ghz 3.70Ghz
– Installed Memory(RAM): 4.00 GB
– System Type: 64-bit Operating System, X64 based processor
– Operating System: Windows 10
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Software Used: Four databases have been installed in the machine as specified
above.

PostgreSQL version 9.6 has been used and downloaded from [2]. "pgAdmin
4" is the open source management tool that has been used for PostgreSQL.
"pgAdmin 4" provides the graphical interface for management of database
objects. The server operates at hostname: localhost and port number: 5432
in the local machine.

MongoDB version 3.4 has been used and downloaded from [3]. "Robomongo
0.9.0" downloaded from [4] is the management tool that has been used in the
experiment. The server operates at hostname: localhost and port number:
27017 in the local machine.

OrientDB community version 2.2.13 has been downloaded from [5] and installed
as a service. It is actually a java server application and OrientDB Studio is
available as a Web GUI. The server operates at hostname: localhost and port
number: 2480 in the local machine.

Neo4j community edition 3.0.7 has been downloaded from [6] and is installed as
a service. It is also available as Web GUI. The server operates at hostname:
localhost and port number: 7474 in the local machine.

3.2 Performance Analysis

We have evaluated the performance of the four considered databases on seven
different criteria:

1. Time required for creation of Table or Collection or Class i.e. the initial
creation of schema.

2. Insertion of one data item
3. Insertion of N records together.
4. Query with one filtering condition only.
5. Query all records (total count = 21).
6. Delete only one record.
7. Delete all records.

Each of the above cases has been executed in the four databases with their
respective query language. Also, they have been represented graphically by bar
charts in Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. Along X-Axis Time in milliseconds
to execute the query has been plotted and along Y-Axis the name of databases
are given. For PostgreSQL, the standard Structured Query Processing Language
is used and for Neo4j, Cypher Query Language is used [22]. Let us now look into
the case studies.

Case 1: Initial creation of outline structure of Table/Collection/Class/
Label. This actually covers the initial creation of Tables (or equivalents) using
their respective query language. Figure 11 represents the analysis of performance
by four databases. It is evident from the figure that OrientDB takes much greater
time than other in this case.
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PostgreSQL: The SQL query that is required to create a table is: create table
student_db(name text, school text, class int, roll int, age int) where "stu-
dent_db" stands for the name of the table created to accommodate data
along with columns "name", "school", "class", "roll" and their respective
data types (e.g., text, int). The time taken to execute the query is 100ms.

MongoDB: To create a database for MongoDB, the query used is "use stu-
dent_db". Here "student_db" is the name of the database which is the actual
container of collections which will holds data. To create collection the query
used is db. createCollection ("Student") where "Student" is the name of the
collection that will hold the documents records. The time taken in this case
is 150ms. It is worth mentioning that if no collection is created separately,
MongoDB creates a collection automatically and name it the same as the
name of the database.

OrientDB: In case of OrientDB, first a class needs to be created which extends
either predefined Vertex class "V" or edge class "E". The query used is "create
class student extends V " where "student" is the name of the class. The time
taken for creating the class is 439ms. After creating the class, properties need
to be created which are actually attributes of the class. The properties can be
created using query as well as by using options that are provided by OrientDB
Studio. Here query is used to create properties in this paper and the query is:
"create property Student.name string" where "Student" is the name of class
extending vertex class "name" and type is string. The time recorded in this
case is 62ms. In this way other properties like "school", "class", "age", "roll"
each of string type has also been created. Time is measured and the total
time is 538ms.

Neo4j: For Neo4j, separate creation of label is not required, since while creating
the nodes the label can be specified.

Fig. 11. Initial creation of outine struc-
ture of Table/Collection/Class/Label

Fig. 12. Insertion of first data or record

Case 2: Insertion of first data or record. Insertion of first data always takes
greater time than the subsequent insertion due to initialization and memory
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allocation. Case 2 analyses the first insertion of a record in each of the databases.
Figure 12 represents the time taken to perform the first insertion operation. Neo4j
takes a much greater time in this case to insert first data.

PostgreSQL: The SQL query "insert into student_db values(‘Ram’, ‘DPS’,
9, 40, 13)" inserts a row or tuple in the table "student_db". The entire
relation or row represents the data in the database. The query execution
takes 81ms.

MongoDb: The query used to insert data is "db.student_db.save
([{"name":"Shyam", "school":"CPS","class":9,"roll":20,"age":12}])". Also,
insert() function could have been used instead of save(). In this case save()
and insert() works in the same way. However, when id is passed as a parame-
ter in save(), it performs update if document already exists and inserts if not.
insert() will never perform an update operation and it will throw an error.
The execution takes 97ms.

OrientDB: To create a record in OrientDB, class name always need to be
mentioned. The query create vertex Student set name=‘Ram’, school=‘DPS’,
class=9, roll=40, age=13 creates data as JSON structure with key and value
pair. Since, Student class extends Vertex class hence the data created will
be of Vertex type. Graph model features are also available in the studio and
the same data can be visualized as a node from graph editor as well. Time
required for first insertion in OrientDB is 52ms.

Neo4j: The Cypher Query Language "create(ram: Student{name:"Ram",
school:"DPS", class:9, roll:40, age:13})" is used to create a node named
"Ram" which belongs to label Student. The key:value pair denotes the prop-
erties of the node. Creation of first node takes 580ms.

Case 3: Insertion of N records together. This case is actually used for
analysis of time taken to insert n-records simultaneously, where we assumed
n=4. More or less, same query structure is used as case 2 with only exception of
a customized javascript function being used to insest data in OrientDB. Figure 13
represents the analysis of the performances for insertion of 4 records. PostgreSQL
takes much greater time than other three database for inserting a collection of
records.

PostgreSQL: The query to insert 4 tuples in student_db is "insert into
student_db(name, school, class, roll, age) values(’abc’,’CPS’, 9, 20, 12),
(’def ’,’JPS’, 10, 10, 16), (’ghi’,’HPS’, 10, 50, 15), (’jkl’,’IPS’, 8, 70, 14)"
where the value in each "()" denotes the tuple or record to be inserted. Time
taken here is 144ms.

MongoDB: save() function can be used to insert 4 document record like "db.
student_db. save([{"name":"rita","school":"JPS","class":10,"roll":10,
"age":16}, {"name":"mita","school":"HPS","class":10,"roll":50,"age":15},
{"name":"sita","school":"IPS","class":8,"roll":70,"age":14}, {"name":
"amy","school":"CPS","class":9,"roll":20,"age":12}])". The time taken for
MongoDB is 2ms. In this case, insertMany() function can also be used to
insert multiple data.
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OrientDB: In this experiment, javascript function is used to create multiple
records. The input parameters are specified which takes input and stores it
in variables. The variables are passed as values in key-value pair generated
for every document record. The time taken is 9ms.

Neo4j: Like in previous case, the same Cypher Query is used i.e. "cre-
ate(shyam:Student {name:"Shyam", school:"CPS", class:9, roll:20, age:12}),
(rita:Student {name:"Rita", school:"JPS", class:10, roll:10, age:16}),
(mita:Student {name:"mita", school:"HPS", class:10, roll:50, age:15}),
(sita:Student {name:"sita", school:"IPS", class:8, roll:70, age:14})" where
the value in each "( )" denotes the node to be created. Since the name of
label is mentioned only once this indicates all the nodes belong to same label
"Student" and the time required for this operation is 135ms.

Fig. 13. Insertion of four records
together

Fig. 14. Query with one filtering con-
dition only

Case 4: Query with one filtering condition only. In similar way as Case 3,
more records have been inserted in the database. The total count of the records
here is 21. Figure 14 represents the analysis of the performances for selection on
the basis of one filtering condition. It has been seen that PostgreSQL takes a
much greater time than others.

PostgreSQL: In PostgreSQL, the query is filtered on basis of names. The query
"select * from student_db where name=‘Ram’" retrieves data filtering on
attribute name whose value is "Ram". The time taken for this operation is
110ms.

MongoDB: In this database, find() function is used to retrieve records e.g.,
"db.student_db. find ({name:"Ram"})" is the corresponding query for the
required operation. The time taken is 33ms.

OrientDB: In case of OrientDB, the query is same as that in PostgreSQL. The
query "select * from Student where name=‘Ram’" takes 25ms to execute.
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Neo4j: The Cypher Query Language to filter with condition must include the
name of label to uniquely identify the node. The query "match(Ram:Student)
where id(Ram) in [177] return Ram" filters on the basis of id (assigned at the
time of creation) which uniquely identifies the node. The query takes 35ms
to execute.

Case 5: Query all records (Total record count is 21). This case analyses
the time taken to query all the records present in the database. Figure 15 repre-
sents the analysis of the performance for selection of all records and PostgreSQL
takes a much greater time than others.

PostgreSQL: SQL Query is same as in Case 4 but only exception is without
filtering condition i.e., "select * from student_db". This takes 81ms time to
complete the operation.

MongoDB: MongoDB uses find() function for case 5 as "db.student_db.find()"
which takes just 1ms to complete its operation.

OrientDB: OrientDB provides three kinds of view of data. It uses the query
select * from Student where one can view the raw data in document-based
format along with graphical representation and tabular view. The process
takes 27ms to complete.

Neo4j: For graph database, a variable x is defined which is required to retrieve
all the nodes e.g., "match(x:Student) return x" and this requires 27ms to
perform the operation.

Fig. 15. Query all records(total
count=21)

Fig. 16. Delete only one record

Case 6: Delete only one record. This case analyses the time taken to find
a particular record and to delete the record. Figure 16 represents the analysis of
the performances for deletion of 1 record. PostgreSQL takes much greater time
than others for deletion.

PostgreSQL: SQL query for deleting one record is "delete from student_db
where name=‘Ram’" and the time taken for this is 111ms.
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MongoDB: For selective deletion we need to pass the name and
value pair as parameters to remove() function like "db.student_db.
remove({name:"Ram"})" which takes 48ms time to complete the job.

OrientDB: The query in this case is relatively simple by just mentioning the
condition where clause as in case of SQL e.g., "delete vertex Student where
name=‘Ram’". It takes 44ms to perform the operation.

Neo4j: The delete query for Neo4j is "MATCH (n { name:‘Ram’}) DETACH
DELETE n", where Detach Delete is used to delete node irrespective of edges
connecting them. Total time required for detaching or deleting is 105ms.

Case 7: Delete all records. This case demonstrates use of query to delete
all records without deleting table or collection or Class. Figure 17 represents the
analysis of the performances for deleting all records from the database. Post-
greSQL takes a much greater time than others databases.

Fig. 17. Delete all records

PostgreSQL: Query in this case is same as in case 6 except the filtering condi-
tion e.g., "delete from student_db" which takes 108ms.

MongoDB: The same remove() function is used to delete all the records. Only
difference with the previous case is use of empty which signify that all records
need to be deleted i.e., "db.student_db.remove({})". This operation takes
1ms to complete the job.

OrientDB: The deletion of class Student deletes all records, however the class
still remains and the corresponding query is "delete vertex Student" which
takes 39ms to execute.

Neo4j: The Cypher query "MATCH (n:Student) DELETE n" deletes all the
nodes with their properties and the time required for this is 76ms.

4 Conclusion and Future Scope

This paper actually takes example of four completely different data-model ori-
ented databases. Initial study about physical structure of the databases and com-
parative study between data models(mainly relational, document, multi model
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and graph model) reveals that for transactions relational model is important
whereas unstructured data can be stored by No-SQL modeling. The basic differ-
ence between graph model and document model is the presence of Link between
data. Orient DB although being document oriented database, bridges the gap
by introduction of link. Small examples have been given to demonstrate the
practical example of how data is logically stored in databases. Lastly with the
help of small query, performance is evaluated with respect to small data set.
From the analysis we see that the initial setup cost of Neo4j is more, yet the
cost of select, insert, delete operation is most costly for PostgreSQL. Nowadays
object-oriented storages are in uprise for its archival ability. The future scope of
the paper would be studying object-oriented database and possibly comparing
with these databases.
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Abstract. Data generated from various sources can be erroneous or
incomplete which can have direct impact over business analysis. ETL
(Extraction-Transformation-Loading) is a well-known process which
extract data from different sources, transform those data into required
format and finally load it into target data warehouse (DW). ETL per-
forms an important role in data warehouse environment. Configuring an
ETL process is one of the key factor having direct impact over cost, time
and effort for establishment of a successful data warehouse. Conceptual
modeling of ETL can give a high-level view of the system activities. It
provides the advantage of pre-identification of system error, cost min-
imization, scope, risk assessment etc. Some research development has
been done for modeling ETL process by applying UML, BPMN and
Semantic Web at conceptual level. In this paper, we propose a new app-
roach for conceptual modeling of ETL process by using a new standard
Systems Modeling Language (SysML). SysML extends UML features
with much more clear semantics from System Engineering point of view.
We have shown the usefulness of our approach by exemplifying using a
use case scenario.

Keywords: ETL · Data warehouse · Conceptual model · MBSE ·
SysML

1 Introduction

Data warehouse [13] is a repository of historical data which is consolidated in
multidimensional format. In warehouse, data is stored in a standard structure
which are obtained by integrating data of different operational sources of an
organization. Business analyst [8,30] can access that data, perform analysis,
apply business intelligence tool and make prediction as well as take strategic
decision. For maintaining a data warehouse, the main focus is to manage large
amount of data generated from different type of systems (SAP, ERP, Oracle,
Mainframe etc.) and store those data in an uniform structure. For managing the
uniformity of data, ETL has a very important role. ETL is a widely used process
in business organizations. It identify and extract data from various sources, filter
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 242–255, 2017.
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and customize those data according to required format, at last integrate and
update it into data warehouse [33].

Data modeling [7] gives an abstract view about how the data will be arranged
in an organization and how they will be managed. By applying data modeling
techniques, the relationship between different data items can be visualized. The
modeling concept has a great benefit over organizational data to manage it
in a structural way. At starting phase, it is highly recommended to make an
efficient modeling and design of the total workflow. Due to the expensive nature
of warehouse implementation, good modeling as well as documentation should be
maintained. Based on the report [11], designing a well-established ETL workflow
consumes almost one third of cost and effort in a DW implementation. A well
designed ETL process is one of the important aspects to accomplish an effective
DW. Each vendor provided tool has their own specific methodology for designing
the ETL process [9,18]. It requires understanding about functionality, language,
standards etc. about that particular tool. Moreover the integrated design is not
suitable to execute in other platform.

During the ETL processing, conceptual modeling reflect high-level view of
entities and relationship among them. It only provides an abstract view of the
workflow instead of the implementation details. Different research work has been
done for conceptual modeling of ETL. UML, BPMN and semantic web are
commonly used so far for conceptual modeling techniques. We proposed a new
way for modeling an ETL process using a system modeling language (SysML).
Although there are many contributions towards ETL abstract modeling is done,
we think that SysML is a new direction for conceptualizing and validating of ETL
workflow. There is a lot of research scope using SysML to practically implement
ETL model, validation, simulation, executable code production in a specific way
for the sake of both technical and non-technical users.

This paper aims to propose a new technique for designing conceptual model
of ETL by using SysML standard supporting Model-based System Engineering
(MBSE) approach. SysML is a general purpose system modeling language which
facilitates the system by identification, analysis, design, test and validation [14].
It supports system modeling for broad categories of organization like aerospace,
automotive, health care etc. SysML is a new modeling language standardize by
Object Management Group (OMG) [2] and International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE) [15,16]. It can be used to model high-level view of the
ETL process and justify the system validation by applying simulation process.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 briefly discusses existing
work in the area of ETL conceptual modeling. An overview of Model-Based
Systems Engineering and SysML notations for requirement and activity diagram
with its characteristics are included in Sect. 3. Section 4 explains our proposed
work for ETL modeling with a suitable example using SysML diagrams. Finally,
in Sect. 5 discuss about the conclusion with probable future direction of this
work.
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2 Related Work

There are various approaches have been proposed for conceptual designing of
ETL process in last few decades. These research work can be classified using the
modeling languages they have used like UML, BPMN and Semantic Web based.
This section contains a brief discussion about these techniques.

The very first attempt for conceptual ETL modeling was established by
Simitsis et al. in [34]. A customizable generic meta-model is proposed and a
set of notations is given to represent the ETL activities. Relationship among
attributes of source and data warehouse is established through this model. Their
module supports customizable template of transformation like primary or for-
eign key checking, null value checking etc. Finally candidate relationship set is
established for updating data in warehouse from multiple source database. The
authors further enriched their work [26] by proposing a methodology showing
step by step procedure from source selection to warehouse population along with
attributes relationship mapping and runtime obstacle handling issues.

J. Trujillo et al. [32] designed the work-flow of ETL based on UML modeling
approach. This was the first approach of conceptual model design by using stan-
dard UML notations. The author uses UML class diagram to establish database
and their attributes relationship. Various transformation process like aggrega-
tion, conversion, filter, join etc. is supported by their modeling with zooming
in and zooming out facility for different level of design. Another research effort
using UML 2.0 was proposed in [19] where authors have highlighted the extrac-
tion phase only. They have identified six classes and exhibit class diagram, use
case diagram and sequence diagram for extraction phase using standard UML
notation. Transformation and loading phase are not included in their work.
L. Munoz [20] modeled a complete ETL process by using UML activity dia-
grams. The activity involved in ETL process are expressed using diagram with
control flow sequence supporting various transformation activity. Further, they
have enriched their work in [21] proposing automatic code generation from con-
ceptual models by supporting model driven architecture (MDA). A conceptual
model based on their previous work [20] is designed by using PIM (Platform Inde-
pendent Model) supporting UML features. PIM can give a system functional view
without bothering about the platform. Different PSM (Platform Specific Model)
showing logical model view can be produced from the PIM. Automatic data struc-
ture creation code is generated form individual PSM. PIM model to PSM model
transformation is done by QVT (Query View Transformation) language.

BPMN stands for Business Process Model and Notation consists of stan-
dard graphical notations which helps to understand business processes within a
organization. First attempt of using BPMN notations in ETL conceptual mod-
eling was proposed by Akkaoui et al. in [3]. Conceptual model formation process
is described and conversion from BPMN to BPEL (Business Process Execu-
tion Language) is done to execute the designed model as well as implement-
ing relations with web services. In a sequel of their work [6], a Model-Driven
Development (MDD) based vendor independent BPMN meta model is created
and automatic code generation for any vendor specific platform is proposed.
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Further, they made advancement in their work [5] by proposing model-to-text
and model-to-model transformation for code generation. A model updating pur-
pose along with required maintenance factors and designing a BPMN meta model
for ETL conceptual view was done in [4]. Oliveira and Belo [22,23] designed a
set of generalized ETL meta model for some specific tasks by using BPMN nota-
tions. Finally, they have validated their model by case study. Further, they have
advanced their work for conceptual to physical model auto-generation process
in [10,24].

Skoutas and Simitsis modeled a High-level view of ETL process by using
ontologies in literature [27,28]. Use of ontology facilitates to identify the schema
of the data source and data warehouse. Automatic transformation and data
selection form source to warehouse population is established. Extending their
previous work in [29], a framework is proposed by using the feature of ontology
with semantic specification of source and the target. A set of graph transforma-
tion rules are formulated to guide the flow of ETL operations. In another work,
Simitsis converted the conceptual model into natural language explanation in
[25] for non technical background people. Hoang Thi and Nguyen proposed a
new semantic approach in [17,31] for ETL work-flow using common warehouse
meta model (CWM) design standard. CWM support structured, non-structured
and multidimensional meta data modeling of object in data warehouse.

The drawback of UML is of having a software centric point of views and hav-
ing shortfall of clear semantics. Moreover, the relationship within software and
hardware are not representable by UML. SysML offer more facilities over UML
by adapting some core features and extending many new directions. Whereas
BPMN notation is suitable for business users to graphically model complex
business processes of an organization. An initial model of the overall process
is created by the business users, after that technical developers implement that
model. But implementing any SysML model is much more flawless for the tech-
nical developers as it is developed from systems engineering view point. SysML
is derived from UML model but compared to UML, SysML is very much flex-
ible and expressive which is capable of better requirement analysis and define
performance and quantitative parameters of a broad range of system from the
perspective of a system engineer and not from software centric views like UML.
SysML can efficiently capture continuous nature of system with requirements
and parametric relation of a system model.

3 Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE)

MBSE is an OMG supported new standard for system engineering domain fea-
turing requirement-driven and functional analysis, design, integration, validation
and simulation of system design throughout the life-cycle of system development
defined by INCOSE [12,15]. MBSE promotes model-based approaches instead of
prevalent document-oriented design methods. Model oriented approach helps to
capture system architectural descriptions. It promotes better understanding of
system construction and its performance. Using model complete system can be
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visualized with the facilities of system validation in the earlier stage of design.
After that model can be mapped into physical implementation. UML or SysML
are standard visual modeling language that can be used to describe the system
model.

MBSE is gaining popularity in industry for creating complex systems in the
scenario of merging multi-disciplinary environment. SysML is one of the key
components of MBSE, having properties for capturing requirements, architec-
ture, constraints and hierarchical or multi layered views of system model. It
allows linking different types of models that come from different engineering
disciplines. MBSE [1] improves system modeling techniques by advanced com-
munication, better system complexity management, standard data management,
better quality product, upgraded information capture, risk minimization.

3.1 System Modeling Language (SysML)

SysML is a general purpose graphical modeling language which can be termed
as an extended version of UML. Continuous evolution of different visual model-
ing languages from SA(Structure analysis) SD(Structured design) to SysML are
shown in the Fig. 1. SysML 1.0 was standardized by OMG group at 2006.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of visual modeling languages

For modeling of a system, SysML support requirements, functional and
behavioral structure of system and their inter-relationship. As it is originated
from UML, it reuses many UML notations with some additional extensions [2].
SysML support various type of diagrams to represent structural and behavioral
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nature of a system shown in Fig. 2. Activity diagram, Block diagram and inter-
nal block diagram indicated by bubble box are modified version of basic UML
diagram. Parametric and Requirement diagram indicated by dashed box are
introduced in SysML. Other basic diagram of UML can also be drawn using
SysML.

SysML Diagrams

Behavior
Diagram

Requirement
Diagram

Structure
Diagram

Use Case 
Diagram

State Machine
Diagram

Sequence
Diagram

Activity
Diagram

Parametric
Diagram

Package
Diagram

Block Definition
Diagram

Internal Block 
Diagram

Fig. 2. SysML supported diagrams

3.2 SysML Notation

In this work, we are using SysML requirement diagram and activity diagram for
expressing ETL processes. Requirement diagram represents test-based require-
ment using graphical construct whereas activity diagram explores system behav-
ior by showing flow of control and data within activities. In SysML, each model-
ing elements can be characterized by their Stereotype. There are set of different
standard stereotypes available for SysML diagrams. Stereotype notation pro-
vide is a new way to define system elements according to user requirements.
Stereotypes are expressed by enclosing its type within double chevrons such as
� discrete �, � continuous �, � allocated � etc.

Requirement Diagram Notation. Requirement diagram is a completely new
concept compared to UML diagrams. It supports text-based requirements, their
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relationship and test cases to verify the requirements. A basic SysML require-
ment block is displayed in Fig. 3. A SysML requirement rectangular block con-
tain its stereotype mentioned as � requirement �, its unique identifier number
Id=RQ1.1 and Text=“#” for describing textual requirement details. There are
some extended requirement properties such as verification method, source pri-
ority, risk etc. can be selected by the designer. Requirements can be customized
into more additional sub-categories like business, functional, interface, usability,
performance, physical etc. Derive, Satisfy, Nesting, Trace, Verify and Refine are
different relationship types that can be used in requirement diagram for describ-
ing the relationship.

Fig. 3. SysML requirement
block

Fig. 4. Activity diagram notations of UML

Activity Diagram Notation. For SysML activity diagram, some of the nota-
tions are same as UML activity diagram as shown in Fig. 4 and some new
notations incorporated. For example, activity edge can be characterize by men-
tioning its stereotypes like � discrete � or � continuous �. Also, actual
rate of the object flow can also be mentioned by using constraint notation like
{rate = expression}. Assigning probability to any activity edge (mostly control
flow) is another new feature like {Probability = value%} in SysML diagram. It
expresses the probability of traversal for any particular edge.

Behavior of any object node can more precisely expressed by using stereotype
� nobuffer � or � overwrite �. For the first case, the object node will be
discarded if the next action is not prepared to receive it. For the second case,
the object node will be overwritten if the next action is not prepared to receive
it. Applying interruptible regions a group of elements in activity diagram can be
separately identified by a dashed box.

4 Conceptual Modeling of ETL Processes

The main purpose of conceptual ETL modeling is to establish a relationship
between source data schema and the target warehouse data schema. It provides
a high level view of system which does not include any logical or physical imple-
mentation details.
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We have proposed a design of high-level model of ETL process. At first,
we have designed a SysML requirement diagram for the ETL scenario. After
that, we have modeled the conceptual ETL process by using SysML activity
diagram. Each elements of the SysML model are specified by its simulation
specific characteristics.

4.1 Example Scenario

For representing the ETL scenario, we are taking an example of an e-commerce
system where a database is maintained for daily transactions. Operational data
are stored in relational format. This data needs to be converted and deposited
according to the data warehouse format. For the e-commerce system, total sale
for each day are calculated and stored in the data warehouse. Moreover, all
information related to customer, supplier, website and products are stored in
the warehouse.

The structure of the target data warehouse schema is shown in the Fig. 5. The
fact table contains key attributes of dimension tables, basic facts and derived
facts. Here, the Fact Sales table has six dimensions of Customer, Supplier,
Product, Date Time, Website and Promotion. Dimension table can have aggrega-
tion level hierarchy. Dimension Website → Dimension Navigation is an example
of hierarchy maintenance. Dimension Address → Dimension State → Dimen-
sion City is a three level of hierarchy shared by both Dimension Customer and
Dimension Supplier.

4.2 Requirement Diagram

Before starting the conceptual modeling, we need to identify the requirement
for the ETL process. For this purpose a SysML requirement diagram will help
to visualize the requirements and their interrelations. Figure 6 represents an
example of the requirement of ETL process for the e-commerce system using
MagicDraw.

The operational databases provide data for loading to the data warehouse.
Two other data sources are shown here from where data about address and prod-
uct are derived. The warehouse data are derived from these source databases.
The restriction before loading to warehouse is described in the constraint block.

4.3 Activity Diagram

The explanation of the proposed ETL process is shown using SysML activity
diagram in Fig. 7 created using MagicDraw. Flow of data as well as control
within different activities for loading in an e-commerce sales data warehouse is
shown. From starting to ending node, each object flow and control flow stereo-
types are indicated for describing their nature of flow. Opaque action and call
behavior action are used for describing unit activity and sub-activity as per the
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Fig. 5. Schema of the data warehouse for an E-commerce system
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Fig. 6. SysML requirement diagram of the E-commerce system for ETL process

requirement. Value type for each input and output pin of action node is spec-
ified. Parallel edges are joined by join node and single paths split into parallel
outgoing edges by fork node.

At first source databases are accessed. After verifying the key attributes,
list of data about the dimensions are updated by the loader into their respective
dimension tables. During dimension loading, aggregation level hierarchy is main-
tained. For example, Dimension Navigation will be loaded prior to Dimension
Website. Data about product is firstly loaded to Dimension Category and then to
Dimension Product. Address of Customer and Supplier comes from Area.XML
file and list of product catalog fetched from Product.CSV file. Sub activity for
loading the Area is given in Fig. 8. After loading the Dimension Address, it is
shared and finally loaded by Dimension Supplier and Dimension Customer.

After loading six dimensions, basic facts (price, quantity, discount), derived
facts (vat, shipping charge, total price, item total no) and non-additive facts
(average item price, average discount) are stored in fact table. The overall ETL
process is executed in every 12 h intervals as mentioned in Fig. 7. In this example,
extraction and loading processes are shown. Some other common ETL transfor-
mation task like Aggregation, Filter, Correction, Conversion, Joining, Splitting,
Merging, Log generation can also be represented in the conceptual model.

Post designing the system model, transforming of the SysML model to its
corresponding executable code is done. XMI format is the standard platform
independent code of a SysML model. This conceptual model can be transformed
to its corresponding XMI format. Part of this XMI code is given in Listing 1.1.
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Fig. 7. Example of ETL conceptual model using SysML activity diagram

Fig. 8. Sub-activity for loading address using SysML
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Listing 1.1. XMI code of SysML diagram

1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
2 −<xmi:XMI xmlns:DSL Customization=” ht tp : //www. magicdraw . com/schemas

/DSL Customization . xmi” xmlns :MagicDraw Prof i le=” ht tp : //www. omg .
org / spec /UML/20131001/MagicDrawProfi le ” xmlns:sysml=” ht tp : //www.
omg . org / spec /SysML/20150709/SysML” xm ln s :Va l i d a t i o n P ro f i l e=”
ht tp : //www. magicdraw . com/schemas/ Va l i d a t i o n P r o f i l e . xmi”
xmlns :S tandardPro f i l e=” ht tp : //www. omg . org / spec /UML/20131001/
StandardPro f i l e ” xmlns:MD Customizat ion for

3 Requ i r emen t s add i t i ona l s t e r e o type s=” ht tp : //www. magicdraw . com/ spec
/Customization /180/Requirements ”
xmlns :MD Customizat ion for SysML addi t iona l s te reotypes=” ht tp :
//www. magicdraw . com/ spec /Customization /180/SysML”xmlns:xmi=”
ht tp : //www. omg . org / spec /XMI/20131001”xmlns:uml=” ht tp : //www. omg .
org / spec /UML/20131001”>

4 −<xmi:Documentation>
5 <xmi : exporte r>MagicDraw UML</ xmi : exporte r>
6 <xmi : exporte rVers ion>18 .4 v2</ xmi : exporte rVers ion>
7 </xmi:Documentation>
8 −<xmi:Extens ion extender=”MagicDraw UML 18.4 ”>
9 <plug in p lug inVers ion=” 18 .4 ”pluginName=”SysML”/>

10 <plug in p lug inVers ion=” 18 .4 ”pluginName=”Cameo Requirements
Modeler”/>

11 <r e q r e s ou r c e resourceValueName=”SysML Act iv i ty Diagram”
resourceName=”SysML” resourceID=”1440”/>

12 <r e q r e s ou r c e resourceValueName=”Cameo Requirements Modeler”
resourceName=”Cameo Requirements Modeler” resourceID=”1480”/>

13 <r e q r e s ou r c e resourceValueName=”SysML”resourceName=”SysML”
resourceID=”1440”/>

14 </ xmi:Extens ion>
15 −<uml:Model name=”Model” xmi : id=” eee 1045467100313 135436 1 ” xmi:type

=”uml:Model”>
16 −<ownedComment xmi : id=” 18 4 56101ea 1478679986869 40511 13723 ”

xmi:type=”uml:Comment”body=”Author:Admin . Created:11 /9/16 1 :56
PM. T i t l e : . Comment: . ”>

17 <annotatedElement xm i : i d r e f=” eee 1045467100313 135436 1 ”/>
18 </ownedComment>
19 −<packagedElement name=”ETL Sales” xmi : id=”

18 4 56101ea 1478679991104 204369 13728 ” xmi:type=” uml :Act iv i ty
”>

20 −<xmi:Extens ion extender=”MagicDraw UML 18.4 ”>

5 Conclusion

ETL process is responsible for selection and extraction of data from several
sources, then cleaning and transformation according to desired format is done
and finally updates into a DW. ETL process modeling is a way to design the ori-
entation of data and establish their relationship throughout the ETL processing
activity. In this paper, the main focus is to model an ETL process at concep-
tual level. Significant number of works has been done for ETL process modeling
by UML, BPMN or Semantic web based methods. In this paper, we proposed
a MBSE oriented system model for ETL process for data warehouse environ-
ment. To do the job, a new modeling language called SysML is used which is
gaining popularity for modeling now a days. It is derived from UML by giving
some additional facilities to the system engineers. By using SysML, the system
model can be designed in more expressive as well as flexible way. An example of
e-commerce system for ETL process modeling is discussed in this work. Partic-
ularly, propagation of data from sources to DW is explained as an use case of
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the model. Our developed model is platform Independent by nature and simple
to understand by both technical and non-technical users. After designing the
ETL model using SysML language, its corresponding executable XMI code is
generated. In future, we intend to simulate the proposed model to analyze sys-
tem behavior and requirements more precisely and to extend the model view at
logical and physical level.
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Abstract. It has been stated that in our real life states, we can find it chal-
lenging to balance among tasks and machines, so most of the time we have to
look a condition to unbalanced assignment problems. The present paper submits
a new technique for solving the unbalanced assignment problems. The method is
accomplished by conveying all the jobs to machine optimally. The method is
presented in an algorithmic model and implemented on the several sets of input
data to investigate the performance and effectiveness of the algorithm. The
developed algorithm is coded in Java. An assessment is also prepared with the
existing approach, And it is recorded that our algorithm gives better results.

Keywords: Assignment problem � Hungarian method � Machine and jobs and
Max-Min

1 Introduction

Load balancing [1] with Task Scheduling is considered to be a major issue in the cloud
computing. The demand for effective load balancing with task scheduling increases to
achieve high-performance computing. In general, it is not easy to find an optimal
resource allocation to minimize the schedule of jobs and effectively utilize the
resources. The three most important phases of load balancing are resource finding,
collecting resource information and task execution.

Cloud users execute their application as a distributed application. Then the users
submit their jobs to cloud resource broker. The resource broker then queries the cloud
information service for the availability of resources and to know their properties. The
cloud resources are registered within one or more cloud server. The resource servers are
responsible for scheduling the jobs on the resources that equivalent job’s requirements.
After scheduling the resource, provider monitors the execution of jobs, and after
completion, it collects the results and sends back to the users.
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Large numbers of load balancing algorithms are available to minimize the
make-span [2–8]. All these algorithms try to find resources to be allocated to the tasks
which will reduce the overall completion time of the tasks. Reducing overall execution
time of all tasks does not mean that it decreases the actual execution time of the
individual task. Two simple, well-known algorithms used for load balancing are
Min-Min [4] and LBMM [8]. These two algorithms work by considering the execution
and completion time of each task on the each available cloud computing.

The Min-Min algorithm first discovers the minimum execution time from all tasks.
Then it chooses the task with the smallest execution time among all current tasks. The
algorithm proceeds by assigning the tasks to the resources that generate the minimum
execution time. The same method is repeated by Min-Min until all tasks are scheduled.

The limitation of the Min-Min algorithm is that it chooses smallest tasks first which
makes use of the resource. Accordingly, the schedule produced by Min-Min is not best
when some smaller tasks exceed the large ones.

To stay away from the disadvantages of the Min-Min algorithm, many improved
algorithms have been proposed. All the problems discussed in those algorithms are
taken and analyzed to give a more efficient schedule. Our proposed algorithm in this
paper outperforms all those algorithms both regarding make-span and load balancing.
As a result, better load balancing is achieved and the total response time of the cloud
system is improved. The proposed algorithm applied the Min-Min strategy in the first
stage and then reschedule by allowing for the maximum execution time that is mini-
mum than the make-span obtained from the first phase.

2 Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing (CC) [2] is an Internet-based performance for the fundamental
computing servers to retain information and resources. It permits users to utilize
resources without installation and access their resources from any connected machine
by accessing the Internet. This technique set asides not sufficient the computing
resources with storage and bandwidth centralization. CC is a form of Internetwork
computing where resources run on attached server rather than on a local machine. As a
general client-server model, a client connects to a server to execute task/tasks. The
deviation with cloud computing is that the computing procedure may run on more than
one linked computers that can be utilized to the perception of virtualization. With
virtualization, more than one servers can be put together with virtual servers, and
appear to the clients to be a distinct device. The virtual server does not actually remain
like existing device and can, therefore, be traveled in all the ways without affecting the
end user. CC is a procedure of distributed computing that efforts on conferring an
extensive collection of users accessing to virtualized infrastructure over the Internet. It
engages distributed computing virtualization, networking, web services, and software.
The thought of cloud computing has focused on the attention of the users towards of
parallel, distributed and virtualization computing systems nowadays. It has appeared as
an attractive solution to supply low-priced and effortless access to externalized IT
resources.
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2.1 Cloud Computing Characteristics

(1) Services provide on demand: - When the user wants to resources, then the cloud
provides services upon request.

(2) Rapid elasticity: - Number of various resources in the cloud is increasing or
decrease smoothly.

(3) Resource pooling: - In cloud structure resources are allocated consistent with
consumer requirement. The each resource is collective to serve finish users uti-
lizing a model of cloud.

(4) Broad access to network: - The cloud resources access is possible throughout the
network and used standard methods for the users to the right to use the network.

(5) Pay per use: - Every consumer pay charges when it is the usage of computing
resources.

Services of CloudCloud computing provide many services to the end users

(1) Software as a Service: This service model is a software conveyance model in
which every single application is gotten to through web browser. In this SaaS
model, the users are not concerned with the cloud structure and also not a concern
with the network, servers, storage, operating systems, and platform. Exclusive
cloud consumer’s applications are naturally organized in a particular logical
atmosphere on the SaaS, to achieve optimization regarding security, speed,
availability, disaster recovery, and maintenance. There are various services are
provide as SaaS like salesforce.com. Google Docs, Google Mail.

(2) Platform as a Service: This Service model is a development platform which
permits for cloud customers to progress cloud application and services (example
SaaS) directly on PaaS cloud. In this Platform as a Service model, the consumers
do not control the primary cloud foundation including servers, network, storage
and operating system. An example of PaaS is Aneka and Google App Engine.

(3) Infrastructure as a Service: This service model provides Infrastructure of servers
and different software to the customer on their demand. By using this user now
not have to buy any specified hardware and software. Cloud users directly use of
IT infrastructure (storage, networks, processing and other computing resources).
IaaS provides services like Amazons EC2 [4, 6].

Cloud Deployment Models
The cloud group characterizes four cloud organization models. That represents to
various sorts of the cloud [2].

(1) Public Cloud: - This cloud is utilized by the general public users and the cloud
service provider has the full responsibility for the public cloud with its qualities,
policy, costing, profit, and charging model. Many popular cloud services are
Google App Engine, Amazon EC2and salesforce.com.

(2) Private Cloud: - This cloud will be cloud bases worked for a solitary association
and gave security to its resources.
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(3) Community Cloud: - In community cloud, cloud infrastructure which can be used
through several organizations in a private community. This cloud is shared
amongst many associations that have comparative cloud prerequisites.

(4) Hybrid Cloud: - This cloud it utilizes a combination of no under two clouds where
the clouds incorporate a blend of private cloud, public cloud or community cloud.

3 Task Scheduling

Task scheduling [9, 10] is a vital issue in cloud computing. Task Scheduling is used to
assign specific tasks to available resources at a precise time. In cloud computing, task
scheduling problem is one of the biggest and challenging issues. The first target of task
scheduling algorithm is to enhance the presentation and quality of service and at a time
retaining the good organization and justice among the jobs and reduce the cost of
execution. A proficient task scheduling approach must have a purpose to yield less
response time so that the time off offered tasks take a position within a possible
minimum time.

In cloud computing systems task scheduling plays a vital role. Scheduling of
jobs/tasks cannot be performed on the source of particular factors but under a batch of
rules that we can term as a concurrence between consumer and suppliers of the cloud
computing. This promise is nothing but the QoS that the consumer desires that from the
merchants. According to the agreement providers always try to provide a high quality
of services to the users. It is a certain job of the suppliers as at a time there are a huge
number of jobs executing on the merchant’s part.

The task scheduling difficulty can be analyzed as the discovering a minimal
mapping of a set of subtasks of multiple jobs over the current round of application
(processors) such that we obtain the expected objectives for tasks. In this paper, we are
executing a relevant study of the different algorithms for their correctness, probability,
flexibility in the context of cloud scenario, after that we will try to suggest the hybrid
approach that can be accepted to improve the presented platform further. So that it can
make possible cloud suppliers to supply a better quality of services.

Task Scheduling is the method of begin and end times to a set of tasks. The
scheduling algorithm of tasks in cloud means allocating the best appropriate resource
available for execution of tasks or to allocate machines to tasks in such a manner so that
the completion time is lowest. The primary cause behind the scheduling of the
resources by the particular time bound, which involves finding out a complete and the
best order in which a variety of tasks can be executed to offer most excellent outcomes
to the user. In scheduling algorithm, a list of assignments is created by giving prece-
dence to each task. The tasks are further preferred according to their priorities and will
be assigned to the available nodes and machines. We see two fundamental types of
scheduling:

• Static scheduling that schedule tasks in a known environment i.e. it already has the
information about the complete configuration of jobs and mapping of resources
before execution, estimates of task execution time.
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• Dynamic scheduling should not be dependent on the allocated tasks to cloud sur-
roundings but also on the existing states of system and machines to make a
scheduling decision.

Advantages of Task Scheduling

Maximum resource utilization,
Minimum waiting time,
Minimum response time,
Maximum throughput.

Task Scheduling of Cloud Computing
Scheduling is known as the set of policies for managing the arrange of tasks to be
completed by a system. The task or job scheduling in Cloud service center is a set of
instructions and factors that determine and decide on the task to be executed on the
available resources between gatherings of possible tasks at a particular time. In Cloud
service center, the task scheduling algorithms are dependable for allocating the tasks
submitted by the consumers to the accessible resources. The major advantage of tasks
scheduling algorithm is to achieve a high-performance computing and the best system
throughput. Scheduling manages the CPU memory and to accomplish highest resource
utilization, requires excellent scheduling policies. In Cloud Computing Environment,
Tasks are submitted to the service center broker by the users. The service center broker
is an intermediary between the cloud consumers and providers and is responsible for
scheduling tasks on Virtual machines (VM). The service center is a virtual infras-
tructure for housing resources and consists of some hosts. The submitted tasks are
scheduled according to the scheduling policies used by the service center Broker.
Broker communicates directly with the cloud controller and assigns tasks to VMs in the
host of the service center.

4 Types of Load Balancing Algorithms

Load Balancing Algorithms are categorized into three types based on the initiator of the
algorithm; Sender-Initiated: Sender identifies that the machines are overwhelmed so
that the dispatcher initiates the completing of load balancing algorithm.

Receiver Initiated: The requisite of Load balancing circumstances can be known by
the receiver in the cloud, and that server starts the execution of Load Balancing
algorithm.

Symmetric: It is the mixture of both the sender initiated, and receiver initiated
types. It takes advantages of both types.

• Based on the present state of the server, the two types of load balancing algorithms
are used:
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Static Schemes- The account does not have the current status machine. Predefine
the machines and their properties. Based on this previous information, the algorithm
works. Considering as it does not employ current system status information, it is less
composite, and it is straightforward to apply.

Dynamic Schemes- This category of algorithms is based on the present system in
rank. The algorithm works according to the changes in the state of machines. Dynamic
schemes are an expensive one and are very complex to implement, but it balances the
load in an efficient manner.

Status Table Status table is a data structure to retain the current status of all the
machines in the cloud surroundings. This resources can be used by some of the
dynamic scheme algorithms to allocate jobs to the machines that are not heavily loaded.

Need for Load Balancing
To avoid the overload load balancing, if the single machine gets all the jobs, the loads
would increase as well as its queue range is increased, and it becomes overloaded. If
balance the loads across several machines while every machine is in running state but
not in the overloaded state.

The goals are as follows [1]:

• To increase the availability
• To increase satisfaction of client
• To improve the resource consumption
• In queue to reduce the waiting time of tasks as well as to reduce task execution time
• To improve the overall performance of Cloud environment.

5 Related Works

Here we discuss two algorithms one is MM and other is LBMM.

Min-Min algorithm
Min-Min [4] is a static load balancing algorithm wherever the factors related with the
jobs are familiar in advance. The jobs with lowest completion time are being assigned
first to the processors so that the task is completed in time. But the tasks with the lowest
completion need to wait for a given period. As such, all the tasks in the processor must
be updated, and the tasks in the queue must be removed. The task with the lowest
completion performs better than the highest time execution. The main disadvantage of
this algorithm is that it leads to starvation.

Min-min algorithm is based on Minimum Completion Time (MCT) that is used to
allocate tasks to the resources to have lowest expected completion time. It would work
in two stages, in the first stage; the expected completion time will be calculated for each
task in a meta-task list. In the second stage, the task with the overall minimum expected
completion time from the meta-task list is selected and assigned to the related resource.
Then the current task is removed from the meta-task list, and the process is continued
until all tasks in the meta-task list are mapped to the corresponding resources. How-
ever, the Min- Min algorithm is unable to balance the load well as it usually does the
scheduling of small tasks initially.
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Load Balancing with Min-Min Algorithm
One of the important static algorithms called LBMM [8] maintains load balancing
among machines to accept it as scheduling issues. This scheduling process searches
minimum execution time of all tasks at first. In next stage, it selects job with least
execution time among all the jobs this scheduling technique continues with assigning
jobs with respective resources that shows the minimum completion time. This process
should be repeated up to all jobs are scheduled properly. In this process of execution,
this method chooses machines with maximum to make span. It selects tasks corre-
sponding to that machine with minimum execution time. Then completion time of
respective task should be calculated for all resources.

In next stage highest completion time of choose task has compared with make span
value. If this value is less then selected, the task is assigned to a respective machine
which has highest completion time. Otherwise next highest completion time of a
respected task is selected and this process has repeated.

If it is less, this schedule will stop if overall machines and tasks are allotted. In the
case of Meta task, this schedules gives better performance.

6 Review Work

A. Kumar proposed algorithm [11] as follows:
Author consider a problem in which a set of 5 machines M = {M1, M2, M3, M4,

M5}, and a set of 8 jobs J = {J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8}. The assignment matrix
contains the execution costs of every job to each machine.

Steps-1 to 2: Input: 5, 8.
Step-3 Obtain the sum of each row and column of the matrix, i.e., The sum of each

row and each column is as follows:
Sum Row
Sum Column (Table 3)
We partitioned the matrix to define the first sub-problem Part -1 by selecting rows

corresponding to J3, J4, J5, J6, J7 and second sub-problem Part -2 by selecting rows
corresponding to the jobs J1, J2, J8 and by deleting columns corresponding to M1, M3.
Then the modified matrices are as follows:

Sub-Problem-I: Part -1 (Table 4)
and, Sub-Problem-II: Part -2 (Table 5)
Thus, the total assignment cost of the main problem, i.e., 1550. The final optimal

assignments are as follows:

Job ! Machine Cost

J3 ! M1 180
J4 ! M2 180
J5 ! M3 190
J6 ! M5 140
J7 ! M4 180
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Total assignment cost = 870

Job ! Machine Cost

J1 ! M4 290
J2 ! M5 200
J8 ! M2 190

Total assignment cost = 680
Final Assignment cost follows:

Job ! Machine Cost

J1 ! M4 290
J2 ! M5 200
J3 ! M1 180
J4 ! M2 180
J5 ! M3 190
J6 ! M5 140
J7 ! M4 180
J8 ! M2 190

The paper suggested a modified method for solving the unbalanced assignment
problems. The Hungarian method gives total assignment cost 870 along with the other
three jobs assigned to dummy machine, in other words, that these three jobs are ignored
for further processing, while when the original problem is divided into the
sub-problems, which are balanced assignment problems in nature.

7 Proposed Method

To find out the matrix cost and a combination of tasks(s) vs. machine(s) of an
unbalanced matrix problem, we would focus on a problem which made with a set of
‘m’ machines M = {M1, M2,…, Mm}. A set of ‘n’ jobs J = {J1, J2,…, Jn} is considered
to be assigned for completion on the ‘m’ existing machines and the completion value
Cij, where i = 1, 2,…,m and j = 1,2,…,n are mentioned in the matrix where m > n.
First of all, we calculate the summation of each row and the summation of each column
of the matrix, keep the results in the array, named, Row-sum and Column-sum
respectively. Then we decide on the first n rows by Row-sum, i.e., starting with lowest
to least to the array Row-sum and deleting rows corresponding to the remaining
(r) jobs. Keep the outcomes in the new array that should be the array for the first
sub-problem. Repeat this progression until remaining jobs become less than all
machines when remaining jobs are less than n, then, deleting (c) columns on the based
on Column-sum, i.e., corresponding to values highest to higher to consist the last
sub-problem. Store the outcome in the new array that shall be the array for the last
sub-problem.
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To determine the assignment cost of the job(s) vs. machine(s) of an unbalanced
assignment problem, we concentrate on a problem which consists of a set of ‘n’
machines M = {M1, M2,.., Mn}. A set of ‘m’ jobs J = {J1, J2,…, Jm} is considered
which is to be assigned for execution on the ‘n’ available machines and the execution
cost Cij, where i = 1,2,..,m and j = 1,2,…,n are mentioned in the assignment cost
matrix ACM, where m > n. First of all, we obtain the sum of each row and each
column of the matrix, store the results in the array, namely, summation of row, i.e.,
Row_sum and summation of column i.e. Column_sum.

7.1 Problem Definitions

To assign various jobs to different machines, in such a way that the total assignment
cost is to be minimum, known as the assignment problem.

If the number jobs are not equal to a number of the machines, then it is known to be
unbalanced assignment problem.

Consider a problem which consists of a set of ‘m’ machines M = {M1,M2,…,Mn}.
A set of ‘n’ jobs {J = J1,J2,…,Jn} is considered which are to be assigned for execution
on ‘m’ available machines. The execution cost of each job on all the machines is
known and mentioned in the matrix of the order of n. The objective is to determine the
minimum cost. This problem is solved by well-known a very popular method called
Hungarian method [12].

7.2 Hungarian Method

Step 1: The input of this algorithm is a n*n square.
Step 2: To find the least value from each row and deduct it from each value in the

corresponding row.
Step 3: Similarly, for each column, find the least value and deduct it from each value

in the corresponding column.
Step 4: Cover all zeros in the deducted matrix with a lowest value of horizontal and

vertical lines. If lines numbers are n then an optimal assignment exists. The
algorithm stops. Otherwise, if lines number are less than n then, go to next
step.

Step 5: Find the least element that is not covered by a line in Step 4. Deduct with a
least uncovered element from all uncovered values, and add a least
uncovered value to all value s that are covered twice

7.3 Algorithm

To give an algorithmic representation of the method, let us consider a problem which
consists of a set of ‘n’ machines M = {M1, M2,.., Mn}. A set of ‘m’ jobs J = {J1, J2,…,
Jm} is considered which is to be assigned for execution on ‘n’ available machines and
the execution cost Cij, where i = 1, 2,.., m and j = 1, 2,…, n, where m > n, i.e., the
number of jobs is more than a number of machines.
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8 Example

Let us consider a problem with eight agents and four tasks. Its agent-task assignment
cost matrix is as shown in Table 1. This is the original cost matrix:

Step-1: Input: m*n matrix where no. of rows is maximum than no. of columns.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J1 151 277 185 276 321
J2 245 286 256 264 402
J3 246 245 412 423 257
J4 269 175 145 125 156
J5 421 178 185 425 235
J6 257 257 125 325 362
J7 159 268 412 256 286
J8 365 286 236 314 279

Step 2: It is to add all cost of each job named Row_sum.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
P

J1 151 277 185 276 321 1210
J2 245 286 256 264 402 1453
J3 246 245 412 423 257 1583
J4 269 175 145 125 156 870
J5 421 178 185 425 235 1444
J6 257 257 125 325 362 1326
J7 159 268 412 256 286 1381
J8 365 286 236 314 279 1480

Algorithm:
Step 1: Input: m*n matrix where no. of rows is maximum than no. of columns.
Step 2: It is to add all cost of each job named Row_sum.
Step 3: Eliminate some rows based on maximum Row_sum to do balanced matrix (i.e. delete
some number of rows that remaining numbers of the row will be equal to a number of columns.)
and named Part 1.
Step 4: Apply Hungarian Method removing Row_sum in part 1.
Step 5: Consist a matrix with deleted number of Rows from the original unbalanced matrix.
Step 6: It is to add all cost of each machine named Column_sum.
Step 7: Eliminate some columns based on maximum Column_sum to do balanced matrix (i.e.
delete some number of columns that remaining numbers of the column will be equal to a number
of rows.) because of the machines already assigned by corresponding jobs and named Part 2.
Step 8: Apply Hungarian Method removing Column_sum in part 2.
Step 9: Re-arrange the Jobs to corresponding machines.
Step 10: Stop.
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Step 3: Eliminate some rows based on maximum Row_sum to do balanced matrix
(i.e. delete some number of rows that remaining numbers of the row will be equal to a
number of columns.) and named Part 1.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
P

J1 151 277 185 276 321 1210
J4 269 175 145 125 156 870
J5 421 178 185 425 235 1444
J6 257 257 125 325 362 1326
J7 159 268 412 256 286 1381

Step 4: Apply Hungarian Method removing Row_sum in part 1.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J1 151 277 185 276 321
J4 269 175 145 125 156
J5 421 178 185 425 235
J6 257 257 125 325 362
J7 159 268 412 256 286

Step 5: Consist a matrix with deleted number of Rows from the original unbal-
anced matrix.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J2 245 286 256 264 402
J3 246 245 412 423 257
J8 365 286 236 314 279

Step 6: It is to add all cost of each machine named Column_sum.

JmMn M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J2 245 286 256 264 402
J3 246 245 412 423 257
J8 365 286 236 314 279P

856 817 904 1001 938

Step 7: Eliminate some columns based on maximum Column_sum to do balanced
matrix (i.e. delete some number of columns that remaining numbers of the column will
be equal to a number of rows.) because of the machines already assigned by corre-
sponding jobs and named Part 2.
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JmMn M1 M2 M3

J2 245 286 256
J3 246 245 412
J8 365 286 236

Step 8: Apply Hungarian Method removing Column_sum in part 2.

JmMn M1 M2 M3

J2 245 286 256
J3 246 245 412
J8 365 286 236

Thus, the total assignment cost of the main problem 1550. The final optimal
assignments are as follows:

Job ! Machine Cost

J1 ! M1 151
J4 ! M4 125
J5 ! M2 178
J6 ! M3 125
J7 ! M5 286

Total assignment cost = 870

Job ! Machine Cost

J2 ! M1 245
J3 ! M2 245
J8 ! M3 236

Total assignment cost = 680.
Step 9: Re-arrange the Jobs to corresponding machines.

Job ! Machine Cost

J1 ! M1 151
J2 ! M1 245
J3 ! M2 245
J4 ! M4 125
J5 ! M2 178
J6 ! M3 125
J7 ! M5 286
J8 ! M3 236

Step 10: Stop.
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9 Final Result

M1 ! J1 * J2! 151 + 245 = 396
M2 ! J3 * J5! 245 + 178 = 423
M3 ! J6 * J8! 125 + 236 = 361
M4 ! J4 ! 125
M5 ! J7 ! 286

10 Result Analysis

Table 1. The execution time (in ms) of every job to each machine.

Ji/Mj M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J1 300 290 280 290 210
J2 250 310 290 300 200
J3 180 190 300 190 180
J4 320 180 190 240 170
J5 270 210 190 250 160
J6 190 200 220 190 140
J7 220 300 230 180 160
J8 260 190 260 210 180

Table 2. Sum of each row of the matrix.

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8

1370 1350 1040 1100 1080 0940 1090 1100

Table 3. Table 2: Sum of each column of the matrix.

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

1990 1870 1960 1850 1400

Table 4. Sub-Problem-I

Ji/Mj M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

J3 180 190 300 190 180
J4 320 180 190 240 170
J5 270 210 190 250 160
J6 190 200 220 190 140
J7 220 300 230 180 160
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The following figure shows execution time (ms) of each task at different computing
machines.

Figure 1 shows the execution time for each task at different computing machines.
To calculate the performance of our proposed approach is compared with others
method by the case shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 displays the comparison of the execution
time of each computing machine among our approach. The execution times for com-
pleting all tasks by using proposed algorithm, LBMM and MM are 423, 423 and
555 ms, respectively. Our approach achieves the minimum completion time and better
load balancing than MM algorithms.

11 Conclusion

The present paper proposes a method for solving the unbalanced assignment problems
with Hungarian Method. This method is easy to implement. This is an easy method to
solve any unbalanced method. This is a very easy process. Our method gives new
approach in the case of load balancing of unbalanced assignment problem. In a future
study, we want to develop some modification of our approach to give more optimize
the result.
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Fig. 1. Execution time (ms) of each task at different computing machines.

Table 5. Sub-Problem-II

Ji/Mj M2 M4 M5

J1 290 290 210
J2 310 300 200
J8 190 210 180
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Abstract. Terrestrial reconnaissance in the border provinces in Thailand is very
risky and dangerous mission for troops and government officers. Many of troops
were killed and injured by the incendiary bombs buried in the roads. In order to
preventing the loss of life and property damages, many inventions of bomb
detector have been commercially used such as GPR (Ground Penetration Radar)
and REST (Remote Explosive Scent Tracing). Unfortunately, these technologies
are expensive and inappropriate in some situations. This paper presents the
forthcoming technology of the real-time image recognition for terrestrial
reconnaissance. By using the road texture analysis in image analytic, the data set
of normal surfaces of the road (e.g. asphalt road and gravel road) will be trained
as the prior-knowledge. The system can compare the buried surface with the
normal surface of the road and warning the troops beforehand.

Keywords: Image processing � Image detection � Image recognition � Image
analytic � Thailand 4.0

1 Introduction

The insurgency in Thailand’s three southern border provinces; Pattani, Yala and
Narathiwat, is an existing serious problem. It’s an ethnic-religious conflict. The evi-
dence varies on time and circumstances. In the past, the government buildings were
burned and ruined, people were arrested for ransom while the current situations the
violence even more severe. The terrorists attack on the life of innocent civilians such as
clergy, teachers, students and government officer, they intend to create a panic situa-
tions and their renown. This finally destroyed the mutual trust between citizens and
government officers. All government try to solve the problem with measures such as
the declaration of martial law, collapse of the Southern Border Provinces Adminis-
tration Center (SBPAC) of setting up a new government agency to a host of problems
such as The Southern Border Provinces Peace Building Command (SBPPBC) but the
violence has continued. The following issues are the factors contributing to the
violence.
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1. Education: There are a high proportion of Thai-Muslim citizens in the three
Southern provinces. The students study in the Muslim religious school called
“Pornor”. Some Pornor is the hidden place of the terrorists to form the new gen-
eration terrorists by cultivated the negative perception of the country to the students.

2. Economy: The citizens in the three southern provinces are poor. Their income per
capita is lower than the other provinces.

3. Politic: There are the conflicts of interest among the influential people in drug,
goods smuggling and so on.

Prince of Songkla University, Pattani Campus summarized about the unrest in the
three southern provinces since 2004–2015 that there were 15,374 incidents, 1,281
incidents in the annual average. The death toll has reached 6,543 victims, the annual
average is 545. There are 11,919 injured people, 993 cases per year caused by arson,
explosion or fire correspond to 229, 224 and 59 incidents. Narathiwat has the highest
violence rates follows by Yala and Pattani respectively.

Such damage occurs to the life and property of citizens, military/police as well as
the other government officers who have the mission in the unsafe areas. These officers
face the risk situation at all times particularly being ambushed by another opponent that
is likely to happen at any time, for example, the security patrol route of the military,
espionage, the clergy and teachers escort.

The patrol route in on the local streets between provincial district and village. Due
to the incendiary bombs were often placed to block the way or buried them in roads and
wait until the troops patrol in to the area the insurgent group used Remote Control
Improvised Explosive Device to command the bomb. Those explosives were
destructive power. The attacks in this way undermine the normal mental condition of
the people and the military and also affect the daily life of the citizens which can cause
health problems. Thus, if the measures are taken to prevent and proactive monitoring it
can help reduce the risk of losing. Currently, the technology has brought many types
into a tool to work in areas that are vulnerable to threats. Many organizations rely on
these technologies into practical tools to create an advantage over its competitors.

Therefore, it is essential that the agencies of the government to maintain order in the
three border provinces of Thailand rely on the advancement of the technology appli-
cation deployment.

The research work is to integrate the communication technology and computer
technology to build the system for the military patrol operations and building the
prototyping to bring this approach to the real situation. One of the critical processes is
to capture the panoramic landscapes and roads. The system will record the details at
that moment that the human sight cannot keep all the details. The result can show that,
before the troops going into patrol areas, that area has been dug and buried before or
not. It may be assumed that the area around is not safe the soldier should not enter that
risky area.

This position paper consists of 4 sections: The problem statement and the purpose
of this work have been described in the introduction section; Sect. 2 is the literature
reviews; the proposed method together with the features extraction and the model will
be illustrated in Sect. 3; the future usage and benefits will be discussed in Sect. 5.
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2 Literature Reviews

The reconnaissance mission is a specific mission of the nation security operation. This
mission is a core component of the military transformation of United States Department
of Defense. In order to obtain the information for military decision making process and
contribute to the administration, the operation comprises the intelligence, Surveillance
and reconnaissance [2]. The management of military and security operations are as
follows [5]

• Acquiring the information of military strategy immediately
• Acquiring the photos with accurate details of the areas
• What is around in the critical area including its utilities
• Measurement of distance and time to access the area
• Planning to enter and exit the areas

There are many kinds of the technology brought into use for example radar tech-
nology as a tool to support the development of military ordnance which integrated into
the GPS technology to collect the images in both ground and air targets. However, it
necessary employs the tools with high accuracy. There are cases where no tools are
powerful enough to handle the objects in the image; it affects the image detector [15].
In some cases may be leveling photo. This is one more tool to keep in shape and a
complex shape. It is very high accuracy. The leveling of the photos can be applied to
architecture and archeology [6]. The images used should have the texture and structure
obviously. The photo collecting is always a lot to digitize footage more than film [11].
The device is used to collect the photos is the military’s unmanned aircraft (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles: UAVs), also known as drones (Drone). The mission of the military
drones is to spy or bomb the enemy field. The pictures from military operations are
often remote and animated as indicated in the research of Buzasi which is about the
automatic aerial Image detection to determine the aircraft’s position using The Cellular
Neural Network (CNN) theory [1]. The photo is still processing after shooting for
several hours; this is the disadvantage in operation since the troops patrol to be con-
tinually vigilant. The operation of the drones are moving into the area continuously by
controlling from the command center where works with computers and electronics
series such as software control, computers, laptops, servers, remote control (RC
Controller), GPS, barometric altimeter, etc. [4]. Drones can capture both the bird’s eye
view photos and the human’s eye view photos.

The characteristics of the road surface:
There are three common types of the roads; concrete roads, asphalt roads and gravel

roads. The malfunctioning of the road types is different.
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1. The gravel road surface has been eroded, destroyed by soil erosion, collapsed by the
water and its surface is rough from utilization [12]. See Fig. 1.

2. Road asphalt, the nature of the damage with 4 factors [13]:

– Separation of the road surface, the road surface is disappeared, slippery
– Deformation and distortion of the road surface
– Fracture of the road produces the liddle pebbles
– The road was retreated, potholes

3. The concrete surface is very solid. The damage depends on the temperature and the
material used to build the road. Nillson, 1993 (cited in [4]) and it can withstand high
friction (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The damages of the gravel roads (Source: Department of Agriculture, United States)
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Fig. 2. The damages of the asphalt roads (Source: Walker, 2002)
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Recognition
With a digital device, the image data is stored in the pixel which is the smallest unit of
the image of. Pixel contains the value of the color, the total of the color values are 256.
The research of the Schenk T. found that the smallest is about 5 lm, if the image size is
9 inches or 22.8 cm. An image size of 0.5 GB, there are only few thousand bytes will
be used. Therefore, reducing the size of the image can avoid wasting time analyzing
results [11]. The first important step is the Feature Extraction; the specific information
for analysis will be extracted such as the brightness of the image, the edges of the
object in the gray scale images. The next step is to import the features to create natural
histogram and spatial frequency spectra [10]. A feature from the extraction process can
be colors in the image area [16], weight, diameter, height [3].

Image recognition is an important processing step. It has been developed to be
applied to other applications such as capturing infrared to locate the run way in military
operations. Image Feature Extraction is discovering the critical line of the image [14].
Libao Zhang’s research study on the location of the airport and the airport from remote
sensing image. The key features of the images are (1) the edge of the parallel runway
(2) the gray scale of the image (3) the structure (shape) and the image size, and (4) the
connection of the runway [7].

Pattern Recognition method is the one used for image processing. This approach is
based on research like medical and military by considering all possible inductive
analysis and show you what is correspond to the imported data. The important task is to
define the essential features of the images then convert them to a format that is ready to
calculate for example a group of numbers, a series of symbols followed by sorting that
data [10] and then analyze the results. In Some cases, the researcher segments the
image before performing the procedure Image Feature Extraction [9].

3 The Proposed Method

The main contribution of this work is the image analytic algorithm for road texture
analysis, the data set of normal surfaces of the road (e.g. asphalt road and gravel road)
will be trained as the prior-knowledge. The system can compare the buried (or digged)
surface with the normal surface of the road and warning the troops beforehand. The
image recognition for terrestrial reconnaissance consists of two parts:

1. Recognition algorithm: By training the data set of normal surfaces of the road as the
prior-knowledge, the recognition algorithm will be used as the road model of the
system (step 1–4 in the algorithm).

2. Classification algorithm: The unknown image of the road will be captured and
compared with the road model. The system will determine that the surface of the
road has been buried or digged. The illustration of the system is shown in Fig. 3
(step 5–10 in the algorithm).
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In order to build the efficient clustering model (the road model), the researchers
have to conduct the survey in the real places in Thailand’s three southern border
provinces; Pattani, Yala and Narathiwat. All road surface images such as asphalt road
and gravel road are needed to be captured in all situations e.g. road surface images in
rainy season will have the different texture from summer and winter seasons. The next
step after the prototype of the road model has been implemented and tested; the system
will be embedded into the smart phone application for the practical use. The result of
road image with the pinned location of buried or digged areas will be shown on the
smart phone screen. The system implementation on the smart phone is shown in Fig. 4
and the features extraction is also shown in Fig. 5.

The Features Extraction
The edge detection is a feature extraction technique used in this research to detect the
short linear sections of the road surface features. Figures 5 and 6 represented the
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experiments applying Sobel algorithm to the images which is the approximation of the
derivatives in two directions: x and y, then finding their magnitude and direction of
edges with the following equation.

M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s2x þ s2y
q

ð1Þ

Where s2x and s2y are computed by

sx ¼ a2 þ ca3 þ a4ð Þ � a0 þ ca7 þ a6ð Þ ð2Þ

Fig. 4. The smart phone application of the proposed algorithm

Fig. 3. The image recognition for terrestrial reconnaissance
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sy ¼ a0 þ ca1 þ a2ð Þ � a6 þ ca5 þ a4ð Þ ð3Þ
While Constant c = 2 and sx and sy are the metric masks.
The Feature extraction on the normal road images (Fig. 5) show the repetitive

patterns of borders, compare the wide angle image (a) to the close up (b) image, we can
see more different edge characteristics on the perspective view (a). In Fig. 6, the various
styles of the damaged trails shown by the significant border lines and specific forms in
each image (a), (b), (c), (d). This will be the critical information for the next process.
However, the features extraction process is ongoing until we get the best result.

4 The Result

There are 15 test images of the three types of the road, (5 images for each type) that
were dug and drown; gravel roads, asphalt roads and concrete roads. The experiment
provides the threshold values for forming the clustering model for real time terrestrial
reconnaissance operation.

 (a) 

 (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Feature Extraction on the normal road images
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. (a), (b), (c) and (d) Feature Extraction on the damaged roads images
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In the area of operation, the drone was assign to collect the normal patrol road
surface images ahead in such 1–2 day earlier, those images were sent back to the data
storage. In the day of patrol operation, the drone again do the same work in the same
route as the day before to collect the images of surface, the images were compare to the
image in the data storage by clustering model, for the images of Gravel road if their
threshold are reached 25–30%, the soldier should not access in that area because under
the road might have the bomb. In the case of the roads are the Asphalt roads or the
Concrete roads, their threshold are 15–20% and 7–10% respectively by conducting in
the same manner as the Gravel roads.

Normal Roads
(Demonstrate one example 

of feature extraction)

Damaged  Roads
(Demonstrate one example 

of feature extraction)

The Chang-
ing Road’s 

Surface 
Value by 

Percentage
(Threshold 

Range)

Gravel 
Roads

25 – 30

As-
phalt 
Roads

15 - 20

Con-
crete 
Roads 

7-10
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The next step we are dealing the relevant organization to have an experiment in the
real operation area, three southern border provinces of Thailand.

5 The Future Usage and Benefits

As mentioned earlier, instead of the procurement of commercial bomb detectors such as
GPR (Ground Penetration Radar) and REST (Remote Explosive Scent Tracing) which
are expensive and inappropriate in some situations. GPR is a geophysical method that
uses radar pulses to detect the changes of soil structures or diffracts buried underneath
the surface of the road. This kind of equipment cannot classify the different between
rocks and metal (bomb) beneath the surface of the road because the electromagnetic
radiation that reflected from rocks and metal (bomb) would be the same. REST is a
survey methodology based on scent tracing of bomb, this technology does not suit for
the surface with a high relative humidity (e.g. the road after raining; the scent of bomb
could be distracted from the moisture in soil) which is the major drawback of REST.
Therefore, the smart phone application of the image recognition for terrestrial recon-
naissance is suit for this circumstance because it is a handheld device and cost effective
compared with GPR and REST.

The benefits of the system can be given in two major areas:

1. Public policy: Reducing the damages of life and property of citizens, military/police
as well as the other government officers. Enhancing the security confidence of
citizens, military/police/government officers.

2. Economy: Encouraging people to live in the daily life and do their business as their
usual. When people can live safely, the mental health problems can be reduced. If
the business can run normally therefore the income will increase.

The future work of this study: We have planned to improve the texture mapping
algorithm [17] for generating the smooth voxel surface for terrain model; the 3D terrain
model of road can be recreating for the later use. The major benefit of the 3D terrain
map is the real-time look-like map; this 3D terrain map can be used as the aerial view in
some areas where the anti-drone system has already been activated. Figure 7 shows the
3D terrain map with the improved texture mapping algorithm proposed in [17].

Fig. 7. The 3D terrain map with the smooth voxel surface algorithm.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to develop a graph theoretical com-
puter vision framework to partition shape of an image object into parts
based on a heuristic approach such that the partitioning remains con-
sistent with human perception. The proposed framework employs a spe-
cial polygonal approximation scheme to represent a shape suitably in
simpler graph form where each polygonal side represents a graph-edge.
The shape-representative graph is explored to determine vertex-visibility
graph by a simple algorithm presented in this paper. We have proposed
a heuristic based iterative clique extraction strategy to decompose the
shape-representative graph depending on its vertex-visibility graph. This
proposed framework considers MPEG-7 shape data set for probing the
acceptability of the proposed framework and according to our obser-
vation, the performance of the framework is comparable with existing
schemes.

Keywords: Shape partitioning · Polygonal approximation · Visibility
graph

1 Introduction

Cognitive experimental evidence suggests that human vision organizes object-
shape in terms of its constituent parts along with their mutual spatial relation-
ships for visual processing [3,8]. From computational perspective, partitioned
view of a shape is useful as many objects are consisting of parts that move
non-rigidly with respect to each other. A part-based description allows one to
decouple the constituent parts of a shape based on the spatial relationships
between the parts and thereby offers a natural way to represent and recognize
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articulated objects. Moreover, in reality the view of an object may be vari-
ably or partially visible due to occlusion with other objects or under various
transformations of its flexible object-parts. Representing shapes by parts allows
the recognition process to proceed with the view which may undergo different
transformations of flexible parts or partial occlusion with other objects. From
pragmatic perspective, it is commonly experienced that the shape of individual
flexible component of an object-body is less likely to be influenced under different
natural shape-transformations. Human observers mostly perceive an object-body
as a combination of various non-flexible parts. From computational perspective,
algorithms satisfying certain principles for partitioning may turn out meaning-
ful as well as useful if they produce partitioning which closely matches with the
perception of human observers. As fundamental principles, each meaningful par-
titioning must be stable over small generic perturbations of viewpoint, and over
small generic transformations in object shape specially around the junction of
flexible parts. Keeping the above mentioned principles as primary focus, we have
proposed a graph theoretic computer vision framework using a heuristic graph
partitioning algorithm to obtain partitioning of a shape which is coherent with
human perception based partitioning.

1.1 Related Work

Shape partitioning is a fundamental step towards shape analysis and under-
standing. Such representation method is widely used in shape recognition, shape
retrieval, skeleton extraction and motion planning. In recent years, partitioning
of image objects into meaningful regions has been drawing attention of many
researchers to address various computer vision problems. Primarily, researchers
have adopted two strategies for shape partitioning: (a) bottom up strategy where
small shape-parts are grouped into a large shape parts, and (b) top down strategy
which is decomposing large shape into meaningful parts [3]. Bottom-up group-
ing method is used to form hierarchical shape vocabularies from a large number
of shape instances. Top down approach exploits perceptual cues to decompose
shapes. Based on various cues, various optimized shape decomposition algo-
rithms have been developed by the computer vision scientists. There are some
rules from cognitive science which are the basis for meaningful partitioning.
Hoffman et al. [8] showed that the human visual system perceives region bound-
aries at negative minima of principal curvature which is known as the minima-
rule. The minima-rule is an elegant theory that defines a framework for how
human perception might decompose an object into its constituent parts. This
rule only defines boundary points at which to parse but does not tell how to use
these points to cut shapes. On the other hand, short-cut rule as proposed by
Singh et al. [14] is basically is its complement which states that human vision
prefers to use the shortest possible cut-lengths to decompose shapes into parts.
They proposed methods to decompose polygons into approximately convex parts
and reported that approximate convex decomposition usually results insignifi-
cantly smaller number of parts and can be computed more efficiently. Gopalan
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et al. [6] proposed another algorithm based on convexity for producing approxi-
mated convex decomposition. Liu et al. [10] considered both convexity and the
short-cut rule to obtain near-optimal shape decomposition. Based on their work,
Ren et al. [12] further used minima-rule along with the number of shape-parts in
the objective function during optimization. Jiang et al. [9] used a combination of
convexity, short-cut and minima-rule while focusing on minimizing the number of
shape-parts primarily to preserve natural visual interpretation of various parts.
Unfortunately, existing schemes still fail to provide a rigorous way to obtain an
effective shape-partitioning consistent with the natural visual interpretation of
various parts of an object.

In our paper, we primarily explore graph theory as a tool to obtain par-
titioning heuristically based on some perception based criteria. The proposed
framework employs a special polygonal approximation to represent a shape suit-
ably as a simpler graph form where each polygonal side represents an edge. Such
graph-representation of shape facilitates us to apply graph theoretic approaches.
The shape-representative graph is explored to determine vertex-visibility graph
by a simple algorithm presented in this paper. We have proposed a heuristic
based iterative clique extraction strategy to decompose the shape depending on
its vertex-visibility graph. According to our observation, the performance of the
framework is coherent with human observation to a large degree and comparable
with existing schemes. The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 discusses our proposed shape partitioning framework. In Sect. 3, we
show results of our experiments and finally we summarize the contribution of
this work and identify areas for further work in the conclusion section.

2 Proposed Framework

This section discusses our proposed framework comprehensively. As mentioned
earlier the proposed scheme for partitioning shape works on graph based shape
representation of an object through a special polygonal approximation of closed
curve. It is observed that most of the popular shape partitioning schemes fail

Fig. 1. Overall flow of the proposed scheme
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to address the presence of bumpy irregularities along the contour effectively.
Our proposed framework attempts to handle such noisy curve using a thick-
edge polygonal approximation (Fig. 1d) reported in [13]. Figure 1 outlines the
overall flow of the proposed strategy. The proposed algorithm takes a sequence
of boundary points as input which is obtained through tracing contour of an
object by adopting Moore’s strategy [5]. Below, we discuss in detail each step of
the proposed strategy as mentioned in Fig. 1.

2.1 Thick-Edge Polygonal Approximation

Extracting meaningful information and features from the contour of 2-D digital
planar curves has been widely used for shape modeling. Detection of dominant
points (DP) along the contour to represent visual characteristics of a shape has
always been a challenging aspect for effective shape modeling. Polygonal approx-
imation of a closed digital curve has always been considered as an effective tech-
niques for detection of DPs as the vertices of the shape representative polygonal
form. In this proposed work, we have used polygonal approximation of an object
to interpret its shape in graph representative form where each graph-node corre-
sponds to a vertex of the polygon. The merit of such a strategy depends on how
closely a polygon can represent a shape with minimal number of DP without loss
of significant visual characteristics. Most of the traditional polygonal approxi-
mation schemes fail to address the presence of bumpy irregularities along the
contour effectively as they sometimes tend to produce misleading polygonal rep-
resentation either with too many sides (Fig. 2b) or with too few sides (Fig. 2c).
In [13], Sourav et al. proposed a framework which attempts to handle such
noisy curve using a thick-edge polygonal approximation (Fig. 2d) based on digi-
tal geometric approach wherein each edge can have reasonably varied thickness.
Vertices of such a shape-approximating polygon are extracted through a novel
heuristic strategy and these vertices are considered as dominant points (DP).
The proposed framework as presented in [13] allows us to approximate a polyg-
onal representation of the contour with each polygonal-side having a thickness
derived sensibly to handle contour curvatures with irregular bumps. Figure 2
intuitively demonstrates suitability of the proposed strategy.

Fig. 2. a. Object b. & c. traditional polygonal approximation d. proposed scheme
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Fig. 3. a. Object b. visibility graph of polygonal approximation

2.2 Visibility Graph Computation

The visibility graph is a fundamental geometric structure useful in many appli-
cations. In computational geometry, two nodes are said to be visible adjacent
pair in the vertex-visibility graph of a polygon if and only if the line segment
joining the associated vertices is at no point exterior to the polygon. Figure 3b
diagrammatically depicts vertex-visibility graph of a polygonal approximation
of the shape Fig. 3a. Any adjacent pair of vertices forming an edge is always
mutually visible and in Fig. 3b, the connection between this kind of edge rep-
resentative vertex-pair is shown by a solid line segment whereas connections
betweeen other mutually visible pair of vertices are shown by dotted line seg-
ment. Understandably, the connection between visible adjacent pair is equivalent
to the line of sight. A non-convex polygonal shape can be partitioned into several
convex parts based on its visibility graph as explained later. In this framework,
we have explored the concept of visibility graph for partitioning a non-convex
polygonal shape. The visibility graph computation problem has been solved for
some special classes of polygons called spiral polygons and tower polygons [4].
Researchers notably Hershberger et al. [7] contributed algorithms in generalized
sense for checking the visibility of two points in planar region in presence of
obstacles. In the proposed framework, a simple polygon with no holes is con-
sidered as an approximated representative of a shape as discussed in previous
section. For such specific hole-free simplar polygonal shape, Bose et al. [1] com-
puted the visibility graph with O(n3 lg n) time complexity. Below, we present an
algorithm (namely ConstructVisibilityMatrix) along with an illustration which
we have applied in this framework for computing visibility graph of an approxi-
mated polygonal shape.

Illustration of the Proposed Visibility Graph Computation Algorithm: Here, we
illustrate basic principle of the proposed algorithm for computation of visibility
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Algorithm 1: ConstructVisibilityMatrix

Input: polygonV ertexList: An ordered list of polygon-vertices obtained
through clockwise traversal of edges

Output: Global visibilityMatrix: If a vertex-pair (vi, vj) is mutually visible
then the cell(i, j) and cell(j, i) are set to true otherwise both the cells
are set to false. Initially, cells corresponding the edges are set as true
since any vertex-pair forming an edge always constitutes a visible pair.

1 for each vertex vi in polygonV ertexList do
2 for each vertex vj in polygonV ertexList do
3 if vi �= vj OR vivj is not an edge then
4 intersectF lag ← false
5 for each edge with end vertices (vp, vq) do

/* check whether line segment vivj intersects edge vpvq
depending on clockwise or counter-clockwise

orientation of an ordered triplet of points */

6 orientation1 ← orientation of point-triplet (vi, vj , vp)
7 orientation2 ← orientation of point-triplet (vi, vj , vq)
8 orientation3 ← orientation of point-triplet (vp, vq, vi)
9 orientation4 ← orientation of point-triplet (vp, vq, vj)

10 if orientation1 �= orientation2 AND
orientation3 �= orientation4 then

11 intersectF lag ← true
12 break

13 end

14 end

15 end
16 if intersectF lag = true then

/* vivj intersects an edge */

17 visibilityMatrix[i, j] ← false

18 end
19 else

/* vivj does not intersect any edge */

20 if mid-point of vivj is inside polygon then
21 visibilityMatrix[i, j] ← true
22 end

23 end

24 end

25 end
26 return visibilityMatrix
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graph.Algorithm1:ConstructVisibilityMatrix computes visibility graphby check-
ing whether any two vertices vi and vj are visible pair of a polygon depending on
whether line segment vivj intersects any edge of the polygon. The decision of inter-
section is made based on the notion of clockwise or counter-clockwise orientation of
an ordered triplet of points in a plane. For example, in Fig. 3b vertices v1 and v8 do
not form visible pair as v1v8 intersects edge v9v10. The deciding criteria of intersec-
tion is based on the satisfaction of following two conditions– a) The orientation of
point-triplet (v1, v8, v9) is clockwise but the orientation of point-triplet (v1, v8, v10)
is counter-clockwise and b) The orientation of point-triplet (v9, v10, v1) is counter
clockwise but the orientation of point-triplet (v9, v10, v8) is clockwise. On the con-
trary, none of the vertex-pairs namely (v1, v3) or (v1, v9) intersects any edge of the
polygon. Among these two candidate pairs, only (v1, v3) forms visible pair because
the mid-point of v1v3 lies inside the polygon whereas the mid-point of v1v9 lies out-
side the polygon. The notable fact is that a pair (vi, vj) would not form a visible
pair if any other vertex vk falls on the line of sight between vi and vj . For example,
pair (v1, v5) fails to form a visible pair since the vertex v10 falls on the line of sight
joining v1 and v5. The proposed algorithm constructs a two-dimensional visibil-
ity matrix based on the formation of visible vertex-pair. Understandably, the three
nested loops in the proposed algorithm cause a time complexity of O(n3).

2.3 Shape Partitioning Through Iterative Maximal Clique
Extraction

A clique is a complete sub-graph of a graph. A maximal complete sub-graph
is called a maximal clique which is not contained in any other complete sub-
graph i.e. it can not be extended by including any more adjacent vertices. In
Fig. 3, polygonal vertices namely v3, v4, v5, v8, v9, and v10 construct a maximal
clique.The most popular technique to find all the maximal cliques of a given
undirected graph was presented by Coen Bron et al [2]. The basic form of the
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm is a recursive backtracking algorithm that searches for
all possible maximal cliques in a given graph. Interestingly, it is most likely that
a maximal clique corresponds to non-flexible part of a shape. On the basis of this
idea, we have developed a heuristic strategy based on the principle concept of
Bron–Kerbosch algorithm [2] to iteratively extract maximal clique from the visi-
bility graph of a polygonal shape. The proposed heuristic algorithm is presented
as Algorithm 2: GetShapePartition.

Illustration of the Proposed Shape Partitioning Algorithm–GetShapePartition:
The main objective of Algorithm 2:GetShapePartition is to find a suitable clique-
partitioning of polygonal shape based on some heuristic. The proposed algorithm
solely considers maximal cliques and henceforth for the sake of simplicity, a max-
imal clique is sometimes referred as clique in following sections. In this frame-
work, we explored various optimal criteria like (a) Maximize {Area(clique)}, (b)
Minimize { 1

N

∑
boundary-cut-length} (c) Maximize { Area(clique)

1
N

∑
boundary-cut-length} as

heuristics for selecting a clique-partition from the graph-representation of a
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Algorithm 2: GetShapePartition
Input: G : A graph in terms of adjacency matrix; R : A set of vertices, Initially

it is set as empty; P : VertexSet(G); X: A set of vertices, Initially it is
set as empty;

Output: Global ParitioningList: A list partitioning of G
1 Function GetShapePartition (G,R, P,X)
2 if G is null-graph then

/* terminate since no more partition is required */

3 return;

4 end
5 if P is empty AND X is empty then

/* R is a maximal clique. Apply heuristic to obtain current

most suitable maximal clique. */

6 heuristicCost ← GetHeuristicCost(R);
7 if currentMinHeuristicCost > heuristicCost then
8 suitableMaximalClique ← R;
9 currentMinHeuristicCost ← heuristicCost;

10 end
11 S ← S ∪ R;
12 if S = V ertexSet(G) then

/* all possible maximal cliques are generated for current

G */

13 Output most suitable partition described by
suitableMaximalClique;

14 Add suitableMaximalClique to ParitioningList;
15 MaximalCliqueAdjMat ←

GetAdjacencyMatrix(suitableMaximalClique);
16 for each edge described by pair (i, j) in G do

/* Update G: Remove an edge from G if it belongs the

sub-complete graph stored as current

suitableMaximalClique such that it is not a

boundary-cut */

17 if edge(i, j) �= boundary-cut then
18 G(i, j) ← {G(i, j) − MaximalCliqueAdjMat(i, j)};
19 end

20 end

21 end

22 end
23 u ← a pivot vertex ∈ P ∪ X;
24 for each vertex v ∈ P \ NeighboSet(u) do
25 GetShapePartition(G,R∪{v}, P ∩NeighborSet(v), X∩NeighborSet(v));
26 P ← P \ {v};
27 X ← X ∪ {v};

28 end
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Fig. 4. GetShapePartition iterative steps: a. Step 1b. Step 2c. Step 3

polygonal shape. In experimental result section, we have discussed about all
the criteria in detail.

Here, we illustrate the flow of Algorithm 2:GetShapePartition based on the
heuristic criteria which maximizes {Area(clique)}. It will help in basic under-
standing of overall working principle of the proposed algorithm. Area of a maxi-
mal clique in the visibility graph can be computed as the convex-polygonal area
covered by it. At every step, the objective would be to obtain a clique from the
residual graph which covers maximal polygonal area. With reference to Fig. 4a,
there can be seven possible maximal cliques that can be extracted from the ini-
tial original graph. These seven maximal cliques are clique-1:{v3, v4, v5, v8, v9,
v10}, clique-2:{v5, v6, v7, v8}, clique-3:{v1, v2, v3, v10}, clique-4:{v5, v6, v8,
v9}, clique-5:{v4, v5, v7, v8}, clique-6:{v1, v3, v4, v10}, and clique-7:{v2, v3,
v9, v10}. Out of these cliques, clique-1:{v3, v4, v5, v8, v9, v10} contains largest
polygonal area and therefore it is selected at first iteration-step. Removal of
clique-1 results in a residual graph with nodes {v1, v2, v3, v10, v5, v6, v7, v8}
as shown in Fig. 4b. Similarly at second iteration, maximal clique {v1, v2, v3,
v10} being the largest area holder would be selected and its removal generates a
residual graph with nodes {v5, v6, v7, v8} as shown in Fig. 4c. Lastly, maximal
clique {v5, v6, v7, v8} would be selected resulting in a null residual graph which
leads to termination of the algorithm.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

Evaluation of performance is a crucial issue for the proposed framework, mainly
due to the subjectivity of human vision based judgment. The merit of such a
scheme depends on how closely the partitioning of an approximated polygonal
shape matches with the human perception based partitioning. The most intuitive
criteria, for estimating effectiveness of the scheme would be to examine the
similarity between the partitioning obtained through the proposed framework
and the partitioning based on human perception. In this framework, we explored
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Table 1. Result: Shape Partitioning

Max-Area Min-Cut-Length Combined
Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic
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Table 2. Comparative Result: Shape Partitioning

Perception Based Gopalan et. al. [6] Liu et. al.[10] Proposed
Partitioning Partitioning Partitioning Partitioning
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following optimal criteria as heuristics for selecting a clique-partition through the
proposed algorithm.

– Criteria (a) Heuristic Based on Maximizing {Area(clique)}: It is the convex-
polygonal area covered by a maximal clique of a visibility graph. At every
step, the objective would be to obtain a clique from the residual graph which
covers maximal polygonal area.

– Criteria (b) Heuristic Based on Minimizing { 1
N

∑
boundary-cut-length}: For

any pair of vertices (vi, vj) in clique, if the line of sight connecting vi and vj
is shared between two area-wise disjoint maximal cliques inside the polygonal
shape, then the edge (vi, vj) in visibility graph forms a boundary-cut and
the distance between vi and vj is called boundary-cut-length. As shown in
Fig. 3, red dotted-lines connecting the pair (v3, v10) and the pair (v5, v8) can
be treated as boundary-cuts of the maximal clique: {v3, v4, v5, v8, v9, v10}.
Natural partitioning of an object normally attempts to decompose a part
with boundary-cuts as small as possible. The average boundary-cut-length of
a clique can be calculated by computing mean-length considering all of its
boundary-cuts. Mathematically, for N boundary-cuts of a clique, the aver-
age boundary-cut-length can be computed as { 1

N

∑
boundary-cut-length}.

At every step, the objective can be set so as to obtain a clique with minimal
average boundary-cut-length.

– Criteria (c) Combined Heuristic using both of the above criteria: Here,
we have used both of the above mentioned heuristic criteria and at
every step, the objective is set so as to obtain a clique which maximizes
{ Area(clique)

1
N

∑
boundary-cut-length}.

This proposed framework considers well-known MPEG-7 shape dataset [11]
for probing the acceptability of our proposed framework. The results are listed
in Table 1 wherein first column correponds to criteria-(a), second column corre-
ponds to criteria-(b) and third column correponds to criteria-(c). Based on our
obseravtion, it appears that the third column corresponding to the criteria-(c) is
more consistent with the human perception based partitioning as compared to
other criteria. Table 2 compares some of the notable outcomes of the proposed
framework with the results obtained by Gopalan et al. [6] and Liu et al. [10] and
one can verify that the performance of the proposed framework is qualitatively
comparable and acceptable with reference to the perception based partitioning.

4 Conclusion

This paper attempts to develop a graph theoretical heuristic based computer
vision framework to decompose shape of an image-object into meaningful parts
similar to the perception based partitioned-view of an object. The proposed
framework employs a special thick-edged polygonal approximation to represent
a shape suitably as simpler graph form which is later explored to compute vertex-
visibility graph. We have proposed a heuristic based iterative clique extrac-
tion strategy to partition the shape-representative graph based on its vertex-
visibility graph. The proposed partitioning relies on the notion that there is
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a high probability of finding correspondence between a non-flexible part of a
shape and a fully-connected sub-graph i.e. a clique belonging to the polygonal
shape approximated graph. This proposed framework considered several criteria
as heuristics for selecting a suitable partition and according to our observa-
tion, the performance of the framework using the heuristic criteria based on
both area and cut-length of a maximal clique with an objective of maximiz-
ing { Area(clique)

1
N

∑
boundary-cut-length} appears impressive and comparable with existing

schemes. However, there is a scope of further research towards possibility of
merging or splitting of decomposed parts to make the partitioning more aligned
with the natural visual interpretation.
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Abstract. Substantial size of convoluted conjunct characters in Bengali
language makes the recognition process burdensome. In this paper, we
propose a structural disintegration based segmentation technique that
fragments the conjunct characters into discernible shapes for better
recognition accuracy. We use a set of structure based segmentation rules
that bifurcates the characters into discernible shape components. The
bifurcation is done by finding the touching region where two basic shapes
coincide to form a conjunct character. The proposed method has been
tested on a data set of Bengali handwritten conjunct characters effi-
ciently. In future, we will continue our work to incorporate it as a promi-
nent preprocessing step for Bengali optical character recognition system.

Keywords: Bengali · Handwritten · Segmentation · OCR

1 Introduction

Character segmentation is one of the most important preprocessing step in opti-
cal character recognition (OCR). The accuracy of recognition strictly depends
on the correctness of the segmentation output. Several work on character seg-
mentation have been published on Arabic [1,2], Chinese [3], English [4,5] scripts.
But there exist very few work on regional Indian scripts [6], even more so for
Bengali script [7,8]. Research work on handwritten Bengali character segmenta-
tion is limited not only due to its cursive nature but also due to the presence of a
large sized conjunct character (also known as compound) set. Pal et al. [9] have
introduced a technique that uses directional information as features and modified
quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) to recognize conjunct character classes.
Das et al. [10] have proposed a method that recognizes 55 handwritten conjunct
character classes using quadtree-based longest run feature and multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP). Later, they [11] have broadened their research by proposing a
technique that uses shadow and quadtree-based longest run features with MLP
and support vector machine (SVM) to recognize 93 character classes that incor-
porates 50 basic and 43 conjunct handwritten Bengali characters. Subsequently,
Das et al. [12] have presented a multi-stage classification based on combined
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 297–306, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 23
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genetic algorithm (GA) and SVM for handwritten Bengali conjunct characters.
Multiple feature set such as shadow, octant centroid, quadtree-based longest run,
and different topological attributes are combined to form the overall feature set.

Present classifiers are not very effective in tackling the complicated shape of a
conjunct character. Now-a-days, structural feature set have become the center of
attention for researchers to overcome this problem. But unsheathing the proper
structural features from a convoluted conjunct character is itself a substantial
challenge. Reduction in the structural intricacy of conjunct characters should
improve the recognition accuracy of such characters. Our work is based on the
premise that classification and recognition of two basic characters instead of a
complex-shaped conjunct character would be much simpler and should provide
better recognition rate. To the best of our knowledge no work has been published
on this aspect for Bengali handwritten complex-shaped conjunct characters. In
this paper, we propose a structural disintegration based strategy to segment the
conjunct characters which would provide better classification and recognition
accuracy for existing Bengali OCR systems in future.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed
methodology. The experimental results are discussed in Sect. 3. Finally, a brief
conclusion is presented in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Methodology

We propose a structural disintegration based strategy to segment 71 conjunct
characters for better classification and recognition accuracy. The 71 characters
represents nearly 80% of the conjunct characters that can be found in a nor-
mal Bengali text. The proposed methodology is divided into two parts: group
formation and shape decomposition. At first we detect the group of each con-
junct character and then we perform sequential steps to decompose the conjunct
characters into prominent shapes.

2.1 Group Formation

We divide the conjunct character set into four groups based on their structural
shapes and patterns with respect to their touching region. A touching region is
defined as the region where two basic characters converge to form a conjunct
character. A decision tree based representation of these grouping is shown in
Fig. 1. A set of structural rules corresponding to each group is given below.

Group 1: If the touching region of the conjunct character contains a vertical
line and the consonants forming the conjunct character lie on opposite sides of
the vertical line.

Group 2: If the touching region of the conjunct character contains a vertical
line and the consonants forming the conjunct character lie on the same side of
the vertical line.

Group 3: If the touching region of the conjunct character does not contain
a vertical line and the image window height (Wh) is greater than the image
window width (Wd).
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Conjunct characters

Vertical line exist
Vertical line does

not exist

Consonants on
opposite side

the line

Consonants on
same side of

the line
Wh > Wd Wh < Wd

Fig. 1. Decision tree to determine the group of a conjunct character. In this figure,
each rectangle box contains the structural property of character set (with few sample
images) based on which the decisions are made in our proposed method.

Group 4: If the touching region of the conjunct character does not contain
a vertical line and the image window height (Wh) is less than the image window
width (Wd).

2.2 Shape Decomposition

After the grouping, the proposed method is illustrated in the following steps.

1. We perform image binarization of character images using a global threshold
method [13] (Fig. 2a). As in our proposed method we deal with isolated char-
acter images with less noisy background, so this global thresholding method
gives the expected binarized results.

2. We observe that the skeletonization of character images with more than one
iteration produce over-thinned junction points comparing with our basic need.
As the junction points are one of the important feature in structure shape
analysis, so these over-thinned junction points cannot preserve the true struc-
tural shape of the character images. To overcome this problem, we perform
partial thinning of the conjunct characters by a single iteration of a parallel
thinning method [14] (Fig. 2b).

3. We use a 8-neighbourhood structural element to erode the image which results
in splitting the image into a number of components. Next, we apply the
Rosenfeld and Kak component labelling algorithm [15] to label all the com-
ponents in the eroded image as R = <r1, r2, · · · , rn> (Fig. 2c). Then we sort
R in decreasing order of pixel values of these components to get a descending
ordered set R′. We infer from our observation that the junction point which
connects the two consonants would be among the top five components with
the highest pixel values. So, we keep the first five components (Fig. 2d) from
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Wd

Wh

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 2. Stepwise illustration of the proposed method. (a) After image binarization; (b)
After partial thinning; (c) After erosion and component labelling; (d) Top 5 components
with highest pixel values; (e) The closest connected component from the centroid of
the whole image; (f) Detected touching region in the original image marked by red
colour; (g) After the segmentation where the segmented area is marked with red colour;
(h) Final thinned result with proper decomposition of conjunct characters into basic
structural shapes. (Color figure online)
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R′ while discarding all the others. We calculate centroid of each of these com-
ponents as well as that of the whole image. The centroid of the image (δxC ,
δyC) is shifted by +10 rightwards, owing to our observation that the touching
region lies a little right from the centroid of the image.

4. We employ Manhattan distance measure technique as detailed in Eq. 1 to
calculate the distance between the centroid of the image and that of each
of the component. Shifting the centroid rightwards makes certain that the
touching region is the closest component to the centroid.

di = |δxC − δxi | + |δyC − δyi | (1)

where, (δxC , δyC) is the centroid of the entire image and (δxi , δyi ), i ∈ [1, 5] is
the centroid of the considered component.
The component with minimum distance is the touching region that connects
the two consonants. The closest component which we consider to be the touch-
ing region is extracted (Fig. 2e) and its position in the original image is deter-
mined (Fig. 2f). Once we determine the location, a threshold of ±10 (partic-
ular to our experimentation) is used to find if a vertical line exists on either
side of the centroid or not.

5. Now, we check to which of these four groups does each of the conjunct char-
acter belongs. The grouping is done as per the structural properties of each
group as discussed above. Based on the group, we perform horizontal/vertical
cut for the proper decomposition of conjunct characters.
i: If a character belongs to Group 1, then we perform vertical cut.
ii: If a character belongs to Group 2, then we perform horizontal cut.
iii: If a character belongs to Group 3, then we perform vertical cut.
iv: If a character belongs to Group 4, then we perform horizontal cut. In

Fig. 2g, we perform vertical cut as the given input belongs to Group 1.
6. We further thin the resultant image using the same parallel thinning method

as discussed in Step 2 to get the final decomposed thinned image (Fig. 2h)
that can be further used for classification and recognition.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1 Dataset

We have taken the Cmaterdb [16] dataset for our experimental purposes. 40
samples for each of the 71 conjunct characters are chosen randomly from the
dataset. A total of 2840 sample images of conjunct characters are used to carry
out the experiment. A Core i7 machine with 4 GB RAM and 500 GB HDD is
used to carry out the experiments. All the programs are written in MATLAB
on the Windows 7 platform.
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3.2 Experimental Analysis

In this section we present the experimental results of our proposed work. We
evaluate the correctness of segmentation through visual perspective only. Table 1
provides a detailed analysis of the performance achieved by each group of con-
junct characters. As we can see from the tabulated results, Group 3 provides
the most precise result providing an accuracy of 88.19% while Group 4 provides
the least precise result with an accuracy of 77.04%. Tables 2 and 3 provides a
character wise assessment of the performance of the most and least accurate
characters. The character provided an accuracy of 100% highest among all
the characters. The character was the least accurate. An overall accuracy of
83.46% was achieved. Some of the results that we obtained has been reported in
Fig. 3.

Table 1. Detailed statistics of each group of conjunct characters.

Group
Subset of Conjunct Total no. of No. of samples Accuracy

Characters samples correctly detected (%)

1 , , , 800 648 81.00

2 , , , 880 771 87.61

3 , , , 720 635 88.19

4 , , , 440 339 77.04

Table 2. List of conjunct characters with higher accuracy rates in prominent shape
decomposition.

Conjunct character

Total # Samples 40

# Samples correctly
40 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 36

detected

Accuracy (%) 100 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 90

Table 3. List of conjunct characters with lower accuracy rates in prominent shape
decomposition.

Conjunct character

Total # Samples 40

# Samples correctly
14 16 16 16 18 18 18 22 22 24

detected

Accuracy (%) 35 40 40 40 45 45 45 55 55 60
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Fig. 3. Test results on Bengali handwritten conjunct characters: Left column: input
images; Right column: the corresponding thinned and segmented basic structural
shapes.
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In order to extract the structural features from the segmented conjunct char-
acters, the segmented characters are needed to be thinned. We have utilised the
measures namely, junction point distortion and end point distortion, as defined
by Bag and Harit [17] to substantiate that the final thinned characters are much
less distorted.

Fig. 4. Top row: characters with two touching regions; Bottom row: three characters
connected by two touching regions. Red circles indicate the touching regions of conjunct
characters. (Color figure online)

A junction point is said to be distorted if the branches that emerges out of it
is locally deformed. Equation 2 is used to measure the junction point distortion.
Similarly, we measure the end point distortion using the Eq. 3. The percentage
of distortion error is delineated in Table 4.

Junction point distortion =
Number of distorted junction points

Total number of junction points
(2)

End point distortion =
Number of distorted end points

Total number of end points
(3)

Table 4. Measurement of thinning accuracy.

Distortion type Total number Distorted number % Error

Junction point distortion 6120 1899 31.03

End point distortion 9658 632 6.54
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3.3 Failure Cases

Despite the flexibility of our proposed approach, it fails at some instances. This
algorithm has been designed to detect only one touching region. So, if there are
two or more touching regions that connect the characters, this algorithm fails to
appropriately segment the complex-shaped character. The algorithm also fails
when the conjunct character is formed by three or more basic characters which
is in turn an extension of the first problem. An example for both the cases is
shown in Fig. 4.

4 Conclusion

The recognition task is strenuous due to the cursive nature of Bengali handwrit-
ten characters. The presence of large number of conjunct characters makes the
task much more harder. Reducing the structural intricacy of these conjunct char-
acters would make the recognition accuracy more precise. In the current work,
we have developed a structural disintegration based approach to segment the
convoluted conjunct characters into two simple, basic, and prominent shapes. In
future, we will continue our work to incorporate this methodology as a prominent
preprocessing step for Bengali OCR system.
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Abstract. This paper reports a fast pattern matching algorithm which makes use
of K-NN (K-nearest neighbor) based rank order reduction approach to detect a
pattern or object in a given image efficiently. Initially, the given image is divided
into several candidate windows, each of size the input pattern. In the next step,
both the input pattern and the candidate windows are characterized by Haar trans‐
form. From the characterization, Haar Projection Values (HPV) is determined.
Further, rectangle sum on both input pattern and candidate windows is computed
using integral image technique. Subsequently, by using sum of absolute difference
(SAD) correlation distance between the input pattern and candidate windows is
determined. In order to detect the pattern, rank order approach using K-NN is
applied to determine the first k number of most similar candidate windows
containing the input pattern. To reduce the computational complexity of selecting
a perfectly matched window, again sum of absolute differences (SAD) is applied
and this leads to select the best match pattern having the total object. Decoupling
correlation measures also increase the accuracy of matching pattern. Finally, the
input pattern is detected and localized in the given image. The pattern matching
accuracy proves the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords: Pattern matching · Haar transform · Sum of absolute difference · K-
NN approach

1 Introduction

Pattern Matching [1] is a high level machine vision technique which finds a pattern in
a given image. The pattern is usually a 2D image lump which is found much smaller in
size than the scene image delineated in Fig. 1 where matched face pattern is being
detected. This technique has found its application in wide areas like image based
rendering [6], image compression [7], object detection [8], super resolution [9], texture
synthesis [10], motion estimation [11], image de-noising [12, 13], road tracking [14],
mouth tracking [15], image matching [16, 18, 19] and action recognition [17, 20]. The
pattern matching approaches [1] may be classified into four groups, such as (a) Feature-
dependent approach, (b) Template-dependent approach, (c) Model-dependent approach

© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 307–322, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2_24



and (d) Template-dependent convolution approach. In feature-based approach, template
image having strong features and based on those features matching is performed. In
template-based approach, template may not provide direct match and there could be
more than one match. Model-based approach incorporates the shape or structure of the
object during the detection process. Template-based convolution uses a convolution
mask which contains a specific feature for matching.

Fig. 1. An Example of Pattern Matching Technique where Input Pattern is compared with all the
Candidate Windows and later, best match Candidate Window is determined.

Pattern matching requires rigorous computations as the search space is found to be
very large. To relieve this burden, full search algorithms are generally divided into non-
equivalent and equivalent algorithms [1]. For example, the paper [2] reports pattern
matching approach which finds the exact best match in images. Another work [3]
proposes fast pattern matching algorithm which makes use of orthogonal Haar trans‐
forms and integral image. An object matching algorithm is presented in [8] which makes
use of linear programming concept and geometric constraint.

Pattern matching or template matching [1] refers to locating pattern in a given image
which is based either on total matching or partial matching. In case of total template
matching, a template can be matched with other template as a complete template,
whereas in case of partial matching, part of another pattern is matched with the given
pattern. In other words, partial pattern matching is explained as transforming one pattern
so that a pattern becomes a part of other pattern. However, in case of scaling, this
definition generates unwanted results. In terms total pattern matching, partial matching
can be defined in several ways.

1.1 Approach

This paper primarily deals with two novel total pattern matching algorithms, namely,
rank order reduction – first pattern matching (ROR-FPM) and rank order reduction –
covariance of Haar transform and fusion (ROR-CHF) algorithms. This paper proposes
an algorithm where Haar transform [3] is used. Haar Transform is applied on the candi‐
date windows whose size is similar to that of given input pattern. After applying Haar
transform, Haar Projection Values (HPVs) are obtained and later, integral image [3] is
applied for generating cumulative sum values. This is required for calculating the
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rectangle sum, followed by K-NN [1], which limits the number of windows and
contribute to the selection of perfectly matched window using decoupling correlation
measure sum of absolute differences (SAD).

1.2 Objectives and Contributions

Main objective of pattern matching is to detect the pattern specified in the pattern image
in the large image. Pattern matching problem can be thought as the matching of the
feature points representing an object or pattern to an instance of that object given in a
scene. It has an extensive application in object tracking and detection, shape matching,
image retrieval and industrial automotive machine design. In these applications, a priori
information about the target pattern is determined in the form of deformable shape,
texture, boundary information, etc. Therefore, the responsibility of pattern matching is
to check for the presence of the pattern in the scene with some priori information. More‐
over, the features which constitute the target pattern make the correspondence with
features determine from a candidate window in a scene by maximizing the similarity
function. Main objective is to detect the pattern as far as it is possible. There are some
varying constraints which may easily degrade the performance of pattern matching
problems. For example, rotation of pattern or background noise may create negative
impact on pattern matching. So, these problems need to be taken care of and correct
pattern is to be detected. After detection, localization has to be performed for finding
the location of pattern, is given in the image. Proposed algorithms take care of both these
varying constraints. Key contributions are summarized as follows.

• The pattern matching algorithms proposed in this paper are rotation invariant.
• Second contribution makes use of covariance matrix as well as the fusion of Haar

coefficients to escalate the accuracy and pace of the pattern matching algorithm.
• Algorithms are able to detect object independently in presence of background noise.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reports review of existing algorithms.
Section 3 presents the proposed algorithms ROR-FPM and ROR-CHF. Experimental
evaluations are given in Sect. 4 and the Sect. 5 states concluding remarks.

2 Literatures Review

Pattern matching [5] is one of the popular research areas in machine vision where it is
usually executed by skimming the scene image and measuring the deviation between
input pattern and each window and then finds an appropriate candidate window as
instance of the input pattern. In this section, some existing pattern matching algorithms
and approaches are briefly discussed.

Template matching algorithm with full search criteria [23] measures distortion at
each pixel position in the image by checking the whole image. This algorithm also
measures the matching proximity between a given pattern and the image sub-window.
To locate the pattern in the scene image, a maximum-correlation or minimum-distortion
need to be examined. A good number of statistical and correlation-based distance
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measures are available to accomplish pattern matching. As full search algorithm is found
considerably slow with many applications, therefore faster algorithms have been devel‐
oped and later it has replaced the earlier in literature. However, non-exhaustive algo‐
rithms take less time by lessening the search space [24] or by decomposing the scene
image into rectangular sectors and approximating each sector as a polynomial [25].
Further, when normalized cross correlation (NCC) function is used for pattern matching,
a faster exhaustive algorithm can be achieved in the frequency domain by computing
correlation [26, 27]. In signal domain, this approach yields computational cost low with
respect to full search algorithm in the given conditions. Moreover, in order to skip
unmatched image positions based on upper bounding functions, NCC-based pattern
matching is made faster by installing adequate ailments and this approach is known as
Bounded Partial Correlation (BPC). A novel algorithm [23] is called Enhanced Bounded
Correlation (EBC), can be used for exhaustive NCC based pattern matching and it relies
on bounding the NCC. The BPC algorithms [21, 22] involve more operative bounding
scheme which is based on the deployment of a sequence of progressively tighter upper
bounds. EBC approach [23] can skip many unmatched positions in the image without
deriving any part of the cross-correlation term. However, BPC algorithms are deployed
by entities for which the bounding functions are found to be rigid. Another advantage
of this scheme is that to allow a parameter-free EBC implementation, it is necessary to
estimate all parameters of the algorithm. The work reported in [3] requires computing
the features of the segments for pattern matching. In order to compute Haar Projection
Values (HPV), the sum of squares measure is used and in this case, rectangle sum is
needed three computations including additions and subtractions. This fast algorithm uses
strip sum to compute the sum of pixels in a rectangle in terms of one addition [3]. Strip
sum is used for computing Orthogonal Haar Transform thereby reducing the number of
computations by two per pixel. Orthogonal Haar Transform requires O(log u) additions
per pixel when computed on sliding windows, to map input data onto u basis vectors
using strip sum.

3 Proposed Algorithms

3.1 Pattern Matching Algorithm – Type 1: ROR-FPM

This work proposes a fast pattern matching algorithm which makes use of K-NN [1]
based rank order reduction approach to detect a pattern or object in a given image
efficiently. Initially, the given image is divided into several candidate windows, each of
size the input pattern. In the next step, both the input pattern and the candidate windows
are characterized by Haar transform. From the characterization, Haar projection values
(HPV) [3] is determined. Further, rectangle sum on input pattern and candidate windows
is computed using integral image technique. Subsequently, sum of absolute difference
(SAD) [3] correlation is used to find the distance between the input pattern and sliding
candidate windows. In order to detect the pattern, rank order approach using K-NN is
applied to determine the first k number of most similar candidate windows containing
the input pattern. To reduce the computation complexity of selecting a perfectly matched
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window, again SAD is applied and this acts increase the accuracy of matching pattern.
Finally, the input pattern is detected and localized in the given image.

The main objective is to search for a fragmented pattern in an input image. An image
of size N1 × N2 is given and a pattern N3 × N4 is given where N3 is much less than N1
and N4 is much less than N2. In order to perform the search operation the input pattern
need to be localized in the given image. To accomplish the task, the algorithm is divided
into two sections, viz. detection and localization.

For pattern matching, an original input image of size N1 × N2 is divided into a set of
candidate windows whose size is N3 × N4. Candidate window set setcan will contain all
the sets of candidate windows and these candidate windows starts from top-left of the
image i.e. pixel position (1, 1) and each window will be moved horizontally pixel wise.
After the completion of first row, it will start from next row i.e. pixel position (2, 1) and
this will keep going till the end of the input image. Let, the input pattern be represented
by Xt which is also called as template and candidate window be represented by Xw. For
example, if original image is of size 64 × 64 and input pattern is of 16 × 16, then setcan
will contain (64 − 16 + 1)2 number of windows. In Fig. 1, an example of candidate
window matched with pattern is shown.

Initially each candidate window and input pattern is transformed into Haar Trans‐
form [5]. This transformation is done to compute Haar features as Haar Projection Values
(HPVs) based on which similarity of pattern with image depends on. This similarity and
dissimilarity is governed by the threshold.

3.1.1 Computation of HPV
For two-dimensional image, the Haar wavelet [3] can be defined as a system consists of
mutually orthogonal wavelet scaling function h0(v, t) and the mother wavelet functions
h1(v, t), h2(v, t) and h3(v, t). Further, the individual functions can be characterized which
are coming next.

h0(v, t) =

{
1, (v, t) in [0, 1)I[0, 1)
0, otherwise

(1)

h1(v, t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, (v, t) in [0, 1)I[0, 1∕2)
−1 (v, t) in [0, 1)I[1∕2, 1)
0, otherwise

(2)

h2(v, t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, (v, t) in [0, 1∕2)I[0, 1∕2)
−1 (v, t) in [1∕2, 1)I[0, 1∕2)
0, otherwise

(3)
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h3(v, t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, (v, t) in [0, 1∕2)I[1∕2, 1)
−1 (v, t) in [1∕2, 1)I[1∕2, 1)
0, otherwise

(4)

Similarly, the pth (p > 3) wavelet basis function can be explained as

hp(v, t) = h3(2kv − i, 2kt −
2k − 1 + j

2
)

for p = (3.2k + i) ⋅ 2k + j(k ≥ 1; i, j = 0, 1, 2,… , 2k − 1),
(5)

An image with dimension N = 21 × 21 = 4 and the analogous four 2D Haar wavelet
basis functions can be exhibited as in Fig. 2 and from concatenation of their rows they

can also be represented as vectors B(0)
4 , B

(1)
4 , B

(2)
4  and B(3)

4  as follows,

B
(0)
4 =

(
h0(

0
2

, 0
2
), h0(

1
2

, 0
2
), h0(

0
2

, 1
2
), h0(

1
2

, 1
2
)

)T

= (1, 1, 1, 1)T (6)

B
(1)
4 =

(
h1(

0
2

, 0
2
), h1(

1
2

, 0
2
), h1(

0
2

, 1
2
), h1(

1
2

, 1
2
)

)T

= (1, 1,−1,−1)T (7)

B
(2)
4 =

(
h2(

0
2

, 0
2
), h2(

1
2

, 0
2
), h2(

0
2

, 1
2
), h2(

1
2

, 1
2
)

)T

= (1,−1, 0, 0)T (8)

B
(3)
4 =

(
h3(

0
2

, 0
2
), h3(

1
2

, 0
2
), h3(

0
2

, 1
2
), h3(

1
2

, 1
2
)

)T

= (0, 0, 1,−1)T (9)

Fig. 2. 2 × 2 Haar basis functions

In Eqs. (6)–(9), T is a vector transposition.
Generally, for an images of size N = 2n × 2n, the corresponding 2D Haar wavelet

basis function can be referred to as B(0)
N

, B
(1)
N

,… , B
(N−1)
N

. These basis vectors are found
mutually orthogonal to each other and constructing the following Haar wavelet basis
matrix.

HN = B
(0)
N

, B
(1)
N

,… , B
(N−1)
N (10)
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Let, z(p)t  and z(p)
w,j be the pth Haar Projection Values (HPVs) of N – Dimensional pattern

vector Xt and candidate window vector Xj
w
 respectively. Then, HPVs can be formulated

as follows.

z(p)
t

= (B
(p)

N
)TXt (11)

z
(p)

w,j = (B
(p)

N
)TXj

w (12)

Thus, the HPV vectors of Xt and Xj
w
 can be represented as

Zt = (z(0)
t

, z(1)
t

, z(2)
t

,… , z(N−1)
t

)T = HNXt (13)

Zj

w
= (z

(0)
w,j, z

(1)
w,j, z

(2)
w,j,… , z

(N−1)
w,j )T = HNXj

w (14)

3.1.2 Rectangle Sum Calculation and Similarity Measurement
Transforming into HPVs [3], both the input pattern and input candidate window is
converted into integral image. Integral Image is nothing but the sum of pixels present
left to it and above to it corresponding to a particular pixel. Let g(x, y) be the gray scale
value at pixel (x, y) of an image. The integral image I(x, y) is nothing but the sum of all
gray values present left of (x, y) and above (x, y) and can be represented with the equation:

I(x, y) =

x−1∑
i=0

y−1∑
j=0

g(i, j) (15)

where image is size of x × y pixels, I(x, y), where 0 ≤ i ≤ x − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ y − 1.
Let, W and H refer the width and height of an image. The integral image can be

determined with 2WH additions. From upper left coordinate (x, y) to lower right coor‐
dinate (x + w, y + h) of any rectangle area in an image, is shown in the Fig. 3. The
rectangle sum can be formulated by using integral image procedure as follows:

RS(rect) = I(x + w, y + h) − I(x + w, y) − I(x, y + h) + I(x, y) (16)

Fig. 3. Formulation of rectangle sum using integral image.
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After applying integral image to the candidate window Xw and template Xt, the
distance between the candidate window and input window is calculated. This distance
determines how much the similarity between the input pattern and candidate window
is. To find the similarity between candidate window and the input pattern, correlation
based technique sum of absolute differences (SAD) [3] is used. Threshold is determined
heuristically, and it is the necessary and sufficient condition to discard the candidate
window. Windows which are satisfying the threshold condition are taken as valid
windows and others are discarded.

3.1.3 Rank Order Reduction Using K-NN
Rank order statistics selects the k-th ranked object in sample of objects space arranged
in a particular order. In general, the k-th order statistics is either k-th smallest or k-th
largest value depends on how it is being ordered as per requirement. In this work, Rank
order statistics is used, where sample is based on Euclidean distance of the two images.
After applying the threshold for matching, matching windows are taken into consider‐
ation which may contain matched windows, non-matched windows and partially
matched windows. Now main objective is to select perfectly matched window. For this,
firstly Euclidean distance is calculated between the input pattern and those matching
which are taken into consideration. This distance vector is arranged in ascending order
and minimum value is assumed to be rank 1 and maximum value is assumed to be last
rank. To apply K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), first k distances are selected using L1 norm
because matching window and pattern would have minimum distance between them.
Here, k windows are selected because it is possible that window corresponding to
minimum distance may not match perfectly that’s why k distances and corresponding
windows are selected.

3.1.4 Localization
Localization denotes the tracking of object in the original image means drawing the
boundary across the pattern being detected. Rank order reduction statistics is applied
after applying K-NN to select perfectly matched window. After applying K-NN, k
Euclidean distance and their corresponding windows are given as a result. Now the task
is to select one Euclidean distance and its corresponding window which matches the
object completely. For this, sum of absolute differences (SAD) is calculated between k
windows and input pattern and this is arranged in non-increasing order. SAD gives
output 1 when two images match exactly, so first value is selected because it is maximum
and in this case maximum value is assumed to be rank 1 which is perfectly matched
window. This window is selected and then original image is scanned once again till the
selected window and boundary is drawn at the corresponding window.

3.2 Pattern Matching Algorithm – Type 2: ROR-CHF

In addition to the first algorithm this paper proposes another pattern matching algorithm
dealing with total pattern matching problem which makes use of Haar transform [3],
HPVs [3] and Integral Image [3]. However, it decouples Haar coefficients values by
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computing directional Haar projection components determined from vertical, horizontal
and diagonal directions along with an approximation matrix. All these directional
components are determined after computing Integral Image and HPVs. Further, the
proposed algorithm finds the covariance matrices of all four components and fuse them
together. Finally, it is then followed by K-NN which gives ranking to the matched
windows and also limits the number of windows which is helpful in reducing the number
of computation and it helps to find the best matched window.

After computation of HPVs, further two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D
DWT) [1] is used to achieve the single level two-dimensional wavelet decomposition
and it decomposes each HPVs matrix into four components, viz. horizontal (CH),
vertical (CV), diagonal (CD) and approximation (CA) components. Approximation
component is known as approximation coefficients of HPVs and others are generally
known as detail coefficients of HPVs. In case of 2D DWT, first 1D filter bank is applied
to the columns of the HPV matrix and then it is applied to the rows of the HPVs. Let us
consider, each HPV matrix has M numbers of rows and N number of columns. Then
after applying 1D filter bank to the each column, two subband images would be created,
each having M/2 rows and N columns. Again, after applying 1D filter bank to each row
of both the two subband images, four subband images would be created, each subband
having M/2 number of rows and N/2 number of columns. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 2D DWT decomposition of HPVs.

In covariance matrix, an element at the position (i, j) refers the covariance between
the ith and jth elements of a random vector and the random vector can be defined in
multiple dimensions. Each element in a vector is a scalar quantity where each element
has either a finite value or a finite or infinite number of values. The values are quantified
by a joint probability distribution function. In this step, covariance matrices of all four
directional and approximation matrices are computed and later, they are fused together
by using ‘minimum’ fusion technique. This fusion rule makes use of minimum compo‐
nent value of the corresponding points from both the covariance matrices and it results
the fused feature vector. The ‘minimum’ fusion rule is described as follows.

F(i, j) =

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

min{A(i, j), B(i, j)} (17)

where A and B are any two covariance matrices obtained from decoupled HPVs in the
form of three directional components and one approximation component.
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Now, we apply threshold so that mismatched windows can be eliminated and only
matched windows are taken into consideration. We follow the same approach for meas‐
uring the similarity which is discussed in Sect. 3.1.2. Then K-NN is applied to limit the
number of windows so that appropriate k number of windows can be selected for further
computation as it is explained in detail in Sect. 3.1.3. Finally, localization is done. It
refers to give the perfect location of the object, if present in the given original image
which means drawing boundary or changing the contrast, etc. So that object tracked
should be highlighted, which makes easy for the user to know whether object is present
or not in the given image. It is already discussed in Sect. 3.1.4.

4 Evaluation

The experiment is conducted on a publicly available dataset COIL-100 (Columbia
Object Image Library) [4] containing 7200 color images of 100 objects. To capture the
objects photographs, a motorized turntable is used and objects are kept on the table
against a black background. In order to vary the objects pose, the turntable is rotated
through 360° with respect to camera position. Then objects are photographed at posture
intervals of 5°. The dataset containing the images each of size 256 × 256 and the pattern
is given of size 64 × 64. The Fig. 5 shows a sample image and an input pattern. The
input pattern is present in the image and the proposed algorithm detects and localizes
the pattern in the image shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. An input image and an input pattern are shown from COIL-100 database.

After applying Haar transform and integral image and rank order based K-NN, four
candidate windows from Fig. 6(a) through Fig. 6(d) are obtained from Fig. 5(a) and two
of them contain partial pattern and rest of two contain complete pattern. To select the
perfectly matched window again SAD is applied and finally, the candidate window
shown in Fig. 8(e) is selected. This window contains the complete pattern. Thereafter,
Localization [7] is performed and boundary is drawn over the detected input pattern
shown in Fig. 6(f). One of the data sets used for this pattern matching consists of 8
patterns which are given as input and the input patterns are figured in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Output for the given input image and input patten.

Fig. 7. One of the input pattern in different angle from dataset is shown.
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For determining the accuracy of the proposed pattern matching algorithm, 20
subjects are taken and each subject contains 8 instances which are rotated to some angle
with respect to as it is present in the original image. It is observed while testing that if
the pattern object is twirled in the interval between 80° to 280° then the accuracy of the
algorithm decreases. Accuracy is found minimum when it is around 180°. So the work
can be extended to increase the accuracy if the object is rotated in the mentioned interval.
Accuracy graph which is trade-off between detection probabilities vs. number of subjects
shown in Fig. 10 where the algorithm achieves 64% pattern matching accuracy. The
detection probability for most of the subjects varies between 0.5 and 0.9 for the input
pattern which is rotated between 80° and 280°.

The proposed Algorithm (ROR-CHF) makes use of input pattern which is present
in the image and the algorithm detects and localized the pattern in the image shown in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Example of an image and an input pattern from COIL-100 database are shown.

After applying fusion and rank order based K-NN, six candidate windows are
obtained by applying proposed Algorithm ROR–CHF, based on the value of k, which
is taken as six, from Fig. 9(a) through Fig. 9(f) are obtained from Fig. 8(a) in which
some contains partial object, some contains full object and it could be possible that some
may not contain the object to be traced. Further, a window is selected having complete
object which has to be traced, i.e., perfectly matched window. To select the completely
matched window, SAD is applied again and finally window containing the complete
object is taken as shown in Fig. 9(g). Thereafter, localization is performed means
drawing boundary over the selected input pattern as shown in the Fig. 9(h). One of the
data sets used for this pattern matching consists of 8 patterns which are given as input
and input patterns are displayed in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. First six detected candidate windows are shown from 9(a) through 9(f), 9(g) shows
perfectly matched window and 9(h) shows localization of input pattern.
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Fig. 10. Dataset of 8 input patterns.

For determining the accuracy of the proposed pattern matching algorithm (ROR-
CHF), again 20 subjects are taken and each subject contains 8 instances which are rotated
to some angle with respect to as it is present in the original image. It is observed while
testing that if the object in pattern image is pivoted with interval between 80° to 280°
then the accuracy of the algorithm decreases. Accuracy is found minimum when it is
around 180°. The algorithm achieves 70% pattern matching accuracy. The detection
probability of all the subjects varies between 0.5 and 0.9 for the input pattern which is
rotated between 80° and 280° and no other subjects degrade pattern detection perform‐
ance by varying detection probability below 0.5. Henceforth, this algorithm proves to
be an efficient one in compared to ROR-FPM algorithm.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, two efficient and fast pattern matching algorithms have presented. To
accomplish this task, Haar transform and image integral technique has been used. Haar
transform is used for feature representation of both candidate windows and the input
pattern. Image integral is then used to compute the rectangle sum of input pattern and
candidate windows. To find the similarity between candidate windows and the input
pattern, correlation based SAD metric is applied. To discard the large number of
mismatch windows rank order based K-NN is used and reduced the candidate windows
to k number of windows containing either most of the parts of the pattern or the complete
pattern. In order to obtain the perfectly matched window, again SAD is applied and k is
reduced to one window which contains the complete pattern. In the second algorithm,
in addition to Haar transform, HPVs and Integral Image, decompositions of HPVs are
used and further they are fused together. Later, K-NN and SAD are used for detecting
the most relevant contestant window within the scene image and thus pattern matching
is performed.

As object in original image could be present in frontal view but the input pattern
could be given in rotated position, therefore it would be difficult to detect the objects
that are given in rotated positions more than 30° and the number of mismatch windows
would increase. So, the reducing the number of mismatch windows will also be done as
a future work.
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Abstract. Image Segmentation is a process of delineating an image into some
meaningful regions. It has the significant impact on the computer guided
medical image diagnosis and research. The Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) brain data are severely affected by the noise and inhomogeneity artifacts
which lead to blurry edges in the intersection of the intra-organ soft tissue
regions. This paper presents a novel two stage framework for segmenting the 3D
brain MR image data. The first stage consists of modified fuzzy c-means
algorithm (MoFCM) which incorporates the spatial neighborhood information
of the volume data to define the new local membership function along with the
traditional fuzzy c-means (FCM) membership function. The cluster prototypes
obtained from the first stage are fed into the modified spatial fuzzy c-means
(MSFCM) algorithm which includes 3D spatial information of the 3D brain MR
image volume to generate the final prototypes. Our main endeavor is to address
the shortcomings of the traditional FCM which is highly sensitive to noise as it
solely depends on the intensity values of the image and develop a new method
which performs well in noisy environment. The method is validated on several
simulated and in-vivo 3D brain MR image volumes. The empirical results show
the supremacy of our method than the other FCM based algorithms devised in
the past.

Keywords: Fuzzy C-means � 3D image clustering � 3D spatial information �
3D image segmentation

1 Introduction

Segmentation is an essential preprocessing step in computer guided medical image
research and diagnosis [1]. This helps doctors to extract soft tissue regions from the
respective organs of the human body for surgical decisions, abnormality detection and
therapy management. The brain MR images are severely affected by the noise and
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intensity inhomogeneity artifacts due to radio frequency coil non-uniformity, patient
movement etc. This makes the segmentation process more challenging as the bound-
aries are foggy in nature. It may be noted that the manual segmentation is very difficult
to achieve as it is error prone. In this case, successful segmentation mainly depends on
the expertise of the physician. In past few decades, several investigators have presented
different image segmentation techniques [2–5]. Several segmentation methods are
presented in the literature based on edge-, region- and classification.

Among the different segmentation techniques devised in the past, the fuzzy
c-means has proved its efficacy. FCM is unsupervised clustering algorithm which
calculates membership values for each voxel against each class. So, unlike hard
clustering techniques one voxel can be a part of multiple clusters with different
membership values. The main disadvantage of the FCM is that it is sensitive to the
noise and inhomogeneity which leads to erroneous segmentation results and undesired
visual quality in case of brain MR image data. Moreover, the cluster prototypes are
trapped to the local minimum and thereby produce lower convergence rate.

Bezdek [6] incorporated the fuzzy criterion to the hard clustering and proposed the
FCM algorithm. Some investigators claim that the FCM algorithm can efficiently
perform clustering but fails to give high convergence as hard clustering algorithm. Wei
et al. [7] developed rival checked fuzzy c-means (RCFCM) technique to eliminate the
slow convergence problem. Later, the limitations of RCFCM are addressed and
eliminated by a new suppressed FCM clustering algorithm (SFCM) [8]. Chuang et al.
[9] introduced a new variant of FCM clustering algorithm by incorporating the spatial
information of the image into the membership function. To overcome the problems of
traditional FCM algorithm many scientists modified the objective function by con-
sidering different criteria and presented more efficient and robust clustering algo-
rithm [10–12].

Pedrycz [13] devised a FCM algorithm based on auxiliary variable also known as
conditional variable. The structure with in the pattern family is exposed by considering
the neighborhood information in the feature space along with the similarity values
obtained by the use of conditional variable. Mohamed et al. proposed automatic
modified fuzzy c-means clustering technique inspired from the Markov Random Field
(MRF). It incorporates the spatial information for computing the similarity measure
[14]. Ahmed et al. presented a fuzzy segmentation technique which allows the labeling
of pixel (voxel) subjective to the labels in its immediate neighborhood. It can also be
used to estimate the intensity inhomogeneity from the brain MR image [15].

Qiu et al. [16] developed a modified interval type-2 fuzzy c-means algorithm. This
algorithm uses two fuzzifiers in interval type-2 FCM and a spatial criterion in the
membership function. Recently, Sanchez et al. [17] effectively compared the new
Fuzzy Granular Gravitational Clustering Algorithm (FGGCA) with other existing FCM
techniques.
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Most of the methods discussed so far faced difficulty in segmenting the image with
high noise density and intensity inhomogeneity. Intensity inhomogeneity is nothing but
an artifact that is mainly caused by improper image acquisition process, patient
movement or imperfection in magnet manufacturing.

In this paper, we propose a new two-stage framework for segmenting the 3D brain
MR image volumes which can efficiently be performed in the presence of high noise
and inhomogeneity density. This algorithm comprises of two stages, namely
(i) MoFCM and (ii) MSFCM. The MoFCM uses the spatial information to calculate the
local membership grades and it is integrated with the global membership function i.e.
membership defined in traditional FCM to calculate the cluster centers. The cluster
prototypes are obtained by this algorithm and taken as the initial cluster center as input
in the MSFCM algorithm. The final cluster prototypes are estimated by this algorithm.
In order to calculate this, we have incorporated the spatial neighborhood information of
the 3D image.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we have described
each stage of the proposed two-stage framework for 3D brain MR image clustering.
The results are discussed in Sect. 3. Finally, the concluding remarks are elucidated in
Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Algorithm

In this study, the segmentation process is characterized by the classification of the voxel
intensities into some meaningful non-overlapping homogeneous regions. In case of
brain MR image the neighboring voxels are highly correlative in nature. However, this is
more significant at the edges of soft tissue regions as the boundary regions are not
prominent. The degree of belongingness of the neighboring voxels to the same cluster is
high as the neighboring voxels share similar characteristics. The proposed algorithm
consists of two stages to compute the final prototypes and final partition matrix. The two
stage architecture of the entire segmentation algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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The description of Stage-1 and Stage-2 of the 3D brain MR image segmentation
algorithm is elucidated below:

2.1 Stage 1: Modified Fuzzy C-means Algorithm (MoFCM)

We have modified the objective function of the FCM algorithm where a local spatial
membership grade uixyz

� �
is incorporated along with the traditional membership grade

or global membership ðlixyzÞ. In the objective function, we have introduced a proba-
bility criterion nixyz to incorporate the local spatial information of the region
ð3� 3� 3Þ. It defines the probability of the belongingness to the ith cluster of the
neighboring voxels of voxel centering (x,y,z). nixyz can be defined as follows:

nixyz ¼
PC

i¼1

P
j2Nxyz

lijIijPc
i¼1

P
j2Nxyz

Iij
ð1Þ

where Nxyz is the number of voxels in the 3D neighborhood of the voxel centering (x,y,
z). In this study we have used neighborhood size of 3� 3� 3 as it results superior to
the other window size. In this research work, we have included this probability dis-
tribution in the local spatial membership function to calculate new membership values
which have the influence of local information of the volume data. In this regard, if the
characteristics of the neighboring voxels are similar, the probability of belongingness to
the same cluster of the centering voxel is high. As mentioned earlier, we have

Fig. 1. The complete work-flow of the proposed two-stage 3D image segmentation framework.
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introduced a new membership uixyz
� �

which incorporates this spatial probability cri-
terion ðnixyzÞ to exploit the local information of the 3D MRI image.

The modified objective function can be expressed as follows:

JMoFCM ¼
XC
i¼1

XP
z¼1

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

lmixyz Ixyz � vi
�� ��2

þ a
XC
i¼1

XP
z¼1

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

nixyzu
m
ixyz

�Ixyz � vi
�� ��2

ð2Þ

where vif gci¼1 represents the cluster prototypes; U1 ¼ lixyz
� �

and U2 ¼ uixyz
� �

denotes
the global and local partition matrix, respectively each satisfying U1;U2 2 0 1½ � and
0\

PP
l¼1

PM
j¼1

PN
k¼1

lixyz;
PP
l¼1

PM
j¼1

PN
k¼1

uixyz\1; �k k is the norm and m is the degree of fuzziness,

generally m[ 1, �Ixyz represents the mean intensity value of the neighborhood of the
voxel (x,y,z), a provides the influence of the neighboring voxels in the objective
function JMoFCM . However, the objective function mutates to the original FCM algo-
rithm when a ¼ 0. uixyz values are large at a[ 0 when the membership values of the
neighboring voxels which belongs to the other clusters are small. In this work, we have
obtained superior results at a ¼ 0:1.

The partition matrix lixyz
� �

used as it appears in the traditional FCM algorithm. The
equations for lixyz and uixyz can be stated as follows:

lixyz ¼
1

PC
c¼1

Ixyz�vik k 2
m�1

Ixyz�vck k 2
m�1

ð3Þ

uixyz ¼ 1

PC
c¼1

nixyz �Ixyz�vik k
ncxyz �Ixyz�vck k

� � 2
m�1ð Þ

ð4Þ

Subject to the constraints mentioned below:

XC
i¼1

lixyz ¼ 1;
XC
i¼1

uixyz ¼ 1 and nixyz [ 0
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The MoFCM algorithm is epitomized as below:

The cluster centers retuned by this algorithm are given as the input with the 3D
image matrix in Stage 2 to calculate the final cluster centers.
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2.2 Stage 2: Modified Spatial C-means Algorithm (MSFCM)

The cluster prototypes calculated in MoFCM are influenced by the local spatial
information of the 3D brain MR image data and newly introduced probability distri-
bution discussed in Sect. 2. A. In this stage, these values are used to define the trivial
cluster centers for this algorithm. It may be noted that the performance of the fuzzy
c-means algorithm is predominantly governed by the initial cluster values. The pursuit
of finding the good cluster centers motivates us to design MoFCM. It enables the
proposed MSFCM algorithm to converge faster. The traditional FCM algorithm in case
of high dimensional data sometimes converges to the local minimum. This may lead to
different cluster prototype values for different initialization. Hence, the cluster centers
obtained from the MoFCM also helps us to avoid the selection of cluster centers to its
local minima. We again iteratively refined the cluster centers with this algorithm to
obtain the final prototypes. The objective function of MSFCM can be expressed as
follows:

JMSFCM ¼
XC
i¼1

XP
z¼1

XM
x¼1

XN
y¼1

zmixyz �Ixyz � wi

�� ��2 ð5Þ

The MSFCM algorithm is summarized as follows:
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3 Results and Discussion

The performance of the proposed technique is evaluated on the Brainweb simulated 3D
brain MR image volumes and in-vivo human brain image volume. The simulated brain
MR image volumes are provided by the McConnell Brain Imaging Center of the
Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University [18]. We have tested the perfor-
mance on T1-weighted volumes with different combinations of noise and inhomo-
geneity such as, 7% noise 20% inhomogeneity, 7% noise 40% inhomogeneity, 9%
noise 20% inhomogeneity and 9% noise 40% inhomogeneity. The resolution of each
MRI volume considered in this study is 181 � 217 � 181 with voxel spacing
1 � 1 � 1 mm3.

The real images are acquired at the EKO X-RAY & IMAGING INSTITUTE,
Kolkata, India with the 1.5-Tesla MRI machine. The resolution of real patient image
volume is 181 � 181 � 25.

We have investigated the performance of the proposed method in terms of quali-
tative and quantitative evaluation in both for simulated and real patient images. The
quantitative investigation involves calculation of tissue segmentation accuracy and
different cluster validity functions (Vpc, Vpe and similarity index).

3.1 Qualitative Evaluation

In this section, we have shown qualitative outputs of our algorithm. It involves
cross-sectional view of original 3D brain MR image volume, corresponding segmented
soft tissue volumes such as Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), Gray matter (GM) and White
matter (WM) produced from our algorithm. Furthermore, we have also included the
segmented image volume. Figure 2 illustrates the qualitative outputs of proposed
algorithm. Figure 2(a) represents the cross-sectional view of original T1 weighted brain
MR image volume. Figures 2(b)-(d) show the soft tissue regions i.e. CSF, GM and
WM of 3D brain MR image volume. In this case also we have presented the
cross-sectional view of the entire tissue volumes. Figure 2(e) illustrates the
cross-sectional view of the total segmented 3D MR image volume.

3.2 Quantitative Evaluation

To validate our claim we also have compared the performance of our method with the
FCM and sFCM [9] method in terms of tissue segmentation accuracy. Furthermore, we
also have calculated cluster validity function for comparing our method with the
aforementioned methods. The cluster validity functions include partition coefficient
(Vpc), partition entropy (Vpe) and similarity index. The functions are described as
follows:
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3.2.1 Tissue Segmentation Accuracy
To assess the performance of the proposed segmentation algorithm we have calculated
the tissue segmentation accuracy of each volume [18]. This can be defined as follows:

TSA ¼ 2NCTK

NCITK þNGTK
ð6Þ

where NCTK represents the voxels which are correctly classified to tissue K which is
inside the ground truth mask by the proposed method, NCITK describes the total number
of voxels of tissue K which includes inside and outside of the ground truth mask, NGTK

represents total number of voxels of tissue K in the discrete anatomical model.
Table 1 illustrates the performance of the proposed method in terms of tissue

segmentation accuracy for each soft tissue regions. In this regard, we have calculated
the same by considering the discrete anatomical model or ground truth volume. Fur-
thermore, we have compared our experimental outcome with the existing similar

Fig. 2. Qualitative outputs of the proposed segmentation method of T1-weighted brain MR
image volume. (a): Original brain MR image volume; (b-d): Segmented soft tissue regions i.e.
CSF, GM and WM; (e) Segmented image volume.
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works. The results reported in Table 1 clearly stated the supremacy of the proposed
method than the existing ones. In all the cases the proposed method achieves higher
tissue segmentation accuracy value than the state-of-the-art segmentation methods.

3.2.2 Cluster Validity Function

(i) Partition Coefficient ( Vpc)
It is one of the important indicators to demonstrate the performance of the
segmentation method. The partition coefficient value closest to ‘1’ indicates best
clustering result. This can be eressed as follows [6, 9, 16]:

Vpc ¼
PC

i¼1

PP
z¼1

PM
x¼1

PN
y¼1 z

2
ixyz

M � N � P
ð7Þ

(ii) Partition Entropy ( Vpe)
The partition entropy value nearer to ‘0’ indicates superior segmentation result.
The equation is stated below [6, 9, 16]:

Vpe ¼
�PC

i¼1

PP
z¼1

PM
x¼1

PN
y¼1 zixyz log zixyz

� �� �
M � N � P

ð8Þ

(iii) Similarity Index ( q)
The equation for the similarity index can be stated as follows [16]:

q ¼ 1
C

XC
i¼1

2 Si \Gij j
Sij j þ Gij j � 100% ð9Þ

Table 1. Comparative study in terms of Tissue Segmentation Accuracy on the T1-weighted
MRI brain image volumes with different combination of noise and inhomogeneity

Volume Method TSA
CSF GM WM

7% noise 20% inhomogeneity FCM 0.417 0.660 0.694
sFCM 0.602 0.795 0.822
Proposed 0.615 0.819 0.856

7% noise 40% inhomogeneity FCM 0.390 0.645 0.693
sFCM 0.592 0.778 0.815
Proposed 0.605 0.811 0.848

9% noise 20% inhomogeneity FCM 0.377 0.621 0.666
sFCM 0.558 0.762 0.808
Proposed 0.591 0.807 0.842

9% noise 40% inhomogeneity FCM 0.361 0.610 0.671
sFCM 0.552 0.751 0.792
Proposed 0.588 0.796 0.832
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where Si and Gi denotes the voxels of i
th cluster in the segmented image and the ground

truth, respectively. The range of q is in between 0 and 100. The value closer to 100
indicates optimal clustering.

Table 2 shows the comparison between the proposed method over existing methods
in terms of cluster validity functions such as Vpc, Vpe and q. The results reported in the
Table 2 illustrates that in all four cases the proposed method outperforms the other
methods as it produces maximum Vpc, minimum Vpe. Moreover, the similarity index
value depicts the superiority of the proposed segmentation algorithm.

The quantitative investigation of in-vivo 3D brain MR image data involves the
estimation of partition coefficient and partition entropy. In this context, the ground truth
or discrete anatomical model of the aforementioned volume is absent. So, we are not
able to calculate the other parameters such as, tissue segmentation accuracy and sim-
ilarity index for the same.

Table 3 shows the empirical results in terms of partition coefficient and partition
entropy. We have compared the result obtained from the proposed method with FCM
and sFCM method to evaluate the supremacy of our method. The result reported in
Table 3 demonstrates that the proposed method effectively segments the volume than
other competent methods.

Table 2. Comparative study in terms of Cluster Validity Functions on the T1-weighted MRI
brain image volumes with different combination of noise and inhomogeneity.

Volume Method Vpc Vpe q (%)

7% noise 20% inhomogeneity FCM 0.782 0.321 67.27
sFCM 0.915 0.155 76.72
Proposed 0.951 0.046 78.66

7% noise 40% inhomogeneity FCM 0.786 0.294 66.10
sFCM 0.908 0.148 75.68
Proposed 0.946 0.049 77.61

9% noise 20% inhomogeneity FCM 0.795 0.328 64.21
sFCM 0.892 0.175 74.29
Proposed 0.942 0.052 76.42

9% noise 40% inhomogeneity FCM 0.793 0.327 63.61
sFCM 0.890 0.171 73.57
Proposed 0.940 0.054 75.33

Table 3. Comparative study in terms of different validity functions on the in-vivo human MRI
brain image volumes

Volume Method Vpc Vpe

Real patient FCM 0.7912 0.2526
sFCM 0.8351 0.0736
Proposed 0.9176 0.0167
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4 Conclusion

This paper aims at proposing a new 3D brain image segmentation algorithm based on
the fuzzy c-means algorithm. The proposed technique consists of two stages namely,
MoFCM and MSFCM. The first stage of the algorithm yields the cluster prototypes
which are given as the initial cluster values of the second stage along with the 3D brain
MR image data.

We have incorporated spatial information of the image volume and introduced a
new membership function called local membership. This membership grade is com-
bined with the traditional FCM membership named as global membership. To calculate
the local partition matrix we again have introduced a new probability distribution
parameter to exploit the spatial information which estimates the belongingness of a
voxel depending on the neighborhood information. The output i.e. the cluster centers
obtained from MoFCM algorithm are fed in to the MSFCM algorithm to generate the
final cluster values.

The proposed method has been tested on several 3D simulated brain MR image
volumes with different combination of noise and inhomogeneity. Furthermore, we also
have performed the proposed method on one real patient image volume. The perfor-
mance of the proposed method is compared with other competent methods to validate
our claim. The result of the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the presented
method collectively indicates that the proposed method outperforms the other methods.
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Abstract. The distributed storage allocation problem is an important
optimization problem in reliable distributed storage, which aims to min-
imize storage cost while maximizing error recovery probability by opti-
mal storage of data in distributed storage nodes. A key characteristics
of distributed storage is that data are stored in remote servers across a
network. Thus, network resources especially communication links are an
expensive and non-trivial resource which should be optimized as well. In
this paper, we present a simulation based study of the network charac-
teristics of a distributed storage network in the light of several allocation
patterns. By varying the allocation patterns we have demonstrated the
interdependence between network bandwidth, defined in terms of link
capacity and allocation pattern using network throughput as a metric.
Recognizing the importance of network resources as an important cost
metric, we intend to solve an optimization problem based on minimizing
both the storage cost and the cost of network resources. The results of
this optimization problem will determine how both storage and network
optimization can be performed jointly so that a highly robust yet cost
effective storage solution could be developed.

Keywords: Distributed Storage Allocation · Genetic algorithm ·
Network and storage optimized storage system

1 Introduction

Reliability is the basic demand for any form of storage. Reliability in the con-
text of data storage entails to preserve the original form of data as it has been
stored in the system by the subscriber. Loss of integrity of stored data leads
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
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to data corruption and hence low reliability. Data corruption can be attributed
to both malicious as well as inadvertent corruption due to unavoidable reasons.
Separate mechanisms are in place in the domain of information security to deal
with malicious corruption of data. However, even in the absence of malicious
attacks, data is likely to get corrupt over a period of time. Thus, error correction
codes are used to recover from such eventual data corruption and to maintain
high reliability. However, error correction codes occupy considerable storage; and
hence contributes to storage overhead. A naive error correction mechanism would
require excessive amount of storage just to store such codes. Thus, efficient error
correction codes are required to achieve high reliability with low cost of storage.

In distributed storage systems, apart from clever error correction codes; reli-
able low cost storage can be achieved by exploiting numerous other parameters,
unique to such systems. Distributed storage requires data to be stored in a set
of storage nodes distributed across a network. In such systems storage options
such as changing allocation pattern in nodes, option to locally or globally repair
a problem, etc. becomes available. These options can be intelligently exploited
to improve reliability without having to incur excessive storage cost.

Distributed Storage Allocation is one such option available in distributed
storage systems; that may ensure high reliability in storage systems while opti-
mizing on the storage cost. In this paper we look into this aspect of reliability
improvement scheme in distributed storage systems.

The rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the basic con-
cepts required for understanding this work. Section 3 lists down the problems and
limitations of the existing work in literature that we would like to address in this
work. Section 4 contains a discussion of the related works in the field. Section 5
focuses on the network simulation experiment which forms the first part of our
work. Network simulation experiment measures network performance by varying
storage allocation patterns and spread of data on a distributed storage network.
Section 6 deals with the optimization problem for minimization of storage and
link capacity costs jointly. Section 7 concludes our study and includes a broad
outline on the future direction of research.

2 The Basic Concepts

The key concept in distributed storage allocation problem is to distribute data
across a set of available storage nodes in such a way that probability of data
recovery from errors can be maximized; while keeping storage cost as low as
possible. In absence of optimization criteria such as limited network bandwidth,
minimizing required storage space, etc. the problem of maintaining high relia-
bility is trivial. We can simply store the entire data at every node.

However, when optimization is required, the naive solution referred to above
ceases to be effective. The most common optimization criteria is the limitation
in storage space, more formally called total storage budget constraint.

Definition 1. Total storage budget is the limit on the total amount of data that
can be stored across a set of distributed storage nodes.
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Individual nodes can store any amount of data; however, the sum total of data
stored in each node cannot exceed the total storage budget allocated.

It is evident with low total storage budget, less storage cost has to be borne.
However, the consequence of defining total storage budget is that allocation and
access of data is now no more trivial. Data have to be optimally allocated and
accessed to achieve the goal of maximum error recoverability while remaining
within budget limits.

An allocation pattern may be either symmetric or non-symmetric and max-
imal or minimal spread. Thus, according to the allocation pattern following
possibilities arise which are given in the following.

• Symmetric maximal spread
• Non-symmetric maximal spread
• Symmetric minimal spread
• Non-symmetric minimal spread

Maximal spreading means that most of the available nodes are used for stor-
age while minimal spread means that data allocations are concentrated on a few
available nodes. Symmetric allocation means that all nodes chosen for allocation
store equal amount of data while non-symmetric means that unequal amount
of data is stored in each node chosen for allocation. For symmetric allocation,
the allocation and access model can be of either probabilistic or deterministic.
Therefore, four allocation-access models are possible as follows:

• Probabilistic Allocation Probabilistic Access
• Probabilistic Allocation Deterministic Access
• Deterministic Allocation and Probabilistic Access
• Deterministic Allocation Deterministic Access

Further classification can be made on the type of nodes, which may be either
homogeneous or heterogeneous in nature. These are given in the following.

Definition 2. Homogeneous nodes are those which exhibit similar network, IO
and failure characteristics.

Definition 3. Heterogeneous nodes are those which exhibit different network,
IO and failure characteristics.

The distributed storage allocation problem attempts to find the best possible
allocation pattern and spread which maximizes error recovery probability while
maintaining optimal total storage budget.

3 Problem Statement

The definition of total storage budget is based on the core assumption that the
communication links between the nodes are able to support the amount of data
on the respective storage nodes. In cases where the communication link capa-
bilities are not sufficient, total storage budget is limited and defined in terms of
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the communication link capacity. The limitations of this work is that it chooses
between two equally important cost factors viz. storage and link capacities. Ide-
ally a storage network administrator would like to minimize both the storage
and communication costs together, if possible. An optimization problem which
would consider them both as costs and work towards their minimization would
be a novel work to the problem.

To the best of our knowledge no work has been done to study the network
performance while varying the storage allocation pattern and spread. Our intu-
ition is that network performance will vary noticeably with change in network
allocation pattern and spread. A simulation based study to study the network
performance by varying storage pattern and spread is in our opinion a novel
venture.

3.1 Proposed Work

Based on the discussions above we enumerate the following problems that we
would like to address in this paper:

• Study network performance by varying the network allocation pattern. We
check whether symmetric or non-symmetric patterns gives better perfor-
mance. We also investigate whether maximal or minimal spread is best in
terms of network performance.

• Formulate an optimization problem which would jointly optimize the essential
cost factors viz. required storage and link capacity; while maintaining high
reliability.

4 Related Works

The distributed storage allocation problem was first presented in [4]. The four
allocation-access model was presented in this paper and the symmetric vs unsym-
metric model was investigated vis-a-vis the allocation-access model keeping in
mind the storage budget constraint and the goal of high probability in error
recovery. The storage allocation problem was further expanded and the ana-
lyzed in respect of data spreading in [6]. The paper considered three cases -
Independent probabilistic access to each node, Access to a random fixed size
subset of nodes and Probabilistic symmetric allocation. The conclusion reached
by the them is that, for high reliability, spread minimally for small storage bud-
get while spread maximally for large storage budget. [5] discusses in details about
the symmetric allocation pattern. The intuitive idea that symmetric allocation
is always the optimal allocation pattern is not always true. This work addresses
the question of under which conditions, symmetric allocation becomes optimal.

Repair bandwidth cost and its trade-offs with storage space has also been
discussed in various works. [11] established the repair-bandwidth trade-off. The
authors established the trade-oof by formulating a bi-objective linear program-
ming problem.
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Distributed storage system in view of constrained memory has been
accounted for in [1]. They concluded that in case of memory constrained distrib-
uted storage systems symmetric allocation is not always an optimal one. This
held true even for large network size and in cases where all nodes had uniform
amount of available storage memory. They also concluded that similar obser-
vations can be made in case of memory constrained heterogeneous distributed
storage systems as well.

Studies cited so far considered mainly homogeneous nodes. Distributed stor-
age allocation problem in heterogeneous nodes has been studies in [7,8].

One of the recent works addressing reliability-bandwidth trade-off. in terms
of heterogeneous nodes is [3]. However, these works does not provide an inter-
dependence study between network throughput (bandwidth requirement) and
allocation pattern or data spreading.

5 Network Simulation Study

This section addresses the first part of our work, which is to investigate the
performance of the storage network by varying the allocation patterns.

5.1 Simulation Software

The simulation experiment has been carried out using the NTU implementation
of DCN in NS-3 simulator [10]. Among the choice of DCN topology, we have
chosen the Fat-tree topology implemented in the framework.

5.2 Data Center Network

In distributed storage systems, data are stored in data centers, which are spe-
cialized facilities for reliable storage of data. Thus, data center network has been
found suitable for simulating distributed storage system. Data Center Network
architecture are of many types such as 3-tier, Fat-tree, Dcell, Bcube etc. to
name a few. The Fat-tree network architecture has been considered for our sim-
ulation study because of its proven capability of delivering high throughput with
low-latency [2]. This characteristic is useful since our simulation study concerns
performance comparison in terms of throughput by varying data storage allo-
cation patterns. The NTU-DCN framework provides a data center framework
where two data center topologies are implemented viz. BCube and Fat-tree.

5.3 Simulation Setup

The simulation is essentially modification of the Fat-tree implementation of
the NTU-DCN framework of NS-3. The essential simulation parameters are as
follows (Table 1):

In our Simulation, throughput is considered as a measurement metric, which
computes the amount of data transferred per unit time. Throughput determines
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Table 1. Table of essential simulation parameters

Total number of nodes 50

Maximum no of access nodes 16

No of access nodes 1, 8 and 16

Topology Fat-tree

Links Edge-host:CSMA Rest:P2P

Data rate 1 Gbps

Delay 0.001 ms

Application On-Off

Packet size 1024 bytes

On-Off data rate Default

Total data transferred 125 MB

Total client nodes 5

the performance level that can be expected for a given bandwidth of the network.
Thus, throughput at a constant network bandwidth determines which allocation
patterns are the most suitable for higher network performance.

5.4 Simulation Results

Network throughput has been measured by varying the spread of data. The fol-
lowing data spread has been considered for both symmetric and non-symmetric
allocation patterns: accessing data from all 16 nodes or from 8 nodes out of 16
nodes. The 8 nodes have been chosen in the following manner. 8 nodes towards

Fig. 1. Results of non-symmetric allocation
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the beginning are chosen first; middle 8 nodes are chosen next; 8 nodes towards
the end, 8 nodes with odd interleaving and 8 random nodes are chosen succes-
sively. The symmetric allocation also has an additional single node access case.

Figure 1 measures network throughput under varying spread when data is
allocated in a non-symmetric manner. Figure 2 measures network throughput
under varying spread when data is symmetrically allocated. Figure 3 provides
a comprehensive picture considering both allocation patterns - symmetric and
non-symmetric under varying spread.

The discussion and interpretation of results follows in the next subsection.

Fig. 2. Results of symmetric allocation

5.5 Discussions on the Results

The results from the network simulation gives many interesting insights about
the network performance with varying allocation pattern and data spread. From
Fig. 3 we can conclude that non-symmetric allocation consistently shows a higher
throughput than symmetric allocation. It is also evident from the same figure
that maximal spreading (using 16 nodes which is the maximum in our experi-
ment) provides higher throughput in both symmetric and non-symmetric allo-
cation patterns. In most of the cases minimal spreading (i.e., use of a single
node) exhibits worse throughput as is evident from Fig. 2. The only exception
is in case of 8 odd interleaving servers which indicates worse performance. Also,
Fig. 1 exhibits low throughput in case of 8 odd interleaving servers compared to
other 8-node cases. Finally we can conclude from the results that the difference
of throughput between spreads is more pronounced in case of non-symmetric
allocation than symmetric allocation.
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Fig. 3. Consolidated results

6 Constraint Optimization Problem

The constraint optimization problem constitutes the second part of our work. In
this work we perform a constraint optimization on the objectives of minimizing
the storage cost and link capacity requirement. Through our solution of the
optimization problem we seek to find the answer to the question of whether and
upto what extent the two objectives can be optimized together. This will provide
a foundation on which future distributed storage system could be developed.

6.1 Problem Formulation

Thus optimization problem with the new cost function for a probability-1 recov-
ery regime can be written as:

Minimize T =
n∑

i=1

xi +
n∑

i=1j=1

yij

subject to

xi >= 0 and yij >= 0 and i �= j
∑

i∈r

xi >= 1 and
∑

ij∈r

yij >= 1 ∀r ∈ R

where

R =
(
n

r

)
and r ⊂ {1, 2, ......, n}
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T is total storage budget which now is a composite cost function of both the
storage and link capacity. For each node allotted storage space is represented
by xi and link capacity between two nodes is yij where i and j are two different
nodes.

We consider that out of n nodes the data collector accesses each r -subset with
probability pr. r belongs to the collection of R of all

(
n
r

)
r -subsets of storage

nodes. In our work we try to find whether symmetric or non-symmetric allocation
would yield the best result for our optimization problem.

The optimization problem has been carried out using the a hybrid of genetic
algorithm and particle swam optimization known as GA-PSO algorithm [9].
The genetic algorithm part explores the entire solution space to find the global
minimum instead of being stuck in a local minima. The PSO part has been
added to enhance the rate of convergence of the algorithm, which is slow in
case of pure genetic algorithm. The essential parameters of the algorithms are as
follows (Table 2):

Table 2. Table of essential parameters for the optimization problem

Parameters Value

Population size 150

Maximum generation 100

Probability of crossover 0.85

Probability of mutation 0.15

Beta (model coefficient) 1.5

No. of storage nodes 5

No. of nodes selected for retrieval 2

No. of runs 50

6.2 Results

The optimization problem has been run for the best value of minimization case
and the following results have been obtained (Table 3 and Fig. 4):

6.3 Discussions on the Results

From the solution of the constraint optimization problem, some conclusions can
be drawn on the feasibility of joint optimization of storage and network resources
in distributed storage allocation problem. We find from the solution that non-
symmetrical allocation is the best allocation method for composite cost reduc-
tion. Hence it will serve us better to follow non-symmetrical allocation approach.
This is consistent with our findings in network simulation results as discussed in
Sect. 5.5. Further we find that best storage and network resource cost allocation
are similar.
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Table 3. Table of results for the best values of minimization

Node no. Storage allocation Link capacity allocation

Node 1 0.34448 0.38848

Node 2 0 0.022

Node 3 0.1207977 0.121977

Node 4 0.999965 1.039

Node 5 0.246705 0.241605

Fig. 4. Graphical view of the best value of minimization

7 Conclusion and Future Scope

Our work consists of two interconnected parts. In the first part we have tried
to establish the importance of network parameters in distributed storage allo-
cation problems through NS3 simulation study. Through simulation results we
have shown that throughput is highly dependent on the allocation pattern and
spread of allocation among storage nodes. Thus, the importance of network
parameters in case of Distributed Storage Allocation problem is hopefully well
established and it needs to be duly considered. Interestingly it has also observed
that the non-symmetric distribution yields better result in terms of throughput.
In the second part we have formulated a new optimization problem where the
objective function is a redefinition of the total storage budget in terms of stor-
age space and link capacity required. Our aim here is to identify the allocation
pattern - symmetric or nonsymmetric, which would minimize he cost function,
while maintaining high reliability. Like the result of the network simulation,
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non-symmetric allocation also gives the best minimization values. Moreover, it
has been found that both the metrics can be optimized jointly.

The results of this work are very encouraging. In future we intend to study
which allocation models minimizes the joint objectives for storage and band-
width. Introduction of heterogeneous nodes with independent failure probabili-
ties will also be considered in our model.
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Abstract. In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework to inte-
grate multiple views of data using hypergraph based partitioning app-
roach. Representing each view as separate graphs, we partitioned them
into clusters using standard clustering technique. Each clustering solu-
tion is represented as a separate hypergraph in which a hyperedge
encodes a cluster. Concatenating all these hyperedges result to an adja-
cency matrix (H) of a hypergraph with n vertices which is equal to the
number of objects in each data, and E edges which is equal to total
number of clusters in the representative clustering solutions. A similar-
ity matrix (S) is compiled from the adjacency (H) by taking entry wise
average. Each entry of S merely denotes the fraction of clustering in
which two objects are members of the same group/cluster. Clustering
the S matrix results in meta-clusters which essentially inherit the char-
acteristics of all data views in the original data. We have performed a
simulation study on three data views to validate the framework. For each
view, we tune the parameter of data, and investigate whether the results
conform the changes. We have also applied the proposed framework in
a real life dataset to identify meta-clusters. Moreover, we have analyzed
the resulting meta-clusters to validate our proposed method.

Keywords: Hypergraphs · Clustering · Meta-clusters · Multi-view
data · Gene expression · Gene ontology · Protein-protein interaction

1 Introduction

Integrating multiple data sources has been found in various fields such as in
multi-sensor data fusion [2,8], in econometrics [4], in bioinformatics [7,10,12,13],
in social networks studies [1] etc. The main task of integration merely depends
on a effective multi-learner system which generates ensemble of each component
learner which tries to solve the same task [14]. Naturally, there exists several
different ways to define data of same objects. This opens onto multiple repre-
sentation of same data objects or patterns. The problem is to make an ensemble
of all the representations and check which one describes all the patterns in the
best possible way [5]. The patterns are either entirely compatible where same
patterns exist in all views or incompatible, where significant difference exists

c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
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between data views. A good data integration approach should identify the dif-
ferences, find common patterns while preserving the unique characteristics of
each view.

Early studies in this area involves combining multiple rankings [11], inte-
grating different biological data sources to detect perturbation of coexpressed
modules [12], non-negative matrix factorization based integration to predict
protein-protein interactions [12], multi-view data integration for performing clus-
ter analysis on heterogeneous social network data [6].

In this work, we have developed a novel framework based on hypergraph par-
titioning to integrate multiple views of same object. First, each view is mapped
into a network structure, where nodes represent objects and weights of edges
represent the particular characteristics of each view. The constructed networks
are then partitioned using standard partitional clustering algorithm to group the
similar objects of each view. Each of the clustering results is viewed as a separate
hypergraph, in which nodes correspond to objects and hyperedges encode each
cluster. Thus all the clustering results of each view can be represented using
multiple hypergraphs. All the hypergraphs are then concatenated to build an
adjacency of a single hypergraph in which hyperedges represent all the identified
clusters. A similarity matrix is then constructed by computing the entry-wise
average of the adjacency matrix. Each entry of the similarity matrix signifies
a fraction of clustering where two objects are belonging to the same cluster.
Partitioning the similarity matrix yields meta-clusters which inherit the char-
acteristics of all the data views. For partitioning the similarity matrix we have
utilized a widely used clustering algorithm, Metis [9]. To validate the proposed
methodology we have performed a simulation study described in Subsect. 3.1.
Moreover, we have also applied the proposed methodology in a real life biological
dataset and described it in Subsect. 3.2. Here, the identified gene meta-clusters
inherits three biological source of information. Gene expression data, protein-
protein interaction data and gene ontology data are extracted for a set of genes.
These three biological sources are serve as three different views of the gene set.
The identified meta-clusters are analyzed to investigate the correctness of the
proposed framework.

2 Proposed Method

In this section we describe the proposed method of the data integration tech-
nique. Here, each representative clustering is mapped into hypergraph repre-
sentation. A widely used algorithm, Metis [9] is utilized here to partition the
constructed hypergraph into meta-clusters. The whole framework is described
in Fig. 1. The figure describes the framework for three views of data. It may be
extended to more views for integration.

2.1 Data Views as Network

In nature there exists several distinct representations of the same objects. This
leads to different views of same data which have distinct perspectives in the
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Fig. 1. Figure shows overall framework of the proposed methodology.

respective domains. The major challenge is to integrate this different views by
extracting the cocoon patterns or preserve the unique patterns which character-
izes the perspective. To integrate them, it is necessary to represent each view in a
common format that could be integrated by applying any machine learning algo-
rithm. Here, we represent each view of the data in a graph/network structure,
where data objects are represented as nodes and the inter-relationship between
the nodes are represented as edges.

2.2 Partitioning the Network

In this step each representative network of each view is clustered using a parti-
tional clustering algorithm. As we know the best representative for the network
is that module, so clustering of each data view merely represents a prototype
of the respective view. Here we utilize k-means to partition each network of
different views. However, other clustering techniques can be applicable here to
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Fig. 2. Figure shows hypergraph representation of clustering results. Here three adja-
cency matrix of three views are clustered and represented as hypergraphs.
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partition the data view. Each representative clustering solutions are mapped
into a distinct hypergraph.

2.3 Hypergraph Representation of Partition

Clustering technique on a network yields different clusters which can be repre-
sented as a hypergraph. A hypergraph consists of a set of nodes and hyperedges.
Unlike regular graph which defines a relation between two nodes as edges, hyper-
graph generalizes it by defining relation among more than two nodes termed as
hyperedge. So a hyperedge can connect any set of vertices. It is very intuitive to
represent a clustering solution of network in terms of a hypergraph. In particu-
lar, the nodes correspond to the nodes of the representative hypergraph, whereas
the hyperedges encodes the clusters.

2.4 Partitioning the Hypergraph

Each hyperedge encodes a cluster. The hypergraph representation of a whole
clustering solution can be modeled as an adjacency matrix as follows: assume
there are three views V 1, V 2 and V 3 of n objects. Each of the data views is
represented as network adjacency matrices A1, A2 and A3 of same dimensions.
After partitioning let A1 is partitioned into 3 clusters, A2 is partitioned into 4
clusters and A3 is partitioned into 2 clusters. Each of the partitioning results
can be represented as a matrix of dimension n × k, where n corresponds to the
number of objects whereas k represents the number of clusters. This matrix can
be assumed as an adjacency matrix of a hypergraph. We have created a model
view of the whole scenario in Fig. 2. From the figure it can be noticed that 10
objects are clustered in 2 clusters for A1, 4 clusters for A2 and 3 clusters for
A3. Each clustering result is represented as a 0–1 adjacency matrix Di with the
following assumptions: entry Di(i, j) is equal to 1 if data object xi is belonging
to cluster j and is equal to 0 otherwise. Here each cluster may be assumed as
a hyperedge. From Fig. 2 it can be noticed that the clusters are represented as
adjacency matrices of hypergraphs. For example the hypergraph which repre-
sents the clustering solution of the network adjacency A1, has three hyperedges
h1, h2 and h3. Similarly, h4 to h7 encodes the four clusters of A2, and h8 and
h9 represents the two clusters of A3. Concatenating these hyperedges yields a
hypergraph H, with nine hyperedges and ten nodes. In Fig. 2, 3rd step, it can
noticed that all the nine hyperedges are concatenated to construct a single hyper-
graph. Please note that here an object can belong to multiple hyperedges. Thus
an integrated representation of different views of same data are arranged. For
partitioning the constructed hypergraph, we first compute an overall similarity
matrix S by computing entry-wise average. This can be achieved by performing
the following operation: S = 1

mHHT , where m corresponds to the number of
views. Thus the similarity matrix S signifies an ensemble of three-cluster similar-
ity matrix of three views. Figure 3 shows heatmaps of the three cluster similarity
matrices and the ensemble similarity matrix S. For partitioning S a widely used
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Fig. 3. Figure shows heatmaps of three cluster similarity matrix constructed from three
clustering results and the ensemble (S) of these three matrices.

clustering algorithm, Metis, is utilized here. The resulting meta-clusters inherit
all the characteristics of the different views.

3 Results

In this section we performed a simulation study to validate the proposed frame-
work and then applied it in a real life data to find meta-clusters.

3.1 Simulation Study

Before running our proposed framework on real-life data-sets, we perform a
simulation study using randomly generated artificial datasets. We take three
views of 100 objects for this purpose. The data views are created randomly by
varying properties of each view. Particularly, we create a network with a fixed
property for each view, and adjust the property to make a set of networks. For
data view-1 we create networks with varying densities, (property-1) from 0.1 to
0.9. Thus nine networks are created with increasing density values. Similarly, for
data view-2 the networks with average weights (property-2) varying from −0.8
to +1 with an increment of 0.2 are created. For data view-3 nine networks are
built by varying the average weights (property-3) between 0.1 to 0.9 with an
increment of 0.1. Thus, for each view we have nine networks; each of which have
a fixed property. We take each network separately from three views at a time,
and make partitions using clustering technique. Here we use simple K-means
algorithm for partitioning the networks. The obtained partitions are represented
as hypergraphs where an hyperedge encode an individual cluster. The hyperedges
are concatenated to form an adjacency of an overall hypergraph which represents
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Fig. 4. Figure shows distribution of meta-clusters with three properties. Panel-(a)
shows the distribution with varying density property, whereas panel (b) and panel
(c) show the same for other two properties.

an intermediate representation of three views of the data. From the hypergraph
thus formed, is converted to a similarity matrix S by performing the procedure
mentioned in the Subsect. 2.4. By clustering the similarity matrix we get meta-
clusters which inherit the properties of the original data views. Thus we get
nine sets of meta-clusters each of which combines the characteristics of the three
views.

To investigate whether the obtained meta-clusters are carrying the charac-
teristics of individual data views, we plot the distributions of meta-clusters for
the three mentioned properties. Particularly, we check how the three properties
are distributed in the obtained meta-clusters which are basically a consensus
of all clusters identified in each data view. In Figs. 4 and 5, (a), (b) and (c)
we show the distribution of nine sets of meta-clusters with the three proper-
ties. In Fig. 4(a), (b) and (c) the distribution of meta-clusters with their average
densities are shown. From the figures it can be noted that when we adjust or
increase the properties of each data view the meta-clusters also inherits the
increasing properties. From each of the Fig. 4 we can see that the distribution of
the meta-clusters are gradually shifted towards right with the increasing proper-
ties. Similarly, from Fig. 5, we can see the distribution shift upwards. Thus our
framework performs correctly to combine the three characteristics of each of the
data views.

3.2 Application on a Real Life Data

Genomic relationships can be represented as graphs. The vertices will be rep-
resenting every node and the edges between them, the relationship we want to
map. We take three biological data sources, gene expression data, protein-protein
interaction data and Gene Ontology data of same set of genes. We downloaded
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Fig. 5. Figure shows line-graph distribution of meta-clusters with three properties.
Panel-(a) shows the distribution with varying density property, whereas panel (b) and
panel (c) show the same for other two properties.

the gene expression dataset (GSE6740 series) from GEO database (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo). The expression data consists of expression values
of CD4+ and CD8+ cells of three HIV infection stages. From this, we have
taken expression data of acute stage infection. We select 2828 most varying genes
among the total 22,284 genes by performing variance cutoff. Next, We have pre-
pared a correlation matrix of dimension 2828× 2828, where each entry signifies
the Pearson correlation between two gene expression profiles. We also collected
protein-protein interaction (PPI) data from HPRD [3] database. We took PPI
information of the selected 2828 genes from whole human PPI database. We
have also collected Gene Ontology information of these selected genes from Gene
Ontology consortium (http://www.geneontology.org/). We compute functional
similarity between two genes by measuring semantic similarity between set of
GO-terms associated with these genes. Thus we construct three matrices which
represents three different views of same set of genes. PPI adjacency matrix rep-
resents interaction information, correlation matrix represents similarity between
each pair of gene expression profiles whereas semantic similarity matrix signifies
functional similarity of the same set of selected genes.

Our primary objective is to represent these in form of hypergraphs and inte-
grating them into one single similarity matrix which would be a graph of genes
with a mixture of properties. The creation of the hypergraphs is achieved by

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo
http://www.geneontology.org/
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partitioning each matrix and representing them as a separate hypergraph. Next
we have applied our proposed framework to integrate the hyperedges and got 30
meta-clusters. The obtained meta-clusters consists of set of genes which essen-
tially inherits the PPI information, gene expression information as well as gene
ontology information. It is observed that all the meta-clusters have high density,
average correlation and average semantic similarity. Most of the meta-clusters
have density greater than 0.6, while preserving a good average correlation value
(≥0.5) and average semantic similarity value (≥0.6). In Table 1 we show some of
the meta-clusters having high density, average correlation and average semantic
similarity value. It can be seen from the table that average value of all three prop-
erties is seemingly high. Average of all density values of identified meta-clusters
is higher than 0.6, which signifies most of the meta clusters have preserved den-
sity properties of original data. Moreover, the average of all correlations and
semantic similarity value are also high for the meta-clusters. This also signifies
the meta-clusters not only inherit one property, but are also carrying the same
properties form other two views of data.

Table 1. Table shows density, average correlation and average semantic similarity of
some meta-clusters.

Meta-clusters Average
density

Average
correlation

Average semantic
similarity

Meta-cluster-2 (# genes 89) 0.8 0.76 0.81

Meta-cluster-5 (# genes 120) 0.71 0.68 0.73

Meta-cluster-19 (# genes 180) 0.75 0.71 0.88

Meta-cluster-13 (#genes 123) 0.85 0.62 0.78

4 Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed a novel framework to integrate data with mul-
tiple views through hypergraph based partitioning method. Here, we represent
each view of the data in a network format and cluster them to get modules.
The clustering solutions are represented as hypergraphs in which hyper-edges
encode individual clusters. Concatenating all the hyper-edges yield an adjacency
of hypergraphs which combine all the views of the dataset. The hypergraph is
then partitioned by using a well known algorithm Metis to obtain meta-clusters,
which inherit all the properties of each view. From the results we noticed that
the meta-clusters carry the proteins of each view. Moreover adjusting the para-
meters of individual view also change the characteristics of the meta-clusters.
In other words the change in individual properties of views leads to the change
in meta-clusters’ properties. This is also reflected while we apply our algorithm
in real life data. The identified gene meta-clusters have high density, correlation
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and semantic similarity. The biological significance of the identified gene meta-
clusters are yet to be investigated. This work opens a whole new possibility for
representing data and integrating them with the characteristics being inherited
by the next generations flawlessly. Multiple perspectives of the same data values
can be analyzed to check which views compliment each other and which do not.
Thus resulting in the acquirement of more useful data and pruning unnecessary
data from the same data values, with just different views/perspectives. This can
be used in finding trends, patterns and also increase the efficiency of predictions
for machine learning algorithms and the like.
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Abstract. The first step of prediction of product(s) of unknown chemi-
cal reactions by a computer is to classify known chemical reactions. Sev-
eral authors came up with various reaction templates or reaction classes
by studying (mostly) organic chemical reactions. This paper presents an
algorithm that automates the process of finding reaction classes from
known chemical reaction graphs. The algorithm presented here is suffi-
ciently general to cover both organic and inorganic chemical reactions
and can be applied to wider varieties of reactions. This graph mining
algorithm derives all the reaction classes obtained from earlier schemes
and thus earlier schemes are subsets of the present algorithm. The new
reaction classes can also be derived from the algorithm presented in this
paper.

Keywords: Chemoinformatics · Chemical graph · Graph mining · Ugi’s
scheme · Classification

1 Introduction

Chemical compounds can be represented as molecular graphs, where the nodes
represent the atoms and the edges between any two nodes represent the bonds
between the two atoms. The number of parallel edges between any two nodes
represent the bond order [1]. The prediction of unknown chemical reactions calls
for classification of known chemical reactions. Since, there are a large number of
chemical reactions that are in existence, classification of existing chemical reac-
tions needs to be done by computer. The computer generates template for the
representation of a reaction class. There are two types of methods for chemical
reaction classification: (i) Model Driven approach, (ii) Data Driven approach.
In model driven approach, a chemical graph [2] is represented in a form that
is suitable for processing using computer. One such method was proposed by
Ugi and his co-workers [3] that represents a chemical graph using Bond Electron
matrix (BE matrix) [4]. They studied 1900 organic chemical reactions and came
up with 30 reaction classes [5]. In this paper, a general algorithm for obtain-
ing reaction classes from wide varieties of chemical reactions (both organic and
inorganic) has been proposed. In the next section, Ugi’s scheme is discussed in
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 358–370, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 28
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some detail along with its extensions. In Sect. 3, an internal computer represen-
tation of chemical graph in the form of Extended Bond Electron matrix (EBE
matrix) is described. The algorithm for obtaining reaction templates from EBE
matrix is given with discussions and examples in Sect. 4. In the final section, the
conclusion summarizes the contribution of this paper.

2 Background

2.1 Ugi’s Scheme

Ugi’s scheme, a model driven approach, was developed in the year 1970. The
Scheme mainly deals with representation of chemical structures by Bond-
Electron matrix or B-E matrix. Bond-Electron matrix of a molecule consisting of
n atoms is a (n * n) symmetric matrix where each entry represents the existing
bonds between corresponding atoms. It also stores information about valence
electrons residing on an atom. The diagonal cells in a Bond-Electron matrix
stores the free radical information existing on an atom. B-E matrix represents
not only a chemical compound, but it is also used to represent a chemical reac-
tion. Representation of a chemical reaction with the help of a Bond-Electron
matrix is shown in Tables 1 and 2 [6]. B-E matrix has few properties such as -

– The sum over all the entries of a row or a column indicates the number of
valence electrons on the atom

– The sum over all the entries of a B-E matrix indicates the number of valence
electrons in the molecule

Bond-Electron matrix on the Educt side is the Educt matrix (represented by
E) and that on the product side is the Product matrix (represented by P). The
reaction matrix denoted by R can be obtained by subtracting Educt matrix
(E) from Product matrix (P), i.e., R = P−E. Each cell entry (rij) in this

Table 1. BE matrix for the educts of the reaction C + O = O → O = C = O

C O O

C 0 0 0

O 0 0 2

O 0 2 0

Table 2. BE matrix for the products of the reaction C + O = O → O = C = O

C O O

C 0 2 2

O 2 0 0

O 2 0 0
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Reaction matrix (R) represents the number of bonds broken and the number
of bonds made in the course of the reaction. Based on making and breaking
of bonds, a reaction can be classified under a particular reaction class called
reaction template. Ugi’s Scheme consists of 30 reaction classes.

2.2 Extension of Ugi’s Scheme

Ugi’s Scheme has been efficiently implemented in [7]. But, when tested with The
Chemical Thesaurus [8] (a chemical reaction database), it has been found that
some of the reactions cannot be classified under Ugi’s scheme. An extension of
Ugi’s scheme has been proposed in [9] where 24 new reaction classes has been
developed in addition to 30 reaction classes of Ugi’s scheme by studying 3096
chemical reactions from [8].

3 A General Graphical Representation of Chemical
Reactions

3.1 Extended Bond Electron Matrix

An extended B-E matrix (EBE matrix) representation was suggested in [11] to
include chemical reactions involving both organic and inorganic compounds by
adding two extra columns at the end of B-E matrix. These facilitated to store
additional information about chemical compounds like:

– Charge information(cation/anion information) to denote charge present on a
particular atom in a chemical reaction

– Co-ordinate bond information to denote the positions of atoms between which
co-ordinate bond exists.

Unlike, B-E matrix, proposed by Ugi, this Extended B-E matrix (denoted by
EBE) has dimension n× (n + 2). Further, EBE matrix can also represent addi-
tion compounds. Since charge information are stored in EBE matrix, so the
rule followed by B-E matrix (i.e., the sum of all the rows and columns is zero)
may not be applicable in EBE matrix if either of Charge information column or
Co-ordinate bond information column has non zero entries.

3.2 Rules Used in EBE Matrix

B-E matrix represents the bond existing between atoms which are participating
in a chemical reaction. Apart from bond representation, EBE matrix represents
some extra information as discussed in the previous section. Some conventions
used in EBE matrix are as follows:

– Addition Compounds- An addition compound contains two or more sim-
pler compounds that can be packed in a definite ratio into a crystal. A dot
is used to separate the compounds in the formula. In EBE matrix represen-
tation, an asterisk sign (*) is placed at the intersecting point between which
the dot exists. For example, MgCl2.H2O is an addition compound. The EBE
matrix representation of this compound is as in Table 3.
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Table 3. EBE matrix of addition compound MgCl2.H2O

Mg Cl Cl H O H Charge CoBond

Mg 0 1 1 * 0 0 0 0

Cl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

– Co-ordinate Compounds- Co-ordinate compounds is represented in EBE
matrix by a double marker/single marker (??/?) in the index where the co-
ordinate bond exists. The extra Co-ordinate bond information column con-
tains the corresponding index where co-ordinate bond exists. The double
marker/single marker denotes that co-ordinate bond is from double marker
atom to single marker atom. For example, HNO3 is a co-ordinate compound
and its EBE matrix representation is as in Table 4.

Table 4. EBE matrix for HNO3

H N O O O Charge CoBond

H 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

N 0 0 2 ?? 1 0 4

O 0 2 0 0 1 0 0

O 0 ? 0 0 1 0 2

O 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

– Cations/Anions- Cations/Anions are charged atoms. In EBE matrix repre-
sentation, the extra column (Charge Information) contains the charge value
with sign (e.g., +1 for single positive charge, −1 for single negative charge)
in the index corresponding to the atom on which the charge resides. For
example, in Hydronium ion (H3O)+ charge resides on oxygen atom and this
compound is represented in EBE representation as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. EBE matrix for hydronium ion (H3O)+

H H H O Charge CoBond

H 0 1 0 0 0 0

H 1 0 1 ?? 0 4

H 0 1 0 0 0 0

O 0 ? 0 0 1 2
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Table 6. EBE matrix of educts of the reaction {HCl} + {H − O − H} → {Cl − 1} +
{O + 1H2 ∼ H}

H Cl H O H Charge CoBond

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

O 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

H 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Table 7. EBE matrix of products of the reaction {HCl}+{H −O−H} → {Cl−1}+
{O + 1H2 ∼ H}

Cl O H H H Charge CoBond

Cl 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0

O 0 0 1 1 ?? +1 5

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 ? 0 1 0 0 2

– Representation of a complete chemical reaction with the help of
EBE matrix- A complete chemical reaction can be represented by the Educt
matrix (E) and the Product matrix (P). The Reaction matrix (R) is obtained
by subtracting the Educt matrix (E) from the Product matrix (P). In EBE
matrix representation, we do not consider the last two columns of the E and P
matrix for getting the R matrix. The last two columns of EBE matrix are used
only to store the extra information about a compound. The EBE matrix rep-
resentation of a complete chemical reaction with Educt and Product matrix
is shown in Tables 6 and 7 respectively.

4 An Algorithm to Obtain Reaction Template from
Extended Bond Electron Matrix

4.1 Algorithm Description

To obtain class or template for a given chemical reaction, the bond information
of the chemical reaction including breaking of bonds and making new bonds is
needed to be known. In this paper, a general classification algorithm has been
proposed which can generate template of a given chemical reaction by computing
the bond information. The proposed algorithm is a generalised algorithm and the
Ugi’s scheme [3] with its 30 templates or its extension [9] with its 24 additional
templates can be obtained as subsets of the proposed algorithm. Additionally,
the proposed algorithm covers inorganic compounds along with addition com-
pounds, co-ordinate compounds and cations/anions, which [3,9] do not. Thus,
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wider varieties of new reaction template (class) can be obtained from the pro-
posed algorithm.

Our proposed algorithm consists of main two phases:

– Generate extended reaction matrix (R matrix) which captures all break-
ing and making bond information along with additional information of co-
ordinate bonds, addition compound and all other types of reaction features.
Algorithm 1 generates R matrix of a reaction.

– Create corresponding reaction template by extracting necessary information
from EBE matrix of educt, product and R matrix. Algorithm2 defines the
procedure to create reaction template.

In the proposed algorithm (Algorithm1), EBE matrices (discussed earlier
in Sect. 3) of educt(s) and product(s) are taken as input. Reaction matrix (R
matrix) is obtained by subtracting Educt matrix from product matrix excluding
the main diagonal and last two columns. If there is “*” in the first row of educt
EBE which represents presence of an addition compound, then 100 is placed
(to backtrack addition compound while generating class of the reaction) in that
place and subtraction is performed. If there is single/double marker (?/??), which
represents co-ordinate bond information then it is marked as 1 and the subtrac-
tion is performed to get the R matrix. Therefore, the R matrix stores all bond
related information, i.e. breaking and making of bonds. All information related
with free radicals, charge is kept in Educt and Product EBE matrix without
any modification so that such information can be obtained while generating the
class.

Then, Upper triangular matrix of R is scanned. All bond breaking informa-
tion (negative value in R matrix) are stored in BREAK BOND list and new bond
making information (positive value in R matrix) are stored in MAKE BOND
list. To obtain the class of the reaction, each entry in the BREAK BOND list is
taken and a new entity (name is given in alphabetic order starting from A to Z)
is formed in the template. Corresponding entry in Educt EBE matrix is checked
and the bond is associated with other entities in template accordingly. Thus, left
hand side of the template is formed. An ‘=’ sign is placed at the end of the left-
hand side. Just like above, with MAKE BOND list and Product EBE matrix,
right-hand side of the template is generated as newly formed bond information
can be obtained from MAKE BOND list and EBE matrix of the product. If any
value of EBE matrix contains −99 or +99, then it implies there is an addition
compound. Since, 100 was put in place of addition compound in EBE matrix
of educt and product matrices, therefore after subtraction it yields a value of
−99 or +99 while bond making or breaking respectively. Then a “.” is appended
at the end of the template whose Educt/Product matrix contains −99/+99 to
indicate the addition compound. After obtaining all the bond information, infor-
mation of free radicals, charge and co-ordinate bonds are just appended with the
corresponding entity in template by scanning EBE matrix of Educt and Prod-
uct matrices as described in step 6 of the algorithm. The complete algorithm
(Algorithms 1 and 2) are shown below.
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Algorithm 1. Generate R Matrix of a given reaction
Data: EBE matrix of educt(s)(E)and product(s)(P) of a chemical reaction.
Result: R matrix the reaction
Form a reaction matrix (R) of size n*n where n = number of atoms in educt(s)
and initialize it to 0

Make two lists of dimension n; MAKE BOND: each entry in the list is (i,j)
which represents i is making new bond with j, BREAK BOND: each entry in
the list is (i,j) which represents i is breaking bond with j;

while Check for Addition compound do
if E[1,j]==“*” then

E[1,j]=100;
R=P-E (excluding the main diagonal and last two columns)

end
while Check for co-ordinate compounds do

if E[i,j]==? or E[i,j]==?? then
E[i,j]=1;
R=P-E;

end

4.2 Algorithm Description with Chemical Reaction

Figure 1 shows chemical reaction between Methanol and Hydrogen Cyanide to
form Cyanohydrin. ESMILES [10] represents the reaction as

H-(C=O)-H + H-C#N → H-(C(-O-H)(-H)(-C#N))

Fig. 1. Chemical reaction between methanol and hydrogen cyanide

Input to the system is given as Tables 8 and 9.
Different steps of Algorithms 1 and 2 are shown as following:

– Reaction matrix (R) is generated and initialized to 0.
– MAKE BOND and BREAK BOND lists are created. Tables 10 and 11 show

initial BREAK BOND and MAKE BOND lists respectively.
– Reaction Matrix(R) is created as per Algorithm 1. Table 12 represents newly

created Reaction Matrix (R).
– In the next phase of the framework, EBE matrices of educts, products

and reaction matrix are inputs. Tables 13 and 14 show BREAK BOND and
MAKE BOND of the reaction respectively.

– Bonds are created from EBE matrices and lists. Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows
different steps of template generation.
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Algorithm 2. Generate Template Class of a given reaction
Scan the upper triangle of R matrix.
Take the -ve values and store the corresponding (i,j)th index in BREAK BOND
list

Take the +ve values and store the corresponding (i,j)th index in MAKE BOND
list

for (i=1 to n from BREAK BOND[n]) do
Make a new entity in Template list with a new letter (starting from A)
provided it is not already in the Template list

j = 1 while ((i != j) and (j < i)) do
Take each entry in BREAK BOND list and obtain bond information
between ith and jth entry corresponding to the ith row of EBE matrix
of Educts

if (entry == + 99 or entry == - 99 ) then
Place a dot between ith and jth entry of the EBE matrix

else
Place the bond information in Template between ith and jth entry
of the EBE matrix of Educts.

j=j+1
end

end

end
Place “=” sign at the end of the Template. //Processing Educt Part of the
Template is complete.

Repeat step 4 replacing BREAK BOND[n] by MAKE BOND[n] and Educt
Matrix by Product Matrix

for (i=1 to n) do
if (there is (are) non zero value(s) in the main diagonal(excluding the part
of the matrix containing the last two columns of EBE matrix of educt and
product matrix) ) then

Then append the non-zero value as free radical(s)with the
corresponding entity in the Template list

if the (n+1) th column of EBE matrices of Educt and Product matrix has a
non-zero value then

Then append the value as Charge with the corresponding entity.
if the (n+2)th column of EBE matrices of Educt and Product matrix has a
non-zero value, if there is a double marker in any entry then

place “—>” sign in the corresponding entity accordingly to denote
co-ordinate bond

end

Fig. 2. Template generation (Step 1)

Fig. 3. Template generation (Step 2)
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Table 8. EBE matrix of educts of the reaction in Fig. 1

O C H H H C N Charge CoBond

O 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0

N 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0

Table 9. EBE matrix of products of the reaction in Fig. 1

O C H H H C N Charge CoBond

O 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

C 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

C 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

N 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0

Table 10. Initialization of BREAK BOND

O C H H H C N

(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Table 11. Initialization of MAKE BOND

O C H H H C N

(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Table 12. Reaction matrix (R)

O C H H H C N

O 0 −1 0 0 1 0 0

C −1 0 0 0 0 1 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0

C 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0

N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 13. Final BREAK BOND list

O C H H H C N

(1,2) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (5,6) (0,0) (0,0)

Table 14. Final MAKE BOND list

O C H H H C N

(1,5) (2,6) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Fig. 4. Template generation (Step 3)

4.3 Examples

Figure 5 illustrates three different categories of chemical reactions involving co-
ordinate compound, anions-cations and addition compound and their corre-
sponding reaction templates obtained by applying Algorithms 1 and 2.

4.4 Experiments and Results

The above algorithms are implemented in Java. Our input consists of a chemical
reaction in the form of an EBE-matrix which is stored in a .txt file. Our output
consists of the template of the given chemical reaction. The template generated
is also stored in an output file in .txt format. Some of the results generated by
Algorithms 1 and 2 are shown in Table 15.

Table 15. Examples of reactions with templates

Chemical reaction Template

H − H + Br − Br → H − Br + H − Br A − B + C − D = A − C + B − D

CH2 = CH2 + H − H → CH3 − CH3 A = B + C − D = C − A − B − D

N(.2)H3 + H − Cl → NH3 ∼ HCl A(.2)B + C = A − B→C

H+ + Cl− → H − Cl A+1 + B − 1 = A − B

H+ + H+ + S(= O)(= O)(−O−)(−O−) → A+1 + B+1 + C − (D − 1)(E − 1) =

S(= O)(= O)(−O − H)(−O − H) C(D − A)(E − B)

Fe − S + H − Cl + H − Cl → A − B + C − D + E − F =

Cl − Fe − Cl + H − S(.4) − H D − A − F + C − B(.4) − E
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Fig. 5. Some new reaction classes derived by Algorithm 1.

4.5 Time Complexity of the Algorithm

The algorithm to generate the reaction template consists of two main parts -

– generation of R matrix from a given chemical reaction
– generation of reaction template of the given chemical reaction

The first step of R matrix generation algorithm takes O(n2) time to initialise
the R matrix. The MAKE BOND and BREAK BOND lists take O(n) time to
initialise. Checking for the presence of addition compound needs to scan only
the first row of the matrix which requires for only O(n) comparisons. Checking
whether a co-ordinate compound is present in a chemical reaction requires to scan
only the upper/lower triangular matrix, and if a (?/??) is found in the (i, j)th

entry, then the corresponding (j, i)th entry is to be filled up with (??/?). This
step requires O(n2) comparisons approximately. So, Algorithm1 takes approx-
imately O(n2) time. The second part of the algorithm, i.e., the generation of
template class of a reaction, takes approximately O(n2) for scanning the upper
triangular matrix in order to fill up the MAKE BOND and BREAK BOND lists
in the educt part of the reaction. Similarly, the template for the product part is
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generated in O(n2) time. The diagonal elements are scanned in O(n) time and
the free radical information (if present) is appended on the template. Finally,
the extra information are appended on the template according to the last two
column information, i.e., (co-ordinate bond, cation/anion) information. So, the
overall time complexity for template generation is 2 ∗ O(n2), i.e., O(n2).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a Model Driven approach to obtain chemical reaction templates
(classes) has been proposed by mining chemical reactions represented in the form
of a chemical graph. There are many methods to obtain reaction classes using
model driven classification approach, such as Hendrickson’s scheme [10], Ugi’s
scheme [3], and extended Ugi’s scheme [9]. Hendrickson’s scheme consists of 7
reaction classes. The previous other approaches like Ugi’s scheme and extended
Ugi’s scheme came up with 30 reaction classes and 24 additional classes respec-
tively. Both these approaches use Bond Electron matrix and Ugi’s scheme was
obtained by studying organic chemical reactions. The present approach covers
both organic and inorganic chemical reactions and is a general reaction template
eliciting algorithm. The algorithm uses a more elaborate computer representation
of chemical graph namely Extended Bond Electron matrix. Specifically, this algo-
rithm can obtain reaction classes for chemical reactions involving cations/anions,
co-ordinate compounds and addition compounds, which are not possible in Ugi’s
scheme and extended Ugi’s scheme. The proposed algorithm is sufficiently gen-
eral in that all reaction templates obtained from Ugi’s scheme and extended
Ugi’s scheme are also obtained by the algorithm. The proposed algorithm can
be used to derive to newer reaction classes.
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Abstract. In this paper, an efficient technique has been proposed to detect
moving objects in the video under dynamic background condition. The proposed
method consists block-based background modeling, block processing of current
frame and elimination of background using bin histogram approach. Next,
enhanced foreground objects are obtained in the post-processing stage using
morphological operations. The proposed approach effectively minimizes the
effect of dynamic background to extract the foreground information. We have
applied our proposed technique on Change Detection CDW-2012 dataset and
compared the results with the other state-of-the-art methods. The experimental
results prove the efficiency of the proposed approach compared to the other state-
of-the-art methods in terms of different evaluation metrics.

Keywords: Moving object detection · Dynamic background · Background
modeling · Block processing · Background elimination · Bin histogram

1 Introduction

Moving object detection from a given video sequence under dynamic background
condition is a very challenging task in video processing and has been an active research
area in the field of computer vision for the last few decades [1, 2]. It has wide application
in video surveillance, event detection, dynamic scene analysis, activity recognition and
activity based human recognition [1, 2]. To detect moving objects from a given video
sequence, the object regions which are moving are needed to be identified with respect
to their background [2]. Moving object detection is done mainly using three different
kinds of approaches [3]: background subtraction [6, 7], temporal differencing [5] and
optical flow [4]. Two important steps for background subtraction approaches are: proper
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generation and updation of reference background model, and then application of an
appropriate elimination technique to eliminate the background model from the current
frame. Over the years, numerous different techniques have been proposed by various
researchers. For all these methods, the most important steps are generation of back‐
ground model and how it is updated over time.

Detection of moving objects remains an open research problem even after research
of several years in this field. To obtain an accurate, robust and high-performance
approach is still a very challenging job. Shaikh et al. [3] mentioned some of the chal‐
lenges of background subtraction related to video surveillance in their work. The chal‐
lenges are - (a) Illumination changes: for a video sequence, illumination may change
gradually or in some cases rapidly. To detect a moving object accurately from these
kinds of videos, the background model should take this into consideration. (b) Dynamic
background: in some videos, the background is not static. It contains movement
(a fountain, wave of water, movement of tree leaves, etc.) in some regions of the back‐
ground. To eliminate these kinds of movement is a challenging task. (c) Camouflage:
some portion of the objects’ intensity is very much similar to that of the background
intensity in the same region. To classify objects and background correctly under this
scenario is a huge challenging task. (d) Presence of shadows: shadows are created mainly
due to presence of foreground objects; removal of shadows occurring due to foreground
objects is a very challenging task.

Background subtraction is a popularly used method for motion segmentation in static
scenes [8]. Heikkila and Silven [9] used the simple version of this scheme. They have
tried to detect moving regions by pixel-wise subtraction of the current frame from a
background reference frame. The pixels will be treated as foreground if the corre‐
sponding difference is above a threshold. The generation of the background image by
applying some technique is known as background modeling. After creating a foreground
pixel mask, some morphological operations are used such as erosion, dilation and closing
for noise reduction and to enhance the detected foreground regions in the post-processing
step. The reference background is updated over time to handle the dynamic scene
changes.

Some authors used temporal differencing to detect moving regions by taking the
pixel-by-pixel difference between consecutive two or three frames in a video sequence.
Lipton et al. [10] proposed a two-frame differencing method where the pixel-by-pixel
difference is calculated for two consecutive frames. If that difference is above some
threshold value, then the corresponding pixel is marked as foreground. In [11], the
authors have used three frames differencing in order to overcome the shortcomings of
two frames differencing. For instance, Collins et al. [12] developed a hybrid method
which combines three frames differencing with an adaptive model for background
subtraction. The hybrid algorithm successfully discriminates moving regions from the
background region in the video without the limitations of temporal differencing and
background subtraction.

Stauffer and Grimson [13] proposed a statistical method based on an adaptive back‐
ground mixture model for real-time tracking. There, every pixel is separately modeled
by a mixture of Gaussians which are updated using incoming image data. For detection
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of a pixel belongs to a foreground or background, the Gaussian distributions of the
mixture model for that pixel are evaluated.

In [14], the authors proposed a system which uses a statistical background model.
In their work, each pixel is represented by its minimum (min) intensity value, maximum
(max) intensity value and maximum difference (diff) of intensity values between any
two consecutive frames. These features are used during initial training period where no
moving objects are present in the scene. A pixel in the current frame is classified as
foreground if the absolute difference between max and the pixel intensity value is greater
than diff value or the absolute difference between min and the pixel intensity value is
greater than diff value of the corresponding pixel. After thresholding, morphological
erosion and dilation are applied to get the final foreground object.

In [3], the authors proposed a low-cost background subtraction method for detecting
moving objects under dynamic background conditions. They have created a background
model by computing the median of corresponding pixels of a certain number of frames.
Then through block processing and using statistical method, background is eliminated
from the current frame. After that in the post processing step, some morphological
operations are applied to obtain the foreground object.

In [4, 15, 16], the authors have used optical flow methods to make use of the flow
vectors of the objects which are moving over time for detection of moving objects in an
image. In this approach, they have computed the apparent velocity and the direction of
every pixel. It is an effective but time-consuming method.

In our research work, we have detected moving objects in a video under dynamic
background condition. After generating a background model, efficiently the background
is eliminated from the current frame using block processing and thresholding of bin
histogram. Finally at the post-processing step, we applied some morphological opera‐
tions to eliminate very small wrongly detected foreground regions and enhance the
original foreground regions. The remainder of this paper is presented as follows:
Sect. 2 yields the details of proposed method. The experimental results and analysis are
discussed in Sect. 3. Finally, the conclusion is given in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Method

In this research work, we have proposed a new technique to detect moving objects in a
video under dynamic background condition. Here, we have worked on gray-scale
frames. Thus, at first, all the frames of a video sequence are extracted, and they are
converted into gray-scale images. The brief sketch of our proposed method is shown in
Fig. 1. The proposed method has the following important steps: (a) background modeling
with block processing, (b) block processing of the current frame and background elim‐
ination and (c) post-processing operations.
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Fig. 1. A brief sketch of the proposed method

2.1 Background Modeling with Block Processing

To detect the moving objects in the current frame, we have generated a background
model consisting of previous n frames where the objects are not present. The value of
n should be large enough as to generate a realistic background model for the dynamic
background. We have taken recent frames for consideration of background model to
cater the recent changes in the scene.

At first, each frame (frame size = r × c) of these n frames is divided into a number
of equal sized logical blocks bgij (block size = m × m), resulting i × j number of blocks,
where i = 1 to r/m and j = 1 to c/m. Block-wise we gather the statistical features of the
background. For block processing, bin histogram is used here for each of the blocks.
The pixels, whose intensity values are close to each other, belong to the same bin
depending on the bin size. By using bin histogram, we efficiently handle the dynamic
nature of the background. There are total 256 intensity values (0 to 255) in a gray-scale
image. Depending on the bin size (bs), a total number of bins (bn) are calculated using
Eq. (1).

bn = 256∕bs (1)

Thus, total bn number of bins are considered for each block and corresponding to
those bins, a bin histogram is computed which is shown in Fig. 2. A block bgij of a frame
is shown in Fig. 2(a) and its corresponding bin histogram is shown in Fig. 2(b). In
Fig. 2(b), bs = 16 is considered, so as a result the value of bn is also 16. A bin histogram
represents the frequency of bins in a block. If the intensity of a pixel xt is represented
by intensity(xt), then the bin at which pixel xt will be mapped is given by Eq. (2). This
computation is done for all the blocks of these n frames. Thereafter, a background model
is generated by averaging the bin histogram values corresponding to each block of these
n frames, which is shown in Eq. (3).

xt ∈ bnl, if bnl = int (intensity(xt)∕bs) + 1
{∀t = 1 to m × m, 1 ≤ l ≤ bn}

(2)
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where xt pixel maps to bin bnl, bs is the bin size and bn represents the total number of
bins in the bin histogram, total (m × m) number of pixels are present in each block.

bin_hist(bgij)bg = average {bin_hist(bgij)1, bin_hist(bgij)2,… , bin_hist(bgij)n}

{∀i = 1 to r∕m, ∀j = 1 to c∕m}
(3)

where bin_hist(bgij)k means bin histogram of block bgij (size = m × m) of k-th frame and
bin_hist(bgij)bg represents bin histogram of block bgij of the background model, n repre‐
sents the total number of frames considered for generating background model, r and c
denote the number of rows and the number of columns of a frame.

Fig. 2. (a) Block bgij of a frame. (b) Corresponding bin histogram

In the next step, a background image (BG) is created with the help of same n number
of frames. The pixel intensity of each position of BG is calculated by averaging the
intensity values of the corresponding position for the n number of frames, which is shown
in Eq. (4).

BG(i, j) =

n∑
k=1

Bk(i, j)∕n {∀i = 1 to r, ∀j = 1 to c} (4)

BG(i, j) and Bk(i, j) represent the (i, j)-th pixel intensity of the background image
(BG) and the k-th frame respectively.

2.2 Block Processing of the Current Frame and Background Elimination

Before block processing of the current frame, some pre-processing is done on the current
frame. Here we have worked on the video sequences under dynamic background condi‐
tion. Background is not static; it is changing over time due to various causes. Under this
situation, it is very difficult to extract accurate moving objects from the video sequence.
It may be happened that, the intensity values are also changed due to illumination
changes. So, to handle these kinds of situations, the current frame (TR) is modified with
the Eq. (5).
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TR(i, j) = BG(i, j), if |TR(i, j) − BG(i, j)| < th1

= TR(i, j), otherwise {∀i = 1 to r,∀j = 1 to c}
(5)

For the current frame (TR), the intensity value of a pixel is modified by the corre‐
sponding background pixel intensity, if the absolute difference between these two pixels
intensity is less than a threshold value (th1). Otherwise, no change for the pixel value of
the current frame. Here computation of th1 value is shown in Eq. (6).

th1 = std(TR)∕2 − 5 (6)

where std(TR) means the standard deviation of the current frame (TR).
By this way we have modified the current frame and then in the next step we have

used the modified current frame (TR).
In the next step, the modified current frame (TR) is also divided into same number

of equal-sized logical blocks trij (block size = m × m), resulting i × j number of blocks,
where i = 1 to r/m and j = 1 to c/m. Then, each block of the frame TR (frame
size = r × c) is compared with the corresponding block of the background model on the
basis of bin histogram. The formula for classify a pixel xt into object or background is
given in Eq. (7).

I1(trij(xt)) = 1, if freq(bnl) < th2 {∀xt ∈ bnl, 1 ≤ l ≤ bn}

= 0, otherwise {∀i = 1 to r∕m,∀j = 1 to c∕m}
(7)

A pixel xt of a particular block trij of the modified current frame will be treated as
foreground pixel, if its corresponding bin’s frequency freq(bnl) is less than a threshold
value th2 in the bin histogram of the corresponding block bgij of the background model.
Otherwise, the pixel xt will be treated as background. In this way, after processing all
the pixels of each block of the modified current frame, a new binary image I1 is created,
where all the foreground pixels are assigned with value ‘1’ and background pixels are
with ‘0’.

We have compared the bin histogram of a block of the current frame with the bin
histogram of the corresponding block of the background model using a threshold th2 for
all the blocks. The threshold value th2 is dependent on the video sequences. In this way,
we have efficiently eliminated the dynamic nature of the background information from
the current frame.

2.3 Post-processing Operations

After background elimination by the above mentioned method, a binary image I1 is
generated. This image contains some noises outside the foreground region and some
foreground pixels are misclassified as background pixels. So in the post-processing step,
we have applied two morphological operations – open and close to reduce noises and
misclassifications.

The morphological open operation is applied on the binary image I1 to reduce noises
outside the foreground region. In this case, very small regions which are misclassified
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as foreground regions are eliminated from the image I1. In the resultant image, some
portion of the foreground region may be misclassified as background. Thus to obtain
enhanced foreground object regions, the morphological closing operation is applied on
the resultant image.

In this way, the desired binary image is obtained. Where white pixels represent fore‐
ground object and black pixels represent background. Figure 3 shows the result on a
sample frame.

Fig. 3. Result on a sample frame. (a) Sample frame in RGB color. (b) Corresponding gray-scale
image. (c) Output after background elimination. (d) Final output after post-processing.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we performed our experiments on the
Change Detection CDW-2012 (dynamic background) [17] dataset. This is a standard
benchmark dataset consisting of six video categories with a dynamic background. The
threshold value th2 which is described in Sect. 2.2, is chosen based on experimental
testing. Here for this dataset we have considered the th2 value in the range from 5 to 10
to obtain the best results. For effectiveness of our research work, we have compared our
results with the readily available ground truth data in the above mentioned dataset.
Figure 4 shows a sample color frame from each category of videos, its corresponding
ground truth and output of our proposed method.

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, different evaluation measures
techniques [17] have been applied here. The evaluation measures are based on the
following parameters: TP = true positives; the number of foreground pixels correctly
classified as foreground. TN = true negatives; the number of background pixels correctly
classified as background. FP = false positives; the number of background pixels
misclassified as foreground. FN = false negative; the number of foreground pixels
misclassified as background. The different metrics are described below.

Recall: It is defined as the ratio of true positive to true positive and false negative. A
high value of recall is desired.

Recall = TP∕(TP + FN) (8)

Specificity: It is defined as the ratio of true negative to true negative and false positive.
A high value of this metric is desired.
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Fig. 4. Sample frames, corresponding ground truths and outputs of the proposed method for six
video categories (a–f)
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Specificity = TN∕(TN + FP) (9)

False Positive Rate (FPR): It is the ratio of false positive to false positive and true
negative. A low value of FPR is desired.

FPR = FP∕(FP + TN) (10)

False Negative Rate (FNR): It is the ratio of false negative to false negative and true
positive. A low value of FNR is desired.

FNR = FN∕(FN + TP) (11)

Percentage of the Wrong Classification (PWC): It is 100 times the ratio of false positive
and false negative to all the detected pixels. It is better if the PWC value is lower.

PWC = 100 ∗ (FP + FN)∕(TP + TN + FP + FN) (12)

F-measure: It is based on recall and precision both. A high value of F-measure is
desired.

F − measure = 2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision∕(Recall + Precision) (13)

Precision: It is the ratio of true positive to true positive and false positive. A high value
of Precision is desired.

Precision = TP∕(TP + FP) (14)

Figure 4 shows sample frames for each category of videos, their corresponding
ground truth and outputs by applying our proposed method. Table 1 shows the average
results of the proposed method for all the six video categories based on the above
mentioned seven metrics.

Table 1. Average results on all the videos

Videos Recall Specificity FPR FNR PWC F-measure Precision
Boats 0.9333 0.9979 0.0021 0.0667 0.4798 0.9419 0.9507
Canoe 0.9363 0.9923 0.0077 0.0637 1.1530 0.9173 0.8990
Fountain01 0.5730 0.9998 0.0002 0.4270 0.3650 0.5888 0.6055
Fountain02 0.5647 0.9990 0.0010 0.4353 0.6406 0.6881 0.8804
Fall 0.7602 0.9899 0.0101 0.2398 2.1632 0.7794 0.7996
Overpass 0.8506 0.9931 0.0069 0.1494 1.4059 0.8583 0.8661
Average 0.7697 0.9953 0.0047 0.2303 0.9798 0.7956 0.8336

In Table 2, the comparison results of our method with the other state-of-the-art
methods using an average of all seven evaluation metrics are shown. It can be seen that,
in the case of five metrics (Specificity, FPR, PWC, F-measure and Precision) out of
seven, our proposed method is superior to that of the other methods. Thus it validates
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the efficiency of our proposed method. Figure 5 presents graphically the comparison
results based on all the seven metrics.

Table 2. Comparison results with the other state-of-the-art methods

Methods Recall Specificity FPR FNR PWC F-measure Precision
Stauffer and
Grimson
[13]

0.7108 0.9860 0.0140 0.2892 3.1037 0.6624 0.7012

PBAS [18] 0.7840 0.9898 0.0102 0.2160 1.7693 0.7532 0.8160
CDPS [19] 0.7769 0.9848 0.0152 0.2231 2.2747 0.7281 0.7610
Proposed 0.7697 0.9953 0.0047 0.2303 0.9798 0.7956 0.8336

Fig. 5. Comparisons based on all the seven evaluation metrics

Figure 6 illustrates the graphical analysis of our method compared to the other state-
of-the-art methods [13, 18, 19] in respect to all the seven metrics for each video sequence.
It clearly proves the efficiency of our proposed technique compared to the other tech‐
niques.

We have also applied our proposed method to the Office [17] video sequence. In that
video sequence, the movement of foreground object is very slow. The results obtained
here for the sequence are very impressive. Figure 7 shows sample frame, its corre‐
sponding ground truth and the output of our proposed method.
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Fig. 7. Sample frame, corresponding ground truth and output of the Office sequence

The comparison results of our method with the other state-of-the-art methods for the
Office sequence are shown in Table 3. Here comparison is done with respect to two
metrics – F-measure and Similarity. The computation of F-measure is already
mentioned in Eq. (13) and the metric Similarity is computed by the Eq. (15). From the

Fig. 6. Comparison analysis for six videos: (a) boats, (b) canoe, (c) fountain01, (d) fountain02,
(e) fall, and (f) overpass
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table it is also shown that, our proposed method gives very good results compared to
the other methods.

Similarity = TP∕(TP + FP + FN) (15)

Table 3. Comparison results with the other state-of-the-art methods for the Office sequence

Methods F-measure Similarity
Kumar and Yadav [20] 0.9129 0.8189
Rahman et al. [21] 0.6545 0.4864
Proposed 0.93 0.8691

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient technique to detect moving objects in a video where
the background scene is dynamic. In our work, we have generated an efficient block-
based background modeling. Block processing is done for the current frame also after
modifying the current frame. Adapting thresholding is used during updating of current
frame. Then background is eliminated by comparing bin histogram of the corresponding
blocks using thresholding. We have executed our work on a standard benchmark dataset,
and the results are excellent for majority of the video sequences. Our result is very
competitive with the other state-of-the-art methods. In most of the cases, we overcome
the challenges like – illumination change and dynamic background satisfactorily.
However, in this method, we could not handle shadow detection and camouflage very
well. In future, we will work on these challenges.
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Abstract. The increasing popularity of Twitter allows users to share target
information as well as to express their own opinions on concerned subjects.
Though the Twitter based information gathering techniques enable collecting
direct responses from the target audience, not much by the way of research has
been done to predict, model and forecast user behavior using the already existing
and often abundant supply of personal data housed by the social network. This
ready and continuous stream of social media information could be analyzed with
the use of an Unsupervised learning technique to predict social behavior. In this
research work, a novel fuzzy based hybrid hierarchical clustering model has been
proposed to analyze Unsupervised techniques on Twitter samples. The efficiency
of the model was measured based on the performance metrics namely accuracy,
precision and recall. The model not only provides higher quality of results for
dynamic users and tweet sentiment analysts, but also improves the performance
of the clustering techniques in terms of accuracy with approximately 79.8%.

Keywords: Clustering · Unsupervised · Hierarchical clustering · Machine
learning

1 Introduction

Human beings are fairly sophisticated when it comes to understanding the complicated
meanings beneath the written words. With the help of Machine learning techniques
computers could read between the lines of tweets, resulting in a new technology called
Sentiment Analysis.

Sentiment analysis is the process of identifying and extracting opinion, which in turn,
could guide the strategy as well as help in decision making. In the current business
scenario, it is increasingly necessary that we know what the competitors, employees or
the customers think about the particular brand and product. Sentiment Analysis would
help us do this often relatively inexpensively.

The Interest in Sentiment Analysis methods stems from two different techniques
namely Supervised and Unsupervised techniques. Unsupervised techniques draw infer‐
ences from the dataset without any labeled response or prior known output. An approach
to such technique is clustering. Clustering techniques are of two different types such as
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Partition based clustering and Hierarchical clustering. We adopted the Hierarchical
clustering based Unsupervised technique instead of Partition based clustering technique
since; it is more versatile, no prior knowledge about the number of clusters is required,
method could give different partitioning depending on the level of resolution. In order
to deal with uncertainty in the tweet information gathered for Sentiment Analysis of a
product brand “Samsung Galaxy S6”, fuzzy logic has been employed with our hybrid
hierarchical clustering technique.

The major contributions of our proposed work are as follows:

(1) The Twitter samples of 1500 real datasets were taken from the Twitter Application
Programming Interface (TAPI) that was collected over a time period of 14 months.

(2) We have made a comparative analysis of the modern hierarchical clustering tech‐
niques in our domain of Twitter Sentiment Analysis.

(3) Designed and implemented a new method to achieve prominent results in analyzing
the brand impact of the smart phone; Samsung Galaxy S6.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related studies of most relevant
research papers were presented in Sect. 2. The methodology of the proposed work was
described in Sect. 3. The experimental results were discussed in Sect. 4. Finally the
concluding remarks were made in Sect. 5.

2 Related Studies

Previous works related to the domain of Sentiment Analysis is analyzed and discussed
in this section. The related concepts and terms are described below:

2.1 Unsupervised Machine Learning

Unsupervised machine learning is the task of drawing inference of a function from data
set containing input without labeled data or target value to describe hidden patterns from
unlabeled data. The most common Unsupervised machine learning method is hierarch‐
ical cluster analysis. It is used for exploratory data analysis in order to find the hidden
patterns.

2.2 Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering is a type of cluster analysis technique which attempts to create
a hierarchy of clusters. The two main strategies of hierarchical clustering are Agglom‐
erative and Divisive clustering. The Agglomerative clustering is a bottom up approach
and each observance starts in its own cluster, and the pairs of clusters are merged as one
up the hierarchy where as Divisive clustering is a top down approach. In this approach,
the entire observances start in individual cluster and then divide the clusters recursively
as one move down the hierarchy. The findings of hierarchical clustering are usually
represented in a dendrogram [1].
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Jeevanandan et al. [2] proposed a method that uses the methodology to base the
threshold measure on Manhattan hierarchical cluster and the information gain. The
accuracy obtained with the method was quite good.

Bhavna [3] discussed various types of clustering techniques and suggested that the
performance of existing hierarchical clustering techniques may be improved by using a
hybrid approach. In our work we have proved that the efficiency of hierarchical clus‐
tering methods could be improved by employing a hybrid hierarchical algorithm with
fuzzy logic.

Muqtar et al. [4] proposed an Unsupervised learning technique to overcome the
problems of domain dependency and to limit the requirement of annotated training data
for the Sentiment Analysis of movie reviews.

Sneha et al. [5] provided the overall survey regarding the challenges and about some
of the existing clustering algorithms used for Sentiment Analysis. The experimental
results and the source of data taken were missing.

Abeed et al. [6] presented a Supervised model to find the sentiments using centroid,
clusters as well as sentiment lexicons. The method only achieved moderate results on
the practical Sem Eval Sentiment Analysis task.

Karel et al. [7] presented the Sentiment Analysis of existing datasets collected from
web using the already existing hierarchical clustering algorithms and observed the
results. The overall clarity about the contribution in the work was missing.

Dario et al. [8] presented a model for finding the social hotspot from Twitter
streaming data. The Hierarchical clustering method was used for Sentiment Analysis.
Even though the enhancement of existing hierarchical clustering method is mentioned
but the details were not specified to ensure the credibility.

Pravesh et al. [9] presented the review of existing Unsupervised and Supervised
methods for Sentiment Analysis. The researcher in this work mentioned that the clus‐
tering techniques were good for consumer service but the paper lacks the practical
aspects and the experimental results.

Li et al. [10] proposed a new Unsupervised clustering based Sentiment Analysis
approach for analyzing the opinions in blogs and reviews. The researcher says that the
proposed approach was better for recognizing neutral opinions.

Luiz et al. [11] presented a new method C3ESL to combine both the clustering
methods and classifiers. The method was employed on existing datasets available on
website and observed that it shows comparatively good results.

Maria et al. [12] proposed a novel robust hierarchical algorithm. The algorithm
achieved better performance and was based on the bottom up agglomerative hierarchical
clustering.

Soni et al. [13] proposed a hybrid approach to analyze the sentiment of a product by
extracting tweets and classified based on two class positive and negative sentiments.
The proposed approach combines an unsupervised learning K-means cluster and Deci‐
sion Trees with SVM for classification. The result shows an overall accuracy of 72.33%.

Cambaria et al. [14] attempted to make use of an ensemble hierarchical clustering
approach for identifying the primitives for the two different types of parts of speech
namely the noun and the verb in sentic net. The analytical result shows comparatively
better efficiency than the previous version of the strategy.
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Stojonovski et al. [15] presented an overview of the process of identifying hotspots
from social media, Twitter and applying the data for Sentiment Analysis. The hierarch‐
ical algorithm and DBSCAN algorithms were used to analyze the performance of spatial
clusters. They have also proposed an approach based on deep learning to identify the
user’s attitude while participating in hotspots.

Sanjay et al. [16] attempted a survey of opinion mining and discussed about the
challenges in the domain and also made an analysis with Twitter data on the existing
algorithms; K Means and DBSCAN hierarchical clustering algorithms.

Emil et al. [17] proposed a model for aspect based Sentiment Analysis with a neural
network which is a modified growing hierarchical clustering technique called Self
Organizing Map. The sentences in the review documents were classified based on the
proposed model. The researchers say that the model has been tested on review corpus
regarding the photo cameras and has achieved good results.

Lawrence et al. [18] presented and demonstrated the need for considering neutral
sentiment category while using clustering techniques and also described the usage of
fuzzy logic in clustering aspects.

3 Methodology

See Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the proposed model

3.1 Twitter Data Collection

The tweets were extracted from the official Application Programming Interface of
Twitter; a token based authentication system that indexes tweets that match a given
search string and the response would be in json format that could be easily read by the
program. The datasets used in this work is approximately 1500 real tweet samples
acquired over a time period of 14 months. The server side programming language used
for tweet extraction was an open source tool called R of version 3.3.2. The tweets
collected are then processed based on Data Processing Task. It is depicted in the
Sect. 3.2 below.
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3.2 Twitter Data Preparation

The gathered raw Twitter feeds were parsed into a tweet corpus for Sentiment Analysis.
After this step, the succeeding tasks were executed to filter and prepare the tweets for
further analysis. It involves the tasks; Removing URL, Removing stop words, Word
Stemming, Word Compression, Removing meaningless words, Removing irrelevant
punctuation and Identifying pointers.

1. Removing URL: The tweets contain hyper links and it would be replaced with alter‐
nate keyword URL.

2. Removing Stop words: Stop words are the commonly used English words with no
specific meaning. Such words would be identified and removed from each tweet
samples by matching the stop word list in the text mining package of the open source
data mining tool R.

3. Word Stemming: Stemming process reduces the derived words to their word stem.
In our work we have used an open source library Snowball for tweet word stemming.

4. Word Compression: This process compresses words that express strong emotions.
The occurrence of such word would be limited to two. Example- I am happyyyyy.

5. Removing meaningless words: This process eliminates all the irrelevant and mean‐
ingless words that do not serve any purpose in the corresponding tweets.

6. Removing irrelevant punctuation: Punctuations were identified and replaced with an
alternative keyword PUNCT.

7. Identifying Pointers: This process identifies the hash tags # and usernames @ in the
Twitter data and replaces with equivalent expressions HASHTAG and USER.

3.3 Sentiment Analysis with Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering is a bottom up clustering technique which iter‐
atively merges clusters that are nearest to each other until all the corpus categorize to
an individual cluster. The algorithm works based on certain criteria namely Maximum
Linkage clustering, Minimum Linkage clustering, Average Linkage clustering and
Centroid Linkage clustering. The pseudo code for Agglomerative Hierarchical Clus‐
tering to perform Twitter Sentiment Analysis is as follows:

Algorithm: 
Input – Set of data points {d1, d2, d3……dn} 

1. Start with n number of clusters each holds one object 
2. Compute the least distance pair of clusters. 
3. Compute the most like pairs of clusters 
4. Update the distance matrix 
5. Repeat from step 2 until there is only one cluster left. 

Output- Dendrogram 
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The Agglomerative hierarchical clustering was used in our domain to group the
Twitter data one by one on the basis of the closest distance measure of all the pair wise
distance between the tweet data point. The methods such as Simple, Complete, Average
and Ward’s method were tried for this algorithm in our Twitter Sentiment Analysis using
1500 tweet samples. The algorithm starts with n number of clusters where each one
comprises of one object. Then the least distance pair and the most like pairs of clusters
were computed. After that the distance matrix was updated accordingly. The process
was repeated from step 2 until there is only one cluster left. The clusters obtained were
grouped as Positive, Negative and Neutral sentiments of the popular brand of smart
phone; Samsung Galaxy S6.

3.4 Sentiment Analysis with Divisive Hierarchical Clustering

The Divisive hierarchical algorithm is a top down clustering approach. The algorithm
begins with all tweet data in one cluster. Then the cluster would be split using a flat
clustering algorithm. This process will be applied recursively until each tweet is in its
own singleton cluster. The algorithm steps are described as follows:

Input: Set of data points {d1, d2, d3…..dn} 

1. Place all the data objects in one cluster 
2. The process should be repeated until all clusters are singletons 

(a) Identify the cluster to split 
(b) Replace the selected cluster with sub clusters 

Output - Dendrogram 

The Divisive hierarchical algorithm was employed in our work to perform Sentiment
Analysis of a popular Smart phone brand. This method is conceptually more complex
than the Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method since we require a flat clustering
algorithm as a sub routine. The algorithm begins by putting all the data objects in the
tweets in one cluster. The process would be iterated until all the clusters are singletons.

3.5 Sentiment Analysis with Proposed Method

Many of the existing works for Sentiment Analysis were based on either Agglomerative
or Divisive hierarchical clustering techniques. Both hierarchical algorithms have draw‐
backs such as; in the case of Agglomerative algorithm it lacks the interpretability
concerning the cluster descriptors, it is not possible to make corrections once the merging
and splitting decision is already made. Also this method is expensive for high dimen‐
sional and large datasets. Divisive hierarchical algorithm on the other hand is a complex
method since it required second flat clustering algorithm. Moreover this method is less
blind to the global structure of the Twitter data. In order to overcome these shortcomings
we have proposed a Fuzzy based Hybrid Hierarchical Clustering model (FHHC) which
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is based on both the top down and bottom up clustering. The pseudo code of the proposed
method is described below.

Input- Set of data points {d1, d2….dn} 

1. Estimate the mutual clusters using the bottom up approach. 
2. Execute a constrained top down approach so that each mutual cluster stays 

intact. 
3. Separate each mutual cluster by executing yet another top down clustering 

approach. 
4. Compute the correlation between the trees  
5. Check whether the membership ≥ 0 for all data objects i = 1 to n and clusters 

c1 to ck

6. Do minimize the objective function and estimate fuzziness coefficients 
7. Compute the membership coefficient 

Output- (i) Clustered instances 
(ii) Nearest crisp clustering 

The proposed method works as: First it would estimate the mutual clusters with the
bottom up approach. Then executes a constrained top down approach to allow the mutual
clusters stay intact. After this step, each mutual cluster would be separated by executing
another top down approach and the correlation between the trees was computed. Finally
the fuzzy logic would be employed to the hybrid hierarchical approach to deal with the
uncertainty. The membership function used in our work is a cyclic triangular member‐
ship function. Our proposed method aims to minimize the objective function which is
nothing other than a function that should be optimized using certain constrains so that
it need to be minimized. The following fuzzy constrains shows the conditions to which
the chosen membership functions subjected to:

1. Membership m ≥ 0 for all data object i = 1 … n and all clusters c1 to ck.
2.

∑
c

c=1 m = 1, for all data object i = 1 … n.

The clusters obtained using the proposed method is three that is to say Positive,
Negative and Neutral sentiment clusters. The pictorial representation showing the fuzzy
hybrid hierarchical cluster plot is depicted in Fig. 2 below.
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Fig. 2. The plot representing accuracy values of clustering methods

4 Experimental Results

In this section we describe our experimental setup for analyzing the sentiments of a
popular Smart phone brand; Samsung Galaxy S6. The whole experiment was carried
out with real world Twitter data feeds taken over a time period of 14 month’s gap. The
experimental analysis was conducted on Intel R core processor with 2 GB memory using
the data mining software R, version 3.3.2. The external validation measures adopted to
perform comparative analysis of the existing methods over the proposed method were
accuracy, precision and recall. The following subsections describe the definition of
above mentioned external validation methods.

4.1 Accuracy

Accuracy is defined as the measure of the predictive data model that reflects the propor‐
tionate number of times that the algorithm is correct when applied to the Twitter data.
The Accuracy could be calculated by using the following mathematical formula:

𝐀𝐜𝐜𝐮𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐲 =
A + B

A + B + C + D
(1)

The letter “A” represents the true positive value, “B” represents true negative, “C”
represents the false negative and “D” shows the false positive value.
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4.2 Precision

Precision is the positive predictive value. It is defined as the fraction of retrieved tweet
instances that are suitable for the query. The Precision could be estimated using the
mathematical formula:

𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 =
A

A + C
(2)

It is the proportion of true positive to the total sum of true positive and false negative
values.

4.3 Recall

Recall measure is also called as the sensitivity. It is defined as the fraction of relevant
tweet instances that are retrieved. The Recall value is calculated using the mathematical
formula given below:

𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥 =
A

A + D
(3)

That is, the proportion of true positive “A” to the sum of true positive “A” and false
positive values “D”.

To determine the efficiency of clustering algorithms we first evaluated the accuracy
values of existing clustering methods and also the accuracy of our proposed method. It
is observed that our method surpasses the other clustering methods with an overall
accuracy of 79.8% where as Agglomerative clustering algorithm produced 76% and
Divisive hierarchical algorithm produced 73.1% accuracy. Furthermore we have
compared the existing algorithms with the proposed method using other two external
validation measures namely precision and recall. The precision values of Agglomerative
hierarchical cluster, Divisive hierarchical cluster and the proposed Fuzzy Hybrid
Hierarchical Cluster (FHHC) methods were 0.51, 0.47, and 0.56 approximately. Like‐
wise the recall measures obtained by the algorithms were 0.31, 0.31 and 033 respec‐
tively. The Table 1 shows the values obtained by corresponding hierarchical clustering
methods. The graphical representation of the metric values obtained by the algorithms
is depicted in the Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.

Table 1. Accuracy values obtained by the hierarchical clustering algorithms

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall
Agglomerative 76% 0.51 0.31
Divisive 73.1% 0.47 0.31
FHHC 79.8% 0.56 0.33
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Fig. 3. The precision-recall metric plot for clustering methods

The result of Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is shown in Fig. 4, in the dendro‐
gram below. This graphical representation depicted all the tweet samples and indicated
the level of similarity when any two clusters would bring together. The clusters obtained
were three in this case, depending on the desired degree of similarity. Here each line
shown in the dendrogram shows a group that was distinguished when the objects were
combined together into clusters. The dissimilarities between the clusters of given objects
would be determined using different criterion and are represented in Fig. 5 below.

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of dendogram obtained by Agglomerative hierarchical cluster
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Fig. 5. Hierarchical correlation matrix criterion representation

The figure below shows the dissimilarity criterion such as Single, Average, Centroid
and Complete Linkage clustering. Here the Single Linkage clustering merged the two
closest members of clusters possessing the smallest distance. The Complete Linkage
cluster merged two clusters with the smallest diameter. The Centroid cluster defined the
similarity of centroids as the similarity of any two clusters. Whereas the Average
Linkage cluster in the figure given below represents the average distance between the
points in the cluster.

The dendrogram representation of Divisive hierarchical algorithm (DIANA) is
shown in Fig. 6. The y axis shows the height which indicates the dissimilarity or simi‐
larity between any two observations. The algorithm constructed a hierarchy of clusters
beginning with a large cluster containing the entire observations. After that the clusters
were divided until each cluster attains only one observation. The cluster with the largest
diameter was chosen at each stage of the clustering process. Here, each leaf represents
one observation and the observations similar to each other were combined into branches
which were fused at the higher height.

The Pictorial representation depicted in Fig. 7 shows the dendrogram representing
the clusters obtained by the hybrid hierarchical algorithm. The proposed hybrid hier‐
archical method worked based on the concept of mutual clusters. It is defined as a set
of data points where the largest inner group distance is comparatively smaller than the
distance to the closest data point outside the desired set. The resulting three clusters were
highlighted in the plot with different color combinations. The lines in the dendrogram
connect tweet data points in a hybrid hierarchical tree. The height shown in the vertical
axis gives the distance between two tweet data points that is being connected.
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Fig. 7. Graphical representation of dendogram obtained by proposed hierarchical method

The idea of fuzzy contributed by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh [19] was being employed here
along with our hybrid hierarchical model to ensure more robust results with better accu‐
racy and to head off uncertainness. The matrix with the level to which the observation
belongs to a particular cluster was chosen as non negative values and was summed up
to 1 for each fixed observation. The fuzziness coefficients were measured using Dunn’s
and Normalized coefficients with 0.872 and 0.744 scores. There were a total number of

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of dendogram obtained by Divisive hierarchical cluster
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10 iterations and the metric used for finding the dissimilarities between the observations
was Euclidean also the average Silhouette width obtained per clusters were 0.916 and
0.783 respectively. The corresponding clusters obtained using our proposed FHHC
method is shown in the Fig. 8 below.

Fig. 8. Cluster plot obtained using the proposed method

The proposed FHHC method gives promising results with 55% Positive sentiments,
25% Neutral sentiments and 20% Negative sentiments for the popular product brand;
Samsung Galaxy S6. The experimental results show that the our proposed method gives
interesting results based on the external validation measures and it is suitable to handle
large datasets with pretty good accuracy values.

5 Conclusion

The Hierarchical clustering method is actually a framework to deal with the shortcom‐
ings of partition based clustering methods. However the hierarchical method still suffers
major clustering problems such as the vagueness of termination criterion, inability to
make corrections once the merging or splitting decision is made. In our research work,
we have proposed a Fuzzy based Hybrid Hierarchical Clustering method (FHHC) based
on top down and bottom up clustering to address these short comings of the existing
hierarchical clustering methods. Furthermore the comparative analysis of the new
method with the existing hierarchical methods was performed to demonstrate the quality
of Sentiment Analysis results and to highlight the effectiveness of our proposed work.
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Abstract. Analysis of road accident is very important because it can expose the
relationship between the different types of attributes that contributes to a road
accident. Attributes that affect the road accident can be road attribute, envi-
ronment attributes, traffic attributes etc. Analyzing road accident can provide the
information about the contribution of these attributes which can be utilized to
overcome the accident rate. Nowadays, Data mining is a popular technique for
examining the road accident dataset. In this study, we have performed the
classification of road accident on the basis of road user category. We have used
Self Organizing map (SOM), K-modes clustering technique to group the data
into homogeneous segments and then applied Support vector machine (SVM),
Naive Bayes (NB) and Decision tree to classify the data. We have performed
classification on data with and without clustering. The result illustrates that
better classification accuracy can be achieved after segmentation of data using
clustering.

Keywords: Data mining � Accident analysis � Clustering � Classification

1 Introduction

Road accident have been the major reason for untimely death as well as damage to
property and economic losses around the world. There are a lot of people die every year
in a traffic or road accident. Hence, traffic authority devotes substantial endeavor to
lessen the road accident but still, there is no such reduction in accident rate since in
these analyzed years. Road accident is unpredictable and undetermined. Hence, anal-
ysis of traffic accident requires the understanding of circumstance which is influencing
them. Data Mining [4, 6, 19, 20, 26–30] has pulled in a lot of consideration in the IT
industries as well as in public arena because of the extensive accessibility of vast
quantity of data. So, it’s necessary to transform these data into applicable knowledge
and information. These applicable knowledge and information may be utilized to
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implement in different areas such as marketing, road accident analysis [11, 12, 15],
fraud detection and so on.
Lee C [1] stated that statistical pattern was a better option to determine the connection
between traffic, accident, and other geometric circumstances. Data mining
[3, 23] is a mutative method which has been utilizing in the area of transportation.
Although Barai [2] stated that there is the diverse approach of data mining in the
engineering field of transportation such as pavement analysis, road surface analysis and
so on. Data mining comprises many techniques such as preprocess, clustering, asso-
ciation, prediction, classification and etc. Clustering [5] is the errand of categorizing a
heterogeneous quantity into various more homogeneous clusters or subgroups. What
makes a contrast between clustering and classification is that in classification, every
record allocated a pre-defined class in according to an enhanced model along with
training on the pre-classified examples as well as clustering does not depend on pre-
defined classes. Karlaftis and Tarko [7] utilized analysis to cluster the data and then
categorized that dataset of the accident into individual categories and moreover cluster
results of analyzed data by utilizing Negative Binomial (NB) to determine the reason of
road accident by focusing age of driver which may demonstrate some results. Ma and
Kockelman [9] utilized clustering techniques as their initial level to group the dataset
into individual division and moreover, they utilized Probit model to determine the
connection between individual accident features. In this paper, we used Self organizing
map (SOM) and k-modes clustering techniques.

Classification comprises of analyzing the characteristics of a recently introduced
object and appointing this to one of the predetermined set of classes. The classified
objects are to be demonstrated by the record in the table of the file for the database, and
the demonstration of classification comprises of including another segment with a class
code of some type. To classify the dataset, we used support vector machine (SVM),
Naïve bays and J48. Kwon OH [10] utilized decision tree and naive bays classification
techniques to analyze aspect dependencies associated with road safety. Young Sohn
[17] used a different algorithm to enhance the accuracy of different classifiers for two
severity categories of a traffic accident and each classifier used neural network and
decision tree. Tibebe [18] developed a classification model that could assist the traffic
officers at Addis Ababa Traffic office for taking the decision to control traffic activities
in Ethiopia. S. Kuznetsov et al. [21, 22, 24, 25] used an algorithm based on FCA for
numerical data mining and provided more efficient results. The organization of the
paper is as follows: Sect. 2 will describe the data set used and methodology adopted in
the study. Section 3 will present the results and discuss the findings. Finally, Sect. 4
will conclude with a future scope.

2 Materials and Methods

This research work focuses on casualty class based or road user-based classification of
a road accident. The paper describes the Self Organizing Map (SOM) and K-modes
clustering techniques for cluster analysis of the dataset. Moreover, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Naïve Bays and Decision tree are used in this paper to classify the
accident data.
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2.1 Clustering Techniques

Self Organizing Map (SOM)
Self-organizing maps (SOMs) [13] is a method for visualizing data and this method is
given by Professor Teuvo Kohonen, the primary objective of this technique is to
convert multidimensional data into the lower dimension data or one or two-dimensional
data. It is also known as vector quantization or data compression because it reduces the
dimension of vectors. The major goal of this study is to entrench different fragments of
the neural network to respond similarly to some identified input pattern. When a
training set has been imposed to the neural networks then their Euclidean distance to
final weight vectors are computed. Now the neuron weight is approximately similar to
the weight of input. So, this is called by the winner or Best Matching Neuron (BMN).
The neuron and weight of BMN which are adjacent in the lattice of SOM are moved
towards the input vector. The weight of changes reduces with distance and time from
the BMN. The estimated formula for neuron n with having weight vector Wn(s) is
given as

Wn sþ 1ð Þ ¼ Wn sð Þþ h i; n; sð Þ � a sð Þ � F tð Þ �Wnð ÞÞ ð1Þ

In this given formula, s is step index, t is an index in training example, i is an index
of BMN for F(t), a(s) is decreasing coefficient and input vector is F(t). h(i, n, s) is the
district function which provides the space between neuron i and n in s step. As upon the
execution, t may analyze dataset consistently (t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 … T−1 and T is the size
of training example).

K-modes clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised data mining method whose major objective is to cate-
gorize the data objects into a distinct type of clusters in such a way that objects inside a
group are more alike than the objects in different clusters. K-means [3] algorithm is a
very famous clustering technique for large numerical data analysis. In this, the dataset
is grouped into k clusters. There are diverse clustering algorithms available but the
assortment of appropriate clustering algorithm relies on type and nature of data. Our
major objective of this work is to differentiate the accident location on their frequency
occurrence. Let’s assume that X and Y is a matrix of m by n matrix of categorical data.
The straightforward closeness coordinating measure amongst X and Y is the quantity of
coordinating quality estimations of the two values. The more noteworthy the quantity
of matches is more the comparability of two items. K-modes [14, 16, 20] algorithm can
be explained as:

d Xi; Yið Þ ¼
Xm

i¼1
d Xi; Yið Þ ð2Þ

Where d Xi; Yið Þ ¼ 1; if Xi ¼ Yi
0; if Xi 6¼ Yi

�
ð3Þ
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2.2 Classification Techniques

Support Vector Machine
SVM is supervised learning method with an analogous algorithm which analyzes data
for regression and classification analysis. SVM works on the basis of decision planes
which explain decision boundary. Decision planes are something which differentiates
across a set of objects with having distinct classes. It’s a classifier technique that
executes classification task by making hyper planes in n- dimensional space which
differentiates the level of classes. SVM assist classification task as well as regression
task also and can manage multiple categorical as well as continuous variables.

For the classification type of SVM, minimize the error function: VTV=2ð Þ þ C
Pn

i¼1 bi

Subjects to the limitations:Yi V
Th Xið Þþ b

� �
[ ¼ 1� bi; bi [ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .N

ð4Þ

Here v is vector coefficient, c which is known as capacity constant, b explain the
boundary for managing non separable data which is input data and here b is constant.
Here i is the index for level T cases of training set, Xi and Yi describe the class labels and
independent variables. a is generally using for transmuting data from the input data to the
space feature. If C is greater than more error proscribed so C must be chosen properly.

It’s the second type to reduce error function for classification type:
VTV=2ð Þ þ vaþ 1

N

PN
i¼1 bi

Subjects to the limitations:Yi V
Th Xið Þþ b

� �
[ ¼ a� bi; bi [ ¼ 0; i

¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .N and a[ ¼ 0 always ð5Þ

You need to evaluate the dependent function of the y dependent factor on an
arrangement of independent factors x. It accepts as other regression issues that the
connection across the independent and dependent factors is provided by a deterministic
function which is f in addition to the expansion of some extra noise

Y ¼ f xð Þ þ some noises

For the regression type of SVM : VTV=2
� � þ C

Xn

i¼1
biþC

Xn

i¼1
b0i ð6Þ

These reduce subjects to VTh Xið Þ � bYi ¼ \eþ b0i

Yi � VTh Xið Þ � b ¼ \eþ bi
bIb

0
I [ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .N

It0s the second type to reduce error function for classification type:

VTV=2
� ��C veþ 1

N

XN

i¼1
biþ b0ið Þ

� �
ð7Þ
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ðVTh Xið Þþ bÞ � Yi ¼ \eþ bi
Yi � ðVTh Xið Þþ bÞ ¼ \eþ b0i

bIb
0
I [ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .N; e[ 0

Naïve Bayes
This classifier is on the basis on Bayes’ hypothesis with autonomy suspicions across
indicators. This model is easier to design, with no astonishing iterative measure
approximation which makes it primarily precious for large datasets. Despite its
smoothness, this classifier often works very well and which is generally utilized on the
grounds that it regularly outflanks more complex order techniques. Given a class
variable x and element vector y1 through yn, Bayes’ hypothesis expresses the
accompanying relationship:

Pðx y1; . . .. . .ynj Þ ¼ P xð ÞPðy1; . . .. . .. . .. . .yn xj Þ
Pðy1. . .. . .. . .. . .ynÞ

ð8Þ

By using the Naive Bayes assumption that

P ðyi x; y1. . .. . .; yi�1; . . .. . .; ynj Þ ¼ P ðyi xj Þ ð9Þ

for all i, this relationship is streamlined to

Pðx y1; . . .. . .ynj Þ ¼ P xð ÞQn
i¼1 P(yi xj Þ

Pðy1. . .. . .. . .. . .ynÞ
ð10Þ

Since P y1; . . . ynð Þ is steady given the information, we can utilize the accompa-
nying classification run the show:

Pðx y1; . . .::ynj Þ / P xð Þ
Yn

i¼1
P yi xjð Þ

x^ ¼ arg max ¼ P xð Þ
Yn

i¼1
P yi xjð Þ

ð11Þ

What’s more, we can utilize Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation to gauge P
(x) and P (yi|x); the previous is then the relative recurrence of class x in the preparation
set. Regardless of their clearly over-improved suppositions, credulous Bayes classifiers
have worked great in some genuine circumstances, broadly record classification and
spam separating. They require a little measure of preparing information to gauge the
fundamental parameters.

Decision Tree
J48 is an augmentation of ID3. The additional elements of J48 are representing missing
data. In the WEKA, J48 is a Java platform open source of the C4.5 calculation.
The WEKA gives various alternatives connected with tree pruning. If there should arise
an occurrence of possible overfitting pruning may be utilized as a tool for accuracy. In
different calculations, the classification is executed recursively till each and every leaf
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is clean or pure, that is the order of the data ought to be as impeccable as would be
prudent. The goal is dynamically speculation of a choice tree until it picks up the
balance of adaptability and exactness. This technique utilized the ‘Entropy’ that is the
computation of disorder data. Here Entropy ~X is measured by:

Entropy ð~XÞ ¼ �
Xn

i¼1

Xij j
jXj!

log
Xij j
Xj j�!

 !
ð12Þ

Entropy ði ~X�� Þ ¼ Xij j
Xj j�! log

Xij j
Xj j�!

 !
ð13Þ

Hence,

Total Gain ¼ Entropy ð~XÞ � Entropy ði ~X�� Þ ð14Þ

Here the goal is to increase the total gain by dividing total entropy because of
diverging arguments ~X by value i.

2.3 Description of Data Set

The traffic accident data is obtained from the online data source for Leeds UK [8]. This
data set comprises 13062 accident that occurred during 2011 to 2015. Initial prepro-
cessing of the data results in 11 attributes that found to be suitable for further analysis.
The attributes selected for analysis are a number of vehicles, time of the accident, road
surface, weather conditions, lightening conditions, casualty class, sex of casualty, age,
type of vehicle, day and month of the accident. The accident data is illustrated in
Table 1.

Table 1. Road accident attribute description

S. No. Attribute Code Value Total Casualty class
Driver Passenger Pedestrian

1 No. of vehicles 1 1 vehicle 3334 763 817 753
2 2 vehicle 7991 5676 2215 99
3+ >3 vehicle 5214 1218 510 10

2 Time T1 [0–4] 630 269 250 110
T2 [4–8] 903 698 133 71
T3 [6–12] 2720 1701 644 374
T4 [12–16] 3342 1812 1027 502
T5 [16–20] 3976 2387 990 598
T6 [20–24] 1496 790 498 207

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

S. No. Attribute Code Value Total Casualty class
Driver Passenger Pedestrian

3 Road surface OTR Other 106 62 30 13
DR Dry 9828 5687 2695 1445
WT Wet 3063 1858 803 401
SNW Snow 157 101 39 16
FLD Flood 17 11 5 0

4 Lightening condition DLGT Day Light 9020 5422 2348 1249
NLGT No Light 1446 858 389 198
SLGT Street Light 2598 1377 805 415

5 Weather condition CLR Clear 11584 6770 3140 1666
FG Fog 37 26 7 3
SNY Snowy 63 41 15 6
RNY Rainy 1276 751 350 174

6 Casualty class DR Driver 7657 0 0
PSG Passenger 0 3542 0
PDT Pedestrian 0 0 1862

7 Sex of casualty M Male 7758 5223 1460 1074
F Female 5305 2434 2082 788

8 Age Minor <18 years 1976 454 855 667
Youth 18–30 years 4267 2646 1158 462
Adult 30–60 years 4254 3152 742 359
Senior >60 years 2567 1405 787 374

9 Type of vehicle BS Bus 842 52 687 102
CR Car 9208 4959 2692 1556
GDV Goods

Vehicle
449 245 86 117

BCL Bicycle 1512 1476 11 24
PTV PTWW 977 876 48 52
OTR Other 79 49 18 11

10 Day WKD Weekday 9884 5980 2499 1404
WND Weekend 3179 1677 1043 458

11 Month Q1 Jan–March 3017 1731 803 482
Q2 April–June 3220 1887 907 425
Q3 Jul-Sep 3376 2021 948 406
Q4 Oct-Dec 3452 2018 884 549
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2.4 Measurement of Accuracy

The classification accuracy is one of the important measures of how correctly a clas-
sifier classifies a record to its class value? The confusion matrix is an important data
structure that helps in calculating different performance measures such as precision,
accuracy, recall and sensitivity of classification technique on some data.

Table 2 provides a sample confusion matrix table and Eqs. 1–4 illustrates the
formulas to calculate different performance measures.

Accuracy ¼ TN þ TP
TPþ TN þFPþFN

ð15Þ

False Positive Rate ¼ FP
TN þFP

ð16Þ

Precision ¼ TP
FPþ TP

ð17Þ

Sensitivity ¼ TP
FN þ TP

ð18Þ

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, the experimental analysis and the obtained results will be discussed.

3.1 Classification Analysis

We utilized different approaches to classifying this bunch of dataset on the basis of
casualty class using SVM (support vector machine), Naïve bays and Decision tree. The
classification accuracy achieved is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that decision tree
obtained the highest accuracy of 70.7% in comparison to other two classifiers.

Table 2. Confusion matrix sample

Negative Positive

Negative TN (True negative) FN (False negative)
Positive FP (False positive) TP (True positive)
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3.2 Classification Followed by Clustering of Accident

In this analysis, we utilized two clustering techniques which are SOM (Self organizing
map) and K-modes techniques. We achieved better results by using k-modes as
compared to SOM technique and therefore we are describing the performance of
classifiers on clusters obtained by k-modes only.

Performance evaluation of SVM
In this study, we applied SVM to classify dataset on the basis of casualty class and this
classifier classified data into 3 classes. The output of this classifier are determined on
the basis of their precision, recall, error rate and other factors and we achieved accuracy
which is 75.5838% and it’s increased approximately 7% and it is better than earlier
when we analyzed our dataset without clustering. Table 3 provides the performance of
SVM on clusters obtained from k-modes.

Performance evaluation of Naïve Bayes
In this study, we applied Naïve Bays to classify our dataset on the basis of casualty
class and this classifier classified dataset into 3 classes. Here again, we can see that our
output are determined on the basis of precision, recall, error, error rate, TPR and other
various factors which play a really important role. Our accuracy reached to 76.4583%
which is approximately better than earlier without clustering as we achieved 68.5375%.
Table 4 provides the performance of Naïve Bayes on clusters obtained from k-modes.

Table 3. Performance of SVM

Rate of error = 0.1628

Predicted values Confusion matrix

Class Precision Recall TPR FPR Class DR PSG PDT
DR 0.779 0.909 0.90 0.36 DR 6958 153 546
PSG 0.824 0.375 0.37 0.03 PSG 1828 1330 384
PDT 0.630 0.851 0.85 0.083 PDT 146 132 1584
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Fig. 1. Classification accuracy of different classifiers on accident data
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Performance evaluation of Decision Tree
In this study, we used Decision Tree classifier which improved the accuracy better than
earlier which we achieved without clustering. We achieved accuracy 81% which is
better than earlier. Table 5 provides the performance of decision tree on clusters
obtained from k-modes.

We achieved error rate, precision, TPR (True positive rate), FPR (False positive
rate), Precision, recall for every classification techniques as shown in given tables and
also achieved different confusion matrix for different classification techniques and we
can see the performance of different classifier techniques by the help of confusion
matrix.

Here in the next table, we have shown the overall accuracy of analysis with
clustering with the help of Tables 3, 4 and 5 and as we can observe from these tables
classification accuracy increased for each classification technique after doing
clustering.

Figure 2 illustrates the classification accuracy of SVM, Naïve Bayes and decision
tree on clusters obtained from k-modes and SOM. It can be seen that classification
accuracy is better for clusters obtained from k-modes clustering rather than obtained
from SOM. It can be concluded that k-modes clustering technique provides better
clustering than SOM on data with categorical road accident attributes.

Table 5. Performance of decision tree

Rate of error = 0.1628

Predicted values Confusion matrix

Class Precision Recall TPR FPR Class DR PSG PDT
DR 0.784 0.893 0.893 0.348 DR 6841 422 394
PSG 0.724 0.457 0.457 0.065 PSG 1649 1620 273
PDT 0.683 0.770 0.770 0.060 PDT 231 197 1434

Table 4. Performance of naive bayes

Rate of error = 0.2352

Predicted values Confusion matrix

Class Precision Recall TPR FPR Class DR PSG PDT
DR 0.788 0.86 0.86 0.33 DR 6649 515 493
PSG 0.697 0.43 0.43 0.07 PSG 1624 1535 383
PDT 0.742 0.828 0.828 0.078 PDT 170 151 1541
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4 Conclusion

In this research work, we analyzed accident dataset by using clustering techniques
which are SOM (Self Organizing Map), K-modes, as well as classification techniques
which are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bays and Decision Tree to find
pattern on road user specific and we, achieved better accuracy by using clustering
techniques. We achieved better accuracy from this way on the basis of casualty class so
we can see clearly that what circumstances affect and who is involved more in an
accident between the driver, passenger or pedestrian. In this result, k-modes provided
us better clustering results as compared to SOM and classification accuracy of SVM,
Naïve Bays, and Decision Tree is found better on clusters obtained from k-modes. It
indicates that clustering certainly improves the classification accuracy of classifiers and
k-modes clustering would be a better option to cluster road accident data with cate-
gorical attributes.
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Abstract. Precisely segmenting liver from computed tomography (CT) scan
images is a challenging task of computer aided diagnosis. The first and crucial
step for diagnosis is automatic liver segmentation. In this paper, the watershed
transform, Hidden Markov Random Field- Expectation Maximization (HMRF-
EM) and threshold algorithms have been used for visualizing and measuring the
tumor area which is a part of liver which is segmented from CT abdominal images.
The proposed process was tested on a series of CT scan images of liver. The
segmentation and area estimation images are obtained by the study of 2D images.
To validate the proposed approach tumor area, MSE and PSNR values are meas‐
ured from the segmented region which helps the physician for a successful treat‐
ment and diagnosis procedure.

Keywords: Liver · Tumor · Image segmentation · Computed tomography (CT) ·
Watershed · HMRF-EM

1 Introduction

Liver cancer is the third major cause of death within all cancer diseases [1–3]. Metastatic
diseases like primary cancer or hepatocellular carcinoma are the common diseases in
advance countries. To improve the patient condition from the diseases, early and accu‐
rate detection of tumor and an effective approach to monitor the treatment procedure is
required. Normally before surgery, computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) techniques are used for assessing primary or secondary hepatic tumor
[4]. Computer aided segmentation and measurements of target object required for
surgical planning and monitoring the disease. The manual segmentation which performs
by medical genius is expensive and time consuming therefore automatic segmentation
algorithm are developed in past literature.
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An interactive method combination of watershed transform and SVM classifier is
proposed on CT volume to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the segmentation
[5]. A liver tumor segmentation method using local constraint based level set method
was proposed to separate the tumors from abdominal structures and the results were
compared to geodesic level set method and manual segmentation having a better
jacquard distance error, relative volume difference and maximum surface distance [6].
An automatic liver region segmentation method founded on watershed MLP neural
network was presented which deals with the over segmentation problem of watershed
and the results were compared with an active contour algorithm having higher jacquard
coefficient [7]. The combined process of adaptive thresholding and Kernelized fuzzy
clustering was used to visualize the tumor region in an abdominal CT image and the
PSNR and MSE values shows the affectivity of the method [8]. Fang et al. proposed a
combine marker-control watershed and fuzzy algorithm for the delineation of liver
metastasizes and the results are compared with manual segmentation [9]. Zhang et al.
proposed a HMRF-EM model based stochastic process generated by MRF where the
state sequence are estimated through observations rather than directly and it also avoids
the limitation of finite mixture (FM) model by taking the spatial information of an image
into account [10]. Smeets et al. proposed the fuzzy clustering based pixel classification
accompanied by an edge based LSM to segment the liver tumor. A nonlinearly filtered
probabilistic distribution was implemented for speed function in fuzzy clustering for
detecting liver tumor [11]. A learning-based algorithm which combines auto–context
model (ACM), multi-atlases, and mean-shift techniques are found to be an efficient and
accurate method in segmenting the liver from 3-D CT images [12]. Banerjee et al.
proposed an unsupervised MRF based segmentation technique for synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) images and the results shows that the inclusion of optimized parameter
clearly enhance the performance of clustering [13]. Huang et al. proposes an approach
that segment nasopharyngeal carcinoma from the MRI images of brain. The tumor
contour was obtained from level set method and HMRF-EM is used to refine the method
and it achieves good results [14]. Zhanpeng et al. proposes segmentation based on
watershed and region merging to extract liver area. The experimental result shows that
the algorithm can accurately extract the liver region [15]. Sethi et al. proposes a region
separation, region enhancement and distance regularized level set evolution (DRLSE)
for detecting low contrast boundaries and the results are compared with two active
contours and it proves the superiority of the proposed method [16]. Lin et al. proposes
a collaborative model to formulate the tumor segmentation from region partition and
boundary presence. They present an inference algorithms using augmented Lagrangian
method to propagate the segmentation across the image sequences. The proposed system
for segmenting liver tumor achieved very promising results [17].

In this work a hidden Markov random field with expectation maximization (HMRF-
EM) with watershed transform have been proposed to segment the CT images of the
liver to detect the tumor inside the liver. The rest of the paper is organized as follows;
Sect. 2 includes different segmentation methods i.e. watershed, HMRF-EM algorithm.
Section 3 defines the result of our proposed methodology and Sect. 4 includes the
conclusion.
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2 Methods

2.1 Watershed Transform

Liver is a metabolic organ that performs various functions like production of protein,
bile acid and cholesterol [18]. It also filter the blood and pass it to the rest of the body.
Liver segmentation from the abdominal CT or MRI images is a challenging task. For
early disease detection and surgical planning segmentation provide most important
information. So for accurate separation of liver from the clinical images like MRI and
CT scan a marker control watershed segmentation is deployed. Watershed transform is
a combination of edge detection and region growing method for producing stable results
with connected boundaries. The main purpose of watershed transform is that if a point
belongs to one minimal then the point is merge with it else the point is taken as a boun‐
dary in-between the two minimal. Morphological dilation is used to perform this oper‐
ation in binary images. Morphological gradient of each band of the image is calculated
using Eq. (1)

G(f ) = (f ⊕ B) − (fΘB) (1)

where G(f) = Morphological color gradient

f = input image, B = structuring element

The multi-scale morphological color gradient is then calculated using the formula
given in Eq. (2).

MG(f ) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

[G(f )ΘBi−1] (2)

Where Bi−1 = Structuring element of size (2i + 1)*(2i + 1).
The final gradient image, FG(f ) is obtained by reconstructing the multi-scale gradient

image, MG(f ) with its dilated image used reference image.

FG(f ) = 𝜙rec((MG(f )⊕ B) + h, MG(f )) (3)

The markers are extracted using morphological Laplacian, which can be defined as:

L(f ) = g+(f ) − g−(f ) (4)

Where g+(f ) = white top hat transform
g−(f ) = black top hat transform.
A marker-controlled watershed approach [19] is used to control the over segmenta‐

tion problem. Generally markers are the connected components that belongs to an image.
A binary image having a single marker point or a large marker region is considered as
a marker image. Initially each marker is placed inside an object that is surrounded by
watershed lines. Markers are taken as local minima of the gradient of image. Algorithm
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(1) describes the different steps of finding ROIs from a CT image of liver using marker
controlled watershed transform.

Algorithm (1): Liver segmentation using watershed approach.

1: Calculate the minima of an image by determining the marker matrix using the gradient.

2: Verify each and every pixel related to a minimal and add the point to the related minimal.

3: If a pixel belongs to more than one minimal then considerate as an boundary.

4: The resultant image will have boundaries in zero values and regions as numeric labels.

2.2 Hidden Markov Random Field Model

Zhang et al. [20] proposed a HMRF-EM method for image segmentation. In this paper
HMRF-EM method is applied to a CT scan image of liver to segment the tumor. The
theory of Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) representation is generated from
Hidden Markov Model. This is a process of Markov Chain and its state sequence are
observed through a sequence of observation. HMRF is a graph based model where the
true states are predicted from an observation field. In HMRF approach there is an
observable sequence known as y =

(
y1,… yN

)
, where yi = featurevalueofonepixel. Aim

is to induce a hidden random field i.e. x = (x1,… .xN), where xi ∈ L. In image segmen‐
tation point of view, xi = configurationoflabels and L = setofallpossiblelabels.

So the conditional dependency between x and y is derived in Eq. (5).

P(y|x) = 𝜋
i⊂s

p(yi|xi) (5)

where s is a neighborhood system. L wise the joint probability is defined in Eq. (6).

P(x1, x2,… .xn, y1, y2,… .yn) = P(y1)P(x1|y1)
n

𝜋
k=2

P(yk|yk−1)P(xk|yk) (6)

2.2.1 Estimation of HMRF from EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm is generally used to find the class level x and to estimate 𝜃 which is
a model parameter of each pixel. This algorithm defines two steps: first one is to estimate
the total amount of unobservable data required to form the data set and second one is to
maximize likelihood function for this data set.

Depending on MAP criterion, we define the label x∗ in Eq. (7)

x∗ = arg max
x

{P(y|x,Θp(x)} (7)
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2.2.2 MAP Estimation
The parameters that are obtained from the EM algorithm are utilized for the MAP
segmentation. Initially k-means segmentation has been performed and it will serve for
the evaluation of the segmentation process. The total amount of posterior energy
required for MAP estimate is defined in Eq. (8).

x∗ = arg min
x∈X

{U(y|x,Θ) + U(x)} (8)

The posterior energy has two constitutions. First one is the likelihood of energy and
second one is the prior of energy function U(x) i.e. defined in Eq. (9).

U(x) =
∑

c∈C

V(x)c (9)

It produces a sum of clique potentials Vc(x) through all cliques C. In image segmen‐
tation clique potential is used to indicate the impact of adjacent pixels on the pixel i. The
clique potential for each pixel i is describe as the total number of adjacent pixels having
different labels which explained in Eq. (10)

VC(xi) =
1
2
(1 − Ixi ,xj

) (10)

where xj ∈ Ni, and

Ixi,xj

=

{
0 xi ≠ xj

1 xi ≠ xj

(11)

To resolve an iterative algorithm, we first estimate x(0), that appear from the EM
algorithm and provide x(k), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N, we obtained in Eq. (12)

x
(k+1)
i

= arg min
l∈L

{
U(yi|l) +

∑

j∈Ni

Vc(l, x
(k)

j
)

}

(12)

This Eq. (12) continues until

U(y|x,Θ) + U(x) (13)

3 Result and Discussion

A. Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology of segmentation and visualization has been applied to the
CT images of liver to extract tumor region. The images are collected from department
of radiology, IMS and SUM hospital, Bhubaneswar. A framework of liver tumor
segmentation procedure is illustrated in Fig. (1). The suitable slice having clear
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indication of tumor is selected from a number of images of CT volume. Initially the
images are de-noises with Gaussian filter to enhance the performance of the algorithm.

B. Watershed Algorithm

Fig. 1. Framework of proposed methodology

Initially a marker control watershed transform is applied to the CT scan image of liver.
This method separate the liver from the CT image and the resultant image is shown in
Fig. (1).

C. HMRF-EM Algorithm

A Gaussian blur or a type of image blurring filter is applied at the resultant image of
watershed. The Gaussian operator G(x, y) is calculated in Eq. (14) to smoothen the image

G(x, y) =
1√

2𝜋𝜎2
e

x2 + y2

2𝜎2 (14)

Initially K-means clustering is used for segmentation before the application of HMRF-
EM algorithm to the segmented liver region. The initial labels X(0) are chosen from the
K-means clustering which is used for the MAP algorithm and initial parameter Θ(0) is
used in EM algorithm. A canny edge detection algorithm is applied on the segmented
liver image and the edge map that is obtained and is presented in Fig. (2). From Fig. (2)
it is observed that the initial label generated from the K-means algorithm are not clear
and smooth. So to overcome this disadvantage HMRF will refine the labels. The final
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results were obtained with 5 classes and 10 iteration of EM algorithm. The area of the
identified tumor has been estimated by applying thresholding at the final results of the
HMRF-EM algorithm. Figure 3. shows the output results of the processed images.

D. Validation of the proposed method

Fig. 2. (a) Original image (b) canny edge detection (c) blurred image output (d) initial labels
from k-means (e) final segmentation from HMRF-EM algorithm.

Fig. 3. (a) Original image (b) watershed image(c) images from HMRF-EM (d) final result
obtained from threshold negative

The total no of pixels located in the tumor region and also the area of the region is
calculated from the resultant images of threshold method. The PSNR, MSE values are
calculated for the final segmented liver tumor images and the results are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results of area, PSNR, MSE of segmented tumor in proposed method.

Image Proposed method area
(in pixel)

PSNR (peak signal to
noise ratio)

MSE (mean square
error)

Image1 3131.4 10009 8.1269
Image2 1105.56 5241.3 9.2636
Image3 5219.9 4993.3 10.9364
Image4 3304.435 3483.9 11.1469

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we applied a combined approach watershed and HMRF-EM to detect the
tumor lesion in the CT image of liver. Firstly the marker control watershed approach is
effectively segmented the liver from abdominal organs. The HMRF-EM algorithm is
help for the detection of liver tumor and the final results were obtained by applying
threshold. This process is more useful then the manual method and gives the possibility
for calculating the area and location of the liver tumor. Particularly the proposed
approaches help the physician to visualize and detect the liver tumor accurately and
effectively for a successful treatment and diagnosis procedure.
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Abstract. This article describes a multiobjective bilevel programming
(MOBLP) model to solve environmental-economic power generation and dis-
patch (EEPGD) problem through genetic algorithm (GA) based fuzzy goal pro-
gramming (FGP) in a thermal power plant operational system. In MOBLP
approach, first the objectives of problem are divided into two sets of objectives,
and they are separately included at two hierarchical decision levels (top-level and
bottom-level), where each level contains one or more controls variables associated
with power generation decision system. Then, optimization problems of both the
levels are described fuzzily to accommodate the impression arises with regard to
optimizing them. In FGP model formulation, the membership functions associ-
ated with defined fuzzy goals are designed, and then they are converted into
membership goals by assigning highest membership value (unity) as achievement
level and introducing under- and over-deviational variables to each of them. In
achievement function, minimization of under-deviational variables of member-
ship goals according to weights of importance is considered to achieve optimal
solution in decision environment. In the process of solving FGP model, a GA
scheme is adopted at two stages, direct optimization of individual objectives at the
first stage for fuzzy representation of them and, at the second stage, evaluation of
goal achievement function to reach optimal power generation decision. The use of
the proposed method is demonstrated via IEEE 30-bus system.

Keywords: Bilevel programming � Environmental-economic power
generation � Fuzzy goal programming � Genetic algorithm � Membership
function � Transmission-loss

1 Introduction

The major sources for electric power generation are thermal power plants, where more
than 75% of them use coal to generate power with regard to meeting power demand in
society. But, burning of fossil-fuel coal to generation power produces various pollu-
tants, namely oxides of carbon, nitrogen and sulphur and others.
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It may be pointed out here that such by-products affect the entire living beings on
earth. Therefore, the problem of EEPGD is essentially needed, where optimization of
real-power generation cost and environmental pollution subject to various operational
constraints have to be considered simultaneously to run thermal power plants.

Actually, a thermal power plant problem in [1] is optimization problem with
multiplicity of objectives in power generation decision environment. The mathematical
programming (MP) model in power generation system was first studied by Dommel
and Tinney in [2]. Thereafter, MP model for control of emission was discussed by Gent
and Lament in [3]. Then, study on the field was further made by Sullivan and Hackett
in [4] and others to solve EEPGD problems.

However, the modelling aspect of minimizing both power generation cost and
environmental-emission was initially introduced by Zahavi and Eisenberg in [5], and
then the study on MP models for EEPGD problems was made in [6, 7] in the past.

A survey on the study of EEPGD problems made in the past was presented in [8] in
1977. Also, various MP models studied to solve EEPGD problems have been surveyed
in [9–11] in the past.

During 1990s, controlling of power plant emissions were considered seriously and
different optimization methods in [12–17] were presented with due consideration of
1990’s Clean Air Amendment Act in [18] to make a pollution free environment. It is
worthy to note here that the approaches of solving an EEPGD problem with multiple
objectives made previously are classical ones on the line of transforming multiobjective
models into single objective problems. As a matter of fact, decision troubles are fre-
quently raised owing to the difficulty of taking individual optimality of objectives in
decision making horizon.

Now, GP as efficient tool for multiobjecive decision analysis and based on satis-
ficing philosophy in [19] has been employed to EEPGD problem in [20] to obtain goal
oriented solution in crisp decision environment.

However, in most of the cases to model EEPGD problems, it may be noted that the
parameters associated with objectives are not exact in nature due to imprecise nature of
setting parameter values in real practice. To overcome the shortcoming, fuzzy pro-
gramming (FP) approaches in [21] have been introduced in [22, 23] to EEPGD
problems in the past. Further, stochastic programming (SP) methods to EEPGD
problems have also been discussed in [24, 25] previously. But, extensive study on
solving such problems is yet to circulate widely in literature.

Now it is worthy to mention that uses of classical approaches to MODM problems
often leads to achieving suboptimal solution to owing to competing in nature of objec-
tives in optimizing them as well as involvement of nonlinearity in objectives/constraints
of a real-world problem. To avoid such a situation, GAs as a prominent tool in the area of
evolutionary computing can be used to solveMODMproblems. The potential use of GAs
to EEPGD problems have been discussed in [26–28] in the past.

Now, it is worth noting that the objectives of EEPGD problems are often conflicted
regarding optimization of them in decision environment. As such, optimization of
objectives in a hierarchical order can be taken into account and which is based on
decision maker’s (DM’s) needs to generate thermal power. Therefore, optimization of
them on the basis of hierarchical importance, and the use of bilevel programming
(BLP) in [29] could be effective to reach optimal decision. Although, such a problem
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has been discussed in [30] in the recent past, study in the area is at initial stage. Again,
MOBLP method to solve EEPGD problem within the framework of FGP by using GA
is not circulated widely in literature.

In this article, an FGP method to solve MOBLP formulation of an EEPGD problem
using GA is considered. In model formulation, minsum FGP in [31] as the simplest
version of FGP is addressed to make power generation decision in fuzzy environment.
In decision process, individual decisions for optimizing objectives are computed first
by using a GA scheme towards fuzzy goal description of objectives. Then, evaluation
of goal achievement function as a second stage problem regarding minimization of
weighted under-deviational variables of membership goals defined for fuzzy goals is
considered. The effective use of the method is illustrated via IEEE 6-generator 30-bus
system.

The paper is organized as follows. The description of problem is presented in
Sect. 2. Section 3 shows MOBLP formulation of EEPGD problem. In Sect. 4, a GA
scheme for modelling and solving EEPGD problem is discussed. Section 5 provides
the proposed FGP model of the problem. An illustrative case example is provided in
Sect. 6. Finally, concluding remarks and scope for future research are highlighted in
Sect. 7.

Now, objectives and constraints of the problem are presented in the Sect. 2.

2 Problem Description

Let Pgi be decision variables defined for power generation (in p.u) from ith generator of
the system, i = 1, 2, …, n. Then, let PD be total demand of power, TL be total trans-
mission- loss (in p.u) and PL be real power-loss in power generation context.

The objectives and constraints involved with EEPGD problem are presented in the
following sect.

2.1 Description of Objective Functions

The two types of objectives that are inherent to the problem are presented as follows.

2.1.1 Economic Power Generation Objectives

(a) Fuel-cost Function:

The total fuel-cost ($/h) incurred for power generation is expressed as:

FC ¼
Xn

i¼1

(aiP2
gi þ biPgi þ ci); ð1Þ

where ai; bi and ci are cost-coefficients concerned with generation of power from ith
generator.
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(b) Transmission-loss function:

The function associated with power transmission lines involves certain parameters
which directly affect the ability to transfer power effectively. Here, the transmission-loss
(TL) (in p.u.) occurs during power dispatch is modelled as a function of generator output
and that can be obtained as:

TL ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

PgiBijPgj þ
Xn

i¼1

B0iPgi þB00; ð2Þ

where Bij; B0i and B00 are B-coefficients in [23] associated with ith generator in power
transmission network.

2.1.2 Pollution Control Functions
In a thermal power generation system, the most harmful pollutants that are discharged
separately to earth’s environment are NOx, SOx and COx. The pollution control
functions are quadratic in nature and they are expressed in terms of generators’ output
Pgi, i = 1,2,…, n.

The functional expression of total quantity of NOx emissions (kg/h) is of the form:

EN ¼
Xn

i¼1

dNiPgi
2 þ eNiPgi þ fNi , ð3Þ

where dNi ; eNi ; fNi represent NOx emission-coefficients concerned with power gener-
ation from ith generator.

Similarly, the pollution control functions arise for SOx- and COx-emissions appear as:

ES ¼
Xn

i¼1

dSiPgi
2 þ eSiPgi þ fSi , ð4Þ

EC ¼
Xn

i¼1

dCiPgi
2 þ eCiPgi þ fCi , respectively; ð5Þ

where the emission-coefficients associated with respective expressions can be defined
in an analogous to the expression in (3).

2.2 Description of System Constraints

The constraints associated with generation of power are defined as follows.

2.2.1 Generator Capacity Constraints
The constraints on generators’ take the form:

Pmin
gi �Pgi �Pmax

gi ,

Vmin
gi �Vgi �Vmax

gi , i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n
ð6Þ
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where Pgi and Vgi represent active power and generator-bus voltage of ith generator,
respectively.

2.2.2 Power Balance Constraint
The generation of total power from the system is always equal to total demand (PD) and
total transmission-loss in thermal power generation system.

The power balance constraint is of the form:

Xn

i¼1

Pgi � (PD þ TL) ¼ 0 ð7Þ

Now, formulation of MOBLP model of the problem is discussed in the Sect. 3.

3 MOBLP Formulation

In MOBLP formulation, the objectives concerning environmental-emission control are
considered leader’s optimization problems and that concerned with economic-power
generation are included to follower’s problem in hierarchical structure of EEPGD
problem.

The MOBLP model is presented in the Sect. 3.1.

3.1 MOBLP Model

In the context of designing the proposed model, the vector of decision variables is
divided into two distinct vectors with regard to control them separately by DMs of two
hierarchical levels.

Let X be the vector of decision variables in power generation system. Again, let XL

and XF be the subsets of X that are controlled by leader and follower, respectively,
where L and F are used to denote leader and follower, respectively.

Then, MOBLP model appears as [29]:
Find X ðXL;XFÞ so as to:

Minimize
XL

EN ¼
Xn

i¼1

dNiPgi
2 þ eNiPgi þ fNi ,

Minimize
XL

ES ¼
Xn

i¼1

dSiPgi
2 þ eSiPgi þ fSi ,

Minimize
XL

EC ¼
Xn

i¼1

dCiPgi
2 þ eCiPgi þ fCi ,

leader0s problemð Þ
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and, for given XL, XF solves

Minimize
XF

FC ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðaiP2
gi þ biPgi þ ciÞ,

Minimize TL
XF

¼
Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

PgiBijPgj þ
Xn

i¼1

B0iPgi þB00;

follower0s problemð Þ
ð8Þ

subject to the constraints in (6) and (7),
where XL \ XF ¼ u, XL [ XF ¼ X and X 2 P( 6¼ uÞ; where P indicates feasible

solution set, \ and [ stand for ‘intersection’ and ‘union’, respectively.
Now, the GA scheme adopted to search solution is described in the Sect. 4.

4 GA Scheme

There is a variety of GA schemes in [32, 33] for generating new population by
employing ‘selection’, ‘crossover’ and ‘mutation’ operators.

In genetic search process, binary coded solution candidates are considered where
initial population is generated randomly. The fitness of each chromosome (individual
feasible solution) at each generation is justified with a view to optimizing objectives of
the problem.

Now, formulation of FGP model of the problem in (8) is described in the Sect. 5.

5 FGP Model Formulation

In the structural framework of a BLP problem, it is conventionally considered that DM
at each level is motivated to cooperative each other regarding achievement of objec-
tives in decision environment. In the decision search process, since leader is with the
power of making decision first, relaxation on his/her decision is needed to make
decision by follower to certain satisfactory level. Consequently, relaxation on indi-
vidual objective values and components of XL need be given to certain tolerance levels
for benefit of follower. Therefore, use of the notion of fuzzy set to solve the problem in
(8) would be effective one to reach overall satisfactory decision.

The fuzzy version of the problem is discussed in the Sect. 5.1.

5.1 Fuzzy Goal Description

In fuzzy environment, objective functions of the problem are expressed as fuzzy goals
by means of incorporating imprecise target values to them.

In the decision making context, since minimum value of an objective of a DM is
highly acceptable, solutions achieved for minimization of objectives of individual DMs
can be considered the best solutions, and they are determined as (Xlb

L ,X
lb
F ;E

lb
N ; E

lb
S ; E

lb
C )
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and (Xfb
L ,X

fb
F ;F

fb
C ; T

fb
L ), respectively, by employing GA scheme, where lb and fb

indicate the best for leader and follower, respectively.
Then, the successive fuzzy goals take the form:

EN .Elb
N ; ES .Elb

S and EC .Elb
C

FC .Ffb
C and TL . Tfb

L ;
ð9Þ

where ‘\� ’ indicates softness of � restriction and signifies ‘essentially less than’ in

[34].
Again, since most dissatisfactory solutions of DMs correspond to maximum values

of objectives, the worst solutions of leader and follower are obtained by using the GA
scheme as (Xlw

L ,X
lw
F ;E

lw
N ; Elw

S ; Elw
C ) and (Xfw

L ,Xfw
F ;Ffw

C ; Tfw
L ), respectively, where lw and,

fw indicate worst cases for leader and follower, respectively.
As a matter consequence, Elw

N ; Elw
S ; Elw

C ; Ffw
C and Tfw

L could be taken as upper-
tolerance values towards achieving the respective fuzzy target levels
EN ; ES; EC; FC and TL.

Again, fuzzy goal representation of control vector XL can be reasonably taken as:

XL \� Xlb
L ð10Þ

Now, it may be mentioned that an increase in value of a goal defined by goal vector in
(10) would never be more than upper-bound of corresponding generator capacity
defined in (6).

Let Xt
L; ðXt

L\Xmax
L Þ; be the vector of upper-tolerance values to achieve the

associated vector of fuzzy goal levels defined in (10).
Now, characterization of membership functions of fuzzy goals is described in the

Sect. 5.2.

5.2 Characterization of Membership Function

The membership function of fuzzy objective goal EN can be algebraically presented as:

lEN
EN½ � ¼

1; if EN �Elb
N

Elw
N �EN

Elw
N �Elb

N
; if Elb

N\EN �Elw
N

0; if EN [Elw
N

8
><

>:
ð11Þ

where (Elw
N � Elb

N ) represents tolerance range concerning achievement fuzzy goal
defined in (9).

Again, membership functions associated with other two objectives, Es and Ec of
leader as well as objectives of follower can be obtained.
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The membership function associated with XL is obtained as:

lXL
XL½ � ¼

1, if XL �Xlb
L

X t
L�XL

X t
L�X lb

L
; if Xl b

L \XL �X t
L

0; if XL [X t
L

8
><

>:
ð12Þ

where (Xt
L � Xl b

L ) represents vector of tolerance ranges regarding achievement of
vector of decision variables defined in (10).

Now, minsum FGP model is presented in the Sect. 5.3.

5.3 Minsum FGP Model

To formulate FGP model of the problem, membership functions are converted into
membership goals by introducing unity (highest membership value) as target level and
incorporating under- and over-deviational variables to them. In achievement function,
minimization of sum of weighted under-deviational variables associated with mem-
bership goals is taken into account.

The model appears as [31]:
Find X (XL,XF) so as to:

Minimize: Z ¼ P5

k¼1
w�
k d

�
k þw�

6 d
�
6

and satisfy

Elw
N � EN

Elw
N � Elb

N

þ d�1 � dþ
1 ¼ 1,

Elw
S � ES

Elw
S � Elb

S

þ d�2 � dþ
2 ¼ 1,

Elw
C � EC

Elw
C � Elb

C

þ d�3 � dþ
3 ¼ 1,

Ffw
c � FC

Ffw
C � Ffb

C

þ d�4 � dþ
4 ¼ 1,

Tfw
L � TL

Tfw
L � Tfb

L

þ d�5 � dþ
5 ¼ 1,

Xt
L � XL

X t
L � Plb

GL

þ d�6 � dþ
6 ¼ I

ð13Þ

subject to the constraints in (6) and (7)
where d�k ; d

þ
k � 0, (k = 1,…,5) represent under- and over-deviational variables,

respectively.d�6 ; d
þ
6 � 0 indicate vector of under- and over-deviational variables,

respectively, and where I is a column vector. Z is goal achievement function, w�
k [ 0,

k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are relative numerical weights of importance of achieving target levels
of goals, and w�

6 [ 0 represents vector of numerical weights associated with d�6 , and
where weights are inverse of the respective tolerance ranges in [31] concerning
achievement of target levels of goals.

The use of the model in (13) is illustrated through a case example in the Sect. 6.
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6 Case Example

The IEEE 30-bus 6-generator test system in [15] is taken into account to demonstrate
the proposed method.

The system is with 41 transmission lines and total power demand for 21 load buses
is 2.834 p.u. The generator capacity limits and load data were discussed in [15] pre-
viously. The different coefficient sets associated with the model are given in Tables 1,
2, 3 and 4.

Table 1. Power generation cost-coefficients.

Generator! g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6
Cost-coefficients
a 100 120 40 60 40 100
b 200 150 180 100 180 150
c 10 12 20 10 20 10

Table 2. NOx emission-coefficients.

Generator! g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6
NOx emission-coefficients
dN 0.006323 0.006483 0.003174 0.006732 0.003174 0.006181
eN −0.38128 −0.79027 −1.36061 −2.39928 −1.36061 −0.39077
fN 80.9019 28.8249 324.1775 610.2535 324.1775 50.3808

Table 3. SOx emission-coefficients.

Generator! g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6
SOx emission-coefficients
dS 0.001206 0.002320 0.001284 0.000813 0.001284 0.003578
eS 5.05928 3.84624 4.45647 4.97641 4.4564 4.14938
fS 51.3778 182.2605 508.5207 165.3433 508.5207 121.2133

Table 4. COx emission-coefficients.

Generator! g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6
COx emission-coefficients
dS 0.265110 0.140053 0.105929 0.106409 0.105929 0.403144
eS −61.01945 −29.95221 −9.552794 −12.73642 −9.552794 −121.9812
fS 5080.148 3824.770 1342.851 1819.625 13.42.851 11381.070
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The B-coefficients in [20] are presented as follows:

B ¼

0:1382 �0:0299 0:0044 �0:0022 �0:0010 �0:0008
�0:0299 0:0487 �0:0025 0:0004 0:0016 0:0041
0:0044 �0:0025 0:0182 �0:0070 �0:0066 �0:0066
�0:0022 0:0004 �0:0070 0:0137 0:0050 0:0033
�0:0010 0:0016 �0:0066 0:0050 0:0109 0:0005
�0:0008 0:0041 �0:0066 0:0033 0:0005 0:0244

2

6666664

3

7777775

6�6ð Þ

B0 ¼ �0:0107 0:0060 �0:0017 0:0009 0:0002 0:0030½ �ð1�6Þ;
B00 ¼ 9:86E � 04

Now, to formulate MOBLP model, it is considered that XL(Pg3;Pg5) is under the
control of leader, and XF(Pg1;Pg2;Pg4; Pg6) is that of follower.

Using the data presented in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, the executable MOBLP model for
EEPGD problem is stated as follows.

Find X (Pg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5 Pg6) so as to:

Minimize
XL

EN (X) ¼ ð0:006323P2
g1 � 0:38128Pg1 þ 80:9019þ 0:006483P2

g2 � 0:79027Pg2 þ 28:8249

þ 0:003174P2
g3 � 1:36061Pg3 þ 324:1775þ 0:006732P2

g4 � 2:39928Pg4 þ 610:2535

þ 0:003174P2
g5 � 1:36061Pg5 þ 324:1775þ 0:006181P2

g6 � 0:39077Pg6 þ 50:3808Þ
ð14Þ

Minimize ES (X)
XL

¼ð0:001206P2
g1 þ 5:05928Pg1 þ 51:3778þ 0:002320P2

g2þ 3:84624Pg2þ 182:2605

þ 0:001284P2
g3 þ 4:45647Pg3 þ 508:5207þ 0:000813P2

g4 þ 4:97641Pg4þ 165:3433

þ 0:001284P2
g5 þ 4:45647Pg5 þ 508:5207þ 0:003578P2

g6 þ 4:14938Pg6 þ 121:2133Þ
ð15Þ

Minimize EC (X)
XL

¼ ð0:265110P2
g1 � 61:01945Pg1 þ 5080:148þ 0:140053P2

g2 � 29:95221Pg2 þ 3824:770

þ 0:105929P2
g3 � 9:552795Pg3þ 1342:851þ 0:106409P2

g4 � 12:73642Pg4 þ 1819:625

þ 0:105929P2
g5 � 9:552794Pg5þ 1342:851þ 0:403144P2

g6 � 121:9812Pg6 þ 11381:070Þ
ðleader0s objectivesÞ

ð16Þ

and, for given XL; XF solve

Minimize
XF

FC (X) ¼ ð100P2
g1 þ 200Pg1 þ 10þ 120P2

g2 þ 150Pg2 þ 10þ 40P2
g3

þ 180Pg3 þ 20þ 60P2
g4 þ 100Pg4 þ 10þ 40P2

g5 þ 180Pg5

þ 20þ 100P2
g6 þ 150Pg6 þ 10Þ

ð17Þ
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Minimize TL(X)
XF

¼0:1382P2
g1 þ 0:0487P2

g2 þ 0:0182P2
g3 þ 0:0137P2

g4 þ 0:0109P2
g5 þ 0:0244P2

g6

� 0:0598Pg1Pg2þ 0:0088Pg1Pg3 � 0:0044Pg1Pg4 � 0:0020Pg1Pg5 � 0:0016Pg1Pg6

� 0:0050Pg2Pg3þ 0:0008Pg2Pg4þ 0:0032Pg2Pg5þ 0:0082Pg2Pg6 � 0:140Pg3Pg4

� 0:0132Pg3Pg5 � 0:0132Pg3Pg6 þ 0:010Pg4Pg5þ 0:0066Pg4Pg6þ 0:0010Pg5Pg6

� 0:0107Pg1þ 0:0060Pg2 � 0:0017Pg3 þ 0:0009Pg4 þ 0:0002Pg5 þ 0:0030Pg6 þ 9:8573X10�4

follower0s objectivesð Þ
ð18Þ

subject to,

0:05�Pg1 � 0:50 ; 0:05�Pg2 � 0:60 ;

0:05�Pg3 � 1:00; 0:05�Pg4 � 1:20;

0:05�Pg5 � 1:00; 0:05�Pg6 � 0:60;

generator capacity constraintsð Þ ð19Þ

and

Pg1 þPg2 þPg3 þPg4 þPg5 þPg6 � ð2:834þ LTÞ ¼ 0;

Power balance constraintð Þ ð20Þ

Now, in solution search process, ‘Roulette-wheel selection’ and ‘single point
crossover’ with population size 50 are initially introduced. The parameter values
adopted to execute the problem are crossover-probably = 0.8 and mutation-
probability = 0.07.

The computer program developed in MATLAB and GAOT (GA Optimization
Toolbox) in MATLAB-Ver. R2010a is employed to execute the problem. The exe-
cution is made in Intel Pentium IV with 2.66 GHz. Clock-pulse and 4 GB RAM.

The individual best solutions of leader and follower are found as:

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;E
lb
N Þ

¼ (0.05, 0.05, 0.5177, 1.20, 1.00, 0.05 ; 1413.708)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;E
lb
S Þ

¼ (0.05, 0.60, 0.8379, 0.05, 0.7320, 0.60 ; 1549:535)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;E
lb
C Þ

¼ (0.50, 0.60, 0.05, 1.0985, 0.05, 0.60 ; 24655.09)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;F
fb
C Þ

¼ (0.1220, 0.2863, 0.5832, 0.9926, 0.5236, 0.3518 ; 595.9804)
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ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ; T
fb
L Þ

¼ (0.0861, 0.0978, 0.9764, 0.5001, 0.8533, 0.3373 ; 0.0170).

Further, worst solutions of leader and follower are obtained as:

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;E
lw
N Þ

¼ (0.50, 0.60, 0.6036, 0.05, 0.5269, 0.60 ; 1416.167)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;E
lw
S Þ

¼ (0.50, 0.05, 0.1002, 1.2, 1.00, 0.05 ; 1551.043)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;Elw
C Þ

¼ (0.05, 0.05,1.00,0.7040,1.00,0.05 ; 24752:86)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ;F
fw
C Þ

¼ (0.500, 0.600,0.1397,0.05,1.00,0.600 ; 705.2694)

ðPg1;Pg2;Pg3;Pg4;Pg5;Pg6 ; T
fw
L Þ

¼ (0.50, 0.05, 0.05, 1.20, 1.00, 0.1036 ; 0.0696)

Then, the fuzzy objective goals are obtained as:

EN . 1413.708, ES . 1549.535, EC . 24655.09, FC . 595.9804, TL . 0.0170.

The fuzzy goals for power generation decisions under the control of leader appear
as:

Pg3 . 0:15 andPg5 . 0:15:

The upper-tolerance limits of EN ; ES; EC; FC and TL are obtained as
ðElw

N ; Elw
S ; Elw

C ; Ffw
C ; Tfw

L Þ ¼ ð1416.167, 1551.043, 24752.86, 705.2694, 0.0696; Þ:
Again, upper-tolerance limits of decision variables associated with XL are con-

sidered ðPt
g3; Pt

g5Þ ¼ ð0:6; 0:6Þ:
Then, the membership functions are constructed as follows:

lEN
¼ 1416:167� EN

1416:167� 1413:708
; lES

¼ 1551:043� ES

1551:043� 1549:535
;

lEC
¼ 24752:86� EC

24752:86� 24655:09
; lFC

¼ 705:2694� Z1
705:2694� 595:9804

;

lTL
¼ 0:0696� TL

0:0696� 0:0170
; lPg3

¼ 0:60� Pg3

0:60� 0:40
; lPg5

¼ 0:60� Pg5

0:70� 0:40
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Then, the minsum FGP model is constructed as follows.
Find X ðPg1; Pg2; Pg3; Pg4; Pg5; Pg6Þ so as to:

Minimize Z ¼ 0:4067d�1 þ 0:6631d�2 þ 0:0102d�3 þ 0:0092d�4 þ 19:0114d�5 þ 2:5d�6 þ 2:5d�7

and satisfy

1416:167�Pn

i¼1
dNiPgi

2 þ eNiPgi þ fNi

1416:167� 1413:708
þ d�1 � dþ

1 ¼ 1

1551:043�Pn

i¼1
dSiPgi

2 þ eSiPgi þ fSi

1551:043� 1549:535
þ d�2 � dþ

2 ¼ 1

24752:86�Pn

i¼1
dCiPgi

2 þ eCiPgi þ fCi

24752:86� 24655:09
þ d�3 � dþ

3 ¼ 1

705:2694�Pn

i¼1
ðaiP2

gi þ biPgi þ ciÞ
705:2694� 595:9804

þ d�4 � dþ
4 ¼ 1

0:0696�Pn

i¼1

Pn

j¼1
PgiBijPgj þ

Pn

i¼1
B0iPgi þB00

0:0696� 0:0170
þ d�5 � dþ

5 ¼ 1

0:60� Pg3

0:60� 0:40
þ d�6 � dþ

6 ¼ 1;
0:60� Pg5

0:60� 0:40
þ d�7 � dþ

7 ¼ 1

ð21Þ

subject to the constraints in (19) and (20)
The function Z in (21) acts as evaluation function in solution search process.
The function to evaluate fitness of a chromosome takes the form:

Eval ðEvÞ ¼ ðZÞv ¼ ð
X5

k¼1

w�
k d�k þ

X7

k¼6

w�
k d�k Þv; v ¼ 1; 2; . . .; PS; ð22Þ

where PS stands for population-size, and where (Z)v denotes achievement function (Z)
to measure fitness value of vth chromosome.

The best objective value ðZ	Þ at any solution stage is obtained as:

Z	 ¼ min eval (Ev) vj ¼ 1; 2; . . .;PSf g ð23Þ

The resultant objective values are found as:

ðEN ; ES; EC; FC; TLÞ ¼ ð1414:69; 1550:38; 24669:95; 629:73; 0:0522Þ

with the respective membership values:
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ðlEN
; lES

; lEC
; lFC

; lTLÞ ¼ ð0:5978; 0:4357; 0:8479; 0:6912; 0:0255Þ:

The power generation decision is obtained as:

ðPg1; Pg2; Pg3; Pg4; Pg5; Pg6Þ ¼ ð0:1821; 0:4197; 0:40; 0:9885; 0:40; 0:47737Þ:

The bar-diagram to represent power generation decision is depicted in Fig. 1.
The result indicates that the solution is a satisfactory one, and sequential executions

of decision powers of DMs are preserved in hierarchical order for optimizing objectives
of the problem.

7 Performance Comparison

To highlight more the effectiveness of the proposed method, a comparison of resultant
solution is made with the solution achieved by employing general minsum FGP method
in [35].

Here, values of the objectives are found as:

ðEN ; ES; EC; FC; TLÞ ¼ ð1414:847; 1550:01; 24719:38; 631:60; 0:0175Þ:

The resultant power generation decision is:
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of power generation decision.
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ðPg1; Pg2; Pg3; Pg4; Pg5; Pg6Þ ¼ ð0:05; 0:1409; 0:9898; 0:4379; 0:8938; 0:3389Þ:

The above result indicates that reduction of 49.43 kg/h of COx emission and reduction
of 1.87 $/h fuel cost are made here by using the proposed method without sacrificing
total units of power demand.

8 Conclusions and Future Research Direction

The main advantage of using BLP to EEPGD problem is that optimization of objectives
in the order of hierarchy is obtained here in inexact environment. Again, hierarchical
order of objectives as well as fuzzy descriptions of objectives/ constraints can easily be
rearranged under the proposed FGP method in decision making context. Furthermore,
computational burden arises with linearization of objectives by using conventional
technique does not involve here owing to use of bio-inspired tool to make power
generation decision. Here, it may be claimed that the GA based FGP method presented
here may open up future research for thermal power generation decision and to make
pollution free living environment on earth. However, the proposed model can be
extended to formulate multilevel programming (MLP) [36] problem with multiplicity
of objectives in power plant operation and management system, which is a problem in
future research.

Acknowledgements. The authors are thankful to the Reviewers and CICBA-2017 Program
chairs for providing constructive suggestions to improve quality of presentation of the paper.
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Abstract. Multiple Molecular sequence alignment is a problem of utmost
concern in bioinformatics. The prime intension of this paper is to maximize the
similitude among the molecular sequences by inserting gaps in the sequences. In
this article we present an evolutionary technique to solve the alignment multiple
molecular sequences. Differential evolutions are well known optimization tech‐
niques for solving complex problems. Here we use opposition based differential
evolution technique with a new chromosome representation. We also use sum of
product scoring function to calculate the fitness of chromosomes. Point Accepted
Mutation matrix is used as scoring matrix. The results we get are verified with
the BAliBASE 1.0 benchmark dataset and conventional differential evolution.
Simulation result exhibits better performance in terms of SOP score.

Keywords: Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) · Differential evolution (DE) ·
Opposition based learning · Opposition based differential evolution ·
Computational biology · Bioinformatics

1 Introduction

It is very interesting to see that the researchers often look into the nature for finding
methods/techniques to solve complex computational problems. They are exploring
natures for inspiration, both as the form of model and as metaphor. According to
Darwinian Principle, to survive, every living organism tries to optimize their journeys
in the complicated condition of life. Optimization is the soul of many native processes.
Since 1950, Darwinian Principle has been used as a powerful optimization tool for
solving complex search and optimization problems. Such types of optimization
processes are known as Evolutionary Computation [1].

Evolutionary Computation is an important field of computational intelligence that
solves continuous optimization and combinatorial optimization problems. In the early
1950s, the idea of evolutionary computation originated with the initiation of developing
automatic problem solver with the help of Darwinian Principle. Later Genetic Algorithm
(GA) was developed at the University of Michigan by John Henry Holland to solve
native optimization problems. Since then GA is successfully used for optimization for
scientific problems.
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In the middle of 90s, R. Storn and K.V. Price proposed a very aggressive form of
evolutionary computation called Differential Evolution (DE) [2]. The next year in
Nagoya, Japan, the First International Contest on Evolutionary Optimization (1st ICEO)
was held and Differential Evolution algorithm stood third in this competition. The main
supremacy of DE algorithm is that it requires a very few control parameters. In its present
status, [3, 4, 5, 6] the performance of DE is more superior than other optimization
methods regarding robustness and speed of convergence. DE needs large computational
times like other population based algorithm and this drawback is only for its evolutionary
nature. Opposition-based DE (ODE) has been brought into use to defeat this limitation
[7]. The convergence rate of DE has been accelerated by using ODE.

Sequential alignment is very common in Computational Biology. It performs an
important role in observing regions of resemblance among molecular sequences. If the
sequences are highly alike, then they have similar there dimensional structures or they
can share similar functional properties. The sequence alignment is broadly classified
into pair wise alignment and multiple sequence alignment (MSA). The problem domain
of MSA is very challenging its computational cost is massive. The computational
complexity of MSA is O(MP), where M is the sequence length and P is the no. of
sequences [8]. The value of M may be in the order of hundreds for DNA, order of
thousands in case of RNA and for protein it can be millions. So, for a few number of
sequences the complexity is very large [9].

In this work we propose an Opposition-based Differential evolution algorithm with
a different form of chromosome representation. We compare our results with BAliBASE
benchmark datasets. We also compare our results with normal differential evolution
technique and show that opposition based differential evolution gives a better results.

The paper is structured as follows: the Sect. 2 analysis literatures and related works;
Sect. 3 shows the opposition-based DE algorithm. The proposed algorithms are written
in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 the datasets and results of the experiments are discussed. The paper
concludes at Sect. 6.

2 Literature Survey

In principle the multiple sequence alignment is a optimizing problem with a exponential
time complexity [10]. There exist various methods to solve MSA problem. We can
broadly divide the methods into progressive methods and iterative methods [11]. All of
these algorithms are based on local alignments or global alignments techniques [12]. A
local alignment is one, which looks for the best matching substring within the sequences.
Whereas global alignment tries to align the sequences from end to end point [13].

Smith-Waterman algorithm [14] and Needleman-Wunsch algorithms [15] are
commonly used dynamic programming techniques for solving MSA problem. The
dynamic programming techniques are good to find optimal alignment but only for two
sequences [16]. As the no. of sequences and the sequence length increases the
complexity to solve MSA also increase in exponential order. This leads the problem to
NP hard problem.
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Feng and Doolittle [17] have proposed a tree based progressive alignment technique
which constructs an evolutionary tree [18] to predict the relationship among the
sequences using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. In general, at the beginning the progres‐
sive alignment method aligns identical sequences and then incorporates more divergent
sequences till end. CLUSTALW [19] is a popular method that uses progressive align‐
ment method. There exist other algorithms that use progressive alignment techniques
such as DiAlign [20] or Match-Box [21], which arrange the alignment in a sequence-
independent manner by incorporating segment pairs in an order prescribed by their
alignment score until the end of all residues and sequences. Progressive alignment
methods are considered to be very fast and deterministic, but it suffers from getting
trapped into local optima [22]. It also suffers from a problem in which if any mistake
takes place in initial alignment, it gets propagated to the end of the alignment and cannot
be corrected in later stage. To avoid such type of problems some literatures propose
stochastic or iterative procedure for good alignments [23].

An iterative method does not depend on initial alignment. It begins with a random
alignment and gradually improves this alignment in each iteration until no more
improvement is possible. Some researchers have proposed a few iterative and stochastic
approaches to solve multiple sequence alignment process using simulated annealing [24,
25] or Hidden Markov model [26] based approach. The problem with these methods is
they may be stuck into local optima.

In population based evolutionary algorithm the initial populations are generated
randomly. Then some operators are used to modify the initial generation into the next
successive generation. This process is continued until we find the global optima [27–
29]. There exist several methods which are used genetic algorithm for solving MSA
problem, such as SAGA [30], MSA-GA [31], RBT-GA [32], GA-PAM [33], Steady
state GA [34] etc. The drawbacks of these methods are also the sticking in local
optima [35].

3 Opposition Based Differential Evolution

Differential Evolution (DE) came out as a simple but powerful evolutionary algorithm
more than a decade ago and has now developed into a very promising research area in
the field of evolutionary computation.

Originally DE was first introduced by Storn and Price (1995). The DE algorithm
started with an initial population vector, which is generated randomly using a uniform
distribution function. At each generation, an individual ui is created using three mutually
separated individual ur, us and ut. The new candidate solution uoff is created by mutation
operator as:

u′
off = ut + F

(
ur − us

)
(1)

where F takes the value randomly from 0 to 1. The parameter F controls the difference
between the candidate solution and ui. The mutation operator shown in Eq. (1) is
conventionally known as DE/rand/1. There are other types of the mutation operator, that
have been proposed in literature [3]:
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DE/best/1: u′
off = ubest + F

(
us − ut

)
(2)

DE/cur-to-best/1: u′
off = ui + F

(
ubest − ui

)
+ F

(
us − ut

)
(3)

DE/best/2: u′
off = ubest + F

(
us − ut

)
+ F

(
um − un

)
(4)

DE/rand∕2: u′
off = ur + F

(
us − ut

)
+ F

(
um − un

)
(5)

DE/rand-to-best/2: u′
off = ut + F

(
ubest − ui

)
+ F

(
ur − us

)
+ F

(
um − un

)
(6)

where ubest denotes the best individual among population, and um and un are two
randomly selected individuals.

The opposition-based learning was first conceptualized by Tizhoosh [7]. It has been
seen that the performance of conventional DE is growing significantly by introducing
opposition based learning concept into DE. This idea was added in two stages of
conventional DE, population initialization stage and generation jumping stage. Gener‐
ally, every evolutionary algorithm starts with a random guess, because no prior infor‐
mation about the actual optima is known. So in this case, we upgrade our initial random
value by concurrently checking the fitness of the opposite solution. This concept is
applied to each solution in each population. We first discuss here the opposite number,

Definition 1. We assume m is a real number and m € [x,y]. Then the opposite number
O(m) of m can be explained as,

O(m) = x + y−m (7)

The Opposition based Differential evolution (ODE) alters the normal DE using the
idea of opposite numbers at the following two different phases:

Opposition based population initialization: First an consistently distributed non
uniform population P(NP) is created and after that the opposite number OP(NP) is
determined. The pth opposite individual similar to pth parameter vector of P(NP) is
OPp,j = xp,j + yp,j –Pp,j, where p is an integer from 1 to NP and j is from 1,2,…D, xp,j and
yp,j indicate the difference boundaries of jth parameter of the pth vector. Finally, NP
number of suitable individuals are adopted from the set {P(NP), OP(NP)} as the opening
population.

Opposition based generation jumping: In this phase, following every iteration,
without generating fresh population, the opposite population is generated with a previ‐
ously fixed probability JR. The value of JR is from the range of 0 to 0.5. Then NP fittest
individuals are chosen from the present population and the opposite population [7].

4 Proposed Algorithm

Here we explore our proposed method for resolving multiple sequence alignment prob‐
lems using Opposition-based Differential Evolution. This algorithm uses DE/cur-to-
best/1 [Eq. (3)] version of Differential Evolution. It also uses a divergent characterization
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of chromosome which helps us to produce better population so that a comparatively
better alignment could be found. The overall algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Algorithm for ODE
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4.1 Chromosome Representation

The main idea behind the chromosome representation is to retain the solution hint inside
it. Each column of every chromosome is considered as gene. In this proposed algorithm
each chromosome represents a candidate solution to the MSA problem. Each chromo‐
some is represented by a two dimensional integer valued matrix, where number of rows
is equal to the number of input sequences. Each element in the matrix represents the
position of gap in the corresponding sequence. If the chromosome matrix contains 5 in
(i,j) position then 5th element of ith sequence in the alignment contains a gap.

4.2 Fitness Function

To find the fitness value, at first the sequences are created from each chromosome. Then
using the sum of pair scoring function the alignment score is calculated. We calculate
the sum of pair score (SOP score) using a scoring matrix known as PAM matrix. PAM
is point accepted mutation matrix and it works as a substitution matrix. This matrix is
created and evaluated by calculating the differences in highly related proteins.

The fitness value is computed for l sequences using equation, as in (8),

Fitness_value =

l−1∑

m=1

1∑

n=i+1

ScoringMatrix
(
Am, An

)
(8)

4.3 Parameters

Three parameters are used in opposition based differential evolution. CR is the crossover
rate. JR is the jumping rate for selecting opposite value and F is the mutation constant.

4.4 BAliBASE

The BAliBASE 1.0 [36] dataset accommodates 142 references multiple sequence align‐
ment, which are derived from the known structures of protein. There are five reference
sets in BAliBASE 1.0. Small numbers of equidistant sequences are incorporated in
reference 1. Reference 2 contains totally unrelated data. Reference 3 incorporated
sequences from divergent sub families. Long terminal sequence contains in reference 4.
Reference 5 contains huge internal insertions and deletions.

5 Experimental Verification

To verify our proposed ODE algorithm, we take nine datasets from the Reference 1
alignments from BAliBASE 1.0 [36] benchmark dataset. We take three sequences each
from short, medium and long sequences subgroups (Table 1). We select the sequences
according to their identity percentage for each subgroup. We have also used PAM (Point
Accepted Mutation) 350 scoring matrix to calculate the sum-of-pair value.
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Table 1. Dataset description

Type Name Number Longest Shortest Identity
Short 1ubi 4 94 76 <25%

1tgxA 4 64 57 20%–40%
1fmb 4 104 98 >35%

Medium 1bbt3 5 192 149 <25%
1aym3 4 244 219 20%–40%
1ar5A 4 203 192 >35%

Long 1ped 3 374 327 <25%
1gowA 4 481 451 20%–40%
actin 5 395 379 >35%

In our experimental setup, the population size for all iteration is 30. After a large
number of simulations, we have calculated the average of sum-of-pair score for each
dataset. We have taken the gap penalty as −10. We compare our results with BAliBASE
1.0 datasets and normal differential evolution algorithm.

Table 2 shows the comparison among the sum-of-pair score of our proposed oppo‐
sition based differential evolution algorithm (ODE), BAliBASE Score and normal
differential evolution (DE) algorithm.

Table 2. Comparision of Results (Best Fitness Value)

Type Name ODE DE BALiBASE
Short 1ubi −301 −320 −1074

1tgxA 587 333 558
1fmb 1687 1168 1607

Medium 1bbt3 −1651 −4461 −3180
1aym3 1762 −52 1719
1ar5A 1997 1538 0

Long 1ped −523 −1186 −814
1gowA 2485 −2360 1601
actin 4231 608 610

From Table 2, it is clear that comparing with normal DE and BAliBASE, ODE gives
the results better than other two methods. It means that ODE algorithm is more accurate
than DE and BAliBASE. It also found that for long sequences it gives a very good result.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows the convergence rate of ODE and DE. Here we consider the
average fitness value.
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Fig. 2. Average Fitness value of 1tgxA data

Fig. 3. Average Fitness value of 1aym3 data

Fig. 4. Average Fitness value of 1gowA data
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6 Conclusion

Opposition based differential evolution is a global optimizing technique which we have
used to resolve the multiple sequence alignment problems. The proposed algorithm
deduces a different chromosome representation, which is in the form of two dimensional
matrix. The experimental findings are analogized with BAliBASE 1.0 with the same
SOP score. It is also compared with normal DE algorithm. PAM 350 scoring matrix is
used to determine the Sum of Product score. The vital power of this proposed algorithm
is a high quality SOP score when comparing with other algorithms. This quality prepares
the algorithm an encouraging tool for applying to multiple protein sequences in exper‐
imental cases.
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Abstract. The search for transformation parameters for image registra-
tion has been treated traditionally as a multidimensional optimization
problem. Non-rigid registration of medical images has been approached
in this paper using the particle swarm optimization algorithm and the
artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). Brief introductions to these algo-
rithms have been presented. Results of Matlab simulations of medical
image registration approached through these algorithms have been ana-
lyzed. The results show that the ABC algorithm results in higher quality
of image registration; but, takes longer to converge. The tradeoff issue
between the quality of registration and the computing time has been
brought forward. This has a strong impact on the choice of the most
suitable algorithm for a specific medical application.

Keywords: Artificial bee colony algorithm · Medical image registra-
tion · Particle swarm optimization algorithm · Swarm intelligence

1 Introduction

Image registration targets at aligning of structures or regions accurately across
multiple, related images acquired under different times, or at various condi-
tions, or using different modalities [1]. This important problem in medical image
processing is an active area of research. Image registration has a multitude
of applications in medical image processing. Image registration is essential for
image-guided surgery [2,3], image guided intervention [4], radiotherapy plan-
ning [5], cardiac perfusion [6] and monitoring of disease progression. Analysis of
efficiency of treatments, such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy requires the reg-
istration of pre-treatment and post-treatment images taken from scans. Also,
structural and functional information obtained from different imaging modalities
need to be combined for efficient determination of abnormalities which requires
accurate registration [7]. Medical image registration may involve any number of
images.

This paper focuses on medical image registration of two images. The first
image is called as reference image and the second image as the sensed image.
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 451–465, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 35
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The reference image is kept unchanged and sensed image is transformed until
it aligns properly with reference image. The former is aligned with the sensed
image and the similarity between the two is measured. If they are not similar, the
sensed image is re-transformed with different set of parameters and similarity
between the two is measured again. This process is repeated until the two images
are similar. This process has been illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The process of image registration

1.1 Image Registration

Image registration is used to determine the transformation between the images.
The images are either 2- or 3-dimensional; hence, the transformation can be
from 2-D to 2-D, from 2-D to 3-D, or from 3-D to 3-D. Intensity-based methods
are widely used for a variety of applications involving registering images having
same or different number of dimensions, rigid or nonrigid transformations and
deformable transformations, same modality or different modality images. The
reference image I1 is fixed and does not undergo transformation; whereas, the
sensed image I2, undergoes series of transformations until it matches with the
reference image. Consider the sets of voxels in these images as I1(i) and I2(i),
respectively, and let the transformation be denoted by T . The transformed image
I ′
2 = T (I2). The objective of registration is to determine the transformation T ∗

that results in maximum I1 ∩ I ′
2. Image registration involves four major aspects:

similarity metric, transformation, optimization and interpolation.

Similarity Metric. The similarity metrics include the sum of squared intensity
difference, the correlation coefficient, the mutual information (MI), the normal-
ized MI (NMI) and the regional MI (RMI) [8]. MI is the measure of dependence
between images and is a powerful metric to determine the similarity between
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multimodal images. MI is maximum for perfectly matched images. MI M is cal-
culated using entropy and joint entropy, where H(I) is the entropy of an image
I and determined using (1), and joint entropy of the two images X and Y , given
by H(X,Y ) is calculated using (2) and M is calculated using (3). Entropy is
calculated using the probability distribution function p.

M(X,Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X,Y ) (1)

The NMI N is also a very powerful similarity metric for multimodal image
registration. When the images are perfectly matched, then the value of N = 1.
The NMI is determined using (2).

N(X,Y ) =
H(X) + H(Y )

H(X,Y )
(2)

MI and NMI are the most preferred similarity metrics for intensity-based multi-
modal image registration and the other metrics are typically used for monomodal
image registration.

Transformation. A transformation function T is used to estimate the geomet-
ric relationship between the sensed and the referenced images. The estimate is
then used to transform the sensed image. Transformation can be broadly classi-
fied as

Rigid Transformation: Rigid transformation involves translation and rotation of
the image. This is determined using (3) and (4).

X = x cos θ − y sin θ + a (3)
Y = x sin θ + y cos θ + b (4)

Here, a and b denote translations in x and y dimension, and θ is angle of
rotation. X and Y are the transformation parameters.

Non-rigid Transformations: Non-rigid transformations involve translation, rota-
tion and scaling [9]. Non-rigid transformation are determined using (5) and (6),
where s denotes the scaling factor.

X = xs cos θ − ys sin θ + a (5)
Y = xs sin θ + ys cos θ + b (6)

Optimization. Medical image registration involves finding the right trans-
formation parameters from a huge set. Since the set is very huge, process of
optimization is essential. An optimization algorithm takes a series of intelligent
guesses of the parameters of transformation, applies them on sensed image and
uses the similarity metric as the optimization objective function. This metric
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denotes the degree of accuracy of image registration. Image registration is per-
formed by applying the guessed transformation parameters to the sensed image
and determining the objective function on the obtained images. The registration
process continues by either guessing or obtaining new parameters and recalcu-
lating the objective function. This process is repeated until the desired objective
function value is reached. An optimization algorithm updates the transforma-
tion parameters until the similarity metric between two input images reaches
maximum. There are multiple optimization algorithms available in the litera-
ture. They include gradient descent, quasi-Newton, downhill simplex and sim-
ulated annealing. In addition, there are many bio-inspired heuristic algorithms,
such as genetic algorithm (GA) [10], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [11],
ABC [12] and bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA) [9]. Many hybrids of these
bio-inspired algorithms, such as PSO+GA, PSO+BFA, PSO+neural networks
(NN), GA+NN and ABC+NN have been developed to achieve faster conver-
gence and to minimize the computation time. They are popular in medical image
processing as well.

To best of author’s understanding, there is no comparative performance
analysis of modern bio-inspired algorithms applied to nonrigid image registra-
tion. Authors aim to bridge this gap by performing a comparative analysis of the
performances of two efficient bio-inspired algorithms, ABC and PSO in non rigid
medical image registration. It is hoped that it benefits researchers and doctors
in deciding the best suiting algorithm according to patients’ requirements. The
primary contribution of the paper are as follows:

– Medical image registration has been recaptured as a continuous optimization
problem.

– Bio-inspired algorithms, PSO and ABC, have been used as the tools to app-
roach non-rigid medical image registration.

– Results of PSO- and ABC-based medical image registration have been pre-
sented.

– A comparative investigation of these algorithm has been presented in terms
of accurateness and computing time for implementation of image registration.

– A trade off issue between the quality of registration and computing time has
been brought to fore which helps doctors in choosing an appropriate approach.

The remainder of this paper has been structured as follows: A survey of liter-
ature on medical image registration using bio-inspired techniques has been pre-
sented in Sect. 2. SI algorithms, PSO and ABC, have been introduced in Sect. 3.
Implementation of medical image registration and MATLAB-based numerical
simulations using PSO and ABC have been explained in Sect. 4. Simulation
results are presented and discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions and sugges-
tions for future extension of this research have been presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Image registration has been tackled using multiple approaches. A common
among them is the information theoretic approach MI which was proposed in
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[13]. It has been proved as the best deterministic method [8]. When two images
are properly aligned, their MI is maximum. The MI approach is robust against
noise and it generates sharper peaks at the more correct registration values than
other correlation metrics requirement in accurate registration [14]. MI has been
used as the similarity criteria for clinical image alignment [15].

Image registration is considered as an ill-posed optimization problem and
has been solved using various optimization methods, such as gradient descent,
conjugate gradient, quasi-Newton, Gauss-Newton, stochastic gradient descent,
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, graph-based methods, belief programming, lin-
ear programming and evolutionary methods [16]. Evolutionary computation and
other heuristic optimization approaches are more sturdy than the commonly
used gradient-based approaches, as they are not dependent on initial solution.
In addition, these approaches give specific plans to escape from local minima
or maxima. These approaches have been widely used in different kinds of opti-
mization tasks in image registration [17]. Image registration is a high dimensional
problem, computationally very intense, and involves a lot of local minima. Tradi-
tional optimization methods are likely to get trapped in local minima. Therefore,
researchers have proposed metaheuristic methods to achieve good results [18].
According to a comparative study of evolutionary algorithms for image registra-
tion by [16], the best performance has been delivered by a PSO implementation.
Multimodal image registration using PSO as optimization technique and NMI
as similarity metric has been implemented by [19]. He illustrates the substantial
potential of PSO in solving image registration. Also, PSO has proven itself as
an efficient optimization algorithm in several areas [20]. The ABC algorithm has
been used to solve various constrained, unconstrained, single and multiple objec-
tive optimization problems [12,21–23]. ABC’s performance has been proved to
be very efficient in other areas of research [21].

3 Bio-inspired Algorithms for Medical Image Registration

Nature, an affluent source of novel ideas and techniques, inspires scientists and
researchers to solve many problems. The fame of nature inspired algorithm has
been attributed to their efficiency, accurate results, simple and humble computa-
tion. Two biologically inspired algorithms, namely PSO and ABC, are explained
in the following subsections.

3.1 The PSO Algorithm

The PSO algorithm is population based [11]. The algorithm is inspired by the
social behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling. It consists of a swarm of
multiple n-dimensional candidate solutions called particles (n is the number of
optimal parameters to be determined). Particles explore the search space for
a global solution. Each particle has an initial position and moves towards the
global solution with some initial velocity. Each particle is evaluated through a
fitness formula. The fitness value of every particle becomes its personal best,
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and the minimum (or maximum) of all particles becomes the global best. All
particles try to move towards global best by changing their position and velocities
iteratively. This process is repeated till an acceptable global best is achieved or
for a determined number of iteration. The PSO algorithm has been used to solve
various optimization problems and has found to be efficient. It has been applied
in wireless sensor networks [20], image registration [24] and segmentation [25],
power systems [26] and antenna engineering [27].

3.2 The ABC Algorithm

The ABC algorithm is an optimization algorithm which draws inspiration from
the honey bees foraging behaviour [23,28,29]. The algorithm involves three dif-
ferent kinds of bees, namely onlooker bees, employed bees and scout bees. The
employed bees perform exploitation of food sources and load the nectar of the
source to the hive. The employed bees dance to communicate information about
the food source that is being exploited currently. The number of employed bees
is equal to the of number food sources. The onlooker bees look at the dance of
the employed bees and based on the dance, find out the amount of nectar in the
food source. The exploration of newer food source is by the scout bees. In the
process of exploitation, some food sources nectar might become empty, and the
bees which are employed and exploiting these food source become scout. The
algorithm considers each food source position as a solution to an optimization
problem, and the nectar amount as the fitness of the solution. The exploration
for the food is done by the scout bees and the exploitation by the employed
bees. ABC has been applied to solve multiple optimization problem and a sur-
vey on its applications in image, signal and video processing has been presented
in [18,21].

Medical image registration is treated as an optimization problem, and the
parameters of optimization are the transformation parameters namely, transla-
tion along x and y axes, rotation, and scaling along x and y axes. Thus, the
dimensionality of the problem equals five. These parameters are obtained using
PSO and ABC and the parameters thus obtained are checked for efficiency using
the objective function NMI using (2). Implementations of image registration
approached using PSO and ABC algorithms are described below.

4 Implementation and Numerical Simulation

4.1 Implementation

PSO-Based Image Registration. The PSO-based image registration algo-
rithm has been presented in Algorithm1.

4.2 Numerical Simulation

The algorithms presented in this paper have been verified using MATLAB
R2012a numeric simulations, on computer having an Intel CORE i5 processor.
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Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for the PSO algorithm
1: Initialize maximum allowable iterations rmax,target fitness function s to zero and

global best value G to maximum value.
2: Set the values of Vmin, Vmax, Xmin, Xmax where V denotes velocity and X denotes

position
3: for every particle j do
4: for every dimension d do
5: Randomly initialize Xjd such that: Xmin ≤ Xjd ≤ Xmax

6: Initialize the Personal best values P
7: Pjd = Xjd

8: Initialize vjd randomly: Vmin ≤ vjd ≤ Vmax

9: end for
10: Determine f(Xj) using (2)
11: if f(Xj) < f(G) then
12: for every dimension d do
13: Gd = Xjd

14: end for
15: end if
16: end for
17: loop i = 1
18: while (i ≤ rmax) AND (f(G) > s) do
19: for every particle j do
20: for every dimension d do
21: Calculate velocity Vjd(k)
22: i1 = c1r1jd(k)(Xpbestjd(k) − Xjd(k))
23: i2 = c2r2jd(k)(Xgbestjd(k) − Xjd(k))
24: Vjd(k) = wVjd(k − 1) + i1 + i2
25: Restrict Vjd to Vmin ≤ vjd ≤ Vmax

26: Determine position using Xjd(k)
27: Xjd(k) = Xjd(k) + Vjd(k)
28: Restrict Xjd to Xmin ≤ Xjd ≤ Xmax

29: end for
30: Determine f(Xj) using (2)
31: if f(Xj) < f(G) then
32: for each dimension d do
33: Gd = Xjd

34: end for
35: end if
36: end for
37: i = i + 1
38: end while
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Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for the ABC algorithm
1: Initialize food sources m, Dimensions dim, iterations imax, abandonment limit of

food source l
2: for i = 1 to m do
3: for j = 1 to dim do
4: Randomly initialize food source sji = sjmin + r(0, 1) × (sjmax − sjmin),
5: end for
6: Trial of each food source ti = 0
7: end for
8: k = 1
9: while k ≤ imax do

10: Compute f(si) using (2) //Employed bees phase of ABC algorithm
11: for i = 1 to m do
12: for j = 1 to dim do
13: Exploit novel food source zi = sij + φij(sij − skj)
14: end for
15: Compute n0vel food fitness value f(zi) using (2)
16: if f(zi) < f(si) then
17: si = zi, ti = 0 //Make the trial t of the new food source as zero
18: else
19: ti = ti + 1
20: end if
21: end for
22: Determine the probability for onlooker bees Pi = Fi

n∑

j=1

Fi

23: t = 0, i = 1 //Onlooker bees phase of ABC algorithm
24: repeat
25: r ∼ (0, 1)
26: if r < Pi then
27: t = t + 1
28: for j = 1 to D do
29: Exploit novel food source zi = sij + φij(sij − skj)
30: end for
31: if f(si) > f(zi) then
32: si = zi, ti = 0
33: else
34: ti = ti + 1
35: end if
36: end if
37: i = i + 1 mod(n + 1)
38: until t = n
39: for i = 1 to n do
40: if ti ≥ l then
41: si = sjmin + r(0, 1) × (sjmax − sjmin), ti = 0
42: end if
43: end for
44: k = k + 1
45: end while
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Numerical vales pertaining to case study 1 and 2 are presented in the following
subsections:

Case Study 1: PSO Algorithm Based Medical Image Registration. In
the study, parameters of PSO are initialized as follows. These are the standard
recommended parameters for the PSO algorithm.

– Dimensions d = 5
– Acceleration constants c1 = c2 = 2.0
– Inertia weight w=0.8

Case Study 2: ABC Based Medical Image Registration. In this case
study, ABC algorithm parameters are set as follows.

– Dimension d= 5
– Abandonment Limit = 0.6 × D × P
– Acceleration Coefficient Upper Bound a = 1

The reference image shown in Fig. 2(a) is an MRI image subjected to transfor-
mation using randomly generated parameters to obtain the sensed image shown
in Fig. 2(b). Bio-inspired algorithms, ABC and PSO, have been used to register
these two images to approximately calculate parameters of transformation and
the obtained transformation parameters has been applied to sensed image to
obtain the registered images. Registered images shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) have
been obtained using the transformation parameters derived using ABC and PSO,
respectively.

The study has been conducted with various population sizes (20, 30, 50, 100)
and different iteration values (500, 1000). 30 trial simulations have been done,
with randomly generated initial population. Mean of the results of 30 trials has
been calculated for inference. Since both algorithms are stochastic, the solutions
produced are not the same in all trials and therefore, the results of multiple trials
have been averaged.

5 Results and Discussion

The parameters for transformation namely Tx, Ty, θ, Sx and Sy were randomly
generated (referred to as the expected optimization parameters) and applied
to the reference image shown in Fig. 2(a) to obtain the sensed image shown
in Fig. 2(b). The proposed algorithms had to determine these transformation
parameters given both the reference and sensed image as inputs. The obtained
parameters of the proposeds were used to transform the sensed image to obtain
the registered image. It can be observed that the reference image of Fig. 2(a)
and the registered images obtained using PSO shown in Fig. 2(c) and obtained
using ABC Fig. 2(d) have aligned properly.
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(a) Reference image (b) Sensed image

(c) Registered using
ABC

(d) Registered using
PSO

Fig. 2. Image registration using ABC and PSO algorithms

The expected optimization parameters, the obtained optimization parame-
ters, the time taken for convergence and the best fitness obtained and the num-
ber of iterations taken for convergence for both ABC and PSO are shown in the
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The results of these tables are for 10 trials with
a population of 30. It can be observed from the Tables 1 and 2, the expected
optimization parameters are almost the same as the obtained optimization para-
meters and hence the fitness value is very close to zero, and also the time taken
for convergence is in terms of seconds, rather than hours which is generally the
case with traditional optimization problems.

The plot of best fitness values obtained versus iterations for population size
of 20 and maximum iteration value of 10000 are shown in the Figs. 3 and 4
for PSO and ABC, respectively. It can be observed that the best fitness value
reaches very close to zero, and also converges after 2000 iterations in both the
cases. This denotes both the algorithms yield good results for determination of
transformation parameters in image registration.

The mean results of 30 trial runs for varying population size of 20, 30, 50 and
100 and maximum iterations of 1000 for the PSO and the ABC algorithm are
given in the Table 1 and the mean results of 30 trial runs for varying population
size of 20, 30, 50 and 100 and maximum iterations of 500 for PSO and ABC
are given in the Table 2. These tables contain the mean best solution obtained,
standard deviation of the best solution, mean convergence time and the mean
iterations of convergence. From these two tables, it can be observed that the
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Fig. 4. NMI values obtained from 10000 iterations for ABC

obtained optimization transformation parameters are nearly the same as the
expected transformation parameters and also the standard deviation is very
close to 0 which denotes that the obtained optimization parameters using both
the proposed algorithm are yielding very good solutions close to the mean. The
standard deviation of the algorithms becomes better with the increase in the
population size.

Tables 1 and 2 has presented the statistical summary of 30 trials for different
population sizes for both the algorithms. These tables contain the mean best
solution obtained, standard deviation of the best solution, mean convergence
time and the mean iterations of convergence. It can be observed that as the
population size reaches 100, the efficiency of both the algorithms in terms of
convergence and accuracy has been increased.

It can be observed from both the Tables 1 and 2, that ABC requires more
computing time when compared to PSO to obtain the optimum results. But,
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Table 1. Simulation results depicting expected and obtained parameters using PSO
for 10 trial runs and population size of 30

Trial Time
(sec)

Iterations Fitness Expected parameters Parameters obtained by PSO

Tx Ty θ Sx Sy Tx Ty θ Sx Sy

1 390.66 500 0.019 4.559 0.261 0.521 0.522 1.12 4.561 0.261 0.521 0.512 1.23

2 375.25 500 0.558 0.983 9.895 7.855 1.333 0.665 0.597 10.125 7.742 1.343 0.765

3 177.64 240 0.006 8.91 7.49 0.34 1.63 2.06 8.91 7.49 0.31 2.06 1.53

4 413.17 500 0.505 2.529 7.847 5.722 1.95 0.885 2.631 7.526 5.610 1.85 0.985

5 382.89 500 0.544 1.828 2.162 0.419 1.76 0.652 1.726 2.366 0.747 1.576 0.752

6 352.19 500 0.349 8.267 4.180 0.918 0.321 1.23 8.230 4.099 0. 843 0.42 1.120

7 341.39 500 0.562 1.226 3.121 0.798 0.632 1.326 1.150 2.6182 0.593 0.732 1.216

8 344.78 500 0.056 6.347 9.452 9.607 0.032 0.065 6.347 9.452 9. 614 0.023 0.051

9 298.93 429 0.008 9.530 0.237 1.185 0.005 0.0465 9.531 0.2372 1. 184 0.006 0.065

10 336.47 500 0.361 8.153 6.718 6.848 0.36 0.51 8.147 6.848 6.848 0.236 0.451

Table 2. Simulation results depicting expected and obtained parameters using ABC
for 10 trial runs and population size of 30.

Trial Time
(sec)

Iterations Fitness Expected parameters Parameters obtained by ABC

Tx Ty θ Sx Sy Tx Ty θ Sx Sy

1 1053.4 500 0.010 16.378 4.228 3.611 1.522 0.12 16.371 4.288 3.661 1.532 0.143

2 71.70 32 0.007 2.80 2.23 5.47 0.25 1.12 2.80 2.23 5.47 0.26 1.31

3 1080.1 500 0.001 6.047 12.59 7.053 0.81 0.34 6.047 12.594 7. 052 0.82 0.35

4 650.72 305 0.004 14.766 3.744 0.893 0.76 0.64 14.766 3.744 0.893 0.72 0.621

5 559.33 264 0.009 16.18 4.208 4.634 0.343 0.98 16.18 4.21 4.64 0.435 0.91

6 749.62 350 0.009 3.668 8.040 10.75 0.522 1.12 3.668 8.040 10. 76 0.522 1.02

7 467.99 223 0.008 5.459 16.59 6.09 0.985 0.892 5.459 16.592 6. 094 0.887 0.781

8 1045.0 500 0.030 19.15 9.855 7.138 0.635 0.75 19.157 9.856 7. 137 0.623 0.656

9 474.775 226 0.008 6.073 13.07 10.39 0.567 0.65 6.072 13.071 10.39 0.522 0.52

10 1023.2 481 0.009 14.68 1.00 2.118 0.27 0.72 14.68 1.00 2.12 0.23 0.76

Table 3. Results of simulation for 1000 iterations and 30 trials

Algorithm ABC PSO

Population

size

20 30 50 100 20 30 50 100

Mean fitness 0.3119 0.1404 0.0140 8.105e− 05 0.425 0.3661 0.1040 0.0085

Std deviation

of fitness

0.0575 0.0193 0.0016 2.111e− 05 0.33 0.2436 0. 2088 0.0019

Mean

convergence

at iteration

1000 1000 1000 181 549 744 537.4 216

Mean

computing

time (in

second)

818 1.26e+03 2.03e+03 921.28 403 871 1. 26e+0.3 827.92

however in terms of accuracy of the result, the ABC has an upper hand over the
PSO. The results conclude in a bargain between accuracy and computing time.
Also, as population size increases, the accuracy of the ABC improves, but at the
cost of increased computing time (see Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 4. Results of simulation for 500 iterations and 30 trials

Algorithm ABC PSO

Population

size

20 30 50 100 20 30 50 100

Mean fitness 0.2113 0.2012 0.0603 2.63e− 05 0.3087 0.3966 0.135 0. 0097

Std deviation

of fitness

0.1007 0.0936 0.0231 3.61e− 05 0.2260 0.228 0. 183 0.0027

Mean

Convergence

at iteration

500 500 500 131.800 433.75 465 378 270

Mean

Computing

time (in

second)

875.45 925 2.18e+03 6.19e+03 329.25 335.9 748 1.02e+03

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The research reported in this paper has been inspired by the success of bio-
inspired, population based search algorithms to solve the medical image regis-
tration problem. The medical image registration problem has been treated as
n-dimensional continuous optimization problem. And the optimization parame-
ters are determined using two bio-inspired algorithms namely ABC and PSO
algorithm. A brief introduction to ABC and PSO algorithm has been provided.
A statistical analysis of the results obtained has been presented. The results
obtained using both the methods are compared.

The results show that both ABC and PSO can handle the image registration
successfully. However, there are some tradeoff issues. While ABC gives higher
quality results, it suffers from longer convergence time, whereas PSO results
are not as higher quality as ABC, but the convergence is fast. Also, with the
increase in population size, better fitness value is obtained but again at the cost
of computing time in both the cases. The computational complexity of ABC is
higher than PSO due to the greater emphasis on exploitation in the search space.

Medical image registration is a one-time exercise. Since medical image regis-
tration helps a doctor in decision making, higher quality of results is desirable.
Therefore, ABC algorithm is a better choice than PSO in situations in which
higher precision is needed. However, a dialectical choice between these two algo-
rithm depend on the availability of desired computational speed, computing
resources and accuracy.

This research can be extended further in multiple directions. Variants and
hybrids of the bio-inspired algorithms can be developed to achieve improved
quality of results and resource efficiency. These algorithms can also be applied
to solve three-dimensional medical image registration, deformable image regis-
tration and medical image fusion. Bio-inspired algorithms can also be used to
address several unresolved research issues in medical image processing.
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Abstract. This paper presents a rough kernelized fuzzy c-means cluster-
ing (RKFCM) based medical image segmentation algorithm. It is a com-
bination of rough set and kernelized FCM clustering (KFCM). KFCM
introduced new technique of clustering using kernel induced distance and
improved its robustness towards noise. However, it is failed to remove the
vagueness and uncertainty of the clustering technique. In this paper, we
use rough set with KFCM for removal of uncertainty by introduction of
higher and lower estimation of rough set theory. The objective function
derived from KFCM is merged with rough set to get better segmenta-
tion results. Experiments performed on numerous medical image data
sets and its resulting validity index values have proved this algorithm to
be more efficient in comparison to existing algorithms.

Keywords: Fuzzy c-means · Rough set · Image segmentation

1 Introduction

Medical imaging stands for pictorial representation of interior parts of the body
for clinical analysis. With the increasing use of medical images for diagnosis pur-
poses image segmentation algorithms have played a vital role for study of the
nature of anatomical structure. Image segmentation is subdividing an image into
various regions or segments. It is usually done so that the resulting image formed
is easier to analyze and its characteristics can be judged more meaningfully. The
process should be terminated once the area of interest in an image is achieved.
Initially, the segmentation algorithm that is used K-means algorithm [1]. How-
ever one of the widely used algorithms is FCM [2]. In 2008, Wang, Kong and
Lu proposed MRI brain image segmentation using modified FCM algorithm [3].
In 2005, Pal and Pal proposed a possibilistic FCM algorithm [4]. The removal
of incompleteness and vagueness in the clustering technique was introduced by
Lingras and Peters [5]. In 2007, Majhi and pal proposed a rough set based FCM
algorithm (RFPCM) [6,7]. Still both FCM and RFCM gives poor performance
in noisy environment. In 2003, Zhang and Chen proposed Kernel-based fuzzy
and PCM algorithm [9]. The concept of distance in FCM is substituted by
kernel function. Several other kernel based algorithms have been proposed
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 466–474, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 36
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[8,10,11]. In 2011, Kaur Soni and Gosain proposed a kernel based intuition-
istic FCM algorithm (KiFCM) [12]. Our paper proposes an algorithm where we
modeled the membership function knowledge of kernel based FCM and clus-
tering technique knowledge of rough set theory which both serves the purpose
of robustness towards noise and helps in overcoming the problem of vagueness
among patterns in between the higher and lower estimation.

2 The FCM Algorithm

In the FCM clustering, a set of randomly generated clusters partition a set
of N data set {p1, p2, .., pN} by assigning each data set to a particular cluster
and calculate membership grades of each data points. The algorithm targets to
minimize the function:

M =
c∑

k=1

N∑

α=1

τm
kα ∗ ||pα − ρk||2 (1)

The m (m > 1) controls the fuzziness and τkα is the membership value of the
kth cluster and αth data value ρk is the kth centroid. Easily derive the membership
value and new cluster centre formula by differentiating the objective function both
with respect to τkα and ρk given as follows:- dM

dτkα
= 0 and dM

dρk
= 0. This gives:-

τkα =
1

∑c
j=1

||pα−ρk||
2

m−1

||pα−ρj ||
2

m−1

(2)

ρk =

∑
pα∈ρk

pα ∗ τm
kα∑N

α=1 τm
kα

(3)

3 Kernelized FCM Clustering

The main drawback of FCM is its sensitivity to noisy environment. This issue
is resolved by KFCM with the introduction of the Kernel trick. The idea of the
kernel based method is that a set of input data {p1, p2, ..., pN} ⊆ P is mapped to
a feature space with a high dimension G. The basic mapping procedure is given
by γ : P → G(p → γ(p)). The KFCM objective function is:

M =
c∑

k=1

N∑

α=1

τm
kα � ||γ(pα) − γ(ρk)||2 (4)

From the kernel concept we get the equation:

||γ(pα) − γ(ρk)||2 = (γ(pα) − γ(ρk))T (γ(pα) − γ(ρk)) (5)

= γ(pα)T γ(pα) + γ(ρk)T γ(ρk) − γ(pα)T γ(ρk) − γ(ρk)T γ(pα) (6)
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= κ(pα, pα) + κ(ρk, ρk) − 2κ(pα, ρk) (7)

Obviously κ(x, x) = 1 Hence Eqs. 4 and 5 is reduced to

M = 2 ∗
c∑

k=1

N∑

α=1

τm
kα ∗ (1 − k(pα, ρk)) (8)

After the first derivative of M with respect to τkα and ρk and zeroing them we
get:-

τkα =
(1 − κ(pα, ρk))− 1

m−1

∑k
j=1(1 − κ(pα, ρj))− 1

m−1
(9)

ρk =
∑N

α=1 τm
kα ∗ (κ(pα, ρk)) ∗ pα∑N

α=1 τm
kα ∗ (κ(pα, ρk))

(10)

κ(p1, q1) = exp(
−||p1 − q1||2

ε2
) (11)

4 Rough Fuzzy C-Means Clustering

Rough set theory deals with the classification of incomplete information and
knowledge. The fundamental concepts behind rough set is the estimation of lower
and higher spaces of a set. The rough set algorithm proposes to assign data value
to upper and lower approximation of a set [6]. In RFCM, we use rough set theory
with FCM by integrating the higher and lower estimation of rough set with the
membership function. Thus RFCM deals with the insufficient factor in class
definition and efficiently handles overlapping partitions. The RFCM algorithm
is given below:

4.1 Algorithm

Data set: P = {p1, p2, ..pN}
Randomly generated cluster: ρk, for k = 1 to c
for α = 1.....N do

Calculate dmin = min1≤j≤kd(pα, ρj)
for i = 1.....c do

S = d(pα,ρj)
d(pα,ρi)

,∀i �= j

if S ≤ threshold then
S = 1

end if
end for
if S = 0 then

pα ∈ U(ρi) and pα ∈ U(ρi)
else

pα ∈ U(ρi) and pα ∈ U(ρj)
end if
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end for
calculate new cluster:
if U(ρi) �= 0 and (U(ρi) − U(ρi) = 0) then

ρi =
∑

pα∈U(ρi)
pα

U(ρi)

else
if U(ρi) = 0 and (U(ρi) − U(ρi)) �= 0 then

ρi =
∑

pα∈(U(ρi)−U(ρi))
pα

|(U(ρi)−U(ρi))|
else

ρi =
∑

pα∈U(ρi)
pα

U(ρi)
*wlow+

∑
pα∈(U(ρi)−U(ρi))

pα

|(U(ρi)−U(ρi))| ∗ whigh, where {0 ≤ wlow ≤
0.5 and whigh = 1 − wlow}

end if
end if

5 Proposed Method

In the proposed method we first randomly generate c clusters. Initially each
data set is assigned to a particular cluster. For each data set, find the maximum
membership value corresponding to c clusters. Then the maximum membership
value is divided by other membership values corresponding to (c-1) clusters.
If the result is less than the threshold value then the execution is immediately
stopped. If the result is not equal to zero the data belongs to higher estimation of
both the clusters else the data set belongs to the higher and lower estimation of
the cluster for which the membership value is maximum. Once all data set values
are assigned to particular clusters we calculate new cluster values. The method
is iterative and will continue until the entire cluster values do not change. The
results are effective and the clustering is more robust to noise. The membership
value and the new cluster values will be calculated as according to that of kernel.
We incorporate Gaussian radial basis function given by Eq. (10). The upper and
lower bounds ensure removal of uncertainty of belongingness of data set values
to only one cluster or more than one cluster. Hence the algorithm is more precise
and definite. Here, m measures fuzziness of the classification. Hence the algorithm
is more precise and definite.

5.1 Algorithm

for α = 1, .., N do
calculate max1≤j≤c(τjα) = A
pos1 = j
for f = 1.....c do

S = A
τjα

,∀f �= pos1
if S ≤ threshold then

S = 1
pos2 = f

end if
end for
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if S = 0 then
pα ∈ U(ρpos1) and pα ∈ U(ρpos1)

else
pα ∈ U(ρpos1) and pα ∈ U(ρpos2)

end if
end for
Centroid calculation:
for k = 1, .., c do
if U(ρk) �= 0 and (U(ρk) − U(ρk) = 0) then

ρk =
∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗pα∗κ(pα,ρk)∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗κ(pα,ρk)

,∀pα ∈ U(ρk)
else
if U(ρi) = 0 and (U(ρi) − U(ρi)) �= 0 then

ρk =
∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗pα∗κ(pα,ρk)∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗κ(pα,ρk)

,∀pα ∈ (U(ρk) − U(ρk))
else

ρk = wloρ1 + wupρ2, where {0 ≤ wlo ≤ 0.5 and wup = 1 − wlo}
ρ1 =

∑N
α=1 τm

kα∗pα∗κ(pα,ρk)∑N
α=1 τm

kα∗κ(pα,ρk)
,∀pα ∈ (U(ρk) − U(ρk))

ρ2 =
∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗pα∗κ(pα,ρk)∑N

α=1 τm
kα∗κ(pα,ρk)

,∀pα ∈ U(ρk)
end if

end if

and τkα = (1−κ(pα,ρk))
− 1

m−1

∑c
j=1(1−κ(pα,ρj))

− 1
m−1

end for

6 Experimental Results

Performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with existing methods
K-means, FCM, RFCM, KFCM, KiFCM. The weighted T1 and T2 MR scan
images have been used from the IXI-dataset [13] to check the effectiveness of the
proposed method. For experiment purpose, we apply this proposed algorithm on
more than 100 images. Efficiency of this proposed method measure using validity
index [14] of the segmented images, calculated by Eq. (12).The segmented out-
put (using the above five different method and proposed algorithm) are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 for Gaussian noise and mixed noise T2-type medical images.
Segmented images for normal medical images is shown in Fig. 3. From the above
results analysis, the proposed method gives improved results than the K-means,
FCM RFCM, KFCM, KiFCM and it constantly locate a result within the opti-
mal range of cluster. In this experiment, we consider m = 2, threshold = 0.4,
c = 2 for noisy medical images and c = 5 for normal medical images. Also, we
compare validity index of these segmentation methods which is shown in Fig. 4,
and it gives the better results than K-means, FCM RFCM, KFCM, KiFCM
methods. The cluster validity index is measured by the given equation:

CV = g ∗ intra

inter
(12)
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(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q) (r) (s)

Fig. 1. Comparison of segmented images using K-means (n), FCM (o), RFCM (p),
KFCM (q), KiFCM (r) and proposed methods (RKFCM) (s). The original Gaussian
noisy image (m).

(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q) (r) (s)

Fig. 2. Comparison of segmented images using K-means (n), FCM (o), RFCM (p),
KFCM (q), KiFCM (r) and proposed methods (RKFCM) (s). The original mixed noisy
image (m).
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(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q) (r) (s)

(m1) (n1) (o1) (p1)

(q1) (r1) (s1)

(m2) (n2) (o2) (p2)

(q2) (r2) (s2)

Fig. 3. Comparison of segmented images using K-means (n, n1 and n2), FCM (o, o1
and o2), RFCM (p, p1 and p2), KFCM (q, q1 and q2), KiFCM (r, r1 and r2) and
proposed methods (RKFCM) (s, s1 and s2). (m), (m1) and (m2) are normal brain
images.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of validity index using K-means, FCM, RFCM, KFCM, KiFCM
and proposed methods (RKFCM).

intra =
1
X

c∑

k=1

∑

p∈ρk

||p − ρk||2 (13)

inter = min(||ρl − ρk||2) (14)

Here, l = 1 to c, k = 1 to c, and l �= k and

g = b ∗ M(2, 1) + 1 (15)

Here, b is a value given explicitly by the user and M(2, 1) represents Gaussian
Distribution with standard deviation of 1, mean 2.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a combination of rough set and kernelized FCM based medical
image segmentation is proposed for the segmented of medical images that are
corrupted with various noise and normal brain images. This proposed method
gives better results especially for a noisy image than other existing image seg-
mentation methods.
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Abstract. Partitioning data points into several homogeneous sets is
known as clustering. This paper proposes a hybrid clustering algorithm
based on Different Length Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algo-
rithm and is applied to a study of Indian stock market volatility. The
heterogeneous data items of stock market are fuzzified to homogeneous
data items for efficient clustering. Each data item has 7 attributes. Three
evaluation criteria are used for computing the fitness of particles of the
clustering algorithm. Different length particles are encoded in the PSO
to minimize the user interaction with the program hence also the run-
ning time. The single point crossover operator of Genetic Algorithm is
used here for differencing between two particles. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is demonstrated by clustering stock market data of
size 2014 × 7. The results are compared with some well known existing
algorithms.

Keywords: Crisp clustering · Euclidean distance · Fuzzification ·
Implied volatility · Mean Square Error · Quantization error · Different
length particle swarm optimization · Single point cross over · Historic
volatility

1 Introduction

Clustering is a process of making groups of set of samples or data points so that
they become similar within each group. The groups are called clusters [5]. The
applications of clustering are in varied fields of pattern recognition, such as image
processing, object recognition, data mining, patterns in financial sector variables,
etc. The algorithms always try to minimize or maximize certain objective or
fitness functions.

A popular partitioning clustering algorithm is K-means [20]. The algorithm
clusters the data based on Euclidean distance as similarity/dissimilarity measure.
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
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The algorithm can cluster large data set and it is easy to implement. In any fixed
length clustering algorithm, like K-means algorithm, clustering is obtained by
iteratively minimizing a fitness function that is dependent on the distance of the
data points to the cluster centers. However, the K-means algorithm, like most of
the existing clustering algorithms, assume a priori knowledge of the number of
clusters, K, while in many practical situations, this information cannot be deter-
mined in advance. It is also sensitive to the selection of the initial cluster centers
and may converge to the local optima. Finding an optimal number of clusters is
usually a challenging task and several researchers have used various combinato-
rial optimization methods to solve the problem. Some other fixed length image
clustering algorithms [11,12,18,21] are present in the literature.

Various approaches [8–10,17,19] toward the image clustering based on vari-
able length chromosome genetic algorithm and variable length particle swarm
optimization have also been proposed in the recent years for clustering. Some
cluster validity indices [15,16] have also been proposed for fuzzy and crisp clus-
tering.

In a recent contribution, Datta Chaudhuri and Ghosh [1] addressed the issue
of predicting stock market volatility in a clustering framework. The essence of
the paper was that if time series data on market volatility can be shown to fall
in certain specific clusters, then the data points are in some sense homogenous,
and hence can be used for prediction. If the number of clusters is small, then
prediction using this data makes sense. If, on the other hand, the number of
clusters is large, then the time series data is truly random, and hence prediction
would be inefficient. It was emphasized in the paper that the method clustering
provided a way of understanding the nature of the data and should be undertaken
before executing any prediction exercise.

For predicting future values of a variable, either lagged values of the same
variable can be used, or a set of predictors need to be identified. The other
purpose of the above mentioned paper was to identify an efficient set of predictors
of stock market volatility using the clustering method. It was postulated that
if a set of predictors, along with the variable to be predicted, falls in specific
clusters, and if efficiency of clustering rises with the inclusion of predictors, then
these set of predictors will give efficient prediction, within the cluster. Thus the
paper mapped predictors against clusters to find the optimal mix.

The dependent variable in the paper was historic volatility of market returns
in India defined by volatility of NIFTY returns, and the predictors were India
VIX (implied volatility measure), CBOE VIX, volatility of gold returns, volatil-
ity of crude oil returns, volatility of DJIA returns, volatility of DAX returns,
volatility of Hang Seng returns and volatility of Nikkei returns. The variables
reflect both historic volatility and expected volatility at home and abroad and
also other sources of volatility. The study on predicting volatility is important as

1. It helps in intra-day trading.
2. Is the basis of neutral trading in the options market.
3. Affects portfolio rebalancing by fund managers.
4. Helps in hedging.
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5. Affects capital budgeting decisions through timing of raising equity from the
market and its pricing and also.

6. Affects policy decisions relating to the financial market.

In this paper, a new approach termed as hybrid PSO-Fuzzy based algo-
rithm is proposed for clustering Indian stock market data on seven attributes
namely volatility of NIFTY returns (HISTORIC VOLATILITY), India VIX,
CBOE VIX, volatility of crude oil returns (CRUDEV), volatility of DJIA returns
(DJIARV), volatility of DAX returns (DAXV), volatility of Hang Seng returns
(HANGSENGV). The time series data on the variables is from 04/03/2008 to
26/05/2016 and the data set is of size 2014 × 7.

In Particle Swarm Optimization [3,7], the solution parameters are encoded in
the form of strings called particles. A collection of such strings is called a swarm.
Initially a random population of swarm is created, which represents random
different points in the search space. An objective or fitness is associated with
each string that represents the degree of goodness of the solution encoded in the
particles. In the proposed algorithm, a swarm of particles of different lengths,
automatically determines the number of clusters and simultaneously clusters the
data set with minimal user interference. Similarity/dissimilarity between each
pair of data is measured by using intra cluster distance, inter cluster distance
and an error minimizer function. Euclidean distance function is used as distance
function between two data points. The algorithm terminates when the (gBest)
converges to optimal solution or it meets a finite number of iterations. Since
the actual number of clusters is unknown, the string of different particles in
the same swarm population are allowed to contain different number of clusters.
As a consequence, the different particles have different lengths having different
number of cluster centers. Since all these values are different in size and types we
have fuzzified these values to homogeneous set of values. These fuzzyfied values
are given for clustering using different length particle swarm optimization. As
particles are of different length, we have incorporated the single point cross
over technique of Genetic Algorithm (GA) [2,6] for making a binary operation
between two parent particles to generate a child particle.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The standard PSO algorithm is
described in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the proposed hybrid model of clustering
of stock market data. Experimental results and discussions are provided in Sect. 4
and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimiza-
tion technique modeled on the social behavior of bird flocks [7]. It maintains a
population of particles, where each particle represents a potential solution of the
optimization problem. Each particle is assigned a velocity. The particles then
flow through the problem space. The aim of PSO is to find the particle posi-
tion that results the best fitness value. A fitness function is associated with a
given optimization problem, which gives a fitness value for each particle. Each
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particle keeps track of the following information in the problem space: xi, the
current position of the particle; vi, the current velocity of the particle; and yi,
the personal best position of the particle which is the best position that it has
achieved so far. This position yields the best fitness value for that particle. The
fitness value of this position is called pBest. There is another parameter in PSO,
called global best (gBest). (gBest) is the best particle determined from the entire
swarm. The PSO changes the velocity and position of each particle at each time
step so that it moves toward its personal best and global best locations, using (1)
and (2) respectively. The process is repeated for maximum iterations or sufficient
good fitness value.

vp(i+1) = h(i)∗vp(i)+Ψp ∗rp ∗ (xpB(i)−xp(i))+Ψg ∗rg ∗ ((xgB(i)−xp(i)) (1)

xp(i + 1) = xp(i) + vp(i + 1) (2)

In Eqs. 1 and 2, Ψp and Ψg are the positive learning factors (or acceleration
constants). rp and rg are random numbers in [0, 1]. i is the generation number
in [1, IMAX ]. IMAX is the maximum number of iterations. h(i) ∈ [0, 1] is the
inertia factor. fpB(i) and fgB(i) are the fitness values known as (pBest) value
and (gBest) at ith generation, respectively. xpB(i) and xgB(i) are respectively
the personal and global best positions of pth particle at ith generation.

3 Proposed Hybrid PSO-Fuzzy Based Clustering
Algorithm

3.1 Fuzzyfication

The 7 attributes of each day stock market data are fuzzyfied using (3) to make
a homogeneous data set for efficient clustering. Here x is the value which is
fuzzyfied, min and max are the minimum and maximum values in vector A. The
fuzzyfication technique here is used for simplification of the data set and done
one time only as the preprocessing method.

A = {(x, μA(x)) : x ∈ A,μA(x) ∈ [0, 1]} (3)

where
μA(x) =

x − min

max − min
(4)

3.2 Different Length PSO (DPSO) Based Clustering

In this paper, a hybrid PSO-Fuzzy based clustering algorithm has been proposed
for clustering stock market data. In this algorithm, after fuzzyfication of data
set, a hybrid PSO based clustering algorithm is done. The algorithm of different
length particles automatically determines the number of clusters and simultane-
ously clusters the data set with minimal user interference. It starts with random
partitions of the data set, encoded in each particle of the swarm.
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The fitness function proposed by Omran and Salman [12,14,18] has been
used in the proposed clustering. The proposed fitness function defined in (9),
contains three evaluation criteria such as intra cluster distance measure, inter
cluster distance and the quantization error minimization function. These criteria
are defined respectively in (6), (7) and (8). We consider the same weight of all
these three criteria to the fitness of the corresponding particle. The Euclidean
distance function [12], given in (5), is used to compute the distance between two
data points, which is used for computing intra cluster distance measure, inter
cluster distance and the quantization error. The proposed Euclidean distance
function between the i-th data and j-th data in the stock market is computed
using (5), where the values of i and j lie between 1 and 7.

d(x) =
√

Σi,j(xi − xj)2 (5)

Let Z = (z1, z2, z3, ..., zNp
) be the fuzzified data for the time period. The

DPSO maintains a swarm of particles, where each particle represents a potential
solution to the clustering problem and each particle encodes partition of the stock
market data Z. DPSO tries to find the number of clusters, Nc. The proposed
clustering method has various parameters:

Np: Number of data points to be clustered.
Nc: Number of clusters.
zp: p-th data vector of the data.
mj : Mean or center of cluster j.
Cj : Set of data points in cluster j.
|Cj |: Number of data points in cluster j.

Each particle can be represented by {mi1, ..., mij , ..., miNc
}, where mij refers

to the j-th cluster center vector of the i-th particle. In this algorithm, particles
have different lengths since the number of clusters is unknown. The particles are
initialized with random number of cluster centers in the range [Kmin, Kmax],
where Kmin is usually 2 and Kmax describes the maximum particle length, which
represents the maximum possible number of clusters. Kmax depends on the size
and type of data set. The proposed algorithm for stock market data clustering
using different length particle swarm optimization is presented in Algorithm1.

The intra-cluster distances of all the clusters are measured and the maximum
one among all the clusters is selected in dmax which is defined in (6), where Z
is a partition matrix representing the assignment of data points to clusters of
particle i. A smaller value of dmax means that the clusters are more compact.

dmax(Z, xi) = max
j=1 to Nc

{
∑

∀zp∈Cij

d(zp,mij)/ |Cij |} (6)

Inter-cluster separation distances for all clusters are measured and the mini-
mum distance between any two clusters is calculated using (7). A large value of
dmin means that the clusters are well separated.
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Algorithm 1. DPSO Algorithm
Input: 2014 × 7 Stock market data
Output: Partition Matrix
1: begin
2: Initialize the maximum number of cluster centers Kmax and all the constant para-

meters
3: Initialize each particle with K randomly selected cluster centers
4: Initialize each particle xi with the pBesti and also the (gBest)
5: while gen < Imax do � Imax is the maximum number iterations
6: for i=1 to NOP do � Number of particles
7: for x=1 to rows do � Number of rows of the data set
8: Let x be the data point in the pth day
9: Find Euclidean distance between pth data point and all centers of ith particle

10: Assign pth data point to jth center of ith particle
11: end for
12: Compute Intra cluster distance of ith particle using (6)
13: Compute Inter cluster distance of ith particle using (7)
14: Compute Quantization error of ith particle using (8)
15: Compute the fitness value of ith particle using (9), which uses (6), (7) and (8)
16: Update (pBest) position xpB(i) and (pBest) value fpB(i) of ith particle
17: end for
18: Update (gBest) from all the particles in the swarm
19: for i=1 to NOP do
20: if lop(gBest) = lop(particlei) then
21: Compute velocity and then update position of particle i using (1) and (2).
22: else
23: Do Single point crossover (algorithm 2) to find the updated position of

particle i
24: end if
25: end for
26: Update inertia weight
27: end while
28: end

dmin(xi) = min
∀j1,j2,j1 �=j2

{d(mij1 ,mij2)} (7)

The quantization error function [4,12] is proposed in the clustering of stock
market data points which calculates the average distance of the data points of
a cluster to its cluster centers, followed by the average distances of all clusters
and hence calculates new average. The problem of Esmin et al. [4] is that any
cluster with one data point would affect the final result with another cluster
containing many data points. Suppose for ith particle in a cluster which has
only data point and very close to the center and there is another cluster that
has many data points which are not so close to the center. The problem has
been resolved by assigning less weight to the cluster containing only one data
point than with cluster having many data points. The weighted quantization
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error function is given in (8), where N0 is the total number of data vectors to
be clustered. The fitness function is constructed by intra-cluster distance dmax,
inter-cluster distance dmin, along with the quantization error Qe function. The
fitness function used to minimize f(xi, Z) [21] is given in (9). Here zmax is a
big value assumed. In the optimization function, equal weights are assigned to
the three distance functions. The fitness function is given in the optimization
technique and which minimizes the value of f in each generation to make the
stock market data well clustered.

Qe = {
∑

∀j=1 to Nc

[(
∑

∀zp∈cij

d(zp,mij)/ |Cij |.(N0/ |Cij |)]} (8)

f(xi, Z) = dmax(z, xi) + (zmax − dmin(xi)) + Qe (9)

The single point cross over technique is given in Algorithm2. The reason
behind using the single point cross over technique of genetic algorithm is that
the particles are of different length. If two particles are of same length, then
they can be used for a binary operation to generate a child particle. Since we are
dealing with different length particles, it becomes difficult to subtract between
them to find the child particle. If gBest particle and the particle i have same
length then they can be subtracted easily to find the velocity for particle i. In
case of different lengths of the gBest particle and particle i we have incorporated
the Single Point Cross over technique of Genetic Algorithm for computing the
updated position of particle i.

Algorithm 2. Single point Cross over technique
1: begin
2: Let p1 and p2 represents the gBest and current particles respectively
3: Say, pt1 and pt2 are generated randomly in ranges [2,lop(p1)-1] and [2,lop(p2)-1],

respectively � lop(p1) is Length of p1 particle
4: Current particle gets updated position as p2=[p1(1:pt1),p2(pt2:end)]
5: Delete repetition of any cluster center in p2, if any
6: Change lop(p2) of current particle

4 Results and Comparisons

The proposed algorithm is applied to 2014 × 7 stock market data set. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is measured by three evaluation metrics
namely intra cluster distance, inter cluster distance and quantization error. The
performance of the algorithm is compared with five existing algorithms, viz,
K-means, Man et al. [21], FPSO [12], DPSO [13] and VPSO [18] algorithms. For
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comparison purpose, the following parameter values are used for the algorithms:

– Data set resolution = 2014 × 7
– Number of particles (NOP) = 20
– Maximum number of clusters = 25
– maximum number of iterations = 200

Number of iterations for Man et al., FPSO, DPSO, VPSO and the proposed
hybrid model are set to 200. For K-means, the number of iterations will be 200
× number of particles, because in each iteration the fitness of 20 particles are
computed in PSO based clustering algorithms. The inertia factor is set to 1 ini-
tially and decreased linearly with the number of iterations. Both the acceleration
constants are set to 2. For FPSO, DPSO, VPSO and proposed hybrid algorithm,
minimum (Kmin) and maximum (Kmax) number of clusters are set to 2 and 25
respectively. For K-means algorithm, only Mean Square Error (MSE) is used as
fitness function. For Man et al., FPSO, DPSO, VPSO and proposed algorithm,
the same fitness function is used for evaluation which is given in (9).

Table 1 shows the intra cluster distance dmax, inter cluster distance dmin,
weighted quantization error Qe and fitness value by the existing and proposed
algorithms. The intra cluster distance and quantization error values are mini-
mized in each generation by the proposed algorithm whereas the inter cluster
distance is maximized. The fitness value is also minimized as a whole. For K-
means algorithm, we observe that all the three performance metrics like intra
cluster distance, inter cluster distance, weighted quantization error are very poor
compared to all other algorithms. Man et al. performs much better than the K-
Means algorithm in terms of all performance metrics, whereas FPSO and DPSO
obtain similar results.

The VPSO performs much better than the other earlier algorithms. Proposed
hybrid model of PSO and GA is best with respect to all those metrics. It obtains
a significant less quantization error value compared all other algorithms in the
table. The last column of the table shows the fitness values of all the algorithms.
We can see from the table that the proposed hybrid algorithm outperforms all
the other algorithms in all respects.

Table 1. Clustering results using Intra distance (dmax), quantization error (Qe), inter
distance (dmin) and fitness value.

Algorithm dmax Qe dmin Fitness value

(1.) K-Means 0.9678 0.4531 0.0471 1.4680

(2.) Man et al. 0.8793 0.1202 0.1892 1.1887

(3.) FPSO 0.8102 0.0955 0.2167 1.1224

(4.) DPSO 0.7201 0.0676 0.2822 1.0699

(5.) VPSO 0.4954 0.0207 0.5043 1.0204

(6.) Proposed 0.1998 0.0036 0.7093 0.9127
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Table 2. Partition matrix/tabulation of cluster center, counts and percentages of the
data points

Cluster center Count Percent

1 31 15.93%

2 449 22.31%

3 51 2.53%

4 54 2.68%

5 126 6.26%

6 343 17.04%

7 63 3.13%

8 103 5.12%

9 75 3.73%

10 83 4.12%

11 57 2.63%

12 12 0.60%

13 566 28.12%

Fig. 1. gBest values in 100 and 200 generations
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Fig. 2. NoC values in 100 and 200 generations

Fig. 3. Bar diagram showing cluster centers in time period during 04/03/2008 to
26/05/2016
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The proposed hybrid PSO-fuzzy based algorithm for clustering of stock mar-
ket data has been executed for 100 and 200 number of generations. In Fig. 1, we
have shown the gBest values when the algorithm iterates for 100 and 200 num-
ber of generations. We can see from these figures that the proposed algorithm
minimizes the global best fitness values in successive iterations. The gBest values
are scaled in above 10 in these figures. In Fig. 2, we have shown the number of
cluster centers which are obtained by the algorithm after executing it 100 and
200 number of generations.

The results shown in Fig. 1 are obtained after executing the algorithm for 200
number of generations. We can notice the fact that after iterating the proposed
algorithm for 100 and 200 number of generations, it converges to and produces
similar kind of results. The gBest values are marginally different in those two
cases. So we can conclude that after iterating for 100 generations it produces a
result which can outperform the other algorithms.

The results of the PSO algorithm provide us with the following insights:

1. Table 2 indicates the total number of fuzzified variable in each cluster, and
also that the entire data set is captured in 13 clusters. Five clusters namely,
second, fifth, sixth, eighth and thirteen contains 73.73 % of observations. That
is, the seven attributes per day tend to be together most of the times, and
hence can be used as predictors of historic volatility.

2. Since there are a few clusters with large number of members, prediction is
possible, and the data is not truly random.

3. It is interesting to observe from Fig. 3, that large values of the fuzzified vari-
able are followed by periods of low values of the variable up possibilities of
volality trading.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a hybrid technique for clustering Indian stock market
volatility. The algorithm is based on variable length Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion with fuzzified data set. The Single Point crossover operator of Genetic Algo-
rithm is incorporated in the PSO based clustering algorithm for measuring the
distance between a pair of particles of different length. This algorithm uses a fit-
ness function which has three evaluation criteria such as intra cluster distance,
quantization error and inter cluster distance. The results show that the proposed
hybrid architecture performs better than five other algorithms in the literature,
viz. K-Means algorithm, Man et al., FPSO, DPSO and VPSO algorithms. The
algorithm can minimize the user intervention during the program run as it can
find the number of cluster centers automatically in a specified range.

In future, cluster validity indices will be used in the fitness function of the
algorithm and attempts will be made to use Multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm (MOEA) to get a set of optimal solutions where the three criteria used in
proposed algorithm will be used as objective functions.
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Abstract. Intrusion Detection (ID) is one of the most challenging problems in
today’s era of computer security. New innovative ideas are used by the hackers
to break the security, hence the challenge for developing better ID systems are
increasing day-by-day. In this paper, we applied the Artificial Immune System
(AIS) based classifiers for intrusion detection. Each classifier is evaluated based
on high accuracy and detection rate with low false alarm rate. The results are
compared using percentage split (80%) and cross validation (10 fold) test
options basing on two nominal target attributes i.e. type of attacks and protocol
types having 5 and 3 sub-classes respectively. The experimental results indicate
that the performance of CSCA (clonal selection classification algorithm) is better
AIS based classifier for network based Intrusion Detection.

Keywords: AIS � AIRS1 � AIRS2 � AIRS2Parallel � CLONALG � CSCA �
Immunos1 � Immunos2 � Immunos99 � Intrusion detection � Intrusion detection
system � NSL-KDD � KDD � False alarm rate � Detection rate

1 Introduction

The most essential and important challenges with computer security are determining
the difference between normal and malicious activity. An intrusion can be defined as
“any set of actions that attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or avail-
ability of a resource”.

Data mining is the process of using datasets of inventing patterns in datasets
involving certain methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning,
statistics and database systems [9]. In this paper, a brief study of intrusion detection is
made on the clean KDDcup 99 dataset (NSL-KDD) [1] and the Artificial Immune
System based classifiers are used for the evaluation on the NSL-KDD dataset. The
NSL-KDD dataset is evaluated using AIRS1, AIRS2, AIRS2Parallel, CLONALG,
CSCA, Immunos1, Immunos2 and Immunos99 algorithms and from the performance
and experiment comparisons were made upon each classifiers. Two test options
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(percentage split and cross validation) are used for the evaluation basing on two class
attributes (types of attacks and protocol types) having 5 and 3 sub classes respectively.

There are several intrusion detection based approaches which were employed using
KDD Cup 99 dataset. In [1], the authors statistically evaluated the entire KDD Cup 99
data set. The analysis showed that there are two important issues in the data set which
highly affects the performance of evaluated systems, and results in a very poor eval-
uation of anomaly detection approaches. To solve these issues, they have proposed a
new data set, NSL-KDD [8], which consists of selected records of the complete KDD
data set. In [2], the authors analyzed the classifier problem of network intrusion
detection by applying anomaly based approach has been taken into consideration. To
classify the problem dataset, clonal selection classification algorithm, which is worked
on the basis of negative selection through artificial immune system, has been applied.
The classifier has been evaluated on the basis of various performance measures like
precision, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The proposed algorithm has been tested
on KDD CUP’99. In [3], authors considered intrusion detection process by using the
supremacy of data mining in its effective use of information. They found that this is a
method that can automatically generate accurate and applicable intrusion patterns from
enormous scrutiny data, which makes intrusion detecting system compatible to any
computer environment.

2 Intrusion Detection

Intrusion detection is a problem related with the field of computer security where in the
computer systems are guarded against malicious activities and attacks. An IDS gathers
and analyses information from various areas within a computer or a network to identify
possible security breaches, which include both intrusions (attacks from outside the
organisation) and misuse (attacks from within the organization) [15]. An Intrusion
Prevention System (IPS) is also known as Intrusion Detection and Prevention System
(IDPS). It is mainly considered as a software application that monitors a network or
system for mischievous activity or policy ignorance and damage [11]. The function of
IDS is mainly to recognise malicious activity, log information about the activity,
account it and shot to stop it. IDS can be broadly classified into four different types,
they are: Network-based intrusion detection system (NIPS), Wireless Intrusion
Prevention Systems (WIPS), Network Behavior Analysis (NBA), Host-based Intrusion
Prevention System (HIPS).

3 Artificial Immune System (AIS)

AIS is a complex system with the facility of self-adapting, self-learning,
self-organizing, parallel processing and distributed coordinating. It also has the basic
function to distinguish self and non-self. Some of the basic AIS models are: Negative
selection algorithm [5, 12], Artificial immune network [14], Clonal selection algorithm
[6, 7, 10] and Danger theory inspired algorithms [4].
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4 KDD CUP 99 Dataset

Several Groups of special interest on Knowledge Discovery and Data mining
(SIGKDD) has introduced an annual conference ACM SIGKDD conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data mining (KDD) since 1995. Conference papers of each
proceedings of the SIGKDD international conference on KDD are published through
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). KDD dataset fully focuses on ID [16].
It contains 41 attributes and is labelled as either normal or an attack type. The KDD
Cup 99 dataset contains 22 different attack types [17]. The NSL-KDD dataset also has
41 attributes, where these were constructed for each network connection. These attri-
butes have either discrete values or continuous values [12]. The stimulated attack fall in
one of the following four categories: Denial of Service Attack (DoS), User to Root
Attack (U2R), Remote to Local Attack (R2L) or Probing attack. There are also three
types of internet protocols to which all instances fall and they are [13]: Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram
Protocol (UDP).

5 Experiment

Nowadays many tools and software are known for data mining and knowledge dis-
covery such as Waikato Environment for knowledge Analysis (WEKA), RapidMiner,
Orange, KNIME, NLTK, etc. These tools and software provide us various set of
methods and algorithms that help us in superior evaluation of data and information
available to us, which include methods and algorithms for data analysis, cluster
analysis, genetic algorithms, nearest neighbour, etc. The major part of this paper has
provided detail overview of NSL-KDD dataset [8] which contains 125973 number of
instances and 41 number of attributes. This dataset is implemented on several artificial
immune inspired algorithms like CLONALG, CSCA, AIRS1, AIRS2, AIRS2parallel,
IMMUNOS-1, IMMUNOS-2 and IMMUNOS-99.

Percentage Split: It randomly split your dataset into a training and a testing partitions
each time you evaluate a model. This gives a very rapid evaluation of performance.
This test option is preferable only when you have a large dataset. Default split value is
taken as 66% to 34% for train and test sets respectively. Here in this paper, we have
used 80% percentage split. This splits the dataset into 80% train and 20% test set. The
user can set manually the percentage split value according to choice.

Cross Validation: Split the dataset into k-partitions or folds. Train a model on all of the
partitions except the one that is taken out as the test set, then the process is repeated
which creates k-different models and each fold is given a chance of being held out as
the test set. Then the average performance of all k models are calculated. The default
test option is right to be used when you are not sure. Common values for k are 5 and
10, depending on the size of the dataset. Here in this paper, we have used 10 fold cross
validation.
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There are eight tables in this experiment which is divided into 2 groups. Group 1
comprises of Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, which consists of the values and analysis of the
dataset using the test option percentage split 80% (Tables 1 and 2) and cross validation
10 fold (Tables 3 and 4) taking target attribute as types of attacks whereas Group 2
comprises of Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8, which consists of the values and analysis of the
dataset using the test option percentage split 80% (Tables 5 and 6) and cross validation
10 fold (Tables 7 and 8) taking target attribute as protocol types.

Confusion Matrix: It is a visualization tool typically used in supervised learning (in
unsupervised learning it is typically called a matching matrix). A confusion matrix that
summarizes the number of instances predicted correctly or incorrectly by a classifi-
cation model.

Table 1. Classifier output using percentage split 80% taking types of attacks as target attribute

Classifier Values Attacks Confusion matrix

Normal DoS R2L Probes U2R

AIRS1 TP 13232 8057 0 166 0 13232 191 1 0 0
1120 8057 0 29 0
182 9 0 0 0
1138 1058 3 166 0
9 0 0 0 0

TN 9322 14731 25000 22801 25186

FP 2449 1258 4 29 0

FN 192 1149 191 2199 9

AIRS2 TP 12907 8250 35 15 0 12907 159 310 48 0
950 8250 6 0 0
154 2 35 0 0
1575 768 7 15 0
7 0 2 0 0

TN 9085 15060 24679 22782 25186

FP 2686 929 325 48 0

FN 517 956 156 2350 9

AIRS2PARALLEL TP 11478 8242 177 807 3 11478 27 1220 61 638
775 8242 21 26 142
12 0 177 0 2
644 363 74 807 477
4 0 2 0 3

TN 10336 15599 23687 22743 23927

FP 1435 390 1317 87 1259

FN 1946 964 14 1558 6

CLONALG TP 12582 7450 0 533 0 12582 194 0 648 0
807 7450 0 949 0
191 0 0 0 0
958 874 0 533 0
8 1 0 0 0

TN 9807 14920 25004 21233 25194

FP 1964 1069 0 1597 0

FN 842 1756 191 1832 1

CSCA TP 12917 9023 98 1692 0 12917 215 28 264 0
77 9023 0 106 0
87 2 98 4 0
263 409 1 1692 0
9 0 0 0 0

TN 11335 15363 24975 22456 25186

FP 436 626 29 374 0

FN 507 183 93 673 9

IMMUNOS1 TP 9789 8255 123 1293 7 9789 183 2588 185 679
0 8255 761 190 0
2 0 123 0 66
4 996 58 1293 14
1 0 0 1 7

TN 11764 14810 21597 22454 24427

FP 7 1179 3407 376 759

FN 3635 951 68 1072 2

IMMUNOS2 TP 13420 6787 0 0 0 13420 4 0 0 0
2419 6787 0 0 0
191 0 0 0 0
2334 31 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0

TN 6818 15954 25004 22830 25186

FP 4953 35 0 0 0

FN 4 2419 191 2365 9

(continued)
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From Table 1, the values of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative
(TN) and false negative (FN) is calculated using the test option percentage split 80%
for each attack from the confusion matrix of the corresponding algorithm for the
NSL KDD dataset, where TP = number of true positives, TN = number of true neg-
atives, FP = number of false positives, FN = number of false negatives.

Let’s take the confusion matrix of AIRS1 classifier in percentage split test option
(Table 1) taking types of attack as target attribute:

predicted
actual normal DoS R2L probes U2R

normal 13232 191 1 0 0
DoS 1120 8057 0 29 0
R2L 182 9 0 0 0
R2L 1138 1058 3 166 0
R2L 9 0 0 0 0

In the above matrix rows represent the actual values and the columns represent the
predicted values for the five attacks i.e. normal, DoS, R2L, probes and U2R respec-
tively. From this confusion matrix: TP, TN, FP and FN are calculated for each attack.

For class normal:
TP is the actual normal attacks and also predicted as normal attacks. i.e. 13232.
FP is the non actual normal attacks but predicted as normal attacks. i.e.

2449 (1120 + 182 + 1138 + 9).
TN is the non actual normal attacks and also predicted as non normal attacks. i.e.

9322 (8057 + 29 + 9 + 1058 + 3 + 166).
FN is the actual normal attacks that are predicted as non normal attacks. i.e.

192 (191 + 1).
And the above process is repeated for other 4 attacks and respectively for each AIS

classifier of other features and test options taken in the experiment. The same procedure
is also repeated while calculating the values for target attributes.

In Table 2, the values of accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate for
the corresponding classifier is shown. The AIRS2 classifier takes more time to build
model (128582.13 s) and the classifier CSCA gives more accuracy (97.70%) than other
classifier using the test option percentage split at 80%. By using the Table 1, we found
out the values of TP, FP, TN and FN from the confusion matrix, from these values we
found the values of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

Table 1. (continued)

Classifier Values Attacks Confusion matrix

Normal DoS R2L Probes U2R

IMMUNOS99 TP 9635 8265 117 1257 7 9635 189 2717 203 680
2 8265 759 180 0
2 0 117 0 72
0 992 99 1257 17
0 0 1 1 7

TN 11767 14808 21428 22446 24417

FP 4 1181 3576 384 769

FN 3789 941 74 1108 2
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Accuracy can be defined as the probability that the algorithms can correctly predict
positive and negative examples.

Accuracy ¼ TPþTN
TPþTNþ FPþ FNð Þ ð1Þ

Detection rate (DR) measures the proportion of positives that are correctly iden-
tified as such.

DR =
TP

TPþ FNð Þ ð2Þ

Specificity means probability that the algorithms can correctly predict negative
examples.

Specificity ¼ TN
TNþ FPð Þ ð3Þ

False alarm rate (FPR) is calculated as the ratio between false positives and the total
number of actual negative events (regardless of classification).

FPR ¼ FP
FPþTNð Þ ð4Þ

Table 2. Accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate in percentage split (for types
of attacks).

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

AIRS1 0.94 0.94 0.85 0.14
AIRS2 0.93 0.93 0.84 0.14
AIRS2PARALLEL 0.93 0.94 0.82 0.08
CLONALG 0.92 0.93 0.81 0.12
CSCA 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.03
IMMUNOS1 0.91 0.94 0.77 0.03
IMMUNOS2 0.92 0.92 0.80 0.22
IMMUNOS99 0.91 0.94 0.76 0.03

Table 3. Classifier output using cross validation 10 fold taking protocol types as target attribute

Classifier Values Attacks Confusion matrix

Normal DoS R2L Probes U2R

AIRS1 TP 62797 43805 22 8410 0 62797 3917 258 370 1
1985 43805 0 137 0
961 7 22 4 1
2706 539 1 8410 0
49 2 1 0 0

TN 52929 75581 124718 113806 125919

FP 5701 4465 260 511 2

FN 4546 2122 973 3246 52

(continued)
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From Table 3, the various values of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true
negative (TN) and false negative (FN) is calculated using the test option cross vali-
dation 10 fold for each attack from the confusion matrix of the corresponding algorithm
for the NSL KDD dataset.

Table 3. (continued)

Classifier Values Attacks Confusion matrix

Normal DoS R2L Probes U2R

AIRS2 TP 53187 44523 162 10388 6 53187 12366 743 1044 3
1296 44523 2 106 0
831 0 162 0 2
1150 118 0 10388 0
42 0 4 0 6

TN 55311 67562 124229 113167 125916

FP 3319 12484 749 1150 5

FN 14156 1404 833 1268 46

AIRS2PARALLEL TP 59264 45094 689 10839 15 59264 5953 1689 414 23
818 45094 0 15 0
302 2 689 1 3
607 209 1 10839 0
29 0 8 0 15

TN 56874 73882 123278 113887 125895

FP 1756 6164 1698 430 26

FN 8079 833 308 817 37

CLONALG TP 56918 40263 0 5268 0 56918 4715 0 5710 0
3565 40263 0 2099 0
547 99 0 349 0
2158 4230 0 5268 0
47 2 0 3 0

TN 52313 71000 124978 106156 125921

FP 6317 9046 0 8161 0

FN 10425 5664 995 6388 52

CSCA TP 64648 44641 561 8509 0 64648 630 218 1847 0
692 44641 0 594 0
414 0 561 20 0
1280 1865 2 8509 0
43 0 7 2 0

TN 56201 77551 124751 111854 125921

FP 2429 2495 227 2463 0

FN 2695 1286 434 3147 52

IMMUNOS1 TP 49417 41231 883 6493 50 49417 895 12845 1044 3142
0 41231 3804 892 0
4 4 883 0 104
22 4740 311 6493 90
1 0 0 1 50

TN 58603 74407 108018 112380 122585

FP 27 5639 16960 1937 3336

FN 17926 4696 112 5163 2

IMMUNOS2 TP 67326 33846 0 0 0 67326 17 0 0 0
12081 33846 0 0 0
995 0 0 0 0

11499 157 0 0 0
52 0 0 0 0

TN 34003 79872 124978 114317 125921

FP 24627 174 0 0 0

FN 17 12081 995 11656 52

IMMUNOS99 TP 48366 41298 742 6884 48 48366 948 13536 1095 3398
6 41298 3798 825 0
7 4 742 0 242
31 4054 617 6884 70
2 0 1 1 48

TN 58584 75040 107026 112396 122211

FP 46 5006 17952 1921 3710

FN 18977 4629 253 4772 4

Table 4. Accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate in cross validation (for types
of attacks).

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

AIRS1 0.965 0.967 0.91 0.07
AIRS2 0.944 0.952 0.85 0.08
AIRS2PARALLEL 0.968 0.974 0.92 0.04
CLONALG 0.925 0.935 0.81 0.10
CSCA 0.975 0.980 0.93 0.03

(continued)
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In Table 4, the values of accuracy, specificity detection rate and false alarm rate for
the corresponding classifier is shown. The IMMUNOS99 classifier takes more time to
build model (120666.35) and the classifier CSCA gives more accuracy (97.50%) than
other classifier using the test option percentage split at 80%.

Table 4. (continued)

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

IMMUNOS1 0.911 0.939 0.77 0.02
IMMUNOS2 0.921 0.915 0.80 0.22
IMMUNOS99 0.909 0.940 0.77 0.02

Table 5. Classifier output using percentage split 80% taking protocol type as target attribute

Classifiers Values Protocol type Confusion matrix
TCP UDP ICMP

AIRS1 TP 20527 0 0 20527 0 0
3041 0 0
1627 0 0

TN 0 110980 117682
FP 23284 0 0
FN 0 14993 8291

AIRS2 TP 20527 0 0 20527 0 0
3041 0 0
1627 0 0

TN 0 110980 117682
FP 23284 0 0
FN 0 14993 8291

AIRS2PARALLEL TP 18345 562 855 18345 2156 26
2316 562 163
537 235 855

TN 1815 19763 23379
FP 2853 2391 881
FN 2182 2479 772

CLONALG TP 22077 3400 0 22077 12883 0
1735 3400 0
2047 689 0

TN 4089 24124 40095
FP 3782 13572 0
FN 12883 1735 2736

CSCA TP 23456 650 848 23456 32 4
40 650 52
72 41 848

TN 1591 24380 24178
FP 112 73 852
FN 36 92 113

IMMUNOS1 TP 14405 3005 1394 14405 5804 318
0 3005 36
0 233 1394

TN 4668 16117 23214
FP 0 6037 1712
FN 6122 36 233

(continued)
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From Table 5, the various values of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true
negative (TN) and false negative (FN) is calculated using the test option percentage
split 80% for each protocol type from the confusion matrix of the corresponding
algorithm for the NSL KDD dataset.

In Table 6, the values of accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate for
the corresponding classifier is shown. The classifier CSCA gives more accuracy
(98.50%) than other classifier using the test option percentage split at 80%.

Table 5. (continued)

Classifiers Values Protocol type Confusion matrix
TCP UDP ICMP

IMMUNOS2 TP 20527 0 0 20527 0 0
3041 0 0
1627 0 0

TN 0 110980 117682
FP 23284 0 0
FN 0 14993 8291

IMMUNOS99 TP 14501 3015 1459 14501 5752 199
0 3015 36
0 233 1459

TN 4743 16159 23268
FP 0 5985 1658
FN 5951 36 233

Table 6. Accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate in percentage split (for
protocol types)

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

AIRS1 0.87 0.66 0.81 0.81
AIRS2 0.87 0.66 0.81 0.81
AIRS2PARALLEL 0.84 0.74 0.78 0.51
CLONALG 0.72 0.71 0.59 0.43
CSCA 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.03
IMMUNOS1 0.81 0.88 0.74 0.03
IMMUNOS2 0.87 0.66 0.81 0.81
IMMUNOS99 0.81 0.88 0.85 0.11

Table 7. Classifier output using cross validation 10 fold taking protocol type as target attribute

Classifiers Values Protocol type Confusion matrix
TCP UDP ICMP

AIRS1 TP 102331 12867 7184 102331 315 43
1972 12867 154
590 517 7184

TN 20722 110148 117485
FP 2562 832 7227
FN 358 2126 1107

(continued)
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From Table 7, the various values of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true
negative (TN) and false negative (FN) is calculated using the test option cross vali-
dation 10 fold for each protocol type from the confusion matrix of the corresponding
algorithm for the NSL KDD dataset.

Table 7. (continued)

Classifiers Values Protocol type Confusion matrix
TCP UDP ICMP

AIRS2 TP 102331 12867 7184 102331 315 43
1972 12867 154
590 517 7184

TN 20722 110148 117485
FP 2562 832 7227
FN 358 2126 1107

AIRS2PARALLEL TP 100976 0 0 100976 2 3
15593 0 0
9372 27 0

TN 27 110351 116571
FP 24965 29 3
FN 5 15593 9399

CLONALG TP 75343 6603 2615 75343 22518 4828
6541 6603 1849
3674 2002 2615

TN 13069 86460 111005
FP 10215 24520 7443
FN 27346 8390 5676

CSCA TP 103920 12674 8597 103920 298 27
0 12674 103
354 0 8597

TN 21374 112898 116892
FP 354 298 8624
FN 325 103 354

IMMUNOS1 TP 72215 14780 7099 72215 28899 1575
0 14780 213
0 1192 7099

TN 23284 80889 115894
FP 0 30091 8674
FN 30474 213 1192

IMMUNOS2 TP 102689 0 0 102689 0 0
14993 0 0
8291 0 0

TN 0 110980 117682
FP 23284 0 0
FN 0 14993 8291

IMMUNOS99 TP 72215 14780 7099 72215 28899 1575
0 14780 213
0 1192 7099

TN 23284 80889 115894
FP 0 30091 8674
FN 30474 213 1192

Table 8. Accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate in cross validation (for
protocol types)

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

AIRS1 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.09
AIRS2 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.09

(continued)
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In Table 8, the values of accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate for
the corresponding classifier is shown. The classifier CSCA gives more accuracy
(97.50%) than other classifier using the test option cross validation 10 fold.

6 Discussion

Although we know that the test option cross validation is not used for large datasets,
but the use of this test option gives more accuracy, sensitivity and specificity irre-
spective of time taken to build the model. Other than using percentage split as test
option we can use cross validation option for better results. We also came to know from
the above experiment, that the CSCA AIS classifier is better classifier in both the cases
of test option, may be in percentage split or in cross validation basing on two target
attribute (types of attack and protocol types). The above tables in the experiment shows
that the CSCA classifier gives better result in accuracy, specificity, detection rate and
false alarm rate.

There are six figures shown below, first three figures (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) shows
values basing on types of attacks as target attribute last three figures (Figs. 4, 5 and 6)
shows values basing on protocol types as target attributes. Figure 1 shows the accuracy

Table 8. (continued)

Classifiers Accuracy Specificity Detection rate False alarm rate

AIRS2PARALLEL 0.86 0.66 0.33 0.33
CLONALG 0.77 0.75 0.67 0.33
CSCA 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.02
IMMUNOS1 0.81 0.88 0.74 0.03
IMMUNOS2 0.87 0.66 0.81 0.81
IMMUNOS99 0.81 0.88 0.74 0.03

Fig. 1. Accuracy for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking types of attacks as a target attribute.
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of NSL-KDD-train dataset in both the test option i.e. percentage split (p.s) and cross
validation (c.f) for all AIS based classifiers. It is clearly seen that the CSCA classifier
have the highest accuracy in the case of both the test option. Figure 2 shows the
detection rate of NSL-KDD-train dataset using both the test option, the CSCA classifier
have the highest detection rate against other AIS based classifier. Figure 3 shows the
comparison of FAR among all the AIS classifiers against both test option. It is seen that
the CSCA classifier have the lowest FAR in both the test option. Figure 4 is for the
comparison of accuracy for the taken dataset. The accuracy value of both the test option
is taken against each AIS classifier. The CSCA classifier has the highest value of
accuracy among all the AIS classifiers. In Fig. 5, the detection rate is represented
against percentage split and cross validation test option. The detection rate is seen to be
highest in the case of CSCA classifier. Figure 6 shows the comparison of FAR of the
taken dataset against both the test option using all the AIS methods. As from above
figures, here also CSCA classifier have the lowest FAR and is the best classifier for
intrusion detection.

In the above figure, the accuracy of NSL-KDD-train dataset against each and every
AIS classifier for both the test option i.e. percentage split (represented in P.S) and cross
validation (represented in C.F) taking types of attacks as target attribute is shown. Here
in the experiment done we took percentage split as 80% train and 20% test whereas in
the case of cross validation 10 fold is taken. The CSCA classifier has the highest
classification accuracy against both the test option. The accuracy value for CSCA
classifier under percentage split (80%) test option is seen to be 97.19% and the
accuracy value of CSCA classifier under cross validation (10 fold) test option is seen to
be 97.96%.

In the above figure, the detection rate of NSL-KDD-train dataset against each and
every AIS classifier for both the test option i.e. percentage split (represented in P.S) and
cross validation (represented in C.F) taking types of attacks as target attribute is shown.

Fig. 2. Detection rate for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking types of attacks as a target attribute.
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The detection rate for CSCA classifier under percentage split (80%) test option is seen
to be 94.19% and the detection rate of CSCA classifier under cross validation (10 fold)
test option is seen to be 93.96%.

In the above figure, the False alarm rate (FAR) of NSL-KDD-train dataset.
The CSCA classifier has the lowest FAR against both the test option. The FAR value
for CSCA classifier under percentage split (80%) test option is seen to be 3% and the
FAR value of CSCA classifier under cross validation (10 fold) test option is seen to
be 3%.

Fig. 3. F.A.R. for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking types of attacks as a target attribute.

Fig. 4. Accuracy for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking protocol types as a target attribute.
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In the above figure, the accuracy of NSL-KDD-train dataset taking protocol types
as target attribute is shown. The CSCA classifier has the highest classification accuracy
against both the test option. The accuracy value for CSCA classifier under percentage
split (80%) test option is seen to be 98.19% and the accuracy value of CSCA classifier
under cross validation (10 fold) test option is seen to be 97.96%.

In the above figure, the detection rate of NSL-KDD-train dataset taking protocol
types as target attribute is shown. The CSCA classifier has the highest detection rate
against both the test option. The detection rate for CSCA classifier under percentage
split (80%) test option is seen to be 91.19% and the detection rate of CSCA classifier
under cross validation (10 fold) test option is seen to be 98.96%.

Fig. 5. Detection rate for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking protocol types as a target attribute.

Fig. 6. F.A.R for NSL-KDD-train dataset against percentage split (80% P.S) and cross
validation (10 fold C.F) for AIS algorithms taking protocol types as a target attribute.
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In the above figure, the False alarm rate (FAR) of NSL-KDD-train dataset taking
protocol types as target attribute is shown. The CSCA classifier has the lowest FAR
against both the test option. The FAR for CSCA classifier under percentage split (80%)
test option is seen to be 3% and the FAR of CSCA classifier under cross validation
(10 fold) test option is seen to be 2%.

7 Conclusion

The main aim of this work is to evaluate and analyse the NSL-KDD-train dataset using
the test options percentage split and cross fold validation with the AIS classifiers
(AIRS1, AIRS2, AIRS2Parallel, CLONALG, CSCA, Immunos1, Immunos2 and
Immunos99). Using all the AIS classification models, different values such as accuracy,
specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate are calculated using both the test option
basing on two target attributes i.e. Types of attacks and protocol types having 5 and 3
subclasses respectively. From the above performance of the dataset from experiment it
is observed that the CSCA classifier of AIS based classifiers performed better classi-
fication accuracy, specificity, detection rate and false alarm rate among all AIS clas-
sifiers. So, it can be concluded from the experiment that CSCA classifier is a better
classifier among AIS classifiers for intrusion detection.
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Abstract. Sparsity is a major problem in the areas like data mining
and pattern recognition. In recommender systems, predictions based on
these few observations lead to avoidance of inherent latent features of
the user corresponding to the item. Similarly, in different crowdsourcing
based opinion aggregation models, there is a minimal chance to obtain
opinions from all the crowd workers. Even this sparsity problem has an
extensive effect in predicting actual rating of a particular item due to lim-
ited and incomplete observations. To deal with this issue, in this article,
a genetic algorithm based matrix factorization technique is proposed to
estimate the missing entries in the response matrix that contains workers’
responses over some questions. We have created three synthetic datasets
and used one real-life dataset to show the efficacy of the proposed method
over the other state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: Matrix factorization · Sparsity · Genetic algorithm · Judg-
ment analysis

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, taking user input for the prediction of rating to recommend
item to other similar users has been used extensively. In order to solve any real-
life problem in a time efficient way, non expert public opinions (crowd opinions)
by outsourcing the problem to crowd are also taken as input instead of hiring
experts [11]. In this crowdsourcing settings, there are some questions posted
online to collect opinions from online crowd workers and the opinions of crowd
workers (question-wise) are stored in a response matrix. In most of the cases due
to the large scale data, it is often noticed that the response matrix containing
crowd opinions over various questions is very much sparse. The same sparsity
problem is common in recommender systems also [1,5]. One of the fundamental
issues lies in appropriate representation of the data that does not consider the
latent features explicitly. Therefore to mitigate this problem non-negative matrix
factorization [8,10,15] is widely used as an useful tool.

Although non-negative matrix factorization [9] (NMF) has been widely used
to produce lower rank matrix approximation, due to the random initialization of
c© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2017
J.K. Mandal et al. (Eds.): CICBA 2017, Part II, CCIS 776, pp. 504–516, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-981-10-6430-2 39
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the initial matrices, the final result can be heavily dependent on the initialization.
These methods also incur a large amount of time if the matrix factorization
method is used repeatedly on the same matrix in order to extract the best
result. Moreover, the matrix generated randomly for different executions on the
same dataset can make the results mutually independent. Thus it motivates us
to boost up the performance of the NMF methods along with a future scope to
apply this in crowdsourcing domains to resolve decision problem due to sparsity.

In crowdsourcing domain, it is well established that instead of hiring expert,
a large task can be solved very efficiently by involving non-experts [3,7,11,20].
In crowdsourcing environment, as it is not mandatory that all the annotators
attempt all the questions, therefore the response matrix becomes very much
sparse. In this response matrix, for a single question, multiple opinions are
obtained but the main problem lies in finding an accurate aggregated judgment
from those sparse opinions. Additionally, there are numerous annotators provid-
ing their opinions for a very few number of questions. So it is not always possible
to assign a task depending upon the accuracy of worker who have attempted a
very few questions. However, if the missing opinions of the workers are predicted
based on the other similar workers then for few cases the accuracy of them can
be estimated properly. Therefore prediction of missing value can be helpful to get
more accurate estimate for further task assignment as well as to predict better
judgment.

In this paper, the problem of missing value prediction is treated as an opti-
mization problem and a genetic algorithm based approach is proposed to pre-
dict the missing values. Here the functions are optimized based on the measure
closeness of RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) values of non-zero elements of
original matrix and the estimated matrix. The method is applied on various syn-
thetic datasets as well as one real-life dataset. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is compared with that of state-of-the-art approaches and the results
demonstrate the effectiveness of it over the others.

2 Matrix Factorization

The primary objective of Matrix Factorization [6,13] is in reducing the error
due to the large scale of sparsity and extracting the latent features that are kept
hidden in the original matrix. This model tries to map the user and the items
into a latent space so that the user-item is modeled as the inner product.

Suppose, there is a set of users U , and a set of items I. Let R be the rating
matrix that contains users’ interests over the items and the dimension of R
(whose all elements are non-negative) is |U×I|. Now to capture the latent feature,
the objective of the matrix factorization method is to find the two matrices for
an integer K ≤ min{U, I} and P ∈ R

|U×K|, Q ∈ R
|I×K|, such that the product

of P and QT is approximately equal to R. Mathematically it is denoted by

R ≈ P × QT = R̂. (1)
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Now to measure the goodness of the solution the common measures used are
Frobenius norm and Kullback-Leibler divergence [13]. To illustrate this, suppose
for a non-negative matrix V , the objective of NMF is to compute non-negative
matrix factor W and H so that V ≈ WH. The aim is to minimize J(W,H) as
defined in the following equation.

min
W≥0,H≥0

J(W,H) =
1
2
||V − WH||2F . (2)

In the above equation both the matrices should have non-zero elements.

2.1 Related Work

Non-negative matrix factorization is widely adopted in various domains such
as information retrieval, data mining and computer vision [4,21]. Although a
lot of research has been accomplished to make better algorithm in terms of
accuracy or convergence guarantee, still there is much space in the room for
further improvement. There are plenty of algorithms proposed over the years to
make a solution of Eq. 1. Paatero and Tapper first introduced the NMF problem
[18,19] but they did not take into account of negativity constraints at that
time. Since then this problem has received attention of researchers from different
viewpoints.

Multiplicative update algorithm is one of the most popular method that are
mostly used by majority of the NMF algorithm. But there are some limitations in
the convergence guarantee of the method (LEE) [13]. Another method namely
hierarchical alternating least squares (HALS) algorithm has been introduced
with convergence proof.

Several methods inspired from ANLS framework [14] have been put forward
for solutions of matrix factorization problem and for solving Eq. 2. In this frame-
work, the variables are kept into two subgroups and those groups are updated
iteratively. The steps of this method are described below.

– Fill up the matrix H ∈ R with non-negative elements.
– The following equation is solved iteratively until the convergence criteria are

met.
• min

W>0
||HTWT − AT ||2F , when H is kept fixed and

• min
H>0

||WH − A||, when W is fixed.

• Normalize the columns of W and the rows of H are scaled accordingly.

In this method, to solve the original problem, primarily two problems are
solved. A classical solution to solve the problem is active set method. Here
exchanges of variables between two working sets happen and the two-block coor-
dinate decent algorithm is used. The major limitation of the algorithm is that
it performs slower when the number of unknown parameters becomes large.
However, it shows the convergence proof. In recent years, block principal piv-
oting method [9,10] has been developed that can speed up the search process
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by exchanging multiple variables instead of one variable between two working
sets. In this article, we propose a genetic algorithm based method that provides
stable good solution accross all the time for any point K.

3 Proposed Genetic Algorithm-Based Method

This section describes the use of genetic algorithm [16,17] for producing near-
optimal solutions for matrix factorization. The proposed approach is discussed
in detail below.

3.1 Encoding of Chromosomes

Suppose a matrix with dimension M × N is being factorized into two matrices
P and Q with dimensions M × K and K × N , respectively. As these matrices
are initialized randomly, therefore to encode the information of each solution
into a chromosome, the length of it should be M × K + K × N . Each part
of the chromosome should be floating point coded that represents the values
of the matrices for a fixed division point K. As this chromosome contains the
information about two matrices P and Q with dimension M × K and K × N ,
respectively, therefore the first M×K positions of it should represent the matrix
P , whereas the positions from M×K+1 to M×K+K×N represents the matrix
Q. Note that, in this problem we have considered that all the chromosomes
should have same length, i.e., the division point K is fixed for all the matrices.
In this problem, primarily the matrix is made normalized (to make the values
between 0 and 1) that requires the cells of the chormosomes to be floating point
values (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Encoding scheme of chromosomes.
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3.2 Initial Population

In the initial population, we take the whole set of solutions containing informa-
tion for different random matrices (with same dimensions) for which an optimal
solution is to be generated.

3.3 Local Refinement

After the generation of initial population a local refinement step is carried out
on the initial population with an aim to reduce the search time in finding the
objective solution. In this local refinement step, a gradient descent algorithm is
used once in the starting phase and the elements of the chromosomes are revised
by a certain amount. The multiplicative update is used for revising the elements
of the matrix and it is illustrated below.

Using Lagrange multiplier method, the rules of updation are defined as fol-
lows:

Haµ ← Haµ
(WT )aµ

(WTWH)aµ
, Waµ ← Waµ

(V HT )aµ
(WHHT )aµ

(3)

3.4 Objective Function

The prime goal here is minimization of the difference between the non-zero
entries of the original matrix V and estimated matrix generated after multiplying
the two matrices W and H. Let us consider the dimension of V , W and H are
|W × H|, |W × K| and |K × H|, respectively. Here K is chosen an integer and
K ≤ min{W,H} as it is the rank of the matrix V . The distance between the non-
zero cell values of the matrix is denoted by ||V − WHT ||2. The simple measure
is termed as Error due to the proposed solution.

Besides this, the correlation between the two matrices have also been com-
pared. The correlation value between the two matrices denotes the amount of
linear relationship exists in the corresponding cells of both the matrices. Thus
maximizing the correlation means the two matrices are close to each other main-
taining a robust relationship with each other.

Thus the final objective is to minimize the ratio

f =
||V − WHT ||2

Corr(V,WHT ) + c
, (4)

where Corr(V,WHT ) denotes the correlation between two matrices V and WH.
To avoid the indefinite condition for Corr(V,WHT ) = 0, a nominal value of
c = 1 is added in the denominator.
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3.5 Selection

This process picks individuals for later breeding incorporated by the notion of
“survival of the fittest” often practised as natural selection. In binary tourna-
ment selection strategy, it involves running several “tournaments” among a few
individuals that are chosen randomly from the initial population. In this current
context, the selection is based on binary tournament selection strategy.

3.6 Crossover

Crossover is a probabilistic process in which genetic information between two
parent chromosomes are exchanged to produce two child chromosomes. In this
article crossover with a “fixed” crossover probability of kc is used. In traditional
GA based algorithms crossover is generally single point or multipoint crossover.
In this problem multipoint crossover with a binary mask is performed.

3.7 Mutation

Each chromosome undergoes mutation with a small mutation probability pm.
In the mutation operator we have used to add some float value ranging between
0−1 to each cell value being mutated in a chromosome.

3.8 Elitism

To preserve the best solution of current generation in the search space, the elitism
method is used. Thus the current best solution is retained for future generation
in order to produce near-optimal solution in reduced time.

4 Empirical Analysis

In this section, we first describe the datasets that we have used for experimental
purpose. We have performed experiments on three artificial datasets and one
real-life dataset (with different dimensions) to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. The algorithm is compared with various well-known exist-
ing NMF methods, namely alternating least square non-negativity matrix with
block principle pivoting (ANLS-BPP) [9,10], alternating least square (ANLS)
[2], hierarchical least square (HALS) [6], multiplicative update method (MU)
[13], and another EM based method (LEE) [12]. The adopted performance met-
ric is the squared error measure between the non-zero elements of original matrix
and predicted matrix.

Experiments are performed in MATLAB 2008a and the running environment
is an Intel (R) CPU 1.6 GHz machine with 4 GB of RAM running Windows XP
Professional.
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4.1 Datasets

Three artificial datasets are used for experiments. A short description of the
datasets in terms of the dimension and the sparseness is provided in Table 1. The
artificial datasets are created with uniformly distributed random values between
0 and 1. Then some of the cells of this matrix are replaced by zeros using a
threshold value 0.5. Any threshold value (between 0 and 1) can be chosen to
perform the discretization to create the missing entries. Thus in this way the
artificial datasets with different dimensions are produced.

One real-life gene expression dataset is used to perform the experiments.
This dataset contains gene expression values for samples of prostate tumors. It
contains 50 normal tissues and 52 prostate tumor samples. The expression matrix
consists of 12,533 number of genes and 102 number of samples. It is publicly
available in this website: http://www.biolab.si/supp/bi-cancer/projections/. For
our current experimental purpose, we have arbitrarily taken a subset of genes
from the dataset that contains 29 genes and 102 number of samples. Some of
the gene expression values have been made zeros randomly to make the missing
entries. After that, the matrix is made normalized (to make the values between 0
and 1) and the experiment is performed on it. A brief description of the dataset
in terms of the dimension and the sparseness is provided in Table 2.

Table 1. Description of the artificial datasets

Dataset Dimension Sparsity

Dataset 1 10× 20 48.50%

Dataset 2 20× 30 47.33%

Dataset 3 50× 100 55.16%

Table 2. Description of the real-life dataset

Dataset Dimension Sparsity

Dataset 4 102× 29 50.98%

4.2 Parameter Settings

In this experimental setting, the length of the chormosomes is fixed for a par-
ticular dataset. For the proposed algorithm, the crossover rate is 0.9, mutation
rate is 0.01, population size is 40 and number of generations is 1000.

4.3 Comparative Results

For the three artificial datasets and one real-life dataset, the Error values
obtained by different matrix factorization methods along with the proposed

http://www.biolab.si/supp/bi-cancer/projections/
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method are plotted in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. To evaluate the result
we have executed all the methods by varying the value of K. It is evident that
in most of the cases, the proposed genetic algorithm based matrix factorization
consistently provides good performance. Moreover, it performs better in all K
values, which demonstrates the utility of the evolutionary framework for devel-
oping such type of methods.

It is seen for initial value of K the proposed method is far better than the
other methods. Although the margins of differences decrease if the value of K

Fig. 2. Comparative plot with other NMF methods are shown for dataset 1.

Fig. 3. Comparative plot with other NMF methods are shown for dataset 2.
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Fig. 4. Comparative plot with other NMF methods are shown for dataset 3.

Fig. 5. Comparative plot with other NMF methods are shown for real-life dataset.

is increased further. But it is easily observed that the proposed approach is
consistently yielding the best result for most of the K values and it produces
more accurate result if the number of generations is allowed to be increased
further. In Fig. 5 the graphical plot of the proposed method is shown for the
real-life dataset. Here although initially the NMF-LEE method is good for the
lower value of K but as K increases the proposed method performs better. With
respect to all the methods, it is realized that the performance of NMF-ANLS-
BPP is competitively close to that of the proposed method.
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Fig. 6. Generation-wise fitness value for dataset 1.

Fig. 7. Generation-wise fitness value for dataset 2.

In Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, the generation wise best fitness value of the proposed
method is plotted. As elitism is incorporated, therefore it is seen that there is
always a tendency to reduce the error in each generation. On the other hand,
these curves show the stability of the method as it produces same fitness values
for few generations. This also nullifies the condition of premature convergence
of the proposed method.
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Fig. 8. Generation-wise fitness value for dataset 3.

Fig. 9. Generation-wise fitness value for real-life dataset. Here the K value is chosen
as 26.
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Fig. 10. Generation-wise fitness value for real-life dataset. Here the K value is chosen
as 14.

5 Conclusion

In this article, an evolutionary matrix factorization algorithm has been pro-
posed to remove the sparsity problem that arises in the recommender system
and crowdsourcing based annotation system. The objectives are to minimize
the distance between the non-negative elements of the original matrix and the
predicted matrix whereas maximizing the correlations of the non-zero elements
between the two matrices. The performance of the proposed method has been
compared with that of other existing matrix factorization methods on some arti-
ficial and real-life datasets. The results demonstrate the utility of the proposed
technique over other existing approaches. In future study, this method can be
extended in multi-objective evolutionary framework. Moreover, how quality of
the final aggregated crowd opinions is improved further can be investigated by
removing sparseness with this method.
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Abstract. Occupational accident is a grave issue for any industry.
Therefore, proper analysis of accident data should be carried out to find
out the accident patterns so that precautionary measures could be under-
taken beforehand. Association rule mining (ARM) technique is mostly
used in this scenario to find out the association (i.e., rules) causing acci-
dents. But, among the rules generated by ARM, all are not useful. To
handle this kind of problem, a new model ARM and genetic algorithm
(GA) has been proposed in this study. The model automatically selects
the optimal Support and Confidence value to generate useful rules. Out
of 1285 data obtained from a steel industry in India, eleven useful rules
are generated using this proposed method. The findings from this study
have the potential to help the management take the better decisions to
mitigate the occurrence of accidents.

Keywords: Occupational accidents · Steel industry · Association rule
mining · Genetic algorithm

1 Introduction

In today's world, advancements in industrialization has led to the establish-
ment of industries and workplaces. In this highly competitive atmosphere, every
industry has a number of problems, one of them being industrial accidents. Var-
ious circumstances and events lead to occupational accidents in the industry.
From prior study, it has been realized that most of these accidents are due to
poor safety standards, non—compliance/availability of the standard operating
procedures, health of workers and poor machine conditions. Advancements in
technology and automations in industries have promoted different types of acci-
dents. Thus, it is required to address the loss of lives and economic resources
caused by these occupational accidents. Various studies have been conducted to
study the nature of occupational accidents to suggest the ways of preventing
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them. With proper analysis of past data, these accidents can be controlled if
they can be predicted.

At steel plants, the nature of work pattern, tasks and environment are com-
plex and diverse in nature. Additionally, the transitory nature of factory work-
force and workplace makes it more dangerous and prone to accidents. The steel
manufacturing process involves the use of high technology and physical labor,
making safety management a complicated task. Safety performance has largely
been measured and driven by lagging indicators (including injuries, illnesses and
fatalities). Different strategies to study the pattern of accidents have been imple-
mented in industries with a view to reduce the number of accidents. This has
been very helpful in designing safety standards for the industries. The basis of
this analysis is collecting of facts, classifying them, and reporting them precisely
in a timely manner. Usually, incident occurs as a culmination of various factors.
Some events in the past might also lead to an accident. Hence, various machine
learning approach used to identify key association rules between relevant factors
is useful to deal with this kind of problem. The association rules can relate var-
ious factors which are significant in the occurrence of accidents. One can derive
safety measures from this relation to reduce the accidents in future.

In this work, association rule analysis is applied using Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to determine a strong level of association among various influencing fac-
tors. ARM can give many rules that are irrelevant and needs a manual input of
threshold values of Support and Confidence. But, when implemented with GA,
ARM outputs only significant rules with less time complexity and without man-
ually putting any threshold values. The result of this analysis can be used to
provide managarial suggestions to the steel plants to take preventive measures
from the rules for a safer working environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a brief literature
review on occupational accident analysis using ARM approach, which is followed
by research gap and contribution of the present study. In Sect. 3, the methods(i.e.
ARM and GA) have been briefly described. A case study from a steel plant has
been considered for implementation of the proposed method and is described
in Sect. 4. Results and Discussions are illustrated in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6,
conclusion with future scopes is presented.

2 Literature Review

In occupational accident analysis, various methods have been proposed, most
of them being parametric models like multivariate models - logistic regression
in [1,2]. [3] used the Poisson regression, segmental point process [17], and neg-
ative binomial regression techniques in traffic accident analysis. Since there are
predetermined assumptions in these models, they give low prediction accuracy.
Therefore, researchers developed various non - parametric models like classifica-
tion and regression tree (CART) model in [4]. A tree-based logistic regression
approach for the work zone casualty risk assessment is presented by Cheng et al.
[5]. However, these non - parametric models suffer from a great disadvantage
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of over-fitting. Some studies recently introduced optimization techniques used
for parameter tuning of the base algorithm like grid search-based support vec-
tor machines (GS-SVM), GA-based SVM [14], GA-CART [15] in occupational
accident analysis scenario. Along with these studies, some text mining based
approaches have been developed for accident occurrence prediction [16,18].

Association Rule Mining is another famous non-parametric model for safety
analysis overcoming the aforementioned problem. Verma et al. worked on finding
the accident patterns in a steel plant using association rule mining of incident
parameters derieved from investigation reports [6]. Using 10 features it proposed
safety actions to be implemented by the company. They pointed out that SOP
(Standard Operating Procedure) non-compliance was an important reason for
property damage cases. Dehuri et al. in a similar vein, made a similar iden-
tification that the root causes of accidents in steel industries are slip/trip/fall
(STF), collision/dashing, inadequacy of standard operating procedures (SOPs)
and unsafe acts by workers in the workplaces [7].

In case of association rule mining (ARM), there are too many rules generated
for a given threshold of parameters. Hence, the analysis becomes cumbersome for
management and some major problems are not provided significant importance.
Optimization of the model hence becomes a necessity. [8] proposed a rule mining
method called multi objective genetic algorithm (MOGA). However, they con-
centrated only on developing the algorithm and tested it on various datasets.
The outcomes of the algorithm were a set of non-dominated solutions. But this
method was slow, so, they improved the performance by parallel processing GA
(genetic algorithm). In 2008, Dehuri et al., used crossover and mutation meth-
ods to modify the solutions using their elitist multi-objective genetic algorithm
(EMOGA) [11]. They used Pareto-based rank for fitness evaluation of chro-
mosomes. Some researches were carried out on developing algorithms for rule
mining that was based on GA without providing the value of minimum Support
[9,10]. They used relative Confidence as their fitness function and implemented
it using frequent pattern (FP) tree. Qodmanan et al. proposed multi objective
ARM with GA without specifying threshold values for Support and Confidence
which worked faster than other heuristic approaches [12]. In one of the latest
works, Cococcioni et al. presented a semi-supervised learning-aided evolutionary
method in [13]. Consistency constraint has te be met in the pair of classifiers
designed, between a worker’s risk perception with respect to a task and the level
of caution of the same worker for the same task.

In all the aforementioned works, ARM technique has been successfully used
as a tool in the analysis of accidents. Some of the researchers used variety of
optimization techniques to enhance the process. However, to the best of authors’
knowledge, similar work in safety analysis has not been done till date. Thus, our
present work aims to bridge this gap in occupational accident literature to ensure
a safer working environment for the workers.
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2.1 Challenge

Based on the review of literature, it has been identified that the research using
association rule mining approach on occupational accident domain is very less.
Moreover, some studies have also reported the difficulty and have imposed a
challenge in handling the huge number of rules generated from ARM approach
as this method is more sensitive towards the selection of parameters like Support
and Confidence. Therefore, optimal rule generation is required through proper
optimization of parameters of ARM, which is not reported in occupational acci-
dent research so far.

2.2 Proposed Work

The present study proposed a new method i.e., GA optimized ARM for the
rule generation of incident cases in steel industry. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, none of the previous studies have reported this kind of analysis so
far in occupational accident domain.

3 Methods Used

In this section, the methods ARM and GA have been described briefly. The
proposed methodological flowchart is depicted in Fig. 1. It shows the steps from
collection of raw data, pre-processing, feature selection to final analysis. There-
after, in ARM, which parameters are optimized by GA, has been implemented
on the pre-processed data which gives the optimal rules describing the incident
outcomes. The entire process of ARM and GA is described below.

Fig. 1. Proposed methodological flowchart of GA-ARM approach.
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3.1 Association Rule Mining

Introduced as an unsupervised approach, Association rule mining (ARM) was
used to find patterns in large data sets. The method derived gets its identity from
a method where there is a set of transactions from a shop and each transaction
is considered a market basket consisting a set of items purchased. A particular
item may or may not be a part of the transaction. So, there lies a pattern of rules
in the form of a transaction. Apriori algorithm is used to mine these rules from
the data set. Let I be a universe of items. A data set D is a set of transactions
T1, . . . , Tn, where each transaction is a set of items from I. An item set X is a
subset of I. The frequency of X, freq(X), is the number of transactions T in D for
which X is a subset of T, then the Support can be calculated from the Eq. (1):

Supp(X) =
freq(X)

|D| (1)

An association rule has two parts- antecedent (denoted by X) and consequent
(denoted by Y). Former part is an item found in the data while latter is an item
that is found in combination of the earlier one. The intersection of the two parts
is a null set. The Support of the rule is denoted by supp(X U Y). The Confidence
of the rule is a ratio of how often it is correct to how often it applies and can be
expressed as Eq. (2):

Conf(XUY ) =
supp(XUY )
supp(X)

(2)

Lift is the ratio of Confidence to Expected Confidence. It can be expressed
as Eq. (3). Among association rules if the value of Lift is greater than 1.0, it
implies that the relationship between the antecedent and the consequent is more
significant than would be expected if the two parts were independent. Higher
value of Lift denotes higher significance.

Lift =
supp(XUY )

supp(X) ∗ supp(Y )
(3)

Association rule mining algorithm is used to find a set of rules which are
above a minimum value of Support and Confidence also known as threshold
values. Firstly, all item sets having a Support value greater than the threshold
value are enlisted as frequent. Then, association rules are generated from these
item sets and only those rules are kept that have a Confidence value greater
than the threshold Confidence value. The principle behind apriori is that if an
item set is frequent, then all of its subsets must also be frequent. The total of
2I − 1 item sets can be generated from I items in the dataset, hence, the step
to find the frequent item sets is the more complex than other parts.
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3.2 Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search algorithm that is inspired from the
process of natural selection proposed by Charles Darwin. It is used to generate
useful solution to optimization and search problems to find a global optimum in a
defined phase space. Before we proceed to apply GA, it is necessary to encode the
dataset in any format, such as the bit encoding. The three fundamental principles
of the algorithm are: (a) Selection - In this primary step, individual genomes are
chosen from the population for further steps; An initial population is generated
in the beginning of the procedure. The selection for further generations are done
on the basis of their fitness; (b) Crossover - This genetic operator is used to
generate the next generation of population based of the fitness calculated using
the fitness function. This fitness function measures the quality of the solution.
Since the best chromosomes from the earlier generation is used, the average
fitness is greater than the last generation; and (c) Mutation - This operator
maintains genetic diversity among various generations. In mutation, the solution
may entirely change from previous solution. This step overcome the problem if
the fitness value at some point is stuck at the local minima.

A combination of these two algorithms is used in this paper for occupations
accident analysis in steel industry as described in the next section.

4 Case Study

4.1 Problem Statement and Motivation

The case company is facing a serios issue of occupation accidents occuring at
its workplaces. The cost of human live is immense and of utmost importance.
Instead of having all precautionary measures, the incidents have been taking
place in an uncontrolled way. Cause-effect analyses, though carried out, has not
been successful enough to check the occurrences of accidents. Thus, accident
patterns in terms of association rules are necessary to be identified so that it
can be used to take several precautionary steps. Under these circumstances,
application of ARM is realized to be of great value to provide the best managerial
suggestions.

4.2 Data Collection and Data Types

The data set for analysis has been collected from a steel plant in India from 24
different divisions in the span of three years (2010–2013). For our analysis, we
have used 1285 data points or observations from a particular department of a
certain division of the plant.

The data set consists of categorical attributes and each of them has multiple
classes. The attributes used in analysis have been enlisted in Table 1 along with
the number of classes each feature possesses. They are -
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Table 1. Attributes and their corresponding number of classes in the data set used in
the study.

Attribute Number of classes

Injury Type 8

Primary Cause 21

Status 6

Working Condition 3

Machine Condition 3

Observation Type 4

Employee Type 3

Serious Process Incident Score (SPI) 3

Injury Potential Score(IP) 3

Equipment Damage Score(EDS) 3

Safety Standards 18

Incident Category 2

Incident Type 6

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 3

(i) Primary Cause - This attribute implies the causes behind the accident.
There are 21 possible causes of any incident described in the dataset -
Crane Dashing, Dashing/Collision, Derailment, Electrical Flash, Energy
Isolation, Equipment Machinery Damage, Fire/Explosion, Gas Leakage,
Hot Metals, Hydraulic/Pneumatic, Lifting Tools Tackles, Material Han-
dling, Medical Ailment, Occupational Illness, Process Incidents, Rail,Road
Incident, Run Over, Skidding, Slip/Trip/Fall, Structural Integrity.

(ii) Status - This represents the current state of the investigation of incident
case. It may be either close or open.

(iii) Working Condition - This attribute implies the condition of work which
may be Single Working(SW), Group Working(GW) or Not applicable
(Napp).

(iv) Machine Condition - Machine failure is a signicant cause of accidents
which can be avoided. It represents the machine condition after the inci-
dent, i.e. if Idle machine condition(MI), the machine was working while
accident occured or Not applicable(Napp) if the accident was not around
any machine

(v) Incident Type - The accident can occur because of human error or as a
reason of an inherent problem with the process. Thus, it can be classified
as - Behavorial (Beh); Process (Pro)

(vi) Employee Type - There are two types of workers in the workplaces.
They have different roles and any accident depends on the work they are
performing. On site, Contractor, Employee are the two employee types;
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(vii) Serious Process Incident Score (SPI) - The incident observed is scored
on the basis of severity in three levels, namely - lowspi, mediumspi and
highspi

(viii) Injury Potential Score(IP) - The injury caused to the causalitites are
also categorized in three levels - lowip, mediumip and highip to classify
the seriousness of the accident

(ix) Equipment Damage Score(EDS) - Many accidents involve damage to
machines and equipments too. Based on the level of damage caused to
these machines, every accident is associated with an equipment damage
score as - loweds, mediumeds and higheds

(x) Observation Type - Various safety standards are defined for every activ-
ity in these workplaces to maintain a definite protocol of safety. These are
categorized as - Unsafe act unsafe condition(UAUC), Unsafe Act(UA),
Unsafe condition(UC)

(xi) Injury Type - This attribute indicates the type of injury incurred. It has
following types - Fatal, First Aid, IOW, No injury, Normal, Injury, Serious
Injury.

(xii) Incident Category - The incident has been reported as - Property Dam-
age(PrDm), NearMiss(NM) or Injury (Inj) with their meaning as their
name depicts;

(xiii) Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) - Every process and activity in
an industry has a SOP associated with it and are categorized as available
but not followed (SANF), available and followed (SF) while in some cases
it might mot be required or cannot be proposed like SOP not required
(SNR), SOP not available (SNA).

(xiv) Safety Standards - Industries follow wide range of safety techniques but
still incidents occur. So they form an important criterion in the study to
identify how resourceful they have been in preventing accidents. There
could be various practices like - barricading, confined space, dismantling,
electrical safety, excavation, fire safety, gas cutting & welding, material
handling, mines safety, positive isolations, personal protective equipment
(PPE), process safety, road safety, wiring, tools & equipment and work
permit system.

4.3 Data Pre-processing

In this stage, data cleaning involving missing data handling, outlier detection,
and data reduction by feature selection have been done. Due to the limitation of
the page, total steps of data pre-processing task have not been included in the
scope of the present study. Once data has been pre-processed, it was encoded
for application of GA.

4.4 Encoding

First of all, dataset is encoded to initiate the experimentation of GA. This encod-
ing is used in our solution is binary encoding scheme. Any rule, that is treated
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Table 2. Schematic arrangement of a chromosome.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14

as chromosome, is encoded in the format as in Table 2, containing 14 genes per
chromosome per rule.

A list of 15 items can be used to describe a rule. Out of this 15, 14 genes
are classes from the different features enlisted in Table 1 and the last one is
a separator that is placed somewhere in between. This separator will separate
antecedent from consequent. Any attribute can either be a part of the rule or
not. If it is a part of the rule then it can have one out of the multiple classes it
has over the whole dataset. Table 1 shows the list of 14 attributes that has been
used in the analysis and different classes each attribute can have.

For example, injury potential is one of the features. It has three different
classes namely lowip, mediumip, highip. Say, 3 bits are used to encode this
feature. Then, we have 23 = 8 combinations of bits. We use three of them to
encode the classes of injury potential, namely 000 (lowip), 001 (mediumip), 010
(highip) respectively. In any rule, it can have one of the three values encoded
in binary form, or it might be a null value, i.e., it is not a part of the rule. The
remaining 5 combination of 3 bits 100, 110, 101, 011, and 111 are assigned a
value phi (meaning - null). The class phi signifies that this feature will not be a
part of the generated rule during Roulette Wheel selection. The probability of
selection of a particular class is depicted in Table 3.

Table 3. Selection Probability of various classes.

Injury Potential Score Probability of selection for rule

Lowips 1/8

Mediumips 1/8

Highips 1/8

Phi 5/8

Once the data has been encoded, it is ready to implement with the three
fundamental steps of GA. Initially, a random set of initial population is chosen
from the dataset.

4.5 Initial Population Generation

The 14 genes or attributes are individually encoded using the schematic
described in the previous section. We select the size of initial population for
our analysis. Hence, our initial population consists of 500 rules/chromosomes.
Value of each attribute in every chromosome is selected using Roulette Wheel
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Selection; for example, Injury Potential Score depicted in Table 3. Each gene in
a chromosome has a significant probability of not being a part of the rule. These
probabilities have been decided by the number of bits used for its encoding. If
there are more values for an attribute, it has less Support and it will be a part of
less frequent itemset. For example, primary cause can take 21 different values and
its Support will be less as compared to an attribute with less diversity. Hence,
probability of its existence in the rule will be less as compared to the other one.
This population undergoes crossover among itself and a new population or rules
are generated.

4.6 Crossover

It is one of the three operators used in genetic algorithm. After generation of
initial population, we have 14 genes in each chromosome denoted by respective
number of bits as shown in Table 4. There can be two strategies for crossover.
We can use point crossovers over the whole chromosome. This method has a
drawback. Every gene will not have proper crossover and a particular combi-
nation of gene is retained and it is simply repositioned in the list. Thus, after
few generations, offsprings similar to the parents are generated and the whole
point of having diversity in genetic algorithm fails. Hence, we opted for strategy
two. In this, we take two chromosomes and operate a 1-point crossover for every
gene. This method ensures proper diversity and creation of new rules over every
iteration. The two strategies can be explained through Tables 4, 5 and 6.

Table 4. Before crossover of a selected rule.

1001 100010 1100 010 011 000 111 101 110 011 101101 10 1101 110

Table 5. Crossover strategy 1: About middle point of chromosome.

101 110 011 101101 10 1101 110 1001 100010 1100 010 011 000 111

Table 6. Crossover strategy 2: about mid-point of each gene in chromosome.

110 101 011 011110 01 0111 011 0110 100001 0011 001 011 000 111

Placing Separators for Rule Generation: In this step, a separator is placed
at one of the random positions in the chromosome generated after crossover. All
the attributes which got a value phi after crossover, are dropped at this stage
and a rule showing (antecedent → consequent) is left. Thus, rules generated from
the previous population are ready. The unfit rules are then segregated from them
using the fitness function (see Eq. (4)).
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Selection of Population for Next Generation: Association rule mining
using genetic algorithm gives many rules. Many of them are insignificant because
they have less Support for the itemset or less Confidence for the rule. We elim-
inate these weak offsprings by defining a new fitness function that has been
described in the paper Qodmanan et Nasiri [12]. The function is

fitness =
(1 + supp(XUY ))2

1 + supp(X)
(4)

In this equation, sup(X U Y) is the Support of X Y and supp(X) is the
Support of antecedent part of it. We move toward the third fundamental step of
GA - mutation, to prevent the algorithm from stucking at any local optima.

4.7 Mutation

This operator is used to create diversity in the population from the initial pop-
ulation, with the use of this method, such as swapping, we can change the Con-
fidence of the rule. We can do the same by swapping the position of separators
in the two genes. The algorithm was applied taking an initial population of 1000
chromosomes and rules over 50 generations were generated.

Table 7. Rules generated using GA-ARM approach.

Antecedent Consequent Confidence Lift

PRI, SW, lowspi NM 1 1.46

SW, UAUC highip 0.705 0.867

MI, mediumip Loweds 0.1 19.32

SI Beh 0.625 0.761

UAUC, contractor Mediumip 0.33 2.9

Close, SW, MI, mediumip SANF 0.625 1.6309

UAUC, mediumspi SNR 0.25 1.98

EI, Pro SNR 0.14 1.133

Mediumip, loweds PrDm 1.0 35.69

MI, UA, Contractor Lowspi, beh 1.0 1.221

Napp Mediumip 0.117 1.02

5 Results and Discussion

In the present study, GA-based ARM method has been applied in order to
generate rules for the occurrence of occupational accidents in steel plant. To
start with GA, encoding of the data set has been performed which is followed by
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the sequential steps i.e., initial population generation, crossover, mutation, and
finally ARM. The average of fitness values of all rules for a given generation is
calculated and plotted against the iteration number. The average fitness value
of all rules in a particular generation has been plotted against the generation
number. Figure 2 clearly depicts the output. The best among the 50 generations
is selected for analysis. For a particular run, the fifth generation showed the
best fitness value for the given generation. The following rules (see Table 7) were
deduced.

Fig. 2. Graph of generations vs average fitness obtained from GA-ARM approach.

The generated rule [MI, mediumip → loweds] signifies that for accidents that
occurred in case of idle machine condition (MI) with average injury potential
(mediumip), the equipment damage score (loweds) was also less. From the rule
[mediumip, loweds → PrDm], it can be concluded that there are high chances
that accidents involving average injury potential (mediumip) and low equipment
damage score (loweds) will have high property damage (PrDm). One of the rules,
[SI → Beh] depicts the higher risk of having behavioral (beh) accidents with pri-
mary cause being structural integrity (SI). Next rule, [Close, SW, MI, mediumip
→ SANF], tells that in single working conditions (SW) and idle machine (MI)
conditions has significant injury potential index (mediumip) even though the
cases are closed because of non-availability of SOPs (SANF).

6 Conclusion

From the analysis of rules, it can be inferred that steel industry under study is
still not capable of handling hazards successfully to avoid major accidents. The
rules that have been derived after this analysis depicts that injury potential of
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accidents is significant. Cases of unsafe act and unsafe condition (UAUC) are
found to be the reason for most of cases.

This work can be further extended to a comprehensive comparision with var-
ious other state of art optimization methods, like particle swarm optimization
(PSO), ant colony optimization (ACO) etc. The proposed method can be fur-
ther tuned for a few more values of crossover and mutation probabilities for a
intuitive analysis of GA over ARM. Another important future direction can be
prediction-based collective class classification rule mining. Structured associa-
tion map (SAM), another powerful visualization technique, could be used for
better visualization of the association rules. Another future direction can be
the generation of high-utility item sets from the occupational accident database
which could provide potential benefit to the safety manager of any organization.
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Abstract. Many diseases lead to treatments which bring forth certain
restrictions in diet and quantity of consumption of the patients. Our
target has been to work around these restrictions to generate a novel
approach for creating a balance in taste and flavor while maintaining
the nutritional properties within the given upper bound. The resulting
product is not only a flavor-wise approximate supplement of the item to
be replaced but is also created from ingredients which are derived from
the list of food items permitted for consumption by a particular patient
suffering from a certain disease. There is a two layer selection procedure
which chooses the substitutes from the given list based on the flavor pro-
file of the item whose supplement is to be found, with the cut-off being
designed on the basis of the calories, carbohydrates, sugars and fats per-
mitted for the patient being considered to consume. Our results have
shown to predict near-identical flavor profiles with significantly lower
values of calories, fats, sugars or carbohydrates as per the requirement
of the patient. The output has been validated by experienced food tech-
nologist.

Keywords: Flavor prediction · Forward selection · Stepwise regression ·
Food supplement generation · Machine learning

1 Introduction

Advancement of medication and knowledge has led to tremendous progress in the
fields of disease discovery and treatment. From the early onset of time nutrition
has played an important role throughout society in shaping the longevity period
and health of individuals. Diseases which were life threatening and sometimes
fatal have now been reduced to being easily controllable through the use of
appropriate medication and following of a healthy diet. As human beings we are
inclined to crave for all things forbidden. Hence, once a person is diagnosed with
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a diet restrictive disease it often leads to a certain degree of dissatisfaction in
taste and appetite. The patient wants to taste something which he/she did enjoy
previously, but now due to the restrictive measures, is unable to do so.

The proposed algorithm is an intelligent, new approach which utilizes forward
stepwise regression [1] at its base to develop a unique combination of items
permitted for consumption, depending on the flavor profile of the item being
replaced, to generate the best possible approximate flavor profile while keeping
in memory the nutritional data. An important part of machine based substitute
detection is using statistical methods to create new ingredient combinations
which mimic the essential flavor properties of the initial item to be replaced.
Human flavor perception is very complicated, involving a variety of external
sensory stimuli and internal states. The taste of a particular item at a given
time depends not only on the five basic flavor properties but also the surrounding
conditions, sensation of smell, texture, memories associated with a certain dish
and more such features which differ from individual to individual. These are
nearly impossible for a different individual to predict, let alone a machine.

What is important to highlight here is that the paper does not offer a method
for individuals to taste their grandmother’s special casserole without the ingre-
dients which made it special in the first place. The aim is to offer an alternative
to people suffering from dietary restrictions. For example a diabetic wanting to
taste a particular sweet dish A, can be helped by generating a flavor profile as
similar to that of A without exceeding the calorie and sugar specifications which
could potentially wreak havoc in the blood glucose level and invoke unsolicited
damage.

Research in related areas have been reported in literature. Recipe recommen-
dation system has been developed [2] using combination of ingredient networks
and nutrition information, with the network capturing the relationship between
the ingredients. A method for finding replaceable materials in cooking recipe
texts was designed [3] by extraction of cooking actions followed by measurement
of their similarity. A data-driven analysis of recipes from Medieval Europe was
undertaken [4] to investigate the flavor pairing hypothesis and generate infer-
ences about the evolution of culinary arts. A flavor network was introduced
[5] to capture the flavor compounds shared by culinary ingredients, towards a
systematic understanding of culinary practice.

Our approach, on the other hand, uses forward selection in the stepwise
regression search mechanism of machine learning to generate the design. It works
on the initial set of data with a specific flavor profile, consisting of sweet, sour,
bitter, salt and savory (henceforth known as X), along with the health detrimen-
tal properties of calories, carbohydrates, sugars and fats (referred to as Y, from
here onwards). We select each item from the list of permissible items and check if
its addition to the generated substitution chain maintains the Y properties of the
chain to be less than or equal to the Y properties of the item being replaced. We
add it to our list if it upholds all criteria, compare with the X properties of the
item being substituted and progress. Working with forward stepwise selection we
replace items using the X properties and check for the most near approximate
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between the Y feature approved items using the X properties as parameters. The
resulting combination is the best suitable approximate substitute chain of the
product we want to replace, as validated by experienced food technologist.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the prob-
lem which has motivated us to work on this algorithm. The data used in this
experiment was hard to procure in our required format, and the sources used
are described in Sect. 3. The proposed algorithm for the problem is presented in
Sect. 4, along with a step by step analysis of procedure. The case study in Sect. 5
serves to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, along with some results.
Finally Sect. 6 concludes the paper and discusses the applications of the imple-
mentation of the proposed algorithm.

2 Problem Description

Mortality rates have declined at a relatively constant rate of approximately 1 to 2
percent per year since 1900. Medical care and improvement in living conditions
are attributed as the prime factors responsible for the changes in the ability
to avoid and withstand infectious diseases; which ultimately lead to reducing
mortality. With the advent of time the number of people suffering from dis-
ease leading to a restrictions-imposed lifestyle has increased to the extent that
approximately one in every three people are found to suffer from some form of
an ailment.

Even though lifestyle changes are mandated by the physician, we as human
beings tend to be drawn towards certain dishes which have been our favorites for
a long time, yet are unable to consume due to the prognosis. Modern technology
permits the production of gluten free, dairy free, sugar free food items which
cater to the health conscious, people with specific religious beliefs and those
diagnosed with diet-restrictive diseases. What is observable in these products is
that most of them do not taste the same way as the prototype they have been
modeled after. This leads to the building of an emotional discontentment and
craving for what the physician has essentially prescribed to avoid.

It is at such a junction that our proposed algorithm comes into play. We
utilize the fundamental properties of flavor to find that product combination
which, while necessarily lying within the limits of calories, carbohydrates, sug-
ars and fats, permissible for consumption, generates the best fit flavor profile.
On entering the products suitable for consumption, the algorithm fetches each
product’s flavor profile and nutritional values profile in its standard volume. The
food item to be substituted has its own specific nutrient data and flavor data,
which on being fed into the algorithm, generates and displays its replacement.
We, however, cannot ignore the fact that human beings associate taste and fla-
vor perceived with surrounding conditions, sensation of smell, texture, memories
associated with a certain dish along with the fundamental flavors being consid-
ered here. The machine based approach may not be the perfect replacement of
the human based method of physically generating all combinations of permissi-
ble ingredient of various quantities. On varying the weights of the initial dataset
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from a small quantity to larger values, one can generate all possible concoctions
using the machine learning based approach. Considering the involvement of time
and the physical stamina involved in each process, the machine learning based
approach is found to be more convenient and converges to the best suitable
result faster. Thereby, the result produced may not always be the perfect substi-
tute for a product but as far as feasibility and taste goes, the best approximate
replacement will be generated in all cases.

3 Data Sources

This study uses two different datasets which deal with the various aspects of food
flavor and properties. The first chart is an ingredient-wise break-up consisting of
calories, carbohydrates, fats and sugars, while the second is a flavor profile which
consists of fractional values ranging from 0 to 5 in each column of sweet, sour,
bitter, salt and savory. Each level corresponds to a particular degree of presence,
1 signifies “very little”, 2 stands for “somewhat present”, 3 is used to represent
“present”, 4 shows the flavor is “pronounced”, 5 signifies the “bold and intense”
sensation of the particular flavor. An excerpt of the ingredient nutrient statistic
chart is shown. All data values, except for calories, specified in the nutrient
charts used throughout this paper are measured in grams (see Table 1).

Table 1. A sample Ingredient Nutrient statistic chart

Ingredient Calories Carbohydrates Fats Sugars

RED APPLE 130 34 0 25

AVOCADO 50 3 4.5 0

BANANA 110 30 0 19

BLUE-CRAB 100 0 1 0

ICEBERG-LETTUCE 10 2 0 2

TOMATOES 25 5 0 3

TUNA 130 0 1.5 0

The data has been taken from the food charts present in www.marshallsplan.
com and standardized over specific quantities. In this case, the Red Apple quan-
tity considered is 242 g/8 oz, for Banana it is 126 g/4.5 oz, Blue Crab and Tuna
nutrition values have been measured at 34 g/3 oz, Iceberg lettuce at 89 g/3.2
oz and finally Tomatoes at 148 g/5.3 oz. The flavor profile, although sourced
from www.cooksmarts.com/articles/study-flavor-profiles/, is harder to obtain
and simplify. The flavor approximate value is taken as a weighted average of
ingredient quantities used to identify the flavor features, so that it generates
a uniform distribution with better suitability for approximation. At each stage
the flavor level perceived in an ingredient also depends on the particular product

www.marshallsplan.com
www.marshallsplan.com
www.cooksmarts.com/articles/study-flavor-profiles/
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and, thus, the generalized flavor specific level value occurs in ranges. The ranges
are then utilized to calculate the weighted average range values, and the final
data set is generated. An example of the flavor profile lies below (see Table 2).

Table 2. A sample flavor profile

Item Sweet Sour Salt Bitter Savory

CHENIN-BLANC WHITE WINE 1–2 3–4 1–2 1 2–3

SYRAH RED WINE 2.3–3.4 2–3 3–4 3 1–2

Calculations of similarity of flavor profiles are done using this final dataset.

4 Proposed Approach

We use the theory of the second best where the best product, being which
the patient has been clinically advised to avoid, fails to satisfy the optimality
conditions of calories, carbohydrates, fats and sugars. Thus, it is to be substituted
with the second best item or a combination of items flavor-wise. This principle
is utilized to generate a flavor profile which falls within the limit of permitted
calories, carbohydrates, fats and sugars while maintaining as similar a taste
palette as deemed feasible.

Our algorithm deals with two data sets which are inbuilt in the model. The
first data set deals with the nutrient information, while the second deals with
the sweet, sour, bitter, salty and savory scores from 0 to 5 for a specific taste.
When the product whose substitutes are sought is entered, the algorithm utilizes
the flavor scores of the product to generate a chain of items from the inherent
data sets which has the best approximate flavor profile to that of the product
being replaced.

The approach of our algorithm is to keep adding all ingredients until the
element whose addition to the substitute ingredients chain exceeds the specified
optimality bounds of calories, carbohydrates, fats and sugars. For that element,
we look from the beginning of the chain to find all those elements which when
replaced by the new element can generate a better flavor score. The element
with the least contribution in generating a comprehensive flavor profile, averaged
over standardized weights, is replaced from the chain with the new element. This
process continues until the best substitute chain is developed and displayed.

The implementation of the algorithm is done using arrays to store the data
values of the flavor and ingredient tables, while a linked list is used to generate
and develop the chain of substitute ingredients. It can be summarized as:

Algorithm
Step 1: Initialize flavor and nutrient profile and input item to be replaced
Step 2: Repeat Step 3 to Step 10 until end of ingredients is reached, then go to
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Step 12.
Step 3: Get next element.
Step 4: If the addition of the element does not exceed total nutrient values of
the item, then go to Step 6, else go to Step 7.
Step 5: Add the element to the list of replacement ingredients. Go to Step 2.
Step 6: Go to the origin point of the replacement element list. Replace variable
worst with new element.
Step 7: Check if the replacement ingredient pointed to in list compared with
worst variable’s element gives a better approximate flavor profile with compara-
ble nutrient components. If true then go to Step 9, else go to Step 8.
Step 8: Change worst variable with element pointed in list.
Step 9: Get next element. Go to Step 7. If no more elements in list then go to
Step 10.
Step 10: If the worst variable is not new element then change new and worst.
Step 11: Display replacement ingredients list.

5 Case Study

We demonstrate the working of the proposed methodology by the use of three
cases which have generated convincing results. The most trivial case solution
arises when we are substituting a single food item and we get a singular ingredient
as result.

For example, consider the fruit Banana (see Table 3):

Table 3. Nutrient profile of banana

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

BANANA 110 0 30 19

The nutrient values of Banana have been measured over 126 g/4.5 oz in quan-
tity. Here the patient has restrictions on calories set at 60, fats at 7, carbohy-
drates at 10 and sugars at 0. Our algorithm works around this data and fetches
the flavor profile statistics from the database to output a combination of ingre-
dients (in this case a single item result), which is generated as the best suit-
able flavor substitute for the ingredient in question. There exists a scarcity of
exhaustive data, and hence the result generated by the algorithm depends on
the database it is linked with. In this case the result is: It is seen that avocado
has a higher fat content than banana, however it may be accepted due to the
value lying below the patient’s fat consumption measure. The avocado nutrient
statistic is measured at 30 g/1.1 oz in quantity (see Table 4).

A different aspect of our algorithm lies in the hiding of food items restricted
by the physician. In this scenario, the patient is assumed to have certain allergic
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Table 4. Nutrient profile of avocado

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

AVOCADO 50 4.5 3 0

restrictions and requires a substitute ingredients chain to be generated. Let us
flag Bell Pepper from the database, assuming the user wants to avoid consuming
it. After the item has been flagged and hidden from the database, the input is set
as: Bell Pepper quantity is specified as 148 g/5.3 oz. Our method substitutes it
with Cucumber, matching it with the flavor profile while maintaining the nutri-
ent content values as the upper bound. The physician’s restriction limits have
been set to that of the nutrient specifications of Bell Pepper. Cucumber calories,
fats, carbohydrates and sugars values have been measured at 99 g / 3.5 oz. Here,
the physician recommended calories, fats, carbohydrates and sugar values are
set the same as those that of Bell Pepper. However the food item BELL PEP-
PER is hidden when the dataset is being read, so that a substitute chain with a
similar flavor profile may be generated but a direct correspondence with BELL
PEPPER in the original dataset is not made. Another case studied has the input
as: The nutrient statistics have been specified for 148 g/5.3 oz of Potato. The
physician’s restrictions have been set as 100 calories, 20 g in fat, 0 g of carbo-
hydrates and 10 g in sugars. While there exists many varied combinations for
generating the substitute for potatoes, our proposed methodology predicts the
best result as cauliflower, measured over 99 g/3.5oz in quantity. On observing
the values we see that this is a special case of the substitution chain where there
exists the concept of multiplicity. As mentioned earlier, the quantity or volume
of the ingredient specified in the dataset defines the nutrient and flavor statistic.
In a similar way, the substitute ingredient in the above example, when multi-
plied by four, generates the nutrient statistic of the food item to be substituted.
This is the best approximate constant and depends on the data provided in the
dataset. Our results have been generated using a self created nutrient and flavor
profile gathered from various data sources. The nature of the output is thus seen
to directly depend on the profiles the method runs on. It is also to be noted
that the quantity or volume of ingredients vary from one another and are spec-
ified in a separate column in the actual dataset (and are mentioned here in the
corresponding text) (see Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8).

Table 5. Nutrient profile of bell pepper

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

BELL PEPPER 25 0 6 4
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Table 6. Nutrient profile of cucumber

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

CUCUMBER 10 0 2 1

Table 7. Nutrient profile of potato

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

POTATO 110 26 0 8

Table 8. Nutrient profile of cauliflower

Ingredient Calories Fats Carbohydrates Sugars

CAULIFLOWER 25 5 0 2

6 Conclusion and Future Scope

Generation of flavor based approximation algorithms using Machine Learning is
a new direction in the classification of food ingredients. Our research is based
on generating the most similar flavor profile consisting of weighted sweet, sour,
bitter, salt and savory values. While many people argue that no two individuals
can have the same flavor palette, this work has been specifically designed for
individuals with dietary restrictions and require the best substitute feasible to
remind them of what that particular item tasted like.

In this paper, we have utilized the disease specific optimality conditions of
calories, carbohydrates, fats and sugars to deduce the most suitable flavor pro-
file to that of the item being replaced. The research articles that exist in related
domains use complex time-consuming procedures which involve chemical com-
positions or relationships between ingredients, and may not always best describe
the real scenario. Instead of controlling how much oil or water to add to an item,
we use blanched, fried item specific nutrient and flavor statistics so that the algo-
rithm is able to learn the values and utilize them when required. Our algorithm
has shown to predict feasible solutions which generate the most similar flavor
combination to that of the item which the patient wants to replace. The results
have been validated by an experienced food technologist.

The shortage of data is the primary reason why this algorithm may not be as
effective if globally implemented. We do not create flavor databases as we know
that they may never be perfect. Due to the advancement of medication and
improvement in living conditions, the aged population is on the rise. This leads
to the manifestation of innumerable diseases which bring forth strict lifestyle
restrictions and leads to dissatisfaction among the aged. Our algorithm if imple-
mented globally will benefit these individuals. However, for that to happen, we
need to create an accessible database with food ingredients which under stan-
dard volumes have generalized flavor approximations. These values when taken
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from such databases and applied to our algorithm will help each individual get
a taste of what they crave for.
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Abstract. Intuitionistic multi-fuzzy set (IMFS) is a generalization of
multi-fuzzy set, where the elements are having multiple numbers of membership
and non-membership values instead of a single membership and
non-membership value. Here we develop intuitionistic multi-fuzzy convolution
(IMFC) operator for information aggregation using IMFS. This paper introduces
harmonic average method to degenerate IMFS to intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS).
Then we present a decision making approach applying the proposed IMFC
operator, where harmonic average, Hamming distance, and Euclidean distance
measures are used for the decision making purpose. Finally, we have given a
real life example to show the applicability of the proposed operator.

Keywords: Decision making � Convolution operator � Intuitionistic
multi-fuzzy set � Intuitionistic fuzzy set

1 Introduction

Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) [1, 2] has been using as an efficient tool to handle
uncertainties, where each element is assigned a membership degree and a
non-membership degree. IFS is considered as an generalization of Zadeh’s [3] fuzzy
set, where only a membership degree is allocated to each element. Since the appearance
of IFS in 1986, contributions of many researchers can be found for the advancement of
IFS theory and its applications [23–29] both in theoretical and application point of
view. Recently, information aggregation in IFS theory has become a significant
research area especially in group decision making (GDM) problems. In [10], Atanassov
[10] defined various operations of IFSs such as intersection, union, complement,
algebraic sum, algebraic product, etc., which were extended in [11], where the authors
[11] further defined some new operations and proved them. Szmidt and Kacprzyk [12]
proposed Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures between two IFSs.
Combining multi-set [4] and fuzzy set [3], Yager [5] introduced multi-fuzzy set (MFS),
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where an element may appear multiple times with probably the similar or dissimilar
membership values. MFS can be considered as an extension of fuzzy sets, L-fuzzy sets
[6], and IFSs. Sebastian and Ramakrishnan [7] studied the relation between IFS and
MFS, and presented multi-fuzzy mappings. Shinoj and John [8] introduced intuition-
istic multi-fuzzy set (IMFS) and Das et al. [9] applied it in decision making problems.

In GDM, several methods are considered to aggregate the opinions of different
experts. Yager [13] proposed ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator, where the
items are aggregated according to their order in the set. As an extension of OWA
operator, Yager and Filev [14] developed induced ordered weighted averaging (IOWA)
operator, where order inducing variable manages the ordering of the arguments. Xu and
Yager [15] initially proposed intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (IFWG) and
intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted geometric (IFOWG) aggregation operators.
Combining IFWG and IFOWG, the authors [15] proposed intuitionistic fuzzy hybrid
geometric (IFHG) operator. Similarly, Xu [16] firstly offered intuitionistic fuzzy
weighted averaging (IFWA) and intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging
(IFOWA) operator, and then as a hybridization of IFWA and IFOWA, the authors [16]
proposed intuitionistic fuzzy hybrid aggregation (IFHA) operator. Wei [17] generalized
these operators using inducing variables [14] and developed some induced geometric
aggregation operators. Generalized IFWA, generalized IFOWA, and generalized IFHA
operator were defined by Zhao et al. [18]. A series of intuitionistic fuzzy point oper-
ations and generalized intuitionistic fuzzy point aggregation operators were defined by
Xia and Xu [19]. Wang and Liu [20] used Einstein operations to implement intu-
itionistic fuzzy information aggregation. Li and He [21] defined intuitionistic fuzzy
prioritized “or” (PRI-OR) and prioritized “and” (PRI-AND) aggregation operators.
Recently, Das et al. [9] has focused on IMFS and presented intuitionistic multi-fuzzy
weighted averaging operator (IMFWA) in the context of IMFS. The authors also
proposed Hamming distance and Euclidean distance measures in the framework of
IMFS and studied IMFS based score and accuracy functions in order to compare two
intuitionistic multi-fuzzy values (IMFVs). Finally, they developed a decision making
approach and applied IMFWA operator in decision making problems.

Preceding discussion narrates that the researchers have developed many aggrega-
tion operators using IFSs to solve the real life decision making problems. However, a
few research works can be found, where the researchers have considered IMFS to solve
decision making problems using information aggregation. In this era of uncertainty,
when a single membership and non-membership value alone is not sufficient to rep-
resent an object, rather the object can be well represented by multiple number of
membership and non-membership values, IMFS is used for reasoning such kind of
situations. This paper proposes IMFC operator to aggregate intuitionistic multi-fuzzy
information and then apply it in decision making problems.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents some basic ideas
correlated to this work. In Sect. 3, we propose IMFS based convolution operator
followed by the algorithmic approach in Sect. 4. The real life example is demonstrated
in Sect. 5. The conclusions are discussed in Sect. 6.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some basic ideas relevant to this paper.

Definition 1 [1, 2]. Let X be the initial universe. An intuitionistic fuzzy set in X is
defined by A ¼ x; lA xð Þ; mA xð Þh i x 2 Xjf g, where lA : X ! ½0; 1�; mA : X ! ½0; 1� and
0� lA xð Þþ mA xð Þ� 1; 8x 2 X. Here lA xð Þ and mA xð Þ respectively denote the degree of
membership and non-membership of the element x in the set A. For each intuitionistic
fuzzy set A in X, the hesitation margin or intuitionistic fuzzy index is defined as
pAðxÞ ¼ 1� lA xð Þ � mA xð Þ; x 2 X, which expresses the lack of information whether
x 2 A or x 62 A: Also for each x 2 X; 0� pA xð Þ� 1.

Definition 2 [5]. Let k be a positive integer. A multi-fuzzy set (MFS) bA over X is a set
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ðxÞ, j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k; x 2 X. Similarly, in multipli-

cation A
_ � B

_
� �

operation, the membership and non-membership values are computed

as l j

A
_�B

_
ðxÞ ¼ l j

A
_
ðxÞ:l j

B
_
ðxÞ and m j

A
_�B

_
ðxÞ ¼ m j

A
_
ðxÞþ m j

B
_
ðxÞ � m j

A
_
ðxÞ:m j

B
_
ðxÞ;

j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k; x 2 X.

Multiplication and power of IMFS A
_

of dimension k with real value k[ 0 are

respectively defined as kA
_ ¼ 1� 1� li

A
_

� �k

; mi
A
_

� �k
( )

and A
_k

¼ li
A
_

� �k

;

(

1� 1� mi
A
_

� �� �k	
, where i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k; x 2 X.
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Definition 4 [9]. Score function SðxÞ and accuracsy function HðxÞ of the IMFV
x ¼ ðl1x ; l2x ; . . .; lkxÞ; ðm1x ; m2x ; . . .; mkxÞ

� �
are respectively defined as SðxÞ ¼P

j
l jðxÞ � m jðxÞf g and HðxÞ ¼P

j
l jðxÞþ m jðxÞf g; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k.

If x ¼ l1x ; l
2
x ; . . .; l

k
x


 �
; m1x ; m

2
x ; . . .; m

k
x


 �� �
and y ¼ l1y ; l

2
y ; . . .; l

k
y

� �
;

n
m1y ; m

2
y ; . . .; m

k
y

� �
g are IMFVs, then x and y are compared as follows:

(1) if S xð Þ\S yð Þ, x is smaller than y
(2) if S xð Þ ¼ S yð Þ, then

(a) if H xð Þ\H yð Þ, x is smaller than y
(b) if H xð Þ ¼ H yð Þ, x and y represent the same information.

Definition 5 [9]. Hamming Distance measurements dHðA_;B_Þ between IMFSs A
_

and B
_

in X ¼ ðx1; x2; . . .; xmÞ of dimension k is defined as follows:

dHðA_;B_Þ ¼ 1
2k

Xm
j¼1

Xk
p¼1

ðjlp
A
_
ðxjÞ � lp

B
_
ðxjÞj þ jmp

A
_
ðxjÞ � mp

B
_
ðxjÞj þ jpp

A
_
ðxjÞ � pp

B
_
ðxjÞjÞ

 !
; x 2 X:

Normalized Hamming distance lHðA_;B_Þ between IMFSs A
_

and B
_

in X ¼
ðx1; x2; . . .; xmÞ of dimension k is defined as

lHðA_;B_Þ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
p¼1

ðjlp
A
_
ðxjÞ � lp

B
_
ðxjÞj þ jmp

A
_
ðxjÞ � mp

B
_
ðxjÞj þ jpp

A
_
ðxjÞ � pp

B
_
ðxjÞjÞ

 !
; x 2 X:

Definition 6 [9]. Euclidean Distance measurements dEðA_;B_Þ between IMFSs A
_

and B
_

in X ¼ ðx1; x2; . . .; xmÞ of dimension k is defined below.

dEðA_;B_Þ ¼ 1
2k

Xm
j¼1

Xk
p¼1

ððlp
A
_
ðxjÞ�lp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2þ ðmp

A
_
ðxjÞ � mp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2þ ðpp

A
_
ðxjÞ � pp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2Þ

 !1
2

; x 2 X:

Normalized Euclidean distance lEðA_;B_Þ between IMFSs A
_

and B
_

in X ¼
ðx1; x2; . . .; xmÞ of dimension k can be defined as

lEðA_;B_Þ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
p¼1

ððlp
A
_
ðxjÞ�lp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2 þðmp

A
_
ðxjÞ � mp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2 þðpp

A
_
ðxjÞ � pp

B
_
ðxjÞÞ2Þ

 !1
2

; x 2 X:
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3 Intuitionistic Multi-fuzzy Convolution Operator

Convolution [22] is a formal mathematical operation like addition, multiplication, and
integration. Intuitively, convolution is a mathematical manner of combining two sig-
nals to develop a third signal which is used in digital signal processing. Normally,
convolution is used in probabilities and statics. However, it has many applications in
engineering like signal processing and analysis. Let aj ¼ ðlak ; mak Þ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n be a
collection of IMFNs of dimension k,H represents an IMFN, and IMFC : Hn ! H. The
intuitionistic multi-fuzzy convolution (IMFC) operator is defined as

IMFCða1; a2; . . .; anÞ

¼
1� Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� llai

� �
1þ Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� llai

� � ;
1� Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� mlai

� �
1þ Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� mlai

� � ;
1� Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� plai

� �
1þ Qn

i¼1

Qk
l¼1

1� plai

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

Example 1. Let a1 and a2 be two IMFNs of dimension 3, where

a1 ¼ 0:7; 0:6; 0:5ð Þ; 0:1; 0:2; 0:4ð Þ; 0:2; 0:2; 0:1ð Þf g;
a2 ¼ 0:4; 0:4; 0:3ð Þ; 0:3; 0:4; 0:6ð Þ; 0:3; 0:2; 0:1ð Þf g

Using convolution operator over a1 and a2; we get

1� ð1� 0:7Þð1� 0:4Þ
1þ ð1� 0:7Þð1� 0:4Þ ¼

1� 0:18
1þ 0:18

¼ 0:70;
1� ð1� 0:6Þð1� 0:4Þ
1þ ð1� 0:6Þð1� 0:4Þ ¼

1� 0:24
1þ 0:24

¼ 0:61;
1� ð1� 0:5Þð1� 0:3Þ
1þ ð1� 0:5Þð1� 0:3Þ ¼

1� 0:35
1þ 0:35

¼ 0:48
� �
1� ð1� 0:1Þð1� 0:3Þ
1þ ð1� 0:1Þð1� 0:3Þ ¼

1� 0:63
1þ 0:63

¼ 0:27;
1� ð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:4Þ
1þ ð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:4Þ ¼

1� 0:48
1þ 0:48

¼ 0:35;
1� ð1� 0:4Þð1� 0:6Þ
1þ ð1� 0:4Þð1� 0:6Þ ¼

1� 0:24
1þ 0:24

¼ 0:61
� �

1� ð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:3Þ
1þð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:3Þ ¼

1� 0:56
1þ 0:56

¼ 0:28;
1� ð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:2Þ
1þð1� 0:2Þð1� 0:2Þ ¼

1� 0:64
1þ 0:64

¼ 0:22;
1� ð1� 0:1Þð1� 0:1Þ
1þð1� 0:1Þð1� 0:1Þ ¼

1� 0:81
1þ 0:81

¼ 0:1
� �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

¼ 0:70; 0:61; 0:48ð Þ; 0:27; 0:35; 0:61ð Þ; 0:28; 0:22; 0:1ð Þf g

Transformation of IMFS to IFS using harmonic average method

An IMFS A
_ ¼ fx=ðl1

A
_
ðxÞ; l2

A
_
ðxÞ; . . .; lk

A
_
ðxÞÞ; ðm1

A
_
ðxÞ; m2

A
_
ðxÞ; . . .; mk

A
_
ðxÞÞ : x 2 Xg can be

transformed to a IFS AG ¼ fx=ðlGA ðxÞ; ðmGA ðxÞÞ : x 2 Xg based on harmonic average
method, where

lGA ðxÞ ¼ k= 1=
Pk
l¼1

llA

� �
; mGA ðxÞ ¼ k= 1=

Pk
l¼1

mlA

� �
and 0� lGA ðxÞþ mGA ðxÞ� 1,

pGA ðxÞ ¼ 1� ðlGA ðxÞþ mGA ðxÞÞ for every x 2 X.

4 Decision Making Using IMFC Operator

This section presents a decision making algorithm using the proposed IMFC operator.
Let the set of decision makers, alternatives, and attributes are respectively denoted by
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DM ¼ fDM1;DM2; . . .;DMlg;X ¼ fx1; x2; . . .; xmg, and E ¼ fe1; e2; . . .; eng: Deci-
sion makers DMi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; l provide their opinions regarding the attributes et; t ¼
1; 2; . . .; n of various alternatives xj; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m using intuitionistic multi-fuzzy
matrices (IMFMs). Opinion of decision maker DMi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; l is expressed as
IMFM given below.

RðiÞ ¼ rðiÞjt
h i

mxn
¼

rðiÞ11r
ðiÞ
12 . . . rðiÞ1n

rðiÞ21r
ðiÞ
22 . . . rðiÞ2n

..

.
. .
. ..

.

rðiÞm1r
ðiÞ
m2 . . . rðiÞmn

2
66664

3
77775

Here rðiÞjt ¼ fðlði1Þjt ðxÞ; lði2Þjt ðxÞ; . . .; lðikÞjt ðxÞÞ; ðmði1Þjt ðxÞ; mði2Þjt ðxÞ; . . .; mðikÞjt ðxÞ; ðpði1Þjt ðxÞ;
pði2Þjt ðxÞ; . . .; pðikÞjt ðxÞÞ : x 2 Xg, k be the dimension of IMFS. For experimentation pur-
pose, a reference knowledge base matrix (S) is considered, where the information about
the alternatives and attributes are given using intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.

Step 1: Opinions of individual decision makers DMi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; l are represented
using intuitionistic multi-fuzzy matrices RðiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; l, where

RðiÞ ¼ rðiÞjt
h i

mxn
:

Step 2: Intuitionistic multi-fuzzy convolution operator is used to combine the

opinions of various decision makers. The combined matrix bRðiÞ ¼
br ðiÞjth i

mxn
is computed using the IMFC operator as given below.

brjt ¼ IMFCðr1jt; r2jt; � � � ; rljtÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m; t ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

Step 3: The combined IMFM is normalized as given below.

lpjtðxÞ ¼
lpjtðxÞ

lpjtðxÞþ mpjtðxÞþ ppjtðxÞ
; mpjtðxÞ ¼

mpjtðxÞ
lpjtðxÞþ mpjtðxÞþ ppjtðxÞ

; ppjtðxÞ

¼ ppjtðxÞ
lpjtðxÞþ mpjtðxÞþ ppjtðxÞ

where p ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k and k be the dimension of IMFS.
Step 4: Normalised Hamming and Euclidean distances are computed over the

normalized combined matrix ðbRÞ and reference matrix (S) to construct the
distant matrix, which is constructed using the following two steps.

Step 4.1: If both of the combined matrix ðbRÞ and reference matrix (S) are
represented as IMFM, then normalised Hamming distance lHðbR; SÞ and
Euclidean distance lEðbR; SÞ between ðbRÞ and S can be defined with cij
where
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cHij ¼ lHðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
i¼1

ðjlibRðxjÞ�liSðxjÞj þ jmibRðxjÞ � miSðxjÞj þ jpibRðxjÞ � piSðxjÞjÞ:

cEij ¼ lEðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
i¼1

ððlibRðxjÞ�liSðxjÞÞ2 þðmibRðxjÞ�miSðxjÞÞ2 þðpibRðxjÞ�piSðxjÞÞ2Þ
 !1

2

Step 4.2: Here the combined matrix ðbRÞ is represented as IMFM and reference
matrix (S) is represented by intuitionistic fuzzy matrix (IFM), where IFM
is the matrix form of intuitionistic fuzzy set. Hence

cHij ¼ lHðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
i¼1

ðjlibRðxjÞ�lSðxjÞj þ jmibRðxjÞ � mSðxjÞj þ jpibRðxjÞ � pSðxjÞjÞ:

cEij ¼ lEðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2mk

Xm
j¼1

Xk
i¼1

ððlibRðxjÞ�lSðxjÞÞ2 þðmibRðxjÞ � mSðxjÞÞ2þ ðpibRðxjÞ � pSðxjÞÞ2Þ
 !1

2

Step 4.3: When the combined matrix ðbRÞ is degenerated to IFM and reference
matrix (S) is represented as IFM, then

cHij ¼ lHðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2m

Xm
j¼1

ðjlbRðxjÞ � lSðxjÞj þ jmbRðxjÞ � mSðxjÞj þ jpbRðxjÞ � pSðxjÞjÞ:

cEij ¼ lEðbR; SÞ ¼ 1
2m

Xm
j¼1

ððlibRðxjÞ � liSðxjÞÞ2 þðmibRðxjÞ � miSðxjÞÞ2 þðpibRðxjÞ � piSðxjÞÞ2Þ
 !1

2

Step 5: Attribute with minimum distances are selected for each alternative

5 Real Life Example

Recently heart disease has become a major health concern in the world. Proper diag-
nosis and treatment is essential to recover from the disease. In this example, we
categorize the heart disease into four different stages D ¼ D1;D2;D3;D4f g ¼
Stage I; Stage II; Stage III; Stage IVf g based on a common set of symptoms

S ¼ S1; S2; S3; S4; S5f g ¼ chest pain; palpitation; dizziness; fainting; fatiguef g. Stage I
specifies that the patient is in initial stage of heart disease, which can be cured if
diagnosis and treatment are initiated earlier. Stage II is more unsafe and less curable.
Stage III patients are more insecure than that of Stage II, while the patient belongs to
Stage IV not recoverable. This example considers the inspections of four medical
consultants E ¼ E1;E2;E3;E4f g for a set of four patients P ¼ P1;P2;P3;P4f g, which
are respectively given in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 7 represents a reference value of
the symptoms S ¼ S1; S2; S3; S4; S5f g corresponding to the different stages
D ¼ D1;D2;D3;D4f g. In this example, the consultants prescribe their opinions using
intuitionistic multi-fuzzy sets, where the consultants visit the patients at regular
intervals to monitor their conditions. Here three intervals are considered, i.e., three
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membership degree, three non-membership degree, and three hesitation margins are
considered.

Below, we give the steps of the proposed algorithm step wise.
Step 1: Inspections of the consultants E ¼ E1;E2;E3;E4f g are repre-

sented using IMFMs (R1, R2, R3, and R4) which are respectively
shown in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Step 2 & Step 3: Convolution operator is used to combine the IMFMs (R1, R2, R3,
and R4). The normalized combined intuitionistic multi-fuzzy
matrix is shown in Table 5.

Step 4 & Step 5: Since the given reference matrix is intuitionistic fuzzy matrix, the
resultant intuitionistic multi-fuzzy matrix is degenerated into
intuitionistic fuzzy matrix using harmonic average method which
is shown in Table 6. Next normalized Hamming and normalized
Euclidean distance measurements are performed between the
reference matrix and the degenerated combined matrix, shown in
Table 8. As lowest distance shows proper diagnosis, Table 8
shows that patient P1 is in Stage I, P2 and P4 are in Stage II, and
P3 is in Stage IV of heart disease

Table 1. Inspection of consultant I

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.6,0.5,0.7) (0.6,0.3,0.5) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.6,0.6,0.6) (0.3,0.4,0.5)
(0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.3,0.5,0.4) (0.7,0.7,0.7) (0.3,0.3,0.2) (0.6,0.3,0.3)
(0.2,0.3,0.1) (0.1,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.1,0.1) (0.1,0.1,0.2) (0.1,0.3,0.2)

P2 (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0.7,0.5,0.7) (0.7,0.4,0.6) (0.4,0.6,0.4) (0.6,0.5,0.6)
(0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.3,0.3,0.2) (0.2,0.4,0.3) (0.5,0.2,0.3) (0.1,0.3,0.2)
(0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.0,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.3,0.2,0.2)

P3 (0.4,0.6,0.2) (0.4,0.4,0.1) (0.7,0.7,0.6) (0.5,0.3,0.2) (0.6,0.4,0.4)
(0.3,0.2,0.7) (0.5,0.1,0.7) (0.1,0.1,0.3) (0.4,0.6,0.6) (0.2,0.6,0.5)
(0.3,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.5,0.2) (0.2,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.0,0.1)

P4 (0.6,0.4,0.3) (0.7,0.6,0.6) (0.4,0.6,0.2) (0.6,0.5,0.4) (0.2,06,0.7)
(0.2,0.3,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.4,0.2,0.6) (0.2,0.3,0.5) (0.6,0.3,0.3)
(0.2,0.3,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.1) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.2,0.2,0.1) (0.2,0.1,0.0)

Table 2. Inspection of consultant II

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.5,0.7,0.5) (0.4,0.5,0.5) (0.5,0.6,0.7) (0.7,0.2,0.6) (0.5,0.7,0.8)
(0.2,0.2,0.3) (0.4,0.3,0.3) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.1,0.6,0.2) (0.3,0.2,0.2)
(0.3,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.3,0.2,0.1) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.2,0.1,0.0)

P2 (0.6,0.4,0.6) (0.7,0.4,0.4) (0.6,0.5,0.5) (0.4,0.4,0.3) (0.4,0.3,0.4)
(0.2,0.4,0.3) (0.2,0.5,0.4) (0.3,0.3,0.2) (0.5,0.5,0.6) (0.3,0.4,0.4)
(0.2,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.1,0.2) (0.1,0.2,0.3) (0.1,0.1,0.1) (0.3,0.3,0.2)

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P3 (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0.4,0.2,0.5) (0.8,0.4,0.5) (0.5,0.4,0.2) (0.5,0.2,0.3)
(0.5,0.2,0.2) (0.5,0.2,0.2) (0.1,0.2,0.2) (0.3,0.6,0.6) (0.3,0.2,0.5)
(0.1,0.3,0.2) (0.1,0.6,0.3) (0.1,0.4,0.3) (0.2,0.0,0.2) (0.2,0.8,0.2)

P4 (0.5,0.7,0.4) (0.5,0.6,0.4) (0.4,0.6,0.4) (0.4,0.7,0.6) (0.0,0.2,0.1)
(0.2,0.2,0.4) (0.3,0.3,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.5) (0.3,0.2,0.2) (0.6,0.4,0.5)
(0.3,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.1,0.2) (0.4,0.2,0.1) (0.3,0.1,0.2) (0.4,0.4,0.4)

Table 3. Inspection of consultant III

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.4,0.6,0.8) (0.4,0.7,0.5) (0.5,0.2,0.3) (0.4,0.4,0.6) (0.0,0.3,0.6)
(0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.6,0.2,0.3) (0.3,0.5,0.7) (0.4,0.5,0.2) (0.7,0.4,0.3)
(0.2,0.1,0.0) (0.0,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.3,0.0) (0.2,0.1,0.2) (0.3,0.3,0.1)

P2 (0.6,0.5,0.7) (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0.6,0.4,0.3) (0.4,0.6,0.2) (0.7,0.6,0.5)
(0.3,0.2,0.2) (0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.3,0.5,0.4) (0.2,0.3,0.7) (0.1,0.2,0.3)
(0.1,0.3,0.1) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.1,0.1,0.3) (0.4,0.1,0.1) (0.2,0.2,0.2)

P3 (0.6,0.2,0.5) (0.4,0.5,0.3) (0.7,0.6,0.7) (0.5,0.4,0.3) (0.5,0.6,0.4)
(0.2,0.4,0.3) (0.4,0.2,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.3,0.4,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.3)
(0.2,0.4,0.2) (0.2,0.3,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.1) (0.2,0.2,0.3) (0.3,0.2,0.3)

P4 (0.7,0.5,0.6) (0.6,0.4,0.2) (0.8,0.3,0.5) (0.5,0.6,0.5) (0.3,0.4,0.5)
(0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.2,0.3,0.4) (0.1,0.3,0.2) (0.3,0.3,0.2) (0.4,0.2,0.2)
(0.1,0.3,0.2) (0.2,0.3,0.4) (0.1,0.4,0.3) (0.2,0.1,0.3) (0.3,0.4,0.3)

Table 4. Inspection of consultant IV

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.4,0.6,0.5) (0.7,0.5,0.4) (0.5,0.4,0.5) (0.6,0.5,0.5 (0.3,0.3,0.4)
(0.2,0.1,0.3) (0.3,0.4,0.4) (0.3,0.5,0.4) (0.3,0.2,0.2) (0.6,0.5,0.4)
(0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.0,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.1,0.1) (0.1,0.3,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.2)

P2 (0.4,0.3,0.6) (0.0,0.2,0.4) (0.3,0.2,0.3) (0.7,0.6,0.3) (0.2,0.4,0.0)
(0.4,0.5,0.2) (0.6,0.3,0.2) (0.2,0.6,0.1) (0.2,0.4,0.1) (0.2,0.1,0.8)
(0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.4,0.5,0.4) (0.5,0.2,0.6) (0.1,0.1,0.6) (0.6,0.5,0.2)

P3 (0.5,0.4,0.3) (0.6,0.3,0.3) (0.7,0.6,0.4) (0.4,0.6,0.3) (0.2,0.3,0.4)
(0.2,0.2,0.3) (0.2,0.1,0.3) (0.1,0.2,0.2) (0.4,0.2,0.3) (0.4,0.5,0.3)
(0.3,0.2,0.4) (0.2,0.6,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.4) (0.2,0.2,0.4) (0.4,0.2,0.3)

P4 (0.5,0.6,0.4) (0.3,0.6,0.3) (0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.3,0.4,0.2) (0.4,0.5,0.0)
(0.2,0.2,0.2) (0.3,0.2,0.4) (0.4,0.4,0.2) (0.4,0.2,0.3) (0.2,0.1,0.6)
(0.3,0.2,0.4) (0.4,0.2,0.3) (0.2,0.3,0.6) (0.3,0.4,0.5) (0.4,0.4,0.4)
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Table 5. Combined IMFM

Patients/
Symptoms

Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.44,0.53,0.55) (0.49,0.47,0.45) (0.40,0.37,0.44) (0.51,0.41,0.51) (0.32,0.41,0.51)
(0.27,0.23,0.30) (0.42,0.37,0.36) (0.39,0.44,0.48) (0.32,0.40,0.23) (0.49,0.35,0.34)
(0.39,0.24,0.15) (0.09,0.16,0.19) (0.21,0.19,0.08) (0.17,0.19,0.26) (0.20,0.24,0.15)

P2 (0.46,0.41,0.55) (0.46,0.37,0.47) (0.36,0.38,0.32) (0.34,0.43,0.24) (0.45,0.42,0.38)
(0.35,0.36,0.27) (0.34,0.31,0.27) (0.34,0.39,0.29) (0.46,0.38,0.49) (0.19,0.27,0.42)

(0.19,0.24,0.18) (0.19,0.33,0.26) (0.30,0.23,0.39) (0.20,0.20,0.26) (0.37,0.31,0.20)
P3 (0.44,0.43,0.38) (0.43,0.37,0.31) (0.63,0.51,0.49) (0.45,0.42,0.26) (0.42,0.33,0.37)

(0.32,0.27,0.38) (0.40,0.16,0.39) (0.17,0.20,0.25) (0.36,0.44,0.44) (0.29,0.33,0.39)

(0.24,0.30,0.23) (0.16,0.46,0.31) (0.20,0.29,0.26) (0.19,0.14,0.29) (0.29,0.33,0.24)
P4 (0.51,0.49,0.40) (0.48,0.49,0.37) (0.46,0.43,0.32) (0.43,0.49,0.40) (0.25,0.41,0.35)

(0.23,0.25,0.29) (0.25,0.28,0.36) (0.30,0.29,0.37) (0.31,0.28,0.31) (0.42,0.26,0.37)
(0.26,0.25,0.31) (0.27,0.23,0.26) (0.24,0.29,0.31) (0.26,0.23,0.29) (0.33,0.33,0.28)

Table 6. Transformed IFM

Patients/Symptoms Chest Pain Palpitations Dizziness Fainting Fatigue

P1 (0.42,0.30,0.17) (0.43,0.39,0.17) (0.34,0.46,0.19) (0.44,0.29,0.23) (039,0.36,0.20)

P2 (0.38,0.33,0.26) (0.43,0.30,0.25) (0.35,0.34,0.29) (0.32,0.44,0.22) (0.39,0.25,0.31)

P3 (0.36,0.40,0.22) (0.35,0.23,0.21) (0.49,0.24,0.23) (0.32,0.45,0.12) (0.27,0.40,0.30)

P4 (0.47,0.28,0.25) (0.34,0.39,0.24) (0.24,0.41,0.33) (0.41,0.35,0.19) (0.32,0.37,0.30)

Table 7. Reference matrix

Symptoms/Stage Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV

Chest Pain (0.7,0.2,0.1) (0.6,0.2,0.2) (0.7,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.8,0.1)
Palpitations (0.2,0.6,0.2) (0.7,0.1,0.2) (0.2,0.6,0.2) (0.2,0.7,0.1)
Dizziness (0.1,0.8,0.1) (0.3,0.3,0.4) (0.7,0.2,0.1) (0.4,0.4,0.2)
Fainting (0.6,0.2,0.2) (0.5,0.1,0.4) (0.3,0.1,0.6) (0.1,0.8,0.1)
Fatigue (0.7,0.2,0.1) (0.1,0.1,0.8) (0.5,0.2,0.3) (0.3,0.4,0.3)

Table 8. Distance matrix

Patients/Diseases Hamming distance Euclidean distance Diagnosis
resultStage

I
Stage
II

Stage
III

Stage
IV

Stage
I

Stage
II

Stage
III

Stage
IV

P1 0.40 0.48 0.45 0.47 0.56 0.86 0.64 0.92 Stage I
P2 0.48 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.77 0.72 0.75 0.79 Stage II
P3 0.57 0.52 0.48 0.40 0.52 0.47 0.46 0.42 Stage IV
P4 0.51 0.45 0.48 0.47 0.85 0.74 0.77 0.92 Stage II
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed IMFC operator for decision making using IMFS and
apply it in decision making problems. We have also introduced harmonic average
method to degenerate IMFS to IFS. The real life example is related to diagnosing the
various stages of heart disease based on a set of symptoms. The symptoms of each of
the patients are represented using IMFVs. A group of four experts have been used to
monitor the set of symptoms for a set of four patients. The convolution operator has
been used to aggregate the opinions of those four experts. This study has done distance
measurement between the combined matrix and reference matrix to determine the
collective decision of the experts. Since convolution of two functions represents the
amount overlap between the two functions, IMFC operator will provide good result
when the decision makers don’t differ much in their opinions. In future, the convolution
operator may be extended to decision making in uncertainties using the various
extensions of fuzzy sets.
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Abstract. Name transliteration is an area which deals with transliteration of
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. It plays an important role in developing
automatic machine translation and cross lingual information retrieval system
because these systems cannot directly translate out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.
In this article, we present SVM based name transliteration approach that con-
siders transliteration task as a multi-class problem of pattern classification,
where the input is a source transliteration unit (chunks of source grapheme) and
the classes are the distinct transliteration units (chunks of target grapheme) in the
target language. Our proposed approach deals with Bengali-to-English forward
and backward name transliteration. Our proposed method has also been com-
pared with some existing transliteration model that uses a modified version of
Joint-Source channel model. After the systems have been evaluated, the
obtained results show that our proposed SVM based model gives the best results
among the others.

Keywords: Name transliteration � Support Vector Machines (SVM) � KNN �
Modified joint-source channel model � Machine Transliteration (MT) � Machine
translation

1 Introduction

Transliteration is a process of mapping a source language phoneme or grapheme to its
approximate representation in a target language [1]. The process of transforming a
source language word represented as a phone sequence or grapheme sequence into an
equivalent representation in a target language is called forward transliteration, while the
reverse is called Backward Transliteration. For example, if the input name in Bengali is
“ ,” the output of the Bengali-to-English MT system should be “anindita”.
Transliteration is mainly useful in Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), and Cross
Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) where OOV words are transliterated because
the system has no translation for OOV words. A SMT system which is usually trained
with a very large parallel corpora consisting of several million words may not have a
complete coverage over highly productive word classes like proper names. When a
SMT system translates a new sentence from a source language to a target language and
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the system sees any unknown word (not present in the training corpora), it will either
leave it un-translated or fail.

The performance of CLIR system can also be improved by incorporating an
additional module for transliterating unknown words and proper names [2, 3]. MT
assists in translation of queries submitted to a CLIR system.

Due to information explosion on the web, increasing number of new terms are
being added to the web. Since most of the new terms are out-of-vocabulary terms,
translations of these terms are not also available. So, MT is also necessary for handling
these new terms.

Major MT models which have been proposed by several researchers are
grapheme-based transliteration model [4–12], phoneme-based transliteration model
[13–15] and hybrid model [7, 16, 17]. These models are categorized in terms of the
units to be transliterated. Sometimes the grapheme based transliteration model is called
the direct method because it directly maps source language graphemes into the
equivalent target language graphemes without using any phonetic knowledge of the
source language words. The phoneme based model has two important steps: (1) maps
source language graphemes to source language phonemes, (2) maps source phonemes
to target language graphemes. The hybrid model exploits the knowledge of both source
language graphemes and source language phonemes in the transliteration process.

Our proposed MT method is a grapheme based transliteration model that uses direct
mapping from source language graphemes into the equivalent target language gra-
phemes. In our approach, a machine learning algorithms SVM and KNN are trained to
learn to map source language graphemes into the corresponding target language gra-
phemes. To do this, source language grapheme is represented as a sequence of
meaningful units called transliteration units (TUs) [1] where a TU is a meaningful
chunk of the source grapheme. Accordingly, the target grapheme is also represented as
sequence of TUs. Here, MT problem is reduced to a machine learning problem where
the task is to learn the function f that maps a sequence of source TU sequence to the
best possible target TU sequence. We have simplified this learning problem as reading
the source TU sequence one by one from the left of a source name and assigning the
best possible target TU to the source TU under consideration. For a source TU, there
may have several possible transliterations in the target language, for example, for the
Bengali TU “ ”, there are three English representations in our training data like “l”,
“la” and “lo”. So, this problem is analogous to sense disambiguation problem where
there may exist several senses of a source TU under the different contexts. We attach
the contextual information with the source TU to disambiguate its sense. We consider
the surrounding TUs of a source TU as its context. Then a source is represented by a
pattern vector using the TUs in the context window which is set up by keeping the
source TU under consideration at the center of the window. Thus, the learning function
f can be symbolically written as:

f : x ! y

Where x is the pattern vector representing a source TU and y is the set of possible
target classes (TUs). Y is basically the set of all possible distinct TUs in the target
language.
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If there are m number of distinct TUs in the target language, y can take any one
value from set of m values. The contributions of our work are summarized below:

(1) We address the problems of Bengali- to- English forward and backward
transliteration of proper names in a unified frame work

(2) We view the MT problem as a pattern classification problem
(3) Contextual window based features are used to represent each source TU
(4) We apply Support Vector Machines (SVM) and K nearest neighbour

(KNN) classifiers for solving MT problem.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Previous work related to our
study has been presented in Sect. 2. A brief description of the data set has been
presented in Sect. 3. Our proposed method has been described in Sect. 4. The exper-
iments, evaluation and results has been described Sect. 5. The conclusion of this paper
with a summary and a look at future enhancements of our work has been described
Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Transliteration process takes a character string in source language as input and gen-
erates a character string in the target language as output.

So, depending on how the input words can be decomposed into units for mapping
them to the corresponding units in the target language, the major approaches of MT can
be broadly classified as (1) grapheme based approach, (2) phoneme based approach and
(3) hybrid approach. Most researchers have used machine learning technique for
aligning the source language unit sequence with the target language unit sequence. Few
researchers have used rule based algorithm for such alignment.

The previous works on MT can be differentiated based on three important
dimensions-(1) which approach used (i.e., whether grapheme based approach or pho-
neme based approach or hybrid approach), (2) for which language pair (i.e., Bengali-
English or Hindi-English or Japanese-English etc.) and (3) which algorithm is used
(rule based or generative learning like HMM, Naïve Bayes or discriminative learning
like CRF, SVM, Logistic Regression). We have shown in Fig. 1 a Multi-dimensional
view of MT. In the following subsections, we review previous work related to the three
major transliteration approaches.

2.1 Phoneme Based Approaches

The phoneme based approach broadly has two important steps- (1) grapheme to
phoneme transformation and (2) phoneme to target language graphemes
transformation.

The MT systems that uses phoneme based approach and generative learning based
algorithm and that have been applied for the Japanese to English language pair have
presented in [13, 18], English to Korean [14].
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Other phoneme based MT approaches that use SVM have been applied for
transliteration of the language pairs English - Kannada [19], Hindi-English and Mar-
athi–English [20].

Hindi-to-English MT of named entities using CRF as a statistical probability tool
and n-gram as feature set has been presented in [21].

Phoneme based MT system that uses Pronunciation and Contextual Rules for
English-Korean Transliteration has been presented in [22].

2.2 Grapheme Based Approaches

The grapheme based approach directly transforms source language graphemes into the
equivalent target language graphemes without using any intermediate phonetic
representation.

The grapheme based MT approaches that use a set of hand crafted rules for
transliterating from English to Punjabi have been presented in [23, 24].

Ekbal et al. (2006) [1] and Das et al. (2010) [25], present a framework that uses
direct orthographical mapping between two languages that are of different origins It
uses the linguistic knowledge of possible conjuncts and diphthongs in Bengali and their
equivalents in English. The generative learning algorithm called joint source channel
model and its variants have been used for transliterating from English-to-Bengali and
backward. Since the work presented in Ekbal et al. (2006) [1] is mostly similar to our
work, we have compared our proposed models with the best model presented in

Fig. 1. Multi-dimensional view of MT
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Ekbal et al. (2006) [1]. The similar approaches that use a joint source channel model
have also been presented in [26, 27]. Li et al. (2004) [26] differs from Rama et al.
(2009) [27] in which language pair they considered for transliteration. Li et al.
(2004) [26] considers English-Chinese language pair whereas the work in [27] focuses
the task of MT, for English-to-Hindi transliteration.

A grapheme based approach that transliterates foreign words in Korean language to
English using HMM based generative learning algorithm has been presented in [5].

Kang et al. (2000) [8] presents Grapheme based approach for bi-directional
methodology for English-to-Korean transliteration and back-transliteration. They used
decision tree learning algorithm.

A grapheme based approach that uses Maximum Entropy based discriminative
learning algorithm for English to Japanese transformation has been presented in [11].

Josan and Lehal (2010) [28] have considered mainly direct grapheme-to-grapheme
transformation using a set of mapping rules. They present an approach to improve
Punjabi to Hindi transliteration.

2.3 Hybrid Approaches

The hybrid approach combines both source language graphemes and source language
phonemes when producing target language transliterations. Lee and Choi (1998) [4]
presents a hybrid approach that combines Grapheme based and phoneme based
approaches. This approach has been applied to transliteration from English to Korean.
This work presents a grapheme based Statistical Transliteration Model (STM) that
learns rules automatically from word-aligned pairs in order to generate transliteration
variations. They compared two approaches to MT- (1) The pivot method converts
English words into pronunciation symbols by using the STM and then converting these
symbols into Korean words by using the Korean standard conversion rule, (2) direct
method, without intermediate steps. Finally they proposed a hybrid method for
developing more effective transliteration systems. They used automatic Rule Learning
method for learning rules of transliteration.

Bilac and Tanaka (2004) [17] proposed Hybrid method that combines the grapheme
model and the phoneme model. In the grapheme model, an English word is translit-
erated to Japanese with some probability and in the phoneme model, a English word is
converted to a sequence of phonemes.

Josan and Kaur (2011) [29] presents a hybrid MT that combines strengths of
statistical and rule-based translation methodologies. Translations are performed using a
rule based engine. The outputs of rule based engine are then corrected based on some
statistics.

3 Dataset Preparation

Our data set is bilingual corpus of 1000 unique English-Bengali name pairs. English
names have been collected from internet and their Bengali transliterations have done
manually. We extracted the TUs from the Bengali names and the corresponding
English names, and then Bengali TUs are associated with their English counterparts.
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TU is a transliteration units into which a name is decomposed. We decompose each
Bengali name and its equivalent English transliteration into a number of TUs. TUs in
Bengali word take the pattern A+B where A represents a vowel or a consonant or a
conjunct and B represents the vowel modifier or matra. The English TUs are of the
form A*D* where A represents a consonant and D represents a vowel [1]. According to
these regular expressions, the Bengali names and English names are segmented into
TUs.

After we retrieved the transliteration units from a Bengali-English name pair, the
Bengali TUs are associated with the corresponding English TUs along with the TUs in
context.

For example, the following TUs along with their contexts are derived from the
name pair, < , ashalata>:

Previous Tu Tu Next Tu Previous Tu Tu

- <-> - a
<-> a sha

<-> sha la

- <-> la ta

According to the above example, for the source TU “ ”, the corresponding
English TU is “sha” and the context of the source TU is defined by its previous TU
“ ” and the next TU “ ” and the context of the target TU “sha” is defined by its
previous context “a”.

But while decomposing names into TUs using the above stated regular expressions,
it is found that the number of TUs derived from a Bengali name and the number of TUs
derived from the corresponding English transliteration may differ. This leads to a
difficulty in aligning the source TU sequence with the target TU sequence. We resolve
this problem using some linguistic rules as stated in [1] that use linguistic knowledge in
the form of valid conjuncts and diphthongs in Bengali and their English representation.
For example, the [ , jogmohan] name pair contains 5 TUs in Bengali name and
4 TUs in English name: [ <->jo#gmo#ha#n]. In such cases, the system
cannot align the TUs automatically so linguistic knowledge is exploited to resolve the
confusion. To resolve this, we follow the same method as described in [1]. It is
assumed that the problem TU in the English side has always the maximum length. If
there are multiple English TUs of same length, the analysis is done from the first one
[1]. In the above example, the TU “gmo” has the maximum length and the knowledge
base suggests that “gmo” cannot be a valid TU in English because there is no corre-
sponding conjunct representation in Bengali. So “jmo” is split up into 2 TUs “j” and
“mo”, and the 5 TUs are aligned as [ <->jo#g#mo#ha#n].

In some cases, the problem of alignment is resolved using the knowledge of
Bengali diphthong. In the following example, [ <->sai#ma], the
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number of TUs on one side is different from the other side. In this example, the
English TU “sai” have a length which is greater than the other TU “ma”. The vowel
sequence “ai” is a diphthong in Bengali that has two valid Bengali representa-
tions . The TU “ai” is split into “a” and “i” (ai ! a#i) and the first one (i.e.
a) is attached with the previous TU (i.e. r) and finally the name pair is split as:
[ <->sa#i#ma].

There are some exceptional cases where automatic decomposition process may
produce some incorrect TU sequence. The cases are as follows.

• The cases where the number of TUs on the both sides do not match and the
maximum length English conjunct TU has a valid conjunct representation in
Bengali

• The cases where one-to-one correspondence between Bengali TU sequence and
English sequence is not possible.

For these cases we followed the same procedure as described in [1], that is, it is
manually aligned or the training examples are moved to the direct example base which
contains the English names and their in Bengali transliteration.

4 Proposed Methodology

Our proposed method views the MT problem as classification problem where the
source TU along with its context is considered as the input to the trained classifier and
the classifier assigns one of the possible target TUs (chosen from a set of the distinct
TUs in the target language). So, in this classification task, input source TUs along with
its context are treated as patterns and the set of distinct TUs in target language are the
possible classes. The input name in source language is represented as a sequence of
TUs and the task is to predict the target TU for each source TU in the sequence.

For all classifiers, we need to represent a TU as a numerical pattern. Since, for a
source TU there may exist more than possible target TU, the context of the source TU
would help to disambiguate which target TU should be assigned. To utilize the context
of the source TU, we examine a slice of sequence window and assume that the central
source TU in that window will be assigned a target TU that is determined by sur-
rounding TUs present in that window. We exploit this idea to represent a TU as a
pattern, i.e., a TU is represented as a pattern vector whose entries come from the TU
itself and the neighbors of the concerned TU. Thus our proposed MT method has two
important steps: feature representation or pattern vector representation and classifica-
tion which are described in the subsequent subsections.

4.1 Feature Representation

As mentioned earlier in the paper, the source name is represented as a sequence of TUs
which are basically represented as pattern vectors. This type of representation is nec-
essary because the most classifiers cannot directly handle TUs in the form of sequence
of strings. To make it usable by the classifiers, the input to the classifier should be
converted to the numeric values, i.e., the input TU should be represented as vector of
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values of the features that can discriminate the concerned TU among other TUs in a
language. As we mentioned in the earlier sections, the class label (target TU) for a
source TU is not only dependent on the source TU itself, but also it is dependent on the
other TUs in the context of the source TU.

To take care of the effect of these surrounding TUs on the TU under consideration,
we consider a window of length W while determining the pattern vector for the central
TU. Thus W/2 number of TUs on the left side of the central TU constitutes the left
context and W/2 TUs on its right side constitute the right context. Here W is chosen as
an odd value. If the total number of distinct TUs in the source language is n and the
n-dimensional pattern vector for a source TU corresponds to the sequence <TU1, TU2,
TU3, …, TUi, …, TUn> and the pattern vector for any source TU is represented by a
binary vector V of length n, where V[i] = 1 if the TU under consideration matches with
the TUi and all other vector positions get the value of 0. For example, X is a source TU
and X matches with TU3 then the vector representation of X is <0, 0, 1,.. 0… 0> .
A source TU along with its context in the window is represented by a matrix of order
W X n, where W is the number of TUs in the window and n is the length of the binary
vector representing a TU. A sample matrix is shown in Fig. 2. Thus the matrix shown
in Fig. 2 represents a pattern for the TU at the center of the window and this is also the
TU to be transliterated. For an example, if the size of the window is set to 3 and the
source TU sequence for the source name is , the source TU “ ” and the
source TU “ ” in the source name are represented by the matrices
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

Fig. 2. Pattern representation for TUs in the window

Fig. 3. Pattern representation when the source TU to be transliterated is “ ”
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In Fig. 3, the first row contains n number of 0 s. To obtain the vector of equal size
for each TU to transliterated, we need to add n number of 0 s at the beginning when the
concerned source TU is the first TU of the source name and window size is 3. Padding
of n number of 0 s is also required at the end of the vector when the concerned source
TU is the last TU of the source name.

This W x n dimension matrix for a source TU is converted to one dimensional
vector by concatenating the rows of the matrix one after another i.e. the feature vector
looks like <row1, row2 … roww> , which has W x n number of features. This one
dimensional vector is labeled with the target TU retrieved from the training pair of the
source name and the corresponding target name, for example, the concatenated pattern
vector for the source TU “ ” in the source name is labeled with the
target English TU “ta” which is retrieved from the training pair: < , [ra#ta#n]>.
Thus, all such labeled pattern vectors representing the source language TUs in the
training data are created. This labeled data is then used for training a classifier that
learns to classify the pattern vectors representing the source TUs into the possible target
TUs.

4.2 Classification

We have used WEKA 3.6 tool kit for classification of the patterns using SVM
(SMO) with Polynomial Kernel and K-NN (IBF) (with K = 1). In this section we
describe classification details of Bengali-to-English MT and English-to-Bengali
back-transliteration using WEKA tool. We have used SVM and KNN as a machine
learning algorithm for the classifications of patterns based on variable window sizes.
For classification we create the training file which contains feature vectors for TUs of
the names in training data. The files are created in WEKA required format which
requires each row to contain a m1-dimension pattern vector (where m1 = W x n) for a
TU in the source name and the last column of the row to contain the label which is the
corresponding target TU (English TU) for the source Bengali TU. In a similar way, we
have also created the training file for back-transliteration, that is, each row of the
training file contains a m2-dimension pattern vector (where m2 = W x p, where W is
the window size and p is the number of distinct TUs in English language) and the last
column of the row is the label which is the corresponding target TU (Bengali TU) for
the source English TU. Using these files and WEKA tool kit, the classifier SVM
(SMO) and K-NN (IBF) are trained. The test data are also represented in the similar
way as the training data.The classification for test data is done using the trained models.

Fig. 4. Pattern representation when the source TU to be transliterated is “ ”
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5 Evaluation, Experiments and Results

Since the standard bilingual NE corpus for Bengali-English language pair is not
available, the systems have been evaluated using our data set containing 1000 named
entities which are person names, place name of Indian origin. The system performance
has been measured in terms of Transliteration Unit Agreement Ratio (TUAR) and
Word Agreement Ratio (WAR) following the evaluation scheme as described in [1].
WAR measures the correctness of the system generated word, that is, WAR evaluates
the system based on word level correctness and TUAR measures the correctness of the
system based on Transliteration unit level correctness. Let B be the input Bengali word,
E be the English transliteration given by the human and Es be the system generated
transliteration. TUAR is defined as, TUAR = (T-Err)/T, where T is the total number of
TUs in test dataset, and Err is the number of wrongly transliterated TUs generated by
the system. WAR is defined as, WAR = (M-Errs)/M, where M is the total number of
names in the test data and Errs is the number of erroneous names (i.e. Es does not match
with E) generated by the system.

10-fold cross validation test is performed for each individual MT system. For this
purpose, we use the entire labeled data. In this evaluation method, the entire data is
divided into equal 10 parts (each part contains the equal number of named entities, i.e.
100 named entities in our case) and one part is held out for testing and the remaining 9
parts (900 named entities) are combined to use for training the system. Thus for each
system, 10 test results are collected for the 10 different folds and the final results are
averaged over 10 folds.

5.1 Experiments

We have conducted following three experiments to prove the effectiveness of our
proposed SVM based MT model.

Experiment1. In the experiment we implement a probabilistic model presented in [1]
which is an existing work in the literature and which is the most similar work to our
present work. The details of the joint source noisy channel model can be found [1, 12].
Out of the six different variants of the joint source noisy channel model proposed in [1],
authors have experimentally proved that the model F was the best model. We have
implemented this model F for comparing to our work.

Experiment2. We have implemented our proposed SVM based MT model for
Bengali-to-English transliteration and back-Transliteration.

Experiment3. We apply a K-NN classification model for our MT tasks.
For each experiment, when source language TUs are represented as a pattern vector

using the method described in the Sect. 4, the window size is set to 3 since Bengali
names contain 3 TUs on an average. For the TUs which occurs at the beginning of the
name or at the end of the name, we add n (where n is the number of distinct TUs in the
source language) number of 0 s to the beginning or the end to obtain each pattern
vector of equal size.
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5.2 Results

As mentioned in the earlier sections, system performance has been measured in TUAR
and WAR. For system comparisons, 10-fold cross validation has been done. The
fold-wise results for each system have been collected. Finally fold-wise results are
averaged to obtain a unique system performance score which has been reported in this
section.

Comparisons of Bengali-to-English Transliteration Systems. The average TUAR
scores obtained by the Bengali-to-English transliteration models are shown in Table 1.

As we can see from Table 1, the performance of SVM model is better than other
models. We have also observed that SVM performs better than other two models for
almost all folds. Hence, SVM performs significantly better than other two models in
terms of TUAR.

The overall average performances in terms of WAR obtained by our proposed
Bengali-to-English transliteration models and the existing probabilistic model are
shown in Table 2. As we can observe from Tables 1 and 2 that transliteration unit
agreement ratio (TUAR) obtained by the SVM model is 80.82% and word agreement
ratio is 53.9%, which produces better results than K-NN model and existing proba-
bilistic model [1] for Bengali-to-English transliteration.

System Performance Comparisons for English-to-Bengali Transliteration. We
have also compared the performances of our proposed models along with the existing
probabilistic model presented in [1] for English-to-Bengali transliteration. The same
performance measures, TUAR and WAR which are used for evaluating Bengali-to-
English transliteration systems are also used here.

The overall average performance of English-to-Bengali transliteration systems
measured in terms of TUAR is shown in Table 3.

We have shown in Table 4 the comparisons of the performances of the E2B
transliteration models in terms of average WAR. We observed from the conducted

Table 1. Average TUAR of each model (Bengali-to-English transliteration)

Models TUAR (In %)

SVM 80.82
K-NN 75.66
Probabilistic Model [1] 74.379

Table 2. Average WAR of each model (Bengali-to-English transliteration)

Models WAR (In%)

SVM 53.9
K-NN 44.4
Probabilistic Model [1] 45
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experiments that SVM model generates the best WAR and TUAR among the proposed
models, and existing probabilistic model [1]. It is evident from the above mentioned
Tables 3 and 4, that SVM model’s transliteration unit agreement ratio is 75.87% and
word agreement ratio is 45.2%, which produces better results than K-NN model and
existing probabilistic model [1] for English-to-Bengali transliteration. We have also
observed that SVM performs better than other two models across the all folds.

5.3 Error Analysis and Discussion

During experimentations with Bengali-to-English transliteration system, we have
identified two types of errors committed by the system.

Error type1. When the search TU (TU to be transliterated) is not present in the
training data, the system finds an approximate solution for such type of TU, for
example, KNN algorithm has the tendency to find the TU whose vector has the
maximum similarity to the search TU and to assign the label of the resultant TU vector
as label of the search TU. During this approximation process, the system may some-
times commit errors. We are presenting below an example of Bengali name which is
wrongly transliterated.
Input: (ankita)
Output: a#si#ta [system generated string]

When the input source word is and the search TU is “ ”, we observed
that the system transliterates it as “si”. Our inspection reveals that “ ” is not present in
our training data. We also observe that, for the search TU “ ”, the system generates
the TU “si”. We also observe that there exists two training examples T1 and T2
containing a Bengali TU (say, X) corresponding to the English TU “si” and the pre-
vious TU of X in T1 matches with the previous TU (“ ”) of the search TU “ ” in our
present input and the next TU of X in T2 matches with the next TU (“ ”) of the search
TU “ ”.

Error type2. Another type of error occurred when the sufficient contextual informa-
tion is not available to accurately identify the English representation for a given search
TU.

Table 3. Average TUAR of each model (English-to-Bengali transliteration)

Models TUAR (In %)

SVM 75.87
K-NN 70.9
Probabilistic Model [1] 64.73

Table 4. Average WAR of each model (English-to-Bengali transliteration)

Models WAR (In %)

SVM 45.2
K-NN 36.8
Probabilistic Model [1] 32.4
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We are presenting below an example of Bengali name which is wrongly translit-
erated due to type 2 errors.
Input: (laksmi)
Output: l#tu

Our inspection in the training data for the possible causes of this type of errors
reveals the following facts:

• The Bengali TU “ ” have three English representations in the training data like “l”,
“la” and “lo”. The system generates the TU “l”. Since the sufficient contextual
information is not available, the system choses the transliteration which has the
maximum frequency in the training data.

• We also observe that another TU “ ” in the input source name occurs with the
transliteration “ksi” in the training data only once in a context which is different
from its current context in our present input. On the hand, the Bengali TU “ ”
whose English transliteration is “tu” also occurs only once in the training word with
its left context “ ” which is also the left context of the TU “ ”. So, it is equally
probable to choose either “ksi” or “tu” as the transliteration of the Bengali TU
“ ”. Most likely, that is why the system generates the TU “tu” for the search TU
“ ” as a random choice.

Similar types of errors have also occurred for English-to-Bengali transliteration.
Examples are given below. The reasons for such types of errors for English-to-Bengali
transliteration are also the same as we discussed earlier in this section.

Error type 1. Input. bidya <bi#dya> , Output.

Error type 2. Input. soumitra <sou#mi#tra> , Output.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we have viewed MT as a pattern classification problem and used the
machine learning algorithm SVM and K-NN for the classification of patterns. The
experimental results reveal that SVM is more suitable for the Bengali-to-English for-
ward and backward MT tasks. The current system is tested for person names, place
names only. It can further be extended for foreign words, organization names and other
kinds of named entities. MT can also be useful for normalizing the foreign words to a
common form through transliteration and this step when incorporated in the IR system
may help in improving the IR system performance. We will investigate such appli-
cation of MT in future.
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Abstract. In this paper, a type-1 on-line fuzzy self-tuning scheme is proposed
for a type-2 fuzzy PD controller (FPDC). The proposed scheme is applied on an
overhead crane to control the cart position as well as the pendulations of the load
for smooth material transport. In this study, two separate self-tuning fuzzy logic
PD controllers (STFLPDC) are proposed. The STFLPDCs adjust the gain of the
controller according to the process requirement by changing the output scaling
factors on-line. A comparative study of the crane control is made with respect to
other fuzzy controllers.

Keywords: Type-1 fuzzy � Type-2 fuzzy � Overhead crane control �
Self-tuning

1 Introduction

The overhead cranes have many uses, but mainly they are employed for the freight
transport in ports and also in construction industry for the movement of raw materials
[1]. The main problem of transportation through crane system is its pendulation or
swing of the load, and this problem of pendulations in the crane is aggravated due to its
lightly damped nature that means if any transient motion takes place, it will take a long
time to dampen out [2, 3]. In this work, apart from our proposed STFLPDC, type-1
fuzzy logic PD controller (T1FLPDC), type-2 fuzzy logic PD controller (T2FLPDC)
and type-1 self-tuning fuzzy logic PD controller (T1STFLPDC) were also investigated
on the overhead crane [4, 5]. We have designed the controllers in MATLAB and
Simulink environment.

In an industry, an experienced process operator always tracks the output. If any
disturbance/error arises in the process an operator through his experience by changing
the output of the controller eliminates the error. The output scaling factor (SF) in a
fuzzy controller is very important as it directly relates with its gain [4, 6]. Therefore the
estimation of the output scaling factor is very crucial for the proper implementation of a
fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [7, 8]. Depending on the present process performance, an
experienced operator always tries to rectify the controller gain for effective control.
Different type-2 fuzzy controllers (T2FLCs) are developed for effective control of
uncertainty [9, 10]. Type-1 FLC (T1FLC) and interval T2FLC with different number of
if-then rules are designed to control different simulated and real time systems [11, 12].
Chen et al. developed the interval T2FLC using different types of membership
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functions (MFs) [13]. Different T2FLCs were designed to investigate nonlinear and
time-varying systems [14–16].

Tuning of T2FLC is very difficult and till now there is no such universal method for
tuning of T2FLC [17, 18]. Here, a type-1 self-tuning technique is suggested for
T2FLPDC. An improved performance through STFLPDC is expected as it incorporates
the dynamics (input error and input change of error) of the process (here, overhead
crane). Two FPDCs: one for position controller and another for angle controller are
used separately to control the overhead crane. Our dual control scheme approach helps
to reduce the computational complexity of the crane control system that is highly
nonlinear in behaviour.

2 Proposed Self-tuning Controller Desıgn

The output SF is a very vital parameter for the FLC due its relation to the stability of
the whole process. Depending on the input variables i.e., error (e) and change of error
(De), an operator change the control action by modifying the SF and thereby enhance
the process performance [5].

As the MF of T2FLC has a footprint of uncertainty (FOU), which represents the
uncertainties in the shape and position of any type-1 fuzzy system [9, 10]. The FOU is
restricted by an upper MF (UMF) and a lower MF (LMF), both of which are type-1
type MF. In this work, we design an interval type-2 FPDC with FOU that embedded
with 4 T1FLCs. Interval T2FLC is designed by taking the average of T1FLCs.
Since FOU of T2FLC offers an additional mathematical feature, so they can be useful
in cases where the amount of uncertainty is very high and therefore it is difficult to
determine the proper MFs [13] (Fig. 1).

For MFs generation, the left swing of the load is considered as positive swing and
the right swing as negative swing. The STFLPDCs use for position and angle control of
the crane generate outputs of up and uh respectively as indicated in Fig. 2. For the
overhead crane control using STFLPDC, we incorporate the proposed gain tuning

Fig. 1. Dual control structure (position x and angle h) for overhead crane control
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scheme through an on-line gain modifier b, where b is obtained from the output of
T1FLCs as shown in Fig. 2. The total control action (u) to drive the cart by STFLPDC
is up - uh. The controller output of STFLPDC is used to operate the DC motor presents
in the crane system for position and angle control as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In the
scheme, ex and eh represent errors, Dex and Deh represent change of errors, and up and
uh stand for output variable for position and angle controller respectively. Cart position
error (ex) and load sway angle error (eh) are obtained from the two encoders mounted
for the cart position and swing angle measurement respectively as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Dual control and block diagram of STFLPDC for overhead crane control

Fig. 3. Laboratory based overhead crane
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2.1 Controller Design for Overhead Controller

The modified scaling factors of the controllers are as follows:

Scaling Factor of T2FLPDC: Gu

Scaling Factor of proposed STFLPDC: Gu.b

The ranges selected for inputs e;Deð Þ and output (u) for position and angle con-
troller are [−0.5 m, + 0.5 m] and [−20°(−0.3491c), + 20°(0.3491c),] respectively.
Each controllers consist of only 49 fuzzy if-then rules as shown in Table 1. In both the
cases, the specified spaces are uniformed divided into 7 fuzzy regions and assigned
MFs accordingly.

The term sets (shown in Table 1) LE ¼ LDE ¼ LU ¼ NB;NM;NS; ZE;PS;f
PM;PBg, contain the same linguistic values. Similarly the MFs for b (shown in
Table 2) is mapped into 7 fuzzy regions ZE;VS; S; SB;MB;B;VBf g.

Fig. 4. Model of the crane set-up

Table 1. Rules for computing output (u) for position and angle controller

e/De NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB
NB NB NB NB NS NS NS ZE
NM NB NM NM NM NS ZE PS
NS NB NM NS NS ZE PS PM
ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB
PS NM NS ZE PS PS PM PB
PM NS ZE PS PM PM PM PB
PB ZE PS PS PM PB PB PB
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2.2 Overhead Crane Model

The proposed controller is demonstrated on a laboratory based Overhead crane (Make:
FEEDBACK, UK) as shown in Fig. 3. The working model of the set-up is presented in
Fig. 4.

The Overhead crane is an unstable system which, in terms of behavior, means that
the plant left without any controller reaches an unwanted, very often destructive state.
Thus for such plants it is useful to carry out simulation tests on the models before
approaching the real plant. The phenomenological model of the overhead crane is
nonlinear, meaning that at least one of the states ðx and dx=dt or h and dh=dtÞ is an
argument of a nonlinear function.

For modeling Lagrangian approach is considered and thereby derived the load and
cart position vectors from Fig. 4, which are given by

xl
!¼ xþ l sin h;�l cos hf g xc

!¼ x; 0f g ð1Þ

The kinetic (K) and potential (P) energy of the gantry crane system are represented
by:

ð2Þ

and

P ¼ �mgl cos h ð3Þ

Let corresponding to the generalized displacements q!¼ x; hf g, the generalized
force is u!¼ ux; 0f g.

Then construct Lagrange’s equations for i = 1, 2

d
dt

@L
@ _qi

� �
� @L
@qi

¼ ui ð4Þ

Where, L = K – P and ui is the external force to the trolley.

Table 2. Fuzzy rules for computing gain factor (b)

e/De NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB
NB VB VB VB B SB S ZE
NM VB VB B B MB S VS
NS VB MB SB MB ZE S VS
ZE S SB ZE ZE S SB S
PS VS S ZE MB SB MB VS
PM VS S MB B B YB YB
PB ZE S SB B VB VB VB
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Then, the equations of motion of the system with respect to x and h are obtained
through Eqs. (5) and (6) are:

Mþmð Þ d
2x
dt2

þK
dx
dt

¼ Fv þml sin h
dh
dt

� �2

�ml cos h
d2h
dt2

ð5Þ

Iþml2
� � d2h

dt2
¼ mgl sin h� ml cos h

d2x
dt2

ð6Þ

The complexity of controlling the overhead crane mainly because of its coupled
nature between swing angle and cart psition. The model represented by Eqs. (5) and (6)
have four input variables ðx and dx=dt or h and dh=dtÞ, which are the position variables
x and dx=dtð Þ and angle variables h and dh=dtð Þ are highly nonlinear in nature.

For the purpose of controller design the model has to be linearized and presented in
the form of transfer functions. But such a linear equivalent of the nonlinear model is
valid only for small deviations of the state values. Thus for the appropriate controller
design we develop a nonlinear simulation model from the above equations of motion
(Eqs. 5 and 6) as given by Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The inverted pendulum simulink model using Eqs. (5) and (6).
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The different constant values of Eqs. (5) and (6) are depicted in Table 3.

3 Results

The proposed self-tuning technique is investigated to control an overhead crane with
set-points of 0.31 m step for position and pc (180o) for angle control respectively. The
controllers performance also studied with square wave input of amplitude ±0.15 m for
position and pc for angle controller. The control output of T1FLPDC, T1STFLPDC,
T2FLPDC and proposed STFLPDC are individually subjected to the overhead crane
for effective cart position and swing angle control.

The output of the proposed controllers are investigated under step and square wave
inputs as shown in (Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9). Simulation experiments on the overhead crane
illustrated the merits of the proposed tuning scheme over the others. Figures 7 and 9
represent that proposed controller tracks the cart position effectively without much

Table 3. Overhead crane constants values used for simulation study

m is the mass of the rod in kg 0.2
M is the mass of the moving cart in kg 2.3
g is the acceleration due to gravity in m/s2 9.81
1 is the distance along the arm to the centre of gravity in m 0.3
I is the moment of inertia of the polem kgm2 0.0099
K is the cart friction coefficient 0.00005
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Fig. 6. Crane swing angle control for step input
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deviation, whereas Figs. 6 and 8 exhibit minimum swing angle in the case of proposed
STFLPDC. In case of conventional fuzzy controllers, a large variation is observed in
load sway, which could be fatal for any process or loading - unloading systems.
Whereas, it is observed that the proposed self-tuning technique for type-2 FLC can
satisfactorily control the cart position as well as swing angle of the load attached.
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Fig. 7. Crane position control for step input
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4 Conclusion

The paper presented a type-1 fuzzy based self-tuning technique for a type -2 fuzzy PD
controller. Here, output SF in terms of the controller gain is continuously modified
on-line through a multiplying factor b, obtained through proposed self-tuning scheme.
Study reveals that implementation of our proposed STFLPDC on the overhead crane
showed much improved performance compared to T1FLPDC, T2FLPDC and
T1STFLPDC with different inputs. A simple dual control scheme is proposed here to
ensure rule-reduction as well as model simplification. It is verified from the experi-
mental study that our proposed STFLPDC can fix the cart in its desired location with
minimum sway of the load. The suggested controller provides a useful alternative for
controlling any such non-linear process, which are difficult to control using conven-
tional methods.
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Abstract. Since the risk associated with transmission of data over networks is
the chance of intrusion and hampering of secrecy, safe transmission of hidden
image without hindering the cover image is expected as in image steganography.
In this paper, a spatial domain type of image authentication technique by means
of Genetic Algorithm has been proposed. Genetic Algorithm is used to improve
the quality of stego image. High PSNR values are achieved for various images
in comparison with some other existing techniques in this field.

Keywords: Steganography � Genetic Algorithm � Fitness function � PSNR

1 Introduction

Information hiding and sending over digital media is quite common in recent times. But
this is always in threat of intrusion. So, when sending encrypted information over
digital media, focus must be on its security. When hidden information is associated
with an image, steganography is a better option than cryptography. Steganography
helps to hide information in an image without letting people know that there is a secret
message inside. Steganography finds it use consistently in digital information
exchange.

For exchanging information, the first work is embedding of secret messages within
an image. After embedding, the stego image is referred to the corresponding receiver
where decoding occurs. After decoding, the secret information is available for the
intended recipient.

The main problem arises when the secret information can be read by others except
the intended recipients before decoding. To avoid this, the secret information is hidden
inside an image in such a way that there is not much visible difference between the
actual and stego image. This paper aims at minimizing such differences and produces
the stego image with better quality.

Steganography is referred as the process of concealing information (in this case, it
is an image) within a media file such as image, video, etc. or a file or message (in this
case, it is an image too). In this approach, three things are absolutely necessary: the
cover image (in which the data or image is to be hidden), the data or image to be hidden
(authenticating image) and the resultant stego image (created after the secret data or
image is embedded into the original cover image). In this paper image authentication
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technique using steganographic approach has been proposed in spatial domain where
the least significant bits (LSB) are used to embed the secret image.

The comparison between embedded image and optimized stego image is carried on
using PSNR which is defined using the mean squared error (MSE). When given a
m � n monochrome noise-free image I along with its noisy approximation K, MSE can
be defined as:

MSE ¼ 1
mn

X

m�1

i¼0

X

n¼1

j¼0

I i; jð Þ � K i; jð Þ½ �2 ð1Þ

The PSNR (in dB) is demarcated as:

PSNR ¼ 10 � log10
MAX2

I

MSE

� �

or;PSNR ¼ 20 � log10
MAXI
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MSE
p

� �

or;PSNR ¼ 20 � log10 MAXð Þ � 10 � log10 MSEð Þ

ð2Þ

Here, MAXI is given as the maximum possible value of a pixel of the image. If the
pixels are used as 8 bits per image sample, the value of MAXI must be 255. For colored
images where there are three RGB values per image pixel, the PSNR value remains the
same except that the MSE gives a different value.

According to the famous Holland’s Schemata theorem [12], lower order schematics
having more than average value of fitness function grow in consecutive generations
exponentially. Therefore, by the execution of the genetic algorithm for a continuous
sufficient amount of time it must converge at a global optimum [11]. The upper bound
that is obtained after executing the iterations it is observed that it decreases on
increasing the population size [13]. In this paper, the genetic algorithm is repeated till
all the generations are processed until it delivers the desired result.

The secret image is hidden in the last 4 bit (LSB) of the cover image. In this way
the 4 LSB of the pixels of the cover image are fixed in the stego image. So, the
remaining 4 bits in the stego image are manipulated to make it as close as possible to
the cover image, i.e. we have 16 combinations for optimization. After embedding, the
stego image is obtained with 4 LSB fixed values. In this paper, a new fitness function is
proposed. The motivation of this fitness function came from the PSNR. Since, more the
PSNR value, fitter the individual, a mathematical formula is needed to increase the
PSNR value. It means, according to the formula, it is needed to decrease the MSE value
in the denominator because the other value is a constant. Now, since MSE value has a
square term for eradicating any negative value coming from the difference, modulus
can be used instead of it, for the same purpose. Now, the value of PSNR must be
greater than one, and the value coming out from the modulus may be less than 1, and so
1 is added to it. This fitness function will take the individuals with the less values. That
means, less the fitness value, fitter the individual. It must be kept in mind that crossover
rate should be 80%–95% mutation rate should be low i.e. 0.5%–1% assumed as best.
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The paper aims at optimization of the stego image as well as minimizing the
difference between the stego and the original cover image so that information hidden
cannot be easily identified. This research is based on spatial domain image authenti-
cation using Genetic Algorithm (GA) in order to increase the visual characteristics
along with quality of the stego image. Section 2 deals with reviewing of literature and
related papers. Section 3 conveys the proposed technique. Section 4 shows experi-
mental results, comparison with other works and their analysis. Conclusion is drawn at
the end.

2 Literature Review

Nowadays, there has been a lot of research in the field of steganography using meta-
heuristic algorithms such as PSO and Genetic Algorithm method. Roy R et al. [1]
developed a technique of retaining information in image using genetic algorithm by
taking PSNR as fitness function. Cheddad A et al. [2] proposed a secure and improved
self-embedding algorithm by using 1D hash algorithm along with 2D iFFT. Wang S
et al. [3] researched on the RS attack that finds the stego-message by analysing the
pixel values statistically. Begum R et al. [4] have used Key-Based Pixel Selection
Algorithm in Least Significant Bit embedding to hide data in a cover image because of
its low computation complexity as well as high embedding capacity. Li X et al. [5]
developed a technique on steganography based on particle swarm optimization method
to data on JPEG images. Research has been done by Fard MA et al. [6] on secure
steganographic encoding on JPEG images with the help of maximum absolute differ-
ence of image quality and fitness function. Chang CC et al. [7], have proposed a secret
image sharing algorithm using CRT which improves authentication ability and quality
of the stego image. Wang RZ et al. [8] also developed a GA to insert the secret
information in moderately significant bit of the cover image and they also projected
global substitution step along with local pixel adjustment for increasing the quality of
the stego image. Later Wang RZ et al. [9] formulated LSB substitution to hide secret
data in the cover images using GA. Jung KH further added Pixel Value Differencing on
edge areas when embedding secret data on to cover image by LSB substitution. Nan
Jiang [14] proposes two blind LSB steganography algorithms as quantum circuits.

3 The Technique

In this paper a spatial domain image authentication technique using Genetic Algorithm
has been proposed. A 3 � 3 mask is used by taking it from the source image in row
major order. Four bits taken from each byte of the endorsing image has been extracted
and embedded on last four LSB bits of the source image. This process is repeated for
the whole source image. The image that is generated from embedding is called stego
image. Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been applied on the stego image to generate
optimized stego image. The steps of the proposed Genetic Algorithm are discussed in
detail.
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3.1 Genetic Algorithm

The paper proposes GA as the technique to improve the stego image as close to the
cover image. GA is a very popular method for solving optimization problems based on
natural selection and random search. The steps of the proposed GA are given as
follows:

Initial population: The pixels of the cover image and that of the stego image are
separately put into individual arrays. The stego image is produced by hiding the
information in the last 4 bits of the cover image. So, out of 8-bits of the cover image,
the 4 LSBs are now fixed with the secret information the first 4 MSBs can be changed.
In this way, 2^4 combination of individuals are there to start with GA. These 16
individuals are generated randomly by the GA and are treated as the initial population.

Selection: A new fitness function have been proposed to decide the best individuals
for cross over. The value of the fitness function is evaluated for each chromosome x in
the population and the values are sorted to select the 2 least ones as the most fit
individuals.

F xð Þ ¼ 1þ c i; j½ � � s i; j½ �j j ð3Þ

Here,

F(x) = Fitness Function
c = cover image
S = stego image.

Crossover: Uniform crossover is used in the GA. In uniform crossover, first bit of the
pixel of the offspring is of the first parent and the second bit of the child is of the second
parent. In this way, the offspring has equal number of chromosomes from both its
parents placed alternatively.

Parent 1: X X X X X X X
Parent 2: Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Offspring 1: X Y X Y X Y X
Offspring 2: Y X Y X Y X Y

Mutation: Random bit flipping procedure is used in mutation. In this step, a bit
between 4–7th bit is selected randomly and flip that bit. This mutated offspring is then
again tested according to fitness function and the fittest individual is accepted in the
new population.

Accepting: The fittest individuals after mutation are accepted as the new population
and the GA is repeated for the new population.
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Termination: After execution of all the generations the GA is terminated when the
desired results are achieved.

3.2 Insertion Algorithm

Input: source image is of size 512 � 512.
Output: optimized stego image is of size 512 � 512.
Steps:

1. Consider a mask of size 3 � 3 from the source image.
2. Extract bits from the authenticating image. Bits from dimension are extracted

first.
3. Four bits from the authenticating image is implanted into each byte from the

source image.
4. Embed dimension of the authenticating image in first thirty two bits of the

source image. Width in first sixteen bits and height in next sixteen bits.
5. Repeat step 1 to 3 for the whole source image until all bits of the authenticating

image is embedded and embedded image or stego image is generated.
6. Take 8 � 8 mask from embedded image.
7. Generate sixteen random chromosomes for the first byte of the mask. The

process is called initialisation.
8. Embed secret information in last four bits of each chromosome. The process of

embedding is same as the process of forming stego image.
9. The fittest two chromosomes are selected through selection process using

proposed fitness function. The fittest chromosomes are also called parent
chromosome.

10. The parent chromosomes are taken for crossover. Crossover generates two
offspring.

11. Two offspring are processed through mutation.
12. The fittest one after mutation is accepted as the next population and the GA is

repeated.
13. GA is terminated when the desired results are achieved.
14. Step 7 to 13 is repeated for the entire mask.
15. Step 6 to 14 is repeated for the entire embedded image.

3.3 Extraction Algorithm

Input: optimized stego image 512 � 512 in size.
Output: hidden authenticating image, cover image 512 � 512 in size.
Steps:

1. Optimized image mask of size 8 � 8 is taken.
2. Reverse Crossover is performed on two consecutive off spring. Uniform cross-

over is used. In uniform crossover, first bit of the pixel comes from the first
parent and the second bit of the pixel is inherited from the second parent. This
process is repeated for the whole optimized image.
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3. Extract least significant four bits from each byte of the mask.
4. Each eight bit extraction form one byte of the authenticating image.
5. Extract the width of the authenticating image from the first sixteen bits and

height from next sixteen bits.
6. Repeat step 3 to 6 until the all pixels of the authenticating image is extracted.

4 Experimental Results

In research, 512 � 512 grey scale image (8 bit per pixel) Lena, Baboon are used here
as cover images as shown in the Fig. 1. The secret image in this case is a 256 � 256
grey scale image in each case.

The comparisons of results are done with the PSNR values of the optimized images
acquired by the application of the proposed GA relating to the corresponding cover
image. The proposed method has been compared with Roy R et al. [1] with same
payload that is 4. Table 1 shows the experimental result with two benchmark images
Lena and Baboon. It is noticed that after applying GA PSNR has been improved. In
Table 2 the proposed technique have compared with existing [1]. It has been seen that
the proposed technique shows better result in terms of PSNR than existing [1].

Fig. 1. Cover images used here a. Lena b. Baboon

Table 1. PSNR values obtained from our experiment

Image name PSNR of the stego image PSNR of optimized stego image

Lena 35.206337 40.871
Baboon 35.076 40.0134
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5 Conclusion

In this work, an effective steganographic method is implemented for embedding secret
information in the form of image into images without causing observable distortions.
Steganography detection can be used to prevent communication of malicious data. It is
hard to detect as message and fundamental image data share same range. The exper-
imental results proves that the proposed method delivers a better technique for
embedding data into cover images without producing noticeable alterations in the
resultant image.
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Abstract. Twin Rotor MIMO System becomes unstable quite easily and
control becomes extremely difficult. Present paper is in search of a standard
controller to be used for stabilizing such a complex system. Comparison
between ZN-tuned PID and fuzzy logic controller has been made in this study.
Initially, mathematical model of the system has been developed and simulated in
MATLAB. At the end, the developed controllers are tested through a prototype
Twin Rotor Multiple Input Multiple Output System (TRMS).

Keywords: Twin Rotor MIMO System � PID controller � Fuzzy logic control �
Real experiments

1 Introduction

Modelling of dynamics of Air Vehicles is a challenging task since several nonlinear
parameters are associated and states are not easily accessible. It makes the system unstable
quite easily and control becomes extremely difficult. TRMS is an experimental set-up to
test different control strategies. The TRMSmodel is highly popular now-a-day among the
control engineers since it is difficult to perform direct experiments with air vehicles.
Mechanical unit of the TRMS is shown in Fig. 1. It consist of two rotors and a arm. It can
well represent a helicopter. The only difference is TRMS is controlled in the absence of
aerodynamic effect, which is common for helicopters in reality. Moreover, control of
Helicopter is achieved through the altercation of rotor angles. But, in TRMS, it is achieved
through the change in speed. A good number of literature is available in this context.

Tastemirov et al. [10] derived the mathematical equations using the Euler-Lagrange.
The parameters of the model are estimated and tuned using experimental data. Under-
standing the non-linearity present in the model, Rahideh et al. [9] modelled the TRMS
using neural networks. Later on, Chalupa et al. [11] modelled a TRMS in MATLAB
environment and carried out real time experiments to compare with the simulated model.
Ahmad et al. [13] derived the analytical model of the TRMS using a system identifi-
cation method and achieved low settling time and improved stability. Sámano et al. [7]
modelled and stabilized an eight rotor helicopter model to achieve hover flight. The
main purpose of them was to increase the payload carrying capacity of the rotorcraft
without using larger motors and blades. The stabilization of the orientation of the
rotorcraft was also tested.
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Since control of TRMS is a difficult task. Different controllers have been tested by
various researchers. Chemachema and Zeghlache [8] designed an output feedback
linearization based controller for TRMS and tested through computer simulations.
Ullah and Lqbal [12] designed a Gaussian controller for a TRMS and its response was
observed through computer simulations. Patel et al. [17] and Manoharan and
Ramalakshmi [18] applied PID control scheme in TRMS. Later on, Pandey and Laxmi
[14] made a comparative study between LQR and PID controller for TRMS control and
achieved better performance with LQR.

The performance of PID controller is dependent on its gain parameters. Therefore,
quite a few numbers of researchers tried to use soft computing-based controllers either
alone or in combination with PID controller. For example, Rahideh and Shaheed [1]
presented a fuzzy-PID controller for TRMS. The hybrid controller was found to perform
better especially in steady state condition. Toha and Tokhi [2] presented a feed forward
and backward control of a TRMS using a GA. This Multi Objective Gentic Algorithm
(MOGA)-based controller provided improved tracking performance and significant
reduction in vibration was achieved. Deb and Juyal [3] presented an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy control applied to SISO and MIMO systems. It has generated good tracking
performance, successfully controlled the plant in presence of disturbance input. Saroj
and Kar [4] presented a Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy controller and observer for TRMS.
Nasir et al. [5] presented a spiral dynamic algorithm for the similar purpose. Limnaios
and Tsourveloudis [6] designed an FLC for a coaxial helicopter and tested for attitude,
altitude and position control purposes. Robustness to modelling errors was also assessed
in this study. Ahmed and Mohamed [15] used particle swarm optimization for tuning
gains of PID controller and tested on a TRMS. According to them, PSO-tuned PID was

Fig. 1. Twin Rotor MIMO system set up
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found to perform better than Ziegler-Nichols-tuned PID controller. In the similar line,
Prasad et al. [16] achieved significant improvement in the controller performance when
PID gains are tuned using a GA. Hashim and Abido [19] designed a PD fuzzy control
scheme tuned by different evolutionary optimization techniques. Gravitational Search
Algorithm was found to show the most impressive results in contrast to other algorithms
with respect to convergence speed and optimum objective function.

Other than the mentioned above, few more types of controllers have also been
applied by the researchers. Kumar and Srivastava [20] made a comparative study
between Chebyshev neural network based observer (CNN) and Multi-layer feedfor-
ward neural network (MLFFNN) observer to control a TRMS. MLFF neural network
resulted better compared to CNN. Rao et al. [21] designed H∞ observer for TRMS.
The game theory approach was used to design H∞ filter. It was observed from the
simulation results that H∞ observer generates good response in the presence of high
level of noise input. Further, Zeghlache et al. [22] presented a type-2 FLC for a TRMS.
It has been observed that review report shows that different types of controller (LQR
[14], Lead lag controller [12], H∞ [21], PID [17, 18], fuzzy logic-based [22] and
NN-based [20]), and different algorithms have been applied to control and stabilize a
TRMS. However, the prime objective in developing the controller is to make the
system stable in minimum possible time and with less overshoot. Following gaps in the
literature have been identified.

• None of the papers reviewed so far has cited simulation or experimental results
taking non-linear portion of the coupled dynamic equations.

• Quite a few investigators have shown their interest in experimental validation.
• Report also cites that a concrete algorithms having robust, adaptive, self tuned need

to be developed for balancing a highly non-linear system such as TRMS.

In the present paper, an attempt has been made to compare PID and Fuzzy Logic
Controller for analyzing the coupled behaviour of the system. Both computer simula-
tions and real experiments will be conducted to see the performance of the controllers.

2 Transfer Function of TRMS

Detailed mathematical equations of the TRMS is available in [23]. These equations in
brief are presented below.

I1:€u ¼ M1 �MFG �MBu �MG ð1Þ

where; M1 ¼ a1:s
2
1 þ b1:s1; ð2Þ

MFG ¼ Mg: sinu; � momentum due to gravity ð3Þ

MBu ¼ B1u: _uþB2u:sign _uð Þ; � friction forces momentum ð4Þ
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MG ¼ Kgy:M1: ;
:

: cosu; � gyroscopic momentum ð5Þ

The rotor torwue can be calculated as -

s1 ¼ k1
T11sþ T10

: u1 ð6Þ

Mathematical equation in horizontal plane could be expressed as -

I2: ;
::

¼ M2 �MB; �MR ð7Þ

where; M2 ¼ a2:s
2
2 þ b2:s2; ð8Þ

MB; ¼ B1;: _uþB2;:signð;
:

Þ; � friction forces momentum ð9Þ

MR is the reaction momentum and given by:

MR ¼ kc T0sþ 1ð Þ
TPsþ 1ð Þ :s1 ð10Þ

Torque expression for tail rotor is given as -

s2 ¼ k2
T21sþ T20

:u2 ð11Þ

System parameters are determined experimentally and presented in Table 1. From
the derived equations, it has been observed that the TRMS consists of two inputs (u1
and u2) and two outputs (u and w) and a cross coupling exists among them. Therefore,
two linear models u1 to u and u2 to w and u1 to w and u2 to u are to be identified. As a
result, control of such a MIMO system becomes extremely difficult and stability also
becomes problematic.

Table 1. TRMS model parameters

Parameter Value

l1 - moment of inertia of vertical rotor 6.8�10−2 kg�m2

l2 - moment of inertia of horizontal rotor 2�10−2 kg�m2

a1 - static characteristic parameter 0.0135
b1 - static characteristic parameter 0.0924
a2 - static characteristic parameter 0.02
b2 - static characteristic parameter 0.09
Mg - gravity momentum 0.32 N�m
B1w - friction momentum function parameter 6�10−3 N�m�s/rad
B2w - friction momentum function parameter 1�10−3 N�m�s2/rad

(continued)
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3 TRMS Control

The TRMS control aspect covers two main control areas: Two 1-Degree of freedom
(DOF) rotor control and 2-DOF rotor control. Each of these control problems has its
own characteristic. Two 1-DOF control systems ignore the dynamical cross-coupling
and control the rotors separately, whereas, 2-DOF control system ignores the couplings
but controls both the rotors.

The PID control algorithm is one of the most popular control algorithms because of
its simplicity. PID controller has been applied separately for 1-DOF pitch and rotor

Table 1. (continued)

Parameter Value

B1u - friction momentum function parameter 1�10−1 N�m�s/rad
B2u - friction momentum function parameter 1�10−2 N�m�s2/rad
Kgy - gyroscopic momentum parameter 0.05 s/rad
k1 - motor 1 gain 1.1
k2 - motor 2 gain 0.8
T11 - motor 1 denominator parameter 1.1
T10 - motor 1 denominator parameter 1
T21 - motor 2 denominator parameter 1
T20 - motor 2 denominator parameter 1
Tp - cross reaction momentum parameter 2
T0 - cross reaction momentum parameter 3.5
Kc - cross reaction momentum gain −0.2

Fig. 2. Real time TRMS 2DOF position control model.
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control and 2-DOF rotor control. Figure 2 shows the real-time simulink model of the
2-DOF PID controller for TRMS position control.

3.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC)

FLC has been applied separately for 1-DOF pitch and rotor control and 2-DOF rotor
control. Mamdani-type FLC has been applied with triangular membership function.
Linguistic terms used are NL: negative large, NS: negative small, DES: desired, PS:
positive small and PL: positive large. Membership function distribution for 1-DOF
control of pitch rotor is considered to be linear in nature. Rule base of the FLC for this
purpose is presented in Table 2 and simulink model for control of pitch using FLC is
shown in Fig. 3.

4 Results and Discussion

TRMS is simulated and real experiments have been conducted running two rotors
separately and simultaneously.

Table 2. Rule base for FLC for pitch control.

Pitch error
NL NS DES PS PL

Yaw error NL NL NS NS DES DES
NS NS DES DES PS DES
DES NS DES DES DES PS
PS DES DES DES DES DES
PL DES DES DES PS PS

Fig. 3. Simulink model for TRMS control using FLC.
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4.1 Control of Single Rotor

Comparison between real pitch angle and desired pitch angle with Kp = 5, Ki = 8 and
Kd = 10 is shown in Fig. 4. Model is simulated for 20 s.

Similarly, Fig. 5 presents comparison between real and desired yaw angles with
Kp = 2, Ki = 0.5 and Kd = 5.

Fig. 4. Pitch rotor movement.

Fig. 5. Yaw rotor movement.
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Figure 6 shows the output for pitch rotor and yaw rotor using fuzzy logic controller
for pitch rotor.

4.2 Control of Two Rotors

Two rotors are simultaneously controlled with different gain parameters of PID con-
troller. Figures 7 presents the real time simulation results using two PID controllers
with following gain parameters: for pitch rotor Kp = 3, Ki = 8 and Kd = 10 and for
yaw rotor Kp = 2, Ki = 0.5 and Kd = 5.

Fig. 6. 1DOF control simulation results for pitch and yaw using FLC (a) Pitch Control, (b) Yaw
Control.
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Different results have been observed with different values of gain parameters. It is
seen that the increase in Ki value slows down the system and cause bigger overshoot.
Also we have noticed that the large value of Kd makes the system respond faster.
However, very quick response may often break down the control unit. Therefore
keeping our focus on the proportional term we designed the Kp value as a function of
time. So following are the simulation results where Kp is used as a function of time for
pitch rotor. Results with the following gain parameters are shown in Fig. 8: main rotor:
Kp = 5 * 0.1(1 − t + t2), Ki = 8 and Kd = 10 and PID tail rotor Kp = 2, Ki = 0.5 and
Kd = 5. The results obtained after using time varying Kp values for pitch rotor shows a
significant variation from the results obtained by using constant Kp.

Fig. 7. 2DOF control simulation results for pitch and yaw – (a) Pitch Control, (b) Yaw Control.
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Figure 9 shows the output for pitch rotor and yaw rotor using fuzzy logic controller
for both pitch rotor and yaw rotor.

The results obtained by using fuzzy logic controller for the pitch rotor and yaw rotor
shows that the pitch angle and yaw angle variation shows a similar pattern to the desired
angle variation. So by optimizing the rule base and database better control can be achieved
and fuzzy logic controller can be used as an alternate to conventional PID controller.

Fig. 8. 2DOF control simulation results for pitch and yaw using Kp = 5 * 0.1(1 − t + t2) for
pitch rotor (a) Pitch Control, (b) Yaw Control.
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Fig. 9. 2DOF control simulation results for pitch and yaw using FLC for both pitch and yaw
rotor (a) Pitch Control, (b) Yaw Control.
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5 Conclusions

In this work, a PID controller is used to control TRMS with different Kp, Kd and Ki
values. The simulation results corresponding to the different cases shows the actual
pitch path against the desired pitch path. Then a fuzzy logic control approach is
adopted. In the fuzzy logic controller the database and rule base is chosen randomly by
trial and error. The simulation results obtained for the fuzzy logic based control of
TRMS shows the actual pitch angle against the desired pitch angle. Some of the
important observations are mentioned below.

• The simulation results for 1 DOF control of pitch and yaw rotors separately and 2
DOF controls of pitch and yaw rotors in tandem are found to be same for similar
values of the PID gain parameters Kp, Ki and Kd.

• For 2 DOF controls of pitch and yaw rotors using different values of PID parameters
provided different results and time-dependent gain parameters yielded better results.

• Control of pitch rotor using fuzzy logic controller could not provide good result. It
is because the knowledge base of the FLC is not optimized.

• Response of yaw rotor control using fuzzy logic controller was found to be very
slow.

• Simultaneous control of both the rotors using FLC gave better results as compared
to control of individual rotors.

5.1 Scope for Future Work

In the near future, following things can be made to extend the present work.

• PID controller was found to provide better result than FL Controller. However,
tuning of PID controller gain is a tedious job. Attempt can be made to tune PID
controller gains.

• FLC has been applied with arbitrary values of Rule Base and Data Base. They may
be optimized. Off-line training may be followed initially and trained RB and DB can
later be used on-line.
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Abstract. Feature selection plays a key role to reduce the high-dimensionality
of feature space in machine learning applications by discarding irrelevant and
redundant features with the aim of obtaining a subset of features that accurately
describe a given problem with a minimum or no degradation of performance. In
this paper, a Memetic Algorithm (MA) based Wrapper-filter feature selection
framework is proposed for the recognition of handwritten Bangla city names.
For evaluating the MA framework, a recently published feature extraction
technique, reported in [1], is used for the said pattern recognition problem.
Experimentation is conducted on an in-house dataset of 6000 words written in
Bangla script. Here, 40 most popular city names of West Bengal, a state in India,
have been considered to prepare the dataset. Proposed technique not only
reduces the feature dimension, but also enhances the performance of the word
recognition technique significantly.

Keywords: Memetic algorithm � Feature selection � Handwritten Bangla
word � City name recognition � Filter-wrapper method

1 Introduction

Designing a comprehensive feature vector is a challenging issue in any pattern
recognition application. Researchers from all over the world strive to estimate various
kinds of features such as shape based, texture based or their combination for developing
a near perfect classification system. As a consequence, a trend to design more and more
features to enhance the recognition accuracy has been practiced. But this augmentation
of feature dimension, at times, does not produce the desired outcome. The key reason
for this is that generating more and more features does not ensure non-overlapping and
universality properties of feature set i.e., feature values may have redundant informa-
tion. Moreover, time required for classifying a dataset into the desired classes, an
important consideration for supervised learning, increases since this time is directly
proportional to the dimension of feature vector used for classification. Therefore, using
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a large number of features does not always guarantee a better performance at the same
time it augments time complexity of the classification system.

This makes features selection (FS) a very important part of any pattern classifi-
cation problem. Several algorithms are devised to address the problem of reducing
irrelevant and redundant features. FS (also called variable elimination) helps in
understanding data in a better way, reducing computation need, dipping the effect of
curse of dimensionality and improving the performance of the system. Some of the
important FS algorithms are branch and bound algorithms [2, 3], genetic algorithm [4],
hybrid genetic algorithm [5], sequential search algorithm [6] etc. More such method-
ologies are found in the surveys reported in [7–10].

1.1 Feature Selection Methods

FS algorithms can broadly be classified as filter method [11, 12], wrapper method [4,
13–16] and embedded method [17, 18]. Filter approach selects best possible feature
subset depending on the unique characteristics of the training dataset in predictor
independent way. A comprehensive study on different filter methods for FS is
described in [12]. Wrapper methods use learning algorithms to evaluate the classifi-
cation accuracy of train dataset and then the feature combination is selected for which
the best recognition accuracy is reached. Some of the wrapper FS approaches are
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [13], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4], Memetic
Algorithm (MA) [14–16] etc. It is noteworthy to mention that wrapper methods are
computationally costly but provide better feature subset for characterizing the train data
than filter approaches since it selects features based on recognition accuracy. Con-
sidering only the beneficial part of filter and wrapper methods, the researchers have
introduced embedded ways of FS [17, 18]. In these approaches, filter methods are used
for selecting feature combination in wrapper methods and consequently enhances
recognition outcome with lesser computational cost. Therefore, from the discussion, it
is clear that embedded methods for FS is more directed.

1.2 Handwritten Bangla Word Recognition

Handwritten city name recognition, prime pre-requisite for automating postal system
[19], is an important as well as difficult job for researchers. The said problem is
notionally same as handwritten word recognition (HWR) problem [1, 20–22], but only
difference is that the lexicon size is limited and application specific. But this idea can be
extended easily to develop systems such as word spotting [23], document clustering
[24], document indexing [25] etc. HWR system which considers every word sample as
an indivisible pattern unit, while recognizing, is known as holistic approach [1, 20–22].
On contrary, analytical approach segments the word images into characters before doing
the recognition [26]. In terms of computational complexity and recognition accuracy,
holistic approach weighs better if the lexicon size is limited and predefined [27].

A number of HWR research attempts [1, 19–40] has been found in literature for the
scripts like Bangla [1, 19–22, 26, 32–38], Roman [27, 28], Devanagari [29], Arabic
[30], Chinese [31] etc. The aim of the present work is find out the optimal feature
subset for the recognition of handwritten city names in Bangla. The large number of
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speakers (250 million [26]) worldwide justifies the consideration of Bangla script in the
present work. It is also the second most popular official language (out of 23 official
languages) in India and the national language of Bangladesh. More information about
Bangla script is reported in [32].

1.3 Brief Survey on Bangla HWR

A number of research attempts [1, 19–22, 26, 33–38] found in literature for
Bangla HWR. These works have tried to handle the said problems mainly in two ways.
First category of approach [19, 33–38] hypothetically segments the words into
sub-parts based on domain knowledge and then using recognition-segmentation
combination to recognize the entire words. In case of cursive handwriting, in general,
segmentation process proves to be error prone. Therefore, for unconstrained writing,
these methods perform some post-processing based on lexicon to generate the final
outcome. As a result, these methods are usually computationally expensive. Other
category of works [1, 20–22], as already mentioned, consider each word of the lexicon
as a pattern class and recognize them as a whole which performs better and takes less
time.

But it is to be noted that irrespective of the approaches followed for HWR, only a
few works [19, 33–35] have concentrated on reducing the feature dimension to elim-
inate redundant and misleading features. Interestingly, these works have mainly tried to
minimize the feature dimension using down-sampling the localized area i.e., with the
cost of some specific feature values. Any sophisticated feature optimization technique
for this topic is not reported by the researchers till date.

2 Present Work

Considering the notable facts of FS, said earlier, in the present work, a wrapper-filter
based MA is applied to estimate an optimal number of feature values for the recognition
of handwritten city names in Bangla script. In [1], different global and/or local feature
values are extracted for city name recognition system without knowing the actual
importance of the same. Hence, this work is considered here as a case study. To
evaluate the proposed approach, an in-house dataset is prepared which comprises 40
most popular city names of West Bengal, an eastern region state of India. Key modules
of the present work are described in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Data Collection and Preparation

Data collection is a tiresome but most important task in pattern recognition research.
Without appropriate data, research becomes mere theoretical. Here, to exercise the
adaptability of devised technique, a collection of 6000 handwritten Bangla word
images of 40 different classes (city names) with 150 variations, is prepared. Word
samples in the current dataset are written by more than 250 people belonging to
different age, sex, professional and educational background. A semi-structured A4 size
datasheet is designed to collect the word samples from the individuals. Then all these
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datasheets are scanned using HP flatbed scanner with 300 dpi resolution and stored as
24 bit BMP file (Fig. 1 shows a sample filled-in datasheet). After that from each such
datasheet, word images are cropped programmatically with minimal rectangular
bounding box. The selection criterion of the words is described in [1].

2.2 Feature Extraction

As already mentioned that the prime objective of the current work is to enhance
performance of any pattern classification system by reducing feature dimension using
MA based embedded FS method. As a case study, feature values are estimated using a
recently developed methodology [1] designed for handwritten Bangla city name
recognition problem. A brief discussion for same is given below.

Inspired by the concept of the work [22], authors of [1] have designed grid based
gradient feature descriptor. Initially, word images are smoothed using Gaussian filter
[41]. Next, an N � N hypothetical grid structure is conceptualized over each input
image and then gradient feature calculation is applied on each of the hypothetically
segmented sub-images. Figure 2(a–c) represents the input image, gradient representa-
tions in terms magnitude and direction inside the hypothetically segmented 6� 6
sub-images respectively. In Fig. 3, grid wise gradient variation for some sample images
is shown. From close observation, it is clear that said feature values are almost similar
for different instances of same city name and vary if the image classes are different.
Therefore, it provides the support towards such choice of sub-images generation.
However, the work has reported best recognition accuracy for N ¼ 6 which means the
length of feature vector is 288 i:e:6� 6� 8ð Þ.

Fig. 1. Sample scanned datasheet with handwritten word samples written in Bangla
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Fig. 2. Illustration of hypothetically segmented (a) word image; gradient information in terms of
(b) magnitude and (c) direction

Fig. 3. Illustration of gradient based feature values in different sub-images. Two different
instances of a city name are shown in horizontal direction. As each image is segmented into 6� 6
grids, here, grid wise gradient variation into 8 bins are shown.
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2.3 Feature Selection

The developed MA based FS framework is described in the following section.

2.3.1 Memetic Algorithm
MA is an evolutionary algorithm which is basically an improvement over popularly
used GA. One of the interesting points of MA is it uses local search inspired by
Dawkin’s theory of memes. Unlike genetic chromosomes, the memes undergo local
refinement or improvements so as to better themselves, something which genes are
unable to do. Thus, MA performs multi-objective and constrained optimization with
faster convergence rate than that achieved by GA.

As the requirement of any evolutionary algorithm, first, it creates a random pop-
ulation, of chromosomes that represent the selected feature subsets. Each chromosome
is a binary string of 0’s and 1’s where ‘1’ represents a feature is selected whereas ‘0’
represents the complement. Here, this would be randomly selected set of features to be
used for city name (written in Bangla) recognition. After that fitness of individual
chromosome are checked by setting an objective function. For this problem,
Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) [42] classifier’s performance has been chosen, using the
set of features each chromosome represents, as the fitness value. Then, the local search
(LS) has been performed in the spirit of Lamarckian learning [18].

Chromosomes are kept by the survival of the fittest rule i.e. all the elite chromo-
somes are preserved and ensue to the next generation. Chromosomes having poor
fitness values are replaced by those having higher fitness values. During reproduction,
first the genetic operator called crossover is applied. Here, genes from parents (ran-
domly selected) form an entirely different chromosome. Newly formed offspring can
then be mutated. This second genetic operator, i.e. mutation, means that the elements of
chromosome are a bit altered. This change happens mainly because of errors in copying
genes from parents.

2.3.2 Crossover Algorithm
Genetic operator, crossover, creates new combination of genes, plays vital role during
reproduction process i.e., for creating new offspring. On the basis of early theoretical
and empirical studies, GA [4] has typically used 1 and 2-point crossover operators as
the standard mechanisms for implementing reproduction [43]. Here, in the present
work, 2-point crossover is used which is described in Algorithm 1. Crossover leads to
the distribution of the features of the 2 parents among the children, thereby, creating 2
new feature subsets. It helps in finding an optimal feature subset by testing combi-
nations of available good feature subsets.
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2.3.3 Mutation Algorithm
Mutation is a genetic operator which maintains genetic diversity as new generations are
created from existing population. It is modeled upon biological concept. Mutation
serves to alter one or more gene(s) in the chromosomes (here, selected features). Steps
to perform this operation are described in Algorithm 2. Mutation creates a feature
subset which is different from the initial.

2.3.4 Working Principal
The present work mainly focuses on feature dimension reduction without changing
their original form, unlike Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [45]. The entire
process is depicted in Fig. 4 and a brief description of the same is provided here.

Firstly, feature vector is generated from each input image. Please note that the
pre-requisite of MA based FS is a ranked features set. Here, rank of the features is
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carried out using ReliefF [46] function. However, ranking of features is generated only
once and is repeatedly used to reduce the computation time.

Next, a random population of chromosomes of size n is created using the random
number generator. A chromosome is a string of 0’s and 1’s where a ‘0’ denotes a
feature is not taken and ‘1’ denotes that a feature is taken to build the feature subset.
After that, classification accuracy of each feature subset represented by a chromosome
is measured. Then the search for new subsets is continued in an iterative manner of the
following steps till a satisfactory subset is found out or met the stopping criteria. The
stopping criterion, as considered here, is the minimum number of features included and
the maximum recognition accuracy achieved. However, an upper limit in the number of
iterations is set to stop the searching process when it continues longer without pro-
ducing significant improvement.

To carry LS by using the said feature ranks each time an ordered pair of random
numbers k; dð Þ is generated to perform k number of additions of the highest ranking
features, which have yet not been selected previously and d number of deletions of the
lowest ranked features which are already there in the chromosome. However, to pre-
vent the chromosomes from becoming clone due to repeated addition and deletion of
same set of features, upper bounds to values of k and d (in our case it is maximum of
5% of total number of features for both k and d) have been set.

Next, conditional crossover is adopted. For this a number is randomly generated
between 1 and the maximum allowed number of crossovers. The crossover function for
the randomly generated number of times is executed. The chromosomes are selected for

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the present MA based FS framework
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crossover using Roulette Wheel [44] selection method so that population keeps the
chromosomes producing reasonably good performance among others. Children are
compared to all the chromosomes in the population and substituted with the chro-
mosome which founds to have less accuracy with larger number of features. A com-
parator function which evaluates the goodness of one chromosome against another is
also defined here (Algorithm 3). To apply the conditional crossover, here, decision has
been taken based on 2 randomly generated real numbers (say, a and b). Crossover is
performed if a[ b.

Finally, conditional mutation on each of the chromosomes is performed and then
the performance of the new chromosomes is evaluated. If a better chromosome is
observed during mutation, then the mutated chromosome substitutes the parent chro-
mosome. The method of selecting better chromosome is described in Algorithm 3.
Better chromosome selection leads to reduction of the number of features used to
achieve a particular accuracy without causing the degradation of accuracy below a
pre-defined threshold (say, a) [47].

3 Result and Discussion

In this section, initially, the experimental setup is described and then the experimental
results are reported in detail along with the graphical representation of the results.
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3.1 Experimental Setup

The present experiment is carried out in a PC with Intel Core i3 processor and 8 GB
RAM. Windows 7 is used as the Operating System and MATLAB 2013 is used as
programming platform. In this experiment, a dataset of 6000 handwritten Bangla word
samples with 40 different City names of West Bengal is used. For the recognition
purpose, grid based gradient orientation values are extracted from the word images and
used as feature vector. As, MA based FS method needs a classifier to verify the fitness
of a chromosome, so, MLP is used to meet this objective. An experiment has been
conducted to select the best performing number of neurons in hidden layer of
MLP. Experimental result is depicted in Fig. 5. It represents the recognition error rate
of different number of hidden layer neurons while experimenting on entire dataset with
feature vector of length 288. As, least error occurs for 80 number of neurons in hidden
layer, hence, this number is fixed for rest of the experiment. For other parameters of
MLP, default values are used as set in MTLAB. A detail description regarding the
parameter values used in the current experiment is given below,

• Number of neurons in hidden layer used is selected on a hit and trial basis. Here,
this value is set to 80.

• In ReliefF, we have used k (number of nearest neighbors we use per class for
classification) as 10.

• Number of features selected initially in each chromosome (i.e. number of 1s in each
binary string) belongs to 140; 270½ �.

• The weight of accuracy and the weight of ratio of features is selected dynamically
with a biased towards accuracy.

• We have taken the size of the population as 10 i.e. population at each iteration will
have 10 chromosomes.

• An upper bound on the number of times we perform crossover is set to 5. This
boundary has been selected on a hit and trial basis so as to improve the variation of
feature subsets in chromosomes of the population.

• The threshold að Þ is taken as 5% in Algorithm 3.

Fig. 5. Shows variation of test set error with varying number of neurons in hidden layer of MLP
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During the experimentation, 70%, 15% and 15% of the entire dataset (selected
randomly) are used for training, validation and testing purposes respectively. Here,
word recognition accuracy (on entire dataset) is calculated using Eq. (1).

Accuracy in%ð Þ ¼ Number of correct classification
Total number of word samples

� 100ð%Þ ð1Þ

3.2 Experimental Result and Analysis

Ample numbers of tests have been conducted to justify the applicability of MA based
FS method for handwritten city name recognition. Few results (including maximum
and minimum) with varying length of feature vectors are shown in Table 1 and the
corresponding graphical presentation is provided in Fig. 6. However, it is to be noted
that a given number of features may generate variety of accuracies (even for the exact
same feature subset) in each different execution of MA. This is due to the usage of
random weights in neural networks to build the model. In addition to this,
increase/decrease in recognition accuracies in virtue of feature reduction (Table 1)
indicates the usefulness of the designed FS method.

It can be said from Fig. 6 that as the number of features is decreased the accuracy in
general is seen to decrease. However, for certain specific feature subsets, accuracies are

Table 1. Performance of the FS framework. The best 3 results based on optimal recognition
accuracy and/or selected feature dimension are highlighted using shaded region
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far better than the accuracy achieved by applying entire feature set. Hence, on the
whole, it can be said it is a trade-off between accuracy and number of features.
Compromising on the accuracy to some extent can lead to much smaller feature subsets
that in turn help to minimize the execution time of the recognition system. Also, two
commonly used meta-heuristic FS mechanisms (GA and Tabu Search [48]) are com-
pared with the proposed method (see Table 2). The results confirm that MA outper-
forms the other 2 feature selection methods.

Another important conclusion can be drawn from the fact that for certain feature
subsets much lower accuracy is found than their neighbors which show that combi-
nation of these features have a very low accuracy i.e. some features provide less
complementary information to each other.

Fig. 6. Variation of accuracy with number of features used for evaluation

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed method with some commonly used FS method

Method Size of
feature
vector

Recognition
accuracy (in%)

Increment in
accuracy (in%)

Reduction in
feature size (in%)

No feature
selection

288 89.78 − −

GA* 178 90.1 0.32 38.19
145 89.33 −0.45 49.65
154 88.58 −1.2 46.52

Tabu
search

220 80.96 −8.82 23.61

Present
method*

169 92.42 2.64 41.32
231 93.92 4.14 19.79
141 89.73 −0.05 51.04

*The best 3 results are reported based on optimal recognition accuracy and/or selected feature
dimension.
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4 Conclusion

In theory, having a large number of features might seem advantageous, but the curse of
dimensionality is not only an inherent problem of high-dimensionality data, but more a
mutual problem of the data and the machine learning algorithm being applied. To
address this issue, researchers have developed a number of methods to select feature in
a pre-processing phase in an attempt to convert the data into a lower-dimensional form.
In this paper, MA based Wrapper-filter feature selection framework is applied to reduce
the feature dimension while improving the prediction performance of the system. As a
case study, we have considered a recently published [1] handwritten city name
recognition technique. The proposed work has successfully reduced a good number
redundant feature while achieving a significant improvement in recognition accuracy.
In future, we plan to apply this feature optimization approach to other handwriting
recognition problems. Another aim is to use some meta-heuristic based local guided
search to generate more elite chromosome in each evaluation.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the robots are widely used in many areas, where Human
life cannot be compromised. In the Rescue operation, the robots need to search
for the trapped humans. The A-star algorithm and it’s variations like Iterative
Deepening A-star (IDA-star), Jump Point Search (JPS), etc. are the most popular
algorithm in the field of Path-finding in Maze. In those rescue operations, the
efficient path between the robot and the trapped person need to be found. But due
to their heuristic nature, one cannot predict that whether the output of those algo‐
rithms will be cost-efficient or not. Here we are presenting a modified cost func‐
tion of A-star algorithm in such a way that it will produce a path with less number
of rotations.

Keywords: Maze search · Robotic rescue · A-star algorithm

1 Introduction

In the world, the disasters like earthquake, tsunami, etc. could occur at anytime,
anywhere. In these situations, the life of human living at that location might be in trouble.
In those critical situations, sending more humans like army-officers, commandos, etc.
to rescue the trapped one can be very risky. And that’s why, for such rescue operation,
the use of remote controlled robots are always preferred. In those robotic rescue oper‐
ations, the humans control the robot remotely, without going to the disaster location.
And in those operations, due to disaster, there are some possibilities of broken commu‐
nication channel. In those situations, the robot should be intelligent enough to find a path
in such a way that, the robot will require less amount of time to reach to the trapped
person and then take him/her to a safer place. But in doing so it should find the shortest
path between him and the human in very less amount of time. Also, the computed path
should be efficient enough i.e. it should have as less number of rotations as possible, so
that the human will be rescued from those situations in a faster manner.

The Dijkstra’s path-finding algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms to find
the shortest path in the Maze. As the Dijkstra’s uses depth-first search method, it will
traverse through all the possible nodes to find the shortest path [6]. Due to which for a
sufficient large map, Dijkstra’s may discover many unwanted nodes. And hence it will
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take lots of time in terms of seconds to compute the distance, which is very ineffec‐
tive [8].

One of the other most popular and efficient path-finding algorithms is A* algorithm.
The A* algorithm uses Actual cost and Predicted cost value to find the path between
two nodes. The adjustment of Actual cost and Predicted cost trade-off could lead us to
either accuracy or to the speed. Like Dijkstra’s, the A* algorithm does not search the
whole map to find the shortest path, instead, it takes a look to the useful nodes only. Due
to this, the A* algorithm can be used in the real-world scenario, where the size of map
is quiet large.

2 Background

2.1 Maze

One of the factors that may affect the performance of a path-finding algorithm is the
representation of the real-world map into the virtual-world map. The grids are one of
the most popular ways of representing the real-world map into the virtual-world map
for robotics. A Maze is a 2-Dimensional square grid, in which each node/cell is repre‐
sented as square [1]. In order to store the real-world map into the virtual-world map, the
map is captured as camera image. After capturing the image, a gray-scale filter is applied
on the captured image. Then the image is processed and converted into Block maze. The
block maze is a type of maze, in which each node is categorized as either walkable or
non-walkable block. In block maze, the diagonal movement between nodes is not
allowed [4]. In order to create block maze from the gray-scaled image, the image is first
divided into many smaller rectangular blocks. And then each block is examined and
categorized as a walkable or non-walkable block.

2.2 A* Algorithm

The A* algorithm is best-first search path-finding algorithm. It is based on Actual cost
and Heuristic cost of current node/vertex/co-ordinate, due to which it is a flexible algo‐
rithm i.e. the performance of A* algorithm can be varied according to the application
requirements. It tries to find the path by selecting the nodes having least movement cost.
The cost function used by A* algorithm can be represented as follow:

f (n) = g(n) + h(n) (1)

where,

n is the current node.
g(n) is the Actual cost i.e. the exact cost of moving from source node to current node.
h(n) is the Heuristic cost between the current node and the destination node.
f (n) is the cost of using the current node.
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The pseudo-code of A* algorithm is as follow:

function find_path( Source, Destination) 
{ 
 OPEN_List = [Source]; 
 CLOSED_List = []; 
 Current_Node = null; 
 Neighbours = []; 
 Path = []; 
  
 Source.Parent = null; 
     
 while ( OPEN_List is not Empty ) 
 { 
  Current_Node = OPEN_List.remove_least_node(); 
 
  if( Current_Node == Destination ) 
   break; 
 
  CLOSED_List.add(Current_Node); 
 
  Neighbours = Map.search_neighbours( Current_Node 
); 
  foreach (n in Neighbours) 
  { 
   examine(n); //The F, G and H cost of n is cal-
culated 
   n.Parent = Current_Node; 
   OPEN_List.add(n); 
  } 
 } 
 while( Current_Node is not null ) 
 { 
  Path.add( Current_Node ); 
  Current_Node = Current_Node.Parent; 
 } 
} 

The A* algorithm maintains two lists (OPEN List and CLOSED List) to keep track
of examined/traversed nodes. The OPEN list contains the nodes, which have been
discovered but yet to examine. Whereas, the CLOSED list contains the nodes, which
have been discovered as well as examined [7]. In the OPEN list, the nodes are kept in a
sorted manner with respect to the Cost value of the Node. While finding the path, the
A* algorithm add the Source Node to OPEN list, and then repeatedly remove the node
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with least cost value from the OPEN list and add their walkable neighbour nodes to
OPEN list, until the destination node is removed from the OPEN list. Due to sorted order
of nodes in OPEN list, the removal of node with least cost value become very much
faster and optimal. The removed node from OPEN list is then examined. If the removed
node is the destination node then A* algorithm will be terminated. Otherwise, the walk‐
able neighbour nodes of current node are discovered and then added to OPEN list after
calculating cost value of each neighbour node by cost function of A* algorithm. And
after adding each walkable neighbour node to OPEN list, the current node is added to
CLOSED list [2].

3 Heuristic Cost and Heuristic Function in A*

The Heuristic cost can be calculated by using Heuristic function. This Heuristic function
uses the distance metric used to calculate the movement cost. The choice of distance
metric is done according to the requirements. The two most popular distance metrics
are:

a. Euclidean distance
b. Manhattan distance

The Euclidean distance [3] between two n-dimensional vectors x and y can be defined
as:

d(x, y) =

√∑n

i=1

(
xi − yi

)2 (1)

And the Manhattan distance [3] between two n-dimensional vectors x and y can be
defined as:

d(x, y) =
∑n

i=1
||xi − yi

|| (2)

The heuristic cost is estimated by considering that there is no obstacle between the
current node and the destination node. The Accuracy and Speed of A* algorithm depend
on this heuristic cost.

If the heuristic cost is zero then the A* algorithm will work similar to Dijkstra’s
algorithm, which will give very accurate output but it will be slow in performance. If
the heuristic cost is greater than the cost of moving from current node to destination
node, then A* will not guarantee to find the shortest path but it will run faster, i.e. the
accuracy will be reduced and the speed will be increased. If the Heuristic cost is equal
to the cost of moving from current node to destination node then the A* will only follow
the correct path/nodes and avoid exploring irrelevant nodes, making it very fast.

For the accurate (or shortest path) the Euclidean distance can be used. And for faster
path-finding, the Manhattan distance can be used.
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4 Speed-Accuracy Trade-off in A* Algorithm

Due to this Speed-Accuracy trade-off, the A* have ability to change its behavior
according to the requirements. i.e. if path needs to be found in the situations (like video
games), where just finding the path in less time is important than optimal path, then the
Heuristic cost can be kept greater or equal to the cost of moving from current node to
destination node. But, if the path needs to be found in the situations (like rescue opera‐
tions), where the path should be accurate as well as should be found in less time, then
the Heuristic cost should be equal to the cost of moving from current node to destination
node [5].

The Speed-Accuracy trade-off of the A* algorithm with respect to Heuristic cost can
be given as follow:

Notation: d(n) is the cost of moving from current node to destination.
As shown in Fig. 1, as the value of heuristic function h(n) increases from 0 to

infinity, the speed of the algorithm increases i.e. time required by algorithm decreases
and the accuracy of algorithm decreases i.e. Path length computed by algorithm
increases. Since, at h(n) = 0, the A* algorithm will act like Dijkstra’s algorithm and
will provide accurate result but with less speed. And at h(n) > d(n), the A* algorithm
will act like Greedy Best-First-Search algorithm and will provide high speed but with
less accurate result.

Fig. 1. Speed-Accuracy trade-off
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5 Problem

The A* algorithm is heuristic and hence one cannot predict the path computed by it,
since there can be multiple paths of same length. Consider the following example:

Figure 2 shows the open maze, in which the path needs to be found. The cost of
moving from one node to other node is 1. And the shortest path between them is of length
11. The path from the Source Node and the Destination Node can be given as follow:

Fig. 2. Open maze

The Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 shows the few possible paths, that can be obtained by tradi‐
tional A* algorithm. Let’s consider that the path is needed to be followed by a robot.
And the cost of moving the robot in forward direction is Cm and the cost of rotating the
robot in left or right direction is CR. So the total cost of moving robot from Source to
Destination for each path can be given as follow:

Cost(Path 1) = 11Cm + CR

Cost(Path 2) = 11Cm + 2CR

Cost(Path 3) = 11Cm + 4CR

Cost(Path 4) = 11Cm + 8CR
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Fig. 3. Path 1 Fig. 4. Path 2

Fig. 5. Path 3 Fig. 6. Path 4

So even if the A* finds the optimal path by taking a sufficient amount of time, the
cost of movement of the robot may or may not be optimal. To find the optimal path with
optimal movement cost, the cost function f(n) of the A* algorithm need to be modified.

6 Proposed Work

In order to reduce the number of rotations taken by the A* algorithm, the cost function
needs to be modified. As the heuristic cost function do not consider any obstacle in
between the current node and destination node, it may or may not consider any rotation.
But in the case of actual cost function, it takes care of cost of moving from source to
current nodes. And by adding a cost to actual cost value for each turn taken by that path,
the more accurate result i.e. path with less turn can be achieved. The actual cost function
g(n) of the A* algorithm g(n) = g(parent) + movement_cost can be modified as follow:
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g(n) = g(parent) + movement_cost + R (3)

Where, R is the cost of changing the direction i.e. the cost of rotating left or rotating
right. The value of R can be defined as follow:

If turn is detected then R = CR

Otherwise R = 0

Where, CR is the cost of rotation. The Cost of Rotation depends on the size of Grid.
The larger the grid size, the higher value of rotation cost required. Due to this, after
taking each turn the cost value of the node will be increased. And hence, as algorithm
chooses the nodes with least cost value from OPEN list, it will also select the nodes with
less number of turns, which may result into the path with less number of turns.

7 Experimental Setup

We have used Raspberry Pi 3 – Model B (1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU) on
three 500 × 250 blocks grids. We have used JavaScript programming to achieve the
worst case performance, as the JavaScript get less system resources than other program‐
ming languages like C, C++ or Java, due to browser restrictions. We have executed the
algorithm for 10,000 times to achieve more accurate performance, as the JavaScript’s
performance may vary according to CPU usage. The Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the Grids
used for testing traditional A* algorithm and Improved A* algorithm.

Fig. 7. Grid 1
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Fig. 8. Grid 2

Fig. 9. Grid 3

8 Experimental Result

To find the path from the Source to the Destination, if the traditional A* algorithm is
applied. The following results were obtained (Figs. 10, 11, 12 and Table 1).
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Fig. 10. Grid 1

Fig. 11. Grid 2

Fig. 12. Grid 3
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Table 1. Result of traditional A* algorithm

Grid Time required (in
milliseconds)

Path length Number of rotations

Grid 1 0.2504 70 44
Grid 2 0.3744 70 9
Grid 3 0.441 112 32

To find the path from the Source to the Destination, if the improved version of A*
algorithm is applied. The following results were obtained (Figs. 13, 14 and 15).

Fig. 13. Grid 1

Fig. 14. Grid 2
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Fig. 15. Grid 3

Rotation Cost: 1
See Table 2.

Table 2. Result of improved A* algorithm

Grid Time required (in
milliseconds)

Path length Number of rotations

Grid 1 0.3082 70 2
Grid 2 0.4852 70 7
Grid 3 0.5446 112 6

Result Comparison
See Table 3.

Table 3. Result comparison

Grid Time required (in milliseconds) Number of rotations
A* Improved A* A* Improved A*

Grid 1 0.2504 0.3082 44 2
Grid 2 0.3744 0.4852 9 7
Grid 3 0.4410 0.5446 32 6

The traditional A* algorithm takes less time (in milliseconds) to find the path, but
the number of turns in path are more, whereas the improved A* algorithm take few more
milliseconds but give less number of turns. As the rotation cost increases gradually, the
value of cost function of A* algorithm also increases, as result, the accuracy of algorithm
increases, i.e. number of turns taken reduces. While doing so, few extra numbers of node
could be also discovered. The Figs. 16 and 17 shows that, as the rotation cost increases
gradually, the number of turns decreases, whereas the node space required increases,
until the threshold rotation cost is achieved. Whereas the Fig. 18 shows that, as the
rotation cost increases gradually, the number of nodes discovered also increases, for
those extra discovered nodes, the A* algorithm requires little bit more time, due to this
the time required by algorithm also increases gradually.
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Fig. 16. Effect of rotation cost on number of turns

Fig. 17. Effect of rotation cost on number of nodes discovered

Fig. 18. Effect of rotation cost on time required
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9 Conclusion

Keeping in view the threatening situations, the design of Path-finding algorithm become
more crucial in rescue operations. We have modified the actual cost function of the
traditional A* algorithm. As the rotation cost is added in the cost function, the output
of traditional A* algorithm can be improved efficiently. The new cost function will help
to find the shortest path with less number of turns, but in doing so, due to Speed-Accuracy
trade-off, the time required by the algorithm will be bit more. Due to this, the robot will
need more time (in milliseconds) to compute the path, but it will require less time
(in seconds/minutes) to reach to the trapped person and bring him/her to a safer place.
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